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Reach the ultimate 
in computer 
graphics without 
spending a fortune 

How 16,773,120 
extra colours can 

change your life! 
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Arcade Classics 
Amoeba Invaders, Pac-Man 87 

Girl Actions, Hemroids 

Play four of the oldies but goldics that 
star in our classic games feature on p23 
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Find out how the arcade classics 
can give you the best value there 

is in sheer fun and enjoyment 

PLUS the best in 
incredibly useful 

hints, tips and advici 

Workbench pi 89 
Gamebusters pi 19 
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JACK NICKLAUS' UNLIMITED GOLF AND 
COURSE DESIGN1" 

A unique opportunity to share Jack's greatest 
passions - playing championship golf and 

designing the world's greatest courses. 

JACK NICKLAUS' GREATEST IS HOLES 
OF MAJOR CHAMPIONSHIP GOLFrw 

Tee off on the most challenging IS holes 
of championship golf - handpicked by the 

legend himself. 

From tee to green, the Jack Nicklaus Collection of golfing 
simulations is truly "World Class". With five superb add-on disks 
developed exclusively for use with Jack Nicklaus' Greatest 18 Holes 
of Major Championship Golf and Jack Nicklaus' Unlimited Golf 

JACK NICKLAUS PRESENTS THE 
MAJOR CHAMPIONSHIP COURSES 

Of tm™ - OAK HILL • ROYAL 
TROON • KE MPt K LAKES - Most of us 
only dream of playing ihe "Majors" - but 
now * your chance to experience first 

hand what the rest only watch on the T. V, 

JACK NICKLAUS PRESENTS THE 
MAJOR CHAMPIONSHIP COURSES 

OF 1990tM- Ml DINAH • SHOAL CREEK 
* ST- ANDREWS - Your chance lo play 
the Grand slam courses of 1990 including 
the birthplace of golf itself" St. Andre ws, 

JACK NICKLAUS PRESENTS THE 
MAJOR CHAMPIONSHIP COURSES 
OF l«*“ - HAZELTINE • ROYAL 
EURKDVLE • CROOKED STICK - 

Tackle this years u hi mate tests of golf 
and match your scores with the best 

Screenshots from IBM PC version. Other versions may vary. Licensed from Sculptured Software. The Golden Bear symbol 
and all Jack Nicklaus titles are trademarks of Golden Bear International, Inc. © 1991 Accolade, Inc. All rights reserved. 
All product and corporate names are trademarks of their respective owners. 

Accolade Europe Ltd., Bowling House, Point Pleasant, Wands worth, London S Wifi 1 PE. Tel: 081-877 OfifiO. Fax: 083-877 3503. 



rEST GOLFER 
2nd Course Design, you'll capture the complete 
2 t experience without even venturing 
ntdoors-a major advantage with 'the great 

Fntish Summer' as we know it today! 

\C h N1CKLAU5 PRESENTS III! 
RE AT COURSESOFTHEU.S, OPENIM 
- FEBHi : BEACH * OAKMONT » 

S Vt Tl SROL - Follow in the fooluteptof 
-r time great*-Palmer, Hogan. Snead 

ind Sicklau^ on three of the 
demanding course* in the LL5.A. 

JAC K NICKLAUS PRESENTS THE 
INTERNATIONAL COURSE LUSK 1 
Pack your bagvind ter off on ihree oi l he 

world* gteaie&l premier Course*, each 

designed by lack Nfcklau*, 
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The best in entertainment software. ™ 
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If you read Amiga Format every month, why 

not make sure of your copy by getting it 

delivered straight to your door? See Page 

178 of this issue for details! 

Take advantage of our mail order bargains. 

See the Special Offers details on Page 186! 

Turn to page 178 to find out how to get 'em! 

REGULARS 
News 9 
There are exciting developments in the Amiga world... 

Gamebusters 119 
Indy Jones Adventure solved for you frustrated players 

PD Update 169 
We pick out the best from all the new freebie releases 

The latest 
developments for 
the Amiga are all in 
News: when will 
Workbench 2 arrive 
for the A500? 

Workbench 189 
Read this and learn: your techie questions answered 

Subscriptions 194 
Make it easy for yourself: get your mag delivered! 

Special Offers 202 
Check out a few of the special bargains on offer 

Letters 207 
Poke a nose in the business of other Amiga owners 

The PD Update 
section includes 
some fascinating 
new demos this 
month: check it out 
at once! 

REVIEWS 
TV Paint 40 
It costs £900 but it's probably the most powerful paint 
package ever to hit the Amiga. Find out why. .. 

HAM-E 44 
Until now, 24-bit colour looked like being too expensive 
for most of us: but it just got cheap. Check the results! 

Scalab Professional 50 
If you need to get photographic full-colour images onto 
the Amiga, you need to scan them in. Here’s how! 

One way of buying 
a spare computer 
for a very low 
price is with an 
emulator. If you 
lust after a Mac, 
read the review of 
A-MAX2. 
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A-MAX2 134 
Put a new computer inside your Amiga: you can have a 
Macintosh for a bargain price, or choose another... 

Novia A500 internal hard drive 142 
They said it couldn't be done, but I CD have proven them 
wrong with a 30Mb hard drive that fits in your A500. 

Prima A500 internal hard drive 143 
Better still, if you can afford the price this little beauty will 
pack a massive 105Mb storage into your A500. Wow! 

Snapshot 146 
it's been a while since a new digitiser has been released, 
but this real-time marvel promises much. Can it deliver? 

It's a first for the 
Amiga 500: this is 
the first time 
you've been able 
to install a tiny 
hard drive inside 
your computer. 
See the review to 
find out how well 
it performs... 

COMPETITIONS 
Fly with Phillips! Ill 
Your chance to fly a multi-million pound airliner, 
as Philips celebrate their new monitor bundle. 

Catch an image with EA! 131 
Three fabulous Canon Ion image capture cameras 
to be won in Electronic Arts* Deluxe Paint IV compo 

There are three of 
these fabulous 
Canon Ion capture 
cameras to be won! 



Get back to Gameplay 
- rv: r>e ^rcac3e classics are just as exciting today? 
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Everyone remebers it as the first arcade game: but can it and its like 
still stand up to the games of today? Have some fun finding out... 

Somewhere over the Rainbow 38 
How 24-bit colour takes the Amiga to the graphic extreme 

From photo-realistic images to the very flashiest of computer grafix, 
24-bit colour is bringing the Amiga the ultimate in graphic power. 
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SCREENPLAY 
Previews 59 
What's on the way in games: Rodland and Utopia 

FORMAT GOLD 
Cruise for a Corpse 78 

REVIEWS 
Magic Pockets 68 
Nebulus 2 72 

Blade Warrior 75 

Robin Smith's Internat'l Cricket 76 
Rise of the Dragon 84 

Gauntlet 3 87 
The Executioner 88 

Rodland 92 

Sara con 97 
Mediaeval Warriors 98 
Robin Hood 100 

Hero Quest Data Disk 
Kid Gloves 

Impossamole 
Deadline 
Sorcerer 

Cricket 
The Big Deal 
Test Drive 2: the collection 

SPOutro 103 

CRUISE FOR A 
CORPSE 
An Agatha Christie 
mystery in the 
Caribbean. 
Delphine 'dunnit', 
but who committed 
the dirty deed? 
Follow the clues on 
Page 78! 

BLADE WARRIOR 
A Hack and slasher 
in silhouette? Can 
a monochrome 
arcade adventure 
cut it? The axe 
falls on Page 75. 

MAGIC POCKETS 
Three Bitmaps and 
a baby! The latest 
Renegade extrava¬ 
ganza gets its first 
day out. Can they 
possibly have gone 
Gold again? Find 
out on Page 68! 

RODLAND 
Flower-collecting 
has never been so 
much fun! Crying 
sharks/ splitting 
spuds and lethal 
lobsters stand in 
your way: try to 
rescue your mom 
on Page 92. 
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Do you long for the days when 

arcades were simple things you 

played rather than watched? 

When gameplay ruled the roost 

and the Amiga wasn't even a 

twinkle in Commodore's eye? 

The Golden Age of Arcades is 

revisted in the bonus bumper 

bundle of classic games on the 

Coverdisk. Dodge and blast the 

foul Amoeba Invaders back into 

the void, thrill to swooping 

aliens in Girl Actions, pack in 

the Power Pills in PacMan ‘87 

and cure your Hemroids with a 

the aid of laser cannon! 

Or you could just check out the 

Pic of the Month... 



The new HAM-supporting 
DeluxePaint IV will do more than 

turn a few heads. 
It will also turn them inside out, upside down, spin them 

on an axis, or metamorphosise them into hairy rock stars before you 
can say "Tutankhamen". 

With Hold And Modify (HAM) video mode, DeluxePaint IV offers 
a staggering 4096 colours. This means gradients that are smoother, 

more versatile and easier to define. 

Not only can you paint in HAM, you can animate in it, too. 
Imagine brilliant images, rendered in 4096 colours, moving 

effortlessly across the screen. 

DeluxePaint IV makes animation easy for you. 
The special LightTable feature allows you to review the last frame of 

animation while previewing the next. 
Or choose two different images - say a caterpillar and a butterfly - 
and DeluxePaint IV will carry out an amazing metamorphosis 

between them in as many frames as you wish. 
All these features are directed from a new video-style Animation 

Control that makes animating as easy as pressing a button. 

So whether painting or animating, you can now achieve smooth, 
seamless effects of unbelievable subtlety. 

But don't take our word for it. 
Steve Franklin, Managing Director of Commodore Business 

Machines, described DeluxePaint IV as "a stunning innovation and 
probably the best software package for this market" 

Available 27th September 1991 

£89.99 

ELECTRONIC ARTS 
l 1/49 Station Road Langley Berks S L 3 8 Y N, England, 

Tel: 0753 549442 Fax; 0753 546672 

TO UPGRADE from previous versions of DeiuxePaini, send the Iront cover of vour manual with a 

cheque, postal order or credit card details including expiry date to the Direct Sales Department at 

Electronic Ans Lid. An upgrade from DduxePaim 1 costs L65, from ll cqms £>> and from III L45 Call 

0753 549442 for details of this and the special videos which will help you make the most of DeluxePaint 
IV. 





THE NEXT MILLENIUM ^ 
It is the end of the 31st Century, Nearly one 

thousand years ago man colonised the moon, and 
from there created a range of human mutations which 
were left to develop other planets. At the same time* 
life on earth was destroyed by a cataclysmic climatic 
change. 

Now the mutant races are at war with each other* 
and man has returned to Earth, rebuilt civilisation* 
and forgotten about past adventures. 

Deep In Earth City, plans have been made to 
explore space again. The race has started to develop 
Earth’s resources, to research new technology* to build 
for future adventures. 

You must control the training* research, resources* 
production and stores of Earth City in a complex 
strategic battle to maximise the planet's supplies. You 
must construct and pilot the hi-tech space shuttles 
and ships needed for mankind to venture out into the 
furthest reaches of the war-torn solar system. 
Operation Deuteros has begun. 

Copyright © 1991 IAN BIRD 



1 MEGABYTE BASIC AMIGA 
500 IS HERE TO STAY 

Despite the fact that Commodore have now released 

two Amiga 5JEI pjck1' featuring an expanded I Mb 

Amiga -inetnalh the Screen Gems ami now the 

Cartoon Clasmx bundle), hut have still insisted that 

ihi> certainly did not mean the end of the 512K Amiga, 

However, now it appears that they are changing their 

tune which can only mean good news for all 

Suture Amiga buyers. 

There is, however, one possible problem. Until now 

the IMh Amiga packs have included an AMI I RAM 

expansion to provide the extra 512K, hut Commodore 

seem set on replacing that with board-mounted chips to 

>ave on cost. Ihc current architecture of the A50G PCB 

allows for she extra chips, but if they are fitted the trap¬ 

door slot underneath the Amiga can no longer he used, 

which would of course render such third-party devices 

as extra-large RAM expansions and possibly PC emu¬ 

lator cards as useless. The question is, why should 

Commodore worry? 

WHERE'S THE AMIGA 
500 CD-ROM DRIVE? 
Amiga owners will get Cl) after Christmas: price to be £350-400 

Despite previous rumours that we might see the launch of the Amiga 500 CD-ROM drive at the forthcoming 

Amiga Format World of Commodore Show, it now seems very likely that the device w ill not actually go on sale 

until immediately before Christmas. "1 would hope that we can get a few in before Christmas, hut realistically Pm 

looking at February of next year," reports Sieve Franklin, Managing Director of Commodore UK, 

The CD drive, currently known as the A690 by most people though even the name is not yet confirmed, will 

give the Amiga 500 owner access to all the CD-based software that is available for the CDTV The new drive is 

ready for mass production in the Stales, hut the delay to the UK market w ill simply be a question of supply. 

Although a survey conducted jointly between Amiga Format and Commodore revealed that percent of A5O0 

owners would buy a CD-ROM unit if it cost £200-300. Commodore max well not be able to keep the price that low 

at first. As Steve Franklin, commented in trade magazine CTH , "Unfortunately. because it’s new technology we 

can't do it at that price straight away, so you're looking at a £350-400 product 

"Even if that brings the number of buyers down to 30 per cent that's still 200,000 machines.' Tins contrasts 

starkly with current UK sales of the CDTV, where only a few thousand have been sold to date. As we predicted in 

Issue 24's CDTV review, it seems that you. the Amiga ow ner, will determine Ehe success of CD-based software. 

STAR UNVEILS THE LC-20 
- THE LC-IO FOR THE 90S 

Star s best-selling LC-IO 9-pin printer has been 

revamped and renamed for their push into the 

1990s. The new LC-20 has a lot to live up to . the 

LC-IO ha*, sold over 2.25 million printers world¬ 

wide. The LC-20. as it is now called, is a new 

design that keeps the quality and reliability of its 

predecessor but r*. faster Usn cps m draft, 45cps in 

'xLQ', quieter and feat-res better paper handling. 

Features itk ude a 4K print buffer, trac tor and fric¬ 

tion feed ared a budi-in parallel interface. The 

LC-20 will he available from mid-September from 

all the usual sowcev 

Star Microfucs 0895 252131 

IS A PORTABLE AMIGA ON THE WAY? 
Rumours arc abundant in the Amiga world that an Amiga portable could oti the way. Am Report, the on-line 

news magazine on OX, has been putting two and two together and getting on interesting sum For example, the 

new developers' style guide insists that all new Amiga software should look gixxl and be useable in mono, which 

suggests use on a black-and-white LCD screen. An Amiga portable developed independently of Commodore by a 

German firm never made its appearance. Why not? Did Commodore stamp on it. * take it up? Wait and see 

The pressure's on Star to match the phenomenal sales of their 
LG1Q printer, with the launch of its successor: the LC-20. 

AL PACINO.IFF! 

After the excellent Ome /or a Corpse, expectations are 

high for the adventure game based an the Godfather Film, 
programmed by the some crew. Con Don Delphme cut it? 

Delphme have released the first screens of the epic 

Godfather project. The French graphic adventure spe¬ 

cialist who pul Cnast for a Corpse together (sec the 

review on Page 7Kj are in the early stages of designing 

a game that tells the entire Godfather talc. Little is 

known about how they aim to implement the multiple 

perspective aspect of the movie, but the early evidence 

shows great promise. 

ADPRO II ADDS JPEG 
ASDG are adding JPEG compression facilities to the next release of V? 

Deportment Professional, JPEG compression is an image compression 

standard created by the Joint Photographic Expert Group and is destined to he 

the new image compression standard across all platforms. This will allow 

images from Apple Macintoshes and PC s io be loaded into Art Deparm* nt 

Professional // and let images created m AD Pro also be exported to 

Macintoshes and PCs. 

The most exciting thing about JPEG is the huge reductions in file size that 

the compression gives - ratios as high as HfJ: 1 can be achieved w ith very link 

change in the quality of the image. What this will mean in practice is that a 

I Mb image (about the size of an overmanned 24-hit plane) can be reduced 

to less than 3OK - just imagine over 30Mb of images all fitting on just a 

single 3.5-inch disk! 

Although at high compression ratios there is some loss of quality, ADPro 

will allow you to set the level of compression: higher for smaller flies, lower to 

maintain optimum image quality. A date has not yet been announced for the 

release of this new version of Art Department Pro. but it w ill be available from 

all the usual sources, 

FIB Marketing 0753 686000. 

Is it real or is it JPfG? A 1Mb file becomes just 10DK with the aid of the Joint Photographic 

Expert Group's compression system, now incorporated in ADPro, Can you (ell the difference? 
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ALL THE TOP COMPANIES WILL APPEAR 
AT THE WORLD OF COMMODORE SHOW 

g 

The World of Commodore Show 

in November, sponsored by 

Amiga Format, is now certain to 

be the big event of ihe year for 

Amiga owners. Not only have 

most of the major UK games 

software houses confirmed tliai 

they will attend, hot also the 

major American producers of 

hardware and serious software 

will be along loo. as well as a cosmopolitan blend of 

firms from other European countries, 

The event is now set to combine the gamesy appeal 

of ihe recently-cancelled September CES (normally the 

best place to gel hands-on experience of the new games 

releases for Xmas, but it is now' a trade-only event) 

with the Amiga-specific approach of the Commodore 

Show and the strong productivity/creativity leanings of 

the Ami-Expo events. 

Among the top-name games software houses who 

wilt be showing off their new releases arc Virgin. 

Mirrorsoft. Electronic Arts. Psy gnosis, MicroPros?. 

Gremlin and Mindscape, while Ocean and 

Entertainment International w ill confirm soon. 

High-prestige American software 

and hardware manufacturers New 

Horizons and Supra will definitely 

have a presence, while Gold Disk, 

NewTek. Oxxi-Acgis and GVP are 

90 per cent certain to be there. 

Among the UK Amiga producers 

to attend will he New1 Dimensions, 

Microdeal. Rom bo and PanDAAL. 

while Mandarin and Digita arc 

pretty certain to be showing their latest wares on their 

own stands loo. Other familiar names from the distribu¬ 

tion world include HR Marketing, Precision. Power. 

Surface. WTS and Checkmate 

The trade-only day of the show is to be sponsored 

by the highly-re spec ted computer trade magazine C7W, 

After the show goes open to the public you'll be able to 

visit and meet representatives of all these top firms, 

as well as enjoying Commodore's games arcade. 

CDTV City and the many seminars and sessions going 

on over the three days. 

All the details of the show, including how to book 

early and save yourself some cash, appear in an adver¬ 

tisement on Pages 34-35 of this very issue. 

Earl's Court 2i venue for the biggest event of 
Ihe year for all Amiga owners! 

MODEL PLANES 
A new series of models for your 3D rendering program is under creation 

by Leo Capricorn in France. The models will include several WW2 

aeroplanes and a couple of very flash sports cars, while a series of WWl 

aircraft and modem helicopters is on the way. Incidentally, Leo 

Capricorn's first 3D model, the Omega Head, was used to create ihe 

cover Of Issue 23 of Amiga Format, so we know it's good stuff. 

Leo Capricorn: 1 Residence do la Tuilerie, 94260 Fresnes, 

France 010 42 37 16 44 

DOMARK GO FOR CUP GLORY 
Rugby will gel iwo bites of the eheny on October 3. with the simultane¬ 

ous kick off of the World Cup and the launch of Domark's Rugby -The 

World Cup, an action simulation which will feature the world's lop 16 

teams, all rucking for glory in a knockout-style tournament. 
"We've gone for fluidity and playability as all loo often sports sims 

take ages to get into. Rugby*s been launched to coincide with the World 

Cup and wc hope that it will be the Kick Off of Rugby" says Clare 

Edge ley of Domark. 

The Ferrari 1-40 is one of several excel¬ 

lent 3D models which you can use. 

The Kick Off of rugby games? Possibly.,, 

LOTUS POSITIONED 
Gremlin have unveiled their new supercar,Lotus Turbo Challenge 2, the 

follow up to the hugely successful and widely acclaimed Lotus Esprit 

Turbo Challenge, There's no track racing in Lotus 2: now there's a 

trans-American race for up to four players simultaneously with fog, 

snow, rain and night driving to contend with. Early versions were on dis¬ 

play during the official launch at the Millhrook car proving ground - 

where real Lotuses are pul through their paces - and if the finished game 

can live up to its preview promise, it should leave Lotus I for dead. The very smart Lotus Elan finally makes it 
to real supertm status as an Amiga game. 

MID-WINTER WARMERS 
MicroPros are slicking to Iheir simulation guns for the winter months. 

Midwinter 2 is the leader of Ihe pack, w ith action over a series of islands 

threatened by an invasion, fractal-generated landscapes and a polygon 

sea w ith waves. Master Goff looks set to threaten the mighty PGA Tour 

Golf as king of the tees, while a Grand Prix sim is being coded by Geoff 

Crammond, the man who made Stum Car Racer, Covert Action tells u 

talc of espionage and not-nice-ness, while F-U7a (F-I9 v.2j and 

Gun ship 2000 are on the way, 
Midwinter 2: uses fractals to generate 
the landscapes far the island world. 

NOW THAT'S WHAT I CALL.. 
Wanna buy Amiga game soundtracks on CD. for your 

listening pleasure? We’ve heard advance tapes of the 

Psy gnosis compilation (featuring such hit themes as 

Awesome, Killing Gome Show and Shadow of the 

Beast) and the Gremlin hit factory {Switchblade. 

Supercars, Lotus etc) and it's actually a really jolly 

idea. The CDs will be on sale soon at £7.99 each. 

Digital Dreams 0602 754991 

IMAGINE THAT! 
Any avid tans of the 3D modelling program Imagine 

who are feeling a little left out in the cold might like to 

join the Imagine Users Group, a club of enthusiasts 

who share information and advice on all aspects of the 

program. They also have a huge object and texture 

library as well as a colour printing service. 

Imagine User Group, 16 Canbridge Road, Newton. 

Cambridge CB2 5PL 

TURTLES CRAWL OUT 
I mage Works are showing out Turtles 2 for the 

Christmas slot and this time it's a conversion of the 

smash-hit Konami coin-op. The developers. Probe* 

have already released some Toughs’ to give an idea of 

how the coding is coming along and the results look 

pretty accurate lo the arcade. Could be one of the 

major titles of the year, 

GOLD DISK SUPPORT 
Gold Disk have just announced that users of their 

range of productivity and business software will now 

be able to get support in the UK from Gordon 

Harwoods. This is excellent news for anyone who has 

a problem which they need lo be answered or who is 

considering buying Gold Disk software, 

Gordon Harwoods 0773 836781 

NEW LOW COST PRINTER 

Good news for writers and artists on a tight budget - 

Silica have introduced a new 9-pin printer for a mere 

£99 + VAT, The Scikosha SP- 1900AI prints at 192 cps 

(characters per second), 40 in NLQ (near leiter qual- 

iiy). Included in the price is a printer starter pack that 

includes everything you need to start printing immedi¬ 

ately: stationary, cables, ink ribbon and printer drivers. 

Silica Systems 081 -309 11II. 

NEW PROGRAM DESIGN BOOK 
Program Design Techniques for the Amiga is written 

by hard-core programmer and AF contributor Paul 

Gveraa, The book tries to explain not jusi the mechan¬ 

ics of game programming, but the skills and 

techniques needed to successfully program complex 

16-bit games, 

Kuma Books 0734 844335. 

CALLING ALL AUTHORS! 
The Society of Software Authors is to hold its third 

Developers' conference (DEVCON 3) in late 

November. Details have yet to be confirmed hut tick¬ 

ets will be on a first-come first-served basis, 

Naim SharmaU&l 503 2521 



4096 Colours in High Resolution...is just the beginning 

Orth the all new Oigi-View 4.0 soft¬ 
ware you can do the one thing most 
people thought was impossible - 
digitize and display all 4096 colours 

in high resolution! We call this revolutionary new 

graphics mode Dynamic HiRes Amiga Format magazine 

calls il "breathtaking, easily the best images ever seen 

on an Amiga screen" But that's |ust the start of what 

makes Digi-View 4.0 a breakthrough. Other new features 

include: Dynamic HAM (hinge tree HAM). Noise 

Reduction (lor the sharpest images ever), AFtexx sup¬ 

port. super bitmap digitizing. 24 tut colour support 

and dozens of other new features maiong Digi-View Gold 

the hottest Amiga graphics product ever. 

And it's still iust as easy to use. Simply locus your 

video camera on any object or picture, and in seconds 

Digi-View Goto turns it into Amiga graphics that 

glwr with wbranl colour and stunning clarity. Whether 

you are creating graphics lor desktop publishing, 

presentations, video, or just for lun. Drgi-View Gold gives 

you dazzling images with amazing simplicity. 

These images were photographed directly Irom an Amiga 
1080 monitor and show the new 4096 colour 

Dynamic HiRes mode available only 
Newtek s Dig*-View 4 0 

Digi-View 4.0 and Digi-Paint 3 Become One 
with the ultimate link between digitizer and paint program. With 
Digi-View 4,0's Digi-Porl feature they can both share the same 
screen so that touching-up your digitized images is easier than ever. 
Transfer 768x592, 4096 colour super bitmaps Irom Digi-View 4,0 
to Digi-Paint 3 with a simple menu command, make changes 
such as combining images or adding titles, and redisplay them as 
Dynamic HiRes or other resolution images. 

Only Digi-View Gold: 
• Digitizes in all Amiga resolution modes Irom 320 x 256 up lo j 

768 x 592 (lull HiRes overscan) I 
• Includes powerful Digi-Patni t software for retouching digitized / 

images or creating original artwork I 
• Uses 2 to 4096 colours (including hallbrite) f 
• Has exclusive Dynamic modes tor 4096 colours in HiRes 
• Digitizes in 21 bits per pixel (2.1 million colours) (or the highest quality 

images possible 
• Has advanced dithering routines that give an apparent 100.000 colours 

on screen simultaneously 
• Has a special line art mode lor desktop publishing 
• Comes with an icon driven slideshow program tor presentations 

using both IFF and Dynamic images 
• Has complete software control of colour saturation, brightness, 

sharpness, hue. resolution, and palette 
• Digitizes in full overscan with no borders for use with video genlocks 
• Offers an unprecedented lifetime warranty 

II you waul the best graphics possible for your Amiga, Ihen get the best 
selling video digitizer of all time: Digi-View Gold. 

fln|if C14Q QC ForaNewTek authorized dealer 
Ulliy £I43.9iI near you contact HB Marketing. 

!nc. VAT in), at 0753 686000 

Now includes 
Digi-Paint 1 

INCORP ORATED 

* Requires standard gender changer lor use with Amiga 1000 Dynamic HiRes 
requires 2 megs ol RAM Digi-View Gold is a 1rtidemark ol NewTck. Inc 
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NEWS 

THE SUPER A500 
COMETH 
The next step on for the Amiga 500 is the arrival of the 

Enhanced C’hip Set (ECS) and with it Workbench 2, 

Thurston. Technical Director of Commodore 

K, has told Amiga Formal that the ECS should be 

available by Christmas. ECS comprises of a new 

Denise and an Even Fatter (or Supcrfal) Agnus chip 

iivd gives two newr high-res four-colour display modes, 

while Workbench 2 would involve a new Kick start 

^hip and the disks. 

Bui here's where the confusion slarts. We've heard 

thai there may be a new display mode that gives more 

colours than HAM. though we've been unable to get 

(his confirmed or denied yet. We’ve also heard that 

WR2 is now blown onto ROMs, so the OS would be 

entirely chip-based and a lot faster, Could this mean 

the big new A50O that Commodore arc known to be 

planning would come with 1Mb. with the new ECS 

and the Workbench chips all on the board? We II have 

to wait and see... 

GET THE MAX! 
Get the Most out of your Amiga 1992 is the new, 

revised, updated version of Amiga Format's complete 

guide to the Amiga, As before, 

this 172-page book includes 

dyers' guides on all aspects 

of Amiga creativity and pro¬ 

ductivity software, 

beginners' guides to all 

aspects of the Amiga, lots 

of hardware information* 

stacks of handy 

Workbench hints and 

tips and Gamehustm 

lips on a heap of 

recent games. All the 

information has 

been updated with 

' new stuff in there. This 

book will also be included with the new 

A15CXJ bundle, details of w hich are to be announced 

soon. Look out for the new book* on sale nexi month! 

AMIGA FORMAT IS THE BEST! IT'S A FACT! 
You are now reading the best Amiga magazine (here is: and it's noi just our opinion. Two facts 

have recently appeared which confirm our position as the leading Amiga maga/mc in the country. 

For starters* our audited circulation (the number of copies sold on average per month* as 

officially checked by independent body ihe Audit Bureau of Circulations i has been announced 

at 115,000 copies over the January-July period this year. This means we arc nor only the 

mosi popular Amiga magazine in Britain. Europe and possibly the world, it also means 

that this is Britain’s biggest-selling computer magazine of any kind for the last si* years 

Just as exciting, for the second year in a row Amiga Format has been voted the top 

'magazine aiding stocking decisions' by computer dealers in the UK. A survey car¬ 

ried out by computer trade magazine C71V revealed that dealers place Ami 

Format as far and away the number one computer mag when lhey arc deciding 

what products they should sell. In other words, the people who sell you the software 

rely on us to tell them what's good and what’s nob 

All of which simply goes to prove that you can rely on Amiga Format to give you the best. 

PROGRESSIVE 040 FROM HB 
[f you like the idea of 040 speed, but not the weight of 

the price tag. the new 040 hoard from Progressive 

Peripherals and Software may be for you. The i magi na¬ 

tively-named Progressive 040 comes in two fonns. one 

for the A2000 and another for the A3000. 

Tfie 040/2000 uses the 16-bit memory on the A2Q0Q 

motherboard and can have another 32Mb of RAM 

installed on ihe board itself. In addition, the Q40/200Q 

comes u iih DOS 2.0 and the latest version of Kickstan. 

with which you replace y our existing chips. Motorola 

claim the processor speed is 19.2 MIPS (million 

instructions per second) and the manufacturers' bench¬ 

mark rests look impressive. The prices? f 1649+VAT 

for the 040/2000 with 4Mb of onboard RAM. 

£1279+VAT for the 0WA3000 version (no RAM and 

no DOS 2,0) Look out for a comprehensive IW0 board 

test in an upcoming issue of AF, 

HB Marketing 0753 686000. 

WANT A CDTV KEYBOARD? 
In advance of the official Commodore release of ihe 

CDTV keyboard, you can obtain an adaptor to use a 

B20Q0 keyboard from any Lightwave stockist. You 

should also be able to obtain a keyboard if you don’t 

have a spare, Prices are yet to be confirmed. 

Lightwave 051 -639 5050 

Com po term an of Skipton 0756 790554 

AND IT'S A GOAL! 
Fans of Kick Off might like to contribute to the new 

Golden Goals disks being out together for PD distribu¬ 

tion hy an Irish footy nut. The disks will feature the 

best and weirdest goals that are submitted and will be 

available only from PD libraries, but if you want to 

contribute a disk of your goals write enclosing a 50p 

piece if you wani your disk back. Wild ideal 

Derek Doran, 3 Glenaulin Park. Chapelizod, 

Dublin 20, Eire. 

THIS IS A 44 MAGNUM... 
CSA. makers of the Mega Midget Racer are about to launch their fastest accelerator yet - the 40/4 Magnum - a 

6H040-based system running at 20MIPS (million instruction per second). Compare that w ith an A500 which runs 

at about 0.8 MIPS And you'll realise it's fast. However* the 40/4 Magnum is much more than just a 68040 chip on 

a hoard To give a real performance system* CSA have added 1Mb of zero wait slate 32-bit static RAM, a fast 

SCSI hard dnve controller, a high speed parallel port and two highspeed serial pons - all running within the 

20MIP world of (he 68040. I S price has been set at $3,995 but as yet no UK price is available. 

Computer System Associates 0101 619 566 9581. 

GOLD DISK, OXXI RAISE UK PROFILE 
The fact that Ccniresoft - recently named software distributor of the year by readers of the industry’s trade mag. CTW - have taken on the distributorships for Gold Disk and 

Gxxi- Aegis* in addition to announcing (heir own brand of peripherals, brings yet more proof that the Amiga has confirmed its dominance of the UK home-computer market. 

From the Gold Disk range, they will be slocking the DTP program Pave letter 2: the desktop video system Slum-maker: the information storage and management pro¬ 

gram* Hyperboot, and the spreadsheet. Advantage* From the Owt range, in addition to the established Turbo text, Spectracolor and Aegis Soundman ter come three older 

products. Sonix (£45) is a syndics ism g/sainpl mg package while 1 ideotitler 3D and \ ideoscape 3D (both £89) are animal ion programs aimed at the home user. 

While established Gold Disk and Oxxi-Aegis suppliers will continue to sell the stuff. Ccniersoft should he able lo make il available in your local high-street. 

Meanwhile the new Centre soft own-brand label. AddXlra. will feature small peripherals such as disk drive anti-click devices, mice* joysticks and stereo headphones that 

plug directly into the Amiga. 
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Professional Page 2i still the lending high-end DTP 

package nnd now more widely available. 

Hyperbook: another from the excellent Gold Disk range 

that should become a part of the scene. 

3E1 NEW VERSION OF SCALA 

Silica Systems have announced a newr version of the 

best-selling Amiga presentation package, Scala. The 

new version LI adds a number of new features specif¬ 

ically aimed at multimedia and video titling 

applications. These include real-time anti-aliasing of 

text, brushes and colour fonts: Arexx support: full 

support for outline fonts; super impose transition and 

optimised loading times (over five times faster on an 

A300Q). The cost of Scala /./is going to be £268.34 

and a free version 1.1 upgrade is available to all cur¬ 

rent ow ners of Scala. 

Silica Systems 081 309 1111. 
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OFF 2 KIND WQfl OS 2 LS« 5UTT LARRY 3 LEMMINGS MEGATRAY1LLER f MDWNTIft 

9 22.99 12.99 13.99 11.99 11.99 

8.49 
warheao wheels of fire 

6.99 6.99 

10.99 79.99 
I Amiga Software 

MOY JONES KDV 7*1 

~ 7.99 7.99 i 

I Sis: «T *. NOS CF MICE NT C'-JiSA 
I 5*7 MAN CAPED CRUSADER 
I BATTLE OF BRITAIN 

0A'TlE SQUADRON 
BE*ST 2 WITH SHIRT 

IBEAS7 BUSTERS 
I BETRAYAL . 
I BILLY The k D 
I BIRDS OF PREY (1 MEGl .. 
I BLADE WARRIOR 
I BLOOD MONEY 
IbloODwycm. ,. 
I BLOOOWYCH DATA OI$K 
I BLUE MAX 
I BOMBER MISSION DISK 
I Bt'DOKAN 
I CADAVER 
I CADAVER LEVELS THE PAY OFF 
I CAPTAIN PLANET 
I CAPTIVE 
I CARDINAL OF The KREMLIN 

CARR CP COMMAND 
CASHBOOK COMBO 
CAShBOOK CONTROLLER 

^ final accounts, 
CENTURION DEFENDER OF ROME 
CHAMPIONS OF KRYNN il MEG) 

| LHAQS STRIKES SACK .,1 MEGl 
E CHARGE OF THE LIGHT BRIGADE 
I CHASE H.0 2 fSCl) 
I CMRONOQUtlT 2 

; CHUCK PQCK 
:? ,0 KINGDOMS 
DENAME ICEMAN <1 MEG) 
-ort fighting for pome 
•NFUCT EUROPE 
PPORATION * MISSION DISK 

■cb..p*OniM-SCROLLSi 
■>Ck DOWN .. 

CKETi’MtG) . 
V 6E rOP A CORPSE 
•5'4* SO* ARBOREA 

^ fi AB 
IB 48 
15 49 
’EM 
32. M 
22 » 
if.W 
tfl 99 

7 99 
16 99 
799 

i£*9 
3 98 

SOW 
7 99 

1999 
?.M 

12.99 
16 99 
T9- P9 
IBM 
10 J9 
16 99 

6 99 
B 99 
7 49 

1999 
7 49 
B 99 

10 49 
11 99 
18 99 
1899 
10 49 

7 99 

CLVG£Qft UaSTEH i MEG iQ 99 
7-MT' AAft$ 6 49 

6 49 
PCC PHANTOMS 16 99 
Lf 10 49 
t L T E 9 49 
ELVIRA MISTRESS of DARK (1 UEGf 19 99 
EPIC 16-99 
EXILE 16.99 
EYE OF HORUS.3.99 
EYE OF THE BEHOLDER (1 MEG) 19.99 
F15 STRIKE EAG4E211 MEG) 2)99 
Flfl FALCON 12 #0 
Fie FALCON MISSION DISK 2 9-99 
Fit STEALTH FIGHTER 19 49 
F29fleTALiATOfl 70 99 
FERRARI FORMULA T 8 99 
FIRE AND BRIMSTONE 18 99 
FISH' (MSCROU-Sl 3 99 
FISTS OF FURY i,DYNAMITE DO* 

kid Gloves 6 99 
KILLING GAME SHOW 9 99 
KIND WORDS 2 0 (WORD 
PROCESSOR) 22.99 
KINGS BOUNTY 19 99 
KINGS QUESTS 41 MEG) 25 49 
KLAX 7 99 
KNIGHTS OF LEGEND 19 99 
LAST NINJA 2 7 99 
LEISURE SUIT LARRY 2) 1299 

LEISURE SUIT LARRY 3 (I MEG) 12 99 
LEMMINGS 13 93 
LEMMINGS DATA DISK 10 99 
UFE AND DEATH 16 99 
LOGICAL 12 99 
LOMBARD RAC RALLY 7 99 
LORD OF THE RI NGS 19 4® 
LOTUS E$PRsT tl.rbo -6 49 
MAGNETIC SCROLLS COLLECTION 
VOL 1 (GUILD OF THIEVES F«Sh 

NINJA WMBiOPS SHlNQBi CWRUPT>ON 111 M£G) 19 49 
DOUBLE DRAGON 2) 19 40 MANCHESTER UNITED EUROPE 16 49 
FLAMES OF FREEDOM 21 99 MAUPiTl ISLAND 1699 
flf&ht OF THE INTRUDER 21 90 MEGATRAVElLER 1 1,1 MEG) 1199 
FLIGHT SIMULATOR 2 22 49 MEGlOMAMlA 1999 
FRENETIC 1399 MENACE 5 49 
FUN SCHOOL 212-6. 6‘6 B-l 13.90 MERCHANT colony 18 49 
FUN SCHOOL 3 <2-6 5-7. 7*} 15.40 MERCS 1099 
FUTURE WARS 1699 METAL mutant 1699 
gauntlet b 7 99 MICROPROSE SOCCER 709 
GAUNTLET 3 .1890 MIDNIGHT RESISTANCE 16 09 
GERM CRAZY 15 40 MIDWINTER H99 
GETTYSBURG |SSl| 9 00 MiG £9 FULCRUM 22 99 
GFA BASIC V3 0 COMPILER .27.99 MONOPOLY 16 09 
GFA BASIC V3 0 INTERPRETER 39 90 MONTY PYTHON 809 
GHENGHIS KHANN 20 90 MOON BASE 22 99 
GODS 1699 moonshine racers 1609 
GOLDEN AXE 1899 mystical 099 
GOLF WQRlD CLASS NAM 1005-75 19 49 
leaderboard 790 navy seals 1699 
GRAHAM GOOCH WORLD NESULUS? 1609 
CLASS CR«CK£T 10 99 NEVER MIND 6 49 
GRAND PRiX CIRCUIT 699 NH>T?$HlFT ?99 
GRAVITY 6 09 OWftWOW stealth 16 99 
GREG NORMANS GOLF 16 49 OPE RATON WOLF 799 
guild of thieves <mscrollS) ? 00 OVERRUN .7 MEGhSSD 19 99 
HARD DRIVIN 2 709 PANG 10.98 
HARLEY DAVIDSON 19 09 PAWN (M SC ROLL Si 399 
HARPOON 19 49 PGA GOLF TOUR 16 99 
HERD S QUEST (GREMLIN 1 10 09 PLAYER MANAGER 709 
HILL STREET BLUES 15 49 POOL OF RADIANCE (1 MEG) 1099 
HITCH HIKERS GUIDE (BUDGET) 709 POPULOUS* SIM CITY 16 99 
HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION 
iROBOCOP GHOST&USTERS 2 

POWER UP iCHASE NO. TuRRlCAN. 
K-OUT. ALTERED BEAST 

INDY JONES BATMAN MOVIE) 19 99 RAINBOW >$LAND$| 19 99 
HOME ACCOUNTS iDlGiTAi 24 09 POWEflORIFT 399 
HOUND OF SHADOW 0 99 POWERMONGER 1049 
HUNTER 19 40 POWERMONGER DATA DISK 1 11 99 
HYBRIS 239 POWERWQRKS lMAXIPLAN PLUS 
m* 7» SPREADSHEET KIND WORDS 2 4 
IMMORTAL i 1 MEG) 16 99 wPOFfcE Database 3# 09 
INDIANA JONES ADVENTURE 7 99 pp hammer .1699 
INDIANAPOLIS MG 10 99 PREHISTORIC x" - 1699 
INTERNATIONAL PRINCE OF PERSIA . 1 EG) . 999 
Championship athletics 10 40 PRO tenw$ TOUR Z 10 90 
INTERPHASE 399 PRQTEXT w PR0CtS50R V0 94 99 
IT CAME ¥ ROM THE DE SE AT l M£G .10 99 QUESTION 2 iSSU . . 6 49 
IICFTD ANT HE ADS DATA 11 MEG) it rtype 709 
WAN ST EWARTS SUPER R .TYPE 2 1699 
OFF.ROAD RACER .799 RAILROAD TYCOON 0 MEG) . 21 99 
J NICKLAUSOOLF 1699 
j. nic klaus unlimited gqlf t 
COURSE DESIGN 11 MEG) 19 99 
JAMES POND . 9 49 
JAMES POND 2■ROSOCGC 10 M 
JIMMY WHITES SNOOKER 10 49 
JINXTERTM-SCROLLSi 3 90 
JUDGE DREDD .. 9 99 
K-SPREAD 2 0 iSPR6adSHEEt. 47 99 
KEYS OF MARAMON L1 MEG 1 16 99 
KICKOFF 3 99 
K CK OFF J 0 99 
< CKOFF 2 H MEGl 10 49 
kick OfF 2 final WHtni 7 99 
< CK OFF 2 GIANTS OF EUROPE 7J0 
- !- ! 2 RETURN TQ EuFtOPE 7 99 
* C« Q« 2 WINNING tactics 6 99 

RAINBOW COLLECTION I BUBBLE 
BOBBLE RAINBOW ISLANDS 1 
NEW ZEALAND STORY | .*13 ®S 
RBI BASE BALL 2 ..19 49 
fiENEGADE LEGION INTERCEPTOR 2199 
RICK DANGEROUS 0 99 
RISE OF THE DRAGON i 1 MEG1 26 49 
ROBIN HOOD 
ROBOCOP 2 
ROCKET RANGER 
ROLLING RONNIE 
RUGBY WORLD CUP 

1699 
1699 
799 

16 49 
10 49 

PULES OF ENGAGEMENT it MEGr 10 99 
STUN RUNNER 9 99 
SARAKON 13 99 
SCRABBLE D€ LUKE 7 99 
SEASTALKEH jiNFOCOMl 3 99 

SECP“ -y MONK E *' ISLAND. t itfS. 15. m 
SECRET OF TmE 
SILVER SLADE ■!! MtGl 19 99 
SHADOW DANCER *6 99 
SHADOW OF THE BEAST 7 99 
SHADOW SORCERER *0.90 
SHADOW WARRORS 1099 
SKlNOBl 6 99 
SILENT SERVICE 2 ( 1 MEG) 21 90 
SILKWORM 0 99 
S IM CITY 0 POPULOUS 16 99 
sim city ancient cities 1199 
S iw CITY FUTURR WORLDS 11 93 
SIM CITY TERR A.N EDITOR 10 99 
SKYFOX 4 9i 
SPACE HARRIER2 . 4 90 
SPACE OUE $T 3 j $ iE RRA ' 12 99 
SPACE QUEST 411 MEG’ 25 43 
SPACE ROGUE 10 99 
SPEIDBALL ... 7 99 
SPEED8ALL2 . 1640 
SP6L-, BOUND 3 99 
SPJND1Z2Y2 .6 99 
STARFlIGMT ..6 99 
STAR?LIGHT 2 .10 99 
STAPGUDER 2 . 0 99 
STEUAR 7 ,1 MEGl 10 99 
STOflV- ACROSS EUROPE (SSO It 99 
SUP^R CARS ,GBHS 0.99 
SUPER CARS 2 1049 
SUPER NANG ON 7.&B 
SUPER MONACO GRAND PfliX 10 99 
SuPERBASi PERSONAL 2 79 99 
SUPEPPlAN 1 tl£G SPREADSHEET 79 98 
SUPREMACY . 10 49 
SWAP 10 99 
SWITCHBLADE? 7 0 99 
SWtV ^ 1799 
SWORD OF SODAN ... 0 99 
TEAM YANKEE ..7049 
TENTACLE 10 99 
TESTDRIVE 2 PLUS DATA j>,s.<S 19 40 
TETRiS » ’399 
t^s.MpsoNS .16 99 
THREE STOOGES iDNEMAWARE 7 99 
THUNDEftSlROS .... 4 99 
THUNDERHAWK 17 99 
THUNDERJAWS 16 40 
TIMES OF LORE ... 6 99 
tOKI ... 10 99 
TOYOTA CEUCAGT RALLY 1040 
TRIAD VOL 2 lMENACE, 
BAAL TETRIS) - 7 99 
TRIAD VOL 3 iSPEEDBALl *4*000 
MONEY. ROCKET RANGER) 10 99 
TURRICAN 7 40 
TuRFtCAN? 0 49 
TV SPORTS (US) FOOTBALL 7» 
TV S PORTS BASK ETBAll 11 90 
ULTIMAS 19 99 
UMS211MEG; 19 49 
VENUS The Fly TRAP e 99 
virtual reality voli 
imidwinter stunt CAR RACER 
INT SOCCER CHALLENGE CARRIER 
COMMAND. STARGLiDt R 2l 19 99 
VIRTUAL WORLDS (TOTAL 
ECLIPSE DRILLER. CASTLE 
MASTER THE CRYPT) t049 
VIRUS 3 99 
VIZ 1 3 99 
WAR ZONE 13 99 
WARHEAD 6 99 
WARLORDS 0 MEG} 16 99 
WHEELS OF Fire (hard DRJVIN, 
POWERDR^FT CHASE H 0 
TURBO OUTRUN I 6 99 
WHITE SHARKS 16 99 
WINGS 11 VEGl i.C INC MAWARE) 10 99 
WONDERLAND 11 MEG) 19 40 
WORDWORTN i W PRO) 11 MEG) 79 90 
WORKBENCH 1 3 10 99 
wrath OF the DEMON 19 49 
WRECKERS 10 40 
XENOMORPH 0 49 
XENON 2 MEGABLAST 5 99 
ZAKMAKRAKEN 7 00 

COMPETITION PRO 
5000 WHITE 

6.99 
COMPETITION PRO 
EXTRA COMBAT 
WITH AUTOFIRE 
AND SLOW 
MOTION 
7.99 

COMPETITION PRO 
EXTRA JOYSTICK 

(CLEAR BASE) WITH 
AUTOFIRE AND SLOW 

MOTION 
13.49 

COMPETITION PRO 
STAR EXTRA 

12.99 
QUICKJOY 

JET FIGHTER 

13.99 
QUICKShOTiiia 
TURBO 2 
8.99 

STARFIGHTER 
REMOTE WITH 

TWO INFRA-RED 
JOYPADS 

29.99 
QUICKSHOT130F 
PYTHON 
9.99 

OUICKSHOT130F 
MAVERICK 1 

12.99 
STINGRAY 
HANDHELD 
JOYSTICK 
13.99 

i 

TOP STAR 
19.99 

TURBO 
JOYPAD 
14.99 

ITUHBO BLASTER JOYSTICK .3 99 
IFOUR PLAYER AMIGA. ATARI ST JOYSTICK 
lADAPTOR (FOR KICK OFF 2 LEATHERNECKS, 
IGAUNTLFT 2 AND TV SPORTS BASKETBALL) 7 99 
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No obligation to buy 
FREE CATALOGUE 

DUDUF 

0279 600204 'p 
A l 

99.99 Game Gear 
FREE Mains adaptor 
FREE Special Reserve membership 

COLUMNS .16.99 SHIN0B1 ...19.99 
DRAGON CRYSTAL 19 99 SUPER MON ACO GP 16 99 
G-LQC , 19 99 WONDER BOY .16 99 
GOLDEN AXE. 19 99 MAINS ADAPTOR 14 99 
MICKEY MOUSE 19 99 CARRYBAG FOR 
PSYCHIC WORLD 16 99 SEGA GAMEGEAR .10.99 

Gameboy Tetris, batteries, two player lead 
FREE Gamgjight 

j FREE Special Reserve membership 

Gameboy Tetris, batteries, two player lead 
FREE Holsters and Belt 

; FREE Special Reserve membership 

Gameboy, Tetns, batteries, two player lead 
PLUS choose any game listed at under £20 
FREE Gamelight. FREE Noisers and Belt 

| FREE Special Reserve membership 

Gameboy Tetris, batteries* two player lead 
PLUS Fi Race game with four player adaptor 
FREE Gamelight and FREE Holster and Belt Q Q Q Q 
FREE Special Reserve membership t/%7 

HOLSTERS [Z POUCHES SELT & CARTRIDGE HOLDER) 9.99 
GAMEUGHT {ENABLES USE OF GAMEBOY IN DARK) 9 99 
AMPLIFIER (GIVES STEREO SOUND) 11 99 
RECHARGEABLE BATTERY PACK AC ADAPTOR ,23 49 

69.99 

69.99 

89.99 ALLEYWAY 19 49 
BALLOON KlD 19 4& 
BUGS BUNNY 24 49 
BURAi FIGHTS* DELUXE if *9 
CHESSMAS1ER I9 4£ 
DOUBLE DRAGON 19 49 
DR WAHID . 19 49 

FORMULA 1 RACE {WITH FOUR 
PLAYER ADAPTOR k 2f *9 
GARGOYLES QUEST 19 4? 
GOLF 19*9 
HYPERLODE RUNNER ii 49 
K«NG OF ThE 200 19*9 

KW1RK 
NINTENDO WORLD CUP 
m 
RADAR MISSION 
REVENGE 0*= GATOR 
SIDE POCKET 
SOLAR STRIKER 
SPlDERMAN 
SUPER W*RC LAND 
TEENAGE VSJTKT 
TSNWrS 
WIZARDS A!« RC-RS 

399.99 
Amiga 
A 500 
Cartoon 
Pack 

It meg ram, lemmings, the SIMPSONS. 
CAPTAIN PLANET, DELUXE PAINT 3 
FREE KIND WORDS 2.0 WORD PROCESSOR 
FREE INFORLE DATABASE 
FREE MAXIPLAN PLUS SPREADSHEET 
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP 

NRG colour 
EVUlil 

yberloon 

Qamzs (Xu6 

Bi-monthly 
I i iMijl’ITtfl 
Don't miss it 

'i V1. *, ! .". ?Jf I » w i 

,v v,v l 11 ’ 
r,V»./rrMM 

Amiga A500 computer with Lemmings 
LEMMINGS. CAPTAIN PLANET 
MOUSE. TV MODULATOR 
FREE PHOTON PAINT 
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP 

299.99 

Huge catalogue. Huge discounts. 
Huge stocks. Huge staff. 

Huge membership. 
Biggest Value, Best Service 

No obligation to buy 

C lour 

0279 600204 
Open to 8pm Weekdays 
and to 5pm Weekends 

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP 
UK £6.00 EEC £8.00 WORLD £10.00 

W« only supply members but you can order as you join. 

costs £9.99 extra but 
saves you up to £120 

Annual subscription to XS NRG is just £9-9$ for 
Special Reserve members only. The price includes: 
6 demonstration disks of pre-release or latest titles 
6 sets of £20 money-off coupons, redeemabJe 
a gams! top items bought from Special Reserve. 
6 issues of XS NRG colour review magazine for 
Amiga, ST and PC users. Each issue is packed with 

reviews of games and utilities. 

Please enier XS NRG and pay £9,99 
UK only. Special Reserve 
membership is not included. 

INEVITABLY, SOME GAMES SHOWN 
MAY MOT VET BE RELEASED 
Intet IAhSmMa Lid. Reg Office 

2 South Block The Matting^, 
SMfbHdggworiii Herts CM21 9PG 

Win a CDTV 
and 2 Game Gears 

Members only. See catalogue for details. 

SONY 3.5" DS/DD 
DISK + LABEL 

59p each or 

21.99 for 50 

13.5" DISK HEAD CLEANER .3,99 
iDISK BOX 3.5" (10 CAPACITY) ...1.99 

DELUXE DISK 
BOX 3.5" 
(80 CAPACITY) 
LOCKABLE 

10.99 

I AMIGA DUST COVER (CLEAR) . 4.99 
MONITOR DUST COVER (CLEAR). ,4 99 

IPRINTER DUSTCOVER(CLEAR) 4.99 

ROCTEC 
EXTERNAL 

DRIVE 
54.99 

A501 WITH BART 
AMIGA 512K 

RAM EXPANSION 
GENUINE ITEM 

WITH CLOCK 
PLUS 

BART SIMPSON GAME 

I A501 AMIGA S12K RAM EXPANSION 
GENUINE ITEM WITH CLOCK 44,99 ] 
ROCTEC AMIGA 512K RAM 
EXPANSION WITH CLOCK.29,99 I 

SQUIK MOUSE 
FOR AMIGA ST 

15.99 

ROCTEC 
MOUSE FOR AMIGA 12 99 

: NAKSHA MOUSE BRACKET 
& MAT FOR AMIGA ST 24 99 
MOUSE MAT 4 99 
AMIGA TO SCART LEAD 9 99 

POPULOUS/FALCON LEAD 
(NULL MODEM CABLE ) 7 99 
ROSOSHIFT INTERFACE 
(ENABLES SWITCHING BETWEEN 
MOUSE AND JOYSTICK) 14.99 

AMIGA A590 20 MEG HARO DISK 
AUTOBOOT WITH KICKSTART. 
SOCKETS FOR 2 MEG OF RAM. 
SCSI INTERFACE FOR 
PERIPHERALS CONNECTION 269.99 | 

PHILIPS 8833 MARK 2 ARTIST 
COLOUR STEREO MONITOR 
WITH AMIGA LEAD .269-99 | 

ROCTEC EXTERNAL STEREO 
SPEAKERS (WITH BUILT IN 
AMPLIFIERS) FOR AMIGA, 
CDTV. ATARI ST AND IBM PC .. .34.99 | 

COMMODORE CDTV MACHINE 
WITH INFRA-RED CONTROL PAD. 
WELCOME DISK. HUTCHINSONS 
ENCYCLOPEDIA AND LEMMINGS 
WITH FREE ROCTEC 3.5' DRIVE 
FOR AMIGA GAMES.599.99 I 

54.99 

we only supply members but you can order as you join 
I these 'S A surcharge OF Sin PER gave on ’e.ephonec ORDERS 
iPlEASE print in block capitals, __ 

AMFORM 
(Name_ _ _ 

I Address 

.Postcode. 

E Telephone . Machine type 

| Enter membership number (it applicable! or 
| Membership fee t6 UK. LB EEC. CIO World 

item 

I uam_ 

| ALU PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE & VAT E 

cm 
[ ChequA P. O Access Mastercard- Sw itcfvVIsa 

I Ctedii card txptty aaie_ . Switch )ssue Number_ 

( Cheques pa, it; e to: SPECIAL RESERVE 
P.O. BOX 847, HARLOW, CM21 9PH ! 

Overseas Orders: EEC software orders - no extra charge 
Wona software orders please add tl.W per item. 

Mon software riems pleas© add 10°* EEC or 25^ World 
Overseas orders must be paid by credit card. 



When You're 

SERIOUS 

About Your 

Get Serious. 

Get To Know Us. 

GOLD DISK - Serious 
Software For The Amiga. 

When it comes to productivity software. Gold Disk can provide everything you need. We are the leaders and we got 
there by providing the most professional products for the job. If you want to unleash some of the real power of your 

Amiga computer, we can help. If you’re ready to get serious, you’re ready for Gold Disk. 

Professional Page 2.0 
ai.,r-r tfie best gets better 

vE Desktop Publishing. For everything from a note to a newsletter to advertisements like this, 
ij VR Professional Page 2.0 can make your task easier* and your output more professional. 

I wSMB ■ R H Outline fonts. Text and graphic rotation. Style tags. Built-in word processor/ spell checker. 
V ^ Pantone and 24-hil colour support. And continual refinement keeps Professional Page on 
\ top. "...The best all round workhorse has got to be Pro Page 2.0, It’s solid and totally 
\ trouble free.1* - Amiga Format 3/91. 

ShowMaker 
the complete desktop video solution 

ShowMaker makes it easy to create exciting video productions right on the desktop. 
Whether you simply need to sequence animations, or you need to integrate full motion 

video with Toaster effects and MIDI, ShowMaker can make you a professional. And it's 
PAL compatible, "For independent producers, ShowMaker is a hig step forward." - 

Television Broadcast magazine 7/90. 

HyperBook 
free-form personal information manager 

HyperBook is the ultimate Amiga tool for quickly and easily managing information and 
creating interactive presentations. Simply by pointing and clicking you can create 
applications like personalized appointment calenders, business presentations with 
interactive charts and graphs, and free-form educational teaching "books", "Value: 

Excellent. Nothing else on the market comes close." - Amiga Format 4/91* 

Gold Disk Office 
complete integrated business package 

Gold Disk Office is every thing you need to succeed in business or set up a great home 
tjffiee: Powerful Spreadsheet* Graphing program. Database, Word Processor with 

English Spell Checker, and Desktop Publishing program. All the programs in Gold 
Disk Office are designed to work together and take full advantage of the Amiga's 

powerful multitasking. "...A package of five separate and powerful business 
* programs that are as easy to use as they are to buy." - Amiga World 191. 

These are just four of a complete and growing line of professional grade 
software from Gold Disk. Also look for The Advantage spreadsheet, 
MediaShow presentation package, PageSetter home publisher, 
TransWrite high performance word processor, Gold Disk Type outline 
fonts, and others. 

If your dealer doesn't have the Gold Disk product you 
need, fell him to contact these authorized distributors: 

GOLD DISK 

Has 

Everything 

You Need. 

PCentresoft/IBD 021 625 3388 
HBM 0753 686000 
SDL 081 300 3399 

GOLD DISK 
This document produced with Professional Page 2.0 



CO VERDI SK 

The Menu Master program {by Mark 
Everingham) easily allows lots of programs 

ro be run from (he same disk. 

Getting started 
If You've never ever used a disk in yout 

whole life, then you'll find this one particu¬ 
larly simple to use. Just turn on your 

computer, put the disk inlo the internal disk 
drive (the right-hand drive far all you 
A1 500 owners) and then just wait lor the 

menu to toad. 
Once the menu has appeared on the 

screen, all you have to do is press the rele¬ 

vant function key (they are marked FI 

through to F10 on the keyboard) to choose 

which option you want. Alternatively, use 
the mouse lo move the arrow onto the on¬ 

screen function keys and click with the left 

mouse button* 

While a program is loading, the menu 
will disappear temporarily, only (o return 

in a few seconds. Don't make any further 

selections - you'll only confuse the com¬ 

puter. Just be patient. Then when you 
leave a program, the menu will simply reap¬ 

pear once more. 

Hemroids 
James Parsisson 

PAL/NTSC 

Asteroids was the first popular game to fea¬ 

ture vector graphics - nice and simple 

outlined graphics (hat could be rotated and 

rescaled very quickly. The plat is extremely 

simple - all you have to do is shoot oil (he 
asteroids and any alien spaceships thal 

appear in order to survive and get on to 

the next level. 

The original game used buttons rather 

than o joystick, because it had so many 
contrail - but Hemroids is ployed entirely 
with a joystick. If you wont lo try il out, 

simply press (he F5 key. Hemroids loads 

quickly and all the information is contained 

in one fairly small file: a much different 

approach lo Patman87. 
Beware the aliens - they are much 

tougher than (he asteroids and so require 

several hits before they will eventually die. 

When you want to leave the gome, simply 

click the left mouse button and you'll go 

straight back to the main menu. 

CoverDisIc 
This month we've taken a step back in time to bring you all your favourite 

old arcade games. These pages will show you what to do... have fun! 

Pacman87 
Steve Jocobs and Jim Boyd 

PAL/NTSC 

Patman87H an updated version of Potman, with more variations in 
the maze and traps to avoid. If you wont, you can leave the maze and 

go ait to the others - although this is inadvisable as they gradually get 

more difficult. The game also saves out the high-score table, so if 

you're good at it, you must write enable the disk (move the tab so (hot 

there's no hole showing). 
To load, press F3 on the keyboard (or click on it with the left mouse 

button). It isn't fast ot loading - it tokes o minute to get going. If 
you've only 512K of memory, you should disconnect all external disk 

drives before you turn your machine on, as the gome is very memory 

intensive. To leave just dick an the exit option with the mouse. 

Pic of the Month 
Lixtano Spinosi 

PAL/ NTSC 

Lucky Luciano fao* a copy of imagine, the successor to the Turbo Silver 
ray-tracing program. The only problem is that he doesn't have an accel¬ 

erator - so his 1500 took, over 40 hours to create the picture!! To view 
il, simply press the F9 key from the menu. The picture will load slowly 

— il occupies 126K of the disk. To return to the menu, press the left 

mouse button. Con you do better? We accept oil Amigo art entries. Send 

yours in to: 
Pic of the Month, Amiga Format, 

30 Monmouth St, Bath BA 1 2BW, 

I 
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Amoeba 
Invaders 
Chris Kkalscsll OrxJ Ewan 

Edwards: PAL/NTSC 

Yes, the game that started it all Is now in 

your possession. Space Invaders introduced 
many element! of modern video games - 
coordination, reflexes, imagination and 

shoaling lots of aliens. It was created fay 

the Taito corporation in the late Seventies 
and was a smash hit the world over* 

The only real difference between this 

and the original is that the aliens stay the 
same colour as they move down towards 

your base - the original used pieces of 

coloured film attached to the screen. 

To load the gome, simply press the FI 
key from the menu. You will notice a slight 
pause as the game loads. Don't fail any 

other keys, just wait for about 30 seconds 
and the game will then be there* To return 

to the menu, click on the exit option with 
the left mouse button* 

Girl Actions 
Andrew Hirst PAL only 

It's Gohxiorts: Spate invaders with ran¬ 
domly moving aliens, for just that extra bit 

of challenge. To make it even more difficult 
there ore no shields lo hide behind* 

American (and other NTSC users) please 
note: Gsrf Actions will not run on your 

machines. Unfortunately, it steps outside 
normal programming boundaries and crashes 

your computer if you attempt to run it 

Right, if you hove a European PA1 
Amiga, hit the F7 key from the menu to load 

the game. To leave the game, you have to 

press the fire-button and the right mouse 

button simultaneously. 

O -i O k 

1*5 A A Pc p£ Pc Pff 
P* ps Pc Ps P. Pc 
Pc Pc Pc 
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C OVERDISK 

Using Your Coverdisk 
1. Always write-protect your disk. Move the tab so a hole is showing. 
2. Copy the Coverdisk and use the copy, not the original. This may sound like a compli¬ 

cated task suitable only for techno buffs, but it's surprisingly simple to do, just follow 
the simple instructions for copying the disk which are given below. 

3. Read the instructions when using the programs. 

Backing up your Disk 
First turn on your machine and load Workbench lone of the disks everyone gets with 

their Amiga), Once the ^ <rkbench *creen appears and the drive light goes out, 

remove your Workbench disk and 

insert the Coverdisk. Once the 

drive light has gone out your screen 

should look like this screen. 

After the computer has read pan of the Coverdisk* it will once again display a 

requester box asking lor the destination disk to be put into dfO:. Put the disk that you 

want the Coverdisk copied to in 

ihe drive. This procedure of swap* 

ping disks will continue until all of 

the disk has been duplicated. 

Next, move the mouse pointer to the Coverdisk icon and click once with the left 

mouse button - the icon will highlight. Press the right mouse button and keep it 

down. The words ‘Workbench’, 'Disk' and * Special' will appear at the top left of the 

screen. Move the pointer to the 

word 'Workbench', and a menu 

will drop down. Select the 

'Duplicate* option: you should have 

got this far, 

Eventually* you will end up with two Coverdisk icons* one has the name ‘Copy of 

Coverdisk 27’. Click once on this with ihe left mouse button to highlight it. Bring 

down ihe 'Workbench' menu again (by holding down the right mouse button and 

moving the mouse pointer to the 

top left I but this time select 

Rename' from the menu. Let go of 

the right mouse button to select the 

Rename option. 

The computer will ask you to insert the Workbench disk again - it needs to read the 

command to copy disks. After you've done this, a boxed message (a requester box) 

will appear, asking you to insert the 

source disk. Insert the Coverdisk 

once again and click on the 'OK' 

option w ith the left mouse button. 

The name of the disk will appear in an elongated box - you don't need to insert 

Workbench again because ihe Rename command is buih into the machine. Pres* the 

‘Del’ key (which is next to the 

'Help' key) to remove the 'Copy 

of part, and press the Return key to 

make the computer put the new 

name to copy. 

Disk not working 
We duplicate over 180*000 disks every month. Out of ail those, obviously a few w ill 

be faulty If the disk or any of the programs w ill not load or run properly, there may 

be ^ pr< Mem, Don’t panic? 

F fM in using the DiskDiKtor utility on your Workbench disk to rescue it 

- _' v: .:;: i lt it off for a replacement. In-full details of Disk Doctor can be found in 

e .. - - Tunuul that came w ith your machine. 

H. 4f.LT if your Coverdisk is faulty, you should send it back INCLUDING 

AN S A£ t >r *a tree replacement within a month of the cover date to: 

Amiga Format October I>i*k 
Disk Copy I.iibs 
Unit A, West march 
London Hoad 
Da v entry 
Northants 
NN1I 4SA 

Remember to include that stamped, addressed envelope’ 



^T)j COVER DISK 

The easy Way 
There is another way to bach up your disk, but 
oecauae it involves using the typed-in instructions 
of the CL1 or Shell, a lot of people are wary of It, 
Don’t be! simply follow this step-by-step guide and 

you can't go wrong! 

3. The Amigo will now nsk you to insert the 'source' disk, 

II means the disk you want to copy, to put the Coverdisk 
in the drive and press the Return key. 

1 load your Workbench disk. Open the disk, find the icon 

that says Shell or CU and double-click on it. 

4. Wait for a wfcil# aed ri w® rood all the information off 

the Coverdisk, teffag yov bow far it has got. Then it wifi 

ask you to insert the * Destination" disk. Put the disk you 
wont to copy your tovercKsk onto in the drive and press 

the Return key. Mote that the disk does not need to be 
formatted already. 

2 When the Shell window appears and the drive light is 
out, type in: 

Diakcopy from UFOi to DFOi 

and press the Return key. 

5. Put the source disk and destination disk in o couple 

more timet when the Amiga asks for them, When if toys 
'Diskcopy Finished" fust type in: 
•adell 

to get out of the Shell or CU. You ntay have to pvt the 

Workbench disk in again. Now your copy is readyl 

COPYRIGHT 
Unless it is specifically stated, the 
programs on the Coverdisk are not 
in the public domain and the copy¬ 
right remains with the author of the 
program. 

Because some of the programs 
on the coverdisk are not PD, selling 
or distributing them without the 
author's specific permission is 
against the laws of copyright. 

DISK PROBLEMS? 
If you have a problem with the dish - and you re sure the disk is in fui 
working order - then you may need a little help. If you rmq us on any 
Tuesday, and ask to speak to Pal McDonald, he will do his best to 
help you. Please understand, giving this sort of advice is twne-cott- 
s timing and we are very busy people, so only call if you really have to 
and do be considerate if we can t talk to you just then. If the problem 
is particularly complex it is better to send it to us in written detail. It 
will then be dealt with in the Workbench pages of the magazine 

BE CAREFUL! 
We have done our best to check 
that the programs on the Amiga 
Format Coverdisk are simple to use 
and have no known viruses. We 
cannot usually answer complex 
telephone queries on the software 
(see the Disk Problems? box) and 
we do not accept liability for any 
consequences of using the numer¬ 
ous programs that are on the disk. 
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Earn up to EIOOO 
Name. Brief description . WE WANT 

YOUR PROGRAM? 

ff you ve got any programs which 

you think other readers would find 

useful interesting or amusing, 

we d very much like to know 

Address. 
Chec- st (please tick): 

Stamped-addressed envelope for return about them. 

README DOC explanation file on disk 

Printout of README .DOC file (if possible) 

Name, address, machine type written on label 

Disk certified virus free 

1 Make sure your program is sim¬ 

ple and fool-proof to use. Test it for 

all those bugs which you are sure 

you fixed: there are always more 

2 Create a file cailed 

README.DOC on the disk which 

expfains exactly how to use your 

program. Try to make it humorous 

and informative - a good 

README.DOC gives a program a 

better chance of going in. 

3 Fill in this form, sign ft and 

send it with your disk [and a print¬ 

out Of the README DOC file if 

possible!, to Coverdisk Software, 

Amiga Format, 30 Monmouth 

Street, SATH BAS 2AP. You could 

win a share of up to 11,000 in 

prize money. 

Telephone {Oaytme). 
[Eyewash.,.. 

My program name is. 

Approximate total size of files in k.(we cannot use 

grams larger than 200K; shorter submissions, under 

100K, stand the best chance of publication). It is a: 

Game Technical tool 

IMPORTANT Please sign this declaration: 

This program is submitted for publication by Amiga Format, tt is 

wholly my own work and 1 agree to indemnify Future Publishing 

against any possible legal action should copyright problems arise, 

Signed. 

Business utility 
Music program 

Novelty 

Art program 
Educational 
Other 

Date. 
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They’ve nicked his bike. 

They’ve whipped his helmet. 
This time they’ve gone too damn far... 

NO ONE MESSES WITH THE BITMAP KID 

features: 
stacks of levels * heaps of weapons • swarms of intelligent nasties 

bonus games • secret rooms * loads and loads of power-ups 

etp HtlrDfMtMran WHm rt t IV m p p t n ff W m 11 t London & i »« I 
C f » 9 f T ft * • f f M lr« Mien . f* v b f i m h 9 d by 



0 DOWN AT THE ARCADE? 

ONCE YOU BEGIN to regard classic 

..oui-ops *is the hlack-and-while movies of 

,1 miputmg then you Sind the similarities are 

’■inking. Both Panj? and the Jazz Singer 

marked the dawning of an era: Nith were 

technological lirsis* though no-one in their 

right mind would deliberately see/play either 

nc of them again? Space invader* can he 

\iewcd. cincmatitally speaking, as King Kong, 

Hie lllm/gamc that once shook the world may 

now liH>k dated effects-wise, but they still pro- 

^ ide quality entertainment* 

Take the analogy forward further and 

Meruitr becomes the Wizard of Oz. Neither 

r them were the first to use colour, hui the 

images that they created were so portent they 

still linger in popular culture today. The 

> el low brick road and smart bombs are univer¬ 

sally accepted concepts, lust like old movies, 

many of ihese old classics, or at least 

remakes*, arc available to view at home, each 

packed with at least twice the average adult 

daily dose of gameplay! 

Blockbuster new releases are all well and 

pHKi they are what Hollywood is all about - 

hut few cut it as videos. How often have you 

stood in a video shop faced by hundreds of 

shiny new- titles, fell uninspired and chosen an 

old faithful that you’d been meaning to watch 

again for years? 

Why should folks wrant to play old arcade 

games, though, when there's class acts like 

Cruise for a Corpse, Magic Packets amongst 

others are doing the rounds? Rut the old stuff 

doesn't have either the colours or the sound to 

make it in the modern world. Surely, even at 

rheir best, all they can offer is a slavish copy 

if an old idea? 

\ll that the first arcade classics really had to 

rier was playability, Yet even being 'ham¬ 

pered* by two-colour graphics, Space invaders 

still achieved legendary status, li wasn’t the 

display, though, but the finely balanced 

mechanics that lutd you leaning in the seat to 

avoid incoming liar They were pure games 

:hat packed an addictive punch which few- of 

the modem machines could even contemplate. 

Jeff Minter's Llamaimn, is an ideal case in 

point* It scored H9 percent last monlb (AFlb) 

and was only held hack from a Format Gold 

'lulus by a few glitches in the two-player sys¬ 

tem It compares favourably with Jimmy 

White s Snooker and Mega-h-Mtmia (last 

month's Format Gold winners) but it is a 

totally different proposition. ITs one for dan¬ 

ger junkies, folks who like to put their llama 

on the line in a lest of synaptic speed. Sure it 

lucked graphic complexity, but once played, 

it’s never forgotten. “It is possible to resurrect 

an old game design." explains Jeff Mimer. 

"just take hold of the underlying designs 

and beef them up!" 

I Jn matron was designed around the ancient 

coin-op Robot ton, Its ILSP l marketing gibber¬ 

ish for Unique Selling Point) was that you 

could fire in one direction whilst moving in 

another. Robot ron was also unpredictable in a 

predictable kind of way! There were always 

the same number of enemies on each level* the 

same number of folks to save and every thing 

"Why is it none of the really old games I used to spend 

hours playing, like the great Space Invaders and Defender, 

are available now that I've got myself a sexy, top-of-the- 

range games computer? Even if they had been done for 

the Amiga, though, they would probably be de-listed, 

priced around £25, or be in the public domain where I’d 

never ever see them, and if I did get they probably 

wouldn't work, or just be really duff and thus shatter all 

my childhood illusions, "...and so says Tfrenton Webb. 

Read on as he pops into an arcade down Memory Lane. 

21 

Down at the Arcade? 
A slightly pointless tennis 
si mutation of sorts. Graphically 
limited to black-and-white 
lines, it broke the computing 
news to an entire generation* 

Played by twisting a button that controlled how far up 
or down your screen Hie bat was, all you had to do 
was keep the ball from going past. 
VIRDICT * 
Arcade Availability - Very rare/eictinct* 
Best Free Version - Battle Pong, 1 7 Bit No* 1 056* 
Best Budget Version - Buying the entire Binatone Kit 
from a cor boot safe! 
Best Full Price - None available* 
Future Variants - None planned. 

ran to a constant set of mb. Player reactions 

were the only variable in this gameplay equa¬ 

tion* the butterfly's wing that threw each level 

into chaos. Different actions yielded totally 

different results. Each enemy had to be recog¬ 

nised and its threat analysed, then ibe anarchy 

could be farmed to yield maximum points w ith 

the least loss of life. 

Jeff Minter’s Shareware classic iUomatron 

only costs a fiver!) is a joy to play, to watch tv 

even just listen to. Despite the game's age un 

real terms it's about nine-years-old I it feels 

fresh and flexible, ready to throw out unci- 

pecied tricks just w hen you thought you were 

home free. The basic premise is understood 

instinctively in the first 20 seconds, «o a’* 
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DOWN AT THE ARCADE? fTp 

instantly accessible to anyone who knows 

which way up to waggle a 'slick. 

As a 'pure1 game, Ltamainm could only 

exist on silicon. The basic graphics arc soon 

forgotten because they are merely representa¬ 

tive of a deeper, more complex, game play 

equation. Ifs quality arcade entertainment, 

that doesn't force you lo shovel heaps of cash 

into a machine just time, effort and thought It 

has to hook you hard enough in a single game 

to instill the 'hup til ya drop' mentality that's 

the soul of a gt>od arcade. 

In a wnrfd stuffed solid with new titles, each 

with more glossier effects than the last it's 

easy to get distracted from the main reason for 

playing games: fun. For fun in the arcade 

context read exciting, and the excitement is 

provided by means of a test. The test continues 

to apply pressure until a player's skill is over¬ 

whelmed in a hail of alien bullets. Reaction 

speed, logical thought, hand-eve coordination, 

coolness under lire, memory, time-conserva¬ 

tion and instinctive guesswork all count in the 

fight to save the earth, again, for the fourteenth 

time tonight! 

Modem computer games stress players nut 

in exactly the same fashion as the old arcades, 

yet their scry subtlety and technical sophisti¬ 

cation sew1 the seeds of unfavourable 

comparison. Populous may be a belter game 

than Pac'Man, hut which is more fun for a 

quick mindless 10 minutes? Railroad Tycoon 

may have a longer game life than Gafaxians, 

hut with Gafaxians play doesn'i email four 

hours of reading material before you start. In 

fact, the lack of iconised sophistication that 

non-arcuders have become so used to. is very 

much pari of the allure. These arc naked 

games, all the strings are obvious, even if w hat 

happens when you pull them isn't. 

The old classics can stand on their own 

merits - even today - but a brief analysis of 

their historical importance underlines (heir 

pulling power. If you were there you'll know 

why. If you weren't* well it might help explain 

why old wagglcrs wax lyrical about a whole 

bunch of games with crap graphics and duff 

sound. The dates are no! important, its the 

impact they had and the rules they established 

or broke lhat counted. 

Pong was the ground breaker. Pinball and 

the fruit machines firmly ruled the roost, but 

they were electronic, not video games. Pong 

was purely computerised. So what if it was 

monochrome, the court was a square and your 

hat little more than a line; a new concept had 

thus been invented. No joysticks here, just a 

simple rotating knob lhat moved the bat up 

and down the screen. It was very limited, in 

Tact it was pointless and time for the pinball 

machines to look to their laurels. A beach 

head, however, had been established: the inva¬ 

sion was about to begin 

The first mass assault was led by Taito's 

Space Invaders - and the crowd went wild. A 

limited game of sneak, seek and shoot 

Invaders was simple in concept. Avoid Ihe 

bullets and blast the bomb-dropping aliens 

before they march lo the bottom of ihe screen. 

But there was more* much more. 

SPACE INVADERS 
Stop the wove of oliont 
from roothiftg the bottom 
of the screen. Like a 
typewriter in reverse, 
every time the wave 
reaches the side it drops a 
line. You sit behind shields 
and blow the intruders 
away. Method is essential 
and there's a points bonus 
hidden in the ship that 

crosses occasionally* Great noise, limited graphics but 
it was the first biggie! 
VERDICT * * 
Arcade Availability - Original very rare. Later 
variants are common* 
Best Free Version - Amiga Format Coverdisk 27. 
Best Budget Version - None available. 
Best Full Price - None available. 
Future Variants - Spate Invader* '91 - Available from 
Domark this Christmas, 

SCRAMBLE 
Swooping across the screen, you must shoot the 
enemy ships and bomb their bases. You are dragged 
through a horizontally-scrolling world with the ability 
to alter both height and distance forward. The first 
true shoot-em>up- Very basic graphics, but it's a hard 
little game. If introduced the idea of regular waves of 
aliens in predictable formations. Very Japanese, the 
first but far from the best. 
VERDICT * 
Arcade Availability - Very rare. 
Best Free Version - None available. 

Best Budget Version 
- X-out, Hit Squad 
£3.99. 
Best Full Price - 
R-Type If, Activision 
£25.99. 
Future Variants - 
Necronom, Line! - 
Available Winter 
1991. 

GALAXiANS 
Space invaders played naked (with no shields!) this 
baby was ell about waiting for the alien wove to 
break up and swoop down before you shoot them - 
they're worth more points then. Also called for 
shooting on the move. Excellent stuff, that still gets 
the pulse up and the swear words flowing. 
Infuriatingly there's no end, fust infinite waves, like 
Space invaders. 
VERDICT * * * 

None available. 
Best Full Price - None available. 

Arcade Availability 
- Originals are 
quite rare, clones 
ore uncommon. 
Best Free Version - 
Girl Atliens, one of 
the games on this 
month's arcade 
classic Coverdisk. 
Best Budget 
Version - 

Future Variants - Mepapheanix, Dtnamics, available 
in a matter of weeks. 

Space Invaders introduced the idea of the 

secret bonus in the form of a command space¬ 

ship. which flew across the screen at 

apparently random intervals. Certain combi na¬ 

tions of shots would yield higher scores for the 

boss ship, and as the game continued until you 

died* score was all important. The problem 

with pinball was you couldn't prove whose 

high scores were who's. Space Invaders lei 

you put your name on the table, alongside your 

total. With one single stroke two classic con¬ 

ventions were established lhat are still rigidly 

adhered to today. 

Space Invaders brought colour and noise lo 

the war. Sure there were only two colours on 

the first machines, hut it was one more than 

Pong. Similarly the Invaders used an array of 

peculiar chip-based blips that sounded nothing 

tike aliens, just wonderfully weird. 

The mould had been broken. All of a sud- 

den, as if by magic* a horde of new coin-ops 

hit the streets. Some look the Space Invaders 

motif further, Galmkms being (he prime 

example. This look the lop-of-the-screen 

aliens* added some swooping nasties and took 

away the shields. It wasn't all up-the-screen, 

alien-killing, though. All manner of crazier 

ideas w ere suddenly acceptable. 

Axtennds took space pilots to a vector- 

traced space place, filled w ith plenty of debris 

and flying saucers that were easily-irritated . It 

introduced the concept of spin and shoot. 

Space Duet - a head-to-head Asteroids — and 

Lunar Lander were two notable variants on 

that theme. These were touch games and you 

needed to fully grasp the artificial gravity 

of the situation* 

Tempest kept the alien death motif, but put 

the player at the end of a tunnel. You had to 

blast the nasties as they tried to climb towards 

you* It wras fast, fast beyond belief and its 

weird vector-traced perspective forced whole 

new ways to thinking about arcade play. 

Programmer 7X1K, the man behind Super 

Hang On, Power Drift and the Super Monaco 

ZZJK, arcade conversion expert who only takes 

on or plays coin-ops that provide "a challenge". 

GP conversion comments un Tempest: “I liked 

it because it was the first time lhat colour vec¬ 

tors were used. Vectors don't look like TV 

pictures, white raster display games always do. 

The earlier vector games all Looked like an 

oscilloscope gone wrong, hut Tempest looked 

totally different". 

Pat-Man introduced the action puzzle 

game to the world. The ma/e supplied the 

strategy, but as Par-Man couldn't shoot his 

enemies he had to hide and beat them with 

skill, not brute force, Pac brought us another 



Commodore- 
The World at Your Fingertips 

AMIGAl 500 
With Commodore's exciting new 1500 pack you 

get everything you've ever wanted in a home 

computer - including the software. 

The Amiga 1500 is the ultimate PC for all the 

family, bringing the world of computers into your 

home. Ease of use is designed into all Amiga's 

award winning technology and to make if even 

simpler the 1500 comes with its own straight¬ 

forward guide, 'Get the Most out of your Amiga’. 

To help you do just that you also get six software 

packages encompassing business, design, 

education and leisure. You can monitor your 

finances with the Digita Home Accounts' 

software, or allow your design skills free rein 

with the sophisticated Deluxe Paint III'. And for 

business. there 's ‘The Works.1 Platinum Edition’ 

- a fully integrated word processing, spreadsheet 

and database package. 

For unbeatable entertainment, enter the realms 

of fantasy with the arcade sensation 'TokV, 

journey into a land of enchantment in 'Elf. or 

risk getting hooked on Puzznic’. 

Commodore - a whole new world 

which doesn’t cost the earth. 

Dtgtlti Home Ai count} is a tradrrr%srk f Drfiiu H 5dingj Limited 

Dthne Paint III ts a trademark ijf£ie\ iromn >|/tj 

The iS a trademark of Wit m St V ere 

Tali. Elf ami Pul.tm are trademarks tff Qcta* Software 

Commodore 
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gameplay gem though: enemies wiih charac¬ 

ter. The four ghosts all had distinctive 

personalities and clever players could manipu¬ 

late them to benefit that points score. 

Scramble gave ihe world the conccpi of 

hi >ri zont ally- scrol ling slitwit - e m - ups. I Yi mi I i ve 

yes, hut definitely still a Loughy. Bombing 

space stations and shooting ships out of their 

way made it a wagglcr's dream, h also saw the 

emergence of the wave theory1* of aliens 

where positional (riggers were placed within 

the game causing (he same predictable forma¬ 

tions to emerge at specific points. These could 

he learned and so they tested memory us well 

as joystick control 

Defender, the Amiga con version: crap graph in. 

and si tinning go me ploy. Save the purple peeps! 

The higgle of all biggies, though, was 

Defender. Still reckoned by mail) to he the 

best arcade game ever created, it had a crazy 

speed-based edge, flashing across a dark 

screen the small ship was forced to \;i\e 

stranded people and hlasi ever-larger swarms 

of aliens. There were no waves, just /ones to 

clear. But. and this is a big hut. it also had 

smart bombs, life-saving little beauts that 

could wipe out everything on screen. They’ve 

now become standard fare Sitkwarm uses 

them for instance - hui nothing will erase the 

fond memories of the first time you hit the hut- 

ion and all manner of monsters melted into 

pure points. Defender had a scanner loo, its 

dual screen style adding (hat extra touch of 

strategy to the mayhem. 

Jeff Winter: Uamntran coder, William's coin-op 
afhitmodo, goat former and Star gate supporter. 

Ace games gum Jeff Minier explains. 

*'Defender was a test of control and it ujs 

unpredictable: ihis provided the challenge 

You had to calculate safe routes and continu¬ 

ally be aware of whal was happening. All the 

recent machines have been the same, scroll 

through a level picking up the power-ups until 

you reach the end of the level. It's a successful 

formula and they've stuck to it. But they’re 

Continued on Page 27 

A weird tunnel blast, 
where you sit at the 
top shooting at the 
rising foes. A 
stunner of a coin-op, 
it rivalled Defender 
at the time of 
release for the top 
coin-op slot because 
it's so smart that it 

starred in the zombie flick. Night of the Comet and 
Boh Wade (ex-AF head honcho) actually bought a 
machine for home use! 
VERDICT ***** 
Arcade Availability - Very rare/extinct. 
Best Free Version - None available. 
Best Budget Version - None available. 
Best Full Price - ST Version available, but no Amiga! 
Future Variants - None planned. 

PAC-MAN 

thinking anil fast improvisation, 

A monsters and 
maze game where 
you dodge the 
nasties and collect 
points pills. Power 
Pill bonuses allow 
you to temporarily 
attack the four 
villainous ghosts. 
Requires quick 

The form was so 
successful that If launched a whole host of imitators 

How to beat the Invaders, blast the 
Once you've reached the title 
screen you will be given these 
options: starting the game with 
the preset joystick controls, 
setting your own keyboard con¬ 
trol choice or exiting the game. 
These have to be chosen by 
mouse. Pressing fire will also 
take you straight into the game. 

The evil oh-worlders will march 
down the screen, walking from 
left to right, descending by one 

line every time they touch the side. Your mission is to kill all the Invaders in each 
wave before they reach the planet's surface. You can move your ship from left to 
right with the joystick and fire upwards in an effort to stop them. Between you at 
the bottom and them at the top sit four yellow shields, which absorb some of the 
bombs that the invaders drop. You can blast a hole through these shields to gain 
a clear shot if you wish, but these tactics will only hasten their decay. 

If you kill an entire wave then your shields are restored and you face the next 
assault, which starts from a lower screen position. The result is inevitable, the 
Invaders will win, but you have to inflict maximum damage (and score the most 
points) in order to slow down their assault. 

DISARMING AMOEBAS: 

- You can slow the Invaders by killing the aliens from each side. As they descend 
only kill them when they reach the edge of the screen, the further they have to 
walk to get there, the more time you have. 
- You can only have one shot in the air at any one time, so aim before shooting! 
- As the wave is killed off, they will actually begin to move faster. This is most 
noticeable when there are only one or two left. Beware, they really do shift! 
- The Boss command ships, which fly across the top Of the screen are major 
points fodder and well worth going for. The points value varies, so if the right 
combination of shots-to-hits can be found then the command ship can be made 
to enter on your command! And for max points? 

GIRL ACTIONS 
Once you have loaded the game 
you are presented with a nice 
scrotiy message and a picture 
of a pretty young lady - hence 
the rather punning title. By 
pressing the fire-button on the 
joystick you wifi be taken 
straight Into the game so be 
ready to start the blasting? 

The Invaders' brothers, the 
Girlactions (!) (pronounced 
Galax Ians), are battling the 
armed forces of Earth in the 

skies. Being the smarter of the two siblings, these guys don't advance down the 
screen and have devised more complex movement patterns. Once again you are 
In a ship that sits at the bottom of the screen, able to move left and right with the 
joystick. Firing launches a missile up towards the Girlactlon hordes. The ones 
that bounce from side to side are apparently no threat. They will, however, peel 
off suddenly and weave towards you dropping a shower of bombs as they go. 
When they complete their attack they loop from the bottom of the screen and 
reform at the top. You just have to avoid the bombs and blast the wave of 
invaders to Kingdom come. Clearing one wave ushers in another, with no breath¬ 
ing space. 

The way the aliens break formation and come bombing is predictable and the 
art of the game is to anticipate their direction. This allows you to dodge their 
bombs and potentially crack a shot off at them. Kill as many as possible to help 
save the world, but eventually they will win? 

NOW TO GET ALL THE GIRLS: 

* You can only have one shot in the air at once. The yellow tip of your ship shows 
when a rocket is ready, remember this and don't try shooting prematurely as it 
leads to disappointment and death! 
- Remain stationary when they are not dive bombing and try to anticipate where 
the next threat will come from. 
- Panic a lot. 

AMOEBA INVADERS 

Art rt Art; 

A rt rt A rt 
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ond official variants * Par-Mania, Pat-Land. 
VERDICT * * * * 
Arcade Availability - Original Pat-Man very rare, clones 
uncommon, Pac-Land common. 
Best Free Version - AF Coverdisk 27. 
Best Budget Version - Fast Food, Codemasters . 
Best Fall Price - None available. 
Future Variants - None planned. 

ASTIROIDS 
Spin and shoot to clear the screen of the life-threatening 
debris. A game of planning, flying skill and accurate long- 
range shooting. Neat alien invaders nip on at odd moments to 
make life awkward. Simple line graphics make for clear and 
easily-read action. 
VIRDICT * + * 
Arcade Availability - Original Asteroids very rare. Blasteraids 
machines uncommon. 
Best Free Version - AF Coverdisk 27. 
Best Budget Version - Btasteroids, Kill £7.90. 

Scream around the screen 
using a weirdly effective two- 
joystick system, blasting 
behind you as you go. Rescue 
people from endless screens 
of mutants, robots and 
assorted nasties. High-paced 
instinctive action, that's pep¬ 
pered with surprises and 
secrets throughout. Smash TV, 

Best Full Price - None available. 
Future Variants - Smash TV will I 
this Christmas. 

Roboiron 2, is in the arcades 
now, it's no doubt the coin-op 
of the year! 
VIRDICT it it It it 1c 
Arcade Availability - Robotron 
very rare/extinct. Smash TV 
common. 
Best Free Version - None 
available. 
Best Budget Version - 
Uamatron, Uamsaft 

{Shareware £5). 

e released by Ocean 

QIX 
Isolate areas of the screen by dashing around laying a trail. 

When the trail surrounds an 
areo of the screen, that area 
is safe. Capture and kill mon¬ 
sters by trapping them with 
trails to progress. Fast, quick¬ 
thinking game, that can 
become slightly repetitive. 
The gameform has been 
revived recently in the form 
of TaSto's Voliiad (Left). 

VERDICT * * 
Arcade Availability - Qix very rare. Volfled rare. 
Best Free Version * Twix, 17 Bit, No 841. 
Best Budget Version - None available 
Best Full Price - None available. 
Future Variants - Voffted, Empire. Release imminent. 

asteroids and pack in the power pills! 
HAEMORRHOIDS 

Are you Sitting comfortably? 
Right then I'll begin. After load¬ 
ing you're presented with the 
instructions and pressing fire 
starts the game. Yog find your 
ship In the middle Of an aster¬ 
oid field and have to blast a 
route to freedom 

To rotate the ship clock¬ 

wise and anti-clockwise lean 
left and right on the stick. 
Pushing forward sets the 
thrusters off and you move In 

the direction the ship Is pointing. Pressing fire launches asteroid-busting mis¬ 
siles. The only other controf Is hyperspace, called In by pulling back, which 
magics you away to a random area of the screen. 

Shooting a large asteroid causes it to split into two smaller pieces. Shooting 
the smaller pieces causes them to split again. A further hit causes these small 
pieces to disappear. Obviously as the bullets start to fly and the asteroids collide, 
the screen rapidly becomes littered with small but deadly debris because if any of 
it hits the ship, you tose a life. If you manage to clear an entire screen of debris 
then It starts all over again with more debris to clear. 

There are a few factors that make this game frustratingly excellent First there 
are two alien ships who pop in to make life awkward by shooting at you and at the 
asteroids, creating some unexpected chaos. Secondly, and most confusing is the 
wrap-around screen. If you stray off the left-hand edge you u appear at the corre¬ 
sponding point on the right edge. Go off the top and you enter at the bottom. The 
same also goes for bullets. 

CURING HAEMORRHOIDS: 

- Shooting the alien isn't always the best bet. They will clear a path for them¬ 
selves and can help clear the space. 
- Always use hyperspace when you are definitely going to die. It may get you out 
of trouble, but if you do die you’re no worse off, 
- After using hyperspace the ship is stationary, it’s a handy emergency stop. 

PAC-MAN 87 
When you arrive In Pac-Land, 
pressing the firebutton will take 
you straight into the game, Pac 
will automatically start moving 
in the direction that he is facing 
and will stop when he bumps 
into a wall. To move Pac all you 
have to do Is pull the stick in 
the desired direction when 
there is a viable path imme¬ 
diately adjacent, 

__ The aim of the game is 
relatively simple: you have to 

collect all the points pills that you can from every part of the maze and try to 
remain alive. Patrolling the maze are four spootcy ghosts who hunt Pac In their 
own peculiar little way. If they touch him then he s dead, so Pac must dodge his 
way around the maze collecting and avoiding. There are also square power pills 
which turn the ghosts temporarily blue* If Pac eats one of these and hits them 
before they turn fully white again, then he kilts them and earns himself a 
major points bonus. 

In this version there are some other twists on the Pac-Man theme. Firstly 
there are traps, normally fire-pits, spikes or electric fences. If Pac hits them at any 
time (even while on power pills} he ll die. There is also more than one room to the 
maze. To finish, all the pills from all of the rooms must have been eaten. Exits to 
another part of the maze are grey squares with arrows. 

PAC ING IN THE POINTS: 

- Try to attract the ghosts lo Pac before getting a power pill because the points 
go In 2SO, SOD, 750 and 1,000 values if you manage to capture more than one 
ghost with a single pill, 

- Don’t keep pressing in one direction once Pac has set off, this makes redirect¬ 
ing him easier and lessens 'joystick elbow * 
- Once killed the ghosts run back to their central base and they can’t come back 
out until the power pill wears off. This Is the ideal time to get those tricky 
leftover points pills. 
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Z^C3® PHAKJSffSBdi#™ 

Oil spills. Air pollution. 

Endangered animals. The 

award-winning TV show Captain 

Planet & The Planeteers has 

turned saving the Earth's 

environment into the ultimate 

adventure. 

And now, it's your turn to go up 

against the most dangerous 

enemies our environment has 

ever faced - Looten Plunder, Duke 

Nukem, Hoggish Greedly, 

Dr Blight and more. 

The forces of Earth, Fire, Wind, 

Water and Heart are yours. Put 

them together and become 

Captain Planet. Your Eco-copter is 

waiting. 

Coming soon 
for your computer 

Also available on video 



rrcdiciabtc, you could lake an industrial robot 

jnd program it to play through R-Type". 

Defender had real style* real colour and 

amazing sounds. The folks at William's who 

created this much-copied monster knew some¬ 

thing about atmosphere. Electronic screams 

echoed in the ether, laser blasts pierced the 

Jjrk arcade din. well... you had to he there. 

The classic arcades were pushing back the 

:ethnological frontiers as much as the R16Q 

and Virtuality are today. Yet for all the chip¬ 

ped wizardry Lhufs currently doing the 

rounds, the leaps have become progressively 

'mailer. Spine invaders virtually established 

arcade video games single-handed, yet it 

merely had two colours, spooky effects, a joy¬ 

stick and a flre-hutton to hold it all together. 

\fterhitmer and Out Run had hydraulic cabi¬ 

nets, Op Wolf had guns and Ninja Warriors 

sported two screens* hut despite this kit none 

of them make the really-clussic grade. "Take 

Space Harrier.1* gtws Jon Hare of Sensible 

Software "When I sat on the machine and 

played it I thought it was quite good, But when 

you played the computer conversion you 

realised how little there was to it, It was an 

embarrassment of a game!" 

Limited by the technology of the time 

;,jmes had to he good. in fact better than good 

t they were to heal off the established rivals of 

pinball and the slots. These strict restraints 

jn^ured that games didn't just look good hui 

really dug their hraiks in hard during those 

first few seconds of play. 

As to what made them so addictive, well it 

as simply the playability, You had the oppor¬ 

tunity to play instantly. Free of superfluous 

graphic clutter* players could immediately see 

a hat was going dow n and cobble together a 

makeshift response. Further play, and the 

-‘Nervation of others playing, allowed some 

secrets to be gleaned from the hail of hulleis 

jnd bombs. Soon the high score motive. You 

were in for I Ops fyes* they used to cost that 

utile) by the pound, for belter or for worse! 

A supercharged Afterburner? G-i&th impressive 

fegh-feth hardware but what about gomeplay? 

Vlxtern machines, while still totally enjoyable 

-nd feasts of custom hardware running at full 

* hack, seem to have lost touch with this sim- 

pheiiy. Many are formula, following 

r^jMished patterns with better effects. The 

mpumx machine looks and feels like the 

trtles. there s no getting away from it, G-Loc 

okv and plays like a supercharged 

Aftt rburner with a neat panning effect thrown 

n when missiles lock. But the pure entertain- 

meat ^alue of seeking out a game’s secrets 

seemn to have slipped down designers' lists of 

(J) DOWN AT THE ARCADE? 

This is the racing 
game. No fancy 
perspective or 
flashy graphics, 
just a plain over¬ 
head view of the 
entire course. 
Using rather duff 
steering wheels 

you had to guide the cars around the course 
first. Its multiple player set-up (maximum 
of four people) was its biggest selling 
point* The gome has been refined and 
redone many times on the Amiga. 
VIEDICT * * * * 
Arcade Availability - Super Sprint uncom¬ 
mon. Clone common. 
Best Free Version - Cars, Fish 336, 
Best Budget Version - Superiors, GBH 
£7.99 
Best Full Price - Supercars ff. Gremlin 
£25*99. fronman Stewart's Off Road 
Racing, Virgin £25.99* 
Future Variants - Super Sprint fP0 (coin-op) 

SUPER SPRINT 

RUNG FU MASTER 
Stand on a log 
and beat up 
someone! 
Winning takes 
you through to 
another round* A 
little guy in red 
pyjamas looks 
aver you both and 
decides who's the 
winner* The first 

in a long line of arcade beat-em-ups* It 
doesn't scroll, that development came later 
on but it has all the moves you need for 
some tense, violent fun. 
VERDICT ♦ 
Arcade Availability - Rung Fu Master 
uncommon* Other beat-em-ups are 
very common* 
Best Free Version * None available. 
Best Budget Version - IK+, Hit Squad 
£7*99* Full Contact, Team 17 £10*99* 
Best Full Price - Nothing special* 
Future Variants - Pit Fighter, Pomark, 
released Christmas. 

TRACK AND FIELD 
The original but¬ 
ton buster* Ten 
athletic events 
recreated fa 
capture the dif¬ 
ficulties and 
trials of running 
and jumping* Hit 

the button at speed to run, hold buttons the 
time angle and power* Never before have 
fire buttons taken such a constant pounding 
and still hung together! 
VERDICT * * 
Arcade Availability - Uncommon* 
Best free Version - None available 
Best Budget Version - The Games Summer 
Edition, Kixx £7.99 
Best Full Price - International Athletics, 

Hawk £25*99* See Spoutro this issue. 
Future Variants - International Sports 
Challenge, Empire. See Previews this issue* 

This was a real 
classic simply 
because It 
introduced a 
whole new 
bunch of little 
tricks into the 
platform game 
genre* Bubble 

Bobbie was the tale of two bubble-spitting 
dinosaurs, who killed monsters and earned 
themselves bonus fruit* It had massive 
scope for manipulation of bonuses to best 
suit points potential* Decide what bonus 
you'll earn by what you'll kill next! 
VERDICT * * * * 
Arcade Availability * Rare* 
Best Free Version - None available 
Best Budget Version - Bubble Babble, Hit 
Squad £3.99 
Best Full Price - Rainbow Islands Ocean. 
And along the same theme Rodtartd, Storm 
£25.99 and Magic Pockets, Renegade, 
£25*99* (see Screenplay Pages 92 and 68 
of this issue for the review.) 
Future Variants - None planned 

STAR WARS 
This was the 
first simulation 
to make a 
mark, even if it 
was a slitt of a 
film* Wire 
frame graphics 
that had speed, 

a sit-down cabinet and real film samples* 
Came in three flavours: The Empire Strikes 
Back and Return of the Jedi as parts two 
and three. Part one was the best by far* It 
was the first themed arcade to truly capture 
the feel of the film it mimicked, excellent* 
VERDICT * * * * * 
Arcade Availability - Common* 
Best Free Version - None available. 
Best Budget Version - None available* 
Best Full Price - Star Wars com pi lotion 
£29*99 
Future Variants - None planned* 

BURBLE BOBBLE 

1 

27 

DEFENDER This is Hie arcade game* A 
serious psychedelic, horizontally-scrolling 
shoot out* Tour job is to hover above o 
planet trying to defend its populace from a 
horde of evil alien kidnappers* A William1 $ 
classic that introduced smart bombs to the 
world and anarchy to the arcades. Find It 
and play it) 
VERDICT * * * * * 
Arcade Availability - Very rare/extinct. 
Best Free Version - None available 
Best Budget Version * None available 
Best Full Price - Defender If (this contains 
Defender, Defender and StQrgate), Arc 
Games £25*99 
Future Variants - Cardiaxx, Electronic Zoo. 
Release October. 
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priorities. "The graphics have improved hut 

the gameplay hasn't changed. So you're lead 

to expect more and Lhen you feel let down 

when it doesn't deliver.4' ion Hare, 

Rainbow Islands, the best ever arcade ? All the 
trademark secrets of the early classics. 

There are games which buck this trend and 

Rainbow Islands is an ideal example. Here the 

formula of three level worlds, guarded by a 

boss alien* was turned on ns head with the 

inclusion of huge numbers of secret rooms and 

tricks. You'd need a weight) overdraft lo find 

them all down at the arcade The only alterna¬ 

tive was to grab a copy of the conversion and 

gel stuck in at home Programmers Grail gold 

made Rainbow Islands a cracking game and to 

this day iris hailed as the best of all lime! 

The classics, when coded well, bene lit 

from conversion and home play. Here you can 

really gel to grips with the foibles of each 

alien, what your opponent will do next, or how 

to heal the fastest car on the circuit. The games 

needn't even look sparse, as long as there's the 

basic understanding that graphics are trim¬ 

mings not features, the game has to come first, 

"Nowadays it's getting like Stock. Ailkcn 

and Waterman* they know they can put 

machines out there that will sell well, if not 

brilliantly. There's no incentive to innovate" 

comments ion Hare, Modem machines have 

begun to follow proven formulas, whereas the 

earlier classics established them, Just because 

they were first* though, doesn't automatically 

mean that they were the best, yet for many this 

is the case The novelty factor has been eroded 

by time and the modem machines definitely 

win hands down on hardware. The games 

themselves though, cun be found at source in 

the classics and conversions of them, untainted 

by the commercial restraints in effect now. 

Getting these games for the Amiga can 

prove tricky, nay impossible in the ease of 

Tempt'st. but are worth the trouble, providing 

hours of simple* yet challenging fun* As either 

PD* conversion or adaptation the rccom- 

mended lilies capture the spirit of the classic 

arcades. They are a pointless points-based 

challenge, ever evolving into a more mind- 

twisting reaction test. As games, they are the 

bedrock on which most modem arcades have 

been developed and getting to grips with them 

provides ideal training for the new releases. 

The classic arcades deserve looking up as 

pristine examples of go<nJ game design They 

have a singular purpose: entertainment and 

nothing more. It is their lack of sophistication 

that makes them playable* If you’ve seen the 

Coverdisk and thought it was disappointing, 

"Just old games!” give it a blast, in five min¬ 

utes you'll be as hooked. And that's a promise. 

They aren’t old, they’ve just been resting. 

WHERE TO NOW? 
Can arcades take it any further? Robotron and Space Invaders have both been spruced-up and made ready for 
another decade. Still, ever-more complex hydraulic cabinets are built, bigger screens are utilised and other gad¬ 
gets are employed to make you want to play. But the games have reached something of a plateau* stressing 
either a new twist on an old theme or reviving a currently inactive format. Is there nothing new that the arcade 
machine designers can offer us? 

Virtuality and Virtual Reality systems offer new games systems where different techniques are employed. 
This opens up whole new avenues of 
non-simulation vector games. Players 
will finally be freed from the restraint 
of having to stare straight ahead, or 
turning the entire craft to look else¬ 
where. Using the sit-down unit and 
headset, games like VTOL are already 
forcing players to finally utilise their 
long suppressed urge to move while 
playing. You have lo scan the skies 
above and behind to pick up incoming 
enemy fighters* 

New skills, especially being able 

lo manipulate two joysticks simultane¬ 
ously, will have to be stressed by 
designers if the Virtuality isn't just to 
be another fancy cabinet. It has the 
potential to be the next wave of 
coin-op gaming and fife could prove 
very interesting: ever considered 
Virtual Invaders, thought about 3D 

Virtuality, is it the way ahead? A new virtuality centre has just been opened Defender or mused on Pac-Man with 
in the Trecodera, London, a test bed for new games and virtaalty systems. vector graphics? 

I was an arcade junky! 

Arcade shots 
courtesy of: 
R and K Edwards 
Co Ltd, 28 Janies 
St West, Bath. 

17 BIT: POBox, 
Wakefield, 
West Yorkshire, 
WF1 1XX. 
0924 366982 

CRAZY JOE'S PD: 
0709 829286 

Well, I was an average guy with average hobbies. I played a 
bit of pinball, did a few slots but nothing outrageous. 

Well, one day at school, a bunch of my mates said 
they were going down town to play something 

catted Space Invaders* I’d never done anything 
like this before, but 1 tagged along. Thought it 

might be a laugh! 
The arcade was a strange, mysterious 

place. It was dark and smoky* like Some green 
neon den* Well* I watched some of the other 
guys play this strange electronic game. They 
seemed to enjoy it, but their faces were blank 
as they stared at the screen and they kept 
twitching. As if physically moving meant 
their ’Base’ would move faster. It came to my 
turn and they all jeered saying I was chicken it 

l didn't do at least one game. So 1 played. 
I rolled up my sleeves, got the 1{tp 

ready and forced it in* Suddenly time slowed 
down: the lights and noise became one and I was 

transported to another world, A menacing world 
where strange squat creatures were trying to kill me. I 

was scared* but thrilled too* as we fought high-tech duels 
to the death. Wham! It was suddenly all over and I was returned 

back to the arcade, apparently I was dead! Well I felt drained* but strangely exhilarated. J had 
to have another go. Now! 

To start with we only played at weekends: you know for a break* a chance to work off any 
frustrations. Then, one dark day someone Said I Should have a shot at DefenderL* i d toyed 
with a few stronger games before* I'd done a bit of Scramble, could handle the occasional 
spot of Asteroids, hell t could even cope with Tempest but this baby was real different. 
Defender ate my mind and my money. 

The first rush was the speed, the second was the fire-power but both were filled with an 
all-pervading sense of terror* The aliens were coming en masse, my scanner showed me that, 
and they were after my people! Smart bombs were the simple answer to any problem, worth 
using just for the colours. 

1 was hitting Defender twice a day* just to stay normal. I'd sit at home re-enacting failed 
techniques in my head* calculating the best time to use a smart bomb. Well the story gets sad 
here* I went from one William's machine to another: from Defender to Stargate* from Stargate 

to Robotron, Each was more powerfully addictive than the last. You can't live tike that and I 
degenerated into an alien-slaying fiend, who lived lo blast. 

That was seven years ago and well* nothing's really improved. My need for neon and 
splatter weapons has led me to the periphery of society only working in jobs where my horri¬ 
ble addiction wouldn't be noticed. Now Tm a games journo', Nuff said! 



PHILIPS 

LAND THE 
F-19 STEALTH FIGHTER 

FREE WITH THE 
N°l GAMES MONITOR. 

The US Air Force F19 Stealth Fighter. 

Invisible to radar, and all ordinary 

defence systems. 

Impossible to miss on a Philips 8833/11 

colour monitor. 

Buy the monitor, get the game free. 

Enjoy the world's No.l flight simulator 

game on the world's No.l games monitor. 

Featuring superb reproduction, stereo 

sound and hi-definition picture. Suddenly, 

the best games look even better. 

PLUS! A CHANCE TO PILOT A REAL 

737 FLIGHT SIMULATOR! 

Ask your 8833/11 monitor stockist for 

details - take off now! 

Offer ends 31-12-1991. 



Commodore Amiga A500 

PRICE CRASH 

£299.00 
inc VAT & Delivery 

k Includes: 
k Amiga A500 512K Keyboard 
k Built-in 3.5 DS/DD 1 Megabyte Disk Drive 
k Latest UK spec Kickstart 1.3 Machine 
k Workbench 1.3, Extras 1.3, Amiga Basic 
k 4096 Colours 
k Digital Stereo Sound 
k Speech Synthesiser 
k Notepad Word Processor 
k Mouse 
k TV Modulator 
k ...and all leads to connect to your TV! 

LIMITED STOCKS! - ORDER EARLY 
Credit Card Orderline Telephone (0908) 378008 
All major credit cards accepted! 

DIGICOM 
Unit 36-37, Wharfside, 

Fenny Stratford, 

Milton Keynes, 

MK2 2AZ 
Callers welcome at our showroom - Wharlside is opposite the Bridge Pub on the A5 Walling Street at Fenny Strattord 



Move Over ’Screengems* The New Official Commodore Amiga Pack is at Digicom 

INCLUDING THESE NEW TITLES 

This years biggest hit 

The exciting world of graphics, animation 
and sound is at your fingertips with the 
Amiga 5(H), Cartoon Classics brings together a 

fantastic selection of Cartoon games and a paint 
package to create your own cartoons. 
Amiga A50 0 Computer Keyboard 

HuilMn I Meg DS/DD disk drive 

51 2 K A 5 0 i RamRxpansitin 

Latest Kkkstart and Workbench 1-3 

Notepad Mini word- processor 

AM necessary disks, manuals and cables 

T.V modulator and Commodore mouse 
-Ml% colour graphics, 4 charaid shraiMiund 

12 months warranty on all items 

Full U JC spedficalion machine 

Bart vs the 

Space Mutants 
The new 1 meg game 

AND OUR OWN EXTRAS PACK 

SOT II IlM k \M v^pplird 

i, r»i 

!h, 

AMIGA 

Accessories 

Mircoswitched joystick 
Disk Library Case 

10 Blank disks 

High quality mouse mat 

and dust cover 
V 

e Pack 

Turbo Outrun 

I'ndiiro Racer 

Super Wonder Boy 

Thunder Blade 
Cruckdow n 

T op Title 

Kick Off 2 

1 Meg version 
\ 

V, Vc 
C»amc Of 1 he Year 

Voted European 

Yeai 

j z. 

Total Package Price 
Including VAT & Delivery £399 

CALL 
NOW 

Vvt Jkn C wirier (When \l E5.5H Kvlrj 

ami Muiiitor as in Hurl Pack I 
STAR ! ('-20(1 Colcuir 1‘rinter 

r> . — ctnnplcic will) | 
f itCK. 2 tliistcavcr and 
■" ■_H ' ——-— 

£839 
HOW TO ORDER 
IIy Phone : 
Call our credit card order line, and 

quote your credit card details 

io our helpful sales staff. We accept 

Access, Visa, Kurocard, Mastercard, 

AMEX and the new direct debit cards 

like Switch and Barclays Connect, 

By Mail : 
Simply write down the details of your order 

along with your name and address, then 

post it to us with a personal cheq u e . pnsI a I 

«rder, bankers draft or building society 

cheque made payable to, "Digicom Computer 

Services Ltd", 

Personal cheques require time to dear before despatch 
Frii*, md SpecifItmVuJii ire ulijvcl tl I-fa■ ngr «ilh»tl nvlkf 

<.«4i art «4ti «iil# ui ■ tri*! fcitly. IvAulu 

(0908) 378008 

Digicom offers you ! 

□ Fra? Catalogue w ith all orders 
312 months guarantee period 

□ All product tested before despatch 

□ Regular newsletters and special offers 

□Technical helpline 
□ 30 day replacement of faulty product 

□ Price nr product match 

□ Computerised order syslem 

36*37 Wharfside 

Fenny Stratford 
VV ailing Street 

Milton Keynes MK2 2AZ 
Showroom open Mon-Sul 9.00am^30pm 

(closed between 12.30*1.30 pm I 

W barf side is opposite the Bridge Pub on the A5 Walling Slreet 



Wordwortk 
a writer's dream 

The graphical nature of Word worth* makes producing 

documents faster and easier, The WYSIWYG display shows 

exactly how your printed document will look, different fonts, 
styles and sizes, headers and footers, graphics and so on. 

Word worth 

Commands are grouped under a series of pull-down 

menus, accessible either by the 

mouse or keyboard. Frequently used 
commands have on-screen icons, 

including Help, should you need it. 

Experience the look and fed ot 
the new and exciting WB2 (even if 

you use WBl Jk 

Digita's® innovative Human 
Interface Protoa)! *' is incorporated and sets new standards in 

speed, style and elegance. Each document is a separate multi 
tasking window, which means you could for example, print 
one while editing another 

Graphics have always been the Amiga's strong point. 

Now it's better than ever. Pictures from Deluxe Paint can be 
placed in a document, and then sized, scaled and dragged 

(text automatically reformats around 

the image). 

Wordworth's enhanced fonts will 

give you the very best printed 
quality. You can also print special 
symbols, such as boxes, arrows and 
so on. Better still, you can mix 

graphics. Wordworth s enhanced 
fonts, Amiga fonts, Colortonts and your printer s own fonts, 

all on the same page. 

Wordworth integrates with most word processors, and so 
you'll be able to use any documents created with Kindwords, 
Wordperfect, Prowrite, Protext, Excellence and any ASCII or 

IFF Text document. 

As Amiga Computing put it "the only Amiga word 
processor to rival Protext for speed. I would recommend the 
program to anyone thinking of buying their first 

word processor or upgrading from Kind words." 

Wordworth is written in the UK by Digita Which 

means you'll be using an English Collins spelling checker 
and thesaurus, and you'll know where to come for 
professional support. 

When Amiga Format said "a 
new word processor that will 

give the rest of the world a run 

for its money" they weren't 
joking. "Wordworth is the most 

user friendly word publisher on 
the Amiga." Praise indeed. 

The only way to really appreciate Wordworth is to use 
it. Phone 0395 270273 for more information or. write to 
Digita, FREEPOST, Exmouth EX8 2YZ. 

Wordworth costs £129,99, which includes VAT. postage 
and packing. If you already own a word processor and 
purchase Wordworth direct from Digita, you can save £30 
by returning your original disks with your order. 

Wordworth will be your wn 

However, if you don't agree wi 

us (and purchased directly from 
Digita). return it in original 

condition within 7 days and we 

will refund your money. 

Machine support 
Written specifically for I he Amiga 
fully supports VVBV 1.5 and V2XK? 
Supports all medium or taj'h 
rcsolu I ion modes l mono and colour) 
Requires 1MB ol memory 

•DIGITA 
INTERNATIONAL 

software tbals right' 

Digita International Ltd Black Horse House Exmouth EX8 1 |L ENGLAND Tel: 0395 270273 Fax: 0395 263893 
- A mnuter of ike Digit* - 

t>glk The logo WurihuMk iisilkr tY«rdWth !kw Are liUptii»k vU HIP Jf-w Fh'tJtJ Mni wf/uurr Mr at (kgil* lit) 
All ifjdrmifis jn>i ihru o*-nm nr KkiVnilr^r^ Sokltub^ii to iiendjoi <4 vi(r s- 4 OE 



o Commodore 

Explore the ultimate 
in computing 
excitement... 

AMIGA presents 
FORMAT 1 

15 - 17 November 199 1 

Commodore 

J 



Discover the Ami 
Amiga Format presents the greatest computer show this ye 

Just look at what there is! 

Massive Stands Experience the excitement and live the dream at Britain's 
biggest leisure computer show. 

And also... Fistfuls of competitions. Hosts of celebrities and experts. Jaw-droppingly wonderful big 
screen video. Virtual Reality (virtually certain). Creche. And a lot of noise that's for certain... 

Christmas hits Ocean, Psygnosis, Mindscape, Electronic Arts, Virgin, Microprose, 
Gremlin, Mirrorsoft: all the leading software houses will be at the Show, with massive 
stands, This'll be your chance to see and play the year's biggest games - 
exclusive to the Show, 

CD TV City Just what is CDTV? What can you do with it? What software 
can you buy? Discover exactly what the future of Amiga 
computing holds in the Show's unique CDTV City. 

Christmas Shopping Mall All the best Amiga bargains are here! 
Packed to the very rafters with incredible deals. You won't find 
cheaper games anywhere. Load up with the very best for 
your Amiga - and at the best possible prices! 

Multimedia Theatre Commodore has attracted some of the 
biggest names in computing to demonstrate their stuff. 
See what the Amiga is really capable of! 

Games Arcade Set your eyes on boggle mode you won t 
believe how many incredible games you'll be able to play. 

The game makers Imagine hearing direct from the leading 
games' programmers: just how do they do what they do? 
Imagine no more: these seminars will tell you all you need to 
know Plus Amiga Format will be running Question and Answer 
sessions throughout the Show. 

Free Guide Amiga Format will be producing a damn fine free read 
of a show guide. 

You'll think Christmas has come early! 



I a at its Best! 
Earl's Court II, November 15-17 1991: be there! I % • IT Ni*vrmtt 

O* Cimnwdert 

Faxbox 
Where Earl's Court II, heart of London 

When November 15-17 1991 
Times 9am-5 30pm November 15-16; 

9am-4pm November I 7 
Cost Adults £6. under 14s £4 

(but see the special Early Booker Offer) 

Who'll be there? Commodore, Amiga 
Format, Amiga Power, Amiga Shopper, 

all the major games producers, a 
myriad of serious publishers, loads 

of bargain-offerers, lots of 
hardware developers and 

everyone into the world of 
Amiga. 

You want to get the best 

games for your Amiga? 

Get along to Earl's Court 

on November 15-17! 

-f 

Nearest 

tube: 

Earl's Court 

r 
- 5t ** 

u . \t v 
Av * 

EARLY BOOKER OFFER: SAVE TIME, SAVE MONEY 
Be smart you know this World of 

Commodore ,v?fl attract tens of 
thousands of people And you know 

what that means queue City 
So avoid all the foot-shuffling. hanging- 

around-for-ages start to the Show by 
booking your tickets early 

And you'll even save money Bit of a barg. 
really. Do it now, otherwise you71' only forget and 

then regret it later when you're really cold and you 
can't wait to get inside and - (Snipl - Ed] 

YES r would like to have my tickets early, avoid ail the queues and 
save £T 05 on every ticket, please 
Name .„... 

Number of tickets ...*..Adult (at £4.95 each) 

.....Under 14s (at £2.95 each) 

Iota/ payment 

Method of Payment {please circle) Access Visa Cheque PO 

Credit Card number.....Expiry date,, 

Address 

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE 051 356 5085 

Please make all cheques payabte to WORLD OF COMMODORE 

Send this form to 
World of Commodore 

PO BOX 2 

Ellesmere Port 

South Wirral 

L65 3EA 

WARNING: This offer doses on 8. II 91 
Postcode .. . . If you don't want to cut up this magazine, photocopies are accepted. 

AMP9 





Imagine a compact disc that not only 

gives great quality sound. It also plays 

oooks, photographs, graphics and the written 

word. |B CDTV is like nothing you've 

experienced before. And it's everything 

you could want for entertainment, 

education and excitement. 

Picture, for instance, a child 

asking the question, "Who was 

Martin Luther King?" Easy. 

You just turn on the TV, put in a 

political history CD and not only 

can you read everything about King's 

life, you'll also see his face, hear the 

crowds and feel the emotion in his voice as he 

tells you his dream. But that's only one way of 

looking at it. With CDTV in your sitting 

room, suddenly your TV isn't just for watching. 

It's a mine of information. A book that talks 

back. The world's best teacher. A CD quality 

home karaoke. Or a most talented games 

player. QXH And if you're happy changing 

channels on your TV remote, you could 

work CDTV in seconds. Just select your 

+ 9* 
into a t>N° 

could also play drums with Hendrix. 

No experience required. Or remix 

any of your CPs to create your own 

versions. If your tastes are more 

classical, listen to Beethoven's 

music while you see a picture 

of the composer and read about 

his life's works. That's multi- 

media in its truest sense. | 

"Switch off the TV while you're 

doing your homework!" That 

j? phrase could soon all but dis¬ 

appear. Because what better way to 

swot up on Shakespeare than acting in 

a play and speaking the part of say, Romeo 

with CDTV as your prompt. For sheer 

choice of title from the ISO 

entertainment, there's nothing to touch CDTV. 

With Trivial Pursuits, you're not just answering 

questions on a card. You can ask, for example, 

'Who is the person singing this song?" 

Whatever your interest, 

whatever your age, CDTV 

is a totally new way of 

looking at every subject 

under the sun. For 

^ available and you're away. 

Take music. Of course, 

you can play your audio CDs. But 

by pressing the buttons on your remote, you 

only £599.99 including It s a whole new ball game 

VAT, the price of a good CD player, you're 

combining fantastic CD sound with the 

familiarity of television. The word's going 

round no home should be without CDTV. 

O Commodore vCDTV 
\ J unwin 

^ PUiTlWIEWL 

See CDTV at selected high street retailers, call 0628 778678 or post this coupon to CDTV Information Desk, 

FREEPOST 1368, Maidenhead, Berkshire SL6 7YA. Pack includes CDTV machine, infra red remote control, welcome 

disc and two free CDTV titles. 

Title; Mr O Mrs Cl Miss UK MsD Other Surname ___Initials 

Address 

----------Postcode ________ ^ ^ 1 

CDTV is Art, Leisure, Games, Music. Education. Politics Sport. Languages. Atlases Talking Books. Colouring Books. Health. 

Encyclopaedias. Gardening, Cookery, Fairy Talas, Simulations. Role Ploying, Science, Karaoke, Entertainment. 
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24-BIT GRAPHICS 

24-bit True Colour' brings the ultimate in 

graphics to the Amiga. You can create 

images using a whole spectrum of colours 

from a palette of millions, bringing photo¬ 

graph-like realism or the flashiest of 

professional-looking computer graphics. 

Damien Noonan explains how it 

works and why it pushes Amiga graphics 

as far as they will ever go. 

Somewhere 
the rainbo 

THE FIRST THlNt; that hits you is the fig¬ 

ures, True Colour means 24 bits per pixel and 

that means 16,777,216 colours that you can 

use. Wow! It certainly sounds impressive after 

32 colours in a game or 4.0% colours in a 

HAM painting. But after all those numbers 

your head begins to swim a bit. Take a deep 

breath and relax. Now, there arc two obvious 

questions that these numbers raise. Let’s get 

them answered. 

First of alt. why do 24 bits mean 16 million 

colours? Well, this is what you might call the 

highly technical part of the affair, so we'll 

explain that side of things in a minute. Second, 

why is 16 million colours called True Colour, 

why not more or less? This is a slightly more 

esoteric thing, but when we look for the 

answer to this we'll discover that the Amiga 

has now reached Lhc ultimate answer in com¬ 

puter graphics: the crock of gold at the end of 

the rainbow, you might say. 

Every little dot on a computer screen is called 

a pixel. Any picture that you draw on the 

Amiga and then save out to disk is simply a 

map of what colour each pixel should be. 

When you decide how many colours you are 

going to use in a picture* what you arc in fact 

deciding is how many ‘bits* (binary Is or Os) 

will be used to remember each pixel. It 

works like this. 

If you had only one bit to describe each 

pixel, you would only be able lo choose two 

colours: one for a 1 and one for a 0. Say, black 

for a 1 or white for a 0. 

If you have two bits, then you immediately 

double your options. You can have 1 and l for 

black, 0 and 0 for white, 0 and 1 for blue and 1 

and 0 for orange. That gives you a two-bit 

image, like the Workbench screen. 

And so it goes on. Three bits lets you have 

eight colours, four bits lets you have 16 

colours and five bits gives you the 32 colours 

of a standard Deluxe Paint picture or an 

Amiga game. 

So if s easy to see that you can go as far as 

you want, doubling the amount of colours 

available each time you add an extra bit of 

memory for each pixel. The next question is: 

why do we need all these colours? 

Well, computer colours arc a little bit weird 

in that you can't at any stage mix or invent 

new ones. Every single colour or shade of 

colour you want to represent has to be preset 

inside the machine in what's called the palette. 

The Amiga has a 12-bil palette, which 

gives a choice of 4,096 shades of colours. In 

actual fact, this doesn’t mean it has 12-bit 

colour capability: the maximum ii can deal 

with is 5-bit, which is why 32 colour is more 

or less the standard maximum. The 4,096- 

colour HAM mode is actually a complete 

cheat, a very tricky bit of programming that 

really uses 4-bit colour (16 colours on screen) 

but kind of modifies them. Nuff said. 

HAM is actually a very powerful thing: if, 

for instance, you were to pause the screen on 

lhc average Icily you'd find it doesn’t look 

very different from a HAM picture. Try it if 

you’ve got a good freeze-frame on your video. 

But if you want your Amiga pictures to be 

better-looking, if you want them to be as good 

as photographs or as the best flash computer 

graphics, you're going to need more than 4096 

colours in your pale lie. Not because there are 

any more colours around: you’ve probably 

already got everything from Lemon Yellow to 

Violet, Bui because you need many more sub¬ 

tle shades, to represent the hundreds of shades 

of green in a balde of grass, for instance. 

OK, so we know that you need as many 

different subtle shades of colour as possible. 

3 ' 

Wc also know that each time you add a bit on* 

you double the number of shades you can 

have. So why stop at 24-bit? 

Well, one particular fact makes it sound 

very strange. An ordinary Amiga low-resolu¬ 

tion screen has a display resolution of 320 by 

256 pixels. That’s 81,920 individual pixels. So 

even if each one was a different colour, you 

could only have that many colours. Even on a 

high-res screen display of 640 by 512 pixels, 

you could only fit 327,680 different colours. 

So why bother with more? 

In AF17 wc spoke to Perry Kivlovitz of 

A SIX), who develop leading-edge 24-bit 

graphics systems such as The Art Department 

Professional, reviewed last issue. He explained 

it this way. If you were to take a camera and 

point it at the countryside, to represent that 

you wouldn't need 24 bits of colour. There are 

probably only about 300,000 colours there, so 

you could easily do it in 18 bits. 

If, on the other hand, you do a close-up of a 

human face, you've gol many, many subtle 

gradations, all shades of ihe same basic colour. 

If you want lo represent all the different 

shades of a single colour you'll need eight bits, 

256 different shades. Now, because each 

colour on a computer screen is made up of 

three different basic primary colours - red, 

green and blue - to make sure you have those 

256 shades of each possible colour you need 

three times eight bits, which gives you 24 bits. 

So in effect, if you have 24-bii colour you 

are scientifically assured of being able to rep¬ 

resent every colour or shade of colour the 

human eye can perceive. It is the ultimate in 

computer graphics. And the Amiga is there.,. 



24-BIT GRAPHICS 

Joining The 24-bit revolution 
Already Hiert's a very healthy range of 
graphics loHwart available that can work 
with Tree Colour images, and there's mere 
on the way all the time. Let's take a quick 
look at the options. 

24-BIT COLOUR CAROS are the key 
component el the system, providing the 24* 
bit palette and the display system. They 
invariably require the use el on expensive 
VGA or Mattlsyac monitor, too. Those so far 
available for tho Amiga are somewhat 
limited ia number, but there are many more 
on the way. Currently the only one available 
for purchase la the UR as far as we are 
aware Is the Harlequin from Amiga Centre 
Scotland. See the TV Pafnt review over the 
page for more details. The FireCracker card 
from Impulse bas the highest profile In the 
States, bat Is not yet available over here. 
More news el 24-bit hardware will follow 
as soon as we get It. 

THE ART DEPARTMENT PROFESSIONAL from 
ASDG, reviewed last Issue, Is the first real 
24-bit Imape processing system and also 
allows you to compose photo-montages with 
24-bit images. Flexibility of file storage is 
Tlkoty to be very important for 24-bit work 
and this provides o number of save and load 
format options as well as a range of 
oxcellenf image enhancement features. 

COLOURPJC from JCft. is another video 
digitiser that will live on in the 24-blt age 
because of its capability to produce 16-bit 
photographic images. 

REAL 3D is one of several 3D rendering or 
ray-tracing packages that is capable of 
producing 24-bit output. The two main tools 
of the 24-bit revolution are likely to be 
photographic sources from digitisers or 
scanners, ar computer graphics from 3D 
rendering. Paint packages are more likely 
to bo usod as tools to combine or rework 
Images produced using these techniques. 

IMAGINE is another of the new wave of 
excellent 3D rendering programs which are 
capable of 24-bit work. As with many of 
thoso programs, it was developed slightly in 
advance of the emergence of a 24-bit file 
format standard for the Amiga, which 
emphasises the need for the image 
processing and file conversion programs. 

elder brother Turbo Silver can 
alsa produce 24-bit stuff. 

3D PROFESSIONAL is one of several 3D 
modelling programs about to be updated to 
Include 24-bit output. Although the original 
version had many faults, we are expecting 
most of these to be cured in the new release 
and the price to have fallen. 

SCAN LAB PROFESSIONAL is the first 24-bit 
scanning software for the Amiga. It means 
that you cm use the, for example. Sharp JX- 
300 and up range ef scanners to produce 
gorgeous full-colour scans. While £600 for 
tho package and £3,000 for the scanner 
might seem expensive, Hie quality is 
unrivalled. Look at the review on Page 40 
to see exacfty why. 

RASTtRLiNK is an excellent graphics file 
conversion utility which is only available 
with the Narfequia card. We've found It 
invaluable fur transferring 24-bit Amiga 
IFF* to our Macintosh DTP system, 

DRAW 40 PROFESSIONAL is one of many 3D 
modelling programs that can output 24-bit 
files. This one is mainly geared towards 
prodocing illustrations for desktop 
publishing work, where 24-bit colour seems 
likely to give au excellent low-cost 
alternative to traditional reprographics. 

VISTAPRO which we reviewed last issue 
produces marvellous 24-bit rendered fractal 
landscapes, which could be of great use as 
part of a 24-blt illustration. We think it will 
inspire some excellent creative work. 

DIGIV1EW GOLD from Newtek is well 
established as eae of Hie top-quality video 
digiHsert, hut its ability to create 21-bit 
images will give H a new lease of life as an 
affordable source ef photographic images 
taken from actual photographs. 

SCULPT-ANIMATE is the old favourite of the 
3D ray-tradng packages and, though it has 
boon upstaged by newcomers such as 
Imagine, is still an excellent program. It too 
can output 24-blt data. 

TV PAINT is the first af the true 24-bit paint 
programs to appear for Hie Amiga. There's 
no reason why it should be the last because, 
as the French programmers explained to 
Brian Larkman, 24-hit is a lot easier to 
program than HAM. We may see a 24-blt 
version of Deluxe Paint very soon. 

HAM-E is the first really cheap 24-blt 
system. While it's slightly unsatisfactory In 
a way, because it is a bit too clever for its 
own good, it ts remarkably inexpensive, 
works with a standard Amiga monitor and 
comes complete with a paint package and 
an excellent image processing program 
(possibly the best ever wriHen for any 
computer). HAM-E has also managed to 
attract sufficient approval to ensure that Its 
own file format will be supported by a 
number of other key 24-blt programs: 
already Art Dept Pro can load HAM-1 
images. Read the review over the page. 

THE GRAPHICS WORKSHOP was a 64-colour 
paint package which could have rivalled 
Deluxe Paint Iff had It not arrived a cou pi- 
of yoars too late. Instead It's been rewritten 
to work with HAM-E, and it seems likely te 
become the standard HAM-E paint program. 
Wo expect to bring you a review very soon. 
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GRAPHICS REVIEW 

Other art packages had better beware. 

A new standard is about to be set with a 

full ‘true colour' digital paint system that 

works with the ACS Harlequin frame buffer. 

BRIAN LARKMAN splashes the 

paint about inside his telly with 

True Colour Art Package ■ £900 ■ Tecsoft 

AM. THK FUSS about 24-hit and true colour 

on the Arnica disguises the fact that, as yet. 

there is hardly any software available I hat uses 

it to the full Take bitmapped paint programs 

for example the most basic piece of graphics 

software on any computer. Several packages 

claim to he 24-bit. but none of them actually 

paint with a full 16 million colours in real time 

or use tools optimised for a full palette, 

TV Paint is about to change all that 

because the whole system is geared up for the 

AC'S Harlequin graphics board. All of the 

paint operations are carried out in True 

Colour, and the tools iluU have been imple¬ 

mented so far certainly make lull use of it. The 

signs are tbai Tecsoft arc producing a real 

Rolls-Royce of an art package, hut w ith a price 

tag to match! 

Once the dongle is inserted, booling up the 

software on an Amiga ACKK1 with 16 Mb of 

memory is completely painless (surprise* sur¬ 

prise') The hiss as the 20-inch MtcraVUec 
Vu^ ^aii is connected to the Harlequin when 

it hursts into life is very satisfying, especially 

when the 3D tool palette appears* The mini¬ 

mum configuration that most of us still 

canrKH manage is NMb with a 6H.KKI 'float¬ 

ing P'int unit though ft Mb works OK without 

ibe spore screen Plus there's the small matter 

of a Harlequin Eventually, though, the soft¬ 

ware will work with other hoards, 

Innovative tools ore the life-blood of any 

digital painting system and TV Point is no 

exception. At this stage m development the 

full range of features is not quite implemented, 

but those available are really classy All of the 

usual functions are there plus a number of new 

ones, and even the mundane tools an? refined 

tti a degree that is uncommon on the Amiga. 

Airbrushing. for example* works like the real 

thing, no huge dots splattered about, just an 

even transparent gradient of colour building 

up. At present the How rale cannot be varied, 

but il is slow enough to he controllable and 

extremely convincing. 

Unlike ihe real thing, the airbrush can also 

colour cycle, follow the palh of all of the line 

tools (dots, freehand line, rectangular, ellipti¬ 

cal. curve and hezier) and 'Rub 'ITiriT to the 

spare screen. This last function is perhaps the 

DENSITY MODIFIER 

AND AIRBRUSH 
II set up correctly. 

Density, can also be 

used with Trnns for 
blending images. In 

this (ase the fore¬ 
ground figures were 

rubbed through with 

density to get this 
transparent feeling. 

most useful when compositing images together, 

because il allows the pans io blend together 

without apparent joins. The more conventional 

way to achieve this is with anti-aliasing and 

edge transparency for brushes. These should 

he added eventually hut in any ease ’Rub 

Thru' is a reasonable substitute for now , 

A similar 'temporary substitute* is the use 

of the transparent 'density' tool to produce 

gradient fills (the only serious omission from 

version 1.0 of the package). In this ease the 

stopgap is of limited use because the proce¬ 

dure is complicated for anything more ihan the 

simplest shapes Tecsoft say that this will be 

rectified very soon. Nevertheless, ihe density 

tool is quite fantastic in its own right, In opera¬ 

tion, tt resembles the ft lend requestor in 

Phonm Point * hut it has a number of pre-sets 

and modes of operation that put il in another 

league altogether. 

THE HARLEQUIN BOARD 
The hardware that you'll need to use TV Paint is the first 24-bit 
colour framebuffer unit to aclually go on sale in this country, the 

Harlequin card from Amiga Centre Scotland. It s actually a 32-bit 
system, though only 24 bits are used for colour description: Ibe 

remainder of the pixel description is used for various other display 

functions, such as masking. 
This is a card tor professionals, ottering broadcast-qua lily out¬ 

put at a price that's beyond the range of the average Amiga owner 

but compares very favourably with the equivalent kit that video pros 

currently use Already il is proving very popular in professional use. 
wrath as many as Amiga Centre Scotland (031-557 4242} can make 

being snapped up straightaway. A game show for BBC Scotland has 

already used a Harlequin Amiga system for animations and effects. 
The specification and pricing of itie system is a littte bit too 

complex to go into here, because there are a number of different 

options available that affect cost and you really do want to talk 1o 

the people who know before considering a purchase, so telephone 
the Amiga Centre Scotland and have a good talk lo ihem. The basic 
system starts at around Cl .400 while the more advanced options 

take it up to around Cl,BOO. These include up to 4Mb of video HAM 

and a full broadcast genlock system. 

The Harlequin also comes with a suite ol image processing 

software called AMI. developed by a university team in Hof land. This 
Is nominally PD but the manuals are vital and cost money. 



GRAPHICS REVIEW 

l h<? upper area of the control panel above 

the normal set of tool icons, contains the 

Modes' and ‘Modifiers*. A ‘painting mode* 

button provides Blur. Smooth, Colour, Smear, 

Colorize and Shade, as well as the Bub Thru* 

>r Trans mode already discussed. Most of 

these work as expected* though Blur and 

Smooth seem virtually identical and Smear is 

much too severe. Some stm of user control is 

required here. Below' the Mode button am lour 

Modifiers, which control all painting and 

drawing operations: 

REPEAT: Causes all the rubber-handed line 

cools to repeatedly draw* eg the straight line 

produces the familiar radial fan. When used 

with the airbrush however some startling 

effects are feasible, 
CYCLE; Makes all tools cycle through the set 

ingc of colours. With four 25ft colour palettes 

and four cycle ranges, 16 colour cycles are 

available. Each can be reversed. Used with 

Colorize some spectacular me la I lie and lus¬ 

trous effects are obtained. 

DENSITY: Works much like ihc Photon 

Paint Blend requestor, but with four profiles 

stored in memory and eight presets. 

M \SKING: Is based completely on a colour 

stencil rather than a screen area a I the moment, 

p to eight colours can be added to the Mask 

and the numeric definition of these can he 

made quite ‘fuzzy* to include a range of 

similar shades. 

TRANS [RUB THRU) MODI 
Using TV Paint's 'Rub Thru' mode, several images are 
blended together without the joins showing. The main 
image is loaded to the 'foreground' screen, then the 
secondary images are placed onto the Spare 
'background' screen. Flipping between these screens 
it is possible to judge just where to 'Rub Thru' using 
the airbrush. The foreground is washed away 
carefully to reveal just enough of the background. A 
similar effect could be achieved if the brushes were 
properly antkaliased or Edge Transparent. 

MODIFIERS AND MODES 
A wide range of effects is possible using the 
Modifiers and modes, singularly or together. The 
number of permutations is too great to describe them 
all, but a small selection is shown here. 'Repeat' 
works with all of the line drawing tools and is 
especially effective when the airbrush and colour 
cycling are active as well. 

CONTROL PANEL 
AND MINUS 
The control panel Is 
relatively simple with a 
reasonable selection of 
tools, but It also 
provides access to the 
menus that give the 
system Its power. 
Clockwise from bottom 
left these are Palette, 

Cycle Ranges, Density Control, Stencil/Mask and 
Gamma (Contrast and brightness). 

Very few bugs or problems or glitches 

occurred during the review. Rotating brushes 

can cause a few bits of swarf at the edges* 

and occasionally, spurious coloured pixels 

appear randomly within an image. There are a 

number of useful tools missing at the moment. 

There are no patterned or gradient fills, no 

ellipse, no distortion or perspective functions - 

as always, the wish-list is longer than the 

whole of this article. 

Nevertheless, in case you think we have 

started reviewing unfinished software, it must 

he said that 7V Paint is available now from 

ACS or Teesofl and is VERY useable. The 

system is incomplete compared to Tec soils 

plans tor it. hut then Deluxe Paint was income 

pleie on release compared to DPaint It or ///, 

The borderline between ‘finishing' and 

upgrading software is a fine one. Anyone buy¬ 

ing now will gel full upgrades of the software 

and a manual as and when they are finished. 

Included with the paint program is Slide 32* an 

excellent True Colour slide-show system with 

about 20 different wipe effects and a short ani¬ 

mation demo dial can be used with your own 

24-bit animation liles = from Sculpt > Imagine 

or Heat 3t>, The animation is very fast as long 

as the pics are not too big - 320x256 is OK. 

The competition in the UK (and every¬ 

where else) is limited at the moment. HAM-E 

from Black Belt Systems is MUCH cheaper 

and includes a brilliant image-processing pro¬ 

gram but only uses 256 colours out of 16 

million for painting, tSee the review1 of 

HAM-E on Page 44,) NewTek’s ToasterPaint 

is not available over here, it only works with 

the Toaster and works in HAM mode on 

screen, displaying 24-bit images on the 

Toaster monitor* MacroPaint loads and saves 

24^bil images hut only works in hires 

HAM internally, 

Alt in all then 7Y Paint is well worth 

buying now if you really warn proper paint 

and compositing in 24-hits and IF you can 

afford it (bul then you did buy a Harlequin!I 

Nevertheless several other True Colour 

board/pa im software combinations will he 

available shortly. This is certainly a fast grow¬ 

ing area so ii may be worth waiting - but can 

you deny yourself ibis experience! ^5 

TV Paint 

speed mmmm 
The accelerator obviously helps hut it still is as 
fast aa Deluxe Paint (It - with iGmillion colours1 
DOCUMENTATION l«| 

Delightfully quirky English. 'Hand-made' but 

well printed wllh reference and tutorial iseip 

ACCESSIBILITY Hill 

Non-standard interface, but beautiful, well layed- 

out control panels with good labelling. 

FEATURES III 

Good and getting better every week. Could be 
the one to bear 

VALUE __ I m 
Expensive tor me Amiga market, but OK for a 

system aimed at professionals. 

(ferdic) 85% 
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SHADOW SORCERER 
Thb nnk concept in rde-piayng «twntuw 
imam that m minutes you will find 
yourself in the thick of the action. f*cmg 
manv enemies not the leasI of whidi b 

L the SHADOW SORCERER himself 

\ • 100% “point n dick" icon control 
1 (no laborious typing). 
1 • 3D isometric play area giving you 
1 more control in the playing 

• Control up to 4 characters m a 
life or death struggle against 
evil, 
• Henagonat grid wilderness 
map for outdoor 

[ confrontation. 
1 • 3D animated mmatures 
1 represent yaw cast of 
I characters in real-time 
1 combat action 

1 Available or»; 
I Atari ST, Amiga & 
A PCftGACGA, I 
s\ VGA EGA) I 

._ 

— POOLS OF DARKNESS I 
First, thnr w« POOL Of RADIANCE. N*m t«n» CURSE Of Tiff A/lIRE BONDS 

Then fnlltmrd SECRET OF THE SM.VER HLADES Finally, there k POOLS Of DARKNESS. Ike 

conclusion to this AiNSrD « Campulrr Game series! You've come full circle, back to the Roomed region to figtu 

the ultimate battle to save the FORGOTTEN REALMS itself Prepare yourself for an adventure that's nearly twice as beg as 
any other ADA f) - computer game! Trainier your characters from SECRET OF THE SILVER BLADES or create new one* 

Either way, you're in lor high-level action that'll end this senes wrth a bang1 

ArorJoble o* Amiga A PC (EGA. CGA, VGA, TGA* 

NEED HELP? CAU Tiff 

GOLD 
PHONE 

ADVANCED DLrNGEOMS A DRAGONS, ADAD DRAGONLANCL FORGOTTEN REALMS mi the TSR bgo an trademarks amd by f NR, Inc.. Lake C 
Strategic SWwMw. be. Sam**. QW USA mi TSU be 19SI Strategy Smtatiom, hat Afl ra^b ■ 

Cane of the 
WBomh 

OU4 lift, 
amislamga 

(im^ftPCPGA 
CGiUTA it 

c«M 

Pool of 
Radiance 

CBM 64 
AMIGA (l MEG) ft 

FCICGA.EGA 
Tandv 16 Colour). 

Champions of 

Krynn 
AvaiUbtr on 
CBM 64 12ft. 

AMIGA (1 MEG) A 
PC (EGA. CGA, 

TANDY 16 Colour). 

Secret of the Death Knights Gateway to Eye of the Legend of 
Silver Blades of Krynn Savage Frontier Beholder Dartunoon 

AiaUiblr on: AvaiUbfc on: Avaihblr on AvaJlabl* <mi: MUrmc 
CBM 64 128. CBM 64 128. CBM 64 128 AMIGA AMIGA (I MEG) A AHG% U MtQ A 

AMIGA 11 MEG! & AMIGA {1 MEG) & (1 MIG|*PCfEGA. PC (EGA, CGA, PC (EGA. CGA 
PC (EGA. CGA. PC (EGA. CGA, CGA, VGA, TANDY MCGA.VGA, MCGA, VGA. 

TANDY I b TANDY 16 Colow). It Colour) TANDY It Colour). TANDY 16 Cdbw*. 
Colour). 

a & 

War of the 

CBM 64 19* 
PC (EGA. CGA) 



OFFICIAL 

D&0 MONTH 
COMPUTER PRODUCTS 

LOOK OUT FOR OFFERS IN THESE STORES 
AVON 
M* tfffji Mm. Htrairf ftsr W HI; 0373 173744 
BEDFORDSHIRE 
redd itr 'V iwUt Cm*. Wrn Uir 7K> 
id eta 457195 
b>(i«CMWMfl. IPW 
M0&H7JO9O 
rmiitf. 4 CWh W [Watt* IUS A- Td: 0561475474 

BERKSHIRE 
iHg ml, Ur* 2 FwW<* Fw 5*«* R«d«g «G1 IBM 
Id 0734 5*4510 

Slough SU6JA 

CAMBRIDGESHIRE alott»,6Md«* 1TNfd0733 340*9« 
ESHIRE 

G*4CW2 7fiNTtl-0370 5409*4 
Kftliin, ?5foUyStaei M WA1 J 2*0 T«|; 061 936 9199 

CLEVELAND 
M»obyte 3kxA W N.I Start O** NWdWtorttogh (OPENING 

COUNTY DURHAM 
Hpteftr 6 Wdngfen Court Mm Grange fiood DorWon 
t#f 0325 4l***9 
Chip* Computer Shop, Cbtim Tod. Dodmgtari DL3 ?QH 
HE 033 S 341041 

DERBYSHIRE 
Gordon Norwood Computer., New Street AHreton DES 7BP 
HE 077313*741 
mtrobyiw Uni* 19 4 20. Judy Crkt, Derby (OPENING S00N| 

DEVON 
Heu»* of fun, 7 Tahl Mew. Umon Start Torquay 609 
HE 0103 390055 
Met, .10 Hoyol Porode PlymoiA M I DU HI: 0753 331651 

EAST SUSSEX 
Cv^rwan. 771 Seonde. Brighton BN72 7NU Td: 0333 *4*100 
Computerw!te-Brighton, 44 dorot Start Krttipfewn. Brighton 8N? kRJ 
HE 0373 674*36 

ESSEX 
Gome Lid., LM 15, liberty Two Shopping Centa, Mercury Garden. 
MorrfftM! M (OPENING SOON} 
Mo 66 »g Longbncfef Rood MmglGl I &&F Id: Gil 594 9979 
Estuary Computer*, Jlj Charted North. VidonaCi«cu» Skipping Centre, 
Wired an Sea 552 5SP Tel; 0703 *14131 
GLOUCESTE R SHI RE 
Mu, ?9 Nodpt* Strut, Ojuce^ OH MG Td: 0453 410*93 

HAMPSHIRE 
Gome Lid,, Unit \ 1 flaraato Shopping Centre. Sou tampion 
Ht 0703 337771 
litem Retail. 116 Eonf Start, SaAamptan Id: 0703 *39419 
IV Mkra Centre 1 5 London rood PorfsnmA PQ2 O0Q 
Ht 0705 *97(01 

HEREFORD & WORCESTER 
Camtaiia, 9 Med Cheapen Street Worcester WRI ?DH 
Ht 0905 733777 
Mi, 65* Mm* Street WorceUter WRI 2K Id: 0905 33075 

HE RTF O RD S H fl RE 
topi Sal*., 5 lyteirt Pwodt CM*m EN0 0U Td: 0993 25313 
femutef, 25Wrt Square MeedHreipueodHPI lEfl 
M0443 55044 

HUMBERSIDE 
Tomorrow * Work), 27/33 ft™* Start tel Id: 048114467 
Mtrobyte, Unit G4.5 Eawde MoT F™km Guay. hulHUl taE 
Ht 0*12 564511 
iMbyte. 5 We Rood Goal* DNI i 6&B Td: 0405 7*3143 
Analyte, LM F2 13 fbtaraote Mol ftmhnty Place Grwdy 
(04UB4G SOON) 
•CENT 
Alder* of Bromley, Hbdi Start, 6ranWy BfiE IHJ Td; 061 4*4 *533 
tf-Td, 745 Bmadway M*r Heodi DA* 306 Tab Dll 303 4863 
Hrri'i Camp I Video, W. Hah W Opmgfen BR* ONf 
Id 0*49 31515 

Megabyte '[MaSw WrdwWrihlNI 1TB Td: 0492 34*52 
InvKio Software. «2Gmm iced T-dnefae Wd TNI 2AS 
Td 0493 511543 
S-rtko Shop. 1 i TV ntern. Bad. Sdup DAI A1DI 
Td 0«l 3014411 

LANCASHIRE 
Vudeta, ;:35fcr*^ w dtein* Ly«ea*7Q6 
Td 0* I 339 033* 
PV Computer*. 0* Abbey Start taenngpon 665 T 5 
Td 0254235343 
Mkrobyte, 11Fro^ Gde ted St Gecrgn Cera* Preston PR1 ?NG 
Td 07h 842243 
Mkrobyte 74 CWi Start how (OPINING SOON] 

LONDON 
A-rding I Modi OpV- Won M lid Td 071 214 4477 
tlett™ Dreamt in Herd. &? ViQApto* Rod Kmahbndge SW! ?XL 
Td 071 730 1234 
Look Sate*, • ? ta* baad^*- Tkloume SoulhoateNlJ *PH 
Tel! 043 462 4942 
Piter Software, 32 Idten *mx 1 AC Td 071 *3* 3*66 
Sitka Shop, 52 ?AtV Cwrtnd WF DBA Td 071 540 4000 
Mkrobyte, 8^ OJad W * OPINING SOON! 

MANCHESTER 
Game Ltd., Une 57 labnA Sgot Ike Arndafc Cer*t 
Td 0*1 439 5101 
TV Gomet Stere, 2liM#i% Amdde Ca*e wu 2£A 
Td 0*1 432 0174 
Microbytt, 17* Heir Mol The AmddbCefke M4 3Nj 
Tel: 0*! 432 1434 

MERSEYSIDE 
Mkrobyte, 129 St Gearp* teoy St dim Centre Lrterp«JLT UT 
Tel: 051 707 1931 

NORFOLK 
Pritm Leisure, I *7o tUngkSben Gnat VownaA NRJD ?PA. 
Td: 0493 453379 
One Step Beyond, ! laCd Meadow NorwidiNRI 3Df 
Tel: 0*03 6*379* 

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE 
A-I Leisure, 23s Letter Mol w«tn fod Cenlie. Northampton ISW3 4JZ 
Tel: 0*04 4)4514 
hlorfho mpton Computer Centre, 13 Abmgton Square Narthompten 
NN1 4AE Til: 0*04 23)371 

NORTH YORKSHIRE 
TDKam, 9 Darygire Aide W ¥07 2SU Td: 0904 *414*2 

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE 
TV Computer SVp. * 2SC V^iona CetiTe Nottingham NO I 3GQ 
Mkrobyte, 109 Upper *wr>-dL The Sroodmonh Centre Ncrtmqham 
NG1 7U Td 0603 54*454 

SCOTLAND 
Vki Computer SuppVt, 133 Wh Steet. M M2 6PD 
Tel: 0734 3*704 

SHROPSHIRE 
STD Communication!. ETteybCap Shre-nburySTl 1XB 
Td 0743 131763 

SOMERSET 
Taunton Micro Centre. ** 35 Old MorVet Centre Td 0623 33*114 

SOUTH YORKSHIRE 
Gemsaft, 7&h*r*dQm Wdd SUQPTd 0742 757070 
Mkrdun,Unrtl7 Guetd^ Gm RdcrW Td 0709 3*0000 
Cuitom Game*, 22 W Si 4?S Td 0742 752732 
Mkrobyte, 20 MV DratteDNlttPld 0302 319999 
Mkrobyte, 5c lid Sw teodokdCe*t ShkVdSNl 1|N 
Tel: 0741 5*4537 
STAFFORDSHIRE 
Burton Software, ^ SlrtdSNj1 Lrtn i^nn Trert. p|l4 1J5 
Tel: 0243 34314 
AlCrewtefi, ISOV^partlbad SeAvd5TI*2£Z 
Td 0785 111551 
Format Five, 3 Baddre Tawd |79 7PA Td 0827 5544$ 
Software ON, 59Fdfde Steer Sdfcd ST 1*2« Td 07*5 41899 
M4te letter idtMft, 221 Cowed fod Ckdunare Comad 
Td: 0543 4*6577 

Cflilie Computer*, 2 Wjicm Genes St Burden SI* 341 
Td 0742 575043 Td 0742 575043 
fatten 59 W $r«f LdVd Td 0543 2*2341 

SUFFOLK 
Bit. n lytet Computer*, 3/12 0d Lore pwndhFl IDt 
Td 0473 133*74 
SURREY 
Alder* of CamVrHy,Mdi Seed Cadrley G15 33* 
Td: 0176 *91112 
EHctrk Dreamt in AlFden. Centre CrardanCR9 INN 
Td: 041 *41 1577 
Aider* of kMiin,HdtVtW SMI l:'j Td: 061 641 6000 
liNirelMl^rtCVVe^^d GuAfadGUl 30W 
Td: 0483 50*939 
lorkman Computer Service*, First Floor Gordmob d Kwgpon 6/9 
t*a^ha.Monmn9vmm Ijv Td 081 54* 59*1 
Antic* m Woe&ncte Road Gu-Wterd GUI eOO Id 0443 391115 
TYNE A WEAR 
Mart lift Computer*, 43 Stockton Road SuVrlcvd 5R1 3NR 
Td 091 5*7 *975 
TV Game* Store, 8 Hgh Ff<jr* Neweatik Nf 1 IHH 
Td 091 2*1 *2*0 

TV Computer Shop, 9 Iotm Sieddand SRI 3JT 
Td: 091 510 4141 
Mkrobyte 46/47TVGretrewV Mewtode upon Tyre Nil 7VI 
Td: 091 2*T 9050 
Mkrobyte, 5* Garden WaA Ike Me#o Cenre Oodnd N(9 ftpf 
Td: 09i 4*0 *054 

WALE 5 
I.C Computer Centro, 2nd f l» Gfemargon taww Otemd Seek CotSF 
CFl Td: 0122 39028* 
Bud Morgan, 72 Cmke A/code Corifl CFI Td 0222 2190*5 
Mkrobyte, k 2 Globe Lane Lore* Shopping Centre Cotl'tl# (OPINING 
SOON) 
WARICKSHIRE 
Spa Computer Centre, 60 Clarendon Street Royal Lfanungton Spa CV32 
iPt Tel: 092* 337644 

WEST MIDLANDS 
Game Ltd, Unit 22 The ftwiheni, Brnnuigharo 64 7SL 
Td; 021 *43 4979 
Game Ltd, Unrt 22 WmtOfchardi Shopping Centre. SmiJvbnd Way 
Coventry CVU0)( (OPENING SOON?' ‘ 
Watchdog Home Entertainment, 400u«n Street WoWrhampion 
WV1 3/Wld 0902 313*00 
Comteiia, 204 High Street Dudley DYI 1QC Tel: 0344 239259 
Software City, 3 UcWdd ^Kioge WoVttampton WVMDZ 
Td: 0902 711703 
Venture TV, Brood Street Sdemw Br&mjgrore 6*1 8Et 
Td: 0517 72*50 
Software Gty. I Goode* Sreet wdol wSI IX Td: 0922 24« I 
ComteiH, Mertv til Cer*e 6rerb hJ DT5 156 Td: 0384 2*1691 
Comtaiia, 4 * ft* *«de Wdwl W5I 1 EE Td 0922 *1434* 
Computer Wile, 394 Bertendhcen Rood WyWe Green Sutem CoWMd 
673 P. Td 021 3813252 
Mkrobyte, Uret 4?4 Grcrd Parade Bull Rng Centre itnrunghorTr 
! Opening Soon) 

WEST SUSSEX 
Worthing Computer Centre, 7 Worwd Seep Working BNf S 30F 
Td: 0903 2104*1 
Crawley Computer*, ;4TV Badevord Crowley RMIQ l)Tw 
Td 0»3 5*i*5* 

WEST YORKSHIRE 
Game Ud., !>wt 2 8. Vidtotte Wd kMddSV^Cvte Heedaw 
i*edit519Jf (OPINING SOON] 
TV Computer Shop, Unrt 7 Buffer Arcade Lred* L$T *h0 
Td 0532 34045 5 
Computet Man, 4*do Cc™.. ShpW BC18 3QH Tal: 0174 599837 
Mkrobyte, 23 Leed> Td 0943 *03392 
JbcrabjrteJj^^teMpI V >Ulgc*eCetet |rodVdB0> 1T£ 

Mkrobyte, 33 wdddJ WF1 IHS Td; 0924 37**5* 
Mkrobyte, 40 V<5a Ourete Lred* LSI Td 0532 450519 
WILTSHIRE 
Afrik*, BHgereCittui SwvdanSNl tJOTd 0793 *30417 

AND IN THESE VIRGIN OUTLETS 
AVON 
Virgin I eta4, 16 Merchant Seek bold 851 30 Id 0172 19*779 
EAST SUSSEX 
V*dn RotaL 1$7 1*1 WniembHd BngMonBNl 266 fd 0173 2321* 

LONDON 
VWgk Mogaitore, 4 I & Odad Seed WN 7AFTd 071 *31 1334 
Vkgm Retail, 23 23 Nod Street. GuiWVd GUI 4TA (OPENING SOONI 
Virgin Retail, 40 North fid. Croydon W Cftu V) I OPINING SOON) 
Vim Retail. 60 Nd Seed, Irenky Kern 111 IEG (OPENING SOON) 
Virgin Retail, 527 Odod Street Wifi IQD TIL 071 491 8512 
Virgin Retail, ** *G Clarexir Sewr upon Tkgmo <11 INN Td 041 547 1122 
Virgin Garnet, i 00 Odord Street WlA9lAl«fc 071 *37 7911 
NORTHERN IRELAND 
Virgin Retail, U IS Atfer Quay Dubl-n 7 Td: 010 3531 777 341 
Virjn Retail Jn,- k, Cadecort Koyd m IDO Td: 0132 236*13 

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE 
Virgin Retai, 6-S Wtaekrgrft NoWrffehaw NGI 2N6 Td: 0*02 47*13* 

OXFORDSHIRE 
Vegm Retail, lid i, Wtuqaie Cenee Otferd 0«1 1NZ Td: 04*5 796300 
SCOTLAND 
Virgin Retail, 01 frw* Sw £*d»rd EH2 4A“ Td 031 225 4543 
Vkgki Rated, Unit & Iwi1 Bwding Arrde Street. G<o«Ow Td 041 321 260* 
ViFt^Rrtd, 28 32UrwStreet Gbf^ GI 3C* Td041 221 0103 

Virgin Retail, Unh 7 9. Qpifel Amde Tta Captal 0«em Statf ConMf CH Td 0212 341273 

WEST MIDLANDS 
Virgin Retail, 98 Cffpoteta* Street. 6ir™hgh^n 64 4SX Td 021 23* 3523 

WEST YORKSHIRE 
Virgin Retail, 94 % The Leech LSI m Td 0532 443*41 

SOUTH YORKSHIRE 
Virgin Ratal, Meododd Shoppy Centre 81 ftgh Street ShdVd 59 \IH Td 0743 5*90*0 
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24-BIT GRAPHICS 

ff True Colour is the biggest breakthrough 

yet in graphics technology, then this must 

be the biggest breakthrough in price: 

a 24-bit system for the A500 that costs 

about the same as a 20Mb hard drive. 

BRIAN LARKMAN finds out whether 

this can possibly be for real... 

24-Bit Graphics Enhancer 

Black Belt Systems 

£300 

IT COULD ONLY HAPPEN on ihc Amiga. 

While all the big boys in Amiga graphics are 

beavering away producing amazing 24-bil 

hardware and soil ware for the professional 

market at professional prices - in other words* 

hugeh expensive - a bunch of innovative 

enthusiast* have been quietly inventing a new 

True Colour system that wc can all afford. 

HAM-E offers 24“hit colour on an Amiga 50(1 

{while other 24-bit systems only work on an 

Amiga 2000), uses a regular 11)84 monitor 

{rather than an expensive Multisync)* is fully 

compatible with all your existing software and 

even comes with a good paint program and a 

brilliant image-processing system thrown in 

for no extra money. Sounds like a complete 

bargain for £300, doesn't it? That's because it's 

not actually 24-bit throughout: instead* HAM- 

E uses an ingenious piece or lateral thinking. 

HAM-E like HAM before it, is a clever 

dtrick' that persuades the Amiga to show off 

many more colours than anyone thought possi¬ 

ble even three or four years ago. With a sharp 

bit of logic and some ingenious hardware 

HAM-E can display up to 256 colours chosen 

from 16 million in standard ‘Register' mode* 

or about 256,000 colours in HAM-E mode* an 

extended version of the ordinary HAM, 

So bow doe* it work? Well. HAM-E is based 

on a very simple trick. it uses a fibres display 

inside the computer 1640x256 non-interlace) 

but actually displays each pair of pixels as just 

one pixel, to give an apparently low-resolution 

screen. On a high resolution screen each pixel 

has four bits of colour, which gives 16 colours 

or ‘registers’ (2x2x2x21 Each pair of pixels 

therefore has eight bits of colour which is 256 

colours (2x2x2x2x2x2x2x21 

The hardware controls the display by 

examining the first few pixels of Ihc image* 

over four to eight scanlines* If it fends the right 

combination of colours at the tup-left comer of 

the image (a small block called the ‘magic 

cookie"), HAM-E is 'triggered'. If the basic 

8-bit registers are used ‘straight', images can 

have 256 colours from 16 million. This is the 

Register or ‘Reg’ mode. It is also possible to 

use the information in the 'magic cookie’ to 

set up more registers that allow the extended 

HAM mode. HAM-E... 

Normal HAM uses six bits for each pixel. 

The first two are for control* the other four 

contain data that defines either one of the 16 

colours in the palette you have chosen or the 

level of one colour: Red* Green or Blue, Each 

pixel* therefore, is either a palette colour, or is 

derived from the previous pixel with Us R* G* 

THE HAM-E HARDWARE 

One of the main reasons HAM-E is. such an attractive prospect Is 
that the hardware is a separate box, rather than a plug-in card. 
This means It can be used with any Amiga, even a humble A500. 

or R value changed. HAM-E mode uses a 

similar trick hut with eight bits for each pixel 

and a 256 colour rather than 16 colour register. 

Frankly it is alt a bit more complex than this 

description but in effect ITAM-E mode gives a 

possible 256.000 colours on screen* and 256 

basic palette colours from which these are 

derived, so there is virtually no 'fringing' (that 

messy blur of colour sometimes seen on HAM 

pictures), 

A final trick is offered by the optional extra 

add-on, HAM-E Plus. This version costs £100 

more but can separate each pair of pixels in the 

hi-rcs display, making every other one the 

average of those on either side, providing a 

sort of hardware anti-aliasing* 

HAM-E is bundled with two pieces of soft¬ 

ware. a Reg mode paint program - Reg Paint - 

and a 24-bit image-processing system, Image 

Professional Roth programs were still under 

development until recently, so their manuals 

are on disk, making learning them doubly dif¬ 

ficult, Black Belt have assured us that full 

manuals will he sent to all registered users of 

HAM-E this summer 

OK* that’s the hype mer* Now* how well 

does it actually work? Let’s get one thing 

straight First: the definition of ‘True Colour’ 

depends on who is defining it. To display 16 

million colours you would need a 4*000 by 

4*000 pixel screen (about 60 times the size of 

the Amiga's in Hi-Res mode). No current 

system in the world is this big. True Colour 



therefore means having 16 million to choose 

s'rom* This allows really smooth gradations of 

>ubile hues - like the colour of skin. Bui it 

jKo means every pixel being any one of lhai 

16 million — so the 256 colour choice of 

Register mode is no* True Colour, hui ihc 

256JMX) colours of HAM-E mode are. 

Whichever mode you use the system in it is 

amazing, especially with decent software like 

f>nage Professional. Even RegPmnt. ihe pow- 

. rful hut difficult to leam Register mode pa mi 

program bundled with the system, shows its 

potential. Using a well thought-out system like 

Owl’s SpeetraCoior. some excellent results 

oould be possible. Eventually many software 

producers should include HAM-E support: 

\SIX7s An Department Professional already 

: and a new' HAM-E version of Holosoffs 

?jmt package The Graphics Workshop is on 

:hc way very soon. 

In most cases even non-HAM-E software 

- transparent to ihc system, though loading 

HAM-E images into Deluxe Paint III causes 

• ►me colour distortion, as if it were a HAM 

rngram. Most viewer utilities display HAM-E 

mages perfectly. 

I here are some limitations, hut none seem 

:hat serious unless you have an A3000. When 

oi llrst get the system it has to he set up. The 

view version seemed to work well straight 

mi the box, so I didn’t bother it never did 

* manuals), Soon il became obvious that 

irt of the setup was necessary. Using any 

(T) 24-BIT GRAPHICS 

Register Paint 

ty abandoning <oov**t*eeol Icon Palette and pull-down menu combination means lhai the Reg Pa ini tod palette teems rather 
crowded and loefuring. No Polygon Tod, only single pixel BuilMn brash and no indication of FG and BG colours. 

THIS IS A POWERFUL AND comprehensive Reg 

mode paint program that show s off the aw esome potential 

of the HAM-E system. There is a problem with it though, 

it’s a real bitch to use! 

On booling up the user is presented with an icon tool 

palette across the bottom of the screen containing most of 

the usual drawing and painting tools. Several of these 

bring up further icon pakues or requestors. Many of the 

common tools work m a conventional way. It’s when you 

start to use the power’ tools that should really be utilising 

the potential ol A" those colours, that the problems start. 

The trouble really stems from using a non-standard 

interface. Most ot the people who are likely to buy Ihe 

HAM-E system are going to be experienced with Amiga 

graphics. They will have cut their computer graphic leeth 

on De/at t Pumr and then progressed to Photon Paint or 

DigiPaint, All of those paint programs (and almost every 

other successful p.ujit system} use a combination of sim¬ 

ple icons and pull-down menus as a user interface, plus 

common key press equivalent* (re j for spare screen). It is 

a tried and tested ^ viem that works. There is no reason to 

change unless the new system offers great advantages of 

speed and ease oi uv T\' Point (reviewed on Page 40) 

for example has bn’ken aw ay from the convention w ith 

some success, using a brilliant icon-only approach that is 

a joy to use. RegPatm on the other hand is no joy, 

Why is thi' Well the icon palette contains large 

multicoloured buEt>n> which arc too large, the colours 

confusing and the drop-shadowed text used for lettering is 

far loo obscure. In several cases two icons are used when 

surely a double-click or righi-but ton-click on the same 

icon would do, like in Deluxe Paint. Fill and Fill tools. 

Brush and Brush lools are examples. There is no indica¬ 

tion of FG or BG colour or of current range or range type. 

If Black Bell had employed a designer with experi¬ 

ence of computer painting to redesign the interface, then 

RcgPaint would be an excellent program. 

The pole He is reasonably comprehensive and straightforward 

considering it supports colour ranges, EFX ranges and Glow 

ranges. Selecting the range colours and spreads with the left 
and right buttons means that the FG and BG colours ore con¬ 
stantly being {banged. Because there is no indication of this 

on the working screen, mistakes are inevitable. (The boxes at 

the bottom contain a tike of the colour cube like Photon Pain I 
or DrgiFarnt. This seems la be impossible to capture in a 
screen grab.) 

Having a reasonable number «f colours in the palette means that quite good real airbrush effects can be attempted using 

Gradient Fills, (Th* Airbrush tool is next to useless tor this soft of job), The Fill tools are comprehensive enough, but the vital 
'directional' Radial fill is rather crude. A radial line denoting light direction like that used in DPoint IV is much more effective. 
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24-BIT GRAPHICS 

Image 
Professional 

46 

QUITE THE MOST comprehensive 24-hit 

image processing tool ever developed for the 

Amiga - probably even for any micro-com¬ 

puter, The range of features, the degree of user 

control on all of the possible options* the inter¬ 

connection of its utilities is so great that the 

program might have been ovens helming. 

Instead, though, it is very approachable and is 

relatively easy to use, encouraging an almost 

addictive desire to experiment. 

In contrast to RegPaint, the 'button only' 

approach works - possibly because text labels 

rather than obscure icons have been used. 

Ironically, the only place where conventional 

icons might have helped is in the Paint Panel, 

just because designers would feel more at 

home with familiar tools. Nevertheless, with a 

few hours practice, operation is quite intuitive, 

The range of processing operations avail¬ 

able is huge. To get an idea of the range 

simply lake a look at the control panel. Most 

of the processes work extremely well and do 

what you would expect from their description. 

Processing can be applied to any area of 

the screen in any shape, or to the entire screen. 

Any number of buffers for other images can be 

set up (limited by memory). Several pictures 

can be loaded and clips taken from one or 

more of them. All buffers are clearly labelled 

by name and can be composited together 

and/or used to apply other processes. Virtually 

anv transformation can be applied, the only 

limitation is your imagination and, it must he 

said, your patience. 

Vot surprisingly, 24-bit image processing 

ukc^ time and memory. Many of the opera¬ 

tions available take several minutes - and 

some uke hours! Here is the best case yet for 

an accelerator and extra memory. The program 

tno to help however by giving a wide range 

of display options. Most processing operations 

can take place in greyscale or 256 colour Reg 

mode gi\ing ymj m acceptable idea of the 

results. Later the smage can he displayed at its 

best in 24-bit HQ HAM-E mode. 

tWii tow | ■mw 

ss; h—* kt in ta w te Filff 
QM mm \m m ** «* * Wr Mr 

im 
m Btrssw- — settr & 

s H m M tw om- *»u fcw ■W4 k<re -j*m u m 

MW i&:frS nSv tf ***** 

•lev 
ire’ Its Ml- UN** CT* 
lmi riii» in* ikrf mi f ** 

kw ati Cl«« HUM in r/i ti« au ^ 

The vest range of image-processing options Deni¬ 

able are shown from I he control panel. Same of 

these open to other arrays of options. Although 

once again the convent tonal icon tool panel/ poll’ 
dawn-menu combination has been abandoned, in 

this cose the system works very well. The icons 
and text are very dear and the simple layout 

encourages experiment. It might have been better 

If the buttons leading to more tools [RGB, f/X 
etc) had been distinguished with another colour. 

Original Picture 

Solarise Spiral Blur 



24-BIT GRAPHICS 

High Pass Filter 

Staded Elevaiion (Sea level heighi set) 

palette 0.0,0 was not black but dark blue. This 

means adjusting the RGB Black level, A bit of 

a pain to set up - but not beyond anyone who 

has fitted extra memory to an A500, 

The way HAM-E works means that you 

lose the top few lines of your display for the 

Magic Cookie. For True Colour it seems a fair 

exchange. Also ti only works in what is, in 

effect, low resolution, with or without inter¬ 

lace, Nevertheless, all normal Amiga hi-res 

modes will still work in the normal 16 colours, 

on top of w hich larger images can be loaded 

into the two bundled HAM-E programs and 

scrolled around, though even with 6Mb of 

RAM including IMb of chip RAM, 640x512 

pictures caused both programs to crash. 2Mb 

of chip RAM seems in order. 

Black Belt claim that HAM-E will work 

with ALL Amigas, Nothing, though, is ever 

that simple, Terry' Cox of Leisure Systems, 

York pointed out that the Denise chip fitted to 

all PAL A3000s and other PAL ECS machines 

(are there any?}, has a bug that causes prob¬ 

lems when using HAM-E. CheckMatc, the UK 

distributors of HAM-E, who isolated the prob¬ 

lem, suggest lhai an old Denise is used 

temporarily. Eventually, if Commodore don't 

fix the chips, some sort of piggy-back board 

w ith both sorts of Denise on-board may have 

to be devised 

The final problem is again no fault of 

HAM-E, but there was a mention of it in those 

unread manuals on disk Bugs in AmigaDOS 

1.3.2 mean that opening several interlace 

screens at the same time as a non-interlace 

screen can cause a system crash. If your 

Workbench is set to interlace, like mine, the 

HAM-E software will keep crashing with 

interlace images, like mine. Three days later I 

read the manuals. 

The competition is limited. The closest at the 

price is a similar system called DCTV from 

Digital Creations, but that is unavailable in 

this country. Full 24-bii frame buffers are in a 

different league altogether, both in price and in 

the addilional hardware and software they 

need. So if you want a taste of the True Colour 

action, but at low resolution and a low price, 

then HAM-E is the only way to go,.. *5 

SPEED ••• 

Reasonable tor a 24-bit system. An accelerator 

Is almost essential tor Image Professional* 

DOCUMENTATION * • 

On disk M the moment so difficult to use 156 

pages to print! Good reference bul no tutor IN¬ 

ACCESSIBILITY t • • 

The hardware it fairly simple, RegPamt poor, 

Image Pro good- Lots more support corning. 

FEATURE5 *444 

24-bH colour on an A500 with brilliant image 
processing and useable painting Great 

VALUE 4 4 4 4 4 
Ten extra uaeable colours per penny This has 
to be the bargain of the year. 

m 90% 
Watercolour Pain ling effect ligreg - inaflil foil effect 
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ter is alone behind enemy lines. Witt 
ms, and the expertise to complete d 

ly accomplices are the weapons, ve 
his objective: to attack 



SEEK TO DESTROY. 
itility to make best use of a wide range of 
missions, the Hunter is a breed apart 

structures found in his amazing three* 
ve. The Hunter has the will to win. Do you? 

Available In September on Amiga & Atari ST 



24-BIT SCANNING 

16 million colours means you can now 

have images on your Amiga screen that 

look as good as the best photographs. 

But how do you get them there? 

Paul Lyons looks at a new product that 

puts the power of the Sharp range of 

scanners under your control. 

Profession 
Scan Lab I 

ASDG Incorporated ■ £5 99+VAT 

IS THE LAST issue we looked at Art 

Department Professional - one of ihc first 

image processing programs that let you manip¬ 

ulate 24-bii images on your Amiga, But, I hear 

you ask, how do you get those images into 

your Amiga in the first place? You could of 

course use a digitiser, but few of ihe ones that 

are currently available grab pictures in true 24- 

bii colour. The way that professional colour 

imaging systems work is by using a colour 

flatbed scanner to feed images into the system. 

In the past these have been expensive and hard 

to interface to the Amiga, but wiih the ever 

increasing interest in 24-bii colour, prices are 

so sequent! y dropping*,. 

The standard interfaces on the Amiga are 

too slow for the vast amount of data that 

makes up a 24-bit image (a 4Mb scan takes 

over an hour to feed through the serial port at 

WM) baud) so Professional Scan Lab II uses 

its own board which plugs into an expansion 

socket in an A2000 or A3G0G. The board is 

O 
CD 
m 
■a 

o 

All the images on 

these page* were 
scanned using 

Professional Scan Lab 
II on an A2QQQ with 

7Mb of RAM. The 

largest scans ware 

saved directly fa disk. 
Although this takes 

more time it allows 
users with less 

memory to create 

large scans, 

SHARP SCANNING 
Regular readers of Amiga Format will know that we're 
big fan* of Sharp s rang# of colour scanner*. Back in Af 

22 we gave five stars to the Sharp JX-TOO Scan Lab 100 

package. OK, so it only scan* up to 200dpi and in 
16- not 24-blt* but at E545+VAT if* considerably cheaper 

than the Pro Scan Lab II software board combination - 
and that's without a scanner. 

After the JX-100, comes the JX-300. This Is a 
300dpi full 24-bit. full A4 flatbed scanner that gives 

amazingly lab results like, *r, well like the ones on these 

pages which were all done using an Amiga A2000 and a 

JX-300 At £1,320+VAT It s not cheap, per *e, but It's 

very cheap for a lull-colour scanner of this quality. Next 
in the range comes the JX-450, an A3 version of the JX* 

300, which also scans at 300dp*. There* atso an 
optional attachment that allows you to scan transparen¬ 

cies at 300 dpi, but it has to be said ft’s not up to the 

standard set by the rest of Ihe scanner. For high-quality 

slides you really need the big brother of the range* the 
hJX-600. This is a 600 x 600dpi, lull-colour scanner thal 

comes complete with an additional overhead light 
source designed specifically for scanning frannies. The 

price? Well if you need to ask you can t afford ft, but 
since you ask ft’s £11,905+VAT,,, 

■«
%

 



24-BIT SCANNING 

actually a General Purpose Interface Board 

• GP1B - an industry standardl from National 

Instruments and can be used to power a wide 

range of devices from scanners and primers to 

industrial machinery. 

Along with the internal card, the package 

includes the software, a heavy-duty lead and a 

pair of pamphlet-like manuals. Installation is 

pretty simple: open the case and plug the 

board into the first available slot and* er* put 

the case back on. 

The manuals arc a bit pathetic really. The 

"User's Manual" is just two sheets of A4 

Folded into an A5 booklet. Out of this only 

half a page or so is of any use and that only 

tells you how to slot the board into your 

machine. The other manual is tilled “Scanner 

Controller for An Department Profe$swnaf\ 

which isn't exactly irue as the software is a 

stand-alone application which can produce 

24-bit scans for use in any program that can 

take them* However, clicking the right button 

allows you to run Pro Scan Lab N from within 

SIX EASY STAGES TO PERFECT SCANS 

ICheeie your pictures with care. Ivon the host 
colour scunner can't make a good image out of a 

poor photograph* Good photographs are bright, have 
good contrast and lots of detail in the highlights and 
shadows* Try to avoid pictures cut out of magazines 
and hooks, because of the way in which pictures are 
'screened' for printing, scanned images often have 
strange moire patterns across them. 

2 Keep the glass of your scanner clean* Never ever 
touch the glass with your fingers, use a soft cloth 

and a good glass cleaner. 

4* Put the picture 
V on the glass 
and do a low- 
resolution preview 
scan* This allows 
you to see a rough 
of the picture. Crop 
the image as tightly 
as possible either 
by typing in the 
offset numbers on 

the control panel, or picking up the handles at the 
corners of the preview box and dragging them to the 
right position. Making the scanning area as small as 
possible keeps the file size down and makes all 
operations quicker. 

4 Before clicking 
scan add the 

desired level of 
edge enhancement* 
This is a form of 
image sharpening 
tool and works well 
but not on all 
images. When you 
start to get the 
hang of scanning 

you will begin to recognise what type of Images will 
be improved by which amount of correction * 

5 Sot the scan type to 34-bit and the resolution to 
Hie desired level. To work out the right resolution 

take the line screen you will be printing at and 
multiply it by two (see AF 25 for more about line 
screens). The higher the line screen the better quality 
the picture, assuming that your printor can cope with 
the higher resolutien. As a guide, newspaper pictures 
have a 70-85 line screen, AF's sister weekly 
magazine New Computer Express uses a 11 5 line 
screen, we use a 133 line screen while glossy fashion 
mags uso a 1 50 line screen or greater. 

6 Click the Accept 
button and 

when the save 
dialog comes up 
name the scan and 
save* When saving 
the scan out 
remember to chock 
that you havo 
enough disk space 
to hold the scan, 
24-bit scans can bo 
very large, the 

picture of the girl on the palm tree above was 4 Mb* 

Art Department Professional, as if it was a 

part of the main program, 

Scanning itself is pretty simple* but there 

are a few things you have to decide before 

clicking the button (see Six Easy Stages to 

Perfect Scans). Once you've decided how big 

and at what resolution to scan your image a 

pre-scan will allow you to crop the image after 

which you can set the resolution* brightness 

and bit depth (l-bit, 8-bit, 24-bit* etc) before 

performing the final scan. In addition* Pro 

Scan Lab H lets you add one of four levels of 

edge enhancement (dull* none* medium or 

strong) and a strange measure called Gamma 

(a similar measure to contrast* but imple¬ 

mented in the hardware of the Sharp scanner - 

it helps to hold difficult highlight and shadow 

detail)* 

A couple of niggles here: firstly Gamma 

can only be on or off* but in reality it has its 

own scale of measurement with an absolute 

maximum of around 4*00 (imaging a TV with 

a brightness comrolk that is only on or off and 

you'll see what l mean). Also, the package 

uses two separate* but similar control panels 

for preview and final scans* which is a bit 

unnecessary and initially confusing. 

Professional Scan Lab II manages to be 

both impressive and disappointing at the same 

time. On the plus side, the quality of the 

images on these pages speak for themselves* 

On the negative side it's expensive (almost 

half as much again as the actual scanner) the 

good-looking interface isn’t actually all that 

clear* and supplying manuals of this quality 

with a £600+ package is dearly taking the 

Michael. However, if you can justify the large 

cash outlay then Professional Scan Lab II will 

give you the best 24-bit scans ever to be seen 

on the Amiga. 

24-bit imaging is becoming big business 

and you can expect to see many new 

scanner/software packages appearing over the 

next few months* Who knows, even the price 

of Scan Lab Pro N may come down. If you're 

looking for something a little more cost effec¬ 

tive now* then you can get the Sharp JX-100 

whole scanner and software package for less 

than the cost of Pro Scan Lab II on its own. It 

may not give true 24 bit colour* but on price v 

performance it's in a class of its own. £> 

Pro Scanlab II 

SPIED • O • 
Scanning is not too bad, but rendering screen 

changes can be slow. 

DOCUMENTATION_• • 
The content Is acceptable, but the presentation 
It poor* very poor. 

ACCESSIBILITY » » » 
The Interlace looks good, but some ol the oper¬ 

ations are a bit contusing al first... 

FEATURES MM 
..however. Its well-endowed with features 

including cropping and selective Colour control, 

VALUE _ I • 
Unfortunately, at over C7QQ only the rich or 

impatient are Ufeety to buy now rather then welt 

_ 

Mk) 72% 
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As an 6life member of 'MERLIN' you will be employed specifically to defuse 
crisis situations around the world without provoking full scale war. 

Control Thunderhawk in what is proclaimed to be "The fastest 3D graphic 
system to appear on any home computer". 

A vailabfe on 

ATARI ST. 

COMMODORE AMIGA 

and P C 

Suite C. Trade winds House, 69/Tie Ashbourne Road. Derby DE3 3FS Telephone {03321 297797 Facsimile 103321 381511 
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If you want the low down on all ibe 

Latest Amiga games, then look tin further: 

Screenplay h ik definitive muni hi> guide to 
good If a game's finished and ready 

to hit the shop* then you'll find an in-depth 

review here, with dear, cortrbe comments We 

won't review unfinished games, to you ran lie 
guaranteed that (he pictures on (he page are 

what you'll see when yew play the game. 
The reviews art- written bv Amiga Format 

staffers and seasoned professional* from 
Future Publishing'* crop of market-leading 

titles. This month'* reviewers are: Trenton 
Urbh, Muff hi ails* Paul I.vans. Janies Leach, 

Nell West and Andy Hutchinson. 

or a quarter of jelly babies and a half 

So cute it'll make yi 
fee ready with aJhjcI 

Gauntlet 3 P.87 ■ Robin Smith's Int. Cricket P.76 ■ Blade Warrior 

P.75 ■ Sarakon P.97 ■ The Executioner P.88 ■ The Charts P.107 





3 PREVIEWS 

The technicoloured Trenton Webb is racing 

to the winner's Flag to tell you the latest coding 

news and what's going to be big this Autumn. Coming 
^Attractions 

Flag 
Publisher Gremlin Graphics 
Release Early 1992 

It seems recently that games with a strategic element have been competing lo see who can get the 

most Leons on screen and produce the heaviest manual. Finally, though, there's a strategy game 

on the way that you can pick up and play as quickly and easily as a shoot-cm-up! Flag attempts to 

cut through the red tape by* almost instantly, throwing you into a iwo-village medieval battle. 

Flag is different, because instead of layering masses of different options upon players, it 

deliberately offers only a few icon controls and makes the computer do all the leg work. The 

result, ifs hoped, is a game where tactical decisions matter more than any icon-juggling skills. 

The designers are keen to point out. though, that fewer controls do not automatically limit the 

depth of a game, 'Take chess as an example, although the pieces, moves and hoard arc rigidly 

defined, its strategic ramifications have managed to fascinate man for centuries '. 

Harlequin 
Gremlin Graphics 
Release October 1991 

Bored with regimenied progression 

through predictable platform levels? 

Then how does a romp across a 

Daliesque, surrealist world sound to you? 

Thai's what Harlequin, our multi* 

coloured hero, is up to; negotiating his 

wray round huge dock faces, gigantic 

kiddies' loys and monstrous jugglers. 

Throughout the levels different worlds 

will open up, offering different routes 

and their maze-like interconnections will stress exploration and hopefully add a more personal 

I eel and freshness to what has become a somewhat well-worn genre. 

Short stuff 
Che Guevara, who was once every stu¬ 

dent's revolutionary superstar, is soon to 

star in his own game. CCS* Che Guerilla 

in Bolivia draws heavily on Chc\s own 

diary. Whether it really will be a question 

of The Secret Diary of a Revolutionary 

Aged 23 3/4 or Guerrillas in the Mist, will 

be answered later this year when the armed 

struggle begins. 

Twilight 2000 claims to be a role-playing 

game ( RPCj | ihat packs a vicious combat 

system. In reality, though, it's more of a On Guevara, will tt be « 

combat system, with an RPG thrown in to ■■—>■■ revolution? 

fill the gaps between battles. The aim is 

simply lo survive, by ensuring that other folks don't! Umpire, who will 

publish Twilight are also working on another RPG: the sequel 

to their successful 

MegaTraveller And 

itfs spookity entitled 

MegaTraveller 2. 

Hopefully it will be 

unleashing more of 

the original's potential. 

Demonware could be 

accused of being ‘Eli¬ 

tists*. Why? Well they 

are trying to out do 

the long-si and ing king of space-trading games: Elite - cue thousands of 

'Right On Commanders* turning in their games. The tLarth exodus motif 

rears iis head again, and you have to lead refugees to safety across the 

stars. Starlight Voyage mixes management with seat-of-the-pants simu¬ 

lation. It will have a tough time toppling Elite % mainly because of the 

nostalgia factor, but beating it could reap rich rewards. 

Continued overleaf 
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If T^a’rt undpr pms.urv, take m strall In th* woods and kill, hill, kill. 

The pressure is on for coders Eldritch the Cat. They're working their 

programming socks off because Under Pressure will be the first of 

three current projects to come off the production line. The plot follows a 

Star Warj-style walker that's out for a stroll in a nasty forest. Eldritch 

are best known for Prnjeciyle, so they can cope w ith high-speed blast¬ 

ing, Let's hope they can transfer the same feel to a horizontal scroller 

I HIT: ftTTM AT W 

With th* UMS II Pl*it*t Editor Around, H 

then any chant* of peace In Our time? 

Do you feel depressed 

about the whole world 

sliding into war and 

destruction and being 

too powerless to do 

anything about it? 

Well don’t be. because 

Universal Military 

Simulator II will soon 

have a Planet Editor, 

which will enable you 

to design any land 

mass, assign weapons and establish fragile treaties between warring folk 

without using the UN. It will also be possible to act out any war you 

care to simulate, as well as toy with the Pacific Campaign of World War 

U and SE Asia 1946-641 Gel ahead of the wars BEFORE they happen. 

Sports sims are like buses: they always come in threes E No sooner do 

Hawk and Kixx release their athletics simulations than Empire 

announce a new all-jumping, all-running, all-swimming spectacular. 

International Sports Challenge lets you compete in everything from 

dressage to pistol shooting in a bid to win an overall athletics title. ISC 

offers large sprites and vectors to draw folks through the iumsliles as 

well as its six different disciplines - whieh encompass 21 different 

events. Let's just hope the marathon isn't a 

waggling test! 

If leaping, 

jumping, run¬ 

ning, diving and 

swimming *rC 

up your street 

than take the 

International 

Sport. 

Challenge. 

Previews update 
Chiftto's Revenge - Millennium: Still brooding. 

Thunderjaws Domark: Hasn’t biiten yet. 

Mad TV - Rainbow Arts: In rehearsal. 

Dragon Fighter idea: Winging its way from Italy right now! 

Alcatraz - Infogrames: Still no sign of parole. 

Final Blow - Storm: Remains in training camp. 

Celtic Legends 
Publisher UBI Soft 
Release October 1991 

Ancient British history seems a strange setting 

for a French god/strategy game. You are chief 

wizard in charge of a horde of Celtic soldiers. 

Magic is used to create warriors or strike dowm 

opponents. The aim is to dominate the islands 

by killing the other teams. It's going to be in a 

comic French-cartoon style, focusing on indi¬ 

vidual troops* thus giving it a ‘chess-like’ feel. 

Necronom 
Publisher Linel 
Release To be announced 

The Swiss are famous for neutrality, not shoot- 

em-upsi Linel are trying to buck the trend 

though, working on a new horizontal blast in 

the R-Type mould. The demo boasts over 100 

different aliens and lots of those all-import ant 

bullets. Shoot-cm-ups rely on well-judged 

toughness, possibly more than any other game, 

a I actor that can only be assessed by playing. 

So far, though. Necronom hxtks good. 

Mind possessing 
Aliens from 
Hyperspace 
Publisher Demon ware 
Release Late 1991 

Demon ware, the arcade specialists, are work¬ 

ing hard at their first attempt al a graphic 

adventure! They have chosen to spoof a 

19605* sci-fi thriller about a bunch of space 

weirdos who kidnap an evil scientist. Using 

slrange palettes, Mindpossessittg has a distinc¬ 

tive artistic style and a surreal feel to it. 

Suspicious Cargo 
Publisher Gremlin Graphics 
Release October 1991 
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i c - i ESI 
Text adventures haven't fared too well 

recently: Wonderland was disappointing and 

Demoniac offered little new, Gremlin, though, 

have faith in the formal by introducing a game 

with the flexibility of a text adventure hut w ith 

good graphics to flesh out ihe display. Like 

Wonderland, windows and icons are used, but 

here they are combined into a single screen 

for ease of use. 

Mega Twins 
Publisher US Gold 
Release November 1991 

Arcade games always benefii from two-player 

action because there’s always a race to scoop 

the best power-ups. The Twins know ibis and 

bring their talents to hear in a six-level, 

monster-hashing contest. Twilight are the pro¬ 

gramming team handling this conversion of a 

Capcom coin-op, which features the original 

arcade sprites, copied direct tin to the Amiga 

Mercenary III 
Publisher Novagen 
Release Autumn 1991 

After a two year delay for Damocles (effec¬ 

tively Mercenary //) fans of the system could 

be forgiven for scepticism over how immi¬ 

nent' the launch of the next installment is 

likely to be. Novagen are confident everything 

should go to plan, now that the actual 

Mercenary engine is up and running. 



"WE APOLOGIZE" 
“In our past ads, we com¬ 

pared PageStream 2.1 to 
Professional Page 2.0 in six 
key areas. We said that Pro- 
Page could not draw Bezier 
curves. Well, that was wrong. 
Sorry Gold Disk. 

We have prepared a more 
extensive comparison of 
PageStream and Professional 
Page. I think users should 
judge for themselves which 
Amiga desktop publisher is 
now the ‘king of the hill. ’ Our 
first ads were rather lenient” 

— Deron Kazmaier 
Soft-Logik President 

V runl PageStream 2.1 screenshot 

1 ART IMPORT ProPage PageStream 1 FONTS ProPoge PageStream j 
IFF (24 bit) 1 PostScnpi Type t H Y 

TIFF 

| GIF 

EPS 

N 

H 

Y 

EPS - view TIFF preview N ;T*7V : 

ProDraw Y Y - Editable' 

Aegis Draw Y Y - Editable' 
GEM N Y - Editable' 

IMG H Y 

MacPaint H Y 

TEXT IMPORT 
WordPerfect Y V 
Excellence! N V 

Scribble Y N 
P row m N V 

ASCII text Y V_ 

COLOUR 
CMYK Y V 
RGB Y Y 

HLS N ■■■■ 
HSV ___ N Y 

Pantone Colours Y H 
UCR'GCR Variable Fixed 

PostScript Type 3 

Compugraphic 

n on Screen 
* Out** Fonts included 
Typographic Precision 

Wan Font Sze 

N 

Y 

Y 

2 
1 point 

Y 

Y 

Y 

is 
0.01 points 

183,000 f 

Framed Text y Y 

?*d F'a’hes* Text N Y 

* o# Open Documents 1 Unlimited 

. ■ : "ext Processor Y N 

“ :r: Car m Manual Automatic 

. e a v -; ' cations 7 fixed User Scalable 

N 15-1500% 
T : Y Y 

Master Pages N Y 

Meas„ *e"ieni Systems 3 9 

Maximum Page Size 22x22 in. 1200x1200 ft. 

:ting N Y 

Paragraph Tagging y Y 

Amf the Winner Is 
Pl M S395.00 $299.95 

“IPs a wonderful but also 
somewhat sobering thought 
that the brilliance of your 
final page is limited by your 
own creativity and imagina¬ 
tion, and not the capabilities 
of the software you are 
using. At the end of the in¬ 
troduction in the main 
manual, Soft-Logik have 
included a rather poignant 
message - ‘We give you the 
toots to dreanp. I think, with 
PageStream V2.I, they 
might be right. ” 

— Jonathan Living 
Amiga User International 

"The new Amiga desktop publishing king of the hill." — AmigaWorld, February 1991 

"the new heavyweight champion among Amiga desktop publishing programs." — Amiga User International, April 1991 

Soft-Logik Publishing Limited We give you the tools to dream. 
PajjcSircam IV 4 registered mKfenwi unJ “Wc give yuu Lhe units u> lAftjm is s trademark of Suti-Uigik Publishing Corporation. KfetSeripf is u registered trademark of Adobe System* Inc. C'limpugraphu- is a registered trade mark 
M AtilA l ofiipugrupbic RfflUwvc is a registered trademark of Ktnlunc 1m Amiga is a registered trademark of CommcMkav Btttincvt Machines PagcSlKsn 2.1 is a free upgrade from Page Stream 2.0. Feature* comptnd in (hi* and 
tHhct SofMatgik advertisements have been confirmed by cummtf service representatives fruitt listed limb. 
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In tvm playrr mode you can always see what the other guy Is up to, even if there's nothing you can do about rtf You 

can check out your boys, though. See who weeds to be rearmed and refreshed; which ones are ready to fire nest turn 

and what land they wM hwt to cross to fight. Don't go off for a cuppa, check every mow that the other guy makes- 

Battle Isles 
Publisher UBI Soft Release September 1991 

The tanks, troopers and war planes of Battle Isles are mobilising. 

Can a tactical war-game make the break into the mainstream? War games have suffered on com¬ 

puter, There arc masses of titles 

but most of them stress historical 

accuracy above playablity, The potential is 

vast, with a fast processor wading through the 

thousands of rule hooks that normally clutter 

the table top and numb the brain. But, a good- 

looking, fast and entertaining table-top style 

war-game has yet to happen. Battle Isles aims 

to make this breakthrough. 

On a basic level - when they deal with 

small squads rather than whole brigades - they 

have a sharp tactical edge, tilling the game 

with tense turns: will they attack, have they 

spotted that sneaky withdrawal, will your bluff 

be called? And because it employs small 

squads, instead of faceless armies, folks can 

become heroes 

Until now the best war-games have been 

the Hkcs of Waterloo and Austeriitz. These 

grand historical recreations are good but 

impersonal, Battle Isles, though, takes a new 

approach and finally introduces a low-level 

style to the computer arena. It borrows the set 

up from board-gaming tradition but adds some 

proper computer flourishes. 

No hex please we're... 
Battle Mes is played on a map that is con¬ 

structed of hexagons, the usual unit of area for 

war-games, and uses small squads of tanks, 

planes and troops to do its fighting. Each 

vehicle or squad has its own allotment of 

movement points and can travel that many 

Tbe red hex** that wt highlighted show euctly where you un 

travel In th* r***t turn. You. cant fir* offensively H you move tt isn't 

*tw*ys * WH* id** to go towards th* eimny no guns blaring! 

Aircraft ploy an important rot* in th* war: 

and not just fighting other aircraft. They can 

they provide transport between isles, 

hexes per turn. Play follows a strict sequence, 

which places limitations on your actions. 

Namely if a squad moves, they can't initiate 

combat on that round. Tactics therefore, 

depend as much on an understanding of the 

sequence of events, as an understanding of 

each group's capabilities. 

What sets Battle hies apart from the com¬ 

puter war-game mainstream is its joystick 

control method and some smart tricks with the 

fortunes of its lighting units. The stick control 

system ensures simplicity: no leading masses 

of rules here, lust waggle the highlight to the 

hex you warn and press fire. Leaning left or 

right with the button pressed, gives you infor¬ 

mation or command potential. The simplicity 

of this control system allows brain power to be 

devoted to tactics. 

The units are where the game's real 

strength should lay. Based on futuristic - 

although not unrealistic weapons and 

vehicles, the fights are enacted at the end of 

each player's turn. When you move the other 

guy attacks, when he moves you attack - 

much like the 'defensive tire" common in 

Avalon Hill board-games. Hut, as a unit fights, 

they gain battle experience and become veter¬ 

ans, When their numbers reach a critical 

minimum these vets can then be returned to 

base and rc-armed. If they make it back and 

successfully regroup, they retain their skill. 

Fresh armour and experience obviously bolster 

any general's chances so the re arming option 

adds an extra depth to the battles, because you 

arc forced to draw troops away from the front 

line, while the battle still rages, A classic 

shon-ierm loss lor long-term game dilemma. 

War ain't pretty! 
Buttle hies a I mi. surprisingly, brings arcade- 

style graphics lo war-gaming. Sure, there 

arent Kb layers of parallax, but normally war- 

games neat troop counters as little more than 

icons. These sprites all look the pan. scram¬ 

bling around ihe map. This may put some of 

the more traditional strategy folk off, simply 

because it's too pretty to be a war-game. But 

that isn't the case, the tactics are there, but this 

time they’re couched in graphics that befit a 

16-bit machine\ 

The core code of Battle hies is now ready 

and Ihe final weeks are being spent on tweak¬ 

ing the computer's strategy, so it gives you a 

hard hut fair fight on all levels of difficulty. 

Once this is done, lights should be going out 

all over Europe! 

Contact 02S2 960299 



"THY SLICKLY CODED WIHTEBBIFIC ATTENTION TO DETUL • A BRILLIANT 

Use your planning skills and put them into quick action, as you fight% 
through 16 levels of challenging gameplay crammed with masses of 
enemies, special and hidden bonuses. 

Pick up extra powers like lasers, power-ups and time stops and face 
the ever changing massive ’'Boss Alien", 

VOLFIED: READY TO ATTACK YOUR NERVOUS SYSTEM! 
VOLFIED: SKILL, STRATEGY AND EXTREMELY QUICK REFLEXES 
VOLFIED: AMAZINGLY SIMPLE IN CONCEPT, INCREDIBLY ADDICTIVE TO PLAY 
VOLFIED: YOU HAVE TO SEE IT TO BELIEVE IT 

LICENSED FROM TAITO/TAMCO PROMGRAMMED FOR THE COMMODORE AMIGA, CM. ATARI ST AND 

IBM PC & COMPATIBLES BY OXFORD DIGITAL ENTERPRISES / 

AVAILABLE ON IBM PC, AMIGA, ATARI ST, COMMODORE 64 
AND ARCHIMEDES 

UUM NORTH TRADE CENTRE BASILDON, ESSEX SS1S 6DI TEL No: (02681541126 Fai Nor (0268) S4112S 



So armed with a magic sword our hero 
followed the Demon through time to 
yea r Z52J end... A 

However, the Sam u rai vowed he wou I'd have do peace until he had avenged his master's death 

with the a id of the wizard. 

AVAILABLE SOON! 
n i t.imiTi hIhvis limjvt I iHSm-TH* ^k-h. Slim i L onihin Si I T*neHO** 57i US-* n**fl7| 5sj JmTu n 93U1M917 MSG 
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A* m«ii on TV* This 

ti how# the blood 

thirsty world at 

large sees your 

exploits, on-the-boK. 

The more entertain¬ 

ing you are, the 

more viewers, the 

more dosh you earn! 

Within the game 

huge gates allow 

pilots to transport 

themselves around 

the '»ne' quickly. 

The Urge doughnut 

shaped object Is one 

such gate. 

Publisher Empire 
Release Late 1991 

the Storm 
An intergalactic bounty hunt in an active ecosystem? Polygons go 

native as life gets hectic on Jupiter! I magine gigantic whales floating silently 

overhead, shoals of fish rushing past and 

bottlenose dolphins playing in zero G! 

These wonders will he on display in this 

space-trading cum bounty-hunting spectacular 

that is set around the planet Jupiter. 

This game isn't intended to he specifically 
‘green \ in fact it uses these fantastic creatures 

simply to embellish its 3D polygon world. 

Gamcwisc there's a camera farm your ship 

constantly beaming back pictures to a blood - 

hungry public. To entertain them you can 

either seek out the bounty hunters who hang 

out in the storm, go hunting wildlife, or even 

have a go at saving it! 

Natural hazards 
The ecosystem represented in Eye of the Storm 

is a fascinatingly detailed study. It provides 

the stage on which this space opera is to be 

played out and influences styles of play, even 

occasionally direeily affecting player pilots. 

The game could be based against a back¬ 

ground of stars and moons, but the ecosystem 

underlines the game's attempt to simulate an 

entire environment. 

All the creatures in this simulated food 

chain live, breath and eat (generally each 

other). Being animals they have instincts 

which they instantly follow when they per¬ 

ceive a threat or even dinner! Fish schools 

split and dive for cover, whales swim away, 

while sharks don’t lake kindly to anything! 

Getting such an epic project up and run¬ 

ning is no easy task. First the designer 

sketched out the game's overall shape, with 

regard to the geography, /oology and game- 

play mechanics and then found programmer to 

put it all together. Then* it was redesigned as 

the programmer introduced constraints or 

found areas that could be expanded. 

Pro-creative 
The next step was recreating creatures that 

looked natural in a 3D environment: where 

they moved correctly and were the correct 

size. Firstly, the creatures that would occupy 

the world were roughed out as polygons on 

paper. Simple shapes* some of the smaller 

Tish\ were just slightly altered standard 

shapes - triangles* squares etc - hut the most 

complex animals needed l Oft different 

intersecting points. 

Two wh*te$ And m 

plant get to know 

each ottttr. Tb* Mi- 

—h ami the only 
living thing* Around, 

the vtgeifltlo« k 

active too* In the fln- 

khtd game these 

wawwd vtyk plants 

will animate too* 

Three bottlenose dolphin* go about their 

dolphlny business. Their different positions 

all 11 Ik It different shades and patterns 

thanks to the ligtrtsourc+d shading. 

Secondly, the polygon models were estab¬ 

lished on paper and then they were transferred 

onto computer. But after being built, the 

models had to be encouraged to move. The 

simpler the creature the easier the animation, 

three frames were enough for a flicked tail on 

a flat fish, but the whales and bigger fish take 

up to 26 different movements to swim 

smoothly. Animation frames were chosen in 

favour of continually-generated images, for 

the sake of processor time. 

Whale meat again? 
Animated polygons are fine* but to add that 

extra edge of realism ;i range of display 

options are offered: cither plain filled, hght- 

sourced shaded or Gourad shaded polygons. 

The regular filled polygons (as seen in most 

fiight si ms) will be the fastest processor wise, 

but they look ordinary in comparison to the 

others. The iightsourccd look' adds realism 

by illustrating the skin tones of each animal or 

A mjwitfe ray basks dove to m plant. In Ey« H 

will be possible just to dt back and watch 

'nature' do her thang? 

ship, hut it is slightly slower* The best looking, 

and slowest option is Gourad shading. This not 

only accounts fur where the light is coming 

from* but reflects shades for the overall shape 

not the individual planes it is composed of. In 

effect this smooths the shape out. erasing the 

angular joins and providing an overall shade, 

which then varies with the lightsoorcc* 

When the detail of the shapes* the anima¬ 

tion and shading are combined the results are 

stunning* Fuger pilots who want to take their 

ships through this zoological wonderland need 

only to wail a little longer. If the game can 

match the power of its graphics, then it should 

he a storming* eye opener of an adventure! 
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What will you cha 
FORMULA ONE Haveyouever 

wondered what it 

would be like to be 

one of those 26 
drivers, rewing on 
the grid, waiting for 

the Green light to 

start you off on a 
mayhem of crashing 

gears, smoke, roaring engines and burning rubber as the Grand Priic 

season races off into another year? Well, now you can strap on your 

seal belt' MicroProse and Geoff Crammond. the author of ‘Revs' and 

'Stunt Car Raceri, have teamed up to engineer the only complete 
Formula One Grand Rrix simulation, 

MicroProse Grand Prix is crammed full of features: 16 undulating 3D 

circuits from the street tracks of Phoenix and Adelaide to the glamorous 

Monaco harbourside and the choice of 26 independently controlled cars 

out of the current teams; from Jordan and Brabham to Williams and 

Ferrari. 

Study the circuit in practice, adjust your car to achieve peak 
performance, then roar away for your fastest qualifying tap time to put 

you ahead of your rivals on the starting grid. Overtake the other cars by 

slipstreaming or outbraking them into corners, then watch them in your 

wing mirrors as they try to catch you. Be careful, you might have to 

avoid a shunt that's just happened around the next bend, ltHs tough, it's 

challenging, it's exciting, it's the most realistic Grand Prix simulation 
ever 

* Authentic cockpit controls with radio and adjustable wing mirrors. 

* Realistic tyre and brake wear; judge when to make that vital pit stop. 

* View the racing action from television cameras located all over every 

track and replay your greatest triumphs and worst disasters. 

- Unpredictable weather patterns: the race may start dry but a sudden 

doud burst may force you to change your tyres and style of driving. 

* Four levels of difficulty, from novice to potential Champion, make 

this a challenge to all dnvers 

* From the back of the starting 

grid to World Champion, 

MicroProse Formula One Grand 
Prix. it's all there bar the shouting! 

Formula One Grand Prix will be 

thundering into ait good software 

stores soon for your Commodore 
Amiga, Atari ST and IBM PC & 

Compatibles. 

MicroPros^ Srimitatron Software « availably al ail 
good Wliwaro Fiores. « you oxponenoe oillcully tn 
obtaining any of the MicroProse litres they can bo 
ofdored directly from us at MicroPros#. Unit t. 
Hampton Road Industrial Estale. Toitxjry. Glos 
GL0 3LD.T&1 0666 504326 

MicroProse Simulation software -Y 
COMMODORE AMIGA AND ATARI ST SCREEN SHOTS SHOWN ACTUAL SHOTS MAY VARY BY FORMAT 



nge into tonight? 

Computer owners who like golf have been fortunate to have a wide 

range of games to choose from. Now. with MicroPros© Goff, they've 

also got the definitive simulation, ff you've been playing around, stop; 

and stan playing a proper round. 

MicroPros© Golf accurately recreates the fairways and greens of each hole 

using stunning 3-dimensional technology which allows you to travel 

anywhere around the course. You can even follow the ball as it flies 
through the air and watch from numerous selectable TV viewing positions. 

Accurately modelled club and ball dynamics take account of club 
selection, ball and foot position and swing, with varying course 

conditions adding to the huge range of effects that you can witness ai 

first hand. MicroPros© Golf is so true to life that it will actually improve 

your own golf game! 

■ Realistic 3^D landscape allows you free movement around the 
whole course. 

- Animated 'Televisual" presentation and camera positions, including 
a unique fpllow-the-bail option, 

■ Six challenging courses, each in a different style, including ’links', 

woodland' and water' courses. 

* Options to change stance, swing, tee and ball positions and see 

their effects on your shots before, during and after each stroke. 

* Varying ground and atmospheric conditions, 

* Player profiles which change over time, including a full handicap 
system. 

* A dozen game Types including strokeplay, matchplay. best ball, 

skins and a full tournament option for 1 to 4 human players. 

* Customizable computer opponents and replay facilities. 

* Statistical and graphical hole- 

by-hole analysis of your 

performance. 

* Easy to team tutorial and 150 

page manual packed with hints 
and tips to help your own game. 

MicroProse Golf will be teeing- 

off soon at ad good software stores for your Commodore Amiga, 

Atari ST and IBM PC & Compatibles, 

Aim prose 
SIMULA I I O N • SOFTWARE 

j’re not properly dressed without it. 
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SCREENPLAY 

Magic 
Pock 

Have the Bitmap Brothers got the 

Midas touch? Does everything they 

touch turn to Format Gold? 

On world four* and 

til* Lad gets to 

throw inowballs, M* 

un t spin using 

these but they can 

be rolled ahead to 

give a little protec¬ 

tion from incoming 

bad guys! 

How can a young kid survive such a hostile 

environment? Well, shoving his hand deep 

into his pockets* (he Bitmap Boy can conjure 

up shots to hurl at incoming baddies. They 

come in four different strengths which are 

increased by holding the fire-bullon down. 

With a flick of the stick these can be thrown 

looping up, straight down or ahead. 

The style of the aitack from the Bit Kid's 

pockets varies from world to world. On world 

one (caves) he gets a uhirlu'ind, which can 

throw him into a deadly spinning attack - but 

he must keep spinning. Level two uses clouds, 

which help create platforms by bursting over 

plants and making them grow. Level three 

works with ice cubes that make the lake world 

freeze over and provide safe platforms. World 

four features snowballs which can he rolled 

ahead of the lad to protect him from incoming 

monsters in the mountains. Each one stresses 

different skills and so significantly alters 

the game’s focus* 

Bui there's more. The largest shot also 

gives the kid trapping power. Hurling a full- 

power shot out gives him a chance to capture a 

bad guy* if it lands on them* Once caught* BK 

only has to walk into the whirlwind/ 

cloud/cube/snowball to generate a bonus* 

which is either a sweel or a power-up* And 

every time he hits full boost, both his life indi¬ 

cators and power bar change to show what 

bonus is on offer next. 

F ■ ^ he Bitmap Kid is here. He fought bis 

I way on to TVs Motormouth and even 

A* muscled DPaint fV aside to star on an 

Amiga Format Coverdisk (Last issue - Ed). 

Now he wants to come and stay at your house. 

How long for is up to you* but there ate a few 

things you need to know about this little 

scamp before you let him through the door. 

The — oh he's so cute, what a little angel* 

look at his chubby cheeks - Bitmap Kid has 

lost four toys in his magic pockets. Naturally* 

he drops himself into these magic strides in a 

bid to get these toys back. Inside* he finds four 

whole worlds of trouble* Worlds guarded by 

fearsome hcasties. but offering ferocious 

rewards if he survives. That's wdiere you come 

in* playing his conscience and guiding him 

through 30 stages of leaping and trapping* 

dodging and running. 

In the pocket 
The inside story of Pockets ts a strange one. 

Rather than the bits of siring and fluff that arc 

commonly found in young *uns pockets, these 

ones are filled with caves* monsters, moun¬ 

tains* lakes* bats, jungles and masses of 

sweets. Bitmap's mission is to charge into this 

world, recover his toys and collect enough 

sweets to make the trip worthwhile. 



ST-, SCREENPLAY 

* I anna* sweets for Bitmap | 

* Bays wttb a sweet tooth P 
and points addiction. 

Pick *n‘ Mix 
Ev*ry fttHt has value, byt kn«wt^ what that next Trntiai 

will yield is a vital part «f a successful Pockets campaign. 

ton 

/,r^D f Jh Too 

The bonus system is tied directly to the score. 

Each time you kill a monster without trapping* 

the bonus cycle moves on a step. So if you 

keep a careful eye on the indicators, ihe kill 

count and the score, you can create every thing 

from extra lives to super porky shots on 

demand. With a fresh power-up every 5,000 

points, the world is your bonus oyster, 

Battlezone 
Waddling through a level, the Bitmap Kid gels 

a fair look ahead. You have to keep your eyes 

peeled to spot destructible blocks and mon¬ 

sters. When the heat's turned up and the foes 

start to flow* you need a cool head and sharp 

stick control Will a nasty die from one shot or 

is it going (o take more? Is the bonus counter 

The Bitmap Kid's a chubby, bouncy kind 

of guy. Bedecked in T-shirt, shades and 

baseball cap, he's a child of the Nineties. 

showing something worth trapping for? Is dis¬ 

cretion the better part of valour? Past blasting 

abounds and things get a 1 title tense while 

you're waiting for a full power shot and ihe 

beaslies arc crawling ever closer. 

Combat is the driving force behind ihe 

whole show. There are manipulative puzzles 

involving the landscape: blocks that can be 

blasted away, platform plants ihai can be 

grown and lakes frozen over, but these are 

functional You have to complete these tasks 

or you won’t reach the exit. It is the battles 

ihat provide the challenge, although finding 

Continued overleaf 

rnttbod li clouds. 

These uh b* nude 

to wirttr plant*, 

trap baddies and 

just plain killing. 

In world three the 

Bitmap It Id throws 

out lea cubes. These 

can hreete up 

the lake and make a 

path *CrO» the 

watery woHd. 
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SCREENPLAY 

What a curious 

looking plant? Now I 

wonder what would 

happen If a little kid 

wu to msgk up a 

power four cloud 

and lot It burst over 

that button thingy? 

There's only one 

way to find out. 

maximum potential. 

Aiming It over the 

button Could prove 

tricky but no mons¬ 

ters are attacking 

so ir* cool. 

Wow! green fingers 

are obviously one of 

the boy's hidden tah 

ents — though quite 

how he managed to 

get them that 

colour... Personal 

hygiene aside the 

newly grown plant 

now provides extra 

platforms, so our 

hero can roach 

new heights. 

and using the correct technique to kill with 

that nastily-grouped, group of nasties without 

loss of life isn't always easy. 

Bonus builder? 
The very bonuses that arc supposed to help 

BK along, though, often hinder play. Sure it*s 

conceivable that some bonuses can be red 

herrings, but with the Bitmap Boy's lack of 

leaping mobility it's often impossible 10 dodge 

them. This is particularly annoying if you're 

in combal and trod upon a sweet. Your next 

shot will be sweets, which cams you paints, 

but doesn't help destroy the monster currently 

on your case. 

The bonuses also provide the key to warp¬ 

ing levels, but their inclusion means that 

there's no save game or passwords facility. 

Gods was a task and a half with three saved 

game points over 12 levels. Pockets is 30 

levels Jong and to jump through you'll need to 

play early levels again, and play really well. 

The Bitmap gloss? 
The backdrops and sprites are immediately 

familiar to anyone who's played a Brothers 

game before. They have a textured feel that 

Mark Coleman always seems to manage to 

wring from 16 colours, with some neat new 

tweaks. The monsters are of the large, 

distinctly beefy, variety. They are well ani¬ 

mated and are oozing with personality: yes 

they’ve that kind of personality! 

The Bitmap Kid's a chubby, bouncy kind 

of guy. Bedecked in T-shirt, shades and 

A friendly local bubble-gum machine 

provides him with * ilft. Ttwro** hh bike: the 

object of hh world on* hunt. 

baseball cap, he's a true child of the Nineties. 

He doesn't so much walk as waddle and takes 

strange looping leaps to avoid bad guys and 

reach higher platforms. He blows gum into 

bubbles and uses his toys with slick animation. 

The big graphic stumbling block, and 

Mumbling is the ideal description, is the scroll. 

It works, no quibbles there, it lags behind just 

the way it should when the boy goes into super 

jump. However, as the kid waddles forward so 

docs the screen. It's not massively irritating 

but it is noticeable and impairs the game's 

otherwise excellent graphic gloss. 

Sound wise. Pockets digs deep. With a 

cracking Betty Boo tunc (OK, so it's as good 

as any Boo tunc can be) at the intro and rendi¬ 

tions of it throughout: the music is memorable 

and for all the right reasons. The sampled 

bonus “wows" have a childlike authenticity as 

do the "oofs" when BK collides with a 
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One* on Ml bike, HK is invulnerabtt, to It's 

tint* to rtdc like a demon and kill, kill kill. 

Oh yeah, you've got to go to tho exit as well. 

creature. The other spot effects of monster 

mashing and genera] mayhem are crisp too. 

Well integrated with the game, providing clues 

ahout the off-screen action. 

Parental guidance 
Magic Pockets has a lot to live up to, 

Following on in the shoes of Gods and 

Speedhall 2, it makes a hefty attempt at the 

grade wiih a solid, semi-secret bonus system, 

gameplay twists with changing weapons, all 

backed up with strong graphics and excellent 

sound. Putting its scrolling foibles aside 

though, what it does, it does very well. 

What Magic Pockets docs lack, though, is 

any real sense of pace. The length of each 

world (five, six, seven and eight levels per 

world respectively), means that the back¬ 

grounds and monsters gel repetitive even when 

design doesn’t. There’s little excitement and 

nothing to drag you hack in the game when the 

continues run oui. It's not terminally boring, 

far from it, but it lacks that real hook. 

A slick package. Magic Potkcts works 

hard but doesn’t have that cutting edge. The 

bonus system is excellent once you’ve mas¬ 

tered it. and there are some neat traps and 

humorous sprites. The elements are all there 

but some how the chemistry fails, the ganic- 

play reaction just doesn’t happen. Magic 

Pockets is good, but only good. 

Trenton Webb O 

Magic Pockets 
Renegade ■ £25.99 

• A huge platform game: 2ft Itvds and four 

bonus round*! 

• Lsuat excellent Bitmap'* graphics but 

hampered by a Judder* scroll. 

9 It somewhat lack* the pace and visual 

variety in hook sou. 

• Inventive and flexible bonus system fur 

points and power-ups, 

• An original platform romp with a fair 

wadge of humour. 

Bitmap Boy can t 

twlml So when he's 

In the lakelands 

keep him out of the 

water. Otherwise his 

mum will whJnge 

end ask a load of 

awkward questions 

ai^s^sx^t s 
been, what he's 

been up to and why 

he always keeps one 

hand In his pocket! 

Teleport helmets are 

Immensely good 

value point's wise. 

Pop One on, pull 

down on the stick 

and you’re trans¬ 

ported to a room 

like this, full of 
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Much like its predecessor this is a 

platform game where you, once 

again, take control of Pogo (Ihc 

hero* hopping from platform to platform, in a 

mission to save the galaxy from The Evil 

Unde (and you can assume he's not the hero) 

who has taken control of the mighty Towers of 

Life. These colossal constructions arc built on 

various planets and they extract oxygen from 

the ocean and pump it into the atmosphere* so 

that life itself can flourish. Unfonunalcly, the 

evil Uncle is blackmailing the inhabitants into 

paying him extortionate amoums of money to 

perform this process. 

Mission control 
With 16 levels to plough through. Pogo must 

recapture and reconstruct all eight of the tow¬ 

ers. Options are available to play only the 

towers which need capturing or those which 

simply need repairing. In a normal game you 

take turns to do both. Just to put the pressure 

<50 
VfiXiT£1 

j • > VT 
E7 iJ 

7 tl E 

VTEt?<X>OtX.Tf 
* 
■* 
*• 

nr > e LTiXfisTixay * 
VX«XT7 

Second floor: lingerie, cookware mnd men 

iten. Lifts prove to be the best way to get 

around in the strange world of Ntbulut. Iwt 

hop on and move the Joystick up. 

Tower Critical t Pogo 

Is on his way down 

this time repairing 

the damaged tow- 

are. It s a simple fob, 

all he baa to do Is 

stroll across 80 per 

c««t of the ptat 

till ^ 

structure will be 

rendered safe. H you 

can call a place Ut¬ 

tered with traps, 

demons and 

suspicious- looking 

ooie safe! 

Hlebulus 2 
Pogo-a-go-go 

The first Nebuius was a success thanks to a new graphics system 

revamping an old game style. Have 21st Century done it again? 

on. though, each level has a time limit and run¬ 

ning out of time causes you to die! Losing a 

life just as you are about to complete a level 

has to be the most painful experience in gam¬ 

ing history, it would be acceptable if the levels 

were a reasonable size and you knew how far 

there was to the end of each tower* bul in 

Nthuhts 2 they're loo big and you arc never 

sure how far up the tower you really arc. 

tins on Ms own level, scoping out th* local* 

end their trap*. 

Pogo. after being transported to the lowest 

level of the first tower, must use the various 

lifts and platforms to rise to the top. As he 

does so the screen scrolls vertically, bringing 

more of the tower into view. Walking left or 

right, rotates the building, thus bringing the 

other side into view. Scrolling is smooth and 

the lower spins around solidly. As in the pre¬ 

decessor, tunnels run through the centre of 

each construction which, when entered, can 

VTiXT-A.TiT.iT7 VTTjTTiT^ 
■»* VTXT7 

iXt^TcXlOO 
VTXT7 

vD 

\ v X Va’O ~r tl 

VT rTiT7 

VXX.T7 VT Tj TAT iX T7 

Hava m heart. If Pogo isn't careful the hearts will gat him and the 

poor world will suffocate as the tower* stop pumping out air. 

Onward* and upward* my dear frog, for the sake of ui alll 

Now what doe* that switch control? There's only one way to find 

out, but that Involve* a daring raid, aero** the silver splkay things, 

over the platformy things and past the terrifying green ooae. 

e 

• |A 
'TV.TJV 

VTlTjT./ 
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transport Pogo around the tower, the differ¬ 

ence in the sequel is that some of the tunnels 

are locked and so Pogo requires a key to 

unlock the door. {Wow*) 

If you reach the later levels Pogo’s task is 

to repair the damaged lowers. He achieves this 

by walking on at least 80 per cent of Ihc plat¬ 

forms as he travels back down towards the sea, 

WhatTs confusing, though, is that gravity has 

now been reversed, so when he*s hit he falls 

upwards! to a higher platform, or even worse 

falls from the planet. 

Collect and conquer 
h*s a good job for Pogo ihai sprinkled around 

the towers are some helpful parcels. Collecting 

one of these allow s him to select an assortment 

of si rap-on utensils. Keys, magnets and rock¬ 

ets can be selected from the menu and stored 

away for later use. The bools are the most 

useful* granting him the abiliiy to execute a 

single high jump: used with care this can often 

free him from countless traps. Pulling down 

on the joystick, while on a platform, activates 

an inventory menu, allowing Pogo to use 

equipment already collected. Once an item is 

chosen, it is only a matter of pushing up on the 

joystick to use it. Some of the features are 

almost useless, the all-seeing eye (which 

allows Pogo to see the rest of the level) is 

simply a waste of time. 

Inbet ween levels you gel the chance m 

play one of the three bonus games on land, sea 

or air. The mast playable of the three is the 

land level wrhere Pogo rides an alien donkey. 
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ifl « #H Of pique 

P1190 tmlm m 

tower, « If to show 

his disdain for Its 

inhabitants and fMr 

futitf traps. This 
bullish attitude 

soon evaporates 

when he gets to the 

neat tower! Wonder 

why that isf 

transporters which help Pogo along his way. 

Glue and slipper) platforms, though, affect 

your control of the hero, often causing 

repeated death on the trickier si ages of the 

level. A lower is only captured when Pogo 

enters the highest doorway. Once ihis is done, 

Pogo simply presses the self-destruct button 

and flics off to safely, 

Huge, slow and hard... 
The most annoying part in Nebulus 2 is the 

loading system. It is much too slow and 

because of the length and difficulty of each 

level, you will be constantly waiting for the 

disk drive to stop, it wilt also try your patience 

"Nebulus contains some neat little 

touches: the characters are cute and well 

defined and the scrolling is smooth." 

Alas poor Vorfck, I knew him Horatio. 

There's no tlm* for fok« with m bouncing 

skull floating overhead and a purple tendril 

dangling in a Ilf* threatening way. 

collecting time-awarding parcels whilst 

dodging rocks, bombs and killer beetles. Any 

bonus time that is gained here is added on 

to the next level and so improving the chances 

of your success, 

Spin those spheres 
The clemons tha 1 plague you take various 

forms. On the first lower they are bouncing 

skulls, beating heads and rotating spheres. 

Fortunately, many of these can be taken out by 

simply pressing lire and letting rip with a 

lethal plasma-holt. Although this destroys 

some of them, the majority of monsters arc 

indestructible and have 10 be avoided at all 

costs by cither walking under or jumping over 

them. When Pogos hit by a monster he falls 

down the lower until he can grab hold of 

another platform. If this happens near the 

bottom of the lower then Pogo takes an 

unfortunate dip in the sea, causing a loss of 

one of his four lives. This happens all to 

often and forces him. painfully to start the 

level all over again. 

Towers also contain some special plat¬ 

forms, which come in the Form of lifts and 

Refer**! In * Wd to hurry you along, a flying liurd comes utter you. 

Still if you cun avoid him und get to those prtuhf.,. 

DYNAMITE PLUNGERS And MOVING PLATFORMS. These differ in appearance 

just for you, her* If the friendly because of the big left and right arrows which flush 

PARCELS, Each 

tower contains 

sevoral parcels 

which Pogo cun 

turn Into one of 

*!h power-ups. 

LIFTS. Lifts are 

used to carry 
Pogo from on* 

level of the tower 

to another. 

SKULLS. These 

bounce around 

the platform on a 

fixed fUghtpath 

knocking you off 

your platform. 

Only skulls that 

block your path 

can be shot. 

Thanks for the IHt, but no thanks. The 

skulls should b« easy meat though, a few 

quick shots to the head (what else could it 

bef should see them off. 

severely. It does* though, contain some neat 

little touches: the characters are very cute and 

well defined and (he vertical scrolling is nice 

and smooth. The sound effects, while Pogo 

bounces along, arc good. The music on the 

other hand will soon have you reaching for the 

volume control lo turn it dow n. Sadly it could 

easily have been an excel lent game, if the 

loading system had been faster and the gutrtc- 

play less frustrating. As it stands, Nebulus 2 

Po$o-a-$o~Ro is a fairly average link game, 

which will appeal only lo the real die-hard 

platform freaks, 

Graham Clarke (5 

Nebulus 2 
21st Century ■ £25.99 

• Hie game containing 16 extremely hard 

timers and Ihrce sub-games. 

• Graphics are small but colourful and well 

detailed. 

• Music is limited hut effects are good. 

• The very slow Inading causes ichj 

extreme Irritation. 

• Game quickly loses plus ability due to 

repeated death. 
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The sheer pace of the game, end to end 
action and tactical game play is the core 

of TIP OFF, a basketball simulation * 

A SIMULATION WHICH IS 

RREAT FUN TO PLAY ra 

Players' skills, attributes and fitness together 

with the astute substitution of players and 

change of tactics banks by the coach, holds 

the key to success in basket ball. TIP OFF, 

therefore includes some managerial ospects o 

the game. The main features are:- 

* Multi directional scroll mg screen 

Five skill levels. Skill level of both 

teams con be set independently. 

] to 4 players option. Option to pi 

player against the computer or one 

Facility to practice skills and tactics 

Facility to create a team at all skill 

uter or ano her pb 

nd Composure) 

Two types of Leagues, Action Replay c 

Extra moves are available using two 

outtonjjoysticks usinq the EXORLENC 

EASY TO PLAY - HARD TO MASTER 
Amigo Screenshot' Shown Published by 

8 Millside Industrial Estate, lowson Rood, Dcrtford, Kent, DAI 5BH Tel: 0322 292513/8 Fox: 0322 293422 
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Journey back in time to the days of the 

black-and-white movie - that’s the 

graphics - then journey back further lo 

I he days of warriors, wizards and witchcraft ~ 

that's the game scenario. A fantasy haek-n- 

slay adventure in a twilight, silhouette world 

of a once peaceful land under siege. The evil 

Murk rules the Land, humanity's only hope lies 

with the sword-swinging, spell-binding knight 

named Blade Warrior, 

Seven shattered pieces of an ancient tablet 

lie scattered across the land, Piece them all 

together, and maybe - just maybe - the evil 

curse can be lifted. It is known that a sorcerer 

will trade the completed tablet for a spell that 

will encham your sword* With this power, the 

evil Murk can be defeated. But first you must 

find the fragments. The playing area is dis- 

Borrowing, a 

wizard's dragon fw 

a quick nip home is 

«ne ef the wiest 
ways to gat about. 

Collide with oit« of 

crash to the ground. 

Try not to land On 

anything sharp! 

Blade 
Http! Th* skies turn 

red, so that means 

Murk must be near 

bore somewhere, 

Time (as they say), 

for a sharp exit... 

played on a map, a series of paths interspersed 

with the towers of the wizards. Large gates 

mark the entrance to new paths, allowing our 

two dimensional hero to interact within a 

spooky 3D landscape, 

Delia Smith's 
Cookery Curse 

Along the way, you find artifacts that can be 

used as the ingredients of magical spells. Take 

these back to your tower, and it’s time to dou¬ 

ble, double, toil and trouble. Blade Warrior 

comes complete with a foundation course in 

magic. He doesn’t know many spells, but trade 

some of your ingredients with some of the 

other wizards and you’ll find U*s amazing 

what you can learn. 

Back out in the field, spells ’you prepared 

earlier’ can be quaffed to imbibe our hero with 

qualities that the marketing men at Lucozade 

would kill for. Restore your health, strike 

down your enemy - 10 different acts of Paul 

Danids-stylc trickery' are just a function key 

away - just like that. 

Trading with the other wizards is the key 

to success. There are a total of 14 artifacts 

found lying around. By all means use some of 

them for your own spells, but keep the remain¬ 

der safe. Wizards are never the most securely 

Gather enough of the bfi-tf (rats and frogs - barf city) tying 

around and you can start to mix yourself some spoils. Keep a good 

tow In reserve, you newer know when they'll come in handy- 

hinged of people, and some of these guys will 

let a valuable tablet fragment go for all sorts of 

unlikely barter. The wizards also run a keen 

line in public transport. Borrowing a flying 

dragon for a shod-em-up dash back to your 

own tower is perfectly par for the course, and 

also provides an aggro-free (ishi trip home. 

Some paths are decidedly more dangerous 

to go along than others and so any chance to 

avoid them should be grabbed at all costsr- 

there are some seriously dodgy characters out 

there! Try and save your position fairly 

regularly and learn which paths arc safe and 

wrhich require a heavy payload of spells to 

ensure a mortal exit. 

Black-and-white 
and red all over 

The graphics are simple, but murderously 

effective, Evidently the designers behind 

Blade Warrior cut their teeth in the world of 

film animation, ft shows - just wait until the 

skies turn red as you cross paths with the evil 

Murk himself. The silhouette display is an 

ingenious solution to the detail-versus-action 

compromise that dogs so many games. A 

haunting graphical atmosphere is comple¬ 

mented by chilling effects. The sword-fodder 

sprites look fantastic and our hero cuts his 

swathe with a real sense of action, although 

too much action on-screen slows the marching 

pace to a crawl. 

The hack-n-slash game play tires quickly, 

but the sense of adventure and the rewarding 

implementation of spells keeps you going. 

Blade Wfarrior comes highly recommended to 

the adventure novice - hardened hackers will 

find themselves wanting just a Hulc more. 

Noil West 

Blade Warrior 
Image Works ■ £ 

• Huuming visuals md atmospheric effects. 

Expect to see this technique used again. 

• A whole Hammer house full of nasties, 

• Combat sequences require a degree of 

technique, but tend tv degenerate into 

merely hrav*lish hacking. 

• Limited depth suits the beginner, but may 

prose unfulfllling to the expert. 

ferdid 74% 
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her* haven't been too many cricket 

games for the Amiga ami it's not hard 

to see why. actually. It's a quiet, con¬ 

templative game best suited to the village 

green, and thus doesn't lend itself to constant, 

high-speed, joystick-blasting action. But 

Challenge Software, true to their name, have 

grasped the gauntlet firmly and plunged ahead 

with a game endorsed by one of the most con¬ 

sistent England players. Mr Robin Smith. 

First you must select which country and 

squad members you wish to play. As with 

many team games, the players' names 

included are out-of-date almost as soon as 

they’ve been added, but at the time of writing, 

the seven internalionaI learns included seem to 

be pretty accurate (except for the deplorable 

absence of Vjv Richards from the West Indian 

Your English chap Is running up to bowl. 

You will hivt decided which part of the 

wicket to elm art. so his eyes art fixed on 

those tiny bits of wood 22 yardt away. 

The makers of the 

game refer to this 

as the 'Balcony' 

view. It shows quite 

clearly what's going 

on. but as Is evl* 

dent, the players 

are a b+t too small 

to be seen in any 

sort of detail. 

Robin Smith's International 

Cricket 
side). Each player has a rating which rises and 

falls during ihc game. This indicates how he's 

currently performing. You'll need to watch 

this when changing your howlers during the 

match because they get tired or damage the 

various tiny muscles in their toes or groins or 

somewhere. For the batsmen. it doesn't seem 

to matter though. 

Bow ted over? 
You can decide whether to play a one-day 

game or go for a full test. If you go for the full 

test match, you're going to have to miss a cou¬ 

ple of days work because it doesn't exactly go 

quickly. You'll also need to select the duration 

of the match in overs, and then the scene 

switches to a view of an anonymous cricket 

pitch, with data on the weather* the batting and 

the bowling displayed below it. 

His reflexes flush and he smacks the ball 

past the fielders towards the outfield. It's a 

four* One* again, the West Indians make a 

mockery of the best bowlers England have. 

Here's the problem. The game ukc* over and 

you watch from the commentary box as ball 

after ball is played, run after run is accumu¬ 

lated and w icket after wicket falls. You simply 

play very little part in the proceedings. If 

you're bowling you can swap the bowlers after 

each over, but that’s about it. If you’re hatting, 

you can change your style between defensive 

All th* vagaries of cricket are Included. Batsmen can be caught, 

bowled, stumped or run out. But, on the bright side, they can also 

put sixes away over the heads of th* opposing team. 

and attacking at the end of every over, but 

again, that's about all you get to do! 

Short square legs 
The pixelly* blocks bowler trots up* an over- 

large ball is hurled inwards the batsman* who 

always seems to play the same shot* then the 

hall zips off in a random direction. Any nearby 

fielder chugs across to retrieve it whilst ihe 

batsmen rush up and down, piling on the runs. 

Meanwhile, you watch the unimpressive 

Select your turn 

from 16 tllflMt 

members. Each has a 

rating from on* to 

throe, indicating his 

fitness end shinty. 

Co for oil the threes 

first, then choose 

the twos. Oh. and 

make sure Robin 

is included 

graphics, unable lo contribute anything except 

the odd swear-word when one of vour vital 

batsman bowled or caught out. 

Cricket lovers will he disappointed. Even 

for them, there isn't enough to do. You can't 

change batting orders, train your players or 

otherwise make the team better than it starts 

off. People who don't start off as great fans of 

the real game won't get hooked (as has hap¬ 

pened w ith games like Kick Off). In fact* 

they'il be bored senseless. It's a pity, hut 

Robin Smith doesn't come off. which means 

the world is still waiting for playable cricket 
on the Amiga. 

James Leach O 

Robin Smith's Cricket 
Challenge ■ £25.99 

6 Thu whole emmi<1 is shown, so the players 

arc liny while specks that scoot about. I he 

ball flies around parallel to the ground und 

you mill} can’t see what's going on. 

• There's no sound whatsoever. 

• A pack of blank score cards included 

with the name won't go far to mollifying 

disgruntled cricket funs. 

• Mulch details arc accural? but the tin} Fig¬ 

ures don't behave much Like the} 're 

placing cricket al international level. 

• A fame takes over tudf-ati-hour lo play, 

and von don't actually doanviliin^. 

Mel 35% 
^_ 



The mystery/rde-playing adventure, 
combining History and classic science 
fiction, based on the world famous role- 
playing game by Game Designers' Workshop. 

Space 1889: Discover a recreated solar 
system as envisioned by the scientific theories of 
the 19th Century and in the imaginations of such 
classic writers as |ules Verne, A* Conan Dovle and 
H.G* Wells, Written by the same team as the 
critically acclaimed 'MEGATRAVELLER V 
INTERPLANETARY EXPLORATION 
§ Visit the canals of Mars and deal with warring Martians; explore 
treacherous swamps on Venus; travel through the mysterious 
underground caverns of the Moon ** * Even Earth is ripe for exploration 

and rife with intrigue , * ♦ 
• Planets and stars are accurately represented in Space. Actually 

navigate by the constellations themselves! 

DIPLOMACY 
0 Overcome corrupt German conspirators, a radical Martian 
religious cult and the awesome intelligence of an advanced 

alien society that has escaped notice for thousands of sears. 

WEAPONRY 
• Historic 19th Centurv 

weapons indude 30 guns, 
4 throwing weapons and 9 
close combat weapons. 
Ranging from bolt-action rifles and single- 
barrel revolvers to swords and daggers. 
PROFICIENCY 
# Create five characters, male or female, from among six 

attributes and 24 skills, including Fisticuffs, Crime, Theatrics and Engineering. Control character 

development through a wide variety of careers. 

HISTORICAL ADVENTURE 
• Over 100 locations to explore on Earth alone - all depicted with historical accuracy and fascinating details. 
Including London, New York, San Francisco, the Far East and the Valley of the Kings. 

TACTICS 
• Realistic combat sequences let you control each character individually, while still giving 
general orders to the others. 

AVAILABLE ON: 

AMIGA, IBM PC & COMPATIBLES AND ATARI ST 

VERSATILITY 
• Meet and interact with over 500 unique 

characters, each with 

distinct personalities. 

Based on MegaTraveller by Game Designer's Workshop, 
the most popular science fiction gaming system and now the 

critic's choice as the Number One Computer Game! 

AMIGA COMPUTING 
Brilliantly balanced between complexity 

and playability - MegaTraveller T's 

gameplay is a miracle...'The best 

RPC/Ad venture game of the year." 

CU AMIGA 
A fantastic RPC with loads of puzzles. 

AMIGA FORMAT 
! can't think of any role-playing 

game which has the depth and 

richness of what's going on. 

GANGSMAN 
This game is truly, 

uncategoricaliy "Mega!" 

ACE 
A quantum leap for sci-fi RPG's. 

AMIGA COMPUTING 
"A triumph of intelligent game design." 

THE ONE 
No other computerised RPG comes as 

close to being an accurate conversion as 

MegaTraveller 1. 

GEN 4 
MegaTraveller 1 is THE Game of Today*** 

AMIGA POWER 
‘Terrifying depth, friendly and helpful 

controls, great atmosphere, excellent 

balance of strategy and action. 

A wonderful piece of role play ing software 

that everyone 

should play." 

FMPIRE SOFTWARE, 4 THE STANNETTS, LAINDON NORTH TRADE CENTRE, BASILDON. ESSEX SSI > bDI. TEL:02f>8 141212. 
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There's no-doutrt that period detective 

dramas are extremely popular. Jusi 

look a! all the successful books* films 

and TV series that have been made based on 

Agatha Christie characters. Well now you 

have the chance to take pari in one of these 

adventures for yourself thanks to the partner¬ 

ship of Delphinc and US Gold. 

Cruise for a Corpse places you as 

Twenties detective Raoul Du sen tier, an 

Hercule Poirot type character, un he sets off on 

a well-deserved holiday. One spring morning, 

you receive a telegram from wealthy business¬ 

man Nikkis Karahoudjan inviting you to join 

him and his guests for a cruise on his magntfi- 

A rattier hfIdui letter hints that one of the 

guests is not all that he appears to he. 
Raoul must not be tempted by any of the luxurious tipples to be found at the ship's bar. A clear head Is what's needed 
to get through this investigation. On the other hand this chap may he able to provide you with some information... 

cent vessel the Karaboudjan III. Unfortunately* 

jusi as you arrive on the craft. Hector, ihe 

host's hutler rushes into your eabm carrying 

terrible news, [i appears that Karabnudiun has 

been the victim of a vicious attack? 

You follow Hector to find the bod> lying 

on the floor of his office with a knife 

protruding from his back. Before 

you can take any action however* 

a shadowy figure renders you 

Kith unconscious. When you 

finally regain consciousness the 

next day. the body has disap¬ 

peared! Hector makes off to w ant 

the guests leaving you to start 

your investigation. 

You must now search ihe ship for clues 

to the identity of the murderer* hunting out 

various pieces of evidence and questioning the 

guests to find out further information. 

Cruise for 
a Corpse 

Now this long-awaited graphic adventure has arrived, 

does it actually transport you to the world of Hercule Poirot 

or is it as dull as the local cop-shop's paperwork stack? 

New boots and interface 
Originally* Ddphine were planning to con¬ 

struct ihe game around the ‘Cincmatiquc' 

system they used for Operation Stealth. 

However, it soon became apparent that this 

just wasn't going to be enough? This is one of 

the reasons that the game has taken so long to 

put together* since a new ‘engine' had to be 

designed from scratch. 

The whole sy stem has been changed, w ith 

both a new graphics system and a different 

player interface. The graphics are a strange 

combination of bitmapped images* sprites and 

polygons (yes. polygons). The main back¬ 

grounds are lull-colour bitmapped images, 

with sprites being overlaid for foreground 

images and some of the characters. The main 

characters {such as Raoul Dusentier himself) 

are constructed from polygons, which allows 

them to be smoothly animated across the 

screen as well as giving them the ability to 

move in and out of the screen without appear¬ 

ing all bloeky. The effects of this new system 

are pretty stunning! 

The user interface has been improved as well. 

Moving the cursor around the screen allows 

you to select items of inieresi and the cursor 

changes shape to tell you when there is an 

object or character with which you can inter¬ 

act. Clicking on an object brings up a menu of 

commands, from w hich you select the required 

option. This will then cany out an action on 

the object or character. 

A major part of the investigation is taken 

up with questioning the guests on the cruise. 

By clicking on a character and selecting 

Going on a Summer Holiday 

Cruise for a Corpse begins with a classify produced, cfoema-styfe 
opening to prostate* Us* right atmosphtn. The plot unfolds « The 

seen* b set - beginning with Detective Inspector RmhiI Dusentier 

receiving a mysterious tetegmnt from wealthy businessman Ntklos 
Karaboudjan Inviting him on a cruise aboard Ms yacht* 

But why has Karaboudjan invited him? Is It Just a harmless holi¬ 

day offer* or Is there a more nefarious side to tee trip? The roughly 

scribbled envelope leentf to give the impression of a man In fear for 

his Ilf*. Mow can a hardy detective not Investigate? 



^Th SCREENPLAY 

Ev*n though this Investigation requires you to dtil with tom* rother shady characters, there's still no excuse to for¬ 

got your manners. A quick knock on the door before opening it could save you from an embarrassing situation* 

Time ticks on as you find clues. If you don't 

see this then you're on the wrong track. 

If you're wondering why 
I've assembled you nere... 

After months of waiting for Del phi ne to unveil 

their new adventure system, it would be quite 

a shame if it turned out to be a dead duck, 

Fortunately the system is an absolute beauty. 

The graphical capability of the new 

engine is immediately apparent, From the cin¬ 

ematic opening sequence to the detailed 

backgrounds and characters, the appearance is 

incredible. The polygon system for Raoul's 

movement works superbly, with the detective 

moving smoothly around the screen in three 

dimensions. One problem that other graphic 

Oh dear* Maybe this wasn't th* time to barge into sum*®n* s cabin* Perhaps this little tete-a- 

tete has something to do with the dead host... or maybe not. It's up to you to find out! 

SPEAK from the menu, you are then taken to 

yet another section. This displays both your* 

sell and the person you arc interviewing, along 

with a list of subjects you wish U> talk about. 

The first screen is a list of characters, and 

clicking on a name allows you to ask more 

about that person. There is one drawback, 

however, and that is that you can only ask 

about people you've actually met! Asking cer¬ 

tain questions may reveal information about 

another character, so you must find out as 

much as possible from as many people as pos¬ 

sible and cross-quest jon jll the characters to 

get the full story 

There is also a "various' question heading, 

which allows you to ask about objects you've 

found and situations you come across. This in 

turn gives you more information about certain 

people in the game. This may all sound rather 

complex, but the menu systems are laid out in 

a simple way which is easy to understand. 

Even when you start getting floods of informa¬ 

tion, the questioning is still easy to carry out - 

even though there are a lot of options! 

solicitor's office takes care of 
Niklos' business. 

Asking th* right 

questions I* wh.it 

this dttectJv* l»rk Is 

all about. Oh and 

looking around for 
clues, ( suppose 

there's that as well! 

adventures of this type have is w hen a charac¬ 

ter moves in or out of the screen. With 

bitmapped images they often cause horrendous 

pixelisation or dodgy cuts where the character 

moves behind a piece of scenery' while he 

changes si/e! Cruise for a Corpse suffers no 

The carefully observed period plot 

unfolds in much the same way as a 

detective-thriller film. 

such ailment. Since the main character is con¬ 

structed from polygons, he can move into the 

buck of the screen or out past the viewer with¬ 

out becoming so block) that it looks like a 

Continued overleaf 
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Welcome to the Karaboudjan III 

S 

Ahem! Well.,, even detectives occa¬ 

sionally have to do something private! 

Speaking to a mermaid? Sounds pretty 

surreal,, but anything's worth a try. 

The deserted dining room may seem 

spooky, hot dues have to be found* 

After waking in Mlklos Karaboudjan'* office after being 

knocked unconscious, it's time to start searching for clues. 

In addition to walking around the Karaboudjan III, you can 

move Raoul between locations by way of a map. Careful 

planning is needed to find the right clues In the right places. 

Father Fabian sits in his cabin await¬ 

ing questions from the eminent Dick. 

Careful with that tap, Raoul! You may 

be washing away some vital evidence! 

Fiddling with the machinery, eh? Are 

you sure you know what you're doing7 

badly-made Lego model. The new control sys¬ 

tem works a treat loo. Instead of having lo 

scroll through loads of options to find out 

which ones are relevant to a certain si matron, 

you are only given the commands you need at 

A $3,000 Kartier 

bracelet hidden in a 

desk? Mow why 

would someone 

want to do that? The 

plot thickens... 

ihat particular point. This saves time ami a 

w hole lot of frustration’ 

This doesn't mean that the game is sim¬ 

plistic though. Operating options often causes 

a chain of events more complex than it would 

first appear. This lies into the game extremely 

well, allowing you to gel the old grey-cells 

working as the carefully observed period plot 

unfolds in much the same wav as a detective* 

thriller film. When a character lets slip a piece 

of juicy information, you can't help yourself 

shouting out: “Aha! The plot thickens!" (well I 

cun i help it. anyway}! 

Del phi ne have spent a lot of lime getting 

the atmosphere in Cruise for a Corpse spot on, 

and this care definitely shows. The whole fed 

of the game is very much in the style of 

Christie's Poirot stories. However, even if 

you're not a fan of ihcsc classic tales, the 

game will prove a challenging and engrossing 

adventure for any games fan. 

matt Evans O 

Cruise for a Corpse 
US Cold ■ £25.99 

• Marvellous presentation abounds with 
film-like opening sentiences and armi/irigh 
atmospheric flush buck scenes, 

• Superb graphics system perfectly capture 

ibe feel of u 1921K’ detect Oe story. 

• Easy-to-use upending system allows you In 
start investigating wiih mi trouble at alL 

• Devious puzzles mid complex plot twists 

will keep y ou plotting and detecting for 

guile sometime. 

WmSmom^ 

Me) 90% 
KHACdT 
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More Speed. 
More Memory 

Greater capacity - Greater capabilities. 

The protar A 500 HD Series • 
The ultimate Hard Disk Drive. 

Your Amiga will have capabilities 

beyond your wildest dreams. 

protar A 500 HD. 

Capacity 20 MB -160 MB. 

On-board-RAM Option up to 8 MB. 
SCSI-Interface. 
1 year replacement warranty. 

2 years lor Hard Disks with Cache. 

Flexible capacity for professionals. 
Made in Germany. 

Request for further information at 

protar Ltd. • Park House • Greenhill Crescent 

Watford Business Park • Watford Herts WD1 SOU 
Tel. 092 354 133/24 23 07 • Fax 092 321 20 46 

Amiga is a registered trademark of Co mm ado re Amiga. Inc. 



Vortex ATonce-Amiga 
THE ULTIMATE PC/AT EMULATOR FOR YOUR AMIGA 

I 

MOTOROLA 68000 CPU 

Each vortex ATonce-Amiga 
comes complete with a 
high quality original 
Motorola 68000 CPU. 

VORTEX GATE ARRAY 

The vortex CMOS Gate Array, 
the ATonce Chip-Level 
Emulation and ATonce AT-BIOS 
give the emulator a very high 
degree of AT compatibility. 

80286 CPU 

vortex ATonce-Amiga is 
based on the standard 
AT microprocessor. 

£199,- 
Manufacturer s 
Suggested Retail Price 

VORTEX ATONCE 
THE 286 EMULATOR 

vortex ATonce-Amiga is the 
ultimate PC/AT emulator for 
your Amiga 500 or Amiga 2000 
computer. It is developed and 
produced in Germany by vortex 
Computersysteme GmbH, 
vortex ATonce-Amiga gives your 
Amiga a complete AT emulation, 
that includes an AT compatible 
BIOS, emulation of the parallel 
and serial ports, sound, colour 
graphics and hard disk support, 
yet while running as a task 
within AmigaDos! 
Thanks to the use of the vortex 
Gate Array and SMT technology 
the ATonce board is incredibly 
compact and easy to fit, vortex 
ATonce-Amiga plugs directly into 
the Amiga. No soldering is 
required. Fitting is a 10 minute 
operation and full installation 
instructions are included in the 
user manual. 
Each vortex ATonce-Amiga is 
supplied with a high quality low 
power Motorola 68000 CPU, 
saving you time with the 
installation and providing a high 
degree of reliability, 
vortex ATonce-Amiga does not 
affect the normal operation of 
your Amiga and is totally 
transparent when not in use. 

INCREDIBLE 
SPECIFICATIONS 

• Low Power 16 Bit 80286 CPU 
High quality Motorola 68000 CPU 
7.2Mhz clock speed 

• SMT1 Surface Mount Technology) 
compact circuit board with low 
power comsumption and highly 
integrated CMOS Gate-Array 

• Norton SI rating: 6.1 
MIPS Test: 70<* 

• ATonce-Amiga runs unrestrictedly 
as a task on the Amiga computer 

• ATonce-Amiga will work with 
autoconfiguring autobootable 
Commodore compatible hard disk 
systems that use an AmigaDos 
compatible hard disk driver 

• Full 640KB of DOS memory 
available on 1 MB Amiga. 
All memory above 1 MB (e.g. 
with internal/ external RAM 
expansions! can be used as 
Extended or Expanded Memory. 
The Protected Mode is fully 
integrated. 

• With ATonce-Amiga the following 
video emulations are available: 
EGA- VGA-monochrome-graphics 
(as far as this is possible with an 
Amiga>. CGA, Hercules*, Olivetti* 
and Toshiba3100* (* these modes 
use interlace) 

ACCESS TO 1000's OF 
MSDOS PROGRAMS 

• Complete integration of the 
internal 3.5 disk drive as a 720 
KB MSDOS drive. External 3.5" 
and 5.25" disk drives are fully 
supported 

• The Amiga mouse can be used as a 
serial Microsoft mouse. It can 
operate at COM1 as well as COM2 

• The parallel interface can be used 
as LPT1 under MSDOS 

• ATonce-Amiga supports sound. 
RTC and CMOS RAM 

• All MSDOS versions from 3.2 up 
to 4.01 and DR-DOS 5.0 have been 
tested successfully 

• ATonce-Amiga plugs directly into 
the socket of the 68000 CPU 
(Amiga 500). In the Amiga 2000 it 
is plugged onto the adapter which 
is fitted in one of the Amiga slots 

• ATonce-Amiga is delivered with a 
detailed user manual. A 3.5" Amiga 
disk that contains the installation 
and emulation software is included. 
DOS and the adapter are not parts 
of the delivery 

• For further information or the 
update-service, please contact your 
local Amiga dealer or call 
CompuServe Box # 100015,330 

vortex Computersysteme GmbH - FalterstraBe 51-53 - D-7101 Flein - Tel +49-7131-59720 - Fax +49-7131-55063 
SDL - Unit 10, Ruxley Corner Ind. Estate - Sidcup, Kent, DA14 5SS - GB - Tel 081-309 5000 - Fax 081-300 5440 

AU cum puny or product name# arc? trademarks or registered trademark* of their respective holders. ATonce is the registered German trademark of vortex Computersysteme GmbH. 
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The city is it futuristic Los Angeles, full 

of high-lech hardware and low-life 

street scum from an assortment of cul¬ 

tures. One man is trying to keep this city clean 

and hiv name is Blade Hunter He's a private 

eye from the Marlowe school of charm: tough 

and methodical, he always solves his cases and 

he always stands his girlfriend up 

The game opens with a message on the 

vid-phone. It's the mayor, his daughter's been 

killed by a mysterious narcotic and he wants 

an answer hut no publicity - it's election year 

after all! Blade has been hired, now he must 
try to unravel this twisted tale. 

Person to person 
Rise of the Dragon uses a first person perspec¬ 

tive and an intuitive mouse interface for the 

majority of its scenes. You sec what Blade 

sees and rolling the mouse cursor across the 

screen reveals the various hotspots: active 

areas he can manipulate to further the quest. 

Lit this be a warning; folks who take dodgy 

drugs from comic characters go blue and 
have everything they say highlighted in redj 

The options offered by the system aren't really 

options, they are more logical extensions of 

the cursor To swing open a cupboard door 

you need to haw the cursor at the correct side 

and click. To get an item to interact with 

another just drag it over the top of the other 

one and let go of the button. To exit left or 

right simply move the cursor to the far side of 

the screen. It*s not revolutionary, but it's 

slickly done and glitch free. Son of a down¬ 

town Dungeon Master. 

To talk to a suspect just click when the 

speech bubble ‘hot spot* appears on them and 

an inset portrait appears. You can relate to 

these pics: the bad guys look evil. Blade's girl¬ 

friend looks helpful and decaying drug riddled 

corpses look just as you'd imagine drug rid¬ 

dled corpses to look. Speech boxes convey 

their statements, while your potential ques¬ 

tions and replies are offered in multiple-choice 

style. Talking's limited to three or four 

responses, but they cover all the possible reac- 

Welcome to the 
Plea pure Dome. Thl* 
law life hangout is a 

great source of 

information for any 
budding detective. 

Vou have to leave 

your gun at the 

door, so persuasion 
rather than force 

will be needed if you 

are to get the 

answers you want, 
To ask folks ques¬ 

tions Just click on 

them as part of the 

background and a 

portrait appears. 

Rise of the 
Dragon 

Stunning pictures and moody atmospheric music abound in this 

new Dynamix adventure, but is it a game or a slide show? 

So this is why they 
call It a Pleasure 

Dame! The young 

lady doing aerobics 
Is Just a decoy. Vou 

need to find some 

answers and find 
them real fast. Try 

that respectable 

looking gent in the 

silk hat and match¬ 
ing eye patch. 

Lost in a strange 

town? This Is 

Blade s Em-Way 
map. Just dick on a 

destination and let 

the tube train take 
the strain. tions anyone could have to a bouncer packing 

an automatic rilie, Rise of the Dragon also 

uses an Op Wolf-style shoot out and 

Meanwhile' screens. The first allows for 

blasting action, w hile the plot interludes reveal 

the dark secret> of the criminals. The change 

of perspective frees up the game, allowing the 

graphics to use an exaggerated form. 

The only irritation of the keyboard-free 

style of play is that it fosters the introduction 

of limed sections. In certain situations a whole 

hunch of actions have to he taken quickly. The 

music is often the only due to this, so the 

results first time round are predictable and 

frustrating. One or two areas like this would 

he tolerable, but they are overdone and overtly 

long. It doesn't ruin the game, but provides a 

stumbling block to the continuity because you 

can go no further until you're certain what has 

to be done, in what order and at w hat speed. 

Too pretty! 
Rise of the Dragon simply looks too pretty to 

be a game ol any depth. Dynamix have lav¬ 

ished obvious time and effort to make their 

screens glow on the Amiga. They carefully 

build a Ridley Scon atmosphere, of a city 

decaying in its own decadence. It is state-of 

the- art comic book stuff; exaggeration spiced 

with dark threat. 

The graphic threat is underpinned by the 

music. Each area of the game has a theme. 

THE JAKE 

Mt to meet 
ffonewhehe safe. 

id J * . n&g 

i ^ ^vPT -j* 

BLADE 
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which varies according to the actions required. 

hi the timed sections the music ups ihc tempo, 

providing an audible due of a need for speed. 

Sn other cases its style clues you up as u> the 

nature of your next encounter. 

The effective mouse system, great pic¬ 

tures and continually changing background 

tune creates a movie-like atmosphere. The 

folks you meet and the world they inhabit are 

drawn and behave in a slightly exaggerated 

fashion. U's like exploring an animated car¬ 

toon film. Judge Dnedd is alive and well and 

living next door to Blade Hunter. 

It’s not without its problems though, but 

they arc problems that emanate from the 

game s ambition Played from floppy it's 

slow, not cmshingly so, but still slow. The 

game really deserves to be played from hard 

disk. It will, however, probably be remem¬ 

bered for its cracking graphics and great use of 

AnEweephowte*. low* 

'em or hate 'em you 

can't get away from 

them. Blade's futur¬ 

istic little number 

even shows who's 

calling. It must be a 

party line though, 

because he ain't 

my brother! 

Qw! One slip and 

you’re history. At 

least the death 

screens are varied 

and pretty! 

The yellow Icon in 

the bottom right 

brings up an Inven¬ 

tory. Blade Is 

prepared, as they 

say, for anything! 

sound, but it must not be forgotten that there’s 

a toughish adventure here too. The clues are 

clear enough to be found yet devious enough 

to cause confusion. The environment is 

friendly, changing both viewpoint and style 

regularly enough to keep all but the most 

impaiiem player happy, The stress on time 

proves irritating, forcing you to keep trying 

the same situation. But, if Rise of the Dragon 

is an indication of the direction Siena is tak¬ 

ing, the road ahead looks exciting indeed, 

Trenton Webb O 

Rise off the Dragon 
Sierra On Line ■ £39.99 

• Trul> brilliant mixture of atmospheric 

screens and animations. 

• Timed nature of some of the sections 

proves irritating. 

• You need either a hard drive or patience: 

there’s a lot of loading. 

• The music change* and evolves right the 

nay through the game. 

• A strung adventure that sets new stan¬ 

dards for the genre. 

WE'RE GOING TO MAKE YOU AN 
OFFER YOU CAN'T REFUSE! 

TM and © 1991 Paramount Picture*. All rights reserved. The GODFATHER is a trademark of Paramount Pictures. U.5. Gold Authorised User. 



Distributed in the UK by 
Centresoft, Gem, Proton 

and Leisuresoft. 
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Oops. Big mistake. Someone's lei the 

I Lord Of Decay escape from his 

secure hospice. And now he's done a 

runner lo the quiet island of Capra, and is cur- 

rernly hiding there, making life miserable tor 

the residents. 

What's ibis got 10 do with you? Well, 

you're u swash-buckling hero, you've survived 

two other Guunitet games and now you're 

back in glorious 3D. So it’s your job to pack 

your weapon and take the next ferry to Capra, 

where you’ll he asked lo chop up the minions 

of Mr Decay before tracing him to his lair and 

slipping him some cold steel. It's a frightening 

prospect (for both of you). 

Mhm9« appear at ripe paints in the gam#. 

If you're heading off in a stupid direction, Or 

ht*p blasting away at your food you'll be 

gently reminded not to be so dim. 

No more heroes 
After choosing your character you start off in 

ihe middle of a forest. You’ve got eight-way 

scrolling, but it's made pretty clear which 

direction you're supposed to head off in, 

Making things much more interesting are the 

marauding aliens. These take the form of 

gliosis, bm once you get further into the game 

you run up against guards which patrol in 

strict patterns. These come in many forms, hut 

the humanoid orc-lookalikes are the most 

common land the worst). 

To progress, it's necessary to destroy the 

centres from which ihe ghosts spring. This 

doesn't take much, as both baddies and gener¬ 

ators take only a hit or two. In fact the only 

thing that keeps the combat playable is the 

sheer number of attackers, but it gets confus¬ 

ing when your characters disappear 

underneath a seething mass of them. Once 

you've cleared each level you're free to wan¬ 

der around it collecting pick-ups such as fotnJ 

Ghosts ar» iwarming all over you. It's it limes like these that you can't really see what the hell is going on, » you 

end up just holding down on the fire-button and watting. 

Gauntlet 3 

and treasure which add in your strength and 

wealth. Exploring the levels isn't quite as 

exciting as it should be W herever you travel, 

you'll have to eventually go along the same 

route programmed into the game, so short-cuts 

are impossible. 

There isn't a vast amount of variation in 

what you see, and the overall playing area is 

larger than it seems rideally this should be 

reversed). What is noteworthy is ihe music. 

All the ghosts in the 

forest come from 

the generators you'd 

do well to destroy 
as and when you 

find them. They 

don't reappear so 

it's wise to eradicate 
W many as possible. 

It's atmospheric, it's ginxl to listen to and it's 

well written by Tim Follin (writer of rather 

good pop-tunes as well as ihe Ghouls V 

Ghosts soundtrack), But heroic though St is, it 

doesn’t rescue Gaumler 3. w hich is certainly 

playable, mappuble and big. hut could have 

been a really special game with the addition of 

more exciting land colourful) graphics and 

sticker gnmeplay, 

James Leach <5 

In the two player 

mod# Valkyrie and 

Thor hide across a 

river from the 

marauders (who, 

strangely, can't float 
over h). That spiral 

Is the vortex 

caused by a lust- 

destroyed ghost. 

The Hall of Heroes 
Thor, From the Volcanic Kingdom, he 

carries a large number of axes. He's also 

President of the Volcanic Kingdom Film 

Club, so see him for membership details. 

Quest or He wandered down from the 

Tree Kingdom a white ago to escape Its 

flesh-eating plants, and Hasn't found 
trousers strong enough to protect him 

should he venture back 

Dracolls, the lizardman, knows the 

swamps like the back of his scales. He 

doesn't need to stick to the paths In the 
swamp regions and scorns those who do. 

Bliaard, One cool dude from the Ice 

Kingdom, he Is a large and very powerful 

man and was the original 'Refrigerator'. 

Petr as Is rock hard. Literally. He hails 

from the Mountain Kingdom and would 

kill just to get a good night's sleep on a 
posturepaedlc bed. 

Valkyrie. The only female, and she fs as 

strong at any of the men but doesn't suf¬ 
fer from any of the personal hygiene 

problems that they do? 

Merlin casts powerful spells to get his 
way to the Lord Of Decay. He’s getting on 
a bit now, and seeing those ghosts aren't 

doing his heart any good. 

Neptune of the Sea Kingdom might well 

be a little 'out of his element' up on dry 
land In the forest, but he can still prod 

the nasties with his trident. 

Gauntlet 3 
US Gold ■ £24.99 

• Doesn't quite mi it. It isn't smooth enough 

in hi null) addictive. 

• Like the prrrinus (humtiffs, it's much 

belter in lw« -player mod*-, 

• The music h excellent and really adds a lot 
to the game. 

• The 3I> mo\ ement gets nitsuly when >nu 

can't see clearly what's happening. 

• The graphics arc competent, hut they're 

not exactly hrealhtaking. 
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ENMirtiener it • 

fame of death^dtal' 

ing destruction and 

gratuitous violence. 

Tfee Mta Is to visit 

different planets, 

grab a few locals 

and torture them tor 

secrets. Steer clear 

of Use plants though. 

The planet Rlttala has 

a rich and varied 

array of lifeforms. 

However each and 

every (me of them 

h» the sole desire 

pttredadyrs 

decided that you 

need terminating. 

The Executioner Somehow you just know that a game 

with the title 'Executioner' isn't going 

to be a very cheery game. However if 

you're expecting to be in control of a medieval 

head chopper, rolling heads into a hand-era fled 

wicker basket in the late eighteenth century, 

then you’re in for a surprise. 

Gravity of the situation 
In faci il is a kind of warped space-trading 

game. The idea is to zip down to unfriendly 

planets. destroy installations, scoop up prison¬ 

ers and then nip down to your local slave 

trader for a bit of human bartering. However 

mindless death and destruction isn’t the only 

aim of the game. Dear me no, there are four 

pieces of an electronic key to collect with 

which you can catch an enemy leader. 

The game is controlled by the mouse. 

Thus on static screens when you’ve got some 

bartering or torture to carry out. the mouse 

joystick simply moves to highlight choices. 

These static screens comprise of a shop, a bar, 

a map and a torture/questioning screen. 

Once you've decided which portion of the 

galaxy to search for the key segmenis. you can 

then launch your ship down to the planet. At 

this point the game switches to a thrust-type 

game. You have an allocation of fighter droids 

which you can send down to destroy installa¬ 

tions, capture prisoners and extra fuel. 

The planet combat sections of the game 

are reminiscent of games such as Gravity and 

the recent Zarafhruster. Here the main prob¬ 

lem isn’t the attacking spacecrafts or the 

ground-based installations, it’s the problems of 

controlling a craft which is affected by gravity. 

Thm map icrw cntbln you to specify your launch desUMUou. 

Various shops appear Kn each quadrant of ttw map where you can 

towp-up yOur ship Or flog yowr Staves, The planets come with som< 

quaint names such as Foulest, Silucy; Fensea and Pchellyt. 

It's very easy to get your orientation wrong 

with the droids, sending them plummeting 

down lo canh. This isn’t the fault of the pro¬ 

grammers, in fad to their credit, they've 

decided to make life a little harder for all you 

hardened shoot-cm-up players out there, 

tf you spot something interesting on the 

surface then you can zip down and hover 

above it. Pulling back on the joystick initiates 

the tractor beam and you scoop-up prisoners 

or extra supplies of fuel. The exit from these 

planet levels is hidden until you find a trans¬ 

mitter pod, pick this up and an exit portal 

appears on your inadequate radar screen. 

Talk you evil Gargaroth 
Ef you manage to make it off a planet with a 

couple of droids to spare, you can head for 

home and lonure the prisoners for information 

about the location of the key. 

There's nothing terribly graphic about the 

torture sections. You have only four methods 

{be said sounding distinctly sick). You can 

physically attack the prisoner, stretch them 

told but effective), use electrodes, or offer 

them incentives (ciggies, chocolate, their life). 

If you over do things in this portion of the 

game, the prisoner will die. so it's wrisc to 

keep an eye on the lifeforce indicator which 

registers exactly the kind of shape that the 

poor sod's in. If it all sounds a bit gratuitous 

and sick, then you're not far from the truth. 

Being a space agent isn't all work, work, 

work. If you fancy a spot of relaxation you can 

go to the bar. Entering this screen shows you a 

graphic of the bar and ermm, that's it. Some 

absolutely moronic piano music floats around 

while you prop up the bar. Dire indeed. 

Should you save up enough money from 

selling prisoners you can buy add-ons for your 

ship. Four-way guns, extra droids or high- 

powered weapons are alt stocked by the 

shopkeeper, who looks like a cross between 

Darth Vadar and Mr Benn in his spacesuit. 

Here's a game that offers little. All you've 

got is a game pretending to be a "combination 

of tense arcade action and mind-stretching 

strategic quest". The only good portions of the 

game are the planet sequences and even these 

are absolutely derivative. If it is "hugely 

addictive/’ then I must have the wrong version. 

Andy Hutchinson 0 

The Executioner 
Hawk ■ £25.99 

• Bland, derivative graphics which convey 

all the excitement of a rainy Sunday 

afternoon in Ivasl Grin stead. 

• Gratuitous and completely crass torture 

screens which serve little purpose oilier 

than crealing a hit of hype, 

• Mish-mash of different game styles which 

owes much mure to the public domain 

school of programming. 

• Twee sound and graphics which grate on 

the eyes and the ears. 



Alive end Killing! 

“Put simply, AMNIOS is the best 
shoot-’em-up that has been released 
for a long time”. 

- Amiga Action - 93% 

Penetrate the living hell that is Amnios. 
Counter your comparatively diminutive 
ship against the merciless might of 
ten living, breathing planets in an 
audacious endeavour to rescue 
imprisoned members of your own 
persuasion. 

Pick up indigenous DNA and utilise it to 
fabricate enhanced weaponry to abet 
your pestilential quest. 

Aw, forget the Bull! Just get in 
there and save the World! 

Amiga Screen Shots 

PSYGNOSIS, FREEPOST. LIVERPOOL L3 3A9 

TEL. 051 -709 5755 FAX 051-709 6466 
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^^^'INDY HEAT' 
L^XhAS TO BE THE MOST 
J^MNCREDIBLE DRIVING ARCADE XL 

X MACHINE IN THE WORLDMT GIVES X 
~X 3 PEOPLE THE CHANCE TO RACE EACH V 
f OTHER, AS EACH PLAYER HAS THEIR OWN 1 
'STEERING WHEEL AND FOOT PEDAL TO DRIVE 

THEIR OWN CAR! PLUS THERE ARE 14 GREAT 
RACE COURSES ON WHICH YOU CAN TAKE UP 
THE CHALLENGE AND GO FOR THAT RADICAL 
RACING ACTION! BUT THE BEST THING ABOUT 
THIS PARTICULAR INDY HEAT MACHINE IS THAT 

WE'RE GIVING IT AWAY! YUP, THE WINNER OF 
THIS COMPETITION WILL GET TO HAVE THIS IN 
THEIR HOME - SO YOU CAN PLAY IT AS OFTEN 

i AS YOU LIKE WITHOUT PUTTING A PENNY IN 
\ THE SLOT! SOUNDS GOOD? THEN CALL... A 

98 404609 

PLUS! WIN THIS HONDA 
RADIO CONTROL .A 
MOTORCYCLE! i 

THIS HONDA G-CON BIKE IS READY TO RUN THE 
MINUTE YOU OPEN UP THE BOX! THE 1/5 SCALE 
MODEL IS SO REALISTIC THAT WHEN YOU TAKE 
CONTROL YOU CAN REALLY EXPERIENCE 
WHAT ITS LIKE TO RIDE A REAL SUPERBIKE!! 

0898 404607 
Calls cost 34p (cheap rate) and 45p {at all other times) per minute incl VAT. For details of winners send SAE to: 

Populuxe, PO Box 2065, London, W12 9JH. Average length of call is 5.5 minutes. 0898 calls are more expensive than 
normal calls so please ask permission to call if you don't pay the bill. 



BARBARIAN 
Necron's back in town and he wants revenge. Only you - in the guise 
of Hegor the Barbarian - have the courage, strength and stupidity to 
face the challenge: 
It's time once again to don your dented helmet, tie your sweaty 
breechcloth, sharpen your rusting sword and move your big feet in the 
direction of danger. 

Forests, caves, dungeons, castles and temples await your barbaric 
exploration, each is infested with deadly inhabitants and devious traps 
ready to terminate your lowbrow activities. 

Featuring 2,000 frames of sprite animation. 32 colours on-screen, 
parallax scrolling, 6 levels of continuous arcade/adventure action, over 
t megabyte of fulty-animated sprites. 50 divergent enemies. Magic & 
Health Potions to help you on your quest and a plethora of unique 
weapons to find and use. Barbarian II is: 

The ultimate in loincloth entertainment. 
Screen Shots from the Amiga ver&on 

SEEING IS BELIEVING 

PSYGNOSIS 
FREEPOST 
LIVERPOOL L3 3AB 
UNITED KINGDOM 
Tel: 051-709 5755 
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Hitting you like a 10 ion Tonka truck 

speeding out of Toy Town. It's gar¬ 

ishly bright, silly to the core and 

playable in the extreme. If s also the first non 

shoot-em-up that Storm have attempted and 

they seem as well adapted to coding overpow¬ 

ering cuteness as they are unstoppable 

firepower. Based on the Jaleeo coin-op it’s a 

platform cum ma/e spectacular pulling you in 

fast and putting you through the gameplay 

wringer over 44 levels of joystick twisting 

chaos. If s a tale of fairies, flowers and fear¬ 

some foes, but that’s not important right now! 

The kilter baked 

potatoes In toupees 

are attacking They 

hove deadly killer 

tears that fly up the 

screen. Luckily they 

•re quite visible, 

huge blue blobs, but 

It keeps young Tam 

on her toes while 

exploring the haz¬ 

ardous platform 

world of Rodland. 

Ha, take that crea¬ 

ture features! Tam 

uses a balloon to 

reach the top flower 

bed while the mon¬ 

sters are stuck on 

the floor. Clearing 

out the flowers will 

take the game Into 

extra mode and then 

there's a chance of 

some bonus lives. 

Tam and Rit. the two hero fairies, have to dash 

around each game screen killing monsters and 

running over flowers io collect them. At their 

disposal are two magic skills, the first is the 

ability to conjure up a ladder to reach higher or 

lower platforms. This allows them u> avoid the 

monster tilled ladders that the screen provides 

and create a personal mule to the bonus (low¬ 

ers. The two liule tykes can also kill monsters 

by trapping them, then swinging them over¬ 

head and bouncing their bonce on the floor 

Bash an enemy three times and they disappear 

in a shower of bonuses and points. Of course, 

the fairy folk have to stand still while they kill 

and that makes them vulnerable to attack 

Chirp and cheerful 
It’s the graphics that hit you first. They're 

cheerful to an almost painful degree. Each 

monster has a cute "stunned' animation and a 

downright daft walk. The heroes are no better, 

wobbling across the screen and winking dur¬ 

ing loads. The graphics, though, disguise the 

game, dressing it up as a comic affair, which it 

most definitely isn’t. 

Rodland 
It's the attack of the cuteness as Storm try and break their arcade 

mould and go all soft with fairies, flowers and pretty colours... 

TliIt what#'* the 

second big boss 

Ha's hard to take 

seriously but spend 

too much time 

Laughing and he'll 

kill you quick. He 

spits Out baby 

whales which have 

to be blasted as well 

as the big guy. 

The ladders and monster hashing take Mime 

skill u> use w ithout endangering the life of the 

little fairy . You have to time jumps to miss 

sharks' tears. Trap and hash creatures only 

when their friends can't sneak up behind and 

bite you in the head. Profitable play is a matter 

of priorities, do sou want to collect (lowers 

and try for a lives bonus or go for all-out 

slaughter? If you don't clear a level fast 

enough the monsters hit Blue Meanie mode, 

becoming quicker than ever. 

Cartoontime 
Each level has its own tricks, a refinement of 

the standard techniques that suit lhal particular 

layout. The levels become easier once you 

know where to run and where to hide, hut it is 

never easy. Remember, these are creatures of 

the cartoon kind and do the most improbable 

things just you when need it least. This makes 

new levels even more hazardous than ever, 

because you have to suss the safe spots out 

w hile the screen scrolls up. 

Each of the 44 levels get progressively 

tougher and you move sequentially through 

them all in a bid to rescue your kidnapped 

Mom. Every tenth screen is filled with a 

hugely comic and plain huge guardian w hich 

has to be defeated. These spit liny effigies of 

themselves out. which have to he killed along 

with the major nasty. These guardians look too 

comical to be dangerous, but prove deadly. 

There are no passwords or continues and 

so the game forces you to try for the bonuses 

These red sausage fiends have extremely 

long tongues. They've a greater range than 

you so attack them from behind! 

unless you're very good or very lucky. If all 

the flowers from a level are collected then the 

game goes into extra mode, where slain mon¬ 

sters yield the letters "E. X, T. R and A" If 

you can nab a whole set the level ends and a 

boss lady fairy gives you bonus points and an 

extra life. As Tam and Rit only have the life 

they’re using with two spares lucked away on 

the score table, long-term play has to feature 

in these extra bonuses. 44 screens may not 

sound a lot, but the tight gameplay make it 

feel more like a ] ,000! 

Bubble pac 
Storm have obviously slaved over Rmihmd. 

The machine itself was pretty and used some 

classic gameplay concepts because it is similar 
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its favour or not. depending on how you like 

your games. If you're a coin-op pro you'll 

love it. hut probably finish rather quickly. If 

you're an occasional areader it'll take longer 

to conquer but the hook won't be as strong. 

Rodland delivers. Full colour cuteness in 

overdrive, great game design and a real sense 

of fun! With the two fairies working to clear a 

level, but competing for the extra bonuses it’s 

a hectic brand of chaos that pays dividends. 

The 44 levels do prove to be a little short, but 

if you're after crispy cutesy coin-op entertain¬ 

ment, then look no further. 

Trenton Webb O 

Rod land 
Storm I £25.99 

• They're quite right* it is so rule that it'll 

make you puke! 

• The tightness of the gameptay makes for 

maximum tension. 

• Maybe too short for arcade experts. 

• Lxctllent rendition of the coin-op. they've 

escn added features! 

• The levels prove a little loo short. 

in style to Bubble Bobble and even Par Man, 

You have to operate in a small environment, 

dodging beasties and collecting bonuses that 

gives you power over them. The arcade was 

slow though, and featured only 30 odd levels. 

The coders have not only replicated the origi¬ 

nal in look and spirit, but they've speeded it 

up and designed some levels of their own to 

add to the game's life. 

Rod fond still retains that arcade heritage, 

it is best played in short insistent bursts. If s 

no rambling epic, it has one clear objective 

that will take much waggling skill and memo¬ 

rising of levels to beat, This either weighs in 

Mont has been 

kidnapped by a 

huge eagle and 

taken to the 

Maboot's tower. 

The open door is the 

route to name her 

from the dungeons. 

OJ? FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
please call 0839 654124 

Service provide! by US toiid Ltd-. Unil* 2f3 lfo{/nr£l WuU, Hazard Hirm tn yft u m 
DB 7AX- If i/thi art' it niter pirate get permission to usr the frlrphotur 

Coifs cost 34p per minute- rhrap rate, 45p per mluulr ail other limr* 

FfJVAL FIGHT™ 1991 CAPCOM USA, INC. All rights reserved 
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Stylishly covers games, 

graphics, music, 

shareware - 

everything, in fact, 

other than the serioso 

business stuff 

Combines the rigour and 

professionalism of PC Pfus with the 

style and editorial philosophy ol 

Amiga Format 

Page after fact- 

packed page full 

of stunning 

reviews and 

authoritative 

advice solely 

dedicated to 

the full 

panoply of PC 

leisure 

activities 

Writes 

about 

games in an 

adult but 

still exciting 

manner 

Practical tutorials and reliable buyers' 

guides written by acknowledged PC experts 

Program 

packed cove 

disks: one 3.5 

inch or twi 

5.25-inch 

showcasing 

irresistibh 

games am 

leisure demo: 

from the leading 

publisher! 

...YOUR GUIDE TO A NEW PC WORLD. 
AT A NEWSAGENT NEAR YOU FROM 

THURSDAY 26 SEPTEMBER 



AMIGA 1Mb. SCREENGEMS PACK 
Sid Amiga A5GD" & A50i 1Mb.RAW upgrade 

Back to (h& Future It 
Shadow of the Beast It 
Days ol Thunder 
Nighlbreed & Deluxe Paint II 

■ £372” 
□ 10 AMIGA 0 5Mb STAND ALONE* PACK 

Standard Amiga A500* without any software package 

AMIGA 1Mb. STAND ALONE PACK (me ASOlf £34$ 
Std Amiga A500* wilftoul software but with CBM A501 0 5Mb u/g to IMS 

! AMIGA CLASS OF THE W% PACK 
Slrt Amiga A500‘ 6 CBM AMI 1Mb RAW j c 

Enoorwd by ihi National pU ^^SSIJtSSS 
Mwaatiq n r S5S525J T!!*PfT<™ 

Ol Primary Education ™ ■ , fKiKS! 
UlflBo lirtohl* (DIhij 1ICSM1N*. 

tS-io*111 Minic Mint* “** , 

*£469” 
Rtuwrci m 

AMIGA 1500 COMPUTER PACK 
The supreme Amiga pack lor Business, 

Home, Education and Leisure includes: 

Central Processing Unit (CPU) 
!mb. RAM. two 3.5' Floppy Disk Drives and 
eight Expansion Slots that will take all Amiga 
2000 Peripherals. The HEART of your system 

Keyboard and Mouse 
Plug-in Keyboard with a Numeric Key Pad. 
4 Cursor Keys. Two Burton Amiga Mouse 

AMIGA 1500 CPU'KEYBOARD (As detailed 

AMIGA 1500 {As detailed] +■ 1084S Monitor 

AMIGA 1500 {As detailed) + CMS 833/11 

THE WORKS: Fully mitflrtttl Wert 
Practnar. Spn*dHia*t & Oitrts* 

DRUKi PWHT li ‘Tk« N»> 0w*‘ 

THEIR FINEST HOUR T* Me W 
Britain. POPULOUS - TH* Pwflrt 
l*m. m cm - t*™ tmm, 
>ni BATHE CHESS JO AwM 

E899-” 
£889” 

•STANDARD AMIGA A500* 
All our Amiga Packs are Genuine UK Spec 
with the toUotting standard items/Beaturev 

Amiga ASM Compiter-5l2t MM Wert 
hvncir System & Exiras Dim Fell tel ol 

Speech SyrtHsu All Cemwellng U»lt. 
1Mb Interval Dirt Drive. Belli i« TV 

Moduiitthr Kirtsian i 3. Amiga Meuse 
Mu Hi-Tasking. Not *0*4 til* la um basic 

Ward fmmrn, SMreo Sound. 

Rememter ffr*i u Me mr/nmum configuration 
Most ot ot/r pucks contain £V£H MQfifU1 

AMIGA CARTOON CLASSICS 

+ CMS633 Mk II MONITOR 

Including the necessary leads ind du si 
covers lor brtft Amiga and Mon.tor C$15 

AMIGA CARTOON CLASSICS 
+ CM8B33 Mk II MONITOR 

+ STAR LC 200 COLOUR PRINTER 

Including necessary leads and dust 
covers tor Amiga. MmUtof & Printer £815 

OTHER AMIGA PACKS ALSO 

AVAILABLE - Phone ux tor delays 

8UY A SOftCEROHS PACK WITH ANY OF MERIINS AMIGAS 1 
AND SAVE EVEN MORE WITH SOME GREAT PRICISIH 1 

1 SORCtRORS PAC A ‘ 

^^^itfmNTMtd jafcua ml 
bnfa t uty, Cai^. 

S0RCER0R5 PACK Z 
jf&y* Hdra 

MVCWKI* tM Ciri 
teaMfHPKAVlHfiiiiu 
IKIS^ia iLTflSR •Wi.bl ^. 

£25 

% OR CL HOWS PACK 1 
Seitiwi Facto 1 IJTogefh*' 
PLUS yw rtvea ol tto frit 

iroih- Martini Scitwin SaiarEicini 

Aar 8n«S at' W 99 m 
V dn fbalabW' ^ 

driEmncaTfitW 

PHILIPS CM BB33/1I 
1 a* Stereo MWium RtMWben 

CoAwi Mentor wrth Green 
S-r.rwn S.*' l< i' A’ij i .:*1 

£244” 
COMMODORE 10B4S 
14' Stereo Med Res £289.99 
liniv.Monitor Sland£12-95 

Monitor Dust Cover £5.95 
AV7300 TV Tuner £79.95 

Tilt/Swivel Stand £14.95 
(Only tits Philips CM8833 

REGISTERED 
iisenir dealer 

l|l| limn I — 
LCIOMONQO £159 
9 Pin Dot Matrix. 240 x 240dpi. 12Qtf5Cf?S 

LC 24/10 MONO 0 £205 
24 Pin Dot Maim. 360 * 350dpi. 180/G0cps 

LC 200 COLOUR 0 * . OFFc! £199 
With a FREE Dust ZtNtt OR Printer Stand! 1! 
9 Pm Dot Mtffix. 240 * 240dpi. 1B5/40co$ 

LC 24/200 MONO 0 £249 
24 Pm Dot Matrix, m * 360dpi. IZmScps 

LC 24/200 COLOUR 0 £CAU 
9 Pin Do! Mairik, 240 x 240dp». I2fl^5cps 

KB 24/10 COLOUR 0 £379 
24 Pin Dot Matrix. 350 x 360dpi. 24Q/60cps, 
This rs a Irua business machine capable ol 
printing true letter quality at 48pin, huge 27K 
butter exp. to 197K, wrth I2mth on site mami. 

£1199 
Soeoftcabon as Laserpfinter 4, with an addition df Stars Postscript, 2Mb Memory 
i 4*35 tents. Apple Talk interface. lyrs on site maintenance 

LASER PRINTER >** iviiible to order f Phone far lull details 

LASERPRINTER4 0 £999 
Fxiihy HP-IIP S Epson compatible. 

30G<te> 1Mb. memory (expandable 

to 5'Mij.J, garial/parallel. 14 fonts. 
RISC processor, full lyrs on site 

maintenance 
LASIRPRIWTER 4 STARSCHIPT 0 

»E205 

1200+ MONO 0 £139 
9 Pin Dpi Mainx. 240 x 240 dpi. 12<*2Scps 

12*0 MONO WZX 
2* Pin Dot Matrix. 
360 x 360 dpi. cpst 
SWIFT 9 MONO £199 
9 Pin Dot Matrix, 240 x 240 dpt, I60/40>cps 
SWIFT 9 COLOUR «fwUJwtRprice £219 
9 Pm Dot Matrix, 240 x 240 dpi. 120^5cp$ 
SWIFT 24 MONO £289 
24 Ph Dot Matrix, 24Q * 240 dpi. 12Q/25cp$ 
SWtn 2* COLOUR htw LDWtRPfttCf £309 
24 Pm Dot Matrix, 240 x 240 dpi. 1207&CPS 

Merlin Express are Citizen 
Authorised Dealers.. 

FREE PRINTER 
STARTUP PACK 

With all Citizens except the 1200* 
you gel 2O0SMS Cant JU Paper. 

S Com-Envekppes. iQOCont 
Address Labels, t Printer Dnw 
Disk. ICiWe lOf Amiga FREE"1 

FREE WITH EVERT PRINTER (Marled 0 thus) Iran MERLIN EXPRESS 
_LEAD FROM YOl>R PRINTER TO YOUR MIHSA"’ 

MERLIN WORD PROCESSOR AND PRINTER SUNDRIES PACKAGE!!! 
ArOKlM Vtfr Nnlt) {MlAlHd ItHR 

akEHFM *111111111 Wort 1T_W "P, i MOT QUAUTT THICK 

Pm •** MrtnaifflrirtlGi f PKIUTFH out! COVHN 

A SBSHlETi 01 lid 5 PLATO W -V 1-UMVEMAi 7 PAflT 

W GSM MlCnd PtHUD FAN / PRTOTf R1TAHD ormC*Hmr 

fft.0 COHTIKUCUS PAPIR / -Jl 1-IPAAI MOHO RWCOU Pv)fVWfSM* 

£99 ,99 

COMMODORE A590 HARD DISK DRIVE 
20Mb Std unpopulated £279 

20Mb Populated Id 1Mb £329 
20Mb Populated io 2Mb £369 

COMMODORE 1011 3 S" 2nd DRIVE 
ForaiiAm^as 6001000/ £79,95 
15007000 860K Formated Capacity. 
Ho external pwi supply required 
CUM AHA 3 S' CAX 354 0MV£64 95 
Enable Dtsabie switch, Thtoughport. 
MERLIN 3.5* DISK DRIVE £59-95 
35* Second Disk Drive. [nabie/Disabte 
Switch, Shm Design,, 030K Formatted 
Capacity No external power supply is 
needed, Thfoughpon THIS IS ONE OF 

OJR BEST SELLERS 8 GREAT VALUE1 

COMMODORE 1352 MOUSE £39.95 
Commodores Own!!! 
NAKSHA MOUSE £29.95 
Amiga/ST switcbable. high resolution 

200dpi. no additional mouse drivers 
required, includes mouse holder and 

mouse mat. E A Discount voucher Ml 

COMMODORE A501 0.5Mb. £49 95 
OFFICIAL AMIGA RAM UPGRADE 
MIDI MASTER INTERFACE £29-95 
l Through Port. 1 In & 3 Out 
RENOAIE 8802 GENLOCK £189 95 
Semi protessipnat Genlock device. Now 
you can mix both video and computer 
sources. Ideal titling lo high standards. 

NAKSHA A500 HAND HELD SCANNER 
Coming soon1 LopkjOul for this one1!1 

GODS Trw 6r« » Mpt best’ Gr«k Gon turtc iqmtn’HjffiS3*ft) 
TQKI >m! Pwrcpni ArcaotGim 300 scfeens in twtBtoc EJrtbgntiyH1 (£24$9«rpi 
EYE OF THE BEHOLDER Dungwrv Mayer style game Grui gi*di»ics! (CSQBBrrM 
PGA GOLF TOUR On* o* ttw most rutirtc goh MmuUlflns nDtmfl1 (£25.SSnyi) 
TEENAGE MUTANT HERO TURTLES k Savourne with every younqsierl (t2S53rmi 
DUCK TALES Sptomt The Richest Ouck in me world m i giotMii mm1 (£25 sairn 
HOBOCOP II on the lUm ol Eha sanw name win thf sima idian11* 
FI 9 STEALTH FIGHTER tag* ih« resi THIS IS THE SlMULATORtl! 
HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION A GAMES IN ONE' Balnun fiatwcup 

> A ^ ^ GhOStbusters II. Indian* Jones 

fo Peri pul * i 
SERIOUS SOFTWARE ^ - rt « 
FUN SCHOOL 3 Chocne jtfm S t, ±T% v J A mi EaucAHUt Funl E24 »■; 
SUPERBASE PERSONAL 2 mores. mts env to aw & Ew*fHui oatad*'^1 
DISNE Y ANIM ATI ON STUD IO Outstanding jrMiutwn lor yeuf Amga £95 99rrp 
PHOTON PAINT ii p#wprog iff miimMrwu.<*fo*vm mssivp, 
PE N PAL ttofd proemof w>1h database EmiH-in and graphict handling 9jr ■ p 

(£25 53*rpj 
(EWSWrp- 
£Z999irpi 

CIS W 
E1I.N 
Cll 99 
£11,99 
£1199 
CIS 99 
Ctl 99 
£23 99 
£2319 

tlifl 
£29 « 
£81 m £29 99 £79 » 

CHECKOUT OUfl GREAT NEW 
CHRISTMAS PACKS. THEY'RE SO NEW 
WE HADN'T TIME TO INCLUDE FULL 

DETAILS ON THIS ADVERT!!! 
New Sorcerers Packs with even MORE software. 

New Lower Pricing, New A690 CO Amiga Drive 

(available soon). New STAR LC20. XB24. 200 & 

XB24/250 Printers. Nintendo and Sega Games 
Machines and lots d Special Offers to come!'! 

PHONE US FIRST AND FIND OUT A 
LOT MORE ABOUT OUR NEW OFFERS! 

ALL Marlin Prices include VAT @ 17.5% 

■ ■ ■■ ■ — 
Jail talMbaea ■■ r 24 Hour Qrlti Mat.. fan Acmt.hflife 
Sul. tr. atai t cliiirpiiiii arttr ana y«tr ra«aita«iatl latalla 
{rtllill "ill diiriiia HUM HUM tv I SadilT 
•a iiar tab alt} 

— ■ ■■■ ■ ■ ■ — 
(■an Maw avt latialthai ap tail FMEC la m til Hataiaai 
allrtnn Hartwata it daiptlthtJ *y oarlai larvlEt (a* la I5t|i 
at roil aw 1 NEXT WO If KING SAY aid ET 51 la attar iwd 
WONKlHIi DAYS Hd El Fair SPECIAL SATURDAY bELIVE Rt all 
|«|| El 1 iGinit art ntimaiff ttipaiettt nmt lay at attar, 
BMlail eiattriat dlitpflid at Iht lima) 

■KKEEji Ml 
Hlitfwin aitirlai Hally within || lay* ■HI *> tdEhaa|«l Ttf NEW 
AHtt JD din and utlhla 12 npalhi Iraa aarema Tiallt Will ba 
rad ill ti bv iht r »li Tin r mi»afaciaiart' itaair aiaal nd talarntJ 
la via hf saitlir. tatlwira iM aanH lltwt cirry lanital 

tallai ala 

huh 
Marlla IipraEi liallel ir* priatBiititlT a will attar ElwpiPf 
tai wa witcane eb»*b«h it tar irata taiitcliaa ca»ai«r vh> 
With It tick ap fatris Iran at WhT apl t>f *» * Visit, wa art 
alwifi piiiiat It Ifla pta will taar tatalilaa 

M Mil 
Marin art hiptv ta upaly «FP0 pat aiperl mirttH tar which VAT 
li aarntllp iaiantBlIa. Qallvary ctniai lira Nan UK rant aal, 
»t araaadt tarry UK wirraaHaa aaly. laahv Hitt an la ha 
ralaiaat It Marl la Ir TOt cailtaiar iM larttlHaiv elar|tt will 

■IflT 

Whiifi t.tiv a non n 'nil* ta tataia >ATarmauta it ihn i*T*n n 
correct, poa laotifl confrim Hf attari. gnett. aviHifrtiin 
tic anar to placing your ordir Wi anattvoir :* sappiy gotdi u 
ihtwt tad will CUdix changv utian meal* it at mada ntcatuiy fry 
our mgghifi ate As par aditnumg -i btoatd » Car in advance 
MtPlin tharaltra rcierve !hf nglll It a '*r prodacl IsaciTicafiOhi. 
wtihdraw arty Broduct/oflar,,jar'rn:i or update pneti land inn can te 
up Dll downi, wuhom prior nonet Hiriir gjauniaa n*yar To upply 
anything thai has bean pubjaci lo chinp« without you. tha cuitomir 
fating «n for mad gt and a grating lo that change Film ALWAYS 
ecmlrrm daull$ PRIOR iq placing your ordar 

E&OE 

miJHONJLs 06 01 

0 ■ D I i 
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A GAME OF DESTRUCTION, EVOLUTION AND POWER! 
Every new civilisation needs a God to oversee them, and this is your once in a lifetime 

opportunity to achieve supreme power and immortality. 

The arena is a vast glass orb at the top of the universe in which all 

new planets are conceived and nurtured and it is your task to steer your race 

through a fierce and bloody evolutionary war, to gain complete control of 

^ the planet. The game they play is a curious one, it is a game they call... 

IMAGE WORKS, IRWIN HOUSE, 118 SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON SE1 OSW TELEPHONE: 071 928 1454 FAX: 071 S83 3494 



SCREENPLAY 

M ah-Jong seems to he one of those 

OrientaJ games that everybody 

, knows about but nobody seems 

quite sure how 10 actually play. Nobody, that 

is, except a billion Chinese people. Shanghai 

is a sort of Mah-Jong, and Sarakon is basically 

a version of Shanghai, And the idea behind it 

is a simple one. 

Dozens of tiles, each with a little symbol 

on ii are piled up into stacks on the gridded 

board, Your job is to selcci pairs and remove 

them from the board (and to keep doing this 

until it is empty). Whai makes things a little 

more interesting is the rule where you can only 

select pairs that are either next to each other or 

that can be linked by straight lines with no 

mom than two right angles in them. It sounds 

a little bit complicated hui onee you have 

started playing then it soon becomes second 

At th* start sf lw«i two tht tiles are stacked 

ttire* high. Trying to whittle them down 

within the stringent tithe limit is a bitch. 

nature. 

There are two levels of difficulty. The easy 

level allows you to pair up tiles which are on 

different layers on the hoard and the hard 

level, en doesn't. Having said all that, neither 

level is that easy, and it's all made much 

harder by the addition of a really evil time 

limit. This gives you large amounts of panic 

and frustration as you try and clear the screen 

before it runs out, and it lakes what would 

have been a rather boring game of elimination 

and turns it into a game of quick thinking and 

good mouse control. 

Que sara, sara 
Every level has a different starting pattern of 

tiles and as you get further into the game many 

more tile designs are used. To break up the 

stressful levels there are bonus screens where 

all you do is amass lots of points by clicking 

on is many pairs as you can, as w ell as jokers. 

These arc tiles which flash and give you extra 

points if you can pair them off in time. As 

wriih the standard levels, the further apart the 

pairs you select, the more points you get. 

THe bfirtut screen. 

Every time you make 

m |»lrt »wtr»l mor* 

tiles appear. The 

Ida* (t to choose ai 

many pain (as far 

apart as possible) 

before your time 

runs out. So, even 

here you're realty up 

against the ciodi. 

Unfortunately the lime limits ( both on the nor¬ 

mal levels and the bonus wreens) seem to get 

exponentially harder so it’s virtually impossi¬ 

ble lo heat all 40 levels. In fact this is a real 

problem with the game: it gets too hard too 

quickly. So it isn't just the game's addictive- 

ness that keeps you playing, it's a 

bloody mindednes* because you can't 

progress beyond level 10. 

Sarakon is nicely programmed, however, 

with detailed stone-look tablets and a few 

inscrutable Oriental touches here and there. 

It’s as fast, smooth and idiot-proof as it needs 

to be and has a simplicity that you don't often 

see nowadays. 

The bottom line is how much you like 

cunning puzzle games, and whether you wish 

to spend a considerable amount on one which 

doesn't offer a massive amount of variety and 

which you can get hold of in other guises in 

the Public Domain, 

The choice is up to you, 

James Leach ^ 

Virgin ■ £24.99 

• Kasy lo learn and easy |u use. 

• itui very hard to heat, 

• Nicely programmed game without frills 

and paddmu. 

• But possibly tacking in sarieiy. 

O 

£ 

O' 
LU 
CD 
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SCREENPLAY 

Thk I* Castle K»«p, probably the most enjoyable scenario if only because there's lots of odd corners to hide behind 

and ambush people from. Even spf the limited vertical movement problem still makes the game a pain to play. In this 

particular combat the blue team will probably wlnr simply because they got there fastest with the mestest! 

Medieval 
Warriors 

Taking command of either the Red or 

Blue army, holh sides are composed 

of 12 individual foot soldiers, each 

taking turns until one side or the other is wiped 

out. Each warrior receives his orders through 

the mouse, and subsequently carries them out, 

hut you only gel a limited amount of time to 

give your orders which adds some pace! 

Rather than playing against the computer 

(which is an excellent opponent, even on the 

dumbest level) you can play against a friend, 

either on the same computer or through u 

modem/serial link. 

There are four different buttlefidds/see- 

nan ov for you to play on: King’s Bridge, 

Frontier Outpost. Village Wail and Castle 

Keep. They are composed of a sen small grid 

(22 by 15 squares) and each square can be 

occupied by a soldier, obstacle or a dead body. 

To help play the game, the map is always 

One of the best tactics It to line up a large group of your men, end 

when an enemy appears, everybody fires at him. Eliminating as many 

enemies quickly Is vital to winning 

on-screen. Humans cannot see out-of-sight 

enemies* while the all-seeing computer know s 

what's going on every where. 

Taking command 

in the forest scenario carefully use the map to aim up at an oppo¬ 

nent. only to have a tree get In your way. What sort of self 

respecting warrior takes aim in a rough general direction? 

Above the game panel is a magnified view of 

the battlefield. Movement is easy: dick on a 

soldier and his destination. A soldier might not 

make it though, because the terrain (hills, cans 

and tables) slows down movement. 

Each soldier can attack once per turn. 

There is an option to let each one attack* then 

move and attack again: this makes for a faster, 

nastier game. Four weapons are available: 

bow, knife, axe and sword. The first three arc 

missile weapons (they can be thrown some 

distance) and are in limited supply. The sword 

can only be used when adjacent to an enemy. 

Each soldier has their own name and 

speciality. For example, Bangor Hatchett (he 

This character, dttpllc having a stride of 

ttvtn square*, canndf mow sown squares 

vertically - because you cannot voluntarily 

scroll the screen to select your destination. 

Barbarian is a slow' moving, all-intone mean 

machine. Robin Locksley can move quickly 

and propel an arrow unusually far. but soon 

succumbs to repeated enemy attacks. Who is 

where and when is the difference between 

winning and losing. 

The method for forming an attack is 

erratic. First you click on a weapon, then you 

have to click on a direction (similar to a com¬ 

pass rose) and ihe weapon speeds off. 

Supposing that there’s an enemy in range and 

there are no obstacles, you'll hit him, 

The whole system is let down because 

you can't scroll the screen, make a player 

move off the view screen or check offscreen 

for obstacles blocking the line of sight. This 

makes long-range hiking up or down the screen 

impossible and long-range shooting a joke. 

Look 'n feel 
The graphics arc quite jolly, with animation 

sequences for movement, using a weapon, get¬ 

ting hit and dying. There Is also a small 

sword fight sequence, although whoever was 

attacked always loses. The sound, just com¬ 

posed of spot effects, fits the game nicely. 

The nature of the game makes it difficult 

for humans to play well and so the computer 

excels. Each weapon does the same damage 

(depending on who uses it) and each soldier 

has a certain number of hit points. The com¬ 

puter will happily leave a target for you to hit 

because it knows you can't kill it that turn, 

even if every av ailable soldier gangs up. 

The game isn’t random, which makes it a 

point-umTdick puzzle that is best played 

against a friend: Medieval Warriors is too sim¬ 

plistic. frustrating when you make a mistake 

and dull when you w ork out the correct tactics. 

Give me Laser Squad ever) time. 

Pat McDonald O 

Medieval Warriors 
Merit/Soundware ■ £25.99 

• The siew angle makes nxmng voliders 

somewhat tricky. 

• The armies are always the same. 

• Very easy to play, uiih a time limit for 

each turn In add some tension. 

• Not enough fun or variation. 

• Si hi Id have been much, bigger. 



SPECTRAVIDEQ UNIT 27 NORTHFIELO INDUSTRIAL ESTATE 
BFRFSFORO AVENUE WEMBLEY. HAD INU ENGLAND 

TELEPHONE 061 900 COM FACSIMILE 061 903 6625 
SALES HOTLINE: 

SWITCH 
JOYSTICK 

A^Moc 

/0ysr/CK 

The highly acclaimed Canadian joystick range, Gravis, which is 
now available in Britain, is the epitome of dass. 

The features are all very impressive but the real quality comes in 
the way the Gravis looks and how it responds to touch, in much 
the same way that the doors of an expensive car sort of dick shut 
and the engine purrs into life, leaving the impression of controlled 
but vdrt power;------—|--- 

GRAVIS JOYSTICK 

—* ^Position Tensicut Contruti-- I — |-- 

* Microswitcfi Fine-Buttons 

+ Independent Function Fire-Bui to its 

^ Foam-Padctvd Grip-p -j-j——4- 

Six-Foot CdnnecttJif Cable 

* Black ot Cl tar versions available 
* Models available: 

Analog versions for IBM PC and Compatibles; Apple 2 
Switch versions tor Arnica (L M and Atori si, Seftj; Nintendo 

ELIMINATOR GAME CARD 

* External Potentiometer Adjuster (operate up to 33 MHz J 

^-fncluaes “GnrvTe-Joy stkl OllbmUrn Dl^r--j-j  - 
* Dual Joystick Ports 

it- A vail able for IBM PC and Compatibles 

* P52 (MCA) version also dvaTTabTe 
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Is there anyone in the country who hasn't 

heard of Robin Hood? Folk hero, 

defender of the good and archer extraor¬ 

dinaire - a man not afraid to wear green tights 

and swash his buckle in public. By using 

Robin as the main person of a game the diffi¬ 

cult job of creating a central character that 

people like and can relate to* has already been 

done and (hopefully) more time can be spent 

on getting the gameplay right rather than just 

setting the scene. 

Despite the timing, this new game is noth¬ 

ing to do with the recent Hollywood epic 

Robin Hood - Prince of Thiefs (!}. This Robin 

owes more to the Harold Lloyd school of slap¬ 

stick than the Kevin Costner school or acting. 

I shot the Sheriff 
The scene is set by a short demo sequence 

showing Robin being thrown out of his own 

castle by the newlv-arrivcd Sheriff of 

Nottingham (the game takes more ihan a few 

liberties with the traditional stories of Robin 

Ho<xi). So there Robin sits* depressed and 

alone outside his own castle with only a sword 

and long-how for company. 

To win in the conventional sense of the 

word means gening the Sheriff out of the 

castle and to reassume your rightful place as. 

The prime winning position involves getting 

the castle* the girl and the adoration of the 

people. Achieving this is not too difficult, once 

you begin to understand the mechanics of the 

world and the motivation of the people, It docs 

owe a lot to being in the right place at the right 

time - let the wrong person hang and not only 

will the people turn against you, hut you could 

lose a valuable ally. 

However in this version of the folk tale, 

winning is only half the objective. Talking to 

people* following them and (occasionally) 

relieving them of their gold are a major pan of 

the game. The most enjoyable pan is the inter¬ 

action with the other characters and the 

exploration of the country side. 

Almost every person in the land has his or 

her own characteristics and lifestyle. So you 

can follow and interact with each character. 

Follow the poachers as they stalk, shoot* cook 

and eat the deer; watch the farmers sow the 

Although the plot 

UlktS * numbed of 

liberties with the 

legends of Robin 

Hood, Mine of the 

more mensora ble 

preserved. Who Is 

the tell stranger that 

refuses to let Our 

hero cross the 

Or Is be? 

Robin Hood fever is still 

gripping the nation. But 

in his latest incarnation 

on the Amiga, can our 

hero swash his buckle 

with the best? 

Robin 
Hood 

seed, hoc the land and harvest the grain us the 

year progresses. To get full enjoyment from 

the game you should take lime off from try ing 

to ‘win' and wander around the countryside: 

have a pint in the local pub; stay and watch the 

monks burying the dead (and the accompany¬ 

ing funeral service); even watch the village 

women bathing nude in the holy spring! 

The playing area is only eight screen 

pieces square* but because the characters are 

quite small, a lot of detail is packed into the 

playing area. There's a town complete with 

castle, a monastery and church, two outlying 

villages, a 'secret' hideaway island* a hermit* 

an archery range, a dragon's lair (complete 

with dragon), an inn and, of course, the gal¬ 

lows outside the castle gate. The characters arc 

small to the point of functionality and occa¬ 

sionally get lost in the landscape, Having said 

that the animation is pretty good and its easy 

to tell characters apart such as a fat, middle- 

aged monk from the rest of his brothers. 

Atmosphere is piled on by the excellent early 

music soundtrack by the inimitable Richard 

Joseph (of Mega La Mania, Cadaver and 

Magic Pockets fame). 

Unlike most advemure/exploration games* 

you don't actually control Robin all the lime* 

Or rather you do* but he is apt to have ideas of 

his own and wander off to do something else. 

This can be useful as he often seems to know' 

what's about to happen next before you do. Et 

Fin arrow 

Sword attack 

Run 

Give 

Habit for hiding? 

Th§ empty space* 

bore fill with spe¬ 

cial weapons as 

you earn them. W* 

won't toll you what 

they are as finding 

thorn Is all part of 

the fun and games. 

Crystal for saving? 

View statistics 

To regain his ancestral seat and title, Robin must devote time building up relationships with 

the other characters* Fortunately this does have its compensations. Unfortunately this Is the 

15th Century and the nearest Jar of Gold Blend is 400 years away--, 



/Jn SCREENPLAY 

you, he will give you a monk's habit which is 

an excellent way of wandering around Ihe 

town without attracting undue attentions from 

the guards. I'm not going to tell you what they 

all are a* half the fun is the acquisition of new 

objects* but if you look for unusual happen¬ 

ings and talk to everyone, you should do well. 

Hollyweird Hijinks 
Robin Hood is fun — an enjoyable legend- 

assisted romp through the Greenwood with as 

motley a cast of supporting players as you 

would find in many a Hollywood matinee 

Unlike most adventure games, you don't 

actually control Robin. Or rather you do, 

but he's apt to have ideas of his own. 

A map of the whole 

playing am with 

the current positions 

of all the other char¬ 

acters marked On it. 

When Robin starts 

Ilfs quest tfcfs view 

Is not available to 

hi«n. But with luck 

and Judgement 

things may became 

tryst** clear,.. 

Mot much chance of probation foe Robin - 

the Sheriff has his own ideas about what 

cannot control what he says, ask him to fight, 

but not influence the outcome once Robin has 

thrown himself into the fray. 

Along the way. it is possible for Robin to 

acquire new objects and skills by doing certain 

things at the right lime. All are useful and 

some almost indispensable in ihe fight against 

the Sheriff and his men. Some are easy to 

acquire, others involve an incredibly cryptic 

series of actions. For example if you manage 

to persuade a certain portly friar into joining 

movie. Despite the richness of ganieptay, it 

falls short of being a classic game. Millennium 

have spent time developing this new style of 

game and, unfortunately the plot doesn’t have 

a depth and complexity equal to the game sys¬ 

tem. Determined players will *winT in two or 

three weeks of determined play, although there 

are enough options and incidents to keep curi¬ 

ous players interested for a while after that. 

Millennium are rumoured to be planning 

more games based on the same * game 

contributes a suspended sentence ., 

can be a pain in the butt when you've carefully 

positioned him 1o intercept somebody and he 

wanders off in the wrong direction. In addilion 

to suggesting a direction lor Robin to walk, 

there are a number of other other actions you 

can ask our hero to perform. 

But not the Deputy 
Shooting his bow, drawing his sword and 

attacking another character, robbing, giving 

and speaking are all part of Robin's repertoire. 

You suggest Robin to do these things, because 

in many ways our hero has a life of his owrn. 

You can ask him to talk to somebody, but you 

Setting the scene in style 
Robin Hood uses a variety of graphic ihteHudes to id the scene and illustrate the plot. 

Some of them herald good news, others not h good, but All are strong on atmosphere. 

One of the game s 

greet strengths Is 

the feeling ft gives 

their lives regard¬ 

less Of Robin s 

actions. Take time 

out to watch a 

funeral and you arc 

treated to the whole 

service, complete 
with a preacher that 

heaps forgetting his 

As the seasons change so does the look of 

the Greenwood. Blossom appears In 5pring 

and In Winter there's, er, lots of snow. 

engine'. Now that the system has been devel¬ 

oped and there's more time to be spent on the 

plot line we should look forward to seeing a 

range of games with real depth and gameplay 

that are as successful and popular as 

Incentive's Freescape system, 

Paul Lyons *5 

Robin Hood 
Millennium ■ £25.99 

• Interesting and highh plajahte new 

perspective on ihe adventure genre. 

• Exploring the atmospheric world is just as 

much fun as playing to win. 

• Excellent Early Music soundtrack. 

• Diameters are a hit small and lend to get 

lost in the landscape. 

• Plot line could do with a little more com- 

plexilx and toughness. 
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SPOUTRO 

This is the bit where Unde Spoutro gets together all those games we never had room for in 

the other bit, because they came in too late, weren't good enough to merit a page or... 

Spoutrottt 
International 
Championship 
AthletiCS Haw k £25.99 

16 events are yours to try in the classic "Summer Games** style, A mixture of waggling and touch 

play, you have the chance to compete against a world class field in LOOm, 200m, 400m, 110m 

Hurdles, 400m Hurdles, 800m. 1500m, 5000m, Steeplechase, High Jump, Long Jump, Triple 

Jump, Pole Vault, Discuss, Javelin and Shot. You cycle through the events, competing in each, 

racking up medals for your country as you go. In between events a mutant announcer and 

strangely similar crow d cheer your success or failure. 

Good waggling games are fun when played in a group, but average ones played alone are 

dull. International Athletics falls into the distinctly dull camp, w ith average pics and some strange 

controls. The long-distance races are particularly confusing and henceforth hard to win. 

Magical History Score 

This Month's Scores 
Cruise for a Corpse US Gold 90^ 

Magic Pockets Renegade 85% 

Robin Hood 

The Big Deal 

Grandstand 

Kid Gloves 

Sorcerer 

tost Drive II 

Cloud Kingdoms 

Deadline 

Cricket 

Nebutus 2 
Blade Warrior 

Robin Smith's Cricket 

Rise of the Dragon 

Gauntlet 3 

Executioner 

Rodland 

Sarakott 

Medieval Warriors 

Millennium 80% 

Accolade 09% 

Domark 69% 

GBH 61% 

infocom 60% 

Accolade 58% 

GBH 56% 

Infocom 42% 

Soundwarc 30% 

21st Century 63% 

Image Works 74% 

D&H 35% 

Sierra On Line 86% 

US Gold 63% 

Hawk 40% 

Siorm 88% 

Virgin 60% 

Soundware 53% 
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Cloud Kingdoms 
GBH £7.99 "te 

A mad-eyed hall has to try 

and negotiate a series of 

mazes that hang in space. The 

search is for jewrcls and keys, 

plus an assortment of bonuses 

and bad guys. This is a solid 

looking game but Cloud 

Kingdoms proves to be 

annoying with a strangely 

remote joystick response, 

which makes a tough design 

harder to play than it really 

should be. 

Last Month's Scores 
Mega-lo*Mania Image Works 91% 

Jimmy White's Snooker Virgin 91% 
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The Simpsons Ocean 81% 

™E SIWPSOHS 

Thunderhawk Core Design 90% 

Llamatron Llamasofl 89% 

Hero Quest Data Disk Gremlin 85% 

Stack Up Zeppelin 80% 

Battle Chess 2 Electronic Arts 76% 

Atom i no Psy gnosis 72% 

Frenetic Core Design 67% 

Navy Seals Ocean 65% 

Sliders Palace 60% 

Cardinal of the Kremlin Accolade 59% 

Swap Palace 59% 

Billards 11 Simulator Infogfimes 58% 

Arcade Trivia Quiz Zeppelin 57% 

Striker Manager D&H 53% 

Aramiyte Thalamus 51% 

Challenge Golf On Line 45% 

Two Years Ago 
Laser Squad Blade 93% 

Power drift Activision 92% 

Batman the Movie Ocean 90% 

Pro Tennis Tour UBI Soft 87% 

Tintin on the Moon Infogrames 83% 

Quest for the Time Bird Infogramcs 82% 

APB Dorn ark 81% 

Bloodwhych Image Works 79% 

Xenophobe Micro Style 76% 

Hillsfar US Gold" 72% 

Quartz Firebird 68% 

Dragon Spirit Domark 67% 

Lancaster Actual Screenshots 61% 

Legend of Djel Coklcl Vision 59% 

Legend CRL 52% 

Mr Heli Firebird 52% 

Slayer Hcw'son 43% 

Altered Beast Activision 33% 

Predator Activision 22% 

Games Summer Edition Epyx 61% 

Kid Gloves 
GBH £7.99 

A platform game with quite a surprising repu¬ 

tation under its belt and it's u screen* by-screen 

scroller. Try to solve all the puzzles on one 

screen before transferring onlo the next. Neal 

puzzles and light joystick control should make 

ii jolly, but the graphics unfortunaicty let the 

side down. Hal and uninspired it just doesn't 

look appealing. Although it plays well it lacks 

that real hook: Kid Gbves is big enough to 

Iasi but may not have the entertainment legs 

for the course. 

The Big Deal 
Accolade £29.99 

This compilation brings together Chessrnaster 

2000, Cribbage King - Gin King and Trump 

Castle, The chess is played well and offers a 

wide variety of options, but insists on using 

the "say" driver for speech. The Kings bring 

the subtlety of cards to the fore in two classic 

game-forms, but are presented with no life. 

Trump Castle is a casino simulator which 

suffers the logical limitation lhai you can't 

actually win anything. All appear staid but 

play their respective games well. 

Cricket 
Soundware £25.99 

Not so much world class cricket, more a minor 

counties second team training match. Just 

select the angle and power of your shot/bowl 

and sit back. The jittery animation is laughable 

and blank screens arc used with alarming fre¬ 

quency. Soundw isc the game's backed by what 

sounds like Danh Vadcr working at a sonar 

screen. Even the Richie Benaude samples 

can't save it. Jason Hales, you were right! 

Deadline 
[ n U ico mi VI ustert run ic £9.99 

From the vaults of Virgin comes one the early 

Infocom outings, telling the tale of a detective 

who must solve a murder case in twelve hours. 

This Deadline anchors the game, as you wan¬ 

der around one of Infocom's less exciting 

worlds. The ordinary nature of the surround¬ 

ings, if not the case. donT fire the imagination 

- a vital factor in any leal based adventure. 

Feels tired and obviously looks terrible. 

Test Drive 2 - 
The Collection 
Accolade £29.99 

This should be hot rodders dream uniting four 

supplementary disks and the original program. 

You are offered the chance to drive sport scars, 

supercars and muscle cars over the original 

course with California and Europe thrown in 

for good measure. All are presented slickly, 

with good graphics and good engine sounds, 

Yet the feel of speed just isn't there, 200mph 

feds more like a conservative 40! 
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Sorcerer 
1 n ft K-oni \ last e rt roni c £9.99 

Pari two of the Enchanter series* ibis game 

uses the Zorkian magical mythos and is well 

suited to the rather bland text-only world. The 

images that are offered are drawn from the 

dark comers, dank dungeons and deadly w orld 

of magic. Your mission is to uncover the 

sordid trail of the murderers of your guild, 

using only your imagination. The Sorcerer 

is really rather well set up. it manages 

to give you real fright right ai the start of 

ihe adventure. 



Ultima M 
'Che false prophet 

AT LAST! 

The Ultimo iaga continues on 

the Amiga and Atari ST 

Available soon, priced 
£30,99. 

Over ONE MILLION Ultima 

adventurers world*wide can't 

be wrongI 

for all the latest product 
information call 

0898 234214Xalls charged 

For your local dealer, contact: Mindscape International Ltd, 

The Coach House, Hooklands Estate, Scaynes Hill,, West Sussex RH1 7 7NC. 
Tel: 0444 831 761 

MINDSCAPE 
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THE AMIGA FULL 
PRICE CHART 

1(2) ▲ Manchester United Europe 

Krkalis £25.99 80% 

2(5) ▲ PGA Tour Golf 

Electronic Arts £25.99 FG90% 

3(3) m Monkey Island 

I S (told £29.99 FG92% 

4(1) V F-1S Strike Eagle II 

Micro Prose £29.99 FC90% 

5(4) ▼ Eye of the Beholder 

US Gold £30.99 FG92% 

«■> N«« Rainbow Collection 

Ocean £29,99 Compilation 

7(6) ▼ Lemmings 

Psy gnosis £25.55 FG92% ! 

8(13) A Armour-Ceddon 

P> sgnosis £25.99 85% 

9(11) A Toki 

Ocean £24.99 78% 

10(10) m Gods 

Renegade £25.53 FG90% 

11(14) A Life and Death 

Mindscape £25.53 70% 

12(7) ▼ Hero Quest 

Gremlin £25,99 85% 

13(9) ▼ Switchblade 2 

Gremlin £25.99 70% 

14(8) ▼ Kick Off - Winning Tactics 

Anco £12,99 Sec Below 

15(16) A Chuck Rock 

Core Design £25.54 80% 

16(12) ▼ Railroad Tycoon 

MicroPro**1 £34,99 FG92% 

17() New European Superleague 

CDS £24,99 74% 

18(20) ▲ Supercars 2 

Gremlin £19.99 80% 

19(-) New Final Whistle 

Anco £12.99 See Below 

20() New Zak McKraken 

US Gold £24.95 See Below 

21H New Power Up 

Ocean £29.99 Compilation 

22(15) ▼ Speedball 2 

Image Works £24.99 FG94% 

23(.) New Battle Chess 2 

Electronic Arts £24.99 76% 

24() New Secret of the Silver Blades 

US Gold £29.99 See Below 

25(28) ▲ Spirit of Excailbur 

Virgin £29.99 62% 

26() New Centurion 

Electronic Arts £25.99 79% 

27(24) ▼ ID Construction Kit 

Domurk £49,99 91% 

28(25) ▼ Sim City/Populous 

In .fog rallies £29,99 Com pi La t ion 

»(-) New Predator 2 

Image Works £25,99 81% 

30(17) ▼ Cricket 

Sou nd w are 1 n (e r nut Iona 1 £25,99 30% 

Pwrt wvpIW bf Whnp LH I HM Mropaw lottwan Puhltahtn M—Ml 

New Superleague! 
With the footie season up and running it's 

interesting to note that Manchester United 

Europe has stormed straight into the top spot. 

An obviously well chosen licence that is 

backed-up by strong soeccr/managemem sim. 

It seems lhal now that soccer is back, peeps 

prefer real teams to play because the mighty 

Kick Off 2 has slipped out of the survey. 

Rainbow Bobble Story 
Is this simply the best compilation ever? 

Rainbow Islands, New Zealand Story and 

Bubble Bobbie team up for a massively 

playable three-set arcade masterpiece, Il*s 

obvious that there have been hordes waiting 

for the arrival of package. They may be old, 

there may only be three in the pack, but ihcy 

are some of the best arcade conversions ever 

made. Well played Bub, Gob and that 

Kiwi-type thing. 

Sequel Equals 
Eight Sequels! Yes, there's no less than eight 

second-time arounders doing the rounds in the 

chart this month, Manchester Untied Europe, 

Predator 2. F-/5 2, Switchblade 2. Kick Off- 

Winning Tactics. Final Whistle. Supercars 2 

and Battkchess 2 all have managed to make 

the Top 30 grade. Why is this? Have we all 

become Hollywood movie moguls or some¬ 

thing? Or maybe it is just because they all take 

good original games that Little bit further. 

BUDGET CHART 
KD Full Contact 

Team 17 £9.99 

at-) TV Sports Football 

Mirror Image £9.99 

3(5) Fantasy World Dizzy 

Code Musters £6.99 

4() Pro Boxing 

Code Masters £7.99 

5(3) Lombard RAC Rally 

Hit Squad £7.99 

6(3) Xenon 2 

Mirror Image £9.99 

7(4) North and South 

Action 16 £7.99 

8(10) Little Puff 

Code Masters £7,99 

*■) Ninja Rabbits 

Micro Value £6.99 

10(6) Defender of the Crown 

Mirror Image £9.99 | 

BELOW 
It's apology time again! Where we explain 

why certain games in the chart haven t actu¬ 

ally got any scores. Well Zak McKraken. he 

was before our lime, As for the Kick Off 

Supplement disks, well we just never cov¬ 

ered ihem. (Ooops!) but they are for Kick 

Off so what more in formal ions needed? 
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This game's a doddle. Even for the »nexpenenced player. 

Simply track down the thousands of computer games 

equipment bargains at the Christmas Computer Shopper 

Show at Wembley. 

Select transport option: trem (SR Wembley Central) 

tube (Wembley Pork: Jubilee and Metropolian lines) bus or 

car (ample parking). 

Arrive at the newly extended Wembley Exhibition Centre 

between 10.00 hours end 10,00 hours during the period: 

Thursday Sth December to Sunday 0th December. 

Once inside you'll find yourself in a maze of over EOO 

stands brimming with bargains. 

1^- Now the real task begins: net more then you could ever 

dream of for your money, 

^- Sonus points: buy your tickets today and save money 

(up to £5.00) on the admission price and get a time bonus 

(beat the queues). 

Ypu can't lose, but good luck anyway. 

F lease send me: — Adult tickets at £A.50 (save £1 .SO) Under 1 6'b tickets Bt €3 00 ^s^^ve £1 Q 
. Fon-Mly tickets et £13.00 (save £5,00). edmits up to P adults and 2 children 

I would Ike to pay by (please tick): Q Cheque made payable to BLENHEIM PEL Visa 

□ Access Q Amex Q Diners 

Card no.,_Expiry data____ Signature_ - 

Postcode 

Please return your completed order and full payment to The Chnatmaa Computer Shopper 
Show, BLENHEIM PEL. PO Box 2. EifesmHre Port. South Wimal. LBS 3EA. Closing date for ticket m 

application 29tb November 1 991 . AF/lfl 5-8 DECEMBER WEMBlEV 
EXHIBITION CENTRE 

SPONSORED BY COMPUTER SHOPPER MAGAZINE 



SAMPLERS & SEQUENCERS EXPLAINED 
SAMPLE 
A sound ihri has bean bated ml a a computer, ate is represented by numbers {digital! rather than noises i,analogue} 

SAMPLER 
Usually a smafi caflndga [hat allows you to lake sounds from a mcroptena (with amptfbaton). tape. CO otc and record (dgoze) 
them mto your computers memory. Once n the memory a sample (sound! can be changed using the tampfrng software 

SAMPLING SOFTWARE 
Mows you to iter sautes mat have been agrtned by the SAMPLER Normal funefcons with sampling ndute loading ate 
saving t sample to dak altering toe sample by cuffing speedng up/dcwn. lading wvqut. joeing to other samples ate much much 

SEQUENCER 
A sequencer atows you to' take samples ate play them back in an order (sequence) that you determine, For example. i you sampled 
a piano tele, a sequencer would alow you to play thai note back al different pitches- and in a sequence you decde Your one 
note bated into a sequencer can become a completo piece of pano munc 

J A-MAS- j 
^3li-_____- 

THE ADVANCED JV^IOl AMIGA SAMPLER 

aLMLjgmim separsie MIDI control panel allows uWisaban of 
-T ■ the bud r interface wrfh \rv posstukty hi p ay 

back jp to lOMr different tarrptos pXdi stuffed 
on your MIDI keyboard Don't tfwk ama$ *a icy efthe^ <vr pnoe pokey tengs 
hgh quatty products to you af wnttrie prices Used by amateurs and 

Cartridge, software & manual £99.95 

Our mono sampler is low in price but 
high in features Our stylish car¬ 
tridge lor direct connection to your 
parallel port!!” ha* a built-in mow 
audio in sock el suitable for input 
from the headphone socket on your 
Walkman, cassette or CD player 
Full feature editing software includes 
cut. paste, fading, fillers, scope, 
graphic equaliser etc. and MASTER 
SOUND even has U s own built-in 
mini sequencer for real jime record¬ 
ing of your own music sequences. 
■AMIGA FORMAT" maga/ine sand "It 
produced some of the best Quality 
samples I have ever heard* if you 
are looking for a tow coal sampler 
that’s packed full of features then 
look no further 

Our low cost MIDI INTERFACE 
provides the easiest way of 
hooking up your Amiga to a Midi 
Music Keyboard. Complete with 
cables that just plug straight Into 
your IWOUT midi ports and a 
disk of Public Do-mam iwd> 
software 

Cartridge, software & 
manual £39.95 Midi Interface £24,95 

TO ORDER: SIMPLY PHONE 0726 68020 WITH YOUR CREDIT CARD NUMBER OR POST YOUR CHEQUE/POSTAL ORDERl 
OR CREDIT CARD NUMBER TO: MICRODEAL LTD P.O. BOX 68 ST AUSTELL CORNWALL PL25 4YB. I 
mauc PLEASE SEND ME QTY p*<ce each TOTAL 

AMAS 
MASTER SOUND 
QUARTET 
MIDI INTERFACE 
POST & PACKING .... ....POSTCODE.. 

n 31 JLI CREDIT CARD NO, 
ALL PRODUCTS FOR THE AMIGA EXPIRY DATE. 

GRAND TOTAL 
ENCLOSED 

0UARTE.T 
The soptosbeated sequencer a*ow* you to lake samples and sequence item 
nto muse imagine jm samples as a bate *uh QUARTET as the conductor 
kw bate a composed of T6 ns&uwt* of rrtucft 4 can play at any one kme 
QUARTET comes «ffh 100 nstoimcnts 
ate sounds tor n pw gun 
utfn|MjrtQnt ate lirfie sounds can be 
adted usng AMAS MASTER SCMC or 
most offer quality samplers Music can be 
input from the Amiga keyboard by 
mouse or if you have a synthesiser 
keyboard mbi a mdi out socket by playing 
on ihe keyboard Control of samptes 
includes Tempo. Volume. Pitch together 
teff a built-in editor tor charting samples 
aalhout tubng QUARTET Who knows you 
coukd ew*y te tommerows 'Adomakf or 
■Moiah' with Ums highly aodamwd AETE.T 

Software & manual £49.95 



YOU GET A GOOD DEAL MORE WITH 
BRITAIN'S 

BEST-SELLING 

AMIGA GAMES 
magazine1. 

MORE REVIEWS 

AMIGA POWER 
devotes more space to 

more game reviews 
than any other 

magazine! 
Every month we 

review well over 40 
new full price, budget 

and PD releases - 
many in massive three 

(or even four) page 
reviews like this one! 

What we don't tell you 
about a game isn't 

worth knowing. 

And that's not all! 
Who could forget The 
Bottom Line - AMIGA 
POWER’S constantly 

updated review of the 
past year's games? 

In fact, all in all we rate 
over 300 pieces of 

(ahem) leisure 
computer software’ 

every issue! 

™ - 

bSSmw- 

MORE TIPS 

AMIGA POWER consistently carries more pages packed with 
tips than any other Amiga mag - or any other computer mag 
of any sort for that matter. If you really want to know how to 
beat a game, your best chance of finding out is right here. 

The AMIGA POWER disk - it's 
MORE EVERYTHING! 

quite simply the best in the 
business, packed to its sexy blue 
corners with great game demos 
and the pick of Amiga PD. And 
best of all? It’s yours with every 
issue Of AMIGA POWER. 

And don’t forget our news pages - quite simply the best in the 
business - or our exhaustive game previews or revealing 
interviews with top creators either. If it’s happening in Amiga 
gaming, it’s happening in AMIGA POWER. A 

If you’re into Amiga 
games you should b 
into AMIGA POWER 

0 

///flfe 



Where can you buy the 
Amiga and ST Games you have 

always dreamt of . . . 

AT DISCOUNT PRICES? 
SURREY 

The Games Room 

Unit 1 5, Inshops, 

Epsom Market Hall, 

High Street, Epsom, 

Surrey KTI9 8TX 

Tel: 0372 74465 

Tue-Sat 9am - 5.30pm 

TITLES STOCKED 

INCLUDE; 

Manchester United Europe, 

FI 5 Strike Eagle 2, 

Monkey Island, Hero Quest, 

Pro Tennis Tour 2, Lemmings, 

Eye of the Beholder, 

Thunder Hawk, Gods, 

Virtual Worlds, PGA Tour Golf, 

Mercs, RBI 2, 

Cruise for a Corpse, 

and many, many more. 

ESSEX 
Thatz Entertainment 

Unit 33, 

Romford Shopping Hall, 

Market Place, 

Romford RM1 3AB 

Tel: 0708 744338 

Mon-Sat 9am - 5 pm 
1/2 day Thur. 

WEST LONDON 
Computer Games 

309 Goldhawk Road, 

London WT 2 8EZ 

Tel: 081 741 9050 

Mon-Sat 10am - 8pm 
(nearest tube: Stamford Brook) 

ESSEX 
Thatz Entertainment 

Unit 619, Pavillion Building, 

Lakeside Shopping Centre, 

West Thurrock, Grays. 

Tel: 0708 890800 

Mon-Sat 9.30am - 8pm 

EAST LONDON CAMBS/EAST ANGLIA ESSEX 
Computer Shopping World M.VL. Video Screen Computer Games 

259 High Street, White Hart Buildings, 205 St. Marys Lane,, 
Walthamstow, Nene Parade, March, Up minster. 

London El7 7BL North Cambs PE 15 8PH Essex RM14 3BU 

Tel: 081 503 6633 Tel: 0354 56433 Tel: 0708 640500 

Mon-Sat 9am - 5pm Mon-Sat 9am - 1 Opm Mon-Sat 1 Oam - 6pm 

Call or Visit those Local Retailers Now! 
A FURTHER £1 Discount on Amiga and ST 

Games and Peripherals for all personal callers 
who bring a copy of this advertisement 

(Offer lasts until 30th September 1991) 



0 MONITOR MADNESS 

Win a fabulous (and hugely expensive) 
day trip to nowhere on the flight deck of 
Europe^ most advanced flight simulator, 
as well as a Philips CM8833 monitor and 

a copy of F-19 Stealth Fighter... 
THE LOW-DOWN 
Philips, big cookies in the Anii^a monitor world, are 

celebrating the release of a new bundle which 

combines their excellent CM8833/11 monitor with 

Micro Prose's masterful flight simulator F-19 Stealth 

Fighter. We reckon thafs a cracking little combination 

of sound, graphics and realism: hut an even better 

combination awaits our competition winner. 

Some lucky person will not only win a superb 

monitor-and-game pack, but also a wonderful day out 

to have a go on one of the country 's most expensive 

and advanced flight simulators, the Britannia Airways 

Boeing 737 simulator This piece of electronic 

wizardry is used almost constantly to train pilots, so 

it's an almost unique chance for a member of the 

public to have a go at it. Even an hour on the flight sim 

costs a small fortune, and that's what you'll get? 

The winner will be whisked on an all-expenses- 

paid day out to fly the simulator as well as having the 

monitor and game to remember the day by, but that's 

not where it ends. Five runners-up will also receive a 

copy of the Format Gold flight sim. too! 

Don't delay - enter today! 

THE QUESTIONS 

i Who flew the first aeroplane? 

a The Wright brothers, 

b The Wong sisters, 

c Arthur Blenkinsop. 

Who made the first television? 

a Manfred MUtwochs. 

h John Logie Baird, 

c Yogie bear. 

The tiebreaker, this one. Name a group or 

hand (or "combo*, I suppose -Ed) that has an 

aeroplane in the name... 

THE WAT TO WIN 
All you have to do to get your chance at winning this 

fabulous 11 igbt-simuting day out is write down the 

answers to the three easy questions we just asked you 

on the hack of a stuck-down envelope or a postcard 

along with your name, address and - don't forget this! 

- your telephone number. Then stick a stamp on it and 

whack it in the post to Philips Phliers Compo, 

Amiga Format, 29 Monmouth Street. Bath BA l 2DL. 

All entries must reach us by October 18. 

THE RULES 
Employees of Future Publishing and Philips or their 

agents are not allowed to enter. The judges* decision is 

final and no correspondence will be entered into. No 

cash or other alternative to pri/cs will be offered. 

...and there's 5 copies of 
F-19 for runners-up, too! 
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New Showroom 
232 Tottenham Court Road 

London W1 

O N D 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD 

1Mb PacK ,Mb 
COMMODORE 

CARTOON CLASSIC PACK 

AMIGA 500 + 
Lemmings, Captain Planes 

Ban Sampson. Deluxe Paint 111 
+ RAM board 

ONLY £345.00 
Extras 10 Games 

Man United. Total! Recall. Speed Bail IS, 
Xenon II. Tntnapi Mutant Ninja Turtles, 

Final BaWft. Stunt Car Racer, Golden A*e, 
Cadaver. Super Off Road Racer, joystick, 

mouse, mousemai. dusioover, 
ten spare drshs + bo* 

ONLY £399.00 INC VAT 
WITH 

8833 MK U Colour Manlier 

only £569.00 

1Mb PacK 1Mb 
CLASS 

OF 
90 S PACK 

Everything you need for 
Art + Design + Word Processing 

AMIGA 500 + 
AMIGA LOGO. INFOFILE. LETSPELL, 

MUSIC MOUSE. CBM EMULATOR, 
DELUXE PAINT II. D501 1/2 Meg 

upgrade. Mouse Mat + 10 free disks 

ONLY £459.00 inc vat 

1Mb PAbK 1Mb 

AMIGA 500 MEGA PACK 
INCORPORATING 

AMIGA 500 + 
' 5t2K RAM * Three Manuals 
* 1 Mb Disk Drive • Operating System 
* 4096 Colours * Bulli m Speech 
■ Mou$e # T V. Modulator 
■ Extra 512* RAM Clock 

only £339.00 

WITH 

8833 MK II Colour Monitor 
ONLY £549.00 

—TP— 
PacK 
THE BEST OF 

PUBLIC 
DOMAIN 

THE 24 CARAT 
DIAMOND P.D, PACK 

AMIGA 500 + 

The best 24 Tiles available 
tn RD. software including 

Shill games. Fanlasy games, 
Word Processing Amazing Graphic Demos, 

and Electrifying Art PacK + many more 
too numerous lo mention 

only £325.00 

new PacK new 
AMIGA 500 SpeedBall PACK 

INCORPORATING 
■ &12K RAM ■ Three Manuals 
■ iMb DisK Drive * Operating System 
' 4096 Colours * Builhin Speech 
■ Mouse Synthesis 
• T V Moduialor 

'MEGA PACK ■ 
Speed Ball li. Toialt Recall..Man United 
Xenon II, Teenage Mutant htan*a Turtles, 

Final Battle, Stunt C«J Race*. Gokten Axe, 
Cadaver, Super Oftfloaa Racar 

only £349.00 
WJTH 

8833 MK II Colour Monitor 

ONLYE549.00 

Pack 
ONLY WHILE STOCKS LAST 

AMIGA 500 AXE PACK 
incorporating 

■ S12K RAM ' Three Manuals 
■ 1Mb Dish Drive * Operating Syslem 
■ 409€ Colours ' Built-in Speech 
■ Mouse Synthesis 
‘ T V Modulator 

M0GAMES* 

Golden Axe. Hard Drivin . Phobia, 
Saint & Greavsie, Silk Worm, 
Datastorm.Cooiinental Circus, 

Turrican. Nmja Warriors 
Emotion 

only £349.00 
WITH 

8833 MK II Colour Monitor 

ONLY £549.00 

T3ob ajventxrre$ of MM0Ara 
powN-fowu... in TbT'fl&MHAM COURT 
ftOAp, LONPOM \MI... 

LfteNevI AiToRB i-ooie* (tANTA*Tic. 
^O^jY po^l fpfru SO^SCAR&t^ 

... rTS NO WONDPR Wrth PRof&SSOR 
PRtce‘5 PRICE G»UN -TRAIN&CiON 

NEXT moa/Tu: ReveN&e of r»e soxshiet bandits.'.' 

BUT Hl&H ABOV& 

o 
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Diamond Retail Outlets Around The United Kingdom 

• Dorset 
0 0202 71622S 
• Bristol 
0 0272 522044 
• Manchester 
0 061 257 3999 
• Warks 
t 0962 312155 

• Southampton 
0 0703 232777 
• Romford 
0 081 597 8851 
• Edinburgh 
0 031 554 3557 
• Central London 
0 071 580 4355 

No. 1 

FOR 

Export Hotline Bristol 
0272 522044 

Richard Brown 

REMEMBER, 
AT DIAMOND YOU HAVE A CHOICE 

Authorised full service centre at our Bristol Office, 
now offering same day repairs. Contact Keith our 

service manager tor details Bristol 0272 522044 

new PacK new 
AMIGA 500 SKILL PACK 

INCORPORATING 
AMIGA 500 + 

‘ Disk Storage- Box 
* 1M.D Disk Drive 
■ 4096 Colours 
■ Mouse 
* T.V. Modulator 
* Oust Cover 
* 10 3 5" Disks 

* Three Manuals 
* Operating System 
* Built in Speech 

Symhesis 
* EXTRA Sl2fc RAM 
* MouSf? Mai 
* Dpaint U 

-DIAMOND MEGA 10 GAMES* 
Man United. Total! Rec* '. Speed Bafl It, 
Xenon II. Teenage Mutant Nmja Turlies 

Final Battle. Slum C<r Racer, Golden Axe. 
Cadaver. Super Off Road Racer + Joystick 

only £369.00 
WITH 

8833 MK II Colour Monitor 

ONLY £579.00 

PIN PAC K the 
QUALITY AM|GA 500 ULTIMATE 
COLOUR PACK 

PLUS HOME OFFICE 
The ultimate word processor/DTP pack 

• Integrated Wordprocessor 
‘ DTP 
• Spreadsheet 
• Database 

PLUS 
24 pin SWIFT 24 colour printer 

Including colour kit 
PLUS 

512K RAM Board 
Philips 8832 Mk II Monitor 

£899.00 

PacK 
AMIGA 500 NINJA PACK 

INCORPORATING 
AMIGA 500 + 

' D«sk Storage Box 
* TM&DiSkDrivf? 
* 4096 Colour* 
* Mouse 
* TV. Modulator 
* Dust Cover 
‘ 10 3.5" Disks 

Three Manuals 
Operating System 
Built-in speech 
Synthesis 
EXTRA 512k RAM 
Mouse Mat 
□paint (I 

* DIAMOND MEGA 10 GAMES' 
Gotten Axe, Hard Dnwn . Phobia. North A South 

Silk Worm, Datatfomi. Continental Circus. 
Tumor*. Emotion, Ninja Wftrnors + Joystick 

only £369.00 
WITH 

8833 MK II Colour Monitor 

ONLY £579.00 

\\ I /jT 

PacK 
A590 

20Mb Hard Disk with 2Mb RAM 

* 20 FREE 3 1/2" disks 
* 80 Disk Capacity, Disk Box 

ONLY £339.50 

A590 20Mb Hard Disk 

0Mb RAM £279.00 512K RAM £299.00 
1Mb RAM £319.00 2Mb RAM £339.00 

IVS TRUMPCARD 

D590 40Mb Hard Disk 
0Mb RAM £399.00 2Mb RAM £499.00 
4Mb RAM £622.00 6Mb RAM £739.00 

8Mb RAM £939.00 

9 q ' 1/ Word 
PIN r AO IN. Processor 

QUALITY . . „„ & DTP 
AMIGA 500 

■ 512K RAM board 
* Philips 8833 Mk II Monitor 
* SWIFT 9 Colour 
* Connecting Lead 

PLUS HOME OFFICE 
The ultimate word 
processor DTP pack 
* Integrated Word 

Processor 
* DTP 
* Spreadsheet 
* Database 

ONLY £775.00 

PacK 
DIAMOND 

MUStC MASTERS PACK 

Everything you need 
to create your own 

in house musical extravaganza 

AMIGA 500 
+ MUSIC'X 

{the complete MIDI sequencer 
as used In recording studios 

by the professioals) 
+ MIDI interface 

+512k RAM upgrade 

ONLYE399.00 INC VAT 

£AP4AlN, HOW Cm t SWA 
_(Thank yoo? r 

Ail tri 1 

aWs] 

Fofc4£j 

Tfnigt ajjtuA wily lit riuicittm /Kp&eutf <* 
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NcrTFofMrr/ vou'tte NcfT 
ANY of MY SToftfcS ACRo^, iHe U-K' 
-tv* Puawc mzs> pRorecitoN 
fttoM Se\)MBA&S UK.fcYCXJ.'.'J 

-=“Tt, 
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c* WANT A1500? 
GOT A 500? 

SWAP IT 
FOR ONLY 

£499.00 Cs 
MR DIAMOND’S PART^ EXCHANGE CENTRE 

STEP INTO THE FUTURE 
WITH THE AMIGA FAMILY OF COMPUTERS 

AMIGA 500 
The ideal first time buy, with superb graphics, there is no better machine on the market with 
1000's of Top Software titles from as little as £5.00 at Diamond. 

AMIGA 1500/2000 rev B 
For the more adventurous user, this machine not only offers all that the above does but also 
has capabilities for the latest in video titling and digitising, high quality animations, most 
general application software and has the possibility of being easily converted to a compatible 
PC t XT or AT. Most small to medium sized companies can be easily administered on this 
machine. NOTE * All of Diamond’s press advertising is produced on an Amiga 1500. 

AMIGA 3000 
The Ultimate machine for the serious user, again as well as offering everything from the 
other two machines it also runs Commodore's new multi-tasking operating system 
Workbench 2,0, flicker free graphics on- screen as standard. There is even a Unix option for 
this machine. It runs at 25MHz on a 32bit processor andl undoubtedly sets the standard for 
professional use for the 1990 s 

Now You Understand The Machines, 
Improve Your Social Standing 

With The Ulimate In Amiga Power 

DON'T YOU OWE IT 
TO YOURSELF 

TO DRIVE THE BEST? 
NOW YOU CAN WITH DIAMOND PX! 

Full upgrade paths and trade-ins are 
available on your Amiga 500 from all 
our branches. 

All you have to do is bring in your 
computer and any accessories and as 
long as it is in adequate condition then 
you can walk away with an Amiga 1500 
for only 

£499.00 

P/X is available from all of our 
branches- 

Come to DIAMOND and meet the 
Amiga Experts! 

AMIGA 
A 1500 1Mb RAM. 
3,5" floppy disk drive, 
base machine with 2x 3,5" floppy disks 
and software pack £699.00 

afl above + Monitor 

with XT Bridgeboard 

£899.00 

£999,00 

INCREDIBLE PX OFFER 
visit Mr, Diamond and discover what 
your A500 is worth In part exchange 

XT Bridgeboard 
5.25" floppy drive £149.00 

AT Bridgeboard with either 
3.5" or 5,25" floppy drive £575*00 

The NEW 
Commodore AMIGA 

AMIGA 3000-25-100 25Mhz, 100Mb hard disk 

Ar Incredible £2395.00 INC 
Mr Diamond Incredible Offer 

with 1950 M/sync monitor 
£2595.00 INC 

AMIGA 3000 4Mb RAM expansion 

£349.00 
This machine is a veritable workstation; it comes with 
Workbench 2.0 The new Commodore Multi,tasking 

Operating System - It can run the normal video monitor or a 
multisync monitor without having to fit a Acker fixer, tt can 

even run under UNIX. Th® is the machine 10 set the standard 
for professional use in the iddO's. 

If you have reached the limits of the A500 
then take advantage of the Diamond Part 
Exchange Upgrade Option. Swap your 
1 Mb A500 for an A20D0 for ONLY £349.00 

Mr* DIAMOND AMIGA 2000 PACK 
A20Q0 Rev* B 48Mb Autobooting Hard Disk, 

28ms average access ONLY £995.00 
With Colour Stereo Monitor ONLY £1195.00 

A2GQ0 base machine £469.00 
Ex-demo A2000 £645.00 

PC XT & AT Compatibility for AMIGA 
XT Bridgeboard 
5,25" floppy drive £149.00 
AT Bridgeboard with either 
3.5" or 5.25" floppy drive £575.00 



MR DIAMOND’S SUPER SPARES CENTRE 

IVS TRUMPCARDS 
The IVS Tfumpcard is the top selling SCSI hard dnve 
controller. Representing the latest in technology directly 
from the USA. it is the onty controller to support IBM, Amiga 
and Apple MAC partitions on one hard disk. This allows 
you to run software for the three main hardware platforms 
on one machine. Only one computer can do this. 

PHILIPS MONITOR 
6833 Mkil colour monitor 
inc. dust cover and lead 

only £234.00 

HARD DISK DRIVES 
IMPULSE FUJITSU 
IMP52S/LP 52Mb 9ms £229.00 M2612ESA-MJ 
IMP80S/LP 80Mb 9ms £369 M2613ESA-MJ 
IMP105S/LP 105Mb 9ms E399.0C M2614ESA-MJ 
IMP 170S 170Mb 8ms £599.00 
IMP210S 210Mb Sms 
SYQUEST 

44Mb 28ms removeabte cartdndge drive 
TRUMPCARD FOR ABOVE add 

90Mb 19ms 249.00 

135Mb 19ms £367.00 

180Mb 19ms 35.00 

MEMORY UPGRADES 
for your A1500 or A2000 with the 
Supra 8Mb RAM board 

Bare Board £81,00 Extra 
2Mb populated £75.00 Extra 
4Mb populated £149-00 Extra 
SMb populated £223,00 Extra 
8Mb populated £295,00 Extra 

JOYSTICKS 
Topstars £23.95 
ZipSbck £14.95 
Navigator £14,99 
Apache £9.99 
Gunshot £5.00 
Ou»ckjoy £18.99 
Pqwepiay £10,21 

Prof 9000 deluxe 
Speeding 
Flash Rre 
The Arcade Turbo 
Cheetah 125+ 
Challenger 

£29.99 
£12.25 
£11.95 
£23,95 i 
£5.00 
£34,95 

FLICKER FIXER 
Get those flicker free high res modes, 
use the Flicker Fixer Video Card 

£299.001 

EXTERNAL DRIVE 
3.5" external drive £54.95 

HIGH RES 
1024x768, 0.28 dot pitch 

Multisync Monitor £349.00 

SOFTWARE 
Pro Page 2.0 £169.95 Pro Vtdeo Post £149.00 
Propage Templates £34.95 Propage ClipAn £34.95 
Pro Write £85.00 Sculpt Animate 4D £279.00 
Broadcast Tiller It £179.00 X CAD Designer £69.33 
X CAD professional £229.00 Deluxe Paint 111 £34.95 
Digiview Gold 4 £88.13 Parnate £35.00 
Vista £49,00 Distant Suns £36,00 
Pen Pal £81.00 Cross DOS £25.00 
Devpac Amiga £45.00 Hisoft BASIC £65.00 
Lattice C V5.0 £149,00 Lattice C++ £250.00 
Hisoft Pro Flight £34.00 Pro Draw £81.00 
Quarter Back £35.00 Videotitler £100.00 
Turbo Silver £100.00 Director 2.0 P.Q.A. 
Photon Paint It £23,50 Bars & Pipes £120,00 
Excellence £89.95 Pagesetter 2.0 £44,95 
Pagestream 2.1 £129.95 Pro Write 3.1 £89,95 
Quick Write £34.95 Scnbbte Platinum £34.95 
Transwrfte £27.95 Platinum Works £69.95 
Nome Office Kit £69.95 Superbase Pro 4 £116,50 
Hyperbook £34.95 Wordworth £85.00 

SPEED UP 
your 1500,2000 
with a 
Co-Processor 
board. 
Phone for 
details 

GVP PRODUCTS 
GVP COMBO board. The SCSI hard disk 
controller with built in 68030 accelerator and 
RAM expansion capability. 

22MHz Combo with 1 Mb RAM £7£ 7.00 

33MHz Combo with 41 Mb RAM 
40 Mb SCSI hard disk 
1i4Mb SCSI hard disk 

GVP Senes 2 RAM Card comes with 2Mb 
RAM as standard. 
2Mb :2C . 4Mb £275.0' 8Mb £345.00 

GVP Senes 2 RAM Card 
Bareboard £209.00 
40Mb £389.00 
52Mb Quantum 11ms £429.00 
114Mb NEC 20ms £549.00 

ICO Adspeed £175.00 ICD Flicker Free video £250.00 
ICQ FFF & VGA Monitor £499.00 KCS PC Power board £235.00 
AT-Once £169.00 
(2000 version also available) £199.00 

ICD BOO Mb Tape Streamer 20Mb Disk 
FLICKER FIXER Hard Disk P.CLA, Drive 
P.O.A, ! P.O.A. P.O, A, 



THE VISION OF THE FUTURE^ IS NOW THE PRESENT 
AT DIAMOND 

C.D.T.V. £599.00 
EDUCATE YOUR CHILDREN THE WAY THEY WANT TO BE EDUCATED, WHILST BEING THE ENVY 
OF ALL YOUR FRIENDS, WITH A NEW DIMENSION IN SOUND AND GRAPHICS FOR YOUR HOME. 

So what is C.D.T.V. ? Are you confused by all the hype? 
If you are , then why not pop into your local Diamond branch for a full working demonstration of 
this exciting new medium and have all the answers to all of your questions translated by experts 

from unneccessary gobiedegook into plain easy to understand English. 

GREAT PART EXCHANGE OFFERS 
You will be surprised at just how generous Mr Diamond will be 

when you trade in your old Amiga 500 for a C.D.T.V. 
C.D.T.V. ROM. normally £599.00. only £349.00 when you P/X your old Amiga 500 

External Amiga A500 ROM Player ONLY £399.00 

ENTERTAINMENT 

AJI Dogs Go To Heaven. ElflCtnc Crayon £34,90 
Classic Board Games £34,09 
Psycho Killer £29 99 
Wrath ol the Demon £29.99 
Case el the Cautious Condor £34.99 
Batriestorm £29.99 
Sim COy £29,99 
Defender of Ihe Crown 09,99 
Lemmings 04.99 
Xenon II ; Megablast 09.99 
Indoor Sports 09.99 
Many Roads to Murder 09.99 
Snoopy 09.99 
Spirt! of Excahbur 04.99 
Horse Racing 09.99 
N mja Htghschool Comix £19.99 
Dinosaurs lor Hire £16.99 
Basketball £29 99 
Battlechess £44.99 

REFERENCE 

Hutchlnsons Encydopeadia £49.99 
Tune Tahte of Science 5 Innovation £39.99 
Tune Table of Business Poteics £39.99 
|> Wellman £54.99 
The New Bases Electric Cook Book £39.99 
World Vista Alias £54.99 
American Heritage Dictionary £49.99 
Complete Works ol Shakespeare £34.99 
Illustrated Holy Bible £34.99 

EDUCATION 

Barney Bear Goes to School £3406 
Fun School 3 dot under 5 s) £29 99 
My Paint £24.99 
A Bun lor Barney £29 99 
Mind Run 29.99 
Thomas's Snowsuit £34,99 
Scary Poems for Rolfen Kids £39.99 
Paper Bag Princess £34.99 
The Tates of Peter Rabbri £39.99 
Mud Puddle £34.99 
LTV English' £34.99 

ART & LEISURE 

indoor Plants £29.99 
Women in Motion £34,99 
Animaied Colouring Book £34.99 
Advance Military Systems Senes £20.99 
Garden Plams £34,99 
Trees and Shrubs £34,99 
Fruits . Vegetables and Herbs £34.99 

MUSIC 

Music Maker £19.99 

10O's of Titles coming soon! 
Buy a system before the price goes Sky High! 

SOFTWARE SUPERSALE 

EVERY DAY IS SALES DAY WHEN YOU SHOP THE DIAMOND WAY 
ALL THESE TOP TITLES FOR ONLY A RIDICULOUS £5.00 

Man United. Total! Recall, Speed Ball II, Xenon II. Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Final Battle, Stunt Car Racer, Cadaver, 
Super Off Road Racer, Golden Axe, Hard Drivin', Phobia, North & South, Silkworm, Shockwave, Continental Circus, 
Turrican, X-Out, Ninja Warriors, Table Tennis, Chess Player 2150, Datastorm, E-Motion, Dungeon Quest, Grand Master 
Slam, Kid Gloves. Mercenary, Rick Dangerous, RVF Honda, Shufflepuck Cafe, Soccer, Menace, Blood Money, Saint & 
Greavsie, Netherworld, Nightbreed, Slaygon, Snowball Hell, Fastlane, Aton 500, Balistrix, Gold Runner, Tower of Babel, 
Fantasy World of Dizzy, Star Blaze, .star Ray, Terra Quester, Jupiter Probe, Bombuzzal, Days of Thunder. Dark Castle, 
Dark Side. Prospector. Archepelagos, Terrorpods and many many more... 

ONLY SOMEONE AS WONDERFUL AS MR DIAMOND CAN OFFER YOU THE LATEST TOP SELLING TITLES AT 
UP TO 1/2 PRICE, JUST CHECK THE PRICES 

Lemmings only £14.95, Bart Simpson only £9.95 . Captain Planet only £9.95, Deluxe Paint III only £34,95 



0501 512k RAM card + clock 

ONLY £29.95 

ALL PRICES 
INCLUDE 

VAT 

ALL PRICES 
INCLUDE 

VAT 

0501 512k RAM card + 

Disk Drive ONLY £81.00 

CHIPS & DISKS 
We only sell new chips 

A590 Memory chips 
0.5Mb El7*60 
1 0Mb £35*25 
2.0Mb £69,00 

A59Q 2Mb Populated £320*00 

SUP BOARD & CHIPS 
Bara Board (0Mb) £81.00 
add cost of RAM to your 

specification 
2Mb +£69.00 
4Mb +£137*50 
6Mb +£206*00 
8Mb +£274*00 

DISK CONTROLLER CARDS 
The GRANDSLAM, new SCSI controller 
from IVS. Extra Parallel port - space for 
8Mb on board RAM 

ONLY £235.00 
NEXUS SCSI hard disk controller card - 
Space lor 8Mb on board RAM. 

ONLY £199.00 

The U.K. official importer 

MONITORS 
ALL PHILIPS U.K. MONITORS 

HAVE 1 YEAR ON SITE 
GUARANTEE 

PHILIPS 8633{U.K.) 
Colour Monitor with stereo sound 
+ FREE LEAD & OUST COVER 

Only £229.00 
+F19 competition £245.00 

DIAMOND Multisync Monitor 
Only £347.00 

COMMODORE 1084/s 
Only £222.00 

COMMODORE 1084/SD Monitor 
Only £234.00 

DISKS 
FOR A LIMITED PERIOD WE ARE 

SELLING HIGH QUALITY 3.5" SONY 
BULK DISKS AT ONLY £0.35 EACH 

PRINTERS & RIBBONS 
STAR LC20O COLOUR £189.00 
CITIZEN 124D £190,00 
OKI DATA LASER 400 £704.00 
PHILIPS MNS 1432 £116.00 
CITIZEN SWIFT 24 P.O*A* 
WITH COLOUR P.O*A, 
PANASONIC KXP 1123 £187.00 
OKIMATE 20 £153.00 
STAR LC MONO £140.00 
STAR LO24M0 P.O.A* 

RIBBONS 

OKI 20 COLOUR £4.95 
OKI 20 BLACK £4.95 
PANASONIC KXP/M24 £4.95 
KXPtoe&'i^ £4*95 
JUKI 6100 £4*95 
M.TALLY MTflo £4*95 
STAR lcio £4*95 
STAR LC10 COLOUR £4*95 
STAR LC24 10 £4.95 
EPSON Lxeoo £4.95 
AMSTRAD pm R4000 £4*95 

VIDEO SECTION 

Deluxe Paint III £34.95 DigiView Gold 4.0 £88.13 Deluxe Video III £67.95 
Digipaint III £54.75 Rombo Vidi £81.00 Amiga Vision £69.95 
Photon Paint II £23.50 Disney Animation Art Department £49.95 
Spritz £3.50 Studio £82.25 Art Dept Pro £124.95 
Icon Paint £3.50 Art Dept Pro 
Comic Setter £23.50 Video Studio £116.50 conversion Kit £59.95 
Can Do £89.95 Can Dot Pro Pack £24.95 Deluxe PhotoLab £49.95 
Elan Performer 2 £74.95 Hyperbook £39.95 Scala £169.95 
Scene Generator £27.95 T. V, Show £48.95 

LHC Micro sales 

121 Regents Street 
Leamington Spa - Warks 

TEL 0926 312155 
FAX 0926 883432 

▼ OPEN ON SUNDAYS ▼ . 

rr Diamond Computers ^ 

144 Ferry Road ^ 

+ EDINBURGH # 

♦ Scotland ^ 

* TEL 031 554 3557 
A OPEN ON SUNDAYS A 

w Diamond Computers 

1022 Stockport Road 

MANCHESTER 
TEL 061 257 3999 
FAX 061 257 3997 

THE 
Diamond 

PRICE PLEDGE 
* If, whilst Buying goads from us, you cm show us a fatter price 

cm the same goofs from one of our 1.1,% compel tors then 

'Diamond unit match that price, 

AUDIO MUSIC AUDIO 
All the lat&si and best audio and music 

packages from Mr Diamond at the 
keenest prices 

MusicXverl.1 £59.00 
Perfect Sound £39.00 
Audio Engineer £149.00 
MasterSound £25.00 
Quartet £33.00 
MIDI l/F £26.00 
Keyboard £25.00 

HOW TO ORDER W 
Simply telephone through your order* giving your Access 

or Visa card Number or send a cheque or postal order to 

your Local Dealer. 

All prices include VAT unless otherwise stated* 

Next Day Courier Service Delivery £11.75 
Please allow 5 working days for cheque clearance 

Bankers drafts clear on the same day 
All pOvO arc comxi ti time of jeomg lo piww. Sul may ehartpe wtibmii notice. 

---Ptt 

W 

Diamond Computers Ltd 
84 Lodge Road 

SOUTHAMPTON 
TEL 0703 232777 
FAX 0703 232679 

Diamond Computers Ltd 
406 Ashly Road 

POOLE - Dorset 
TEL 0202 716226 
FAX 

Diamond Computers Ltd 

227 Filton Avenue 
BRISTOL 

TEL 0272 693545 
FAX 0272 693223 

Diamond Computers 

W 232 Tottenham Cl Rd 
LONDON W1 

TEL 071 5804355 
Amiga World downstairs 

'£ivn ifmrpricet favt inemstd, uv wiUHonour iHc pricts i# ihis 

adverthmtnt on item in stochias tong as you Bring it nith you. 

'This TL'VDQ'l applies only to customers producing or retying an this 

adimisment Before the end of the month of publication. 

It does not apply to competitors prices offend in closing down 

or stocfcUaronce salt,? 

LAN Computer Systems 

1045 High Road 
Chad well Heath - 
ROMFORD 

TEL 081 597 8851 
FAX 081 5908959 



10 MARKETPLACE 

ST. ALBANS 

HERTS AL1 3DG 

TEL (0727) 56005/41396 

AMIGA STARTER PACK 
Ful Amigo 500 pock, WITHOUT Cartoon Oauks/Screen Gem* 
software: BUT WITH: 
15 fat Hobbyte PIT Great! pod including Vhn fillers the 
Bt$! Star Trek and olhei lop ton gomes, Arcade Classics. Board 
(lassies, Besl of the Ulifilies, Homo pock inducing Word 
Processor, Spreadsheet, Database, 
10 blank disks, mease mot Joyitkk 

512K AMIGA £299 

1 MB AMIGA £325 

AMIGA GAMES PACKS 
CABTQON CLASSICS OR SCREEN GEMS 
M Anugc 500 pad PIUS: far- Th» $rosaos Bm t Ifa Spaa 
(kiwi, Cspnp F\r#ara fa ftnetoen, Mux* Pont II Ma fte* I 

will 5121 Cartoon Gasses) 
04% Saoen Gemi software: Sindaw of The Bh$i II. tad *d ne Fg*m H, 
Days of IWidar. NigHttKBedr ITduie Pcdni K 

512K AMIGA £329 

1MB AMIGA £349 

DP III jmleod ol DP II UMS ontylAOD .£40 
Screen Gents 5/W Pock only ...£39 

Cartoon CkrssitsS/W Putk wly.£49 

AMIGA THE LOT!! 
EVERYTHING YOU COULD EVER NEED!! 

CARTOON CLASSICS OR SCREEN OEMS GAMES PACK 
AS LIFT, PIUS; 0 GREAT INDIVIDUALLY PACKAGED GAMES 
prawous RRft E19.99-£39,9? eoch, phone to choose from current 1st 
of 15, op leone it le us! thidran's gomes ovoSabie. 
1S DISC HOBBYTE PD GREATS PACK, dd^v™ito , 
WEST Star M Catsputa Confer, B*eoAout ond<onsJwtioG Br. Bfeftd and eta* 
flame. A/code Classics. Brad Qma, SkaorenNJp (tasks. Bet a! fa EJfttoe 
Home pad tactofag: Wrt Ffaeswr/Spel Check, Sprsodsheef, Database 

Omt Caver, 10 Blank Discs, Dik Bon, Mam Mol, Mkiaivrttdi 

Twb# Jeyilhk 512K Ami*,, €365 
I MB A^o £389 | 

1 WITHOUT CARTOON/SCREEN GEMS S/W DEDUCT C20 

ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS PACK 
FULL AMIGA $00 PACK, PLUS: 

POSTMAN PAT, SNAP, SNAKES AND LADDERS, LUDO 
. JUN SCHOOL 2 AND FUN SCHOOL 3 

{spedy under o years, (specify under 5 years, 
6 to B years, or &+ years) 5 to 7 years, w 7+ yoois) 
1 ? stunning UK aduiationOI games wlti bnunful pictures, exciting cmimaiipn and 

muyc thor help to develop number, word and other skills. Up to A dill levels. 

Conform to Notional Cmnculum requirements. 

NOBB YTE EDUCATIONAL PACK, foorjnng up to 12 Leon while- you 
ptey'games !!vor«acconkgto age 

HOBBYTE 30 EASY CHILDREN'S GAMES, 
10 tec »d «: Ion 5*t Gone. Dashbcr 
JOYSTICK 
512K AMIGA.£355 
1MB AMIGA.£375. 

ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS S/W PACK. .£55 

A500 PROFESSIONAL PACK 

Full A500 pock, without Cartoon (Iftsin/faeen Gems software, 

BUT WITH At 500 SOFTWARE PACK; 

THE WORKS PLATINUM professional database, Wp Sprwkhwi 

Deluxe Poinl 111, Popufars. Their Finest Hour loftltchess, A-Z of 

Computer Jargon Get Ik Most From Tour Amiga . 

PIUS: 10 BLANK DISCS, LOCKABli DISC BOX, MOUSE 

MAT, JOYSTICK, DUST COVER 

1MB AMIGA PLUS 
CITIZEN 24 PIN BLACK/COLOUR PRINTER.£j| j 

SCREEN GEMS OR CARTOON CLASSICS SOFTWARE £39 E 

ORDERING: 
TELESALES NO: (0727) 56005 
Next day delivery for credit cord orders placed 
before 4.00pm subject to availably. Alternatively 
send cheque, postal order, bankers dr ah or offkiol order 
jPtCs, Education orwf Government bodiei only) to; Dept. 
AF, Hobbyte Computer Centre, 10 Market Place, 
St, Albans, Hefts AL3 SDG. :hecvs abw 1 wodung days fa 
dtoque deoronce. Subject io Dvaitabtlity, despatch is rwmolfy 
within 74 hours of receipt of cleared payment. Prices die coned 
at time of going to press, however, we ore sometimes forced to 
change them, either up or down. Please check before ordering 

DELIVERY CHARGES: UCMairM (not Kighlondi, 
M comsumcWes £ Despatched by post, ptese check 
safiwt items charges when ordering 
Other (ferns, except losers Next day courier service, £10 per box 
Laser printers Nexi day courier service, :£17,50 
Offshore and Highlands Normal rate plus £70 + VAT per box 

In addition we offer the following impress services: 
Solutday deliveries Normal sate plus £10 + VAT per bon 
7om to 9gm next day Normal rate plus £10 + VA? per bo* 

■ Am next day Noimd m pkrs £5 + VU per tax 

AMIGA FIRST STEPS 
EXPANDED EDUCATIONAL/APPLICATIONS PACK 

FULL AMIGA SOD PACK, PLUS: 
A501 S T 2K RAM eitpoirewon 
Lets Spd qi Home, Musk Mouse, Ptownfe WF, Mk spreadsheet, Detaie 
Fori II, Deluxe Print. Musk Mouse, LOGO, Toikrg turrie. BBC Emulator, 5 
SBC programmes, 10 discs. BOs and DOtHi poA, Resource file, In Pack 
Video, NAPE Booklet 
HOBBYTE EDUCATIONAL PACK, featuring up lo 12 Learn 
while you play' flames (varies according la age group) 
HOBBYTE 30 EASY CHILDREN'S GAMES, 5 fee pact 
K fan Se' Gome, ftehhtf. _ _ 
JOYSTKK _£ST 

•STOP PRESS - FIRST STEPS' HOW £449 

DFIII imitod stop ll(IMt«ilr)tDD 

FIRST STEPS SOFTWARE UPGRADE PACK 

£40 

£149 

A3000 WITH 1950 MONITOR OFFER 
PIKES EX VAT 

•300025/« H*.-M!Mp3?BWI 1.35* «*!#,•»»« £1989 
Bomjs/ioo :siWf -mii*».aBtiA.ii3i'!»A*ij|tar! ki« 
IMitMUHlwUim C?T? 

?mi FOR DETAILS OF 1950 OFFER 
*3000 Iiode n prin u ibovt £1 SO • £IM. PI(ch pH™, 

--J ~1 l.ctra1' For odd^ionol eiDOJisor 

CBM CDTV 
11 iwMwy flf* ewepr n ken* cod ednutot swed wife 

0 WjtdtfRal (0 SvStoW OOd VtkHtd TtrrrDJi tO^rhOr yflEf, ^1 ft i?i flppew^i l£i 
9 VCE and wnjlf fonwen to ynt tofevsen (and y&uMi nplim I ytsu wtfi) fer 
mnodrttt m1irnn« s^und end Qs^ihiCS wfle^h. m CStt CD1V (feyi; 

STANDARD CD MO DISCS:, 
CO-GRAPHICS DISCS: fcpta/ groatVa as Ktompcnuneni to CGoutk trod. 
CO KARAOKE DISCS: Wish CO cud* badwe. it* iwh te^cyed on ihe IV sown. 
mac* Kii trk Uiffo mieghm, quioiy tood* lyslw faro 
fata sf fa narnol /. emmet 6 c«f 
CO MULTIMEDIA TRIES: 
Gh fat e mcss« S40tai soroge ropaay. CwU br«»wmtaeiBadLns 
CDTV SYSTEM..£599 
rtfCiMS' Ctnv pterin, 1*0 lid remoto tonfa unfl wtiti Pennies, Hutohnseto 
EwlYtloposSa fn 25,000 emriK. 7,000 iwgiapfat, 250 tobies, Ifimnwp - top 
nslhg game, Wflkainfl d«, fa lckmFv. mvm[ «bks. 

CDTV KARAOKE 
CDTV KARAOKE SYSTEM.£699 

atort. compift «rta Store: tarfaai, LW, toaA, ptosrm,- m 
toffitf fa carltewB 10 too Lcnxif 

CDTV PROFESSIONAL KARAOKE SYSTEM.....£999 
k EAUOU ursfeffl sbfve. 
PUIS wy TWO Kmoie fas, cwttonftg 36 top fatal Mk. 
PLUS c port od btgh qjtfrv ftose iifasiyte tewr-ment Spfaen and bods. -:30W ms 
hi ftjnge powm speoLef systwn) foi nugty pdinsionsl wgnd, 
Tebfaine iw U irs* of CD+&. Wummedu md Tamote tr»les 

NO DEPOSIT CREDIT FACILITIES {UK mainland] 
Mlterrm at 34 8% APS (venefcfc) can be arranged for pgthoses aw [ISO, 
afreet to status Competitive kawq schemes ere aha avodabk lor businesses, 
■nctudAg fae traders and portrasiHps. Just tel for wrinen details and 
□jipkaNmform. 

CBM I0S4SD4OR PHILIPS 8833 COLOUR MONITOR LEADS £21 9 
(MMMY MOT) — 
crrutllSWIFT 24COLOUR rtINTEl, LEADS £269 
mmmmu 

AMIGA 1500/2000 
Ful UltspK, to version with 1MB RAM, mouse, oporto os B2QQ0, 
monuK end opafiling uvcilcpe os. 

A1500/2000 PLUS: 1S DISC HOBBYTE PD GREATS PACK 
"<K<irg Vsus Clers, ne BIST Star hkiampufa Career, Bmcu* and can^ucfas 
V Bfcinid and tufas janes, Anode Gems, Bond Oasso, 
Bess j ysfe® Hem Pod nctafafl Wsnd Ifaetsof,^ died, ipreafavr, 
toow 

Without monitor With 1084S0L 

oiwmii/e st? 
SD • 209V52 WB QUANTUM HD 82? 103? 
SB * 2091/52 WIQU HD+ 2IW 889 1079 
S0 * 2091/IW«BQUIC 949 H39 

At S00/2000 PIUS: At SOO SOFTWARE PACK ckdng 
The Works. Platinum dot chow, WF Sraodsheet, Oekixe Paint III, 
PIUS EITHER: Sim dty. Popukits, fe Fmesi Hour, Bctikhess, W of 
Compel Tatgon. Ges the most out cf your Anegc ; OR: h jmk, Tokir 
Digrlo Home Accounts. Amiga Back. 
PLUS: 15 DISC HOBBYTE PD GREATS PACK AS ABOVE 

Wfttwul monflor Wirli I084SEH 
monrfor 

WMIMIYE 649 859 
O SD«20?I/S2UB0IMMH0 949 its? 

SB* 2091/5! M«J®.2W 1&49 1221 
o $0* 2091/10] MB Qtl HO 1079 1209 

A500 TO 1500/2000 TRADE IN 
Dud1 Drive, with Bobhyte IS DHc PD Greets Pock, 
but without AT500 software pwk ot monrlof.. £3V^ 
Asobavewilh A1500 S/W pod ....,„... ,. £479 
As above with A1500 S/V/ pock plus 1084 SOI *   £679 

e Drive plus 52MB Quantum HmJ Drive and 
t with Hobbyte 15 Disc PD Greets P«k 

hut without AT 500 soitiwe pock w monitoc.. 
As above with A1SOO S/W pock .... 
As above with 1500 S/kV pock pbs 1084 SOI... 
As above with 1 SOO S/W *1950 + Flicker Fixer 

£699 
£799 
£999 

£1299 

EXTRAS ;■* vat 
Sim LC200 {&W falter luds__ 
StoLC242Q0nfairpKvfaM1«ilNdi 
Ciffan Sidl 4 h folcwr RHrivr W* bob_____ 
Ciw Wi 24 p« cdIdw prwtof mWIndk ... 
Commsfat + M 

j PC WO oniKidtit driwi,. ........ 
AMI TbiOfMcm 5171 WMvp ... 
SI2K KAM tipomjen * flock 

U Bnx! [wd 

£195 
£219 
£189 
£274 
£229 

£44 

ISMBUAI^ad .. 
CVPASOO SO Mft H0*2Mi 
AT hhi IT Lmuloiar fa A500 
A5M2MMHodfap»__.. 
A590 20MB fad drrKe*ei*ta 7MB 

_ 
A590 5JMB Itod »m * ?MB 
10 Mem fas 100\ georomnd with PIN m m fa... 
SOM fas IfitlS 9tiorDniHd«iih PIN ne.. 
ImU* 180? Gcifak . ___ 
02 Gerfal tor 2000/1500 ..... 
A73JOO> tfiiemol gentfa fa 7000/1 SOO.. 
A2Q88 IT Bndfa Board, MW, MS WS 3 3 
1M mute fart ... 
AMHattBIUMtiptard. 
BUP m RJUI up board m to 8MB fa 7000/1500 
A2«0 M03? cfa po*M to m fa 2000/1 SOO 

'n*rfa TOOT 

.1619 
£199 
£264 

....£319 
£399 
£469 

£6.99 
£16.99 

£145 
£570 

£99 

yfkfar Fair fa 2000/1500 
A2091/52H Owtai faefai HO fa 2«W1500.. 
A2W1/100MI Owton Atabta H0 fa 2000/1500.._ 
AI9S0 Mgk its d unfa fa 2000/1 SOO tufas FI fa) fwt 30® 

5.75’fat, fa 7000/1 SOO £139 
- -— .£569 

to 2Mi, fa 2000/1500...,..£199 
£349 
£499 
£125 
£349 
£499 
£399 

COMMODORE PREMIER DEALER 
Habbyle proudly announce this highest CBM 
accolade awarded to only the top few doun 
CBM dealers offering the best hi experlise and 
support AH Amigat fell UK vtrfitftt. 



PLAYING TIPS 

Winners Box 

Another doubling up for the first prize this 

month, Ross Franklin from Surrey and 

Matthew Sumner from Wiltshire snap up 

the two £50 Gamebusters vouchers for their 

combined hints and maps for Indiana 

Jones, Well done chaps! Your prizes will 

he on their way soon. 

Unfortunately* there was only one 

answer letter in Helping Hand this month, 

so there's a £25 voucher off to Paul 

Netherton. This month’s Helping Hand, 

though, should give you all plenty to work 

with, so get those answers in! 

If you’ve got any maps, solutions, hints 

or cheats, then why not try and win your¬ 

self a prize! Send them in to: 

GAMEBUSTERS 

Amiga Format 

30 Mi>iimmith Street 

Bath BA1 2BW 

Game 
Busters 

Ah well. The summer's almost over and the winter evenings are 

drawing in. Soon you'll be huddled up next to your machine 

playing the latest games to help keep out the autumn chill. But if 

you're still stuck on your last game, you'll be needing some help 

to battle through them. Aha! Maff Evans and his Tipsters! The 

very chap to sort out all of your gaming problems... 

THE POWER 

After giving you a playable demo of this addictive puzzler - and a pretty favourable review io 

boot - it seems about time we gave you a set of codes to help you through! 

* y—*j 
■■■■■■■■■■■■« 
H til S| S* H 
n . -<r <r ■ n iqqq n ■ ■ ■ 

- l|. -<r . <r 
n □ q a B i 

n<r ♦ * 

4- *[[”! 

■ - U 
♦ - V"1 

T 

4- 
4 • K ___ J 

Level Code 17 PIXXEL 34 OQZAYB 

18 EUROPE 35 ELTRIC 

2 LEVEL2 19 NEWTON 36 187293 

3 VISUAL 20 FREEZE 37 QROWY 

4 COWBOY 21 LAUNCH 38 DOUBLE 

5 URGENT 22 M7MS49 39 ROLLER 

6 OOPSUP 23 GALVAN 40 CLOSET 

7 TOPTEN 24 KLQWWK 41 SLCWLY 

a D14DH7 25 INDIGO 42 BISNEZ 

9 ASDFGH 26 JINGLE 43 124816 

10 soixm 27 JOGGER 44 TARGET 

11 SURF IN 23 INSIDE 45 ANZING 

12 RACKET 29 5P25PS 46 VOHDQH 

13 BULLIT 30 KNIGHT 47 297531 

14 QRAZZY 31 HINQON 48 WOODIS 

15 36F6FR 32 nobody 49 Y2X3W5 

16 ' UNLINK 33 GOODIE 50 XUQSOX 

There are more levels to complete after stage 50, but you aren't given any codes to allow you 

to jump any further. 

Simon Westwood, 

New ark* Nodinghamshire 

LOGICAL 

is this game loo mind-taxing for you? Can’t work out how that gate is 

supposed io help you solve the screen ? Maybe the levels are just get¬ 

ting too dull! Never mind, you can always design yourself some new 

ones, Howr? Simple. Just read on... 

To gel to the screen designer you need a code. W hat is it? Well 

just enter THE FINAL CUT (including spaces) and you w ill be able 

to put together youT own puzzles. 

Adam Chapman* 

Con I by Newham, Middlesbrough 

LED STORM 

Anyone remember the cheat for Striderl If you do, then you'll 

already have the cheat for this budget re-release. What’s that? You 

don’t remember the cheat? I suppose I'll have to tell you what it is. 

Stan the game as normal and pause it by pressing F10 once the 

intro sequence is over. Now press and hold down Help. Left Shift and 

1 on the keyboard. Press F9 to continue 

the game and you will be able to use FI 

to F5 to skip levels. Pressing the number 

keys l io 5 to jump to various stages 

within a level. 

Anthony Hodge 

Houghton de-Spring 

Tyne and Wear 
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PLAYING TIPS 

Indiana Jones 
<S> and the Last Crusade 

120 

THE UNIVERSITY 
To begin with* go into the University and talk 

to Marcus Brody It's worth having a go in the 

boxing ring because Indy w ill have to do a fair 

amount of fighting once he gets to Castle 

BmnwaJd, Go into the classroom on the right, 

where there are a lot of students demanding lo 

see you. Talk to the students and you w ill end 

up in your office. 

Go to the desk and remove the letters, 

junk mail and papers until there is only a pack¬ 

age left. Open ihe package to reveal the Grail 

Diary, then leave through the right-hand win- 

dow. After going with the men in the car, go to 

Henry's House. 

AT HENRY'S HOUSE 
Remove the plant on the left and the table 

cloth to reveal a locked chest. Go into the bed¬ 

room and pick up the crooked picture from the 

wall. This is used later on in Castle Brunwald. 

Pull the bookcase until it falls on the floor 

and use the look oplion until you find a piece 

of sticky tape stuck to the back. Pick the tape 

up. then climb out of the window and go back 

to your office. Use the sticky tape with the jar 

of solvent until you find a small key. Go back 

to Henry 's House and use the key to open the 

chest, where you will find an old bonk. Once 

you've the book it's lime to travel lo Venice, 

IN VENICE 
Go out of the library and up to the Piazza. Go 

up to the blonde couple on the left, look at the 

w ine bottle and pick it up. If you look at the 

bottle first, the man won t mind you taking it. 

Go back to the fountain and fill the bottle w ith 

water. Then its back to the library to knrk for 

three books. This is where to get them: 

Hook I - '‘How to Fly a Biplane*' 

From the library entrance, go down to ihe 

lower left stacks. The book is on the second 

shelf up at the left-hand end of the stack . 

Book 2 - “Mein Kumpr' 

Go to the left and cam on to the lower left 

stacks. “Mein Kampf' is the only hook in the 

entire stack which is leaning. 

Book 3 - “Secrets of the Roman Catacombs" 

Go left once more and down lo the lower 

stacks. The book you want is among those in 

the right-most section. Look on the second 

shelf up at the right-hand end of the shelf. 

Now go to the right until you reach a 

room with a cordon barrier in from of the 

stained-glass window and pick up the red cor¬ 

don and the metal post. Now you need to get 

into the catacombs, so this is how it's done; 

Open the Grail Diary and make a note of 

what the window looks like (it might be worth 

making a sketch so that you can recognise ilk 

Also note down the inscriptions on the pillars 

to each side of the w indow . Open the Diary 

again to read the words written under the win¬ 

dow. Left refers to which of the two 

inscriptions is relevant and first, second or 

third refers to which number slab you need. 

Use the metal post to break open the correct 

slab and you will be able to enter the cata¬ 

combs. Refer to the map and each room that is 

labelled as y ou come to it. 

IN THE CATACOMBS 
From the entrance go to room number two and 

pick up the skeleton's arm to get a hook. Now 

go to room three and use ihe w ine bottle with 

the torch to loosen the mud. Pull the torch and 

a trap-door will open, making you fall through 

the floor. Go to room seven and cross the 

bridge to enter the next room. Read the 

inscriptions and nine down any useful in for* 

mat ion. Go back to room seven and stand to 

the left of the bridge, use the hook with ihe 

wooden plug, ihen use Indy's whip with the 

wooden plug. This will drain the water from 

room five above. 

Next, go to room six and climb the stairs to get 

back to the first level. Go to room five (which 

now has the drained lake* and go through the 

tunnel to room eight. Use the red cordon with 

the machine and turn it on once by using the 

wheel. Leave the room and go to room nine, 

where the wooden door and the statues are. 

Look at the Grail Diary to get the correct 

statue sequence and push them in the correct 

order to open the dtxrr 

Go to room 10. where there should be a 

bridge (if you used the machine in room eight 

correctly>. Cross the ravine and go through 

room 11 and into room 12, Here you need to 

play the skulls like a piano in a set sequence, 

so look at the Grail Diary to find the correct 

sequence. When you play the right tune, a 

door w ill open leading to a passage. Go through 

the passage to get to a maze. The maze is really 

trial and error, but you warn to be heading io 

the right as much as pass until you reach the 

room at the rig liter-most end of the maze. 

You should now be in room 13. Open the 

casket and look at it. noting down all the 

important information. When you've got all 

Lower Level 
Of Brunwald's 
Castle,.. 

0P= Guard, = Boar - Servants Unlforn 

I ” Poof iSl4 = Ale ♦ = Officers Uniforn 

(1*= Stein 



(T, PLAYING TIPS 

This may seem like a pretty old game to print tips 

on, but there have been a lot of letters sent 

in pleading for help on this neat adventure game. 

So fret no longer, dear readers! Here is all you'll 

need to win through to the bitter end! 

Middle Level 
Of Brunwald's 
Castle.. . 

Guard Key in uniforn 

- Honey " rgj = Safe 
e~3 =First Aid Kit 

you need, leave by opening the rusty lock* 

then open the manhole to gel back to the 

Piazza. Marcus and the blonde girl will be 

wailing and will lake you to Castle Bmnwald. 

CASTLE BRUIMWALD 
Go in via the grating and into the castle. Tell 

the butler that you are Lord Robert Me Falla 

and that you arc there to inspect the tapestries. 

Ask the butler whether the castle has tapestries 

and then punch him, 

Go right, onto ihe next screen, and go 

down into the storage room (room 8k Get the 

servant's uniform and go back out of the 

room. Tell the guard outside that you are there 

to talk with the prisoner and that you are 

Dietrich's successor. Say ihai he is looking for 

information, then go north, 

Tell the German at the steps you are selling 

jackets and that you base already obtained 

authorisation. Sell him the jacket for 15 marks, 

then go up the steps and find the room with a 

chest. Open the chest and pick up the 50 marks 

(bund inside. Put on the servant's uniform and 

after conversing with the first guard on the 

second floor, give him the painting. 

Go east and into the room with a smaller 

chest (room 18). Look in the chest, pick up the 

uniform and look at it. Carry on along the hall 

until you meet another Sari guard, who you 

must fight. If you're hurt there is a medical kit 

to the south w hich you can use. 

Put your normal clothe* back on before 

you go down to the first floor* where you 

should make your way back to the front half 

Find the room with the drunken soldier (room 

Upper Level 
Of BrunvialdJs 
Castle... 

I7tn = Pass/code 

= trophy 

12) and accept the stein from him, then go to 

the kitchen (room ! 1) which is nearby. Fill the 

stein from the keg and walk to the roasting 

boar. Tip the ale onto the hot coals and take 

the boar once the vapour clears* Refill the 

stein and go back to the storage mom. 

Use the key found in the uniform from the 

chest to open the clothes lock. Pick up the 

grey uniform and go up to the third floor. Put 

on the grey uniform and insult the guard until 

he lets you through. Walk into Vogel’s room 

(room 33) and give the roast hoar to the 

ravenous dog. Open the drawer and get ihe 

pass and the trophy. Go to the kitchen and fill 

the trophy with what's left in the keg. 

Go down to the second floor and find the 

alarm mom (room 29), Go inside and give the 

"Mein Kampf’ book to the guard. Walk over 

to the security system and use the stein on the 

grating, then leave the room. Go to the an 

room and push the painting-by-number* Mona 

Lisa. Open the safe and look closely at the 

picture - you'll need to remember it later on. 

Go back to the third floor, give Riff the 

Nazi the trophy, then punch him. Find the 

r<Him with the blue couch and take the key 

hanging on ihe candle holder. Next, you'll 

need to find the room w ith wires on top of' it. 

Go to the cabinet and take the 75 marks in 

there. If you can't find the money* look in the 

adjacent rooms. When you leave the room* 

Vogel will capture you* so give him the Grail 

Diary, IPs a good idea to save the game here! 

Push or pull the chair you are on until you 

are under the axe. Gel the positioning right or 

it's curtains! Push the suit of armour and if 

you're in the right place the axe should free 

you. If you're not, then reload your position. 

Get up from the chair and push the left statue 

on the fireplace. Walk through the fireplace 

and get on the motorcycle and sidecar. 

When in Berlin, give Hitler your unsigned 

pass and get a ticket for the Zeppelin. Get 

Henry to dial to the man at the airport while 

Indy steals his ticket. Board the biplane and 

read the instruction book to find out how to fly 

it. When you get shot down and land on the 

farm, use the civilian car to gel away (the Nazi 

one hasn't any fuel). Give the border guards 

your Hiller-signed pass and save the game! 

THE GRAIL TRIALS 
Once you reach the Grail Temple, go inside. 

First Challenge 

Look in the Grail Diary (the one supplied with 

the game) and find the picture with an X on it. 

Click on the same place on the screen . 

Second Challenge 

Look at the top of the screen and walk on the 

letters (hat spell God. 

Third Challenge 

Click on the required point on the other side of 

the chasm. 

The Knight and the Grail 

Use the clues found earlier on to detect the 

real Grail* pick i( up and lilt with Holy Water 

and use it to save Henry before returning it to 

the Knight, You will now have won the quest! 

Gamebusten from: 

Ross Franklin* Woking* Surrey and 

Matthew Sumner, Marlborough, Wiltshire 
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PLAYING TIPS 

nf Helping Hand jta 
Maff Evans kicks off yet another forum for all those frustrated games players having 

difficulty with their favourite Amiga past times. 

To cheat, or not to cheat? 
Neil Millard from Salisbury' in Wiltshire and Jim 

Wingham from Saltbum by the Sea in Cleveland are 

two of the latest people to get in touch about the Elite 

cheat. Unfortunately, this is a pretty tricky problem. 

The original Amiga version of Elite* which 

was released about three years ago* did indeed 

feature a cheat to allow you lo enter a hacking 

screen. However, now the game has been repackaged 

and updated to work on new machines and the 

SARA cheat is no longer present. The cheat will only 

work if you have one of the old batch of copies, so if 

you've got the new version of the game, then fm 

afraid you're a bit stuck. Sorry! 

Pot luck 
Vm having problems with the playing map that you 

printed on The Secret of Monkey Island* My main 

difficulty is picking up the pot in the kitchen to use 

for a helmet in the circus. Every' time I try* the pot 

bums my hand. When 1 try' to turn the stew off it 

says* “fd better not do that". 

I think that most readers have probably had this 

problem* so could you please rectify this and help 

send me the true way, 

Anthony Stephens, 
Berry Hill* Gloucestershire 

To tell the truth. / don 7 actually think that most 

readers have had this problem. - not according to 

the phone calls Tve had. The problem you Ve got is 

that you haven't looked around the kitchen properly! 

The stew-pot has nothing to do with the solution at 

allt so leave it alone, The pot you need is the one 

with a head cheese in it, which can he found under 

the table against the back wall You'll have to be 

more observant in future! 

Ignore the pot of stew bubbling on th* stove! Von 

ne»d the one under the table, as shown above. 

There are a couple of problem that people have 

found however; which can be corrected right now! 

When you wans to fight the Swordmaster on Melee 

Island, you don’t really have to search through the 

forest. You can go to the shop and sell the 

shopkeeper that you want to see the Swordmasterr 

When he leaves the shopt quickly follow hint and he 

will show you the trav. 

Another problem readers have come across was 

in priming the recipe for the magic stew. Instead of 

using the piece of paper with the pott use the cereal 

and the ink with the pot instead. Sorry! The message 

got a hit mixed up in the transcription! 

Staff shortage 
I have bought .Seven Gates of Jambala* Please could 

somebody hdp me on the staff* w here you can pul 

the several pieces of the magic w and together. 

Murk Hopkins, 

Wigan, Lancashire 

Oohf this is a pretty old game. Its fact it's so old that 

no-one around here can remember how to play it 

properly! If you've got the solution to this problem* 

then send it in to Helping Hand and cam yourself 

some money! 

Fire in the hold 
Please could you show me a cheat for Persian Gulf 

Inferno, because I always seem to run out of 

ammunition arid hits. 

Ian Donaldson, 

Bright I ingsea, Essex 

Hmm* Not a game that we've ever seen in the Amiga 

Format office, because it wnw a hit before our time. 

Does anyone else remember the game? Maybe 

you’ve played it enough to put together some tips. // 

vow reckon you've got something useful then send it 

in to Helping Hand at the usual address. The prize 

money is here and waiting.., 

Zombie holocaust 
Well you asked for it and so now 

you're going to get it! What I hear you 

ask - the Nighrbrced Interactive Movie cheat of 

course! Press P to pause the game, then type RISEN 

FROM THE DEAD for infinite lives. 

Paul Nelherlon, 

Deal, Kent 

At last! A reader reply for the issue! Now that we’ve 

published a hint for both versions of Night breed 

everyone should be happy. Phew! What a relief! 

On the winning team 
Recently I purchased Team Yankee and managed to 

complete scenario one, but 1 am firmly stuck on sce¬ 

nario two* 1 w onder if you can help or maybe one of 

vour readers can? 

L Kills 

London K3 

Pint M* 

I'm afraid that we haven't any information on how to 

heat the Team Yankee scenarios at alL Hopefully 

someone reading this column will be able to help you 

out with some hintsthough. Well, faithful viewers. 

how about it? 

Well* the answers to last issue's questions weren't 

forthcoming* were they? Only one letter replying to a 

pica. Still, Paul wins a £25 Helping Hand voucher 

for his Nightbreed tip* so at least someone's happy. 

Now then you lot, there's plenty of fuel for you 

Came busting-type people to get your teeth into, so 1 

shall be expecting some letters in from you soon! 

The sequel 
Fans of Amiga games should keep an eye out! Due to 

the success of the Last Screenplay book, our very ow n 

Maff Evans will soon be putting a new one together* 

containing a whole new' set of mini-reviews, hints, 

tips* cheats maps and solutions. The book will not 

only cover the latest releases* there will also be a few' 

old classics for you more experienced games players. 

Barring hurricanes and alien invasions. 

Screenplay 2 should be available towards the end of 

the year, so serious game freaks should have their 

cheque-books at the ready! 

If you're stuck on a particular game or have a solution to a letter printed in 

the magazine then write it down and send it in to us at HELPING HAND, 

AMIGA FORMAT, 30 MONMOUTH STREET, BATH, AVON BA1 2BW. 



Cutuoii t Pat k 1 Mb j 
ont>-*569,99 inc. VAT 

Bute Auriga Pack 
only £299 IflC, VAT 

(Nt> Software) 

MAIL ORDER 
61 Gainsborough Rd, Finchley, London, N12 8AA 

VISIT OUR SHOP! 
Power Station Computers,14 Station Road, Finchley, London N3 2RY 
It's right by Finchley Central Tube Station so now you can iry our products before 
buying! our [rained and friendly staff will be pleased to demonstrate any product 

IMPORTANT ALL mockines are tested prior to shipping 

SMASH 

POWER PACK I Its your CHOICE! 
I® CARTOON CLASSICS 

"including (T) CARTOON CLASSICS 1Mb, includes: 

l Pack A PUL'S the official Commodore 1 2Mb 

upgrade complete with battery backed up clock, 

protective metal casing. Does not invalidate war¬ 

ranty, 1 year Commodore warranty. 

PLUS tO GREAT GAMES 
Datastorm, Dungeon Quest, Grand Monster 

Siam, Kid Gloves, Powcrplay. RVF Honda. 
Shufflepuck Cafe. Mkroprose Soccer Tower of 

Babel, E motion 
UR POWER CP - The ultimate compilation including 
Rainbow Island - Format Gold & all time favourite 

Altered Beast - 60-70% review 

X-Qut - 70-80% review 

Turman - R5-90% rev iew 

1Mb tlisk drive,. 
I TV modulator, , 

■1096 colours. * ' ‘ v 
nuillPtasking, speech 
synthesis, Amiga basic, 
4 channel stereo. mouse. 
3 operation manuals. 
Workbench 1.3. 

tutorial disk. all cables, 
nofepad w p 
PUS 
The SirtijVaHV* 
Captain Mjixi 
lemming* 
Plu# ] o great game* 

I t sec pat 

ails I 

great gam 
:k tti lor 

details 1 

mrf*POWER PRICE 

only £329 

Deluxe Paul! Ill 
PLUS Mouse mat 
AND Joystick AND 

Chase II Q - 80-90% review' Dust cover 

POWER PRICE only £385.99 

You 
CHOOSE 
your own 
chart hit 

© 
Pack B with 
chart game of 
your choice 
i u p to £26) 
e g PGA Tour Golf, 
F19. K-Typc 2. F15 
etc 

POWER PRICE 

only £39? 

PRICED 
TO SELL X 

I With Pack ® 

Iwnrr^pOHffR PRICE 

only £569 

POWER PACK 2 SHUSHED 
PRICES 

PHILIPS 8833 MKtl COLOUR MONITOR 

With Pack @ With Pack 0 

win* power price win* power price 

only £619.99 only £633.99 

l iMrp* POWER PACK 3 amiga isoo - its got the power 

From £599.99 without software 
2 year warranty on our 

Quantum Drives 

I Latest Commodore Amiga ]40Q comes with 1Mb of RAM {possible expansion to 9Mb) and 2x35" 
1880Kb internal drives, detachable keyboard and mouse Accepts all Amiga 2000 peripherals and is 
■ upgradable to full IBM compatibility! 
I Fill The Works - platinum edition An integrated word processor, database and spreadsheet. It's 
I,ill you need! PLUS Populus + Promised lands and Sim City + Terrain Editor (2 real classics wea¬ 
lthy of any collection) PUS Batflechess, The Grandmaster classic Pit'S Their Ftmwt Hour. Battle 
[of Britain fighter pilots are having a hard time ■ now it's your turn1 PI US Deluxe Paint III - The 
I ultimate art package - it s worth buying your 1500 fust for this1 PLUS A-Z of computer jargon 
I S i i $ 2 introduction books "Gel the most out of vour Amiga” and official manual. 

SEW Ae Once (with adaptor). PC Emulator - run an IBM PC alongside vour Amiga Only £24999 

without monitor.1639 99 Quantum Dme 1369 99 

TMf tilTIIAAYI PICK wnrE* wito Philips 8833 Mk II..£879.99 l>nu- 
Ml A vvith U>™™xJoiv 1084S 1B69 99 

POWtK rKIlt IHC. VAT m with dust cover.4889.99 

EXPANSION P0WCR z 
5J2K memory expansion with dock -A/xx 

I 3.5“ external drives..£54.99 .. .only £32.99 
Very quiet, slimline design - suits any Amiga CBM A501 official 512K expansion ..£44.99 
on dtl switch, W'K formatted capacity - extra j p p ram b j *99 99 
long cable vIm. di. Call for further dtloilf 

» SC00V! MONITOR POWER 
COMMODORE 1084SD 

Green screen facility Q 
14* RGB & CVBS Q 
colour monitor Q" 

80 characters x 25 lines Q 

Stereo sound output Q 

Amiga compatible U 
Earphone headphone srxkct Q 
Free leads O' 

RRP £300*00 
THE COMMODORE MAGIC 

at theJHfrSxxp! 
POWER PRICE of only 

£244.99 inc. VAT 

PHILIPS 8833 MK11 
UK VERSION 

Featuring 

14* screen a 80 column display O' 

Stereo O' Amiga compatible Qr 

600 x 285 pixels QJ Free lead Q 

RGB A3, TIT. comp.' video & stereo audio inputs Q| 

Retractable foot O' Tw in speakers Q 
Earphone pek socket Free dust cover U 

FREE 1 year on-wlr rrumtmtnce [3 

RRP £31 0.48 

POWER PRICE 
only £239.99 in«. VAT 

JB». PRINTER POWER ^ 
' , All Citizen primers carry a full 2 YEAR WAJULAJVTY 

Citizen l£0D 9 pin, I20cps, NLQ, 80 col.. ....£149.99 

Citizen Swift 9, colour, 2l3cps, NLQ, 80 col, 4 fonts, includes colour kit....£189.99 
Citizen Swift 24 pin, colour, up to 160/50 cp* NOSE BETTEi inc colour ktl.£289,99 
Citizen Swift 124D letter quality, 24 pin, dot matrix work horse 

(no colour option) ...*.„*.„*,*. ...£209.99 
Citizen Swift 9 A 24 colour kits. Transform your dull mono model 

into FULL COLDLY ........,.only £34,00 
QvmmixJoTc MPS12^0 In k jet 1 frOcps - very quiet ... .on jy £ 169.99 

HEWLETT PACKARD PA Eli I JIT (includes 1 year onsite maintenance* 
3t*30A qualm colour graphics - S primary coknirs amt ihtwumU of ihide^ and hues Ea& N lQ trxl - 
16" c p % ft 10 pm h - disposable pnnt cartridge -100% Amiga compoliUlitV Backed bv 0>tl 1X41 
HEW1JTT PAL KARJJ W ARltANTV CVBF.AT,A*U QtAUTY 

RRP £1170 POWfR PRICE ... £789 

PERIPHERAL POWER 
£2^9 99 
£3*9 99 
£189 99 
£19 99 
£1999 

CcimiiMickwe A 590 20Mb hard drive LOW PUCE . 
Plus extra 2Mb fined - doe* NOT affect warranty ... 
AT Once for A500 * PC Emulator (brilliant)........ 
SQuick Mouse tirucrosvniched)........ 
Printer stand w ith wire paper tray ............ 
Astra Pack (10 great games).,,.........,£29 99 
L'nbranded disks 40 plus 40 cap lockable storage box....£24 99 
KCS Board......£219 99 
Sony branded 20 x 3,5' with Sony box - very compart....,,.£19,99 
Control centre - aluminium - space for drive ■ monitor platform NEW .£3999 
Rendalc Genlock 8802 with FREE switch box......£184.99 
Replacement power supply.....£39.99 
Qukkjoy TOPSTAR (for professionals) - mJctoswiiches. autofire......£21.99 
Quick joy jeimGHTER - 6 mteroswitches - autofire ■ speed control - smooth.£13.99 
Konix Speedking - brilliant - auiofire - The Best.........£12.99 
Mastersound - the ultimate in low cost sampling inc. over sampling 2 s/w.. ,,.,,£34.99 
Nintendo Super Famicom Scan Version........... .......£199,99 
Sega megadrive * English or Japanese - plus great games from .. £12999 
Excellence 2 - great w ord processor * great reviews .....£94 99 
Dust ccnw for 1500. Covers monitor. CPU & keyboard ....£14 99 
Till nr Swivel monitor stand with position locking......,£1799 

Authorised dealers for Commodore, Atari, Amstrad, Citizen, Star, Panasonic, Supra, Sega, Hewlett Packard 

visa 

ORDERING POWER It's so easy! 
_ 24 HOUR SALES POWER HOTLINES 

m 081 343 0419 (6 lines) 
HOW TO ORDER 

•3 Bv phone 
08] 343^19 

Bv fax IlS fast 
0HI 446 (>422 

k ji By posi make 
| | cheques, bankers 

drafts. postal 
ordeni or building iOdety 
cheques payable to 

hu < Diita Lid 

Allow working day^s for 
petMiruil cheque clear¬ 
ance 

1-DELIVERY: UK main land ohit. 
1» .»! THE Ajjff» POWER SERVICE 

Next day delivery only £10.00 inc, VAT 
3-5 day only £6.60 
F^P under £100 00 only £2.50 
P^F over £100.00 only £4.00 

sprttu ifezkend 
DOJVTKT 

WITHIN M24 ONLY 
£14.00 

Please have your tredii card ready when 
ordering for easy reference. Thank you 

OPENING HOURS: 
Mon-Frb H. 30am - 7.30pm 
Satunhiy: 9.00am 6.00pm 
Sunday: (shop) open iO.OOajn-1.00pm 

ES G E Frkes are ctwreet at 
time cv( going to press, and 
include VAT bul subjecr tn 
chan ae, as we are sometimes 
let down bv su^plim Call 
tWff* LT4 

PRICE...POiVf/?...PERFORMANCE 

Name (Mr. Mrs. Ms)*, 

Address-—--— 

Postcode 

Credit Card Please circle Card No_y_ 

PLEASE SEND ME PRODUCT PRICE 

II 
! ^ POWER PRICE 

Ml products are sourced from the UK - no Carriage 
grev imports * SO rest easy w ith vour ofBaal 
UK warranties Tc*31 Powtrr pnct 



REALMS 
"'Let's make no bones 
about it. Graftgold's 
REALMS looks tike being 
the game to topple 
PowerMonger as the 
greatest strategy game on 
home computers.., it's 
going to be a stunner!1' 
C&VCi Released in 
Autumn on IBM PC 
Amiga and Atari ST. 

MAGNETIC SCROLLS 
COLLECTION 
VOLUME 1 
Corruption, Guild of 
Thieves and Fish - three 
classic adventures 
enhanced to run under 
Wonderland's new 
Magnetic Windows system. 
Available on IBM PCf 
Amiga, Atari ST and 
Archimedes. 

WONDERLAND 
Puzzles, Conundrums, 
potions, a caterpillar, 
mushrooms and a very 
mad hatter for your IBM 
PC, Amiga, Atari ST and 
Archimedes. 

VIZ - The Game 
Play the part of Biffa, Buster 
or Johnm in this romp 
through Fulchester. Not for 
s^le to minors. Available on 
Amiga, Atari ST, C64, 
Spectrum and Amstrad* 
Coming soon on the IBM PC. 

GOLDEN AXE 
The smash hit coin op hacks 
and slashes its way onto the 
small screen. "Best 16 bit 
coin op conversion" - 1991 
Golden Joystick Awards. 
Available on IBM PC, 
Amiga, Atari ST, C64, 
Spectrum and Amstrad. 

ROLLING RONNY 
Ronny's the coolest dude 
in town. Help him skate 
through nine levels of 
bizarre creatures, superb 
animation and weird 
power-ups Released in 
Autumn an IBM PC, 
Amiga, Atari ST and C64. 

FISTS OF FURY 
Battle your way through 
four of the biggest selling 
games of all time - Double 
Dragon II, Shinobt, Ninja 
Warriors and Dynamite 
Dux. Available on Amiga, 
Atari ST, C64, Spectrum 
and Amstrad. 

SHUTTLE 
The most authentic space 
simulation ever. Released in 
the autumn on IBM PC, 
Amiga and Atari ST. 
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EXCALIBUR 
A rich blend of fighting, 
fantasy and strategy set in 
Arthurian Britain 
Available on IBM PC, 
Amiga and Atari ST. 

SUPREMACY 
"...the ultimate in strategy 
games. A classic" CU Amiga 
Available on IBM PC, 
Amiga, Atari ST and C64 

a 
COMING SOON... 3D SNOOKER AND FLOOR 13 

ADVENTURES, ARCADE, ARCADE ADVENTURES, BEAT 
'EM UPS, COIN-OP CONVERSIONS, COMPILATIONS, 

FRP, PLATFORM, RPG, SHOOT 'EM UPS, SIMULATION, 
STRATEGY. WHATEVER YOUR TASTE, 
THERE IS A VIRGIN GAME FOR YOU.. 

GAMES 



SPECIAL OFFER 

• Reviews of over 

100 games will help 
you decide what to buy 

• Tips, cheat 

modes and advice 

for over 100 

games can help you 
out if you're stuck 

• Maps for 12 big 

games show you the 
way to reach the end 

• Complete solu¬ 

tions and playing 

guides will take you 
further than you've 
ever been before 

• Stuck on an 

older game? This is 
the only place you'll 
find the answer! 

All these games 

reviewed, tipped 

and hinted: 
Aaargh!, APE, Arkanoid, Austeditz, 
Barbarian. Batman the Mcme. 
Battfehawks 1942, Battle Squadron. 
Beach Valley, Bfoodvwych. BombufaL 
Castle Master, Chase HQ, Conqueror, 
Continental Circus, Corporation, 
Cybernoid I and II, Denary Double 
Dragon, Drakkhen, Dungeon Master, 
Elite. Escape from the Planet of the 
Robot Monsters, Eye of Hocus, 
Federation of Free Traders, Fighter 
Bomber. Flood. Fusion, F-29 Retafiator, 
Gemini Wrng, Ghouls ri Ghosts, 
Goidrunner, Hard Drivin, Hawkeye, 
Helter Skelter, Hero s Quest. Infestation, 
Interceptor, Interphase, Jumping Jack 
Son. Kick Off I and 2. Klax, Laser Squad. 
Lost Patrol, Menace, Millennium 2.2. 
Nebulus, Neuroma ncer. New Zealand 
Story, Ninja Warriors, Omega. Pipe 
Mania, Platoon, Player Manager. 
Power drome. Rainbow Islands, Rick 
Dangerous. Robocop, Rock, n Roll, 
Rotor, R-Type, Silkworm, Sim City, 
Starglider I and 2. Strider. Stunt Car 
Racer. Super cars. Switchblade, Three 
Stooges, Thunderblade, Untouchables. 
Venus the Fly Trap, Vigilante, Wicked, 
Wizball, Xenomorph. X-Gui, Xybots 

Complete solutions 

for these games: 
Batman - The Caped Crusader, Cadaver, 
Damocles, Dragon s Lair, Future Wars, It 
Came from the Desert, Kult. Operation 
Stealth, Shadow of the Beast I and N. 
Space Ace 

Buying games? 
Playing games? 
You need this! 

Lovingly constructed by Amiga Format Gamebusters 

supremo MAFF EVANS and costing only £9.95, this 

162-page tome is the vital accessory for anyone who's 

serious about their games. Get it now! 

Order form 
I would like to order __copy/copies of SCREEN- 

PLAY at rhe pnce of £9 95 

(please add €1.45 per copy to cover p&p,] 

If paying by cheque please send payment with this 

order form in a sealed envelope to: 

AMIGA FORMAT SCREEN PLAY book 
FREEPOST 

Future Publishing Ltd, 

The Old Barn. 

Somerton, 

Somerset TA1 T 7BR 

No stamp required if posted in the UK 

Please allow 28 days for delivery 

Name 

Address 

____ Post Code 

Telephone_ 

J enclose a cheque/PO for £__ 

Please debit my AccessZVisa card:roe*«tas appropiMiei 

My card no is;_ 

Expiry date:____ 

Signature _____ 
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Media Direct 
AMIGA 500 PACKS 

All our Amigas ate 
UK specification and come 
complete with |he 
following — 

Amiga Pack 1 fQassic Pack) 
512K random access 
memory 
Built-in disk dnve 
4096 colour graphics 
4 channel stereo sound 
Kckstart 1 3 
Workbench 1,3 
Extras 1.3 and tufdnai disk 
Amiga mouse 
TV modulator 
Power supply unit 
A500 keyboard 

Ban Simpson 
Captain Planet 
Deluxe Pami ill 
and game of ihe year 
Lemmings 

We also gate you- 
Mouse mat and pockei 
dust cover, ID blank disks 
and boxr Quiekshot 
Python 1 joystick 

PIUS 
JO mone Greaf Ga/wa 
Fool ball Manager 
Hotshot 
Las Vegas 
Flight Path 737 
Ftrebtasier 
Karting Grand Prix 
Thai Boxing 
Seconds Out 
Mouse Trap 
Pluios 

Amiga Pack 2 
fCtoc Pack tej 
As Pack 1 bui also 
includes the Cumana 
CAX354 external disk 
drive 

I ‘ 
Amiga Pack 3 
(Classic Printer Pack) 
As Pack l but includes me 
Star LC20C full colour 
printer 

Amiga Pack 4 
/The tMffittfll Pack) 
As Pack f but indudes 
Star LC200 colour printer 
plus Philips CM8&33/II 
stereo Colour monitor 

Amiga Pick 5 
(Ertuca&onaf P&cty 
As Pack 1 bui includes a 
selection of educational 
software — 
Spell Book (ages 4-9} 
Things lo do with words 
(ages 5*12) 
Things lo do with numbers 
(ages 5-10} 
Lets spell at the shops 
(ages 4 10} 
Lei's spell at home 
(ages 410} 
Let's spell oui and about 
(ages 4-10} 
Puzzle Book T (5 to. adult) 
Puzzle Book 2 (5 to adult) 

Am ip Pack 6 /Gamers Pacty 
As Pack i but also 
includes some ol I he 
hottest games — 
F29 Retailor, 
F19 Slealth Fighter 
Lotus Esprit Turbo 
Challenge. 
Swiv (Silkworm It). 
Flight of the Intruder 

£499.95 

£479,95 

PRINTERS 

Ail our printers are UK 
specificauon and are 
covered by a 12 monihs 
warranty * All ihe prices 
include a printer lead and 
a tailored dust cover 

Star LCdO A popular km cost 
Mono Printer 
Multiple font options from 
front panel 
Excellent paper handing 
facilities 
Simultaneous, continuous 
and single sheet stationery 
240x240 DPI graphics 

Star LC24-2Q0 Colour Printer 
360 DPI 24 pm colour 
printer 
30K butler expandable to 
62K 
10 resident fonts 
Front panel pitch selection 
Reverse paper feed 
Paper park with auto 
single sheet loading 

£159.95 

Star LC 24-1 & 
24 Pin Vmm of LCi 0 
Excelleni letter quality print 
360x360 DPI graphics 
8 resident Ipnts 
Additional font cartridges 
available £214,95 

Star LC2Q0 Colour Printer 
An excellent value for money 
Catour Printer 
240 DPI 9 pin colour 
Front panel pitch selection 
Push/pull tractor feeds 
Reverse paper feeds 
16K buffer 
8 resjdem fonts 
Supplied with colour ano 
mono ribbons 
Front panel programmable 
Paper park with auio 
Single sheet loading £214,94 

Supplied with colour and 
mono ribbons 
Froni panel programmable 
Extra fom cartridges 
available £309,9* 

Ciizen 12QD + 
A very popular low cos! 
mono printer centronics/ 
RS232/CBM 64 serial 
Please specify interface 
when ordering (Iwo year 
warranty) £144,92 

Citizen 124D 24 pin Mono 
Printer 
8K buffer expandable 
Push and puH tractor feeds 
3 fonts with excellent 
fetter quality 
(two year warranty) £204,9* 

Citizen Swift 9 pin Colour 
Printer 
8 K buffer 
240x240 DPI colour 
graphics 
Push and puH tractor feeds 
Excellent print quality 
(two year warranty) £224,9* 

Citizen Swift 24 pm Colour 
Printer 
European Printer of the 
Year 1990 
24 pm version of the 9 pm 
colour printer 
360x360 DPI colour 
graphics 
Push and pull tractor feed £314,9* 

PERIPHERALS 

We stock a large 
range of peripherals, all of 
the highest quality If you 
can't see the one you 
require please give us a 
call to see it we stock it 

nertoha 

MOUSE 

Star LC24 2DO Mono Printer 
80 column dot matrix 
printer 
?K buffer expandable to 
39K 
10 resident fonts 
Paper park with auto 
single sheet loading 
Supplied with mono ribbon 
Faster than LC24 10 
Extra font cartridges 
available 
Front panel pilch selection 
Programmable from front 
panel 

Mice and Trackballs 

£259 95 Naksha Upgrade Mouse 
Amiga/Atan switchabie 
Simply the besi 
280 DPI resolution 
Ergonomic design 
Smooth precise operation 
2 years guarantee 
Free mouse mat 
Free mouse pocket 
Now mdudes 
Operation Stealth from US 
Gold Only £22.95 

GOVERNMENT, TRADE AND EDUCATIONAL ORDERS WELCOM 
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Mega Deals, Multi-Choice 
. C MOUSe 
i :oat Amiga/Atan 
*d cement mouse 
DPI resofution 

Kti slick operation 

' ,.iCkrji! D, ~ Jri 
a 

i . : ■•'.veeii •'.! r 
■«miga with 'he -hrrj 

■On 
-jsr be the best 

- '\ic*bai ava ar e 
T^y £29.95 

■ttn 

■ Maksha Scanner 
’-e Amiga A5QG 

DPI 32 grey ?nade 
reW scanner 

* inc/uctos 
" a hand scanner 

: interface 
vr supply unil 

■ Scan trolessior.i! 

CO ‘The U'ftma.V' 
■"er Software 

£129.95 

t Expansion Boards 

;a A500 0 5 Mb BAM 
ansion board 

• t-,es memory ' \M 
3 technology 

i cement for A 501 
:ansion 

minutes 
Njfl switch £26,95 

ck Version £29.95 

•:a t 5 Mb RAM 
: lesion 

■ eeo rT ore me-no-y 
'1 vs boarc is for v ■ 
an extra 1 5 Mb ol 

V to your machine 

- ; a Io'-’jI of 2 MEGS 
oete w ifi dock 
j ar uses ;ne a?esi 

CRAMS ‘dr - I 
consumption ’ 2 

-*'s guarantee 
-res Kickstan 1 3 or 

Easily fused mi; the 
ihder your A500 
. res no SOioenrKj ittu* 

1 you' A500 must 
■ - oved tQr fr ug rne 
; !n Connector) 

r, £84.95 

. se'vice avd'/ibo 
. v lor defats 

ra RAM 500 RX 
•”ory expansion 

* 2 4 or 8 Mb fast 
v ’o* Amiga 500 
-ojters 

Easily plugs into A500 
expansion port 
Amiga bus through port 
Easily expandable zero 
wart slates and 
hidden refresh lets you fun 
larger and more 
sophisticated programs 
Allows creation of large 
and very fast BAM disks 
Test mode and software 
Simplify troubleshooting 
QrvQff switch 

Supr a ram 5QQRX 2Mb 
Supraram 5Q0RX 4Mb 
Supra ram 500RX 6Mb 

Evtemal Disk Drives 

£195.00 
£270.00 
£420,00 

Cumana CAX354 

Very quiet Slimline 
design Through port 
connector On/oH switch 
on rear Long connecting 
cable 6B0K formatted 
capacity Fis all Amigas 

ONLY £57 .95 

Supradnve for Amiga 
A50Q 
Using stale of the an 
technology, these drives 
use the same amount of 
power as a floppy d«$k 
drive These doves are 
shipped formatted and 
ready to use so you can 
Simply plug in your drive 
turn on your computet and 
the system is ready to use 
The drive can be 
configured as autoboot or 
non autoboot, it can have 
upto 8Mb o! Ram and as 
many as s* SCSI drives 
can be connected 
together The drives also 
come with "express 
copy", hard disk backup 
software superboot and 
supertooisr'. file 

management and 
formatting programs 

52Mb Hard drive 
with 0 5Mb Bam 
52Mb Hard drive 
with 2Mb Ram 
80Mb Hard drive 
with 0 5Mb Ram 
80Mb Hard drive 
with 2Mb Ram 
105Mb Hard drive 
wilh 0 5Mb Ram 
105Mb Hard drive 
with 2Mb Ram ■ 

We also stock the range of 
Supra modems, phone for 
details 

£449 00 

£509.00 

£549.00 

£599.00 

£599.00 

£659.00 

Zydec External Drive 
Very quiet 
Slimline design 
Quality citizen drive 
mechanism 
On/off switch on rear 
Long connecting cable 
88GK formatted capactiy 
Fits all Amigas Only 

Mastei Sound — 
Mono Sound Sampler 
A low cost high features 
sound sampler package 
includes hardware and 
software with a host of 
features to sample and 
edit music live onto your 
Amiga Only 

Miscellaneous 
Midi Master — Midi 
Interface for Ihe Amiga 
Midi in — 3X Midi oul ang 
Midi through 
Compatible with all leading 
mid* software 
Fully OPTO isolated 
Includes two tree nrudi 
cables 
Please stale ASOOnoOO/ 
2000 when ordering Only 

Action Replay MKH by 
Date! 
a whole host ol tealures 
including Freezefr^ne 

Boot Selector Virus 
Detection and much much 
more Only 

Replacement Amiga A500 
power supply 
Reptacemem internal disk 
drive for Amiga A 500 
(original Commodore one 
— no modificaiion 
required} 

Soundblaster 

£54.95 

£34.95 

£28.95 

£57.95 

£39,95 

£69.95 

The amazing Soundblaster 
adds a new dimension to 
your games. Blasting out 
stereo sound at 5 watts 
per channel into two high 
quahty 50 watt 3 way 
speakers The pack comes 
complete with an AC 
power supply and as an 
added bonus there is a 
pair of free stereo 
headphones 

ONLY £44 ,95 

DISKETTES 

Atnannq Offers on 
3 V OS DO KAO BULK 
DISKETTES 
25 DSOD 135 tpi £11=95 
50 DSOD 135 tp. £21.95 
75 DSOD 135 tp £31.95 
TOO DSDD 135 tp £37.95 
200 DSOD 135 tp £71.95 
500 DSDD 135 ip £169.95 
1000 DSDD 135 tpi £309.95 

All 3 5" disks are 
supplied with labels and 
are 100% error tree 
2 *or 1 guarantee 

Rainbow Diskettes 
Rea green yellow 

orange black while 
CPours and quantity of 
y our choice 

3ir DSOD Disks 
25 DSOD T35 tp £13-75 
50 DSDD - 35 to £26.45 
100 DSDD 135 tp £44.95 
200 DSDO 135 tp £84,95 

15* DSDO SONY BULK 
DISKETTES 
25 DSDD 135 tp £13,45 
SO DSDD 135 tp £23.95 
100 DSDO 135 tp £42.95 
200 DSDO 135 tp £81.95 
500 DSDO 135 tp £189 95 
1000 DSDD 135 tp £349.95 

THnumtiC rUimmtu" Remembtfff 
We onfy supply top quokfy 

diskettes Our 3 5' diskettes are 
manufactured by KAO and our 
5.25* diskettes are manufactured 
by ATHANA 

We do not seif substandard 
diskettes from the Far East 

MONITORS 

Philips CM8833/II 
Stereo Colour Monitor 
AH our monitors are Of UK 
specification, are covered 
by a 12 month warranty 
and come complete with a 
connecting lead 

Media Direct Computer Suppfies Ltd 
Unit 3 Railway Enterprise Centre 

Shelton New Road Stoke on Trent 
Staffordshire ST4 7SH 

£244.95 
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Media Direct 
DISKETTE 

STORAGE BOXES 

All our storage boxes 
come wrih ami static lid, 
two keys and dividers 
where applicable 

Ban* Box 
Stacks horizontally and 
vertically and can hold 
uplo 90 3 5" diskettes 

3 5" 100 capacity box 
3 5" 60 capacity box 
3 5" 50 capacity box 
3 5" 40 capacity box 
5 25" 100 capacity box 
5 25* 50 capacity box 

Offer 
Deduct £1 00 irorti above 
box price it purchasing a 
quantity of diskettes 
(Min 25 disks) 

Atari dust cover 
Amiga dost cover 
Star LC10 dust cover 
Star LC24 10 dust cover 
Star LC200 dust cover 
Star LC24 200 dust cover 
2 piece printer stand 
Tilt n' turn monitor Stand 
Monrlor plynth 

Switches m Cables 

Monitor Cables 
Amiga to CBM 1064S 
monitor cable 
Amiga to Phillips CM8833 
cable 
Amiga to scart cable 
Amiga to Hitacbi/Granada 
7 pm dm 
Amiga to multisync 15 pm 
3 row plug 
Amiga to multisync 15 pm 
3 way socket 

£3.95 
£3*95 
£5.95 
£5.95 
£5.95 
£5.95 
£5.95 

£12.95 
£19.95 

£9.95 

£9.95 
£9.95 

5 25* or 3 5* 
10 capacity boxes 
1 
5 
10 

Stackable Storage Boxes 
These boxes are ideal 

for the person who 
requires an alternative to 
the standard style box or 
who has a targe number 
ot disks to store 

Posse Box 
The Posso box holds 
150 3 5" diskettes or 
70 5 2§,r diskettes and 
can be stacked 
horizontally or vertically 

Please state 3 5* or 5 25" 
version when ordering 

Bulk Storage Box 
ideal for bulk storage ol 
diskettes, each box can 
hold upfo 250 3 5" 
diskettes 

1 
3 + 
5 + 

£16.45 

JOYSTICKS 

Speed king Standard 
Speeding Autotire 
Speeding Sega 
Megadnve 
Navigator 
Slmg Ray Standard 
Sling Ray Aylofire 
Sting Ray Sega Megadnve 
Manta Ray Standard 
Mania Ray Aulotire 
Manta Ray Sega 
Megaorive 
Z pstick Standard 
2<pstick Aulotire 

£9.95 
£10.95 

£10.95 
£13.95 
£14.95 
£15,95 
£ , 

£12.95 
£14.95 

£14,95 
£11.95 
£13.95 

Data/Printer Cables 
Parallel printer cable 
36 way to 36 way 
centronics cable 
25 way D type maie/male 
cable 
25 way D type 
male/female cable 
25 way D type fem/fem 
cable 

Data Switches 
2 way parallel data switch 
2 way serial data switch 
3 way parallel data switch 
4 way parallel data switch 

Miscellaneous 
Amiga 4 player adapter 

£12.95 
£12.95 
£17.95 
£22.95 

£6.95 

£22.95 
£21.95 
£20.95 

Black £11.95 Mouse/pystick switcher £12.95 
Competition Pro 5000 Mouse/joystick extender 
Clear £11.95 cabfe 1 £5.95 
Competition Pro Glo Extra £13,95 
Competition Pro Extra 
Competition Pro Star 

£13,95 
£13.95 1 PRINTER RIBBONS 

Python 1 Turbo III 
(OS137F) £9,95 We stock a large 
Python 3 Sega Megaorive £9.95 range of ribbons If you 

Apache 1 (QS131) £6.95 can t see your particular 
Flightgrip 1 (QS129E) £8.95 type listed then please 
Maverick 1 (QS13BF) £13.95 phone us for a quote 
Chimera 3 Sega 
Megadnve (GS140) TBA Star T 5 
Intruder 1 (G5149) TBA ICIO mono £2.95 £13,25 
Intruder 3 Sega Megadnve LC10 colour £5.95 £26,75 

(05150) TBA LC24-10 mono £4.95 £22,25 
Aviator 1 (OS 155) TBA LC20G mono £5.50 £24.75 
Aviator 3 Sega Megadnve LC20O colour £10,95 £49.25 
{OS 1*56} TBA LC24-200 mono £4.95 £22.25 

LC24 200 colour £11,95 £53.75 

ACCESSORIES Citizen 120D 
Mono £3.29 £14.80 

All our accessories are Citizen Swift 24 
of the highest quality mono £3.29 £14.80 

Citizen Swift 9 
General mono £3.29 £14.80 
Mouse mat £2.50 Citizen Swift 24 
Mouse pocket £1.50 colour £11.95 £53.75 
3 5* disk drive cleaner £1.95 Citizen Swift 9 
5 25" disk drive cleaner £1.95 colour £11.95 £53,75 

EDUCATIONAL 
SOFTWARE 

Spell Book (ages 4-9) £17*95 
Things to do with words 
(ages 5 12} £17.95 
Things to do with numbers 
(ages 510} £17.95 
Let s speii at the shops 
(ages 4 10} £17,95 
Let s spell at home (ages 
4=10) , ~ £17.95 
Lei s spell out and about 
(ages 4 10} £17.95 
Puzzle Book 1 (ages 
5-adult) £17.95 
Puzzle Book 2 (ages 
5-ackrit) £17.95 

BOOKS 

We slock a large 
range of Abacus books 
suitable tor advanced 
programmers as well as 
beginners 

Advanced system 
programmers guide 
Amiga 3D graphics basic 

£32.41 

programming 
Amiga basic inside 

£18.4? 

and out 
Amiga C advanced 

£1B.95 

programmers guide £32.4? 
Amiga C for beginners £18,4? 
Amiga DOS inside and out 
Amiga DOS quick 

£18.45 

reference 
Amiga desktop video 

£8,95 

guide 
Amiga disk drives inside 

£18.4? 

and out £27,95 
Amiga for beginners £12.9? 
Amiga machine language 
Amiga printers inside 

£14,95 

and out 
Amiga system 

£32,95 

programmers guide £32.9? 
Best Amiga tricks and tips 
Making music on 

£27,4? 

the Amiga £32.95 



Duality and Value Direct to You 
CONSOLES Sega Game Gear 

ONLY £139.95 

Official UK Version 
nciudmg Altered Beasi 
and Joy pad 

Official UK Vernon 

ONLY £99 95 

T 
3d rive Software 
'burner II £27.45 
red Beast £27.45 
« Kidd £23.95 
Did Palmer Goil £27.45 
iw Flash £27.45 
*e Squadron £30.95 
locan £30.95 
jmns £23.95 
;kdown £27,45 
erpaii £27.45 
k Tracey £30.95 
amite Duke £27.45 
rat £27.45 
jotten Worlds £27,45 
i Ground £27.45 

£27,45 
ids n Ghosts £34.95 
sen Axe £27.45 
2og Zwe £27,45 
es Pond £30.95 

Douglas Boxing £27,45 
Madden U S Football £30,95 
Battle £27.45 

«ey Mouse £30.95 
mt Lair 
-derboy III) £27,45 
m walker £27.45 

Defender £27.45 
- Golf Tour £30,95 
">Tasy Star II £46,45 
dus . 1 £30.95 
‘txi ill £23.95 
enge of Shinobi £27.45 
oow Dancer £27.45 
*c the Hedgehog TBA 
ce Harrier 11 £27.45 
:er £34.45 
er Hang On £27.45 
er League Baseball £27.45 
er Monaco G P £27.45 
■er Real Basketball £27.45 
er Thunder blade £27,45 
yd ol Sodan £30,95 
yd ol Vermillion £38.95 
nderforce II £27.45 
* Hawk £27.45 
-d Cup Italia 90 £23,95 
. Gort £30,95 
m £23.95 
rasa, TBA 
merman TBA 

active Accessories 
ade power stick £32,95 
: o/wdeo cable £6,95 
-'rot pad £12.95 
*er base convener £27.95 

Game Gear Software 
Columns £16.95 
Pengo £16.95 
Psychic World £16.95 
Putter Golf £16.95 
Super Monaco G P £16.95 
Wonder Boy £16.95 
Woody Pop £16,95 
Dragon Crystal £19.95 
Donald Duck £19.95 
G Loc £19 95 
Golden Axe £19.95 
Mickey Mouse £19.95 
Ninia Gaiden £19.95 
Outrun £19.95 
Space Harrier £19,95 
Shinobt £19.95 
Baseball TBA 
Frogger TBA 
Joe Montanna Football TBA 
Kmelic Connection TBA 
Talot TBA 

Game Gear Accessories 
AC marns adaptor TBA 
AV cable TBA 
Car fighter adaptor TBA 
Game Gear to Game Gear 
cable TBA 
Game Gear TV tuner TBA 
Rechargable battery pack TBA 

PUBLIC DOMAIN 

SOFTWARE 

We stock a large 
rang# of Public Domain 
Software welt over 3000 
Uites m fact To receive a 
catalogue sena a first 
class stamp together with 
youi name and address it 
you require a catalogue 
on disk send three first 
class stamps instead of 
one 

Here are some of our 
more popular packs 

Pack f - Home Business Pack 
This B disk pack 
contains:— * 
Spreadsheet 
Word Processor 
Amiga Spell 
Memo Pad 
Inventory 
Database etc , etc Cl0.00 

Pack 2 - Demo Pack 
(IP Disk Pack} 
Bud pram 1 (3 disks) 
Budfcxain 2 
Scoopex Mental Hangover 
Gnomes ’Neverwhere 
Horizon Sleeping Bag 
Palace Pulling Ibe 
Trigger" 
Quanex 1 Substance 
Phenomena 1 Interspace 
Decay "Simpsons Demo £11.00 

Pack 3 - Music Pack 
OOMrP&cAj 
Vision Music Masters 
Crusaders ' Bacteria 
Music" 
Crack Music Disk 
Jetset Overload 
Muse Disk 
RAF M#garm 1 
Flash Digital Concert 6 
Flashing Bytes 

Sweet Songs One 
Alcatraz Panic Voices of ' 
Energy' 
Crusaders Micro Concert 
Archaos Music Disk £11.00 

Pack 1 - Adult Pack 
(10MfPac*I £11,00 

Pack 5 - Music Makers Pack £11,00 

Pack 6 - Ne# Release Pack 
This pack changes on a 
weekly bas«s. so is kept 
bang up 10 date £12.00 

THIS MONTHS 

SPECIALS 

HOW TO ORDER 

® 0782 208228 

H BY POST 
* l 

Make cheques and postal orders Payable 
to MEDIA DIRECT, Please send this 
together with your name and address, 
daytime telephone number it possible 
and your order requirements, to — 

MEDIA DIRECT COMPUTER SUPPLIES LIMITED 
DEPARTMENT 650297 
UNIT 3, RAILWAY ENTERPRISE CENTRE 
SHELTON NEW ROAD, STOKE ON TRENT 
STAFFORDSHIRE $T4 7SH 

FAX: 0712 2I15W 

Garage cfttfgw 
Please add £3 35 per order for postage 
and packing 
£5 00 for orders over £150.00 
Software and cartridges £1 35 per item 
Guaranteed TWO Day delivery £6.95 
Guaranteed NEXT Day delivery £9 00 

Remember!!! Remember!!! Remember!!! 
Media Direct are a well established 
company with a reputation for its 
quality and semce A pant to 
consider before purchasing your 
computer goods So why not buy 
from us and put our reputation to 
the test, 

Alt slocks offers are sublet To availability and To 
being ihc latest advertised packs and prices 

{Pack derails may vary from time 10 timej £ £0 E 

Come and visit qur showroom where these 
and many other products are on display 

Meoia Direct Computer Supplies Ltd 
Unit 3 Railway Enterprise Centre 

Shelton New Road Stoke on Trent 
Staffordshire ST4 7SH 

OVERNMENT, TRADE AND EDUCATIONAL ORDERS WELCOME 
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ORDER FORM 

Name ... 

Ai^firfl^mTTTrrrjT,TTTTTTTTTTTTTTrrTTT-TTTTTTTTTTTTr„r,...„„„. I Cheques payabie to: 
| AVA Developments Ltd 

.*********.*******.-....... | 58 Burners Lane South 
■ Kiln Farm 

.—*.—*... Postcode.*. . Milton Keynes 
! MK11 3HD 

TelNo. 1 {0906)262137 

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE 
0908 262137 

DEVEL OPMENTS 
A500 + Expansion Stand 

Only £34.99 
including VAT & delivery 

★ 

★ 

★ 

★ 

Colour coded to your Amiga 
Fitted in seconds 
Shelf for disk drives 
Next day delivery 

LEADS £7.99 PER PAIR 

Lei HAM-E take you away from the Amiga's limited 12 bil graphics and into the 

professional world of 24 bil images. HAM-E is ihe most affordable and yet the most 
compatible 24 bil graphics enhancement for your Amiga. All the software you need is free, 

even the upgrades! But how can we convince you to buy li7 Well, see for yourself... 

Hardware Features: 
True 24 bit RGB colour guns give you a complete palette of 

16,8 million colours, with 8, 18 and 24 bit display modes. 

256/512 colour register modes. 

Displays upto 262,000 colours at a resolution of upto 

384 x 560, (Standard Version) 

Hi*Res version features custom maths processor for real time 

anti-aliasing and resolutions of upto 768x560 pixels. 

Full Genlock, PAL Encoder and Modulator support. 

HAM-E docsn’1 take up any processing time. 

Treat HAM-E piciures and animations as standard IFF files. 

Can display both HAM-E and standard Amiga screen modes 

on your monitor simuHaniously. 

Display HAM-E images in DPaint, Amiga Vision. Scala, 

AMOS, and of course Candu etc. 

Image Professional Features: 
Very powerful 24 bit processing features, eg. RGB 

confection, melt, antique, caricature, droop, explode, radial 

wave, motion blunr* zoom, etc. 

Everything computed with 24 hit accuracy. 

Multiple buffer and undo functions. 

Display modes include 256 colour, average and luma th/w), 

18 bit and 24 bit colour. 

Special mode to import directly from Digiview, 

New 24 bit paint and brush functions. Allows full 24 bit 

painting and brush manipulations, all at full 24 bit 

resolution, upto 32.000 pixels square. 

Third Party Support: 
Spectracolor from OXXI * Full HAM-E support. 2*2,000 colour animated brushes! 

Art Department from ASDG inc, Full HAM-E load and save support 
Vista Pro from Virtual Reality laboratories - Now includes 24 bit HAM-E rendering. 

3I>-Professional from Progressive Peripherals inc - Now renders direct lo HAM-E. 
HAM-E Workshop from Holosoft inc. * Dedicated 256 Register Paint Package. 

’Taint" Features: 
Draw , line, circle, box. etc, and complete fill modes, with 

full light source shading. 

Extensive brush and fill control menus. 

Fast brush distortion in any shape. 

3D perspective and AREXX control make complicated 
animations possible. 

10 colour cycle/glow ranges. 

Anti-alias, wash, bright, cycle, etc... draw modes. 

Both IP and Paint packages fully support standard Amiga 

fonts including colour fonts. 

Full 24 bit palette control screen, allow ing large number of 

multi coloured ranges. 

HAM-E 24 Bit Graphics System 
Standard Version ONLY £299.00 

Hi-Res Version ONLY £399.00 
Both Prices include Vat. Power Supply, all cables 

Image Professional and Paint packages 

Distributed Exclusively in the UK by Checkmate Digital Ltd. HO Mildmay Park, London. N1 4PR, England. Tel 071-923 0658 Fax 071-254 1655 



fTp CAMERA CRAZY 

Three fabulous Canon Ion digital 
cameras to be won as Electronic 
Arts celebrate the release of 
Deluxe Paint possibly the 
biggest event in non-games 
software for the last two years... 

...and 10 runners-up will collect the 
Electronic Arts game of their choice! 

THE LOW-DOWN 
“Why/' you mi phi well be asking yourself, if you were 

a member of one of those pcrfeci TV families who 

appear in all the advertisements. “Why would they 

want to give away a fabulous new Canon ion, the digi¬ 

tal electronic camera that captures still frame-grabs just 

as if they were photographs?' Well, there is one obvi¬ 

ous reason: Electronic Arts' excellent updated paint 

and animation program - the only one. incidentally, that 

works not only in the 4.096-colour HAM mode hut also 

in all the Amiga's other screen modes too - can use 

images grabbed by a Canon ion and downloaded to an 

Amiga. Imagine the fun possibilities: touching up your 

holiday snaps in Deluxe Paint IV or pet ling oui and 

about wiih complete freedom to capture images for 

your on-screen pain ling, What larks, eh? 

Modestly, we reckon this is an amazing pri/c. After 

all. who'd spend OK) on one of these frivolous items 

for themselves? Anyway, three lucky firsi pri/c win¬ 

ners will have a heap of free fun with one of these 

gadgets, while another 10 will pick the game of their 

choice from EA's enormous catalogue. (I’d go for PGA 

Tour Gaff if I were you - Ed). 

THE QUESTIONS 

Jj What is an ion .1 

a Something you flatten clothes with, 

h Something you keep to watch things, 

c A charged atomic particle. 

W hat is a canon? 

a The bottom of a ring-pull, 

b A big gun. 

c A religious bod. 

N Which of the following is 'Deluxe Paint' an 

W anagram of? 

a Pixie land tuna 

b Unpixdaied 

c Tuxedo pile 

THE WAY TO WIN 
All you have to do to gel your chance at winning this 

fabulous piece of photographic technology is work out 

the answers lo the three easy questions we jusi asked 

you and write them down on die back or a postcard (if 

you can't gel a postcard a stuck-dowrt envelope w ill be 

fine) along w ith your name, address and - don't forget 

this. it's important? - your telephone number Then 

stick a stamp on it and whack it in the post to 'No. it s 

not Dulux paint!' Compo. Amiga Format* 29 

Monmouth Street. Haiti BA I 2DL. All entries must 

reach us by October 18. or they'll be ignored, 

THE RULES 
Employees of Future Publishing and Electronic Arts 

(including their agentsi are not allowed to enter. Also 

excluded are people who haven't read this page, those 

who can't read at all and those who don't want to win 

any of the prizes. The judges* decision is final and no 

correspondence will be entered into, no matter how 

much you stamp your feet. No cash or other alternative 

to prizes will be offered - you'll just have to graieful 

for what you receive. 
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UNIVERSAL OVERNIGHT DISTRIBUTION LTD 
If you need cheapo "no name" disks & tut throat prices, please ignore this advert 

Tel: 0228 512131 (24 hour order lines)* Fax: 0228 514484 
Unit 26, Enterprise Centre, James Street, Carlisle, Cumbria, CA2 5BB 

HIGH SPECIFICATION 3.5" DISKS 
Our Brand BASF 

50 DSDD. .44p each. 
100 DSDD. .40p each. .44p 
250 DSDD. .36p each. .41 p 
500 DSDD. .35p each. .38p 

Individually wrapped, 100% certified and 
guaranteed 3.5" DSDD 135tpi disks with labels. 

DISK BOXES 
lockable high quality disk 
boxes at unbeatable prices: 
Qty: 1 + 3+ 6+ 
50 cap £5.99 £5.25 £4.99 

100 cap £6.99 £6.25 £5.99 
12 capacity library cases...Five for £5.75 

3.5" DISKS WITH BOXES 
Disks with locking disk box..£17.95 
Disks with locking disk box..£22.95 
Disks with locking disk box.£26.95 
Disks with locking disk box.£31.95 
Disks with locking disk box.£39.95 
Disks with locking disk box.£71.95 
Disks with locking disk box.£122.95 

i 
All Universal brand disks exceed ANSI standards, contain 
free labels and are probably the best buy on the market. 

Individually wrapped 100% guaranteed D5DD disks 

Remember - Prices INCLUDE VAT AND POSTAGE 

WHY BUy CHEAP NO NAME DISKS FROM ELSEWHERE? 

OURS ARE 100% GUARANTEED ERROR FREE. 

// 

QUALITY CC 

DUST COVERS i 
Amiga and Atari Dust covers. 
High quality covers protect 
your Amiga or Atari keyboard 

1+ 3+ 6+ 
£3.75 £3.25 £2.99 

)MES FIRST AT UNIVERSAL! 

MM ACCESSORIES 
Mouse Mat:.£2.99 

Mouse House:.£1.99 
3.5" Cleaning Kit:.£2.95 

5.25" Cleaning Kit:.£2.95 

IBM or AMIGA parallel printer cable:.£7.95 
Universal plastic printer stands.£6.95 
Extra disk labels (3.5") per 100.£1.50 

■ _ 

HIGH QUALITY JOYSTICKS 

MONITOR STAND 
The monitor stand enables you to 

swivel your monitor in nearly 
any direction. 

1+ £14.50 - unbeatable 
High quality 14“ Universal monitor stand 

takes any monitor from 12" to 16" 

A B C D E 

Suitable for Amiga's, Atari's, C64's, Amstrads, etc.j 
A: SV122Quickjoy II Pilot.......£7.95 
B: Sting Ray with autofire.£15.95 
C: SV119 Quickjoy II Junior.  £5.95 
D: SV124 Quickjoy II Turbo.  £9.95 
E: SV125 Quickjoy II Superboard...£17.95 

1/2 Mb MEMORY UPGRADE 
E 

INFRA RED JOYSTICK CONTROLLER 

Boost your Amiga's memory to 1Mb 
with or without built-in dock. 
Comes with a free 1Mb PD game!! 

£35.99 with clock 
or £29.95 without 

I The freedom connector enables you 
to use your joystick like an infra-red 
one! Simply plugs in between the 
computer and joystick. Features auto- 

| fire 1-2 player game feature, 13 feet 
range & multi-directional infra-red 

1 detection. 

Just £21.95 inclusive (requires batteries) 

3.5" EXTERNAL DISK DRIVE 
Our 1Mb drive is built to the 

highest specifications. 
It is very quiet and comes with a 

free blank test disk 
Just £59.95 inc. VAT & P&P! 

J 



Universal only sell hish quality goods and are a pro¬ 
fessionally run mail order company. Our sales lines 
are open from 9.00am Mondays to Fridays. After 
hours we have an answering machine where you can 
still place an order or leave a message. 

REPLACEMENT MOUSE ■ 
Our robust hish quality T 
replacement mouse has very 
smooth and accurate 
responses. It's a must. 

I Priced at only £19.95 - it's a barsain. 

AMIGA PUBLIC 
DOMAIN 

We only sell hish 
quality public domain for 
the Amiga which are pro¬ 

fessionally duplicated. 
Why use any other company 

when we believe that our 
service is the best? 

Abbreviations used 
Brackets after titles = 

number of disks per 
set 

(x) = 18 and over 
Price per disk 

1+. .£1.50 
15+. .£1.25 
30+. .£1.00 

GAMES 
UPD047 Subculture 
UPD016 Welltrix, Tetris 
UPDOS7 Star Trek Quiz (2) 
UPD049 Elvira Game Demo 
UPD019 PD Games Comp 
UPD035 Puggs in Space 
UPD037 Eatmine 
UPD041 Drip 
UPD042 Fruit Machine, Pool 
UPD043 Bull Run, Mase 
UPD044 H Ball, Peter s Quest 
UPD003 Golden Fleece, Chess 
UPD004 $T Bash, Sorry 
UPD007 Game Over 
UPD010 Binox III 

DEMOS 
UPD302 Alcatraz Mega Demo (3) 
UPD203 Red Sector Mega Demo (2) 
UPD204 Budbrein (x 18 x (2)) 
UPD208 All New Star Trek (2) 
UPD068 Universal Demo Comp 
UPD075 Crusaders 
UPD074 Ray Traced Demos 
UPD018 Ray Traced Slideshow 
UPD030 Various Demos 
UPD031 Iraq Demo 
UPD034 Scoopex Chromium 
UPD040 Fred Fish Empire 
UPD001 Music Demo 
UPD002 Total Recall Slideshow 
UPD005 Elvira Animations 
UPD006 Music Modules 

UPD008 Lotus & Unicycle 
UPD009 Scoopex Mental Hangover 
UPD012 Warriors Cruncher 
UPD032 Mandle Mama 
UPD073 Operation Vark 
UPDO 72 Goldfire Megademo 
UPD071 Amos Demo 
UPD070 Universal Demo Comp 
UPD069 Athrox Demo Comp 
UPD067 Madness Megademo 
UPD048 The Probe Sequence 
UPD046 Agatron Slideshow 
UPD045 Red Sector Demo (1Mb) 
UPD056 Space Ace Demo 
UPD055 Rebels Megademo (1Mb) 
UPD084 Budbrain II Demo 
UPD033 Cardamon Democ 
UPDO54 Fillet the Fish 
UPD053 Vision Megademo IV 
UPD079 Evil Dead Demo 
UPD078 Phenonoma Enigma 
UPD077 Intuition Megademo 
UPD076 Barbarian Demo 
UPD052 Total Destruction 
UPD051 Dual Crew Megademo 

MUSIC/DEMOS 
UPD050 Music Samples 
UPD066 Kaktus & Mahoney 
UPD065 Clapping World 
UPD064 Tropical Sunset 
UPD063 Crusaders Does Genius 
UPD062 Dmob Music Disk 
UPD061 Rave - Acid House 
UPD060 Street Tuff 

FANTASTIC HARDWARE OFFERS 
1Mb AMIGA...WITH TEN COMMERCIAL GAMES 

PLUS A FURTHER FIVE PD GAMES 
...AND THERE'S MORE! 

• Mouse mat • Mouse house • Dust cover • 
Joystick • Blank disks • 1/2Mb upgrade • TV 
Modulator • Disk box • 1Mb disk drive • 
4096 colours • Multi-tasking • Amiga Basic • 
Stereo sound • Manuals...and much, much 
more... 

ASTRA PACK INCLUDED 

ALL FOR JUST 

£398.00 

BASIC AMIGA PACK 
Consists of Amiga 500 plus the Astra 

games pack for just £362 

Amiga 500 without Astra games pack... 
A bargain at £338 

from such a reputable company. 

FINANCE: Let us arrange monthly pay¬ 
ment terms for you. If you are over 18 why 
not call us? Repayments from £18 per 
month 

THE ASTRA PACK 
consists of ten quality commercial games 

worth over a staggering £230 RRP 

UPD059 Rebels Megablast 
UPD058 Batman Remix 
UPD057 MCC Music Disk 
UPD081 Crusaders Bacteria 
UPD401 Sound/Noise Tracker (4) 
UPD205 Monty Python (2) 
UPD206 Blues House (2) 
UPD082 Flash Digital Concert 
UPD083 Flash Digital Concert (1) 
UPD022 PD Art Prog (Animation) 
UTILITIES 
UPD017 Tetracopy Disk Copier 
UPD020 Amiga C 
UPD014 Utility Disk 
UPD013 Utility Disk 
UPD011 Sid - Cli Utility 
UPDO39 Fred Fish Utilities 402 
UPD029 V Edit Wordprocessor 
UPD026 Periodic Table, Atlas 
UPD025 Fonts Disk 
UPD024 Messy Dos 

J 
VIRUS KILLER PACK 

WARNING! Viruses can kill data. 
Our virus killer pack consists of four killer 

disks in a library case. It can detect nearly 
all known viruses 

ALL THIS PROTECTION FOR £7.99 

COMPETITION 
You could win a £50 mail order 

voucher - just dial 

0898 886 200 
Calls charged 34p/44p per mm 

HOW TO ORDER 

To order by telephone simply 
quote credit card number with 

expiry date on 
(0228)512131 

To order by mail make cheques or 
| postal orders payable to: "Universal I 
Overnight Distribution11 and post to 
Unit 26 Enterprise Centre, James St, | 

Carlisle, CA2 5BB 

POSTAGE AND VAT INCLUDED 
Overnight courier service £7.99 
Minimum order value: £10.00 
Major credit cards accepted 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND POSTAGE!! ran 
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EMULATORS 

134 

Jason Holborn takes a look at a new 

emulator that manages to turn your Amiga 

into a hybrid Apple Macintosh and all for a 

fraction of the price of a new Mac. 

ArMax 
Macintosh Emulator ■ £1 50 (£250 with ROMs) 

Readysoft 

BELIEVE IT OH NOT, vour Amiga has a lot 

in common with Bobbin Davro, It may not 

quite he able to manage a convincing John 

Major impression, but it can do some pretty 

decent impressions of its own. And. unlike 

Bobbie Davro, the Amiga doesn't have to 

practice its impressions over and over again in 

the mirror. !f you get an Emulator, your 

Amiga can instantly mimic such machines as 

the Mac. PC. ST. BBC and even the humble 

Sinclair Spectrum. 

So what is an emulator? Put plain and sim¬ 

ply, it's a program thai allows your Amiga to 

run software designed for other computers bv 

mimicking the operating system of the 

machine in question. While the emulator is 

running, the Amiga behaves almost exactly the 

same as the machine that is being emulated, 

thus allowing you to run software that is not 

available for the Amiga. 

Bui why buy an emulator? Why not just 

buy the computer itself? Well, it** quite true 

that you could buy the machine you need and 

run software on thai. but this has a number of 

distinct disadvantages. For starters, emulators 

are usually considerably cheaper than buying 

the real thing, so they're financially a much 

belter bet. But there arc also other factors to 

consider, Can you afford the cost of an extra 

monitor? Have you got the desk space neces¬ 

sary to hold more than one computer? Have 

you got enough spare power sockets? Can you 

afford the extra electricity? As you can see 

then, the real McCoy isn't always the best bet. 

The Apple Macintosh may not be a computer 

thai most of us are ever likely to use, but it's a 

big name within the publishing industry. 

Believe it ot not, the magazine you are reading 

right now was produced almost entirely using 

Macintosh computers running the powerful 

desktop publishing package Quark XPress. So. 

if you need a machine for desktop publishing, 

ihe Mac is a real natural. 

Thankfully, though, you don't need to pay 

the high prices that Apple Macs command. 

Instead, all you need is A-Max, a powerful 

hard ware-based emulator that will inject a I ti¬ 

tle of thai Mac magic into your humble 

Amiga, letting you run all (hose lovely Mac 

desktop publishing programs with ease. Now. 

with the recent release of the new improved . 

A-MAX 2 PLUS 
Despite the Ibci that H should have bean released over slit month* ago, 

there's still no sign whatsoever of Reedy Soft's A-Max II Plus, This card- 

based Mac emulator connects Internally Inside an Amiga 2000 upwards, 

giving many of ihe advantages of the current A-Max II release. 

Enhancements include the ability to directly read and write Macintosh 
format diskettes from within standard Amiga disk drives, full MIDI support. 

AppleTalk compatibility and full support for Mac serial porta. The latest we 

heard was that the American version would be finished at about the end of 
August, but you can be rest assured that we ll let you know as soon as the 

UK PAL version la released. 

PC Emulators 
KCS Power PC Board / £230 / Gltcon Devices 091 #90 1 91 9 

ATonce / £200 / flllc* System* 081 309 lift 

Brfdgeboard (XT or ATf / Phone for price / Commodore 0628 770088 

If you warn an emulator which will allow you to run software designed for the IBM PC compati¬ 

bles. then Amiga ownera are absolutely spoilt for choice. For the A50Q. ihe two contenders for 
your cash are Vortex‘« ATone« and Bitcon s KCS Power PC Board. 

The ATonce card la Installed Internally within Ihe Amiga *00, ao you may need an experienced 

electrician to fh It for you. Based around the speedy Intel 80286. ATonce l* one of the fastest PC 
emulators around. Unfortunately, screen update leaves a lot to be desired and PC emulation can 

sometime* be father shaky. A new version released soon should solve this. 

If you're after a simple plug In and go' emulator, then look no further than Bltcon's excellent 

KCS Power pc card- The card connects to your Amiga 500 via the RAM expansion port and - as 
an added bonus - tt also doubles up as a 512K RAM expansion, giving your Amiga a full 

Megabyte of RAM. The KCS card also nuns at a very respectable rate, with screen refresh being 

the festesl of any PC emulator available. For Amiga 2000 owners. Commodore's own PC 

Brtdgeboard emulators are a good bet. These days they can be picked up relatively cheaply, 

making them an attractive 
proposition. Available in both 
AT and the slower XT form, the 

Brldgeboard emulators consist 

of a plug In card and a 5.2S-inch 
disk drive, boih of which con¬ 

nect internally on the Amiga 
2000 and 1500 upwards. 

Much like ATonce. the 
Brtdgeboard s are fully multi¬ 

tasking, allowing you to run 

both PC and Mac applications 
simultaneously. H you can, go 

fpr the AT model because the 

XT model it very, very skrw with 
a Morion SI rating ol just 1.0. 

ST Emulators 
Medusa Card / £ t SO / Macro Systemi 01049 6171 73048 

Chameleon Z £30 / George Thompson Services 07 7062 23# 
PD ST Emulator / E3 / Deeper Domain Oei -204 3951 

For a machine that Is so closely related to the Amiga, It took a surprisingly long time for ST 

emulators to be released on the Amiga, One of the first was the Medusa Card from German 

developers Medusa This £80 package consists ol a program disk and a tiny 10 board that 
must be fitted Inside your Amiga. 

Like most emulators, the Medusa card requires you to obtain a copy of Ihe ST s 
operating system (TOS) on disk as a binary file. Luckily Medusa do Include a ripper pro¬ 

gram. so a quick trip around to your friendly ST owner is all that Is needed. The emulator 

fully supports all three ST screen modes on a standard Amiga monitor and runs a fair 
percentage of software. 

Another German ST emulator Is Chameleon, a software-only package that bears more 

than a passing resemblance to the Medusa card. Once again Chameleon requires you to 

obtain TOS on disk, although that all-important ripper tool Is not included, so things are 

made somewhat more difficult. Chameleon can do everything that the Medusa card does, 

but does it at a fraction of 
fha cost. 

A far better bet than 

either of these emulators 

is the PD ST Emulator 

which la available from a 

number of top P0 supp 
tiers. This emulator actu¬ 

ally has a copy of TOS 

built Inio It, so If can be 

run almost Instantly, It too 

fully supports all Atari 
screen modes, but the 

standard of emulation is 

not really as good as the 

other two. 
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non-biological A-Max II. there seems little 

point in shelling cash out for the real thing. 

The A*Max II package consists of two disks 

and a ralher ugly grey box that just plugs into 

the disk drive port of your Amiga. Before you 

can get it to strut its stuff, however, you 

must first install a set oT I28K Macintosh 

ROMs inside the cart ridge. These can he 

either bought separately or pre-installed from 

Entertat n me nt 111 lem at i oua I. 

You can also continue to use your external 

drives while the A-Max cartridge is installed 
thanks to a pass-thru connector at the rear of 

the unit. There’s also a rather obscure extra 

connector which won't be familiar to most 

Amiga owners. It is. in fact, a connector for a 

Mac disk drive, which will allow you to 

directly Tead and write Macintosh format disks 

under A-Max control. 

Obtaining ROMs isn't the only problem. 

Before your hybrid Mac can boot up. you'll 

need to obtain the Mac operating system files 

on disk. And, surprise surprise, these aren't 

included, so you'll have lo find a very friendly 

Mac owner who is willing to part with the nec¬ 

essary System and Finder files. They also need 

to be on a special A-Max formal diskette, so 

you’ll need access to the Mac yourself to he 

able to transfer the files. 

Once you’ve finally got your Mac boot disk 

arid ROMs, you’re ready to enter the world of 

Macintosh, So just boot up the A-Max II soft¬ 

ware, set the screen resolution you want and 

click on 'Go Macintosh'* After a lew seconds 

you will be prompted to insert your Mac bool 

disk. If everything is fine, the Mac desktop 

environment will appear. 

From now on, your Amiga works in 

exactly the same was as a standard Mae 

Classic, If you've got a Mac disk drive, you 

can start running Mac software straight away. 

This configuration 
screen allows you la 
alter A-Max If* tw- 
figuration la sail your 
Amiga set up. 

A-Max II 
£150 (£250 with 
ROMs) 
Entertainment 
International 
0268 541126 

Quite a few packages work under A-Max. 

even more so under A-Max II. I managed to 

get programs like Quark XPress, Mat Write. 

Adobe Illustrator, MicroSofi Word. HyperCard 

and even Mac Tetris working without any 

problems. They run at a very' healthy speed 

too, which is unusual for an emulator. 

If you have a hard disk. A-Max II now 

allows you lo set up a Mac-compaiible pani- 

lion which can be used lo store larger 

programs and data, Macs are terrible for disk- 

swapping, so it's well worth inveviing in a 

hard drive if you intend using A-Max II seri¬ 

ously. Another advantage is that A-Max II can 

boot from hard disk, so you don't need that 

boot disk anymore. Not every hard disk is sup¬ 

ported, however. The current release supports 

a pretty comprehensive range of drives includ¬ 

ing the Commodore 2090A, 2091, A590, GVP 

and ICD drives* but it is probably well worth 

checking that your hard drive is supported 

before taking the plunge. 

Version 2 of A*Max now supports Mac digi¬ 

tised sound. These range from the simple Mac 

system beep to some quite complex samples. 

Mom samples play OK. but longer samples 

often result in A-Max crashing so it's well 

worth restricting their use as much as you pos¬ 

sibly can. Not only this but they fill up hard 

disk space and swallow up valuable RAM, so 

you're much better off without them. 

Another new addition that is incorporated 

in A-Max It is SCSI support, which (as long as 

you've got an SCSI imerface connected to 

your Amiga) will allow A-Max II to directly 

access Mac-compatible SCSI devices includ¬ 

ing (theoretically) scanners and Macintosh 

hard drives. 

The original A-Max was a really great 

emulator, bui A-Max 2 is much, much better. 

It's one of the few emulators thai I've come 

across ihat could truly be used as a genuine 

alternative to the real thing. So, if you want to 

run Mac software, then you need look no 

further than A-Max IT 

SPEED •••§• 
On a basic A500 A Mai hurtle* along. On an 
at cetera led Amiga. II leaves a Classic standing! 

DOCUMENTATION OOOO 
A little brief, but everything you really need to 
know it there 

ACCESSIBILITY • § # 
Obtaining Mac ROMs lan I a problem, but you'll 
need access lo a real Mac to get the OS. 

FEATURES •••» 

It does everything that a real Mac can del Colour 

support would have been nice though. 

VALUE # * • • 
Very good, E250 tor a fully-operative Mac is a 
real bargain! 

Y 4MIGk _ 

terdic) 85% 

BBC Micro 
the Emulator 2 0/ £50 / Commode** 062B 770086 

Because of Acorn's dominance ol the educational market. 

Commodore developed a BBC emulator lor the Amiga, Called 
The Emulator' and now available in Its second release. It ta 

one of the best available in terms of speed and compatibility 

The speed at BBC emulation is so lost that many pro¬ 
grams run faster on the Amiga than they do on the relatively 

nippy SBC. Particularly affected are programs written in BBC 
BASIC - these can run up to seven times fester on the Amiga. 
The emulator also supports the full 6502 instruction set, there¬ 

fore many legally written BBC machine code programs will 

run without problems. 
Version 2 fully supports reading end writing of BBC and 

Archimedes format diskettes, making porting software over 
onto Amiga disk easier. It also has Its own built-in comma soft¬ 

ware, allowing the Amiga to talk to n BBC via the serial port. 

Spectrum 
Spectrum Ensiiatof / £ NM / Di^Mail S&L 0103$ 02426559 
PD Spectry Emulator / £3 / Deeper Domain 091-204 3954 

Emulating the aged Sinclair Spectrum may sound like the kind 

of task that the Amiga could do with Its arms tied behind Its 
beck, but it has taken a surprising amount of time for a work¬ 
ing emulator to arrive. 

Available commercially la an emulator from Ml Ian-based 
DigiMan SRL This has an emulator program itself and a small 
interlace that lets a Spectrum tape recorder be connected to 

the Amiga vis the parallel port. This allows Speccy games to 

be loaded from tape and dumped straight out onto Amiga disk. 
Another contender Lb the PD Spectrum emulator. This 

dodgy character ian l just available on its own - we've already 
seen several PD suppliers selling the thing with commercial 
Spectrum games built into it. in particular, one supplier was 

selling the emulator with no fewer than 20 games built In! 

Commodore 64 
C64 Emulator 2 0 / £50 / fteadySoft 0101 416 731 4175 
A64 7 £3 / Deeper Domain OB 1 -204 3954 

With so many C$4 owners upgrading to the Amiga, H was 

obvious that aomaone would produce an Amiga C64 emula¬ 
tor. The first was the ReadySotl C$4 emulator which sold for 

60 quid. This consisted of software and a tiny hardware gad¬ 
get which allowed a C$4 1541 disk tJrtve to be connected and 

used by the Amiga, And it certainty did the fob, with the vast 
majority of C$4 games end utilities working without problems. 

Even programs using complex 064 raster graphics worked 

fine, although the speed of emulation left a lot to be desired. 

An even better bel though is the A64, a brilliant PD C64 

emulator. Like the ReadySotl emulator, the developers can 
supply you with a little widget which will allow the 1641 to be 

connected lo the Amiga. The A§4 also seems faster than 

ReadySotl s offering to la probably the better bet. 
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AT LAST!! 
A PREMIER TRADE SUPPLIER COMES DIRECT TO YOU - THE PUBLIC! 

31/2” DISKS 
Large or small users ■ we have toe prices for you! 

SONY D/S D/D 135 tpi 
50's..42p each_ £21.00 
1 OO s.41p each   £4100 
400‘s .39p each.£156.00 
800's.-.36p each. £268.00 
1200 s..35p each..£420.00 
MITSUBISHI D/S D/D 135 HM 
50 s.  ...37p.£18.50 
100 s .36p,...£36.00 
400's.,....33p.  £132.00 
800‘s.   3Qp..£240.00 
1200's.29p. £346.00 

All disks are PIN numbered and carry a 100% quality controi/no quibble 
guarantee. Disk labels supplied 

STORAGE BOXES 
31/2’ (10 capacity box) 'Sftmpak' see through ____*.£0 
31/2' (10 capacity box) ’Slimpak'..   £0 
31/2' (10 capacity box) see through Vision   £1. 
31/2* (40 capacity box) lockable disk storage box . £3 
31/2' (50 capacity box) lockable disk storage box,...,.  £3 
31/2' (80 capacity box) lockable disk storage box...  £4. 
31/2' (100 capacity box) lockable disk storage box.,,.™,,.£4 
31/2' (120 capacity box) lockable disk storage box... £6. 
31/2* (150 capacity box) lockable and stackable storage box £24 
31/2’ ROSSO stackable box (holds 150).. 
31/2' BANX lockable/stackable (holds 90).... 

All disks boxes are anb-static. Amiga beige, contain keys, 
dividers and rubber feet (with the exception of 10'$) 

95 each 
95 each 
00 each 
SO each 
95 each 
30 each 
95 each 
50 each 
95 each 
£15 95 

£7.95 

ACCESSORIES 

Printer Stands (80 col).....**„.**........*.£5.50 
Printer Stand with tray (80 col & 132 col)....£6.95 
Tift n1 turn monitor stands for Amiga.............£9.95 
Four Player Adaptor........„........£4.95 
Data Swrtches (2-way serial or parallel)______£15.95 
Mouse/Jqystick Extension „„..    ..-.-.£4.95 
A4 Desk Top Holder ........£7.90 
Mousemats (deluxe) red, blue.....£2.95 
Mousemats 5mm packaged.........£1.95 
Mousebrackets ______________£1.95 
Amiga printer leads........£3.95 
31/2* cleaning kits................,.£1.95 
Amiga Dust Covers................£2.95 
Amiga Screen Filters..........£12.95 
Roll of 1000 3 1/21 labels..... £6.95 
1000 Tractor feed labels.......£9.95 
Mouse/Joystick Switches manual ..£9,95 
Star LC24 200 dust cover.... £4.95 

PRINTER RIBBONS 

Amstrad 0MP 2OGO/3D0O . .. 
Amstrad CMP 4000. 

QTY1 
.£2.90.... 
.£3.90 .... 

QTY5 
.£2.60. 
.£3.60. 

QTY10 
.£2,20 
.£3 20 

Amstrad PCW 8256/8512. .£3.50. , . £3.20 £3.00 
Amstrad PCW 9512. £2.90. .£2.60 £2.20 
Brother HR15/20/25/35 .,. £2.50 £2.30 £2,15 
Brother Ml009/1109. £3.90 .£3.60 £3.20 
Citizen 120DASP1Q. £2.90 £270 £2 40 
Epson MJL/FX80/85/800. £2.90. ,....£2.70 £2.40 
Epson FX100/105/1000. £3.60 £3.40 £310 
Epson LX80/86... .£2.90. .£2.70 .£2.30 
Panasonic KXP 1080/81/82... ... .£3.90.... £3.70.. ... £3 20 
Star LC10....... £2,90. .£2.70 . .. £2.40 
Star LC10 4 colour.. .£5.90. .£5.30. , £5.00 
Star LC24 200 Mono. .£3.90 .£3.60 £3 20 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS IS JUST A SMALL SELECTION OF OUR LARGE RANGE 
TELEPHONE 0530-813591 FOR PRICING ON OTHER RIBBONS NOT LISTED 

H RAM EXPANSIONS h 
1/2 meg upgrade (without clock). . £26.95 

1/2 meg upgrade (with clock),......,,£28.95 

1 meg upgrade (with clock)-.-£89.95 

Features include: ON/OFF memory switch, 

auto-recharge battery backed clock. 

AMIGAS h 
Screen Gems IMP...£349.94 
Basic Amiga including Modulator 
and mouse ..... £329.99 

SPECIALS 

Star LC2QG Colour Printer.£259,95 
Star LC24 200 Colour Printer.,..£279.95 
Star LC10 Mono Printer.... ,.£158 95 
Commodore 1034$ Monitor...£249,95 
Philips Colour Monitor.  £249.95 

(rat. CM&833) 
11 x 91/2 S.P plain 70 GSM Micro per paper 

Pack 100..................£2.50 
Pack 250. £3.95 
Pack 500.£5.95 
Pack 1000. £8.95 
Pack 2000.£16.95 

AMIGA 

OMC AMIGA STARTER PACiT) 

COMPRISES: 
Screengems 
1/2 meg additional RAM upgrade 
3 1/2' external disk drive 
IQ 3 1/2' D/S D/f) 135 tpi 
diskettes 
1 (40 cap) lockable storage box 
1 mousemat 
1 mouse 
1 mouse bracket 
1 joystick 
1 Amiga dustcover 
PLUS the usual 4 great software titles 
PHONE FOR DETAILS ON CLASS OF 90'i PACK 

NO NEED TO 
SHOP AROUND 

R.RP £679 

OMC All inclusive 
price of 

£465.00 me. VAT 

A saving of £214,00 

i- DISKDRIVES F 
POWER SUPPLY h 

3l/2‘ External disk drive for Amiga* 
Slimline design colour co-ordinated 

through port connector. 1 year guarantee 

ONLY £55.95 

Fully compatible replacement 
Power Supply for Amiga 500 

ONLY £38.95 

JOYSTICKS 
Qmckshot II Turbo. ..£7+95 
Qu*Ck$hot IB Turbo.. .£350 
Quickshot IB Turbo Microswrtch. 
Quick shot Maverick. 

........£8.99 

.£11.99 
Quickshot Maverick Microswrtch.... 
Quick shot Staff ighter Infra Red 

.£12.99 

.. ..£29.99 
Quickshot Apache.. .£6.50 
Zipstick Autofire .. ..£10.99 

Plus many more stocked 

MICE 

Amiga mouse, two button fully compatible 

as replacement...£17.90 

Naksha mouse inc 2 year warranty, 

mouse mat & mouse bracket.£26.95 

Gemscan GS4000 Amiga Scanner ..£159.95 

SOUNDBLASTER —i 

ZYFI 
Twin stereo amplified speaker system for the Amiga. 
Pack includes: cables, built-in power supply, speakers 

and easy fitting instructions, 

Only £39.95 inc. VAT 

TO ORDER 

CHEQUES AND P.O. S PAYABLE TO OMC LTD AND SEN! 

TO ADDRESS BELOW. 

CREDIT CARDS SIMPLY TELEPHONE YOUR 
ORDER ON 0530 813591 (8 UNES) 

or 0860 922436 (mobile! 

TAX 0530 813595 FOR OUR IMMEDIATE ATTENTION 

Trade a/Cf welcome. All prices include VAT. Corporate, education orders welcome. 

DELIVERY 
COSTS T 
3-5 day TNT 

£3,95 

Next day 
Carrier 
£8,95 

s DEAL DIRECT » DEAL DIRECT ” 
Personal callers welcome at same address 



SaxonScript 
P°R°00FoEoSoSoI00°N -A * 1 

Introducing SaxonScript Professional/’4 the most powerful and sophisticated PostScript Interpreter 
available on the commercial market. It's like turning your dot matrix, ink-jet or laser primer into a 
full fledged PostScript printer, with the added flexibility of being able to edit and manipulate 
individual files! On printers equipped with resolutions of 300 dpi or more, the output quality of 
SaxonScript Professional actually exceeds that of 300 dpi Adobe PostScript laser printers! 
Halftoned areas in particular, are consistently sharper, more detailed and feature better transitions 
between various levels of grey than comparable images produced by using PostScript, 

FEATURES 

* True virtual memory for 
compatibility with low 
memory Amiga*, or under 
conditions of heavy 
multitasking. 

* A powerful PostScript 
Interpreter featuring the 
implementation of all of the 
standard PostScript operator*. 

PostScript Output at 300 dpi 

When pixel values cannot be reproduced exactly, PostSeri|if 
renders the affected pixels in the closes! darker shade 
available at the given screen density. Subtle details are 
inevitably lost as a result. PostScript halftones also lend to 
have a grainy appearance because of PostScript 's inability to 
produce irregularly shaped halftone cells. 

SaxonScript Output at 300 dpi 

Because SaxonScript's algorithms intelligently switch 
between halftoning and dithering, any pixel value can be 
accurately reproduced. Notice the greater detail found in this 
image, SaxonScript's images are also sharper and crisper than 
comparable PostScript images because of I he program's 
unique ability to create irregular halftone cells. 

PostScript's approach to 
halftoning limits the 
maximum number of pos¬ 
sible greys to a func¬ 
tion of both resolution 
and screen frequency. 
At lower resolutions, this 
gives rise to the creation 
of very visible bands of 
grey which degrade the 
overall quality of printed 
images. 

Our unique approach to 
halftoning does not limit 
the number of grey levels 
which can be primed. 
Consequently, no banding 
is visible in areas con¬ 
taining colour gradients. 
This permits smoother 
transitions and enhances 
the overall quality of 
printed images. 

FONT CONVERSION UTILITIES 
SaxonScript Professional supports all PostScript 
downloadable fonts„ including Compugraphic and 
Adobe Type 1 fonts. Custom utilities further allow 
you to convert PostScript fonts in Amiga Bitmap, 
Saxon Publisher ox Adobe Type t formats for use in a 
variety of different applications! 

accurate colour proofs on screen. Using the included 
moire testing program, you can also test screen 
angles and densities for visible artifacts before 
printing! After verification, SaxonScript'$ proprietary 
compression algorithms can be used to compress your 
PostScript files into a more compact PostScript format 
for fasten i.e., much less expensive output. 

IMAGE CONVERSION UTILITIES 
Convert your PostScript files into IFF, EPS, or DR2D 
formats for manipulation in various paint programs 
and desktop publishers! Or attach IFF headers to your 
EPS files, effectively allowing you to view EPS files 
on* screen! 

PRINTING UTILITIES 
Preview linotronic files for potentially cosily errors 
before sending vour output to a service bureau. Print 
PostScript directly to the screen display to obtain 

SaxonScript Professional is available at your 
nearest dealer for only £99.95 inc* VAT! A free 
copy of SaxonScript Professional is also included 
with every purchase of Saxon Publisher VL2, 

SURFACE UK LIMITED 
5 ROCKWARE AVENUE, 
GREENFORD TEL: 081-566 6677 
MIDDX EXT: 204/205 
UB6 0AA FAX: 081-566 6678 

* Support for *11 Preferences 
primers, 

* A standard set of fonli, 
matching those most com¬ 
monly found in PosiSeripi 
prime rv Van! Garde. 
Bookman. Century School- 
book, Courier, Helvetica, 
PaUtifHK Timet, Zapf 
Chancery and Zapf 
EKngt>alv 

* Support for all Poititnpt 
dumnlijcdehte font* including 
Com pu graphic, Addhr 
Ts pe l and Adobe Type S 
font* obtained from any 
number of different source* 
Any PostScript font on 
an Amiga disk can 
be manipulated within 
SaxonScript FroftstUHtal. 

* Conversion of PostScript 
fonts into Saxon Publisher. 
Amiga Bitmap, vt Adobe |)pe 
/ format*. 

* A full colour PostScript 
screen prtvi«» which is 
100** accurate to the 
Limitations of ihe screen 
display. 

* The ability to convert 
PostScript files into a 
compressed PostScript 
formal for faster output at 
service bureaus, 

* The ability to lest screen 
angles and densities for 
moire patterns before 
printing. 

* The ability to integrate 
individual separations into a 
single full-colour document 
for accurate colour proofs 
on colour printer*. 

‘The conversion of PostScript 
fiks into IFF, EPS, EPSF, or 
I>K1D formats for editing 
and manipulations m various 
application* 

* Automatic sensing of 68881, 
or 6888 2. 

* Implementation of all 
standard Post Script operators. 

* An open architecture to 
allow customisation by PD 
programmers 

* Deieyed printing, and print to 
dtik options. 

MIN REQ: 1 meg, 
2 drives, 
'Amiga is a registered trademark 
of Comntodore-Amiga lac 
* All other products mentioned 
herein art ike property of their 
respective owners 
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Knights Of The Sky 

Dogfights, Duels and Daring 
During World War I. atrial technology first made ii possible lo lake tattles to the %k\, in the 

dogfighting machines which lieu without the radar, computerised defences and lock-on 

weapons used today. 

It was an age where pilots learnt their craft the hand way and depended on their ^kill alone. 

Now Micro Prose, creators of modem jet simulators F-19 Stealth Fighter and F-15 Strike 

fagle, bring the glory tlavs of llighi to your computer. 

Super 3-D Graphics convey the dogfighting experience like no other game ever has. Kneim 

planes aren’t mere specks in the sk\ several miles away; they Ye in I nil view ~ totaling, diving, 

liriitg - just 20 yards awav, (:lose enough to see the silk scarf of an enemy pilot Happing in the 

wind, and hear the pitched sounds of furious tattle in crisp detail. 

More than just pretty art and canned missions, Knights of the Sk\ lakes you through the 

entire duration of the Firsi World War, the aerial advancements of the period developing 

alongside your skills. 

You can IK 20 planes, including ever) major fighter in WAV.L, navigating by accurate I \ 

mapjied trenches, roads, cities, aerodromes and anti-aircraft guns. 

lu the gallant tradition of the ancient knights, you can even 

challenge an opponent to a direct head-to-head dogfight cm 

connected computers to determine who is truly World Wai¬ 

l's Ace of Aces. 

Knights of the Sky will he winging its u ay into all good software 

stores soon for your Commodore Amigo, and is already flying 

high for IBM PC Compatibles. 

MICRO PROSE 
SIMULA 1 < o N * SOFTWARE 

MicroProse Ltd. Unit 1. Hampton Road Industrial Estate, Tetbury, Glos. GL8 8DA, 



If your letter 
writing leaves 
soifthing to be 
de&s i re d , re ad 
Amiga Shopper. 

Word processors beat typewriters every 
time, but which program is best? In the 

biggest ever test of Amiga word 
processors, we put 11 programs through 
their paces, and some are found sadly 
lacking. You need a word processor, but 

don’t make an expensive mistake 
- read Amiga Shopper. 

OUT NOW - ONLY 99 PENCE 



MASSIVE PRICE 
REDUCTIONS 

NOW EVEN 
BIGGER 

SAVINGS!! 
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A«siiN 
HOTLINE 

0274-691115 
HOW TO ORDER 
au pflicts mm vr- no hidden extras 

(*at 171S% excluding books) 

CARRIAGE 
CARRIAGE FREE ON ALL ORDERS1 

Optional 1-2 day Express D#vefv 

£3.50 per onter or £7,00 for guafanteed 

npxt working day, 

(UK mapoland. ext Scotia H ighlands I ►FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY ONj 

" ORDERS OVER £&00 ^ 

EXPORTS a speciality add £1.99 for 

surface mail of £3.99 for airmail. 

(Compute^ rnonitora & printers - 

Pleas* phone for carnage charges). 

ID ORDER BY MAIL PHONE OR FAX 

- Prompt Despatch 

Simply puote your cfeard derails name & 

address & your order & >ea^ the nest to 

us Vbu are not changed until The goods 

are despatched Or send cheque or PG 

(payable toTRILDGCL or cash 

(send cash by registered postL 
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AMIGA 500 KEYBOARD 

BUILT-IN DISK DRIVE 

1MEG MEMORY 

MOUSE 

TV MODULATOR 

LEMMINGS 
THE SIMFSONS 
CAPTAIN PLANET 
DELUXE PAINT 3 

MOUSE MAT 

£367.99 

/ BASIC 1 meg 
^ AMIGA PACK 
' l ONLY £329.99 \ 
—- v Whilst stocks last. 

HOW TO ORDER. - NO HIDDEN EXTRAS. nc«nwit«ii .to.- 
IY PHONE.: Jut! eoH our tale* hotline & order utno your Accew/Motiereard ot Vao for someday despolch . We don't 

chorge you untl the goods ore detpotched 
BY MAIL: Simply send youf order name A address + day time phone no. A cheque or POs {mode payable to 

TRILOGIC), Or enclosed your C/Card no . expiry dale A signature 
CARRIAGE. All goods are sent by return of post (subject la ovaiiabilty) pottage pod 
Next working day (to not sat or tun) delivery. (UK mainland e»c Scottish Highlands) it £? 50 extra Orderi over £600 are 

sen! next day delivery FREE ol charge. (Cheques must clear before goods are despatched) 

Worldwide exports a speciality A OFFIC IAL orders from govt A educational establishments welcome 

CALLERS WELCOME - Hours &om-6pm Mon Fri Aam-Apm So1 * but subject 10 monutocTureri puce ^creases 

TRILOGIC, Dept AF, 
UNIT 1, 
253 NEW WORKS RD, 
BRADFORD, BD12 0QP 
Enquiries: 0274 678062 
Fax: 0274 600150 

±mAMm 

" . 

CARTOON CLASSICS 

PACK 2 

I CARTOON CLASSICS + 
PHILIPS CM8833 mk2 
STEREO MONITOR 

L + cable & dust cover. 

PACK 3 

CARTOON CLASSICS + 
I CITIZEN 120D+ PRINTER' 

+ cable & dust cover. 
IfWtm STAR LC10 PRINTER - £519.99) 

PACK 4 ^ £564.99’ 
I CARTOON CLASSICS + 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COLOUl 
+ cable & dust cover. 

(Add £230 to include Philips CMS833-2) 

HARD DRIVES *■ NEC SCSI Drive 
A540 JOmeg t Qmog QAM 

AMOZOmog * lmeQ &AM 

AWOZOmog * Jmeg 
0ArAFivEQSClO66m«g* 
DAtAFlYERSOQ iSOmeg* 

DAW t 3000 
DArAFLY£Jt3Q00 

A^0£6rn«g UPGRADE KIT* 
AifiO ISOmeg UPGRADE Kit* 

£299 99 
£319.99 
£349 99 
£3fl9 99 

Ai NEC 
hard drives 

supplied 
CSW99 lormalled A | 
C3M-99 reody to 

use. £499.99 
tw.w 
£439 99 

CITIZEN PRINTERS (2Y( WARRANTY) 
I Amiga Driver drsfc included 

I CITIZEN 12GD+ £144 99 
I CITIZEN 124D (24 pin) £ 199.99 

CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COLOUR £199.99 ' 
CITIZEN SWIFT 24 COLOUR £299.99 * 
FREE PRINTER CABLE .pccwi 

1 + FREE Pock of paper If you coHecI ***** 

STAR PRINTERS 
STAR LC10 B/W El 64 99 
STA ft L C200 colour £2Q9.99 
STAIHC24 -200 B/W £269 99 
STA R L C24 -200 colour £309 99 
STAR LASER 4 £1249 99 
FREE AMIGA CABLE 
+ FREE Pack of paper H you COieci 

vSUPER GAMES & 
^ACCESSORY PACK. 
v SVFHONDA Total value 

POWER PLAY 
SHUFFLE PUCK CAFE OV€r £250 
rofV£ROFE4fl£I HMl Y 
DATASTORM; E MOTION 1 

' GRAND MONSTER SJiM £12.00 

^ DUNGEON QUEST EXTRA 
SOCCER; KID GLOVES . . 

^ MicRosnrraijoystick with any 
* 10 SONY DISKS A LABELS A **110/2 

MOUSE HOLDER f\fTH£U 
S TAILORED DUST COVER pacL 

COLOUR MONITORS 
PHILIPS CM8833 mk 2 * £239.99 
COMMODORE 10&4S* £269 99 
INTRA 14'hires multisync - flicker fixer 

compolible. 1024*766 £349.99 
* * stereo speaker! built-in. hlra ha* no speakers | 
* use a ZYfistereo iystem ■ ONLY £39,99 extra 
FREE CABLE WITH ALL MONITORS. 

EXTERNAL 3.5" DISK DRIVE. 
ROCTEC RF332C ONLY £54.99 
SlunJW Jffrf ttsc. only 0 9m high. Disable- syviirh Imcg 

iiafformattedl Low powrr rcmjmmpti&L Thru port 

LOW power, LOW COST VI MEG UPGRADES. 
WITHOUT CLOCK & BATTERY. £26.99 
WITHCLOCK & BATTERY £29.99 

WITH ON/OFF 
SWITCH 

rile or phone for FREE price lists. 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & CARRIAGE C/CARD SALES: 0274-691115 
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MINI HARD DRIVES fJTp 

Do you want an invisible hard disk? PAT 

MCDONALD takes a look at the Novia30i, 

a hard disk that keeps itself out of sight. 

Novia 30i 
Internal Hard Disk ■ £399 ■ ICD 

142 

THE REASON FOR getting a hard drive 

escapes many people, They arc expensive 

(compared to the price of an Amiga), they 

don't drastically improve programs and apart 

from being a big* fast disk* they appear to be a 

complex piece of yuppie junk* 

It's a very different story when you actu¬ 

ally get your hands on one* A hard disk is best 

imagined as a permanent storage space which 

isn't affected when the computer is turned off 

(unlike a computer's memory which vanishes 

at the flick of a switch)* You can pul many dif¬ 

ferent programs and lots of data files onto a 

hard drive* depending on how big it is. 

Hard drives come in many sizes, always 

catergorised by Mb (MegaByies - 1,024 X 

1.024 of 1,048,576 characters). Usually ihc 

smallest size is 20 Mb* and the greatest is 

about *300Mb. So with even a small hard disk 

like the Novia, you can have your favourite 

word processor, paint program, sound sampler* 

DTP, extra fonts and so on. and still have lots 

of space to store your work on. The Novia 

comes in 20 Mb and 30 Mb sizes. 

Add to this the extreme speed of hard disks 

(typically a quarter or less waiting lime than 

floppies) and you can understand that a hard 

disk can form the heart of a very flexible com¬ 

puter system. If you’re just a games freak* 

though, then you'll be disappointed lo learn 

that few games will go onto hard disk (gener¬ 

ally simulat ions/strategy/adventure games are 

usually fine). 

The best feature is (so long as you have 

Kickstan 1.3 Tilted, and the majority of 

Amigas fall into this category) that a hard disk 

will automatically start working - “autoboot" 

- when you turn the machine on* Imagine 

never having lo swap a floppy disk again. If 

you don't know your Kicks tart number, ii's 

displayed by the hand icon when you turn 

the machine on* 

The A500 only has one connector on the out¬ 

side to connect a hard disk to: it's the long 

double row of contacts on the left-hand side of 

the machine. Dp until now, that's where all 

hard disks connected onto the A5G0. 

This has caused a couple of problems* For 

one thing, that's where very large memory 

expansion boards plug in* although nowadays 

most hard disks can have extra memory for 

the computer too. 

The real hassle is that some expansion 

units (freezer cartridges like the Action Replay 

U are the chief culprits) insist on being 

plugged in there too* and they don’t have 

through ports either - you can't plug hard 

NOVIA 30i and 
PRIMA 105 
Available from: 
Power Computing 
0253 734218 

disks into the back of them. So you have lo 

disconnect one to use the other. 

Internal hard disks like this one don’t have 

that problem, simply because they don'i go on 

the outside expansion connector. If you have 

one of these, you don't have lo chop and 

change* They also have (he benefit of not tak¬ 

ing up any extra desk space - the A50O is 

quite large enough without putting any extra 

boxes on the side. 

Attaching a Novia hard drive is similar on 

any Amiga (they work with every model with 

I Mb of RAM or more, except an A3000)* 

THE SOFTWARE 
With all hard disks comes a floppy disk containing the formatting 
and preparation programs to configure the hard drive exactly 
how you want It, ICD Formatter does the fob, and does it well, ft 
consists of a single screen, with all the options contained on 
control buttons-just point and click to change something. 

tf this is the first hard drive that you've ever encountered, 
then ICD Formatter is slightly complicated - you’ll probably need 
to read the reference section in the manual to get a good Idea of 
how ft all works* Still, ft's a far cry from the early days, when 
hard drives were set up by typing obscure CLI commands. 

(IIM) COMPATIBILITY 
One question which people often ask is "Does the Action Replay 
II work with an internal hard drive?”. The answer Is yes* but not 
necessarily how you expect ft to. Many people assume that all 
the software and hardware will work fine with their new hard 
drive. Sadly this Isn't always the case - not by a long chalk. 

Quite simply, an awful lot of software is written to work with 
floppy disks only. Many Amiga programmers do not own (and 
have never come into contact with) hard disks. Some do not 
even use Amigas. ft's not really surprising that products fall over 
when put onto hard disk. 

The problem with the Action Replay cartridge is that the soft¬ 
ware makes no allowances for hard disks at all. It would be 
extremely simple In theory to have a program running and snap¬ 
shot onto hard disk lo play later - in practice It Just won't work, 
because the cartridge cannot communicate directly with hard 
disk. You have to use floppies as an in between stage. 

First, you have to unscrew the case of the 

computer - this invalidates the warranty of the 

,machine* which is worth bearing in mind. 

Next* you have to find the 68000 central 

processor chip, and lever it out of its socket 

with a flat-Nailed screwdriver or a similar 

tool. Pop a small circuit board inio the socket, 

plug the chip into a socket on the lop* and 

you’re nearly there. 

All that’s left to do is connect a cable from 

the board to the hard drive, and position the 

hard drive (which is the size of a packet of 

cigarettes) somewhere convenient in the 

machine. Screw' everything back together and 

you're there* 

The manual helps with this procedure* but 

it suffers a bit because it also includes instruc¬ 

tions for the AdSCSI 2000/2080 boards* which 

arc a totally different kettle of fish. A couple 

of illustrations would have been very useful 

too. There is a lot of general information on 

hard drives though* which is interesting if not 

immediately helpful. 

The most obvious feature of the Novia is lhai 

it's extremely quiet. When the Amiga is 

screwed back together you'll be hard pressed 

to hear any noise at all. totally unlike any other 

hard drive* 

The drives are setup at the factory* and 

generally need few changes. If you want the 

drive split into more than one area (partition)* 

then you'll have to do that yourself, but the 

only other modification I needed to do was to 

change the startup-sequence so that the key¬ 

board was GB rather than USA - which is 

hardly life threatening, 

The drive contained a minimal amount of 

programs and data - just □ little slice of the 

Workbench disk really. Oddly enough there 

was no Shell icon on there* but after some 

copying ii soon fitted my needs perfectly. 

My needs? I have a real problem with my 

A50Q. Quite honestly, fitting an external hard 

drive is tricky, purely because of the lack 

of desk space* The Novia, with Protext 

THE ICD MENTALITY 
All of ICD's products are always to fit 
Inside an A5Q0. Sometimes they work 
with an At SCO or A2000 but they always 
work with an A500* Another ICD habit Is 
to pack chips and components into the 
smallest possible space and to use as 
few components as possible* This has 
three main results. First, ICD boards use 
as little power as possible - neither of 
the hard disks made the power supply 
complain, even with extra memory. 

Second, ICD boards tend to be 
cheaper because they use less compo¬ 
nents and purchase in bulk. Mind you, 
ICD have no direct competitors: I know of 
no other internal hard disks or massive 
internal memory boards. 

Thirdly, packed printed circuit boards 
are difficult to repair* The good news Is 
ICD boards are guaranteed for one year, 
and they are always willing to repair their 
old products. The software's an excep¬ 
tion; back it up straight away* as after 90 
days it will cost you to get it replaced. 



0 MINI HARD DRIVE 

version S, is ideal and could easily handle all 

the copy I write for the next three years or so. 

There are some disadvantages to the 

Novia, There is no SCSI port, so you cannot 

connect more than one hard disk drive to your 

Amiga (external hard drives nearly always 

have SCSI connectors on the back). Secondly. 

I am unsure of whether it works with 

accelerator cards or not: they plug into the pro¬ 

cessor slot as well, although the [CD AdSpced 

works well enough, 

Thirdly, the mounting of the hard drive is 

not rigid - it's mounted on three sticky pads 

w hich ding to the main board of the computer. 

One severe knock and something could quite 

easily he damaged. 

Then again, who juggles with their com¬ 

puter - it's a remote chance hut still possible. 

The Novia supplies all the basic features of a 

hard drive well. So if you do want a large 

capacity hard drive or possibly two, then it's 

not for you. On the other band, if you just 

want one hard drive, preferably out of 

sighMout of mind?) then the Novia is well 

worth considering, O 

If you don't fancy the Novia, you might like 

the idea of an internal hard drive that's bolted 

down. PAT MCDONALD investigates. 

Prima 105 
Internal Hard Disk ■ £499 ■ ICD 

THIS HARD DRIVE! is really an improved 

version of the Novia 30i. It comes in two 

different versions: 42 Mb and 105 Mb for 

those people who need a hell of a lot of data 

storage. The actual differences are not so 

much in the board - this is virtually identical 

to the Novia. 

The similarity ends at the hard disk itself. 

Rather than being a miniaturised Novia. it's a 

slimline Quantum AT type. If that doesn't 

mean much, let's just say that Quantum proba¬ 

bly make the fastest and most re Li able hard 

drives irt the world. 

ICD Novia 301 

SPEED 
Acceptably foot, but not awe-inspiring when 
dealing with very long fllei- 

DOCUMENTATION ••• 
Tolls you rnost things you need to know - and a 

lot of stuff that you don t. 

ACCESSIBILITY 
Installation software is powerful and uncompli¬ 

cated, although the manual isn't so good here. 

FEATURES B » • • 
You can't add other hard disks but you can use 

the expansion port, 

VALUE ••• 
30 Mb of disk space lor ihe price is not particu¬ 

larly amazing 

Mic) 73% 

SHUFFLEBOARD SOLUTION 
if the Prime's hard drive unit replaces ihe floppy disk drive, how 
do you use floppies? ICO supply an Ingenious solution with the 
Prima called the Shuffleboard. This fits In a similar way to the 
small circuit board. 

The Even CIA chip has to be levered out, and the 
Shuffleboard plugged in. The chip plugs Into the top. On the 
Shuffleboard are two jumper type switches - you move a jumper 
to set a switch on or off. 

The first switch Is the shift function. This puts all ihe floppy 
drive numbers down by one. So dfl (the first external disk drive 
on an A500) becomes dfO, d12 becomes dfl and so on. That way. 
you can bootup a disk in an external disk drive. 

The other switch will disable all floppy drives except for dfO. 
This is only necessary with certain pieces of software that only 
work on machines with one disk drive like the original Kick Off 
game. A thoughtful addition nonetheless. 

The inclusion of the Shuffieboard is just what the doctor 
ordered, because the hard drive has to sit somewhere and every 
Amiga should be able to use floppy disks, even It It is only to 
play the Amiga Format Coverdisk. 

Aciually fitting the device is similar to the 

Novia: unscrew the machine, lake oul the pro¬ 

cessor, plug in a small circuit board, plug in 

the processor onto the small circuit board and 

connect it up. The most important difference is 

where the hard drive goes. 

Rather than sticking onto the main Amiga 

circuit board, you take out the internal floppy 

disk drive and screw the hard drive into the 

empty space. A small lead plugs into the 

power connector used by the internal floppy 

disk drive. 

Put (he screws back in and you're there. 

There's no chance of this hard drive coming 

adrift, hut of course you now have a surplus 

internal floppy disk drive. They don't have a 

high resale value - you'll be lucky to get £30 

for one. There's not a lot else you can do with 

them, unless you want to get a case. lead, com 

rtccior, soldering iron and wiring details. Then 

you could make another external disk drive, 

There's mu a lol I can really say about the 

Prima that 1 haven't said about the Novia. It's 

faster, noisier and has more space, but you 

can't easily tell the difference without examin¬ 

ing the floppy drive. Well, you can, but only 

by checking how- large the hard disk is and 

working things oul from there. 

The manual for (he Prima would appear lo 

be a section in the AdSCSl 2000/2080/Novia 

manual. 1 can't tell for sure, purely because I 

have only seen some pre-production photo¬ 

copies, but they appeared to be additions to the 

ICD hard disk manual. All the same, ifs fairly 

easy to set the whole thing up - only 

marginally more difficult than the Novia. 

Prima is a good all-round hard drive, but I 

must say it's an awful lot of effort to go to 

(and pay for) given Ihe end result: an Amiga 

urith a hard drive. It's fast and does the job. 

but l would think that most Amiga owners 

would like to sho*v off their new expansion, 

rather than have ii under the bonnet. 

However, if you really need a combination 

of hard drive connected plus something else on 

the left expansion port, then the Prima is defi¬ 

nitely superior to the Novia. Either of (hem 

will serve the purpose, but ihe Novia is slower, 

smaller and potentially hiutardous to the inside 

of the machine. *2? 

Prima 105 

SPEED t • 11 • 
11 Is vary fast and compares very well with any 
other hard disk, 

DOCUMENTATION ••• 
>1 looks like a will be an addition lo the sIMn-one 

ICD hard disk manual., 

ACCESSIBILITY_BBS 
Although Ihe Shu file board lets you use floppies, 

you need lo have an external disk drive, 

FEATURES ••§# 
It does things that no other hard disk can do. 

Hke remain discrete. 

VALUE B BB 
You'll need an external drive as well. 

pr* 82% 
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FI US', m IOI a C LEEDS 
* COMMAS 

WEST YORKSHIRES PREMIERE 
AMIGA AND ATARI COMPUTER STORE 

AUTHORISED DEALERS FOR STAR, CITIZEN 

COMMODORE. ACORN AMSTRAD & ROMBO 

Come and visit our 
showroom. Most of 
our products are on 

demo 

OPENING HOURS: 
OPEN MON-SAT 9.00AM-5 30PM 

SUNDAY OPENING 11 00AM-3.00PM 

THURSDAY NIGHT LATE TIL 7.30PM 

AK'llLr A ASUU 

S1AU1EU PACK 
Inc. Workbench 1,3, mouse, 

TV modulator, leads. Extras disk, 
manuals and tutorial. Plus, Spritz 

Paint a versatile, easy to use paint 
package that will allow you to 

explore the powerful graphics of 
your Amiga 

only £299.99 

Vlur KiffW Amice 
A5t!l! Calculi Clessies 
This pack comes with Lemmings, 

(the only game ever to get a 

100% rating!) The Simpsons, 

Captain Planet; and Deluxe Paint 

3 the incredible paint and 

animation package, 

This pack comes complete 
with one meg of RAM 

only £379.99 

Thu SoUweiu 

Classics P&cL 
This pack comes with classic 

software titles such as Populous + 
Promised Lands, the award 

winning Sim City + Terrain Editor, 

the amazing Battle Chess, and the 

powerful animation and graphics 

pack Deluxe Paint 3. This pack 
comes as standard with 1 meg 

of RAM 

only £379.99 

l:iisi Choice l:al 
Take the headache out of 

buying a computer with our 
First Choice Computer 

Pack. Ideal for any Amiga 
com puter.Com prises: 

A top quality Cruiser Black 
joystick, Mouse Mat, Dust 

Cover, 10 Blank Disks and 3 
Extra games 

only £29.99 

AMUSA ifeuu/nuuu faeus eDW 
Commodore 

Dynamic Total Vision 

What is CPTV? 
CDTV combines a 
professional audio 

system, advanced Amiga 
tech nology and remote 
control, thus creating a 
system with superior 
sou nd and graphics. 

We have a large selection 
of software available at 

discount prices. 
only £559.99 

Amiga 1500 Base Pack 
The Amiga 1500 is an Amiga 

2000 with 2 floppy drives instead 
of the usual one. The big 

advantage of the 1500/2000 over 
the A500 is its ability to take 

expansion internally with ease. 
The Base Pack comes complete 
with 2 floppy drives. Workbench 

1.3, mouse, manuals, and a 
separate keyboard. 

only £579.99 

Amiga 1500 
Business and 

Classic Software pack 
Same as the base pack but with 
Deluxe Paint 3, Ptatinum Works 

(the best integrated pack available 
for the Amiga), Their Finest Hour, 

Sim City + Terrain Editor, Populous 
+ Promised Lands. Battle Chess, 

and Amiga Format Tips Book. 

only £679.99 

Amiga 1500 Base Pack 
with Commodore 1084SD 

Same as the base pack but with the 
Commodore 1084SD monitor 

only £819.99 

Amiga 1500 Business and 
Classic Software Pack 

with Commodore 1034SD 
Same as the 1500 base pack but 

with Commodore 1084SD and 
the utility and entertainment pack 

only £869.99 

Star LC200 
Cotour 9 pin pnrrter with 8 resident fonts 

and a high speed of 225cps draft and 45 

cps in NLQ„ A4 Landscape printing 

only £214.99 

Replacing the famous LClO. the 

LC20 is faster at 180cps draft and 

45 cps NLQ. The front panel 

now has push button operation 

replacing the LC10 membrane panel 

other spec is similar to the LClO 

only £149.99 

StarXB24-10 
Professional Series 

Colour 
The choice of many professional 

organs salio n s, th is pri nter 

comes with one year on-site 

maintenance. 240 cps draft, 80 cps 
NLQ. 27k buffer exp to 187k, 4 

super fonts and 25 N LQ fonts 

(through printer code output) 

only £349.99 
Star LC24-200 

Mono and colour 222 cps draft and 

67 Cps LQ 10 resident fonts. A4 

Landscape printing 

only £249.99 mono 
or £299.99 colour 

Star LC10 
This award winning 9 pin printer is 

now available at a super low price. 

144 cps draft, 36 cps nlq, 4k buffer 

only £139.99 

Star LC24/10 
24 pm quality at the price of many 9 

pins. 180 cps draft, 60 cps in NLQ. 

8k buff e r expa nd ab I e to 3 7k 

on(y£199.99 

BJlOe Bubble Jet 
The BJlOe is a revolution in pnnter 

technology. The quality is almost as 

good as an expensive laser printer 

yet costs less than many 24 pin printers. 

Portable insize, very quiet, and faster 

than most dot matrix printers at 83 cps 

in LQ. Printer cable included. 

Highly recommended 

only £259.99 
Auto sheet feeder for 

BJlOe.£52.99 
Inc cartidges.£18.95 

CHUUK UKIKIUUS 
All Citizen printers Inc free 

printer cable and come with a 
full 2 year warranty 

Citizen 124D 
(Micro Decision Best Buy} 

The 124D brings quality 24 pin 

output to you at the pnce of a 9 

pin.The 124D shares the same 

high quality pnnt head as the 

Swift 24 pin. 144cps draft, 48 cps 

LGr 8k buffer expandabte to 40k 

only £199.99 

Citizen Swift 9/9x Colour 
Unbeatable value colour printer. 4 

resident fonts, 192 cps draft and 48 cps 

in NLQ. Highly recommended. This 

printer is also available in a w>de 

carriage (136 column) version 

only £189.99 (80 COl) 

or £279.99 (136 col) 

Citizen Swift 24/24x 
(What Micro Best Buy) 

This pnnter must be the best 24 pin 
colour pnnier tor less than £300. 8k 

buffer expandable to 40k, 192 cps 

draft, 64 cps LQ. 

only £284.99 (80 col) 
or £389.99 (136 col) 

We are registered dealers of Star and Citizen printers 

Now with 1 meg of RAM as 
standard expandable to 6 meg. 

6 pages per minute. HP2, 
LX. LQ. GQ compatible. 
250 autosheet feeder. 

12 months on-site maintenance 
only £869.99 

Imaging cartridge 
£119.99 



Ylur Complete 
Colour Solution 

lay 
i io 11=0 

As official dea^ for Rombo, we are 
now able to offer this excellent 
package at a great price The 

Complete Colou r Solution comes with 
RGB Splitter, Vidi Amiga, VkJi 
Chrome and Power supply 

now only £134.99 

V1DI AMIGA 
Frame grabber. High quality 

digrttzing. Inc Vrii chrome 

colon ns* ng software only 

_only £84.99_ 

KGl2 Sl-LllTSU 
Enables you to Colour Digitize 

in a second. Replaces red green j 
blue filter set. Can be used with 

Digi view or Rombo products 
only £64.99 

GOLDEN IMAGE 
HAND SCANNER 
Due to a bulk purchase of this famous scanner, 
we are now able to offer you high quality scan¬ 
ning at a fraction of the normal cost. Complete 

with touch-up software the Gotten Image 
scanner is able to pick out text and graphics at up 

to 400 d.p.i. Touch-up enables you to easily 
manipulate the image. Ideal for desk top 

publishing and presentation. 

offer price 
only £f29.99 

(while slocks last) 

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE 
t'L/A.TINUU.'l WOIIUS 
We believe this to be the best all round integrated business 

package on the Amiga. It comes with Platinum Scribble wp. 
spell checker and thesaurus, the excellent Analyse, a lotus 
123 compatible spreadsheet with 3D graphics, a database, 

a sideways printing utility and communications software 

only £59.99 

IjG1s!IVa.L 
This best selling word 
processor incorporates 

many features found only in 
a desk top publisher. Also 
includes an easy to use 

database. 
Highly recommended 

now only £59.99 

ILrtAisLKU 
Imagine, the ultimate 3D 

animation redering system 
now only £159.99!! 

DELUXE FAIKl 5 
special offer!! 

Paint and animation in one 

incredible package 

only £39.99 
or £29.99 when you buy a 

1Mb amiga computer. 
RAM expansion, or cotour 

printer 

IVtUeliSlKliAMvlf 
A powerful DTP package 

for professional use 
only £139.99 

WOUDWOKl'H 
The latest highly acclaimed 
WYSI WIG word processor. 
Comes with multiple fonts, 
powerful theasaurus, large 

spellchecker, speech synthesis 

only £87.99 
SUPER SOFTWARE BUNDLE 
Their Fmes-i Hour, San Ciry + Terrain Editor, 
Populous + Promised Lands and Battle Chess 

only £39.99 ! 

eviiiiu sonwAUt 
Pagesetter 2 DTP..£45.99 
Pro Video Plus........£149.99 
New Amos Compiler......£24.99 
Amos Game Creator,,..* ,,£38,99 
New Amos 3D,«.„v..£27,99 
Sequencer One__.,.,£74,99 
Music X version 1.1.*,..£99.99 
Digi View Gold 4..£99 99 
GB Route Planner.£34.99 
3D Text Animate.£19.99 
Text Scroller.,.,,....£19.99 
Flexidump printer utility_£31.99 
Xcopyutits.  £34.99 

PERIPHERALS 
Hard Drives; 

Amiga A590 20 Meg 
for A500 inc 2 meg ot 

unpopulated RAM 

only £289.99 
or populated to 
2 meg of RAM 

now only £345.99 

Protar Hard Drives 
for the A5Q0 with 8 meg 

of unpopulated RAM 
MEG 
20. .£279.00 
30,.. .£348.00 
50. £42800 
50DC. .£528 00 
60. .£541.00 
80. .£598 00 
100DC. .£638 GO 
160DC. . ..,£938 00 

The DC range have an 
access speed of 11 to 19ms, 
a 64K disk cache and come 

with full 2 year warranty. 
The standard range come 

with a 1 year warranty 
and run at 28 to 40ms, 

Quantum Hard Drives 
52 meg...£229.99 
105 meg.,....£369.99 

GVP Series 2 Hard 
Disk Controller Card 
with 8 MEG of unpopulated 

RAM (uses SIMM 1*8/9 
cards) For the 1500/2000. 
Ideal for use with Quantum 

drives 

only £199.99 

Special offer!! 
HBM Genlock 
same spec as the 

Rendale 8802 but with 
tree Home Tiller software 

only £129.99 
(limited slocks) 

ICD Flicker Free 
Video 

Ideal for use with a VGA 
monitor. Gets rid of 
annoying flicker 
only £249.99 

Samsung VGA Colour 

Monitor ..£249,99 

All our disks 3 5" disks are GUARANTEED 
FflfLA LIFETIME and are CERTIFIED K>0% 

ERROR FREE Both Verbatim and KAO 
double sided, double density disks 

are recognised as being of the 
highest quality in magnetic media 

1 Verbatim Bulk 1 1 KAO Branded 

10_.__ ,...£4.99.. .,,,£6.99 
25....... .,£10.99., ...£13.99 
50..„. ..£19.99. .£25 99 
100 ,.£36.99. .£44 94 
200.. ,,£69.99.. ...£84.99 
300. .£99.99. .124.99 
400...... £123,99. .,,£ I S9.99 
500... £144.99., £189 99 
1000. £769 99 £379 99 

Disk Labels 
Disk Labels 

. 500.now only. £6.99 
.1000...now only £9.99 

Emulators: 
KCS Power board PC/XT emulator 

comes with Dos 4,01, 
only £218,99_ 

AT Once 
AT emulator turns your Amiga into an 

IBM AT compatible,.£174.99 

SUPRA 
RAM EXPANSION 

The ultimate Amiga A500 expansion 
Take your A5Q0 up to 9 Mb Fits 

onto the side expansion port Auto 

configured, no software patching 

8 Mb pop to 2 Mb„£l94,99 
8 Mb pop to 4 Mb.^294,99 
8 Mb pop to 8 Mb,.£489.99 
ASHCOM 1.8 MEG RAM 

T*ke your AS00 up to 2 J megs totif RAM 

with this euy to fn board 

UNPOPULATED .. ..£34.99 
5 I 2K POPULATED,.. £52.99 
I MEG POPULATED.......£89,99 
1.5 MEG POPULATED...... £104.99 
FULLY (2 MEGS).. £124.99 

* Additional Gary board supplied with 

On* mcj eapannon or above * 

512K RAM EXPANSION 

Top quality Protar memory 
expansion for the A5Q0 complete 

with battery backed clock and om/ 
off switch that can be mounted 

externally for easy access. 
This RAM expansion will not in any 

way invalidate your warranty!! 
only £29.99 

MAIL ORDER? 
Order by telephone quoting your credit 
card number. If paying by cheque please 

make payable to FIRST CHOICE 

TEL. 0532 637988 
FAX. 0532 637689 

Please address all 
corresportdante to: 

DEPT AF, UNIT 8, ARMLEY 
PARK COURT, OFF CECIL ST, 

ARMLEY, LEEDS LSI2 2AE 

WHY FIRST CHOICE? 
* All prices include VAT and fast delivery 

* All products are genuine UK spec. 

* Free postage UK mainland 

* Next day delivery only £3.00 extra ! 

* Goods despatched same day as order 

unless otherwise stated. 

Pfcrvorfl! Cheques Wi Require Oear- 

we Befert We Dm Despatch Tour 

Goods Ai FVxes Correct At Tune Of 

Gotfig To Ptess AM hems Listed In Ouf 

A^ertuments Are Ex Stock fttidy To 

Ship Unless We Advise Otherwise. 

Computers Are Ah*iys Tesied Before 

Despatch E&OEL 
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The Snapshot software is a very posh little 

number that is absolutely burning with Fea¬ 

tures, Ifs Fairly intelligent loo - if you try to 

switch into colour mode, the software checks 

the hardware to see if the KGB Splitter is con¬ 

nected and then proceeds to tell you where to 

go if the Spliiter isn't present, It can also per¬ 

form a sort of system check that checks all the 

ports on the digitiser to see if everything is 

miining OK. This way. if something does go 

wrong, ai least you know exactly what it is. 

This is the sort of user-friendliness that really 

has to be applauded. 

The digitiser is controlled via a nice 

friendly panel that runs in its own medium res¬ 

olution screen in ihe foreground. Behind this 

screen is the actual digitised image itself, 

which can change in both maximum colour 

and resolution. Snapshot supports virtually 

every Amiga screen mode including low. high, 

medium, HAM, 64 colour Extra Half BritC and 

even overscanned displays. I'm surprised that 

it doesn't support the new Enhanced Chip Set 

{ECSh which is a surprising omission. El may 

well cater for the masses ai the moment, but 

ECS support will become important as soon as 

2000 and 500 owners get their hands on it. 

The one mode, though, that will sec the 

most action has to be HAM. There's some¬ 

thing about this quirky mode that makes 

people experiment And w ith 4,096 colours on 

offer, it produces almost photographic images. 

Snapshot Pro fully supports HAM with two 

grabbing modes dedicated to it The first is 

Fast HAM which grabs a HAM image in a 

matter or a second. The results are rather good, 

but you can improve upon them further using 

its second HAM mode: HisloHAM. This takes 

Far longer, but the results are much superior 

If you thought all great Amiga products came from 

America, then think again Jason Holborn takes a look 

at an excellent new real-time video digitiser from Germany. 

Snapshot P 
Colour video digitiser ■ £580 ■ HB Marketing 0753 686000 

THANKS TO THE Amiga's popularity 

within the graphics industry, there's no short¬ 

age whatsoever of quality video digitisers 

available. These powerful devices can turn the 

image you see on your television screen into a 

format that can be used (and abused) on your 

Amiga. Whether you use your Amiga profes¬ 

sionally or just for fun. video digitisers 

provide a quick and easy way of pulling high- 

quality artwork into your machine. 

Unfortunately, digiiiser manufacturers still 

haven’t really managed lo produce a digitiser 

that quite hits the marie. OK. those that arc 

available can produce some impressive results, 

bui the simple fact remains that the vast major¬ 

ity of Amiga owners basically want the same 

thing from a digitiser - that is. they want to be 

able to grab full colour images from video 

tape. Unfortunately, such a digitiser didn't 

really exist... until now, that is. 

Snapshot Pro is a new digitiser from 

Germany that certainly seems to fit the bill. 

It’s a real-time colour video digitiser that 

excels in grabbing colour images from video 

tape. Il also does a pretty impressive job of 

grabbing from other video sources, so prepare 

to be impressed. 

image fthafs an interlaced Amiga screen, not 

an interlaced signal - as the techies will tell 

you, composite is always interlaced). If the 

lace* setting is even slightly out, the lace con¬ 

trol starts Dashing wildly. To put it to rest, just 

turn the control knob until the lace LED stays 

on permanently. 

The RGB Splitter also has its own sync 

control, but this is handled automatically by 

the hardware, so there's little point in even 

knowing that it's there. What Iherc is, how¬ 

ever. is a big. chunky colour saturation control 

which comes into its own when digitising 

HAM images. 

The incoming video signal can be viewed 

simply by connecting a composite monitor to 

the digitiser unit. Altering the contrast, bright¬ 

ness and saturation of the image is a linlc 

hit-and-miss without some form of monitor¬ 

ing, so it's well worth taking advantage of this 

feature, I simply connected a lead between the 

digitiser and my Amiga monitor (the CVBS 

connection! and switched between the two 

(Amiga/video) whenever I needed to. 

The hardware side of 

this tittle double act. 

The big box is the 
digitiser itself a (com- 

pained by the little 

black RGB Splitter, 

The hardware consists of two rather dull 

looking boxes, each of which boast nothing 

more than a few knobs and flashing lights to 

brighten up what is otherwise boring hard¬ 

ware. The first (and most important) of these is 

(he digitiser itself which connects to the 

Amiga via ihc parallel port. This in itself will 

happily grab frames, but only in mono. If you 

want to grub in colour, then (hat second box is 

an all-important addition. 

As you’ve probably already guessed, that 

second box is none other than our old friend 

the RGB Splitter, although this one is rather 

more capable (and more expensive) lhan most. 

The colour video signal is fed into the RGB 

Splitter and then passed through to the digi¬ 

tiser as three separate red. green and blue 

signals. As you can probably already start to 

appreciate, there's a fair old bit of spaghetti 

hanging out of the back of this thing. Perhaps 

a ribbon cable would have been a much better 

bet, but there you have it. 

On ihe front of the digitiser are three con¬ 

trols which allow you to alter certain aspects 

of the incoming signal These include contrast, 

brightness and an extra Mace’ control which is 

used to sync in the digitiser to the incoming 

video signal when digitising an interlaced 

The main screen controls all the functions af the digitiser. At the bottom of 

the screen the animation centrals are active, the sliding bars allow the user 
to define the start and end points. 



READERS DIGITISER CHOICE 
$napShol Pro is only one of a vast rung* of vldoo digi¬ 
tisers that are available far the Amiga. Obviously, it 
would be impossible to cover them all here, so we've 
narrowed things down a tad and {list covered the more 
popular units. 

DIGIVIEW 4 (£150 HB 
Marketing 0753 
686000) - If image 
quality is paramount, 
then DtgiView Is the 
best there is. Using a 
conventional mono 
video camera and 
colour filters fit can't 
grab from o colour 

signal unless used with on RGB Splitter), DlglVlew pro¬ 
duces some of the sharpest and most colourful grabs 
you're ever likely to see on on Amiga screen. 

VIDIAMIGA (£120 
Rombo D506 
414631) - Rembo's 
VidiAmiga Is very sim¬ 
itar to DigiView apart 
from the fact that it 
operates in real time 
when grabbing black- 
and-white images. It 
can grab in colour 

(using the some technique as DigiView), but the results 

are far from satisfactory* 
The image qua lily of any mode can be 

enhanced still further by taking advantage of 

Snapshot’s FourFold Scan option. When acti¬ 

vated. this forces Snapshot to sample the 

image four times* producing an approximated 

image from the four exposures. This hav the 

effect of cutting out a lot of signal noise, 

which can ruin a gt**d digitised image. 

When grabbing in mono* Snapshot is a 

true real-time device* but the same doesn't 

hold true when you start working with colour. 

Because ii doesn't have its own built in frame 

buffer* you must pause the incoming video 

signal before it can be grahhed. As a result, it's 

worth gening your hand** on a decent VCR as 

this will affect image quality substantially. 

You are not just restricted to producing single 

digitised images though. Using its powerful 

animation facilities, you can create animations 

that call upon images front the real world. This 

is nothing new* but Snapshot's animation 

tools are a cut above the rest, 

In its most basic form, it can build up 

an animation by grabbing frames 

continuously from video with 

Utile or no interaction from 

the user. This is basically the 5| 

same method used by 

VidiAmiga which* whilst cer¬ 

tain iy effective, can resuli in 

wasted memory when a large per¬ 

centage of the frames are duplicated 

Snapshot has some extra features 

which allow you far more control over 

how the animation is constructed. The llrst 

of these is time delay, w hich allows you to 

build up an animation by grahhing a single 

frame every so many seconds, minutes* hours 

VIDEO DIGITISER 2 (£90 Datel 0782 744707) - If 
may be cheap, but Dotal's unit is certainly a capable 
performer* Its features are very similar to VidiAmiga, 
but it also has some very nice software which offers 
5nap5hot4fke animation facilities but for what Is a 
traction of the price. 

VtDEON (£250 Power 
Computing 0234 
273000) - This digi¬ 
tiser, of Italian origin. 
Is probably the closest 
competition to 
Snapshot Pro, despite 
Hie fact that It Is over 
£200 cheaper* If too 
can grab a paused 

image In full colour, but the results aren't that special. 

i A 
• #vO- 

FRAMEGRA8BER 256 (£575 Martam 
081 941 6117) - If you're after a 

digitiser that has every bell and 
whistle under the sun, the this has 

to be It* The FrameGrabber is a 
full real-time colour digitiser 

that can grab moving frames 
In real time. Unfortunately, 
It's got a price to match* 

or even days. If you've ever waidied a natural 

history^ film* then you will have already seen 

how effective thin technique can be for captur¬ 

ing slow moving objects in action (a flower 

blooming, lor example). 

The one feature that really makes Snapshot 

stand out is motion detect, a technique where 

by the computer analyses incoming frames, 

com paring each wiih ihe former lo see if dif¬ 

ferences exist. If it does find a difference, then 

the frame is stored in memory ready to be 

compared w iih any following frames. 

For an exira 50 quid* you can lake the has¬ 

sle oui of controlling your video recorder by 

letting Snapshot do it for you. Using a little 

widgei it mimics the signals produced by your 

video remote control, the Snapshot software 

can then he set up to automatically cany oui 

operations such as single frame advance* 

pause, play etc. 

Obviously you need a video that can be 

controlled through remote, so there’s little 

point buying the controller if your recorder is 

older than ihe Queen Mum, In use. the con¬ 

troller does the job* but I wasn't that impressed. 

Unless you know exactly what you want* 

using Snapshot to control your video can be a 

real pain. Personally* I'd rather play with the 

little black box that came w ith my VCR. 

SnupShot Pro itself is an absolutely stunning 

system that combines some well designed 

hardware with some quite excellent digitising 

software. It's the kind of digitiser that Amiga 

owners who uwn a VCR have been crying out 

for* Being able to grab very high-quality 

images from pre-recorded video tape is not 

only extremely useful, but it can he fun too* 

The reservation I have about Snapshot is 

its price. When you consider the digitiser isn’t 

much cheaper than Marcum's FrameGrahber 

256* it suddenly doesn’t seem such a good 

proposition. If it could grah colour images in 

real time then it would be a different story. 

In some ways* Snapshot's better than 

FrameGrabber* though it won't handle real¬ 

time colour hut it blows the FrameGrahber 

away when ii comes to grabbing from video 

tape. As an all-round performer, FrameGrabber 

is probably the better bet* but otherwise I'd 

strongly advise you to check out Snapshot. O 

Snapshot Pro 

speed • a • a 
Very good Imleeti, although higher resolution 

images can take a long time to grab, 

DOCUMENTATION ••• 
Fairly comprehensive and easy reference 

ACCESSIBILITY ••••* 

Forget the manual, just get stuck right in - it 

really Is that easy to use! 

FEATURES •••• 
Apart from the lack of real time colour support. 

Snapshot is a very capable system. 

VALUE 6 6 
Very expensive If Hft Marketing could knock 
this on* out for EMC. then I would to* the first in 

the queue to buy one’ 

Ifefdicl 78% 
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JUST LOOK AT THE UNMATCHED RANGE OF FEATURES 

PLUS A MACHINE CODE FREEZER MONITOR WITH EVEN MORE POWER!? 

EVEN BETTER 

AMIGA 

ACTION 
'iETLA Y 

Ll4 K 
B7HLL ©MIY 

£59.99 

bv«Fljn«nt, Woftus with all pmvntly known vf 

SAVE PICTURES AND MUSIC TO DISK 
Picture* and sound umplm cun b* uvsd to disk. Fils* are tav*d directly IFF 

format suitable tor tats with all tho major grtphte and muite packsgst. Samples 

are dlvpleyed a* screen waveform. 

SLOW MOTION MODE 
Now you can alow down the action to your own pass. Easily adjustable from full 

speed to 20% spaed. Ideal to help you through the tricky parts! 

Simply prase a key and the program will continue where you left off, 

FULL STATUS REPORTING 
At the press of a key now you can view the Machine Status, including Fast Rent, 

Chip Ham, RamDiek, Drive Status, ate. 

POWERFUL PICTURE EDITOR 
Now you can manipulate and search for screens throughout memory. Over SO 

commands to edit the picture plus unique on screen status "overlay" shows all 

a unique code 

‘Tagged" disks will 

nr nurtnu-iTvi-J 

Action Replay il now has screen colour preferences with menu sett*. Customise 

your screens to suit your taste. Very simple to us*. 

DISK MONITOR 

invaluable disk monitor - display* disk information in easy to understand format. 

Full modify/save options. 

DOS COMMANDS 
Now you have a selection of DOS commands available at all times - DIR, FORMAT, 

COPY, DEVICE, etc, 

DISK COPY 
Disk Copy at the press of a button - taster then Dos Copy. No need to load 

Workbench * available at all time*. 

BOOT SELECTOR 
Either DFO or DF1 can be selected a* the boot drive when working with Amiga Doe 

disks. Very useful to be eble to boot from your external drive. 

i In easy to understand format. 

i available at all times - DIR, FORMAT, 

■ Full M6800Q Assembler,Disassembler Full screen edllor Load,Save block Write SMng to memory Jump to specific address Show Ram as text Show Frozen pi cl u re 
Play resident sample Shew and edd ell CPU registers and flag Calculator Help command FtiH mu '1 

search feature Unique Custon Chip Editor allows you to see and modify sit chip registers - even write only 
registers Notepad Disk handling - show actual tr&ck, Disk Sync, pattern etc. Dynamic Breakpoint handling 

Show memory as HEX, ASCII, Assembler, Decimal Copper Assam tty-Disassemble - now with suffix names 

HOW TO GET YOim OHPEH EA&T* 
TELEPHONE [24Hrs] 0762 744707 CREDIT CARD ORDERS 

ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN 48 Hr*. ALL CHEQUES POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO..., 

rn DA TEL ELECT 
GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND. 

FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 
tkJT AAR 



AMIGA PRO SAMPLER STUDIO II 
+ DATEL JAMMER 

• New design hardware now plugs into expansion soc ket of A50Q completely freeing the 
parallel port. • Save flies In Raw or single, multi-octave IFF format. 
• Surface mount technology. twin A/D converters for realtime stereo sampling. 
• Extensive filters for extremely clean and noise-free sampling. 
• Through bus allows existing arid om. e.g* hard drive. 
• The NEW Sampler II software has been completely re written In 100% Machine Code 
and incorporates faster routines, bigger displays and many new editing features such as 
Cut. Copy* Insert. Replace* Mix* Erase, etc. • Stereo lock control 
• Separate zoom windows and controls for left and right channels. 
• Multi-bank facilities for 1 Meg users. 
• Adjustable trig record level and sound monitor. 
• Separate buflcr lor editing waveforms and Improved wave-editor with Instant update. 
• Envelope control panel for ramping up and down re-scale amplitude, noise Alter and 
scan waveform. • On screen display of filenames sample rale, length, etc. 
• Inputs Tor microphone or line 1 /4" jack and DIN connections at rear of unit. 

NOW ONLY £69.99 COMPLETE (A50Q) 
INTERNAL 2000/1500 VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE 

NEW LOW PRICE 

ONLY £69.99 
IF NEXT DAY COURIER DELIVERY IS 
REQUIRED THEN PLEASE ADD CS 

CUMANA CAX 
354 3.5” DISK 

DRIVE 
• legendary Cumana quality now at an 
extremely low price! 
• Throughpori allows daisy-chaining with other 
disk drives. 
• A full l meg of unformatted capacity I880K 
fully formatted). 
• A good length of cable is provided for 
convenient positioning on your desk etc. 

• High precision head positioning. 
• On/Off switch. 
• Extremely quiet and click free operation. 

MINI SAMPLER 

ONLY £24.99 
COMPLETE PLEASE STATE 

A500/1000/2000/1500 

• A top quality 8 bit mono sampler 
complete with 
Pro Sampler and 
Jammer software. 
• Also compatible with most other 
PD Sampler soft ware. 

• Inputs for microphone or line 
3.5mm Jack and din connections. 
• Utilises latest surface mount 
technology and incorporates all the 
features found on bigger, more 
expensive samplers. 
• Easy to use ■ Just plug in and 
start sampling! 

LC 200 0 OUR PRINTER 
MICROMIDI 

• Fully compatible 
Midi Interface for 
A500/2000. 

• MIDI In - MIDI Out 
- MIDI Thru. 

• Fully Opto isolated. 

NOW ONLY £19.99 

512K RAM CARD 

MIDIMASTER 
• Midi In- 
3 X Midi Out 
fit Midi Thru. 
m Full Midi 
Interface for 
A500/1000/ 
2000 (please 

state which model req.J. 
• Compatible with ail leading 

Midi packages (In D/Muslcl 
• Fully Qpio isolated. 

NOW ONLY £29.99 
INC. 2 FREE MIDI CABLES 

• If you can obtain vour own Ram chips, 
we can supply the card. 
• Accepts 16x41256 D Hams. 

• Available with/wlihout dock option. 

• Switch disable feature. 

NOW ONLY £14.99 
CLOCK VERSION £19.99 

N.B. THESE PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE RAM 
CHIPS. 

INTERNAL MIDI 
INTERFACE 

FOR 2000,1 *00 

• Now an internal interface for the Amiga 
2000 and 1500, 
• Easily 11 Lied in minutes. 

• Leaves serial port free for olher uses. 
• Midi In. 3 x Midi Out and Midi Thru. 

• Fully compatible - Opto Isolated, 

ONLY £29.99 
INC. 2 FREE MIDI CABLES 

NOW YOU CAN PRINT 
OUT YOUR PICTURES 
IN FULL COLOUR! 

• The Star LC200 
Colour (Timer not only 
prints in Near Letter 
Quality for your regular 
Jobs but also prints out 
your pictures in genuine 
colour! 
• No more to buy ■ Just 
plug In and print!! 
• Comes c omplete with 
printer lead. 

NOW ONLY 

GENIUS MOUSE 
• High quality direct replacement for 
mouse on all Amlgas. 

• Teflon glides for smoother 
movement. 

• Rubber coated ball for minimum 
slip. 

• Optical system counting - 500/nun. 

Special offer - FREE Mouse Mat + Mouse House (worth £7.99) 

NOW ONLY £24.99 
COMPLETE 

/rr. 

uaw ra aer roue; ckofc; fasti 
TELEPHONE [24Hrs] I'WHV/C IrViH CREDIT CARD ORDERS 

ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN 43 Hrs. ALL CHEQUES POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO...* 

LuriTL irurerxLwrcs era. 
GOV AN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND. 

FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAL CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 
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• Completely newly designed interface that plugs into the 
expansion connector of the Amiga 500 or internal connector of the 
Amiga 2000. 
• Standard phono video input 0.5 to 2.0 volts to take signals from 
TV, video or camera. 
• Control brightness, contrast and throughport on A500 version. 
• Frame grab in 1/50 second, record update up to 3 frames per 
second. 
• Single or continuous update in 4, 3 or 16 grey levels. 
• Play frames backwards or forwards up to 15 frames per second. 
• Save Raw, IFF or sequence files. 
• Automatically adjust for maximum number of frames according 
to memory available. 

• Display 256 x 256 pixels, but optional 320 x 256 IFF Save. 
Screen editing features Cut, Copy, Brush, Paste and Undo. Effects 
menu to reverse pos/neg, compress, etc. 
• Second display editor controls sequence production: Record, 
Play, Insert, Clear, Delete Frames. 
• Set start and end position number of frames saved, number 
frames, step backwards and forwards, loop, etc. Time lapse feature 
adjustable in 1 second increments to 1 hour between each frame. 
Ideal for capturing flowers opening, sky movements, special effects, 
etc. 
• Separate player programs included to insert into your own 
program disks. Hard disk transfer program. 
• Please state A500 or 2000 version when ordering. 

ONLY £7‘).!l» 

ONLY £ 149.00 

BUCSmi ^OTTKI (FQDQJL 

1 1 ©LPTTDCa)^ 1 
WITH THE ADDITION OF THE RGB SPLITTER, 

TO THE VIDEO DIGITISER II YOU CAN OBTAIN 
COLOUR IMAGES IN ONLY 1 SECOND!! 

plugs alongside the Digitiser and a lead is supplied lo couple the two units together. 
• Full adjustment of Red. Green and Blue signals together with a saturation control enabling you to 
take full control over any image. 
• The Splitter is switched in software and comes complete with Digitiser Colour Software. 
• You can select single continuous colour or B/W input. Files can be saved in Raw 4096 colour 
format. 8 or 32 colour IFF files or 16 shade B/W IFF. 
• Features include full pallette control editing of frame and colour retouch calculator. 
• Input from camera, camcoder or video recorder {paused). No more messing with colour filters. 

fTT. t ow'CJ 
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NOW YOU CAN ADD UP TO 1.5 MEGS TO YOUR 
AMIGA AT THE LOWEST PRICES EVER!! 

• THE FIRST RAM UPGRADE CARD TO OFFER THE UNIQUE FASTMEM 
OR CHIPMEM OPTION AT THE FLICK OF A SWITCH"* NOW YOU CAN 
HAVE THE EXTRA SCREEN HANDLING ABILITY OF THE A2000 - PLUS 
LOTS MORE!! 

• Simply plug into your Amiga A500 and upgrade to a full l Meg in 
minutes!! 
• Features the latest 1 Meg DRams. Low chip count means very low 
power consumption. No bigger than a Credit Card!! 
• Top quality high grade PCB and connector to give unmatched 
reliability - 12 months guarantee* 

• Switch to enable/disable plus "ChipMem1’ option*. 
• Now you can run ALL Amiga IMeg programs, 
• Also available with clock/calendar option. 
• Easily fitted into the slot under any A500 does not affect warranty 

FOR CLOCK VERSION 

2 MEG DEMO DISK WITH EACH RAM-MASTER II 
• Ye*. If your Amiga was bought In the last 12 month* and has KICKS TART 1.3 then it probably ha* the Tatter 1 Meg AGNUS Chip. Even 

though this was not publicised by Commodore, those machines with the 02 AGNUS, have 1 Meg Chip Ram ability, The PRORAM PLUS™ board 
can be configured to give 512K of extra Chip Memory OR Fast Memory at the flick of a switch. 

• With 1 Meg of Chip Memory you can do tots of things previously only available on the A2G00 ■ more HlKc* screen*, multitasking graphics 
programs, CAD. DTP. larger sound samples, etc,, etc. 

• Remember no other card* offer tbl* unique feature. 
- one •Impk POldrftai JH* I* required la raabt* fbe ChlpMtm feature. 

* Openiof yew ASOO may tartUdale jraw warranty. 

EVEN IF VOW DON T HAVE THE LATEST AONUS CHIP THE PRORAM PLUS^ WILL triti OfVt TOU THE FASTRAM OPTIONS OFFERED MY OTHER BOARDS AND AT AH 

UNSEAT ABLE PRICE ■ VQU JUST CAM T MEAT THESE DEALSU 

m IF YOU NEED EVEN MORE POWER THEN THE 
RAM-MASTER W" IS FOR YOU!! 
• Adds an extra 1*5 Megs to your A50G (giving a total free 
memory of 2 Megs], 
• Uses the latest 1 Meg DRams resulting in extra low power 
consumption. 
• Ram-Master II needs Kickstart 1*3 onwards. 
• Complete with onboard clock /calendar. 
• Top quality connections used throughout. 
• Comes with 12 months guarantee. 
• Easily fitted into the slot under your A500 - requires no 
soldering (the cover of your A500 must be removed for fitting 
'plug in" connector #] 

WITH 1*5 MEGS OF RAM UPGRADE YOUR 
A500 TO 2 MEGS! 

! i M l-l ham ’ pahs 
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A Top Quaity 400 DPI 

Hawly Scwwftw* 

lorOia Amiga 

at a truly 

PiteaSS 

tnBO<VVG^>*> 

NEW 
VERSION III 
SOFTWARE 

J^eniScaiY 
GS 4500 

COMPLETE 
HARDWARE/SOFTWARE 

SCANNING COULDN'T BE SIMPLER... 

NOW ONLY 
£129.99 

MEW FEATURES... IFF Buffer Save 1600 x 1024 piaela, 

dual Buffer and scan matching for 1 Meg users, view 
Buffer and NEW Interlace version of software. Full 
keyboard control of most functions. Includes hard disk 

transfer to run under Workbench. 
• Unmatched range of edit/capture facilities and keyboard 
control simply not offered by other scanners at this 
unbeatable price. 
• An easy to handle Handy Scanner featuring 105 mm 
scanning width and 400 dpi resolution enables you to scan 
graphics *md text into your Amiga. 

• Adjustable switches Tor bright ness/contrast 
levels, 
• Powerful partner for DTP that allows for cut 
and paste editing of images etc. 
• Gcniscan gives you the ability to easily scan 
images, text and graphics and even offers 200Dp! 
Dual Scan Mode. 
• Save images In suitable formal for most 
leading packages including PHOTON PAINT. 
DELUXE PAINT, etc. 
• Package includes GS4500 scanner. Interface. 
Power Pack and Scan Edit 111 software. 

COMES WITH 
FREE 

PHOTON PAINT 

• Comes complete with Photon 
Palm Illustrator Software. 
• Huge range of features, 
• Top selling graphics package. 

T 

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL REPLACEMENT MOUSE 

... NOW A TRUE OPTICAL 
MOUSE! FOR THE AMIGA 
• YES A FULL FEATURE OPTICAL MOUSE FOR 

YOUR AMIGA - THAT MEANS NO MOVING PARTS! 

• Incorporating full optical tracking and counting ■ no ball so 
no problems with dogging, slipping, etc. 

• High count output for very fine movement. 

• Two button microswltch action. 
# Direct replacement for all Amigas. 

• Comes complete with special "Optical Pad” 

• Superbly styled supersmooth shape moulded to fit the hand, 
Contes complete with moulded 9 pin connector. 

* golden! MAGE 

COMPLETE 

ONLY £39.99 

HOW TO (SET YOUR ORDER EAST! 

£tecfru>+Uc± 

TELEPHONE [24HrsJ CREDIT CARD ORDERS 
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FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 
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■ With the Amiga Genitizer graphics tablet you 

can streamline the operation of most graphic or CAD programs. 

■The Genitizer graphics tablet utilises latest technology to offer up to 

1000 dpi resolution at the tip of a stylus ■ Complete 9" x 6" digitizing area plus 

super accurate stylus combine to enable fast, accurate and easy control ■ Works by "mouse emulation" 

so the Genitizer will work with most packages where mouse input is the usual method - Deluxe Paint, Photon 

Paint, CAD Packages etc. etc. ■Supplied with template for Deluxe Paint. ■ Full easy to follow instructions. 

■This is the input method used on professional systems - now you can add a new dimension to graphics/CAD. 

■ Fast input of drawing by "tracing" is made easy - plus "absolute reference" means you can move around the 

screen many times faster than by a mouse. ■The Genitizer fits in the serial port of your Amiga 500/1000/ 

2000 and "co-exists" with mouse. ■Unlike a mouse the Tablet gives absolute co-ordinates so that tracking 

and menu selections are possible from the tablet face. ■ A pressure sensitive switch built into the stylus 

tip activates the Tablet overriding the normal mouse input. When you are not using the Tablet you have normal 

mouse control ■ Complete system - Graphics Digitizer Tablet, Stylus, Deluxe Paint Template, Power 

Adaptor, Test Software, Interface Unit plus Driver program - no more to buy! 

now ro <£Gi- vow uav&i Fjgrt . .. 
TELEPHONE !24HrsJ 0782 744707 | CREDIT CARD ORDERS 

ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN 48 Hr*. ALL CHEQUES POSTAL OROERS MADE PAYABLE TO.... 

H3 UA TEL tL to /HOMOS L JV. 
GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT. ST4 2RS, ENGLAND. 

FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICALCUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324 



Al500/2000 PERIPHERALS 
SUPRARAM add on Ram cards with spate 

for up to 8Meg ot extra Rem, 

SUPRARAM ,vith OK fitted £84.95 

SUPRARAM with 2Mb fitted £159.95 

SUPRARAM .nth 4Mb fitted £225.00 

SUPRARAM .vrtti 8Mb fitted £349.95 

SUPRA HARD DRIVES 
Using the fast Wordsync 2000 controller and quality 

Quantum drive mechanisms. 

(Al 500/20001 

SUPRADRIVE 52Mb (11ms) £389,95 

SUPRADRIVE 105Mb (llms) £529.95 

MJC COMPUTER 

SUPPLIES 

Suppliers a(Discount Software since 1984 

Educational, Local Authority and government orders 

welcome. Overseas orders please call or write for I. 
Quotations. All goods subject to availability* prices 

subject to change without notice, E & 0 £< 

Prices include VAT and delivery by post. 
Courier delivery available on any item £5* 

TO ORDER: Please call the telephone 
number listed below to place credit card 
orders (Access/Visa) or send cheques/POs 

made out to MJC Supplies to: i 

MJC SUPPLIES (AF) 
Unit 2 The Arches, Icknield Way, 

Letchworth, Herts. SG6 1UJ. 
Tel: (0462) 481166 (6 lines) 

DESKTOP PUBLISHING 
Pag esetter 2 - IFree Qp Ar t) 47,95 

Pagestream V2 1 139.95 

Pro Page V2.0 169.95 

The above programs alJ require at least 1 Meg and 

2 dnves/Hard recommended. 

VIDEO TITLING/PRESENTATION 
Big Alternative Scroller 42.95 

TV Show ■ IFF skde show 54.95 

TV Text Pro ■ qualrty fonts 79.95 

Broadcast Titter II 169.95 

Broadcast Font Pack (10 Fonts) 84.95 

Broadcast Font Enhancer Pack 84.95 

PROTAR PRODUCTS 
Protar are a well known German company who have now 

opened m the UK They produce a range of quality 

products for the Amiga at very reasonable prices, All 

products are backed by an impressive 1 year 

REPLACEMENT warranty direct from the manufacturers. 

NOTE; Protar products due September. 

GVP SERIES II HARD DRIVES 

Quality drives with the ability to add up to 

8 Meg of extra Ram on board. 

(Al 500/2000) 

52 Meg dims) version £419.95 

105 Meg dims) version £539.95 

GVP Senes 2 controller board £199.00 

SIMMS Modules ■ £79.95 per 2 Meg 

PROTAR A500 HARD DRIVES 
A range of drives from 20Mb to 200Mb all with an 

impressive list of features: 

+ Optional Ram expansion up to 8Mb 

• Transfer rate greater than 1 Mb/second 

m Up to FIVE times faster than A590 

• Drive disable switch 

• External SCSI interface 

PROTAR A500 HD 20Mb version £279.00 
PROTAR A500 HD 30Mb version £349.00 
PROTAR A500 HD 50Mb version £429.00 

FREE Courier delivery on Protar Hard Drives 

ZVP VIDEO STUDIO 
Great Video Production package * call for details 

{requires 1 Meg +■ 2 drives) 
MJC PRICE £89.95 

REH DALE 8802 GEN LOCK 
Great value Genlock offering both Foreground 

and Background modes. 

MJC PRICE £159.95 
8802 MODE SWITCH BOX * £29.95 

PROTAR Cl41 M MONITOR 
Based on the Philips CM8833 the C141M comes with a 

variety of inputs and complete with leads. 

MJC PRICE £248.00 
FREE Courier delivery on Protar Monitors 

PROTAR Va Meg Memory Expansions 
ft Meg internal (trapdoor) expansion, latest 

4 chip design with battery backed clock. 

MJC PRICE £27*95 

MICROWAY FLICKER FIXER 

Eliminate interlace flicker from your Al 500/2000 - 

requires Multisync or a 31 MHz scan monitor, 

(not PAL overscan) 

MJC PRICE £139*95 

PANASONIC Cl381 
MULTISYNC MONITOR 

At last a quality multisync monitor at an affordable price, 

Works m ALL Amiga modes ideal for use with the Micro way 

Flicker Fixer. A quality product backed by TWO YEAR 

on-site maintenance. 

MJC PRICE - CALL 

GRAPHICS 
Pixmate 34.95 

Digi Paint 3 44.95 

3D Construction Kit 37.95 

Digiview 4 Gold 89.95 

Deluxe Paint 3 57 95 

Disney Animation Studio 74.95 

DELUXE PAINT 3 VIDEO TUTORIAL 
Nearly 3 hours of how to with DPamt 3 

MJC PRICE £17*95 

GOLDEN IMAGE HAND SCANNER 

Quality 400 dpi scanner with powerful Touch Up 

enhancement software. 

MJC PRICE £139.95 
LIMITED STOCKS! 

AMOS • The Creator 

AMOS VI.2 - The Language £33.95 

AMOS COMPILER - now available £21.95 

AMOS 3D - now available £24.95 

WORDPROCESSORS 

SUPRA SOORX EXPANSIONS 

New memory expanses for the A500 ■ plugs directly into the 

HD expansion port ■ NO INTERNAL CONNECTOR REQUIRED 

SUPRA 500 RX EXPANSION 1Mb £119.95 
SUPRA 5DO RX EXPANSION 2Mb Cl69.95 

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE 

A true optical mouse no more balls! 

includes special optical mouse pad 

MJC PRICE £34.95 

Kind Words 2 
WordWortfri 

£29,95 
£84*95 

PROTEXT Version 5 
A very fast command based package now with 110 QQQ 

word Collins Dictionary. Mail Merge and up to 36 files open 

plus much more * call for details. (1 Meg) 

MJC PRICE £99.95 

PROTEXT V4*3 
PRODATA AMIGA 

£54*95 
£55*95 

SOUND/MUSIC 
MasterSound Amiga £29.95 

Techno Sound Turbo (Stereo) £29.95 

Harmom Sequencer £29.95 

Alter Audio ■ Midi Starter Pack £79.95 

THE MIDI CONNECTOR 
Featuring Midi In, 2 x Midi Out. Midi Thru and 

Serial port Thru + 2 cables. 

MJC PRICE JUST £14*95 

MISCELLANEOUS 

IMFOFILE 29.95 

MAXIPLAN PLUS 39.95 

superbase 49.95 

SUPERPLAN 49.95 

PERSONAL FINANCE MANAGER 22,95 

NAKSHA UPGRADE MOUSE 

280 DPI with FREE Mouse House + Mat 

now also includes free Op Stealth game 

MJC PRICE £21*95 

SGuik ■ Replacement Mouse 
Same spec and design as Naksha mouse 

M JC PRICE £14*95 

CUMANA CAX 354 DISK DRIVE 

Qualrty Brand name 3.5' second drive 

includes thru port, disable switch 

and No Hassle l year guarantee. 

INCLUDES FREE VIRUSX UTILITY 

MJC PRICE £59*95 

AMIGA EDUCATIONAL 

Fun School 2 

Fun School 2 under 6 . . . . .12*95 

Fun School 3 

Fun School 3 under 5. 15.95 

Fun School 2 6 to 8.. *.,12.95 Fun School 3 5 to 7. .15.95 

Fun School 2 over 8.......... ...12.95 Fun School 3 over 7. .15.95 

LCL Software 

Primary Maths Course,. ...19,95 

Kpsrrws Software 

Junior Quiz 6 to 11.*... .14.95 

Micro Maths GCSE.. .19,95 Senior Quiz 14+. .14.95 

Micro English GCSE ,19 95 French Mistress. 1495 

Micro French GCSE... ... 19.95 German Master. ,.14.95 

Learn to Read With Prof bv Prisma, is designed to teach a sight 

vocabulary of 63 words and is aimed at 4+ years. 

The pack includes 5 small reading books and a cassette. 

MJC PRICE £19*95 

VIDI AMIGA 

VIDI COLOUR SOLUTION 
Vidi Colour package including Vidi Digitiser, 

Vidchrome and Photon Paint 

MJC PRICE £95*00 

RGB SPLITTER - for use with VidtChrome 

or Dignnew. (includes PSU) 

MJC PRICE £59.95 

COMPLETE COLOUR SOLUTION 

Package includes Vidi Amiga, Vidichrome and the 

RGB Splitter for a complete colour digitising out¬ 

fit. NOTE: For best colour pictures you require a 

video camera or perfect still frame VCR 

MJC PRICE £139*95 

Remember - prices include VAT & delivery! 



FIRST NEWS * FIRST REVIEWS • BEST BUYS • YOUR WEEKLY GUIDE 

NEW COMPUTER EXPRESS 
- when even Amiga Format isn't enough 

Amiga Format is far and away the biggest and best Amiga 
magazine money can buy. No-one in their right mind argues 

with that. It wouldn’t sell 130,000 copies a month if it wasn’t. 

Yet for some people, even 300 pages-plus and an utterly 
wonderful cover disk isn’t enough to last quite a whole month. 

If that’s you, rejoice! New Computer Express - created by the same 
company that brings you Amiga Format every month - is just the job for you. 

WHY? 
• BECAUSE IT'S PACKED with solid news on all the up-to-the-minute 
developments on the Amiga, CDTV and beyond - never miss out on an 
important Amiga news story again 

• BECAUSE IT'S OUT EVERY THURSDAY - no more anxious waiting 
for the next issue of Amiga Format 

• BECAUSE IT NOW FEATURES A COVER DISK on every issue - 
demos, shareware, public domain, reader contributions, utilities: if it’s 
worth having, we’ll have it 

How much does all this cost? Just £1.50, inducting cover disk every week! 

If you’ve ever found yourself waiting for Amiga Format, 
we created for you! 



YOU MUST BE CRAZY 
NOT TO BUY YOUR DISKS AT THESE PRICES EVERY 

DISKETTE 100% CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE 

50 DSDD 3.5*. 
100 DSDD 3.5" 

DISKETTES 
.£24.00 200 DSDD 3.5“ 
.£36.00 500 DSDD 3.5" 

.£64.00 

.£155.00 

3,5" High Density 

55p each 

5,25 DSDD 

Only 25p each 

5.25 HD 

Only 40p each 

STAR OFFER 
. 200 DSDD 3.5” £72 .00 

Plus 2 
^ 100 capacity boxes ★ 

ACCESSORIES 
50 capacity lockable box 3.5* ....£3.95 Mouse mats....£2 95 

80 capacity lockable box 3.5* ,..X4.50 3.5' head cleaner.....*,££.95 

100 capacity lockable box 3.5V.E5 50 ONLY IF BOUGHT 

Banx stackable box.£8 95 WITH DISKS 

TOTAL SATISFACTION OR MONEY BACK 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY 

081-309-5556 
DIAL A DISC 

6 Walsingham Road, St Pauls Cray, Kent BR5 3BW 
All offers subject to availability E/OE. mm 

Personal callers by arrangement. wd 

WWWVWVVVVWWWVWVVV^VVVM 

THEMATIC CLIP ART 
Each disk contains between 120 and 240 original drawings for use with Amiga 

an and DTP programmes - DPaint. Photon Paint, Digipaint etc. 

Disk 1. Pets. 
Disk 2. Castles, cottages and churches. 
Disk 3, Trees. 

£6.99 each. ALL 3 FOR ONLY £18. 
Inclusive of 1st class P&P. 

Please make efoeques/PO’s payable to ARTWORKS. 

L Pond View, Wootton, Ulceby, S.Humberside, DN39 6SF 
Orders normally dispatched within 48hrs or immediately after cheque clearance. 

VOIR AMIGA 
LIKE THIS FOR ONLY 

£34*93 Including postage 
& packing. 

Cheques and Postal Orders only. 
Allow 28 days for delivery. 

100's til satisfied customers. 

AMIGA CONSOLE UNIT 
Monitor console and keyboard 
unit. 
Mousehole and second drive 
space. 
Keeps cables tidy. 
Non-magnetic aluminium, 
High quality texture finish. 
Plenty of ventilation. 
Easy to clean, 
installed in minutes. 
Designed specifically for the A500, 
Colour co-ordinated. 

Available directly from: 
KONTAX COMPUTERS 

11 a Waldeck i louse 
Waldeck Road 
Maidenhead, 

SL6 8BR 
0028 773212 

Take it up to 2l/i megs 
Amiga A500 2 meg expansion 
Here at last is the memory expansion board you have 
been waiting for! The V2000 will give you up to 
2 megabytes of additional fast RAM. 
The V2000 can be expanded in V4 meg stages, from 
h. meg to 2 megs, and it represents the best value for 
money available. 

* Compatible with Kickstart 1.2 and 1.3 
* Real-time clock/calendar 
* Top-quality gold-plated connector 
* Memory disable facility 
* Plugs into slot under your A500 

(no soldering required) 
* Comes with full instructions 
* Helpline available 

V500 512K extension without clock £24.61 
V501 512K extension with dock £28.61 
(chip RAM configurable with Fatter Agnus) 

Also available (phone for full range): 

V2000 board only £37.95 
V2000 + 0.5 meg £53.96 
V2000 + l.Omeg £70.95 
V2000 + 1.5 meg £87.95 

RAM chips per xh meg set £18.59 
(compatible with A590) 

Sound Demon £44.96 
(quality stereo from your Amiga) 

Kickstart 1.3 £28.40 
Disks (3.5" & 5.25") 35p each ( + P&P) 
Full range of software available. 
Phone for details. £104.95 

inc VAT P&P 

Introductory price for 
full 2 meg expansion Yes. Prices include VAT & delivery 

c 
VISA 

Virgo Developments Ltd, Sapphire House, Fishponds Road, Wokingham, 
Berkshire, RG11 2QJ. Tel: 0734 890588 Fax: 0734 891646 

lereditcard +3 5% Same day dispatch. 24-month guarantee. Commodore-registered Amiga developer credil card +J 

A UK CQKFANT 



IAZER FIRST FLOOR OFFICE, 16 LINDEN GARDENS, 
CHISWICK,LONDON, W4 2EQ 
Telephone: 081-747 9344 
Fax: 081-995 1325 
Hours of opening: Mon-Sot 10.00am - 6.00pm 

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTIONS 
R oboe op, Ghostbusters 2, 

Indtoma Jones, 
Batman The Movie 

118.99 

GRANDSTAND 
Gazza Super Soccer, Pro Tennis 
Tour, Wortd Class Leader board, 

Canhnentol Qrcus 

£18-99 

PLATINUM 
Block Tiger, Stride^ Forgotten 
Wodds, Ghouls ond Gnosts 

£16.99 

RAINBOW COLLECTION 
New Zealand Slorv, Rainbow 

Island, Bubble bobble. 

£12.99 

PRECIOUS METAL 
Xenon, Coptoir Bfood, Crozy 

Cors, Arkanoia 

£16*99 

FULL BLAST 
Chicago 90, Rick Dangerous, 

Highway Patrol 2, P47, Carrier 
Command, Ferrari Formula 1 

£18.99 

POWER PACK 
X**ofl 2, Sports Footboll, 

ftioodwych, Lombard Rally 

£14*99 

FINALE 
Paperboy, Ghosts & Goblins, 
Querlander, Space Harrier 

£16*99 

CHALLENGERS 
Kdk Off Super Ski. Fighter 

Bom be* Great Courts, 
Stottear Racer 

£18.99 

MAGNUM 4 
Afterburner, Double Drogon, 

Operation Wolf, 
Batman Coped Crusader 

£17-99 

EDITION ONE 
Daub** Oagon, Xenon, 
Ger- m Wing, Silkworm 

£17*99 

COMPUTER HITS VOL 2 
Tetris, Joe Blade, Golden Palh, 

Black Shadow 

£7.99 

MAGNUM 
ftVF Hondo, Pro Tennis, Oriental 

Gomes, Salon, After the War 

£16.99 

SEGA MASTER MIX 
Super Wonderboy, Turbo 
Outrun, Dynamite, Dux, 

Thunderbbde, Crackdown 

£16*99 

FLIGHT COMMAND 
Eliminator, Strike Force Harrier, 
Lancaster, Sky Fox, Sky Chase 

£12*99 

WHEELS OF FIRE 
Hard Drivin1, Chase H Q., 
Powerdrift, Turbo Outrun 

£10*99 

SOCCER MANIA 
Football Manager 2. Gczza 
Soccer, Mioroprose Soccer 

19.99 

MIND GAMES 
Austerliti, Waterloo, 

Conflict in Europe 

£14.99 

FIST OF FURY 
Dynamite Dux, Shinobi, Ninjo 

Worrioo. Doubb Dragon 

£17*99 

POWER UP 
Altered Beast, Rainbow Island, X 

Out, Chase H.Q., Turricon 

£18*99 

BIG BOX 
Captain Blood, Safari Guns, Teenage Queen, Bubble Plus, Tin 

Tin on the Moon, Purple Saturn Day, Krypton Egg, jumping 
Jackson, Bo Bo, Hostages 

£16.99 

3D Construction KH £29.99 

3D Golf*...£23 99 

4D Sports Boxing*.£16 99 

6B8 Sob Attack .....£16 99 

AlO tank Killer .£22,99 

Air Destroy* Sim (A D S ] £16 99 

Adidas Golden Shoe V£ 15 99 

ATF II.£16,99 

Afriko Kofps* .£16 99 

Agony.£ ! S,99 

Alcatraz*., ....£16 99 

Alpha Wavos. .£16.99 

And it King gf Ancient ChllW .E21 .99 

Armalyte..£16.99 

Armour Geddon.£16,99 

Atomic Hobo Kid...£15.99 

A.W.S.O.M.E.£18,99 

Back to the Future 111.£16.99 

Barbarian II [Piyg].£16.99 

Bard Tain III. £16.99 

BAT. £22.99 

Baffle Bound* .£16 99 

Bottle Commend.£15 99 

Bald* Chess...£16.99 

Bottle Chess II.£16.99 

Baffle Hawk 1942. ..£16 99 

Battle Master ,„„„. C18 99 

Betrayal ..    £16.99 

Billy The Kid* .£15.99 

Blade Mfemer__£16.99 

Blue Max ....£16 99 

Bomber Bob ..£16.9? 

Brqin Blaster ..... .£16 99 

Broi ...£15 99 

Buck Rodgers.£18.99 

Cadaver.......£16-99 

Cadaver Levels Pay Off £ 10.99 

Cadaver Pay Off....... . .£10.99 

Captive.....£15.99 

Carve Up...£14.99 

Carthoge.£16.99 

Ceko GT4 Rally.£15.99 

Centurion ..£16.99 

Chaos Strikes Back.£ 16.99 

ChowH.Q. ||..£15 99 

Chuck Rock . £15.99 

Chuck Veogers A,IF......£16.99 

Colditz....£16 99 

Corporation., .£9.99 

Crime Wove...£16.99 

Guise lor ihe Corpse*£16.99 

Cybercon Iff.„,..._.£ 16 99 

Cyber Fight ..£15 99 

Darkmon.. £15 99 

Dos Boot .  £21.99 

Dick Tracey. ..£15 99 

Disc*..    £15.99 

Double Dragon 3* £16,99 

Drogons loir.£26,99 

Dragons Lair II [Tif«worp|.£26.99 

Drogon Won.£16.99 

Elf".*.,£16.99 

Ekrira Mistress of Hie Dork £21,99 

Epic*...,,.£15.99 

Eswot..£16.99 

Eye of the Beholder.£16.99 

F15 Strike Eagle II.£23 99 

F16 Combat Pitot.£16,99 

Qrdtr Form 

FI 9 StoatAi Fighter£19 99 

F29 Retalkitor...£15 99 

F117A*........... £21 99 

Feudal Lords..£ 16.99 

Final Conflict..£16 99 

Final Whistle...£8 99 

Flight of the Intruder.£ 19.99 

Formula One* ht+,,P.£16.99 

Future Basketball .£1699 

Gauntlet III*.,..£16 99 

Genghis Khan.,.£21 99 

Gods.......£15,99 

Golden Axe.£15 99 

Gold of the Aztecs*.£15.99 

Gun Boot.£16 99 

Gunship 2000* ......£21.99 

Hard Drtvin II..£14 99 

Harpoon |1 Mb).£19,99 

Heroes Quest {1Mb) .£21 99 

Hill Street Blues.£15.99 

I Play 3D Soccer*. £16 99 

Immortals_„„„,..£ 15,99 

Impenum ..,.„..--£ 16,99 

Indianapolis 500 .... £ 16 99 

tot, ice Hockey*_ £16 99 

Iron Lord _  ...,.£15 99 

ishido ..   £18 99 

KvonKae. .^..^,.,,.£14 99 

James Pond___£14 99 

jimmy White Snooker* £18.99 

Joe Montano Ftball* ..£16,99 

Kick Off II (half Mb).£12 99 

Kick Off Ilf 1Mb}.£15 99 

Killing Cbud.£15 99 

Last Ninja ffl* .£15,99 

Leisure Suit lorry IIF.£26 99 

Lemmings ..  £15 99 

line of Fire .. £16.99 

loom ..  ...£18.99 

Lost Fotrol .£14.99 

lotus Esprit.£15.99 

Ml Tank Platoon.£19 99 

Mod Prof . Moriarti..£15.99 

Manchester Ufd Europe .£ 15-99 

Mega Traveller 1 ..£19 99 

Metol Master...,..£15 99 

Metal Mutont__£15,99 

Midnight Resistance.£ 14 99 

Midwinter.£19.99 

Mig 29 (Fulcrum].£21,99 

Midwinter i....£23 99 

Moonstone _  £21.99 

Moonbose* .. £22 99 

Monkey blond.£16.99 

M.U.D.S...£15 99 

Murder..  „E16.99 

Mystical .*. ..£1599 

..... .£15 99 

Norn 19651975.,£18 99 

Narc.....„m.E 15.99 

Navey Seals.£15 99 

Nighlbreed (Adv.).£15 99 

N ig htbreed [Arcade].£15,99 

Nighlshiff .£ 16,99 

Nltro.*..£15 99 

Qbilus.,.£21.99 

Operation Stealth.£ 16.99 

Op. Thunderbolt.£15,99 

Outrun Europe* ......£16 99 

Pong ...£1599 

Panic Kick Boxing *.£16 99 

PGA tour Gaff ....£16 99 

Plotting,,....,.,.,£1599 

Populus + Sim City .,....£21.99 

Pawermonger .£18.99 

Predator II..,...,_£ 15.99 

Prince of Persia £15.99 

Purrtic.   ......£ 15-99 

R B I Baseball II .£17.99 

Railroad Tycoon. .£23.99 

Robacop....£14 99 

Rabocap II..£15.99 

R-Type II 16.99 

Savage Empire £19.99 

Search For The King £19 99 

Shadow of the Beast II £15 99 

Shadow Doncer .£16 99 

Shadow Worrior .£15 99 

Sim Earth* £16 99 

Simpsons* £1599 

Ski or Die... .£16.99 

Skull A Crawbowi . ..£15 .99 

Sfy Spy.... £15 99 

Space Ace...£26 99 

SpeedbaNl...™JE 15.99 

Spirit of Excdibur*.£19,99 

Star Control ..........£16 99 

Star Trek V*.£16 99 

Slider II...£15.99 

Super Can II...,£15 99 

Super Monaco C.P.— £ 16,99 

Supremacy.£ 19.99 

Swop..£16 99 

Switch Blade II..£15 99 

Swiv...  £16,99 

Team Suzuki.£15 99 

Teem Yonkee.£19,99 

Terminator II* ..£14 99 

Test Drive III.,...£15.99 

Teenage Mat. Heroes.£16.99 

Their Finest Hour .£19.99 

The Punisher..„.£ 16.99 

Tok....,.£15.99 

Tbfvok The Wbrrior.£15.99 

Total Recoil.£15.99 

Tournament Goff.,£16.99 

Tun* icon...,.£9.99 

Turricon I .£15 99 

Ultimate Ride.£16.99 

Ultimate V...£16 99 

UMS «.   ,£19.99 

UN Squadron. £15 99 

USS John Young .£16.99 

Vendetto .,,..£16.99 

Viz ..  J16.99 

Vferbck The Avenger.£14 99 

Wings (half Mb).£18 99 

Wings 11 Mb], .£18 99 

White Death 11Mb).£18 99 

Wolf Pack.£18 ,99 

Wbnderland...£18 99 

World at War*..£16 99 

Wroth of Ihe Demon .. .£ 19,99 

Xiphos.£16.99 

Zillra*.,.,....,£16 99 

ZOut.£16.99 

BUDGET TITLES 
W>Pool..EB99 

3 Stooges......£6 99 

After Burner..£6.99 

Arkanoid It .£6.99 

Axel's Magic Hammer.£6.99 

Bool..£899 

Barbarian II..........£6,99 

Batman Coped 

Crusader ---£6 99 

8 la steroid ..£6 99 

Blood Money..£8.99 

Centrefold Squares £6 99 

Chuckle Egg 1.EB 99 

Chuckle Egg 2 ..£8.99 

Colossus Chess £7.99 

Continental Circus ...... ..£6 99 

Corporation 

Mission Disk ............. ..£9 99 

Crazy Cars.£6 99 

D Dbl Horse Racing £6 99 

D.Thompwn Olym.Chol £6 99 

Def of the Crown £8 99 

Deluxe Strip Pokfr ..£6.99 

Double Drogon..£6,99 

Dragon Ninjo........,.,£6.99 

Forgotten Worlds...,...£6.99 

Gauntlet It .£6,99 

Gremlin 8..£7 99 

Hard DrivinV,,.£6.99 

H, Ft. ■* Guide to the Galaxy £B 99 

Kick Off - Extra Time .....£6 99 

K+ ........... ,,,£6,99 

Last Ninjo I..£6.99 

Leather Gaddeu o( Phobcn £8.99 

Licence to Kill.. ......£6,99 

M. Joctson MoonwolUr £6.99 

North & South ........,,....,£6,99 

Toobin ..*...£6.99 

Operation Wolf.£6.99 

Outrun...........£6.99 

Passing Shot.„,h.,..,,.,£8 99 

Phantasy Vtorid Dizzy.£6-99 

Predator,.....£6.99 

RAC Lombard Roily £6 99 

Rembo 3 .£6 99 

Road Blaster . .£6 99 

R-Type ... £6 99 

Run The Gounttot £6 99 

Shadow of the Beast £@99 

Silk Worm .......£6 99 

Speedboll .......£8 99 

Spell Book 4 to 9 yn £6 99 

Super Hang On.£6 99 

Super Off Rd Roe mg.£ 9 99 

Switchbtode.£6.99 

Sword of Sodom.£8.99 

Table Tennis Sim.. £6 99 

TV Sports Football.£8,99 

Thu nderbtode..£6.99 

Treasure Island Dizzy.£4.99 

Vigilante.,..£6.99 

W C Leaderboord.£6 99 

Wizboll.£6 99 

Xenon..  ,,,£8,99 

Xenon 2....... £B 99 

1 At the time of printing these games were not available, but will 
be despatched to you an release dote. 

Please charge my Access/VUa card no: r 
Computer Titles Price 

Total 

Expiry Dote;, 

Amiga Format October 91 

Name .......... Date T 

Address .......... 

Post Code ..... Tel: , 

Please make cheques and/or postal orders payable to: Lazer Software 
Credit card orders taken. 75p postage and packing. EEC countries add £2.00 per item. Non EEC countries add £3.00 per item. 

All items subject to availability, E, & O, E+ 
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SOFTWARE REVIEWS 0 

Compugraphic Fonts 
Agfa-Compugraphic ■ CG Fonts £ 132.78 ■ GD Type £40.82 

TroFffil onal T ̂ u+ v7.9 vror Gold pick ifl». TcsTorarRi;— 
*-*5-i * , i-* ■ . : >1 

VidfolScrifs 

Futura II Bold 
Clarendon 

Dam Casual 

Decorative Series 

Cooper Black 
H*3Qff'33<30 S£3W3<3 §[1)<5]<«J©OT 

Publisher Series 
Garamonc! AntTqua 

Futura Book II 
Antique Olive 

Df &tarter Series 
Bo acini Book 

N/licno©tyle Extended 

The Compugraphk out* 

lines ton be used in 

ony package th-ot sup¬ 

ports them, sock os 

ProPage 2ond pro¬ 

duces Htettenl quality 

printed t«Xt. 

Croofefewfe allows 

you tq produce Amigo 

bitmaps, ProDraw or 

downloadable 

PostScript fonts from 

Compugraphic outlines* 

main formats that outline fonts are produced in 

arc PostScript and Compugraphic. 

Gold Disk have a licence to distribute 

Compugraphic fonts for the Amiga, there arc 

about 150 fonts in their library at the moment* 

with more being added as Agfa-Compugraphic 

produce them. As a taster of what's available* 

five different packs of fonts have been pro¬ 

duced * each one based on a particular theme 

and containing three different fonts* The first 

pack is the CGFonts pack which contains 

Compugraphic versions of the 35 standard 

fonts that are found in most PostScript print¬ 

ers. including specially designed italic and 

ONE AREA WHERE the Amiga is well 

known for its capabilities is in TV and video 

applications. Now. though* it is also gaining 

recognition for its capabilities in another type 

of media: namely desktop publishing. With the 

advent of powerful applications such as 

Pro Page and PagcStream, it’s fast becoming a 

very popular option for DTP - indeed Jeff 

Walker's fanzine for ihe serious Amiga-user, 

entitled JAM, is produced solely on an Amiga 

system. Magazines arc all about conveying 

information to readers in an interesting and 

attractive manner, and on pages that should 

help the reader easily and effortlessly through 

the publication. Perhaps then the most impor¬ 

tant area of DTP is typography: the an of 

laying out text on a page, into a form that is 

easy to read. A large part of this process is 

deciding which font the text is set in. 

There are two types of font technologies. 

The Amiga's proprietory font structure is the 

simple bitmap format* Bitmap fonts are 

designed mainly for viewing fonts on screen 

because their resolution is very low: about 12 

dpi (dots per inch). When primed out, though, 

they have ugly jagged edges. Turning smooth¬ 

ing on doesn't really help much either. The 

other type of font technology is outline or vec¬ 

tor fonts. The advantage with these are that the 

font information is stored as a mathematical 

description: as lines and curves, so the font 

will produce a nice point size at any resolu¬ 

tion* which means the printed fonts will have a 

far more professional look to them. The two 

bold versions of standard Roman fonts. The 

pack is designed for the professional user out¬ 

putting to PostScript devices and lels you use 

the printer's internal fonts. The other four 

packs (GD Type) contains the designer, pub¬ 

lisher, video and decorative series of fonts. 

All the packs come with a utility called 

CreatcFonn allowing you to produce Pro Draw, 

PostScript or Amiga bitmaps from the 

Compugraphic outlines at any size, and can be 

used in most other packages. All the fonts arc 

useable in any application that accepts 

Compugraphic fonts* 

Compugraphic Fonts 80% 

Discoveiy 
MicrollJusiorts ■ £25.99 

!■ or dor to get any¬ 

where in your quoit, 

you mult answer a lew 

questions I Metal 

Rickey Is yow 

quizmaster..* 

EDUCATIONAL GAMES ARE one of the 

hardest types of games to design because they 

have to appeal to an audience that is very diffi¬ 

cult to keep interested. Discovery* by 

Microillusions didn't do too well in this area 

when it was released the first time - but have 

Micro Illusions got that all important mix right 

this time? In Discovery you control one of four 

characters whose task it is to fix broken star- 

ships, As you progress through the ship, a 

computer asks you questions (the difficulty 

level is selected at the start of the game). The 

questions range from very easy for the very 

young to quite hard for older children. The 

subjects in this not-so-trivial-pursuit include: 

maths, spelling, or multiple choice. 

The presentation of the game is very good, 

wiih attractive colourful graphics and jolly 

music to keep up the intercsi level. Exploring 

the ship is fun* collecting all the crystals and 

finding strange harmful creatures lying around 

the ship. At certain points you arc stopped by 

computer controlled doors and getting past 

involves answering a question correctly. The 

questions arc spoken by a funny little 

animated face that appears on the little com¬ 

puter terminal screen. 

Unfortunately the game suffers somewhat 

by using the Amiga's speech synthesiser, 

which often makes it difficult* especially for 

children, to understand what's being said - 

and there is no repeat option* so if you missed 

it the first time - tough! Ultimately, Discovery 

is an amusing educational game, very well put 

together, but not as well implemented as it 

could have been, © 

Discovery 65% 
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Big Alternative Scroller 
Alternative Image ■ £51 00 

Amiga Format 

THIS IS A TITLING SYSTEM that allows 

you to create screen titles for overlaying on to 

video productions, rather like credits at the end 

of a film TV program. Usually for this you 

would require a video genlock, but there are 

other uses for the program, such as a continu¬ 

ously running information system like the kind 

you find in shop windows. 

The package that BAS comes in justifies 

the lack of a real manual, by the fact that the 

program is so easy to use that you wouldn't 

need one. This is more or less true - the pro¬ 

gram is loo simple mainly because there is not 

a full set of editing functions available. All 

you get is a small pamphlet describing the 

basic operation of the program, To he fair 

Strolling titles like this 
are very easy fa 
produce, but that's 
because the program 
doesn't actually let you 
do anything else that b 
at all "creative"! 

though, there is help available in the program, 

but this is limited to key function descriptions. 

Installing BAS on a hard drive is not possi¬ 

ble because the program is copy protected. 

This means that all the work has to be done on 

floppy disks. Unfortunately the disks it uses 

are no! standard AmigaDOS disks, which 

means that you cannot write text on a word 

processor - you have to use BAS every time. 

The BAS editor is more a screen writer, you 

see exactly what will appear on the screen as 

you type. Sadly what you can actually do is 

very limited. You are restricted to effects that 

affect all the text on the screen. You can only 

use one font, one justification style,and you 

have the option to shadow' all of the text or 

none of U++, the list goes on. The only thing 

you can change without affecting the rest of 

the text is the text colour. 

Once all the text has been created, the 

actual scrolling process begins. The speed is 

set by pressing a number key, the higher the 

faster. However, there is no way to program in 

pauses in the text or anything similar, so the 

text jusl keeps on going around looping at the 

end. The results it produces are good however, 

it is fast and user-friendly enough, but sadly 

the lack of features detract from a good value- 

for-money package. Only worth a look for 

those on a very tight budget, or with simple 

titling requirements. 

Big Alternative Scroller 50% 

Blitz A Disk 
Centaur Software ■ Distributed by HB Marketing ■ £39.95 

WHEN THE AMIGA was being developed, 

the creators gave the machine excellent 

graphic capabilities, lovely stereophonic sound 

and fast data access capability. Sadly they also 

gave the Amiga a nasty thing called 

AmigaDOS. This means that although the 

Amiga has a very fast floppy-drive interface 

compared to other 16-Bit computers, the actual 

data access speed is reduced because of ihe 

w ay AmigaDOS stores the data on disk. 

The process of saving data onto a disk is 

the main cause of the problem* When the 

Amiga is instructed to save a file, instead of 

doing the logical thing and saving it in one 

continuous block. AmigaDOS. in all its wis¬ 

dom. usually decides to put the data wherever 

it likes. As a disk gets more full, the problem 

gels worse with files being fragmented all over 

the place. The data is not lost, jusl stored on 

the disk in little chunks. When it comes to 

reading the data, the Amiga has to look all 

over the disk to find ail the information for 

that file. This is one of the reasons why disk 

drives often make worry'ing grinding noises. 

BU(2 A Disk (BAD) was developed to help 

cure this problem - there is no real prevention* 

BAD displays an 
impressive screen 
showing various bits of 
information such as 
time taken and 
percentage completed, 
alongside a graphical 
representation of the 
disk as it is being pro¬ 
cessed, Very pretty I 

BAD is what is known as a disk optimizer. Its 

function is to process a disk, hard or floppy, 

and unfragment all the files and to then put 

them in logical places, When in floppy mode, 

BAD will read the data from the source disk 

and rewrite all the files as contiguous blocks 

on the destination disk. The optimisation pro¬ 

cess can be carried out on a one-drive system, 

straight back to the source disk, but it's wise to 

make a back-up before starting; because if the 

process fails, you will be left with a corrupted 

disk. The same applies to hard drives - always 

make a backup before optimising! 

BAD has two modes of operation. The WB 

mode gives priority to icon files and 

Workbench configuration files, allowing direc¬ 

tories to appear as quickly as possible. The 

CLI mode sons out files so that they will load 

as fast as they can. The first mode is 

particularly useful for hard drives with nice 

big icons, which lets the windows open as 

quickly as possible. 

The disks that BAD produces are in fact no 

different from standard AmigaDOS disks* All 

that differs is the way the data has been stored 

onto the disk; the way it should have been 

written in the first place. BAD considerably 

improves disk performance, essential for those 

that compile or produce disks to reduce wear 

on their drives, and for the advantage of faster 

file access. 

Blitz A Disk 75% 
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PREMIER MAIL ORDER 
TVries marked * are not yet available and will be sent an day of release, 

Please send cheque/PO/Access/Visa No* and expiry date to: 

Dept AF10, Trybridge Ltd., 8 Bockwins Sq., Burnt Mills, Basildon, Essex. SSI 3 1BJ 
Please state make and model of computer when ordering* P&P tftc. UK on orders over £5*00* Less ffion £5.00 and 

Europe add £1.00 per item. Elsewhere please add £2*00 per item for Airmail. These offers are available Mail Order only; 

Telephone orders: Mon-Fri 9am-7pm. Saturday J0am-4pm* Fax orders: 0268 590076. Tel orders; 0265 590766 

3D Construction Kit.   32.99 
3D Pool.  7.99 
4D Boxing *....16.99 
4D Driving *.....16.99 
688 Attach Sub.  16.99 
Afterburner.6.99 
Alien Storm *.  *,,,.*..,*,.16.99 
Amos.   29.99 
Amos 3D.24.99 
Amos Compiler.19.99 
APB.  6.99 
Aroehnaphobia *.   16 99 
Arkonoia 2....«....6.99 
Armour Geddon,....................,16.99 
Assault on Alcatraz *... 16 99 
Awesome .14.99 
Back to the Future 3.16.99 
Bards Tale 2. B 99 
Bards Tale 3 .16.99 
Batman Gaped Crusader .. .6.99 
Batman the Movie..   .,7:99 
Battle Chess 2....16.99 
Battle Command..... 16.99 
Beostbusters *. 16 99 
Beoch Volley...  ....6.99 
Big Gome Fishing *...16.99 
Big Run * . 16.99 
Billy the Kid *..16.99 
Birds of Prey *. 26 99 
Blazing Thunder..6.99 
Blues Brothers V..  16.99 
Blue Max.  19.99 
Budokan ..  6:99 
Cadaver. .16.99 
Cadaver Data Disk__9.99 
California Games...6.99 
Captain Planet *. 16.99 
Castles *.19.99 
Captive ..... 16.99 
Carrier Command..  7.99 
Centurion ......, 16.99 
Chaos Engine * ...16.99 
Chaos Strikes Back fl Meg).,16.99 
CJ's Elephant Antics.,. 6.99 
Commando War *. .....16.99 
Continental Circus...   ...6,99 
Corporation. . ,________.9.99 
Corporation Data Disk.4.99 
Creatures ...16.99 
Cricket (1 Meg)...17.99 
Cricket Captain.... 16.99 
Crime Doesn't Pay * .....16.99 
Cruise For A Corpse...16.99 
Cybercon 3...,.16.99 
Daley Thompson Challenge...6.99 
Da* Boat...  .19 99 
Death Knights Of Krynn (1 Meg)_19,99 
Defender of the Crown......7.99 
Defenders of the Earth . ...  6.99 
Deluxe Point 4 *„.     54.99 
Deuteros * ..........16.99 
Disney Animation__59.99 
Double Double Bill-...19.99 
Double Dragon .....6,99 
Double Dragon 3 * .16.99 
Dragon Strike,,.......19.99 
Dragons Breath .  12.99 
Dragons Lair [1 Meg)..,,.  ,26.99 
Dragons Lair 2 Singes Castle.26.99 
Drogons Lair * Time warp ..., 26.99 
Duck Tales.  16 99 
Elf*.    .16,99 
Epic*.19.99 
Escape from Colditz..19 99 
Excalibur...19 99 
Eye of the Beholder [1 Meg ). 19 99 
F15 Strike Eagle 2 (I Meg] 22 99 
Fl 6 Combat Pilot. 16.99 
F19 Stealth Fighter. 19.99 
Fantasy World Dizzy .. .6 99 
Ferrori Formula 1 _      8.99 
Final Blow * .. .16 99 
Final Fight *.   16.99 
First Samuori *.  16.99 
Flight of the Intruder,..,,.,,,,,,.,.,.,.22,99 
Flood.........8,99 
Football Director 2.13.99 
Ford Q8 Rally *. 16,99 
Forgotten Worlds..6,99 
Gauntlet 2 ..   6.99 
Gauntlet 3 *.  ..,.,.,,,,16.99 
Gem X..    16 99 
Godfather Action *.    16.99 
Godfather Adventure * . 19 99 
God*...    16.99 
Golden Axe.  16 99 
Graham Gooch *.  .19,99 
Gremlins 2...  9.99 
Gunboat (1 Meg| .,.16-99 

Gunship.14.99 
Halls of Montezuma...16.99 
Hard Drivin.    6.99 
Harpoon (1 Meg).  .19.99 
Heroquest.16.99 
Heroquest Data *.....,.,..9 99 
Hitehikers Guide.. .  7.99 
Hollywood Collection...14.99 
Hunter ..    19.99 
HC+..    6.99 
Indianapolis 500.  16,99 
Indy Jones Adv.r,...j 1,99 
Indy Jones - Atlantis Adv * (1 Meg) .... 19.99 
Interceptor..8.99 
Jack Nicklaus Clip Art *. 9,99 
Jock Nicklaus Extra Courses.. 9.99 
Jock Nicklaus Golf,,.,...15.99 
Jack Nicklaus Unlimited Golf jl Meg) 19.99 
James Fond..*,,,,,.. 9.99 
jimmy Whites Snooker * ..16,99 
Jungle Book..,6.99 
Kamikaze .,. .....7............6,99 
Keef the Thief.  8.99 
Keys of Maramon * ....16.99 
Kick Off.  7.99 
Kick Off 2 (1 Meg).11.99 
Kick Off 2 .    9.99 
Killing Cloud...16 99 
Kings Quest 4 fl Meg),.*.***.„..26.99 
Knightmare *.19.99 
Knights of the Sky *.....19.99 
K.O 2 - Final Whistle......8.99 
K.O 2 - Giants of Europe *.7.99 
K.O 2 ■ Return to Europe *.    7.99 
K.O 2 - Super League * ..  .9,99 
K.O 2 Winning Tactics...5.99 
Loser Squod 2r.16.99 
Last Ninja 2.      ..6.9? 
Lost Ninja 3 *.  16.99 
Leather Goddess..  ...7.99 
Legend *.    16.99 
Legend of Billy Boulder *.  16.99 
Lefsuresuit Larry 3 |1 Meg]..26.99 
Lemmings. 16.99 
Lemmings Construction Kit * ..16.99 
Lemmings Data Disk *......13.99 
Licence To Kill..    6.99 
Lombard Rally.   6,99 
Loom..........11.99 
lord of the Rings *...19,99 
lords of Chaos.... .16 99 
Ml Tank Platoon.  19,99 
Magic Pockets * ..,16 99 
Magnetic Scrolls Coll *. ...,,..,19.99 
Man Utd, Europe.„.*„.««««.16,99 
Masferblaster .. 16.99 
Master Golf * ..  19.99 
Mega Traveller 1 (IMeg) .19.99 
Mega Traveller 2 |l Meg) -...19 99 
Mega twins *.............................16.99 
Mego-Lo-Mania * ....19.99 
Mercs..   16,99 
Miami Chase...*.6,99 
Midwinter.  ..14.99 
Midwinter 2 * fl Meg].. . . ..22 99 
MIG 29......  22.99 
Moonstone * ..    ,,,19.99 
Moon Wolker...  6.99 
NAM..  19,99 
Navy Seals.... 16.99 
Nighlshift.9.99 
Obitus.,.    14.99 
Off Rood Racer,,.,... 16.99 
Omnicron Contpiracy..7,99 
Operation Stealth  16.99 
Operation Wolf,..6.99 
Oriental Games ..    9.99 
Outrun..........6.99 
Outrun Europe * .. 16,99 
Pang.. 16.99 
PGA Tour Golf.16.99 
Pilfightar 2 *.19.99 
Platinum ..   .,.16.99 
Platoon...6.99 
Player Manager.......12.99 
Pool of Radiance (1 Meg].19.99 
Police Quest 2 (1 Meg). .26.99 
Populous 2 *. 19,99 
Powerdrome.   8.99 
Powermonger,,,,,..19.99 
Powermonger Data Disk 1 *.9.99 
Powerpock ....,,,,,,,,,.14.99 
Power Up,...  19.99 
PP. Hammer... .16.99 
Predator.   6.99 
Predator 2 .._   16.99 
Prehistorik,,.,..... 16.99 
Prince of Pershia..I9.99 
Projectyle.  ..8.99 
Quattro Adventure....9.99 

Quottro Sports ..*,*.*....9,99 
R-Type.....*...6.99 
Race Drivin * ......16 99 
Railroad Tycoon (1 Meg] ,.,.22,99 
Rainbow Islands....16.99 
Rambo 3 ..    6,99 
R.6.I. 2 Baseball.19,99 
Reach for the Skies *.  16.99 
Realms *....,.,.19 99 
Red Baron *  26,99 
Red Heat.............................6.99 
Rise of the Dragon * .....  26,99 
Robin Hood * .. 16,99 
Robin Simth’s Cricket *.16 99 
Robocop 2 .. ..16 99 
Robocop 3 *..*.....19,99 
Robozone *____ 16,99 
Rocket Ranger,...7.99 
Rock Star Ate My Hamster.,. ..4.99 
Rodland * ..   16.99 
Rotator * . ..  16.99 
RType 2 *.   16.99 
Ruff and Ready......, ,,6.99 
Search for the King *.........24,99 
Secret of Monkey Island [ 1 Meg).16.99 
Secrets of Luftwaffe * [1 Meg)..19,99 
Shadow Dancer.  16.99 
Shadow Sorceror *... 19.99 
Shuttle *.   ,,,,19 99 
Silent Service 2 *.22.99 
Silkworm ..    .6.99 
Sim City+Populous.  19 99 
Sim Eorth  .19 99 
Simpsons *   ......16.99 
Simulcra..   7,99 
Smash TV *.  16.99 
Space Ace,.. ...26,99 
Speed ball..7.99 
SpeedbolE ...... 16.99 
Storm Boll..  12.99 
Stratego * ..... 16 99 
Striker Manager........ .... 16 99 
Strip Poker 2 + Data ...   6.99 
Subbuteo ..    6.99 
Super Cars 2 ..16 99 
Super Grand Prix ..  6,99 
Super Hong On. 6,99 
Super Monaco GP.. 16 99 
Supremacy..19.99 
Switchblade...    6.99 
Switchblade 2.  16.99 
SWfV...,..  16.99 
Sword of Sedan.9,99 
Swords of Twilight...0,99 
Team Suzuki..,.,,,,,,.. 16 99 
Team Yankee.19.99 
Teenage Mutant Turtles... 16,99 
Teenage Mutant Turtles 2 * ...16.99 
Terminator 2 * ..   .16.99 
Test Drive 3 *....16 99 
The Immortal (1 Meg). ....,,,,,,16.99 
Their Finest Hour (iTtag)..,19.99 
Their Finest Missions *. ,..9.99 
Thunderhawk * ..  19.99 
Tip Off *.  14 99 
Toki..,.,.  .16.99 
Toobin.......... ..  ,.,....,,6-99 
Tap Cat Bev Hills __     6,99 
Total Recall..     12.99 
Toyota Celka........16.99 
Trocksuit Manager 2 * ..16.99 
Turbo Challenge...  ...16,99 
Turbo Challenge 2 *  ,,,16.99 
Turrican 2.«««««_„_ 9.99 
TV Sports Basketball 14 99 
TV Sports Football.. ..7 99 
Ultimo V.    .....19.99 
Utopia *.......19 99 
UM5 2 (1 Meg)...  19.99 
Violator.,,.,.... ...6,99 
Virtual Worlds.19.99 
Walker *.  16.99 
Warlords (1 Meg].  19 99 
War Zone.12.99 
Wheels of Fire ..   12.99 
Wild Streels V. . .  16.99 
WinningTeom *....19.99 
Wings fl Meg].  19.99 
WizDall..,.,,*.,..6.99 
Wlzkid *. 16,99 
Wolf Pack {1 Meg).,.  19.99 
Wonderland (1 Meg)....19.99 
World Class Lecderboard..6,99 
World Wrestling Fed  16,99 
Wrath of the Demon....19.99 
Xenomorph 2 *.   16.99 
Yogi's Great Escape ..  6.99 
Yogi & Greed Monster ..6.99 
ZO ut,,„.      13.99 
Zak McKroken -----. 9.99 

SPECIAL OFFERS 

GOLDEN IMAGE 
SCANNER 

ONLY £159.99 

OPTICAL MOUSE 
ONLY £34.99 

UPGRADE YOUR 
AMIGA TO 1 MEG 

1/2 Meg Upgrade - £24.99 

1/2 Meg Upgrade + clock - £26.99 

SWORD OF SODAN 
NOW ONLY 

£9.99 

STEREO SPEAKERS 
AMIGA 

ONLY £29.99 

TECHNOSOUND 
£34.99 

3.5" EXTERNAL 

DRIVE 
ONLY £52.99 

JOYSTICKS 

Cheetah 125+ -£6.99 

Comp Pro Extra • £14.99 

Quick joy 2 Turbo - £9.99 

Quickshot 3 Turbo • £9.99 

Quick joy Jetfighter - £ 10.99 

BLANK DISKS 
Unbranded 

10x3.5" DSDD - £5.99 

20 x 3.5" DSDD- £10.99 

50x3.5" DSDD-£23.99 

100x3.5" DSDD-£44.99 

Branded - TDK 

3.5" DSDD-£1.25 Each 

WINGS 1/2 Meg 
Now Only 
£11.99 



AMIGA 500 MAMMOTH 
'/> MEG UPGRADE 

LATEST DESIGN INCORPORATES 'CHIPMEN' OPTION AT NO EXTRA COST! 

BRITISH MADE 

Increases computer memory from normal'/? megabyte 

to 1 megabyte 

Includes disable switch/incorporotes high quality silver 

coated pin connector 

16 bit technology 

0 Fit in minutes 

Direct replacement of Commodore A501 expansion 

Includes THIPMEM OPTION" - Phone lor details 

12 month warranty 

In stock now! 

Price includes VAJ and post 

and packing 

Tel: 0582 491949 

Send order with payment to: ' v 

WTS ELECTRONICS LTD, Chaul End Lane, Luton, Beds LU4 8EZ 
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COMMODORE 
1084S STEREO 

MONITOR 
Including FREE lead 

ONLY £229.00 » 

i_i 

i-1 

j PHILIPS 8833 MK H [ 
i STEREO MONITOR i 

Including Free Lead 

ONLY £229.00 
i_i 

i- 
i 

r- 
i BATTLE OF 

BRITAIN 
THEIR FINEST 

HOUR 
ONLY £20.00 

A\V^' 
Open Monday to 

Saturday 9am -6pm 
Callers and Mall 

CDTV now in Stock °rder welcome 

. J 
■“I 

I 

AMIGA PACKS 

i AT ONCE AMIGA . 
PC 286 AT EMULATOR 

FOR THE A500 

! ONLY £169.00 
i_ 

■ SCREEN GEMS PACK. inc. Shadow / Beast H, Back-Future □. Niglitbreed. Days of Thunder. Dpamt H 
1 AMIGA A50Q, mouse, modulaiof, power supply. Workbench 1.3. Basic Tutorial and manuals 

.-...-....-£359.00 
---------------------.,...£309.00 
I CARTOON CLASSICS inc: 1Mb Ram, Lemmings, Simpsons, Captain Planet, Deluxe Paint 3.............. £369 00 
I CLASS OF THE 90S FIRST STEPS, inc Extra 512K, Pr-Write, Info File, Dpamt + Dpnnt Uetc_...*...„..*.....£515,00 
■ CLASS OF THE 90S, inc. Extra 512K. Publishers Choice. MaxiFlan, BBC Emulator. Midi lnt. etc..................£516.00 
[ AMIGA CREATIVITY PACK, with Word Processor, Music & Paint packages, 3 games + Tutorial Video,,*..............£419.00 
I All Amiga A5O0’s supplied with mouse, modulator, manuals, workbench, Basic + Tutorial 

. J 

t 

AMIGA Asoo FUN PACK —i 
ia A50Q. Mouse. Modulator, Manuals, Basic. Workbench. Tutorial Joystick. Disk Box. 

10 Blank Disks. Dust Cover, Dpamt m. PLUS 13 GREAT GAMES Lemmings. Simpsons. 

r' 

! 
AMIGA Asoo MAX PACK 

| Captain Planet Star Wars. Toobm. Barbarian IL Licence to KiL James Bond Game, I 
■ Running Man With Schwarzenegger APB. Xybots. Dragon Spirit, Hard Dnvm. Voyager i 
I 1 Meg of Ram 

ONLY £399.00 

Amiga ASOO. Mouse, Moduiatoi. Manuals, Basic, Workbench. Tutorial. Joystick, Disk i 
Box. 10 Blank Disks. Dust Cover, Dpamt D, PLUS 10 GREAT GAMES Star Wars, Toobm, 
Barbarian II. Licence to Kill James Bond Game. Running Man With Schwarzenegger, * 

APB, Xybots. Dragon Spirit, Hard Dnvin. Voyager I 

ONLY £359.00 1 MEG VERSION £389.00 * 

SOFTWARE AND DISKS — HARDWARE 
3D PROFESSIONAL..,..£209 00 PIXEL 3D ..  £49.00 

AMOS + EXTRAS DISK...£32.00 PRO VIDEO POST...£159 00 

BROADCAST TTTLER 0...£169.00 PRO WRITE V3.1..  £85.00 

VIDEO EASE...*.£35.00 EXCELLENCE V2...£89.00 

DIG1VIEW GOLD V4...,.£95 00 TITLE PAGE...*.*...£109.00 
LATTICE C V5.1.......£149 00 PROFESSIONAL PAGE V2... £169 00 

PACESETTER V2. DTP...£47.00 VIDEO EFFECTS 3D..£109.00 

FAGESTREAM. New Version 2.1 £129 00 X-CAD DESIGNER (1 Meg).£69.00 
FAGESTREAM FONTS £49 00 X-CAD PROFESSIONAL.£129.00 

TV TEXT PROFESSIONAL.. £79.00 WORDWORTH.  £85.00 

CROSS-DOS, Multi-format file transfer ......£23.00 

HITACHI 720 VIDEO CAMERA, Ideal for DigiView....£199.00 

FEN PAL, Excellent Word Processor (l Meg)----£59 00 
IMAGINE 3D Animation & Rendering software..,.*„*,*,  —*.,.£169 00 
ART DEPARTMENT PROFESSIONAL..........XI 19.00 

ALL IN ONE, Art package, Word Pro + Music package ,...**... £119.00 
TV SHOW, Video wipes, titling package*,,,,*,....... £55.00 
PHOTON PAINT H. HAM An + Animation.......£25 00 

AMOS COMPILER .......*...*.....£23.00 

THE WORKS PLATINUM Integrated package ......£62.00 

AMIGA VISION. Authoring software.........£89,00 
DOS 2 DOS Multi-format file transfer.......£33 00 
WALT DISNEY ANIMATION STUDIO (1 Meg)..,,,.......,£69.00 

SPECTRA COLOUR...................£55.00 

X-UTIUTIES ...........£34.00 

1_._.___I 

r 
I _ 
J COMMODORE A590 20MB Hard Disk. Unpopulated.....£285 00 
> COMMODORE A590 2Dmb Hard Disk + 2m RAM..... „. £339 00 
I FRAME GRABBER PAL.. 

RENDALE 8B02 Genlock, A5QQ/B2QOO 
i AUDIO ENGINEER Sampling baidware/softwaj 
I SOPHUS S5 Professional Stereo Sampler 

l 
l 

.£449.00 W 
£165 00 | 
£169.00 * 

..  £4900 

.£21500 1 
I AMIG A compatible external disk drive, switch plus thru port.   E57.50 I 
| GVP 52MB SCSI hard drive & BM RAM Board for A500 . £499.00 j 
I GVP 52 MEG SCSI Drive plus S Meg Ramboard for 1500/2000,. ...*..£419.00 i 
1 rnr nr*! ftiinf utun cr'iiTHTD mm ah 1 

KGS POWERBOARD. PC Emulation (A600) with MS DOS 

GOLDEN IMAGE HAND SCANNER with software plus Photon Paint..... , £169 00 
NAKSHA CLONE MOUSE...........*,,,£19.65 

PRINTERS 

STAR LC-10 MONO PRINTER inc Lead...£169.00 

STAR LC-200 COLOUR PRINTER me. Lead....£209.00 
STAR LC-24/200 MONO PRINTER me. Lead.. £249 00 

STAR LC-24/200 COLOUR PRINTER inc Lead..£297.00 

CITIZEN SWIFT 24 MONO inc. Lead. £279 00 

CITIZEN SWIFT 24 COLOUR inc. Lead.£275.00 
CITIZEN 124D 24 Pin Mono inc. Lead...£195.00 

CITIZEN 120D Plus, 9 Pin Mono inc, Lead..£139.00 

CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COLOUR inc. Lead.....£179.00 

CANON BJ10E bubble )et inc. Lead....,..,£269,00 

AMIGA AlSOO 

Trie A1500 inc. Philips 8833 or CBM 1G84S monitor. Twin Drive, 

Dpamt3, The Works Plat,, +4 Games, ONLY £359.00 

AMIGA A500 part exchange available - please phone 

AMIGA MEMORY 
SUPRA RX500 8M Board for ASOO inc 1M ..*.**,**„*...£125 00 
SUPRA RX500 8M Board for ASOO me 2M __     £169.00 
B2000 Microbotics 8M Ram Board + 2 Meg RAM..*,.*.....*..,£169.00 
Extra 2 Meg Ram for above board......*.....£75.00 
lA500 TARGET 512K Ram, With Clock + Switch...£29 00 

r- 
i 
i 
L- 

SUPRA/BAUD BANDIT 2400 MODEM 

Hayes Compat Auto-dial/answer, V21, 22* 22bis £124.00 Supra 2400 Plus, MNT5 + V42 Bis (speeds up to 9600) £189.00 
As above but includes MNP5 error correction £159.00 New Supra 9600 Modem (speeds up to 38000) £399,00 

HOW TO ORDER: 
Either call our number 
below with your credit 
card details, or send a 
cheque/PO or credit 

card number and 
expiry date to our 

address. Make cheques 
payable to 

THE 16 BIT CENTRE 
Pricei mbject to chufe without 

notification 

All prices include VAT + Courier Service 

16 BIT CENTRE 
Units 15*17* 

Lancashire Fittings Science Village 

Claro Road, Harrogate HGl 4AF 

Tel (0423) 531822/526322 

EXTENDED WARRANTY 

AND MAINTENANCE 

CONTRACTS AVAILABLE 

ON ALL ITEMS. PLEASE 

CALL FOR FURTHER 

DETAILS 

Access 

JHSA 



GREAT SOFTWARE 
CAN BE YOURS FOR AS LITTLE AS ABSOLUTELY, 

TOTALLY, DEFINITELY, VERY NEARLY, 
JUST ABOUT NOTHING AT ALL. (HONEST) 

Owning an Amiga, PC or ST now means that you can buy incredibly good software 

for little more than the price of a disk. Stunning games, utilities, demos, graphics, 

word processors and more can be found in Public Domain and Shareware software. 

But (but! but!!) where do you start? How do you know which programs are 

completely wonderful and which ones should be re-formatted instantly? 

What's the best way to buy PD? And - whilst we're at it - just what is PD anyway? 

For these answers and a whole trainload more, you'll need a new 

magazine colled PUBLIC DOMAIN. 

# Every issue is packed full of reviews - 
PD programs assessed for the Amiga, 

PC and ST. 

0 Every review is screenshotted. You can 
see exactly what you'll be buying. 

0 Every copy of PUBLIC DOMAIN comes with 
an incredible program-packed coverdisk - 
so you can get the very best PD for your 

machine every time. 

0 Every page is in glorious full colour so you' 

have unrivalled quality. 

0 And every edition of PUBLIC DOMAIN is backed 

by the full editorial resources of Europe's most 
successful news-stand computer magazine 

company, Future Publishing. 

VSs*** 

PUBLIC DOMAIN comes to you from the company that brings you Amiga Format, 

PC Formal, $T Format, Amiga Shopper, PC Plus, Commodore Format, Your Sinclair, 
New Computer Express, Amiga Power, Amstrod Action, PC Answers, Sega Power 

and 8000 Plus; markets leaders all. 

First issue on sale October 3rd at £2.95 

K«r“ 
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A Brain 
the next best thing 

CORTEX 8Mb RAM EXPANSION 
for the Commodore Amiga A500/A1000 

• External fitting. Warranty remains intact 
• Fully implemented aulo-configure 
• Fully operational through-bus 
» Uses standard 1M x Bbitor 1M x 9bif SIMMs 
• Complete with its own power supply unit (UK, 

US or EURO) 
• Designed with A1000 compatibility in mind 
• Zero wait-states 
• RAM test software 

2Mb-£269 4Mb-£349 8Mb-£519 

CORTEX 512K RAM EXPANSION for the Commodore Amiga A500 

> Essential A500 upgrade ■ 1 Mb Amiga is now standard 

> Functional equivalent of CBM A501 

> Lower power 1 Mbit DRAM 007 QCI 

> Latest technology high-quality components I • v w| 

> “Fatter" Agnus compatible for 1 Mb CHIP RAM (E31 95 Wl,h clock)J 

> Lower profile enable/disable switch .**«m*m.,i, v. 

• Available with or without battery-backed clock/calendar module 

. \ 

CORTEX EXTERNAL 3.5 FLOPPY DRIVE 

• High-quality silent mechanism 
• Through port C£G 
• Enable/disable switch 

AMIGA HARD DISK & 
MEMORY SYSTEMS BY XETEC Inc. 

V 

> See CHIP UPGRADES section for 
Xetec RAM upgrade prices 

l Xetec FastTrak hard disk system 
for A50G (AlOOO version avail¬ 
able to order) 8Mb FastRAM 
card (optional) Super-fast (9ms) 
auto head-pad< Quantum 52Mb 
Pro-Drive £499 

► Xetec FastCard Plus hard disk 

system (for A1500/A2000) featur¬ 
ing Seagate 48Mb auto head-park 
drive space for BMb Fast RAM on 
board fusing SIMMs) * - M * 

E449 

* Fully implemented auto-configure 
* Zero wait-states 
* Uses standard 1M x 8bil or 1M x 9bit SIMMs 
* 2,4t 6 or BMb configurations possible 

2Mb€199 4Mb-£2996Mb-£369 BMb- £449 

S’S’tfS'SS 
333323 sssss s 

** ** 

I* ™b Agnus Chip 8372A 

1 

£60 
» ROM Upgrade Version 1 3 fcc„ ,■ . 

upgrade for hard-disk user* f ! 'a 
t^FastFileSyS,erUSerS',ea,Ur'n9 

£35 
SS, modeDRAMf* ?K'al sla,lc 

4Mb- £269 
1 SIMMS (to, Cortex rnik „ _ 

saraSS “ 
rsaasarr- 

o.5Mb - £25, tMb -£49,2Mb - £95 

FREE 
5 DISKS OF THE 

LATEST PD 
SOFTWARE 

WITH ANY PURCHASE 
FROM THIS AD* 
(DEMOS UPDATED 

REGULARLY) _ 

All prices include VAT and Postage & Packaging. Trade enquiries welcome 

Send cheques to: 
CORTEX DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY LTD 
BRITANNIA BUILDINGS, 46 FENWICK STREET, LIVERPOOL L2 7NB 
• 24 HOUR SALES 051 -236 0480 • 24 HOUR FAX 051 -227 2482 

* Free software is limited to one set per order and is supplied without warranty 

VISA 



Richard & Angela Howe; Applied Research Kernel 
Corve Farmhouse, Corve Lane, Ch&le Green, Ventnor, P038 2LA, U.K. 

Visitors are always welcome by appointment 
POST UK CO (re fte&mJK*), Special Deleted C3 29 (c*» bWtvm 12 noon}. Seance* £9,87 (cal baton IIown) 

Registered A* Mad Id Europe ESfflem. Wortd Cl2*i*flv Pleas* ooA about carnage on nwy d*nn 
VJLT, Press rnduc*e UK VAT at 17 5% &*c*pt lot books Books an veto rated 

CHEQUES Londpni Sierlmo payable to A.fl.K please High value ordfrary cheques may require cteirarKe 
EXPORT A BFPO Remove UK VAT (.Pn»n 175) except on books which ere zero rated 

AVAILABILITY Most items lifted are in stock Qltws can usually be obtained wrthin 40, hours. 
DESPATCH WHhin 24 hours on stock items, 40 hours on non-slock but available items 

PRICES May occasionally be subject to change MEMORY Assunw 1 Mb unless staled 

1 £, 
a TEL 0983 79496 
This is a switchable voice/fax line which is open 10am to Tpfn. Monday to Saturday 

accounts 
Arena Integrated Accounts 122 67 
Cashbook Combination *9 82 
Cashbook Control  37,60 
EasyLedgsr* integrated 153 46 
Horn* Accounts 24 44 
Person# Finance Menage* 2$ 8$ 
Se'vc* induilry Accounts 306 68 

Sma« Business Accounts Xira &1 78 
System 3 integrated ..3995 

BOOKS 34 Lines Stocked 

1st Book o< Amga 16 95 
2nd Book ot Amiga . 16.95 
eftCKK^A&semiWy Language 24 95 
68QOQ Asm Lon Programming .. £1.95 
Amiga 30 Gr* Prog >n Basic i MS 
Amiga Adv Syi P'og Guide 32.95 
Amge Asm tan Programming i * 95 
Amga Basic i n*«te * Out 1B 96 
Amga C For Adv Programmers 32 95 
Amiga C For Beginners 18 45 
Amiga Desktop Vdeo Gvdt 18 45 
Am^a On*. Ckrve* In I Om 27 95 
Am^ja Fo* Begmnen   12 95 
Amiga Graphics Inerts A CM 32 45 
Armga Machm Language 14 95 
Armge Programmer* HndW VI 24 95 
AfTvga System Pr^mr* Gurte .32 95 
AmigaDOS insdeA Out ,,16 45 
AmigaDQS Reierenqe Gude 14.95 
Elemantary Amiga Basic 14 95 
hiargiware Heterence Manual ...21,95 
tree A Docs. ROM Kernel Mm 26,95 
Inside Amiga Graphics 16.95 
Kitfcsten Guide 1o Amga . 14.95 
Kids and me Arn.ga 14.95 
Learning C Program Graphics 16 95 
Libraries A Devices ROM Mnl 29 96 
Mawng the Amiga 20 95 
More Trick* and Tips 18 45 
Programmers Guide Kj Amiga 33 95 
Programming The 68000 23 95 
TecfmcaP fW Mnt A»0 *2000 39 95 
The Ar*ge Hanctwok .54.95 

CABLES 100 Lines Stocked 
D23S D15P NEC MSync 3D 14 10 
D23S 2Phorvj Scan Monricm 14 lQ 
D25P13255 D25P t? 25S 25W 2M 24 *4 

D25P ’ D25P 25 W.re 5 M*» 22 56 
D25P C36P 2Metre Printer 6,58 
D25P • D25P 25 Wire 2M*ir» 13 16 
D23S OpenE nd Montw 11.28 
D25P C36P 3 Metre Prmter 12 23 
D25P C38P 5 Metre Printer iS 51 
D23S 09P Ok> NEC M^ync '4 10 
D23S D9PAm^a IBM Monitors 12 22 
D25* D25P 25Wve 3M*v* 19 27 
D25SD25P9VW*?Mf*te Modem 1126 
D25P D25P Wrt 2Metre Modem it 28 
D23S2Pti D9P 2Ph CMBG33 2 14 10 
DIN&P DIN5P MtDl 5.17 
Null Modem Cat** 12 22 
Cross Over Bon B25& 36 66 

Gender Changer p?5& D25S 7 99 
Plug D25P With Hood 4 23 
Paracel F4t Tr*n»Per Syeiem , 35 72 
RS232 Mmi Teeter 13.T6 
R5232 Null Modem  9 4b 
RS232 Patch Bor 13 16 
Socket 025$ With Hood 4 23 
Socket D23S Wkh Hood 5 17 
Switch Sox D3SS 2 way 25 38 
Switch Box D25S 4 Way 37 60 
Switch Box C36S 4 way .40 99 

COMMUNICATIONS 

A Ta* 3 69 56 

COMPUTER AIDEO DESIGN 

3D Ccmstmetien Kit 44 65 
Design 3D .59.23 
Pro Net-Board PC B Design 139 59 
Professional Drlw 2 . .99.54 
X CAD 3D 2MO 398 56 
X CAD Designer 79 90 
X CaD Protesmonai 2Mb 547.33 

DATABASE MANAGERS 

Bib>e Reader — 46 06 
image Finder Hos Key System 4982 
intoFk# 46 06 
Maishpt Rut 39 01 
MctAtte F**r 54 99 
Cegentsa t9 74 
Prodate 55 93 
Suoertwse Personal 27 73 
Superbase Person# 2 59 69 

Superbase Professional 3 i &9.BQ 
Suoerbase Profesewnai 4 249 57 

DESKTOP PUBLISHING 
Am^aTe* Typesetting 11139 
ArrugaTei Dmr*rs teach' 52 64 
AmigaTei Demo Dsk 2 82 
Ckp ArtPO [iSdsKsi 2962 
£ GN» Structured An 71*4 
Goto Dtfk Type Decor HD 31 96 
GdU Disk Type Video HD 3196 
Gold Disk Type Putkrther HD 31 96 
Gotd Dak Type. D*»gner HD 3196 
Outline funis. 99 64 
PsgeSette* 2 47 00 
PageSlream 2 XX 13& 59 
Pro Clips Scruclured An 23.97 
ProfeGGionai Page 2 X X 2 M& % 79 54 
Saxon Publisher Query 
Structured Ckp Art 37 60 

OUST COVERS Deluxe Buffi 

Amiga 2000 i,AT| Keyboard 7 gg 
Amga 2000 System 6 Mow 15 90 
Crtsten Swfl 2* 10 34 
Star UClO 10 34 
Star LC2W 10 34 
Epson LXB0B6 10 34 
Star LC24 ig 10 34 
Panasonic KXPi 124 10 34 
Monflors 1084 i 084 S 8833 9 87 
Amga 500 7 99 
Citizen 1200 10 34 

EDUCATION 

DiGtanl Sun*. 5123 
Fun SchOtX 3 -Und* 5 l B 33 
Mega Matfte A Level 24 44 

MrcroEngidhtaCSE 23 97 
Mere French iGCSE 23 97 
M«cfo Maths :GCSE 23 97 
My Ptrnr 24 91 
Pnmary UatTS Com 24 44 

EDITORS 
CygrvsEd Prdketacrvai 2 61 10 

GRAPHICS 
Arrmation Studc r Orkney 84 60 
C Light Ray Trapng 29 61 

Comic Setier .. *4 6$ 
Otfui* Phsloiato.. 56*0 
Dilute PTTFTt 2 37 60 
DduRt ParfTl 4 Quenr 
DHufta Video 3 

jr 
59 69 

Digi ParfU 3... £4 OS 
FartaVrMPi Animation 35 72 
Imagine 3D MoO& ^ ng Arum 
Piimate Image System 

179 5* 
39 95 

Real 3D Begnnrie*s 1 3 
Real 3D Turbo 2Mfi 

119 65 
329 9* 

Scene Genera** Landecapek 
Sculpt 3D XL 

35 72 
99 6* 

Sculpt Animate 4D Junior 
Sculpt Animate 4D ?m*j 

86 95 
337 23 

SpectraGofty . 5* 66 

HARDWARE 

1 3 Kicksiarl ROM 30 56 
3 &■ External Disk Dnw 5* 69 
3 5 Internal 2000 Drive 59 69 
5 25-External Disk onv* 133 01 
5i2K A500 RAM OtecKSwACh 29 61 
A19»14'U-JVseanMoW *59 66 

A590 20AtoHartfDteADmte m23 
A590 204* Owe W41* TMb Bam 327 t2 
A$90 206* Duv« mr 2m flam 3S7 6? 
Am^^GartemCl**** 379 76 
Am^a 1500 Wtfi Two Own 6*3 90 
Amuga 1500 With Sombre «0* 66 

Ami^a 1500 * Morale* i 5W 9*9 67 
Amiga 2000 6 40Mb Quantum HD 1099 80 
Amifl* 3000 1EMHZ/4QMC 1999 65 
Amiga 3000 25MHz.'i 00MB 2829 65 
ftihr^n Sunfl 74 Pnnlftr Jflfl 40 

Citizen 124D 2* Pm Printer.. 199 75 
Finer Agnus —m—-, . . 61 10 

GVP.<2 A5QQ S2MB 0 6MB RAM 
GVP^ A500 105WB 04MB RAW 
GVP/2 *2000 SCSI Interface 
GYP-2 A20QQ SCSI IP * 0 8M& 
GVP2 A2000 52MB Quantum 
G VP 7 *2000 105MB Quantum 
Cameron HarySVScanner Typ# IQ 
Nakih* Mtow 6 Game 

519 62 
moo 
139 59 
169 66 

369 89 
559 77 
199 75 
29 §1 

RAM C*teJ 256* CMOS 
SCSI Hartf Drart case 6 RSU 
Stop Colour Scanner A S W 
Sup-a RAM A2000 0-BM& 
SupaaRAM A500 2 6M0 

611 

109 96 
599 72 
119 85 
189 88 

SupraRAM A500 0 5-0MB 

PACKAGES 
A1500 Software Pac* .. 
ApprbEar WortpraMusic 
G'apO cs Starter Kit 
Oft** By Gcrt Dtsfc 

129 72 

89 77 
30^ 
56 40 
99 6* 

Staler iKindwortb 2 6 Games • 51 23 
The Wonts psaasraari 79 90 

MULTIMEDIA 

Anepftvaori tCommodmj 95 88 

Hyperbook (GoM Dr$k) . 5*99 

PROGRAMMING 

AMOS Baste ,,37 60 
AMOS Compiler.. 
CPOiS Disks) .987 
Devpac 2 Macro Assembler 42 77 
GFA Basic Compitef 23 97 
GFA Basic Interpreter 39 95 
Hisoit 9as< Comotef .5781 
LaTPce C5.t Compder 153 56 
Pascal Complies [PO|i. 2 62 

RIBBONS 

6 CBM MPS1230.. 2538 
3 CBM MPS1SWC Colour 36 66 

6 CBM MPS1500''1550 31 02 
6 Cmzen 1200 |MPSi 200) .19.74 
6 Slar LC247XB24-5/200 .25 38 

SOUND 

AudtonnasEer 3 SotTwere 
Bars & Pipes Professional. 21996 
Detune Muse Constrtcron 55 93 
MastefSound Sampter 
Mrti Plug interface , .. .25 38 
Muse X 1.1 .. 109 96 
Music X Junior ... 66 77 
Sequencer One. 79.90 
Sam* 2., ... -52 17 
Sflund Trap 3 Sampler .. »» 
SoundMasler . 109 96 
Toer Cub 69 66 

SPREADSHEETS 
Advantage 32000x32900 75 87 
DGCaic 512452 . .»£S 

Superplan 26*6x1024,___ _ _49 62 

UTILITIES 
Afteai .... 
AR*m TdbM ^__ ,49 92 
& AD DtekOpt-rmser 31 96 
■OMV___K72 
Byte V Back HO 20 4$ 
C'duDOS F4* Transfer 24 gi 
Duedory Manager....35 72 
DdA Master ? Housekeeper 49 82 
Doctor Arm Dtegnosacs .. 4089 
DOS 2 DOS File Tracer.30 5$ 
Enhancer 1 ...ISO* 
G0 Route Planner .....33 94 

MAC 2 DOS FJ# Transfer „,„P 81 78 
Mavia Beacon teaches Typing.27.73 
Quarterback HD Backup .39 95 
Quarterback Hard Doh Tools 61 10 

VIDEO 

Dgi Vi«w GOO 4 dgmser 
Hitachi h y720 Camera 6 Uns 
Home Titter ... 
Muvgan Genwcfc.. 
Seal* Praaedtatibns . 
Vden Tetter .. 
V«di Complete Coteur SoAAoa 

WOR COPROCESSORS 

EiceHme 2..... .9*94 
Kmdwortt 2. . 35,72 
PenPaii 1 3 .7990 
Protest *3,.. ..74,73 
Pretext 5 101 9S 
ProWnte 3+ . , 99 64 
Quick Write 39 95 
Scribbte Piatmum ,,, „ .42 77 
Trtn$Wnte . ..32.90 
WordPerfect 189 68 
Wordwwlti 

SPECIALS - please ptwie cendmonf 

BafttecbM* . ___ 15 51 
PepKtream 1 6.__ .7990 
Pro«aat«nai Page U...99 6* 
Titetr f meal Hour nghit Sm 16 33 

please send sae for 
SECONDHAND LIST 

. 109 98 
_204 45 
..34?« 
_101 99 
— 1*3 $6 

8*60 
.159 60 

M A S T E 

PROFIT FROM YOUR MICRO E14.95 
Comprehensive step-by-step 60 page guide 

Recession? What recession? Make your micro earn 

* Whatever the make of your micro, you can use it to make 
a good income even with only a coupie of hours spare 
each week. Ideal for those at home/unempioyed 

* NOT pie in the sky, make a million before breakfast 
nonsense but a true report of exactly the sort of steps 
we took ourselves at Intraset. 

* Easy, sensible business ideas which can easily be used 
by anyone with any micro. Part or full time. 

* No computer expertise required. Earn £££ from home 
doing what you enjoy - using your computer. 

* Very little capital outlay needed - you probably have 
everything you need to start earning 

* Learn how to find hundreds of potential customers in 
your area who will gladly pay for your services, 

* Full step-by-step 60 page book 

Phone or Fax for lightning service. 

Send cheques or postal orders to INTRASET LTD 

FREEPOST, 10 Woodside Avenue, 

Clayton-Le-Woodi Charley, Lancashire. PR6 7BR. 

Intraset Ltd 

TEL 025 72 76800 

Main office & 24 hr order line 

Fax 025 72 74753 

Helpdesk 0490 3284 

Weekdays 3-4pm 

All major credit cards 

accepted 

All prices include P&P and VAT 

Overseas orders add £5.00 

R YOUR FINANCES 

CASHMASTER 
Home and business accounts £39.95 

Cashmaster is the easiest to use, most versatile 

accounts program yet written for both small business 

accounts or home finance. We wrote CASHMASTER 

for our own use, out of sheer frustration with other 

'easy to use' packages. 

Just look at Cashmasterfs main features; 
* Easy, natural data entry - just like a handwritten 

ledger. 
* Full vat analysis if needed 
• VAT indusrve. exclusive or zero-rated entries 
* Unlimited no, of ledgers at one time - limited only 

by disc space 
• Span any time period - no set period or 1 year limit 
* 1000 User-definable class and 1Q0Q accounts codes 
* Detailed statements by selected Classes and Accounts 
* Profit and loss-type statement 
* Tagging of entries for selective reports 
* Automatic repeat of entries - standing orders etc 

(Yearly, Half-Yearly, Quarterly, Monthly, Fortnightly, or 

Weekly) 
• Automatic date-sorting of entries - entries can be 

inserted anywhere in ledger 
• Output reports to screen, printer or disc file 
• Reference field for each entry - Invoice or Cheque no. 
• Spirt and merge ledgers at any time 
• All functions available from main program screen ■ 

Class and Account codes visible at all times 
• Pop-up running-total calculator with one key press 

The most user-friendly, powerful and versatile 

accounts package yet - you won't be 
disappointed* 

CASHMASTER INVOICING & STOCK CONTROL 
Companion to Cashmaster or standalone 

program £39*95 

* Full Customer Data file — easy to find account records 
* Full Stock Data file. Price Lists, Re-order lists 
* Full invoicing with user-defined messages 
* Full invoice editing. Invoice To & Deliver To fields 
* Settlement, No-Return and Line discounts 

A standalone, or integrates with Cashmaster for a 

fully featured accounts/invoicing package 

costing less than a quarter the price of its rivals. 

SPECIAL OFFER - both programmes £69.95 Saving 

£9.95 

THE GRAPHOLOGIST 
Handwriting analysis program £49,95 

'Uncannily accurate'8QQQ Plus Magazine 

'Recommended highly for the novice and the 
professional' Microman 

From the beginner to the expert, use The 

Graphologist to analyse your handwriting, your 

partners, friends, business associates, prospective 

employees. 

With a sample of handwriting, answer the on-screen 
questions and follow the instructions. Anything from a 
signature analysis to a full 15 page complete character 
report, including career ambition and health through to 
sexual preferences and megalomania. Edit this report using 
your word processor for a professional presentation. 

The Graphologist is a valuable business tool as well as 
entertaining and fun. Comes complete with comprehensive 
manual of graphology. 
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Swift Microcomputers Ltd. 
84 High Street North, Dunstable, Bedfordshire, LU6 3HP. 

Tele: (0582) 476257 Fax: (0582)476258 

166 

50 DISKS + 80 BOX £24 

100 DISKS+ 80 BOX £36 

200 DISKS + 2x80 BOXES £65 

50.£21 100 ..£38 

250.£95 500 £180 

0.5 Meg Ram 

£20.99 
(Add £4 for clock) 

3.5 DS/DD DISKS 

50. .£21 

100. .£33 

250 . .£75 

500 . .£135 

1000 . .£265 

3.5 DS/HD DISKS 

50. .£28 

100. .£54 

250 . .£130 

XMAS AMIGA 
DEALS! 

#1 
A 500 

Computer 
1Mb Ram 

Extra Drive 

£369 

#2 
A500 

COMPUTER 
1Mb RAM 

WITH 
PHILIPS 

CM8833 MK2 

£529 

■■■■■■■■■I 

PHILIPS 
CM8833 Mk2 

£219 

r 
PRINTERS 

STAR 
LC 10. ...£145.00 

LC24- 10. ...£210,00 

LC 200. ...£209,00 

LC24 - 200. ..,£289.00 

CANON 
BJlOe. ...£239.00 

COMMODORE 

CARTOON CLASSICS I 
£365 

CLASS OF 90s 
£455 

CUMANA DRIVE 
£59 

1.5 Meg RAM. .£85 
AMIGA MOUSE. .£14 

A590 H/DISK. .£279 

MONITOR STAND. .£12 
DUST COVERS.. .£5 
LC10 RIBBON. .£3 

COLOUR. .£6 
10 3.6 BRANDED. .£6 
10 3.5 COLOURED. .£7 

MOUSE MAT. .£3 

11 x 9.5 PAPER 60gsm 
500 SHEETS £9 

HOW TO ORDER 
Visit our showroom with 

easy parking or send 
cheque or postal order to 

the above address. 
Access and Visa accepted. 

PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND DELIVERY. ADD £9.00 FOR NEXT DAY DELIVERY 



K.G. Leisure.... 
.we make it easy for you! 

All prices include VAT. All orders sent by 1st class post 

Telephone Orders/Enquiries 

■ 0443 862127 
u! ..... 

Mon-Sat 

The Study 5 The Games Room 
Games Marked * ■ 
New release: sent when available 
1943 (Budget)......£6.99 

3D Construction set .,.X31.99 
3D Pool...    X799 
3 Stooges (Budget!...X7.99 
4D Hosing......-£20.49 
Advanced Fruit machine Sim (Budget) .X6.99 
Afterburner (Budget).  -£6.99 
Amnios--,,£17,99 
AMOS {Games Creator) -04.99 
AMOS 3D..,..,£24.99 
APB (Budget)...£6 99 
Aquavtntura...   -£17.99 

* Aracnopbobia ,.......-£17 49 
Arkanoid 2 (Revenge of Doh) Budget £6.99 
Armatyte..£17.49 
Armour Ceddon....^^««-ww+.,..^X17.99 
Arnhem —--—..XI 4.99 
Atomino........XI 7.49 

Flight Simulator 2.*.*.£24.99 
Flood (Budget)™...XB.99 
Football Director 2  £14.99 
Footballer of the Year (Budget).£6,99 
Forgotten Worlds (Budget). ..£6.99 
Formula I (3D).  £17,49 
Frenetic...,..,..,...,.£17.49 
Full Contact (Budget)...£7.99 
Gauntlet 2 (Budget). X6.99 
Geisha..   £17.99 
Go......XI 7.49 
GODS..-.XI 6.99 
Golden Am ..r„„,.,.,,.£l6.99 
Grand Stand I Compilation I.„„X20-49 
Halls of Montezuma...XI7.49 
Hard Drivin (Budget I..X36.99 

,..£17.99 Barbarian 2.,. 
Barbarian-Ultimate Warrior 
(Budget} .-..—£7.99 
Bards Tile  .....,..£16,99 
Bards Tile 2 (Budget).—...£7.99 

* Battkbound —..,..,..£16.99 
Battle Chess .X 17,49 
Battle Chess N,„>.„...£17.49 

* Beast Busters—--,.£17.49 
* Big Deal (Gambling compilation) .X20.99 

Bill & Ted's Esc. Adventure.XI7,49 
Billiards tl.*...XI7.49 
Bionic Commando (Budget) ..X7.99 
Blade Warrior.....£17.49 
Brat........XI 7.49 
Cadaver__„.«™_.,,.£17.49 
Cadaver Levels - The Fay Off.£11,99 
California Games (Budget),..,..,..r£6,99 
Cardinal of the Kremlin..£17,49 
Carrier Command (Budget!..£7.99 

* Casino.......X 17,49 
Castles.,.....-..£17,99 
Centurion ....X17.49 
Champion of the Raj....*...XI6.99 
Chaos in Andromeda  XI 7.49 
Chaos Strikes Back (IMeg)..XI 7.49 
Charge of the Light Brigade......£20.49 
Chuck Rock, 16.99 
Cloud Kingdoms (Budget!..X6.99 
Coin Op Hits 2_  £20,49 
Conflict - Europe (Budget)..,.,.,,..X7.99 
Cricket Captain...X17.49 
Cricket UMeg)...,.XI9.99 
Crimewavt JCl 7.49 
Crime Doesn't  ,,.£17,49 
Cruise for a Corpse.*...Phone 
Crystals of Arborea..*_£16,99 
Cybercon 3 17,49 
Damocles Compendium .XI 7,49 
Darkman.......X17,49 
Deadline (Budget!...£7.99 
Death Knights of Krynn.£20.99 
Defender Of The Crown (Budget! -X7.99 
Deluxe Strip Poker.„.  X7.99 
Deuieros,.. ....£19.99 
Double Double Bill..£24.49 
Dragons Spirit (Budget).....,,,......£6,99 
Dungeon Master (1 Meg...,..„Xl7,49 
ELF....  £17.49 
Elite...  XI 7.49 
Emlyn Hughes Soccer....,.,.XI7.49 
Enchanter (Budget}X8,49 
Escape From Colditz..-£20.49 
Exile...      £17.49 
Eye Of The Beho![kr„,.„.w„„..„.,..X19.99 
FlS-Stiike Eagle It II Meg),...£23.99 
F19 Stealth Fighter....,.,£21,49 
Fantasy World Dizzy (Budget).£6.99 
Fists of Fury (Compilation)..,.,..XI 7.49 
Flight of the Intruder^...£20,49 

M ^£nu m.... tmttiimn-.T-r- „.X 17,99 
Man. Ltd - Europe Edition- 
Maupiti Island.. ... 

..,£17,49 
£17.99 

Mefta-Lo-Mania ... ...... ...X20.49 
Mercs..... XI 7.49 
Metal Mutant.... ..£17.49 
Miami Chare (Budget) .. .X6.99 
Mtndgames (Compilation 
Monopoly Deluxe..... 

...XI 7.49 

...XI 4.99 
Moonbase....... ..£23.99 
Mv'rdfr . - -i .. £17.49 
Myth.. .£17.99 
Napoleon 1 ;.. ,..X29,99 
Nebulm 2 -.. ..£17.49 
Ninja Rfmii.... ..£16,99 
North and South 1 Budget) . ,.,,£6.99 
Oriental Games,..,... 
Panza Kick Boxing.. 
Passing Shot (Budget).— 
PGA Tour Golf.,,,,,.. 

..£1749 

...X 17,49 

.£7,99 

..£17.49 
Platinum (Competition 
Player Manager.. 

..£17.49 
.£14,49 

Populous ■mr.Mm.n.TL LI HI M ■■ -■ ,,£16.99 
Popubus Promised Lands. 
Postman Pat (Buddetl .. 

.....X8.99 

.Xfi.99 
Powermonger ... .X19.99 
Powcrmonger Data Disk L ......XI 1.49 
Power Up (Compilation).X20.49 
PP Hammer & Pneumatic WeaponXI6.99 

....the largest room!. 

Herd Quest.,,. —..■■■■■■■■■■■ J17.99 
Hero Quest * Return of the 
Witchtord...„£10,99 
Hollywood Collection 
(Compilation)........„.^..,..«,..„,.,«.JC19.99 
Hunter.......,..„.„£20.49 
IK+ (Budget) (see Premier 
Collection).......£6.99 
Impossible Mission 2 (Budget).X6.99 
Indianapolis 500..X17.49 
International Championship 
Athletics...      XI7.49 
I Play 3D Soccer...X16.99 
Jack Nicklaus 91 Champ Course 5X10.99 
Jack Nicklaus Clip Art....X10,99 
Jack Nicklaus Unlimited Golf 
(IMeg).... £19,99 
Jimmy White's Whirlwind Snooker XI6,99 
Kick Off 2......X 13.49 
KickOff 2 ( IMeg),.....XI 5.99 
Kick Off 2 Final Whistle---X8J9 
Kick Off Winning Thebes.£6,99 
Kick Off + Extra Time (Budget)„w,£6..99 
Kid Cloves (Budget).. X6.99 
Kings Bounly....—....,£20.99 
Kings Quest 6.. £29,99 
League Challenge (Budget).*.,,£6-99 
Leisure Suit Larry (Triple Pack)... £34.99 
Lem mings....7.99 
Lemmings Data Disk 1  ..X 10.99 
Life and Death,,.,...£17,99 
Logical..  XJ4.99 
Lombard RAC Rally (Budget)-..£6.99 
Lotus Esprit Turbo ——...-£17.49 
Magic Story Book 

Predator 2.,,,„.„„.£ 16.99 
Prehistorik  ...XI 7.49 
Premier Collection (Compilation) XI7.99 
Prince of Persia,,.,...,......., .....XI7.49 
Pro Boxing (Budget).......»»......,...„.X6.99 
Pro Flight (Hi-Soft),,...X32.99 
Ptc Tennis Tour 2. ....,.£17.49 
Railroad Tycoon (I Meg)..X24.99 
Rainbow Collection (Rainbow Islands, 
Bubble Bobbie* New Zealand Story) £14,99 
RBI )l Baseballs..   ,£20,49 
Rodland __ ....-£17.99 
Roll ing Ronny...„... £17.99 
R-TVpe 2.  ...£17.49 
Sarakon.  £14.99 
Secret of Monkey' Island.-..X1749 
Secret of the Silver Blades (IMeg) £20.49 
Shadow Dancer,,-*--XI 6.99 
Shapes & Colours (Educational£6.99 
Shinobi (Budget!.  X6.99 
Shoot 'Em up Construction Kit ,.,,£20.49 
Shuffle Pack Cafe (Budget!...X6.99 
Silkworm (Budget)..........X6.99 
Sim City'Architecture 1 (Future)„X11-99 
Sim City Architecture 2 (Ancient) XI 1,99 
Sim City ^Populous (Twin Pack!,,XI9.99 
Simpsons - Bart V$ The Space 
MiifanK... ...£16,99 

it Sinbad (Budget)., 
Skidz (Budget).... 

„.„,X7,99 
.X6.99 

Skvchase (Budget)-. .X7.99 
Sliders........ ..XJ7.49 
Sorcerer (Budget) 
Speedbal) I (Budget)..,.... 

.£8.49 

.X7.99 
Speedball 2....... ..,£16.99 
Spirit of Exralibur (] Meg)..,,.,,, 

+ Spot...... 
Stack-Up (Budget).. 

,.,.£20,49 
...£14.99 
..X6.99 

Stormball...... ...£17.49 
Striker Manager........£17,49 
Strip Poker II +■ Data Disk 1 .,X6,99 
Summer Edition (Budget) ..X6.99 
Super Cars 2 ......XI6,99 
Super League Soccer (Budget) P.,.,..X6,99 
Super Monaco Grand Prix ..,..„X 16,99 
Swap..     X17.49 
Switchblade 2______ .....X 17,49 
SW1V....XI 7.49 
Table Tennis Simulator <Budget L„.X6,99 
Ingram.........„.,...X17.49 
Tennis Cup (Budget).....,.,X6.99 
Test Drive 11 (Compilation).....X2D.49 
The Executioner..XI7.49 
Thunder Hawk.....X2Q.99 
Thunde r Jaws... X17.49 
TOKl..... ....XI 6.99 
Treasure Island Dizzy (Budget),......X4.99 
Trivial Pursuit...^..X14.49 
Tumcan 2 
T\ Sports (US) Football (Budget)...X7.99 
TVphoon Thompson (Budget)...X6.99 
Virtual Reality.....04,99 
Virtual Worlds ^Compibtion).X20.49 
VIZ...     X14.49 
Wargames Construction Set ........X20.49 
Warlords.  X1799 
Wareone___—..X14J99 
Waterloo (Budget)...X7.99 
White Sharks...  XI6.99 
Wings of Fury (Budget) .. X6.99 
Wizball (Budget)....X6.99 
Worlds at mr ......,„.XI6.99 
Worlddass Cricket.X19.99 
Worldclass Leaderboard (Budget)...X6.99 
Wrath of the Demon.,,.,...  JC20.49 
Wreckers.....   J£17,49 
Xenon 2 (Budget!..,.X7.99 
Xybots (Budget)........X6.99 
Zone Warrior JC17.49 
Zork 3 (Budget)...  X7.99 

....serious work going on in here!.... 
3D Construction Kit plus FREE Video.-....X3L99 
Aztec C Professional....„.X109,99 

Aztec C Developer ____..X159.99 
UH Complete Colour Solution IRombo) ...X164.99 

Deluxe Music Const. Set. X49,99 

Excellence V2.0.   .-^119.99 
Lattice/SAS C__   X169.99 
Professional Page V2~~.»~...-   XI79.99 
Scribble (Platinum) __wi39.99 

The Library 
....lots of books on the shelves!.... 

Amiga Assembly Language Programming„,,„X13,49 
Amiga Basic Inside and Out...,„„X17,99 
Amiga C for Beginners....XI7,49 
Amiga C for Advanced Users....X29.99 

The C Programming Language (2nd Edition) 
Rtak (Kemigan/Ritchie) ‘Excellent*_J24.99 

Amiga Disk Drives inside + out...JE25,99 
Amiga DOS Reference Guide..X33.99 
Amiga For Beginners... X3L99 
Amiga Graphics inside + out..,.,..JC29.99 

Amiga Hardware Ref. Manual...,..  X23.99 
Amiga Machine language   ____X 13.99 
Amiga Printers Inside & Out + Disk.,.,,,.-£31,99 
Mastering AmigaDOS VoL 1.....X19.99 
Mastering AmigaDOS Vol, 2......XI7,49 
ROM Kernal (Includes + AutoDocs).....X29.99 
ROM Kernal (Ref Libs + Devices)---X29.99 
Amiga System Programmers Guide99 

The Office 
....useful programs for busy people!.... 

Cashbook Controll er.. ...... -£44.99 
Cashbook Combo (Cashbook Controller + 
Final Accounts combined!.*.X59.99 
Day by Day,,..........X23-99 
DC Calc...   ...X29.99 

vk)ld Disk Office.  X104.99 
Home Accounts l„„.,.1.,„lt.„.,1,„..1.„„.,„„X24.99 

H|| Home Accounts II..  ....J39.99 
^ Mailshot Plus...............X39.99 
Personal Ida Planner...  -£39.99 
Protext V5„....XI 99,99 
quick Write.....-.,.Xt9,99 
System 3....    .....JE44.99 
System 3E (Extended version of above).,.X59.99 
Wordworth 

(Excellent word processor, package).„,+.,.„.X94.99 
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The Post Room 
Please make Cheques/PO’s payable to "K.G, 
Leisure11, And remember to add £1 for post & 
packaging (U.K,). You can order using your 
credit card, by telephone or sending the follow¬ 
ing details to us at the address below. 

Card No..Exp, Date. 

Name (on card)....... 

Address,........ 

Signature ....Amount.10/91 

The S mall Print H 
i ^ 
k Credit Card 

Room 
The Storage Room 

All items subject 
to availability. Credit Card 
orders debited only on day of despatch. 
Please allow sufficient time for cheque clearance. 
Above prices apply to Amiga Format only 
and are subject to variation, E & G,E 

(Dept AF), 2 Hengoed Hall Drive, 
Cefn Hengoed, Hengoed 

Mid Glamorgan, CF8 7JW, 

....space for everyone here!.... 
TDK/Sony/Verbatim Branded high quality 3.5" 
DSDD disks (boxes of 10 including 

labels)______.per box £8,99 
Unbranded Disks 3.5" DSDD 
including labels...........each 49p 
Null Modem lead; used for 2 player 
mode in games like Populous & 

Powwnonger etc .....only £9.99 
1^2 Meg RAM Expamiom with clock 
116 Chip version)......X24.95 
(4 Chip version}...........,,..£34.95 
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Vally PD 
PQ Bent 15, Pelerlee, Co Durham, 

SRS 1NZ, Tel; 091 5871195. 

2 DISKS FREE! 
with etfety 10 ordered. 

Just a small ■election of thousands of Eli I?* 
in stock. Please remember to add 5Qp p&p 
to total order! Please make cheques/POs 
payable to H'Villy FD11 or phone in yotif 
Access or Visa number (only 3 disks or 
over! for speedy delivery by 1st ctass post 
or BRANDED disks' Now over 2400 
disks in stock1 Cal diisk only ?5p me pAp 

FD Disks™....1-23 
Amos FD i n,   .■■■■..—■■■—180 
Dtja Vu Li cencewaie*****............1,50 

European orders please add 25p per disk. 
Worldwide add 4dp per disk! We 
also stock Fish 1*520, Tbae 1-54. Amifto*, 
Snag, Slipped disk, Panorama, Taifun, 
Amicus L Amos 1-264! Why not send 
your catalogue dak back with a 22p stamp 
lor a FKEE update’ 

Oeja Vu Licenceware (3.50) 
LPD1 Cotoubng Book iPDfi! Arc Angel 
Maths LPD3 Galleons IPD4 Thmgamfljig 
LPD5 Jurist Bungle IP06 Pufcada & Sprites 
LPDT Four Way Lynx. IPD0 Work & Play 
IPD9 Amos Assembler LPD10 The Word 
Factory LPDH Go-getter LJPDffi Hypnotic 
Lands LPD13 Jigmanm LPD14 Ptey * sajfe 
LPD15 Arc An^h Shapes LPD16 Reven,! 4 
LPD17 Dogfight it IPDIB Touchstones 
LPD19 X-it*50 iPD?0 Wordy LPDE1 
Qumgo LPD22 LclO fonts LPD23 ESP 
LPD24 Shining way of Kung fu (5-50, 2 disks) 
LPD25 The Mission LPD26 Cyad LPDE7 
Flower Power LPD28 Buddhase LPD29 Big 
(00 fun: LPD30 Shymer LPD31 Ch pnmef 
dump LPD32 Hard drive menu LPD33 
Creative Adventure toolkit LPD34 Invoice 
winter LP035 TTecdraw IPD36 FfdCgen N 
(Most retjuite 1 mg memory*) 

DEMOS & ANIMATIONS: 
003 Probe demo Great arwn, been on TV 

004 vangeie demo Superb demo & muse1* 

Oil Newtons cradle Fab ray traced demoi 

01? Thenjianim Fab car chase demoi* 

015 Cnonics mega, me Madonna animation* 
026 Crusaders Bacterrf Fabulous! 

032 Technotronic demo Amazing music1 
041 Popeye meets Beachboys Fumy* 
047 Wrath of the Demon demo fob! 

052 Otl demo Great ray traced spaceship1* 

056 Scoopex mental hangover Still superb1 

091 Buggs in space Quite amusing demo' 
119 Digital Concert V! Excellent musN: disk' 

203 Slipstream demos me follow me+ImpKl 
367 Epic preview Fab game preview 

409 Fractal flight Super, Ply through canyon* 

499 Baskets Bgtng etc Good arnmpaek'- 

518 Crusaders Space deteua A much morel 
556 Elvira demo Excellent demo of game' 

607 Total Recall demo good Am* demo* 
614 Budbram? New, excellent disk? 

694 Batman anim V good need 1 mg! 

654 Evil dead demo This is weird< 
716 Uhrrealdemo very impresswe preview' 

764 System Violator from Anatchyf 

765 Hysteresis demo Excellent demo1 

830(1 Money Pythons Policemans ba« (9) 

664 Byenomena Interspace Bnlliart, a must* 

665 Searmaster 906 Slate 4 traded 
679 FrgnMyn fly artrrt 6n||»flnt anifTWtioni* 

690 Sleeping bag demo Great megademo3 
891 Chaos Rock, Superb fractals demo* 

687 Good Morning Vietnam demo good! 
9+0 Phenomena Enigma Fantastic demo' 
999 Bartman remix Quite good th«s one! 

1000 Silents Gtobai Trash Superb denxy 

1016 Hip hop pack 33 V Good' 

1090 Tethnoflfgbt Megademo fabulous1 
1043 Aurora megademo Another good one’ 

1044 light Megademo nice multipart demo 

1045 Coyote II Bnfl toadnunner needs 1 5mg 
1055/6 Laurel & Hardy animations Great1 * 

1065(6 Star Drek Takes the micky of Strk> 9 

1093 Ptasmutex An excellent plasma demo! 

HOSPendl* 81 Simpsons Decay & More'* 

1116 Ptxeiated Pleasures Very nice demo1 

1119 Tomsoft Virtual World An ep*e. Get tf* 
1190 PMC Alpha Omega Amazing1 

119W3 Antitemmins Fab burt needs 2mgi (9) 

1197 Si lents Ice demo Fab demo 

1143 Wings animat ion - Super preview disk I’ 

1144 Quartex Substance Really good demd 
1163 Shuttlecock arum Another funny anim* 

1 MW KGB megademo Great 9 disk demo1 
1176 Alarm megademo Good me aod part1 
1166 Piiiing the Tugger Nice demo pack' 
11B7Magoan9 Better than the 1st one*- 

Music Sc Music Utils: 
OSS Flash fixisic Dance nunc disk1 
060 100 64 tunes Brill drsfc, a must1 

069 Walk thrs way Good sound' 
108(9 Heltoween demo Superb! (?> 

110(11 Quiet Riot demo Great guitar1 (9) 
156 Soundtrecker Several versions* 

157(156 Loads Of Tracker samples1 9 disks 

190 Games music Creator Good' 

945 M#ddisk Lots of nmth progs' 
946 Fish 393 Casio Ct patch edlcr 

246 Amiga chart III Black Sox A Queen* 

317 Ft$h 300 Realtime pilch corwertori 
39? Peifectsoond sampler & samples 
428 TSll music 5- Technolrornc type music! 

483 Music: several progs & mid i> 
510 Burning Independence 2 inlliant5 

513 Depeche Mode mus< Good disk! 

534 Dmob3 Over 4 mtnutes dance music1 

569 Dead dance thrash Metal rrxjsc & pics' 
587 AmigadeLS. Mozart on Amiga' 

588 Oassw 1 Great classics from Mr Baxien 

589 Class* 9: Sach, Handel etc Excellent! 

590(1 Pictures at an exhibition Full syphonyi 
599 Audio Magic All the soundtrackers! 

705 Crusaders play Genesis Boil iamt dtsfc!- 

763 2arch rmsc 3 Another goodmf 

769 Prologue music ^ $ good music tracks' 
B01 Get w»cfced<bcygene remfxes1 
B03 Grow m the heart Dancemusx:' 

B54 Digital Debussy C ten de Uro etc Fob* 
663 Special Brothers mus«:3 Disco & thrash' 

086 Bomb the Bose Some v good tracks here 
894 Digital Debussy Ji Arabesque etc’ 

670 Med V3 J1b Latest version inc midil 

669 Partnes in crime music 2 Lotsoftutes! 
888 PMC II Screaming gurtar music Fob1 

896 Bad boyz London beat rerryxi 

941(9 Sitents blues house Great (?) 
960 Pemcksmusic Some great tunes here1 
961 Patricks music II Some more great tunes 
964 Axis music- Excellent music disk' 
971 (9 Goktfsre cetebrsl delights' Fab' 2 disks 

997/8 Vivaldi 4 seasons Greal Classics! (2) 

1026-8 House music samples 3 d?ste fuif 

1029,00 Made m Heaven Good' (2) 
1063 Talk to the trees muse Hi larious1 

1116 Pstnck mu$< ill More supert> tunes1 

1129 Scraper music 2 Good music disk1 

1140 Beaties music tots of $cnix tunes! 

1154 Prodigy music. Very nice music disk! 

1179 Amega Party 4 stunning pieces1! 
11SO Al Peps music Nice mix of music types 

1101 Art of Med Lots of med music+grafix' 

Fisn 356 Aigorythms, mg* program1 
Fish 403 Kavfl- K4 editor + more' 
Fish 481 kawai Ki editor + more' 

Fish 488 Miditools + eghet pn^grams1 

Business & Serious: 
057 Chet Solace 26 utilities on this desk! 

117-90 TV graphics. 4 d«s*s for £3 50 
153 Taeibench Alternative WcrVbcnchi 

154 Iconmania Great to make icons! 

?2B Dope Intromaker Make your own intros! 

271 Rim Database Good Database progi 

?72 Flexibase Easy to use database 
273 Home Utils- WordwrigN Labelpfmt etc 

274 AnaVtcak: Spreadsneet1" 
276 Dirmast© & Banton Business programs 

278 uedrt Wordprocesscx program' 

986 DBW Ray tracing program & pics’' 

301(2 Opart 2 disks full of clipart1 

303-305 Scanned efipart good stuff* 3 
316 Sid vl 6 Excellent directory Utility* 

448 Powerpadcer 2 3b The best cruncher* 

465 Qu<kbase Xspeil i Text editor disk' 

489 Graphics drsk rrany usefu* p^ogs hejt" 

5*4 Dcopy Good copy uWrty disk! 

600 A64 COinmodcxe 64 ErruLalor + progs1 

601 Ctert: Acccxrts type program + jeopard 
615 Cursor basic computer program1 

616 Rascal compiler self compihng* 

6H Mead Cad design program uses Hires1* 

636 Ci'ght Excellent ray tracer program1* 

669 Master virus kilter- Detects 124 viruses' 

694 Borhythms. Starchflrt etc Good1 
69B Exiie fonts Great cokxxed fonts' 

699 Dynamite fonts More fab fonts' 

720 Eteorocad PCB demo Good1' 
771 Ultimate con disk, teonmeister S moief 

805 North C vl 3: Latest C ComcHier1 

808=814 7 asks of clipart only £6 50* 
860 Agene Genealogy pro^am" * 

061 ST emulator 4 utiiflies dksk' 

862 SpeOnjT, e^njiatcx J utilities' 

871 Qbase database l Spread spreadsheet? 

996-8 Cteskbench^cons-'bBtes 3drsks 
957 Spectraoairrt V3 Fab art program'* 

987 VXillers Boob, Zero virus & more' 

991 Hard dnve utilities Great programs' 
992-5 Hoty Bible Racked on 4 disks' 
1000 Tarot An Astrology program'” 

1007 Messydos - Sid Easy ^OA/niga1 
1009 Hamlab VGA p*cs*Am*ga hamr Fab* 

1071 PC Emulator At test CGA graphtes'1 

1102 Assassins label oil on 1 dsk! 
113? 600 Business teters Easy tetter maker' 

1147 Amibase Nice netebona9 doiabase1 

1199 Dynamite fonts 11 More great fonts! 

1200 Desktop publishers Ves but m Gemwi7 
1209-12 New C marual v2 on 4 disks' 

Fish 465 Textplus 2 2£ ^dbocessorf 

W 132 Fami^hrstory daeaoase" 
APD 176 Database Mas^r Database prog*1 
APD 205 ft-Draw New pa*N! program'* 

Amigos 6(90 AhtrfKker & more 

Games & Leisure: 
043 HotyGroi Text adventixe “ 

36&9 Star Tret frtf 2 drsk Great' 
42*‘5 Learn & ptey Fiji for lads' 2 

*26 Amigaman games pack 1CH 

*51 Tenm game Good shareware1 * 

*81 Cnbbage Ktandifce Canfield Othello etc’ 
5&S ArTxgaman 2 E>ip. Chess etc 

592 EtecTnc fan constructs set1 

625 Bu zzard honzontai shoot cm up game' 
582 CastleofDoom Advgame< 

583 Fiaschbcr More Tran 200 levels’ 

584 Franbc Fneddc Ptertarm gamel 

613 Pacm(ri87Beteialor4 5orTy' 
626-30 Education pack. 5 disks for 4 SO! 

68* wraithedone Nice quiz game' 
686 Pet ers Quest. Shooput 6 more' 

700 letjnto eaih Space ad^nture game1 
721 Battteforce Scfactgy game1 

800 ’iteto A rvee leae pa nto type game1 

905 7 Tries Super futurespon game' 

909 Wiuys Quest Aioacte ad^entuxe 

969 Zeus Great block puzzle game1 

1011 MegabaN The nest breakout gamel * 

10U Tanx AmigoKte ftdierpedeetc1 

1060 HbhhMXJd Invite Excel tent qu«z game 

1106 Scene shoot em L*y A great best1 

1106 Raid Shoot em with planes' 
1109 Ltemeoort Feb Jeff Mmter game* 

USSMcntai image Gridajyrier invaders etc 
1156 Go Lobby Cute shoot cm up game’ 

1221 Downhill skier Great little ski game! 

1226 Jumper Gomoku Cracker Jurrpy etc! 

1227 Cubuius Great nutwk cube style game' 
APO 85 Reversi + Snakes b Ladders* 

APO 96 Pft«r it Miifccn the cards'* 

APD110 Crow Fre Great kids game 

APOl 15 Baiiocnftcy Good HtflegOTe'* 

AP0135 Smcri says 4 Space maths 

APOl80(1 Dwigeon Deiver 2 disks 

APDIB^l Pixie Kingdom-(2disks? 
APO230 Amos Asteroids 4 versions'* 

Slideshows: 
04* Super ham cars Stunning Dtctue* 
067 Dynamic twes Unbeevabte quaiirv 

Agatreon 6»8 Ray traced pcs„ fab (2) 
775 N Wiiiiarm Dynamic twes Jawdroppe#1 
914 AgaBon 12 ancthp geat Slideshow* 
920 Bom to be free Fab wildlife pictures’ 
1003 S^ertagonl. Dnften, &+W hires lantmy 

1005(6 Sci-*i fantasy p*cs Great PCS (2) 
1013 Toiaen slideshow Nee fariasy pcs' 

1101 German ray traced pcs Superb pcs' 
1166 krvsdbie world Fleas. Bedbugs etcw 
1172 Come slide Sammy shrrtr etc1! 
1174 wwTvTOtters ruMcoiax sidei> 
1242 &U5£\ slide 7 German farUray pcs* 

ALL DISKS 
STILL ONLY 

<Wp KACH a 
NEW! - ANGLJA "PLUS" PACKS. The ultimate in PD software giving you the convenience of a commercial package ai 
a PD price, Each "PLUS" pack includes the highest quality PD programs together with full printed instructions presented 

in an impressive folder The first "PLUS" pack to be released is The Business "PLUS” Pack which contains 5 disks 
covering a complete range of business software and over ihiny pages of instructions. 

The complete package costs just £7.95... More "PLUS" packs lo be released soon, phone for details. 

BUSINESS PACK 5 DISKS C4.95 
TtXi PiH! >2 ?£ {Woniproy. 4 teu&nti WM. 
Ctrrk faccokntx), Sprt^tskrti. MCAD {gtitphk tK * 2 
Spttichrctfrx 

DESKTOP VIDEO PACK 4 DISKS 0-26 
OvKHttutinic rotitiii&ifnr videv pwdwrrn. iurbdm 
Ratling Crtditt, SfidrtMt*-r YtdtoBaclgnNirkts. Special 
£jfhtj. Port*™ Gmtratt*r and mtorff! 

PROGRAMMERS PACK f DISKS (4,95 
Forth, hfidufa 2 Ufp. Lafa. Pascal, North C *U * C 
Mafuat JiSi 

SEW' HO M k MW AC EM ENT PACK t DISKS £147 
Catendtr. Wwrimer, ,fpwei*irArxi, Grammar. Afiltagc. 
W(jfW Tim*, Butigirl. Chf^urhaok. Datuhair. Typing 
Txior, Typewrit OitKtry, Urn Mttkrr. Nomt Hat&ng 

BEGINNERS PACK 4 DI SKS £3,% 
CU Tutorial. Qmirf Copt. ESA Uttlinti Maim 
vSJf 

CUFART PACKS J, 1 * 3 S DISKS I4.*S 
J dsffcrrnt porks of 5 disks jtJfstl of the Wf> Sflf r tifkiH 
fot DPiumt rtc 

FONTS PACK 1,11 j 5 DISKS (4.45 
.f Jiffcrcni pm hi tif5 disks, pm k / tonliUm PaMither 
fonts, i-jntiwii fomt,fctnU dtik 2. Cesmopetiwi fcnti 
targe fonts lltwtstf greet Jtmufde&rMni rt, J 

NEW! ANGLIA COLOURED NTS 5 DISKS £4 4? 
Contains 5 Juki fait cf &ngu*sl roimrfonis pmmim ed 
here al Antlm. uiAii fu* (Options, fillet, rtf Vtt mth 
DPant lit. 

ADVENTURE PACKS 1+2 5 DISKS £4.9? 
FiWk ;, Holy (3mil, Golden Fierce. Casifr of I hum. 
Return to Earth. Watte, Cotassal. Arfr entittr Writer 
poet 2: Dragon £>lif, Moria, Rings of Znn, Impertum 
RamahiUtt, tarn vi .2. 

card a board gambs 4 disks u % 
duetto, CnbAag*. ktimopotv tEnglish ettsamD 
Masfermmd and mack more’ 

ULTRA GAMES PACK 5 DISKS C4 95 
irwm Tiirs. Bdftomtey. Mayhem. Bmtfycm t. Aroadio 
(All of these games Afltv received rmr reviewsfwm 
Amiga magazine yi 

NEW! (i AMIS GALORE PACK S DISKS 14.95 
Over iO Games an S disks! Includes error garnet suth as 
SkyFtghL fW Trek Tnvia. Rivt-m-Lsne, Dtplnmacy. 
Chest, Monopoly, Othello, Space Age. Air J*a@u 
Control, amt loads mare! 
UTILITIES PACKS 1*2,3+ 4 5 DISKS £4.95 
4 different parks with alt the mis ww i*?iJ rvw nredf 
Pock l Contains Chet Striae* aid (76 &ftln Dlsksmstler 
\SP_ DarLitar utthuei 2.SA4 

AMLTS PACK 1 5 DISKS 14.95 
5 dukj full <d ‘timwtuw' Hi and mtf only 

ADIILTS PACK L 3 ♦ 4 5 DISKS 14.95 
-f different packs of five disks full of Slideshows \ tS and 
over only. 

EDUCATION PACK 1 5 DISKS £4.95 
Herman Giohe. Geotime. Drmmap, EvolMtum. Clouds. 
Formula. Atrfoti. Gravity Sim. Weafree HJiw Maker 
World Dahi Bank and mtietH iThxS pack a eme ef attr best 
sellers and u irvndibi* mriW/pr moneyy 

FV**e amt: il puck dicks mmy be Iwuf hr singli *t 
99pr 

SINGLE DISKS AT ONLY 9^1! 
BUSINESS 
830! Batik* (Home Ai t ouftti ) 

FJexiha.se f{databasel 
8304 Witfdwrtglu f Word processors 
8305 VutraA (Spreadsheet! 
8306 C Edit t Great weed processor) 
B3Q? Jemrmit (Good home accounts t 
BJ22 *00 B*une*i Leitees (All fraJy !xi 
B323 Diabase Mutter V2 

tTILTIlES 
V40I Power Racket 2 38 lSuperb Cruncher) 
0402 Master Vitus Killer v2 l <A truatj 
UdSBFrmi (Take IkatatH 
l>404 A sir nf vS I2S (Latest Family Trrei 
U4Q5 ST * CM Emulator * + MesnDOS 
V40C Jm:ken.h <graded Woethem kl 
U4(j? WB2 1 Workbenc h v2 Q lookaitk* t 
li47I X Caps lira he ultimate cepi* r> 
04/J Sid vl Atmahe* ym a matter tfCUi 
USSR Spec mo* Emulator t WQ Amiga Sheppen 
0465 Amafhckrt trases high m theirrl 
U476Gotf PeTforttHinr* (Recta* pdf stats) 
0411 Comms dll* (total modem control} 

V461 Cryptic Wilt (the Ditkmasferf 

GAMES 
G620Ptpehn* f« wnawiaf Quality i 
GhW Turn #- 7ni**v 
0632 Tennis 
G602 Megahalt (The bets brraktmi gam* > 
G67} Tmckrm (Run jour men tampon v - 2 disks i 
G6T2 Aif Wfomur (Coed flight urn} 
0607 7 Hi. hln Star Trvk(2dtskil 
GMt Star Trek Udttks} 
0624 Btiziani iSuperb ihc**i-nn itf>i 
G67t Mcnud Images (WlO 3 prat gamril 
G651 Eat Mine 
G6S2 Dinanutc Dirk 
0670Zrui fUffy addictive i 
G663 Sealum * (great sub sitwlctinn 
G6f>2 Baing the Gam* (2) 
G655 Crmsuwd Cream* 
0660 Wordiquair Sober 
Gm E tmt Mat hme 
0674 W,2tytf Quest 

CHILDRENS 
C70I team ■* play {2 dtafrji 
C7Q2 Train Set 
C703 Tolling Cu/ouring Book 
C704 Sunpn SayslSpoce Maths 
€705 hr mure iilond 
cm Suable Ladders 
C707 Pair h tPtety it with the ktdsH 
CTOS Craji Eire tEun A adfctiiel 
empftie Kingdom /2 JttO< 
C7/I Wacko in Wonderland 10b Dl^'l 

GRAPHICS 
GW CLight I Ray trace} 
GRW2 DKB Truce (Rm truer * 
GftMf Slide Shmu Constructum KU 
GRR19 Amm Point (v good point pros f 
Gttffl* MamieIteof Generatm cl A5 
GR82I Spti trapaint Wftum DPaiw rivafl 
GR9Q7 Graph* t Oteines Disk 
GR82S Hamlab (Great Picture Processor} 

MUSIC 
MWtMedvSA 
MW2 Sound Tracker Pro 
M903 14 Sample disks for above 
M9l 9 Kefreut Jntehru 
M920 Future Composer 

Simply phone your order through or send a cheque!postal order. Please add 60p to cover post and packing. 

PUBLICil 
ANGLIA PUBLIC DOMAIN LIBRARY 
ArgbirtOffi I’Sna^AM tetne SiAili FIlMl 

0394 
283 
494 



fJTp PUBLIC DOMAIN 

The Public Domain offers you a cheap and vast supply of information and enjoyment, entertainment 

and information. Discover what’s worth splashing your cash on with Pa* McDonald. 

THE ADVENTURES OF 
NORRIS 
VIRUS FREE PD 

I ¥ try thing in Norris is li triple but demanding. Actually 
making it up the tree is on achievement - getting back 
down on your first attempt is virtually impossible. 

This game had me swearing furiously and returning for 

more each time. It's fairly simple to play - just move* 

ment and tire to jump around the platforms to collect 

the keys. The problem is that your timing has to be 

spot-on every time. 

Norris is a dwarf who has to escape from a castle. 

Dotted around the playing area are various objects to 

help him progress. Getting to them is a matter of judg¬ 

ing the distance and hoping you make the jump. 

Failing loo far will kill Norris, as will contact w ith any 

of the beasties w ho move along their predictable paths. 

You get 10 lives to start with, and you'll need 

them. Often you go through five or six trying to get 

past one obstacle - but once you've worked out the 

right moves, you can progress to the next problem, 

Jolyon Myers and Glenn Cleary have done a thorough 

job on the playability, look and feel of Norris, 

I really enjoy this game, l hated it when I first saw 

it, but after a few attempts it's got a hold on me. Please 

note that it's licensed exclusively to Virus Free PD. but 

for £3 that hardly matters. If you want a tough platform 

game and you have a responsive joystick, get this. 

NO MAN'S LAND 
VIRUS FREE PD 1 747 

No Man's Land Is an extremely fun two-player game. 

This is from Sweden, it's two-player ontv and is great 

played against a friend. Simple plot - whoever* s alive 

wins, whoever dies doesn't. You just run around any of 

the 10 levels, picking up weapon containers and letting 

rip with items like bazookas, grenades, homing mis¬ 

siles and so on. You can also use proximity mines and 

bombs too. 

Bear in mind that you need two joysticks. The 

graphics are small (to give you a better chance of 

avoiding firei and naturally it's very competitive. 

Oxygen - the team responsible - have some good ideas 

on games - let's hope the next one can deliver a bit 

more in one package. 

BIG TOP FUN 
DEJA VU (AMOS PD) IPD29 

Mar* Big Fop Fun. Hmm. What else could 'skid' spell? 
'Disk', perhaps? 

Roll up! Roll up! Sparx cLcn and Anne Tucker) really 

are churning out the educational titles. Personally, I 

think this situation is great - you need plenty of choice 

to keep children's interest, and if the choice comes 

from the PD then so much the better. 

The whole idea is that you arc at a circus, and must 

help the performers to get their acts right. There are 

four acts on the disk - selection is up to the usual 

Sparx ‘easy as pie’ standard. The first is Word 

Balance, A unicyclist rides onto the screen holding a 

picture of an object. You have to choose the word 

which mate he v the object to get it right, 

Matchplay is a simple Tmd the pairs' game, while 

Seal A-Grams is an excellent way of introducing chil¬ 

dren to anagrams, A clown throws a set of balls to 

some seals and on each ball there is a letter, but the 

word they make up is scrambled. Click on the seals1 

heads to swap the bails - even randomly - until you 

find the right combination letters. A very innovative 

(and fun) idea. 

Completing the list is Balloon Burst. A clown 

walks back and fonh across the screen, with a lot of 

balloons floating above him. Pressing the mouse but¬ 

ton makes the clown shoot upwards - the idea is to 

shoot the balloons with the correct letter on them. 

There's an on-screen clue which describes the word. 

but if you just shoot all the balloons you'll gel there 

anyway. 

The graphics arc bright and colourful, everything 

moves smoothly and you don't gel stuck. If you want 

you can switch the speech on (so the Amiga tells you 

what's going on, albeit in a robotic voice). Each act 

has three difficulty levels too - it's great. 

FRACGEN II 
DEJA VU (AMOS PD) LPD36 

Getting a Julia set if fairly easy with the system - this 
look about an hour to do and colour-cycles quite 
beautifully with QPamt HI 

Bored of Julia's? Sick of the sight of Mandelbrot's? 

Want to see some different fractals on your Amiga 

screen? Look no further. 

Fractals are those oh-so-pretty graphics that you 

often see on Channel Four programs about computers. 

The easy way to think about them is as a graph. Yes, 

they have lots more colours and shapes than a standard 

mathematical graph, but the principle behind them is 

much the same. This can draw lots of different kinds of 

fractal, including Julia and Mandelbrot sets, but also 

includes many other weird kinds of fractals. Although 

very easy to use. because the programs arc all written 

in AMOS BASIC the images are a lad slow to appear. 

Still, it's nice to see some people doing some different 

things with fractals, 

UTILITIES PACK 
IT BIT 121 1 

Now this is good. If you’re starting to explore the mys¬ 

teries of the Shell or CLL and you are a bit stuck as to 

how to write start up-sequences, then this disk will give 

you a few clues. It's got a beginners' section with doc¬ 

uments on using the standard Workbench commands 

like CD. Type, Copy and so on. Then it goes on to 

including oddball PD commands like PPmore, 

Showpic and so on. 

The disk is very well-documented and very easy to 

use ( which is saying a lot. considering it uses the CLI 

exclusively), It introduces ideas like Workbench hacks 

Continued on Page 171 
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AMIGA PACKS AT THEIR VERY BEST 
TO ORDER YOURS JUST CALL MANDY, CAROL OR MELANIE 

1. CARTOON CLASSICS PACK 
* A500 Computer Pack 

* 1Mb Memory 
* Super Joystick 

* De-Luxe Paint III 

* Lemmings 

* The Simpsons 

* Captain Planet £OCO 
Pack Price i*50J7.95 

2. ULTIMATE GAMES PACK 
* A500 Computer Pack 
* 10 Fantastic games 
* Disk Box 
* 10 Disks 
* Mouse Mat 
* Dust Cover 
* 512K Ram upgrade (fitted) 

* Super Joystick f o C O 
Pack Price i. J D 5/ .95 

4. BEGINNERS PACK 
* A500 Computer Pack 

1 * Wicked 9 game pack 

1 * Quality Mousemat 

1 * Pack of 10 disks 

* Super Joystick o t 
Pack Price olU.95 

5. HEROES PACK 
* A500 Computer Pack 

* Indiana Jones 

* Robocop 

* Batman The Movie 

* Ghostbusters II f 01 
Pack Price XO1 U.95 

3. PUBLISHERS PACK 
★ A500 Computer Pack 
★ Ktndwords 2.0 
★ Pagesetter 1.2 
★ Headline Font Pack 
★ Tutorial 
★ Artists Choice Art Pack 
★ Disk Box 
*10 Disks fOCO 

Pack Price &OQZ7.95 

6. STANDARD PACK 
* A500 Computer Pack 
* TV Modulator 
* 1Mb Disk Drive 
* Mouse 
* Speech Synthesis 
* Manual & work Disks 
* All Leads 
* Joystick caaa 

Pack Price ,95 

For extra 512K memory on packs 4, 5, 6 (fitted) add only £24.95 (£28.95 with clock) 

★ NEW ★ AMIGA ADDED VALUE OUTFIT PACKS 
All packs come with the Amiga Value Pack of your choice (choose from above) 

MONO PRINTER PACK COLOUR PRINTER PACK SJ^TOp°PArKR 
* Amiga Value Pack * Amiga Value Pack ^ . T, , p L 

(Your choice of 31 IY0Ur choice of 3) * f Value Pac 

* LC10 Mono * LC200 * naao 
* All connecting cables * Ml connecting cables 

* All connecting cables 

PROFESSIONAL PACK 
* Amiga Value Pack 

(Your choice of 3) 
* 1084S or Philips 883311 

(Please state which} 
* LC200 
* All connecting cables 

0NLy£439.99 ONLy£494.99 0NLy£539.99 ONLY £7 39 
Free 16 day hotel accommodation vouchers with every pack. 

.99 

COMMODORE 

HARD DRIVES 

IA590 i/2 Meg.£275 

A590 + 1Mb.£309 

|A590 + 2Mb.£330 

1Mb and 2Mb 
Upgrades fitted 

FREE 

ESSENTIAL COMPUTER 

ACCESSORY PACK 1 
* Competition Pro 5000 joystick .RRP £14.95 

* rtgh quality so&d perspex 

computer dustcover....RRP £9.95 

* 203]/2- DS/DD disks 

with labels...RRP £16.95 
* 40 capacity lockable disk box ...ARP £4.95 

* 3^2* disk drive cleaner kit,.RRP £4.95 

TOTAL RRP £52.75 
PACK PRICE £29.95 

ESSENTIAL 
COMPUTER 

ACCESSORY PACK 2 
* Maksha high quality powermouse.RRP £34 96 I 

+ High Quality mousepad  ..RRP £895 | 

| * High quality solid perspex 

corrputer dust cover  .ftftP £14 95 I 

| +Tmn joysbcVmouse extension leads .RRP £9.95 | 

TOTAL RRP £68.80 

PACK PRICE £29.95 

COMMODORE A5Q1 
SCOOP PURCHASE 

I* Official 512K Ram upgrade for A500 
I* Complete with battery backed clock 
I* Enclosed in protective shielding 
I* Only approved upgrade not 

invalidating warranty 
|* Official Commodore 1 year guarantee 

RRP £99 99 SCOOP PRICE £3999 

ORDER WHILST STOCKS LAST! 

pack l AMIGA PERIPHERAL PACKS pack 2 
iMegaboard Ram Expansion.RRP £49.95 PC 880 3.5' disk drive.RRP £89.95 
40 capacity lockable disk box.RRP £9.95 Megaboard Ram Expansion.RRP £49.95 
20 9 c- ns/nn Hicks with labels RRP £19 95 40 caPacitVlockable disk box.RRP £9‘95 |2U J.b uyUD disks With labels ...RRP £19.95 20 3 5> DS/DD disks wjth Iabe|$.RRP £19 95 

3.5* disk drive cleaner kit....RRP £9.95 

ITOTAL RRP £79.85.PACK PRICE £39.95 TOTAL RRP £179.75 ...PACK PRICE £99.95 



FROM THE POWER HOUSE 
11.5Mb A500 Ram expansion card.£79..00 

Blitz with PC880 drive.£65.00 

Blitz Turbo.£19.95 

A50Q anti-click board. £15.00 

Power mouse.   £14.95 

Slimline hard disk 40Mb. £299.00 

Amiga 2000 internal drive kit.    £46.95 

| A500 internal floppy drive..,..£46.95 

AMIGA ■ DISK drive starter kit 
V2 MEG UPGRADE ■* PC880 3.5* High Quality Disk Drive.£89.99 

BOARD ■ (Features anti-click, on/off, superslim design) 

* t£,gn I* Ten 3.5* DS/DD disks with labels.RRP £9.99 
* option^banery*"1 I* 40 Capacity lockable disk box.RRP £9.99 
*Mnzr&ftffMe ■* 3.5* Disk drive cleaner kit.RRP £9.99 

"ITT** I TOTAL RRP £119.96 
£24.95 I Ap a 

Clock version £29.95 ■ Starter Kit Price toy.99 

STAR PRINTERS 
LC10 Mono 
9 Pin Dot Matrix 144/34cps.1149.95 

LC200 Colour 
9 Pin, 180/45 cps, 16K Buffer.£199.95 

LC24-200 Mono 
24 Pin Dot Matrix, 200/67cps.£239.95 

LC24-200 Colour 
24 Pin, 200/67 cps, 30K Buffer.£289.95 

PRINTER ACCESSORY PACK 
I Only available when purchased 
[with a printer. 
I* Parallel printer cable - RRP £14.95 
★ 200 sheets listing paper - RRP £6.95 

|* Quality tailored dust cover - RRP £12.95 

TOTAL RRP £34.85 

PRICES 

RRP OUR 
PRICE 

Music X VI. 1 £149.95 £69.95 

Music X Junior £79.95 £39.95 

Midi Interface 
(In-thruouT-out) 

£29.95 £17.99 

with lead 

1 ESSENTIAL ACCESSORIES 

Disks 
Pack of 10 high quality 3.5* DS/DD... ...£4.99 

Box of 10 branded TDK 3.5' DS/DD.. ...£7.99 
Box of 50 3.5* DS/DD with labels...... .£18.99 

Box of 100 3,5* DS/DD with labels.... .£85.99 

Box of 250 3,5* DS/DD with labels,... .£79.99 

13.5* disk drive cleaning kit. ...£3.99 

Disk Boxes 
13.5* 10 capacity Ryford box. ...£1.49 

13*5' 40 capacity lockable box.. ...£4.50 

13.5* 80 capacity lockable box...... -£5.95 

13.5* 80 capacity Van 3 (slim design).. -£7.95 

Mouse 
1 High quality mousepad. ...£2.99 

1 Mouse/joystick extension leads. ...£5.99 

1 Dustcover $ 
| PVC quality covers for compjter/pnnter£5.99 
1 High quality solid Perspex dustcover. ...£9.99 

PACK PRICE £9.95 

with printer stand 

£14.95 

MICROSWITCH 
JOYSTICKS 

The only joysticks worth buying, 

full 1 year guarantee! 

QUICKJOY III SUPERCHARGER 

Two fre buttons. Auto4re. 
Six micro-switches...........£8.99 
QUICK SHOT TURBO 

Two ftre buttons. AutoTre, Six micro-switches.,£9,99 
QUICKJOY VI JETF1GHTER 

Two fire buttons. Autofire with fa$t/stow mode, 
6nVs..........£12.99 
COMPETITION PRO 5000 

Two hre buttons, steel shaft. Autofire, m/s+,.,£12.99 
ZIPST1CK AUTORRE 

Two ftre buttons, site* shaft, Autofire, m/s,,..£13,99 
STINGRAY AlfTOFIRE 

Direct replacement for Kona Navigator..„„„*£14,99 
QUICKJOY V SUPERBOARD 

Sa fire buttons. Autoftre. stopwatch. 
Ten m/s.„„..._._..„£16.99 | 
QUICKJOY TOPSTAR - Highly recommended 

Two fire buttons, A/f stow motion, 6 m/s, 
see through body ,,...*.......,.£19.99 
QUICKJOY MEGABOARD 

Four fire buttons, 8 m/sP A/T stow motion, 
stopwatch, countdown,..   ..,......,..£23.99 

DOW 

VISA 

HOW TO 
ORDER. 

BY PHONE 
Simply call our head office quoting your 
Access/Visa number on 

Mon-Fri 0480 403222 
Sat 0480 403304 

our 
By personally calling at 
St Neots or Hertford Shop 

ST NEOTS 

6 Priory Mall, 
St Neots, Cambs 

Tel: 0480 
403304 

HERTFORD 

49 Railway St. 
Warren Place 

Hertford, Herts. 
Tel: 0992 554469 

TELESALES ORDER LINE (MON-FRI) 0480 4Q3222/(SAT) 0480 403304 

BY POST 
Make cheques, building society drafts or 
postal orders payable To: 

Dow Computers 
Please allow time for cheque clearance 

DELIVERYuk Mainland, most area 

Please add £6 courier delivery for orders over 
£100, add £2 p&p for orders under. 

★★★★★★★★★★★★★ 

GOLD CLUB SERVICE 
I * 7 day money back guarantee if not completely satisfied 
I * 30 day exchange for new policy should a fault occur 
I * 1 year guarantee giving FREE collection and delivery 

service should a fault occur 
I * Exclusive gold card with personal membership number 

entitling you to special offers 
I * AH this for a nominal £10 per item over £100 

1 PLATINUM CARD SERVICE I 
★ All the benefits of the successful gold card service 

(above) plus the following 

| *♦ Emended 2 year guarantee from dale of purchase, (Peace of mmd 
for 2 yean) 

I Free me of loan machine if required should yours need to be 
repaired. (Non yon never need be without your expensive 
purchase) 

► Free collection and delivery service for rhe full rwo years should a 
fault occur. (Just make one ample phone call and leave the ml ro ms!) 

► Exclusive platinum pnvHedged customer card entitling you to 
special offers. 

► All of these benefits for the incredible price of just £39.95 per item 

purchased. 

I SB. In the unlikely case of shortages of identical model loan machines 

| a suitable alternative wdl be offered. 

WHY CHOOSE DOW? 
ESTABLISHED OVER 5 YEARS 

With a growing reputation for ‘putting the 
customer first\ We intend to satisfy many more 
customers for years to come 

I * TECHNICAL SUPPORT/ON-SITE 

ENGINEERS 

Employing oyer 20 specialist staff, we are 
equipped to deal with the majority of queries 

[ * FULL TESTING PROCEDURE 

All computer hardware is tested prior to despatch, 
proving Dows commitment to customer care 

Prices correct at going to press but 
may change without notice. E&OE. 



BLITTERCHIPS amigaVd 
I 

I 11 
12 Boofoench v2 G, inlro creator 

54 Utilities disk 4 by Red Devil 

227 T V Graphics, and fonts (2 disks) 

228 Video applications (2 disks) 

251 Blilto-rchips virus killer disk 

282 Dorbtw utils disk 2 
283 Dorkatar utils disk 3 
318 Dope the intro maker 

345 Extravaganza, 26 utilities 

377 Red Devils utils disk 6, superb I 

408 Audio utilities from the Warriors 

435 ARP V1.3 with full documentation 

445 Sydney & Friends, SID and loads more 

471 Jazzbench, replace your workbench 

506 DBW render, ray tracing program 

549 Home utils, Wordwrighl, Seek etc 

573 The Clerk. V3.0, Accounting program 

63 3 Soundtrockec Profossionol [Protrocker] 

616 DCopy, very good copier indeed 

623 C-Light, toy tracing program very good 

636 Razor 1911 Tooldisk, foods of utils 

640 Mobed V1 0, a Movable Object Editor 

641 Speed bench, a foster load mg W/B#nch 

647-653 Volumes 1 7 clip art by Andy Hughes 

[mcy be purchased separately if required) 

701 P.D. Spectacular. 40 utils on Hhn disk 

706-7 T 5 Ten disks of in*frurn*fiH for MED, 

Soundtrocker etc ST-01 to 5T10. may be 

purchased separately if required 

735 Floxr Bose, a mare friendly data base 

793 Red Sector demo maker VI 0 great! (*| 

813 Stortrekker VI 2 Soundtrack** cfone 

819 MIALL V2 3. teoch your Amiga English! 

843 tCONMANLA, mess about with icons. 

g«jd 

846 Joy of Printing, 28 new Amiga fonts 

868 Utils disk 1. By £ Palmer V Good 

877 NORTH CV1.3 please note 2 disk set 

898 Audio Magic VI. 1, hull of useful utils 

945 Graphic* utils, V.Good run from W/B 

956 C-Monuol V2 0 Please note 4 disk set 

993 Master Virus Killer V2 1, kills 12411 

994 G&ose, (data boss) and Spread also. 

996 AGene, a Genealogy data base |*| 

997 Sound Applications, please note 2 disks 

1008 Graphics Management, V.Good 2 disk 

set 

1017 Dukbench, smarten up your workbench 

101 8 Boses, fo use with deskbenth 

1019 leans, all that a good deskbench needs 

1027 Blitterchips fonts disk for the RED-SECTOR 

demo maker. 22 Fonts, size 32 by 32 

ready for you to use, don't miss thisll 

1060 MED V3 1 1 b, latest bug fixed versionl I 

1061 MessySlD, read PC MS DOS (He easy 

way 

1062 Something fo nothing, great set of 

graphic utils etc, VGood. note 2 disk set 

4 Walker demo 1 from Star Wars (*) 

5 Walker demo 2 from Star Wars (*) 

16 (.uxor Teenager Ray traced animation (*| 

43 Puggs in Spoce, a cute and fonny demo 

79 Education of Cool Cougar, very funny (*) 

30t The very famous 'Gymnast* demo |*| 

291 The Lotus car chose from Agatron [*| 

313 Revenge Horror show, for psycho's only 

394 Stamp collector, on old but good demo 

444 Fillet the Fish, similar fo Puggs demo 

487 Magician and Jogger Requires 

w/bench {*] 

582 Stealthy II Manoeuvres, great cartoon |*| 

625 juggler II, the Juggler meets a lady (*] 

63 1 Steves animations 11 has 8 cute arums 

632 Steves animations 2, has 6 cute anims 

633 Batman the Movie, funny and amusing (*) 

762 Porky Pig animation, funny cartoon {*] 

763 Basketball player, superb ray trocing [*) 

789 Staves animations 3, has 6 cute ammi 

790 Steves animations 4, has 5 cute anims 

791 Steves animations 5, has 6 cute anims 

805 Franklin the Fly, hilarious and funny f*) 

863 Iraq demo, rather comical animation 

865 Coyote Strikes bock, poor Roodrunner |*j 

866 Ami versus the Wolker as reviewed H 

913 Mars, smooth space fighter animation (*] 

917 Juggtftte and juggelte the revenge [*) 

1041 Trackball animation by Dr Gonddlf (*) 

1044 Chaos in motion. Mondelbrots 2 disks (") 

1046 Ultra graphics anims, Ghastbuiter* (*) 

1047 Anti-lemmings, superb anlm from Erie- 

Shwartz needs, I Meg mem, 2 driv**, 

(2 disks) 

2 J should be so lucky by Kylie f? disks] 

301 Dorkstar's music 9, 1 4 tunes [2 disks) 

417 Electric Youth, Debbie Gibson {2 disks) 

420 Lumberjack song, Monty Python (2 disks) 

47B Made in Heaven by Kylie (2 disks) 

525 Flash by Queen, superb sample [2 disks) 

581 D-Moh music 4. good music (2 disks) 

703 808 Remixes from the Beatmosler who 

else? 

716 Bomb the Bose. 8 fob tracks lo listen la 

718 Revolutions by Jean Michelle Jarre 

722 Vocol attack the sequel, thumping music 

723 Sounds of DOB 11, \ 7 tracks of music [*} 

767 The 900/Oxygen remix, collect it now (*) 

I 770 Arcane music, 11 tracks fo you to pfoy 

| 794 fo a Silent Way, Don't miss this disk I 

D 796 Crusaders does Genesis, superb (4) 

798 Dorn' the doo, B Boa (2 disks/2 drives) 

799 Wanied-Dead or Alive (2 disks/2 drives) 

847 The Woll by Pink Floyd, sample of hit 

B4B A kind of magic, by Queen sampled (*| 

849 Do they know ifs Christmas (2 disks) 

856 The power of love, Huey Lewis (2 disks) 

871 Winkers song, ewer 1 Byrs only |2 disks) 

968 foJfowin you, by Madonno |2 disks] 

969 Wat like an Egyptian by Bangles, sample 

970 If only I could, Sfoney Youngblood sample 

977 Mystify, sample a# INX5 record 

978 Give Me what I want, Sam Fax sample 

980 Jarre Live, eleven good tracks of music 

1030 Vivaldi's Four Seasons more of Rob 

Baxters superb classical music |2 disks) 

10791 love Technology by the Beatmasler 

1080 Mean Machine, goad music [2 disks) 

1081 Groove is in the Heart, sample (*} 

1082 Walk this way. remix by N. Heathorn 

1084 The Golden Stars top twenty (2 disks) 

78 The Holy Grail, a vety good adventure 

223 Morio Another adventure game [*) 

317 Star Trek. Please note, 2 disks 

362 Cailisio, Doieks. Puzjcond Pontoon 

363 The Gofoen Fleece, a text adventure (*) 

374 Colossus, another adventure type game. 

418 Frantic Freddie the P.D, game, good fun 

44 1 All New P suede Cop game, a shoot em 

up 

458 Castle of Doom, adventure with graphics 

459 Buggy Commando, playable demo, good 
fun 

460 Ffoichbfor, a baulderdosh P.D, game 

477 Return to Earth, Spot* Combal/odvennure 

485 GrawAitack. 17 distinct levels 

511 Train Construction, moke your own hocks 

55 I Cluedo and Monopoly, 2 greot gomes 

552 Eat Mine, has 80 screens to pfoy at 

553 Rvtotiator and Pocman, 2 greai games 

555 Dnp. o pointer type of game, great fun 

556 Super Off Rood Racer playable preview 

557 Silkworm 4, Playable shoal em up demo 

558 Murder, an adventure playable preview 

559 Back to the Future, playable preview 

562 Spacebhtz, 4 good games to pfoy 

644 Horror Zombies, playable gome preview 

646 Tennis, great game of tennis |") 

665 Kilting Gome Show, playable preview 

666 Plotting, 5 level playable demo, brill 

668 Cybercor 111, playable game demo 

672 James Pond and Parodroid playable 

demos 
699 Yelp, o Painter type gome. Multi-levels 

700 J A R. avoid the monsters, addictive 

746 Porodroid, playable preview, fast action 

749 Turricon, playable shoot em up demo (*) 

899 Wrgithed One, super fast quiz gome 

900 Blizzard, fast scrolling shoot em up 

902 Mayhem, avoid the traps, addictive 

1012 Excalibur, great shoot em up ("] 

1014 Chinese Checkers, similar to solitaire 

1015 Megaball, very good breakout gome 

1028 Rings of Zon, adventure type game [*) 

1029 Seven Tiles, superb ball game, get it 

1064 Ultimate Ride, playable preview. Good 

1066 Simpsons gome, simple shoot em up 

1067 Star Trek, another simple shoal em up 

1068Twiniris. superb Tetris variant 

1069 Downhill Challenge, playable demo 

1072 Baffle at the edge of time, shoot em up 

132 Dragons demo 1, has lovely raster effects 
22 Kefrens Mega demo 7, good multi part 
44 Tniogy mega demo, V Good |2 disks) 
45 Kefrens mego demo 8, superb [2 disks) 
66 Predators demo, plus game [2 disks) 
95 Dexion mega demo, many varied parts 
121 Mental Hangover by Stoopex, v good 
174 Ian 6 Micks mego demo, 9 parti to this 
199 Red Sectors mego demo, Brill (2 disks) 
201 R.A.F. mega demo, superb (2 disks) 
287 Golam Gates Mega demo II, worth getting 

290 Red Sectors "Cebitf great vectors 
321 Fraciaf flight animation, unusual demo 
365 Budbrain (over 18 yrs for this, 2 disks) 
475 Dream Pack by Tom Soft, v»ry good disk 
516 Purple, very large vector routines 
539 Chromium, a great new demo by 

Scoopex 
547 Materealized, Cryptoburners superb 

demo 
594 Hit the Rood by Flash, [2 d^ski) 

597 Cool Fridge superb Plasma effects here 
598 Fractal animation, super mandelbrols I*) 
599 NeverwWe by Crionfos. interesting 

614 Monty Pythons'Nudge Nudge'(2 diski) 
617 The Byte Busters Mega demo, good 
654 Olympia, parallax scrolling ot its best 

655 Unreal game demo, to show off your 
Amiga 

656 Pussy fonenship, good graphics ond gam* 
657 Goldfire mego demo, me# tip*1 
750 Budbrom II a new disk from Budbrom 
751 Colour Cycling, superb effects, get f! 

759 Amos Creator II demo, official release 

607 Evil Dead demo, fo oil you Psycho s (*) 
902 Total Rebota. from ih* Steve Wnghi show 
903 Total Retrial, from the Stir** Wright show 
904 Total Restyle, from the Steve Wnghr show 
985 Total Resptay, from the Steve Wright show 
986 Total Recount, from the Steve Wright show 
1095 The Undertaker, somple of Monty Python 

1099 Substance by Quortex, super demo, good 
1101 Enigma from Phenomena, terrific demo 

NOW CALLiD DiJA VU 
OFFICIAL DISTRIBUTOR 

LPD1 Colouring book 
LPD2 Arc Angels maths 
LPD4 Thingomojig 

LPD5 Jungle Bungle 
LPD6 Pukadu & Sprites 
LPD7 4 Way Link 
LP0S Learn 6 Pfoy 
LPD9 Amos Assembler VI 
LP0TO Word Factory 
LPD1 1 Go Getter game 

LTD 12 Hypnotic lands 
LPD 13 Jig manic 
LPD 14 Pfoy n Safe 
LPD 15 Angels Shapes 
LPD 16 Reverii II 
LPD 17 Dogfight 8 

LPD 18 Touchstones 
LPD 19 X4T-50 

LP02Q Wordy 
LPD2I Quingo (* 
LPD22 LC10 Fonts 

LP023 ESP 
LPD24 Shining Way of Kung 

Please not*. LPD24 is 

for children 
for children 

for children 
for children 
gome 
game 
for children 
util 
fo children 
game 
gam# 
gome 
fo children 
fo children 

gome 
game 
gam# 
gome 

ward processor 
3 quiz game 

utils 
gome 

Fu |*l Bom* 
o 2 disk set 

Special price £5 50 
LPD25 The Minion (*} adventure 
LPD26 CY.AD (*j puzzle gome 

PLEASE NOTE LICENCEWARE 
IS £3.50 c disk, which includes a 

contribution lo ihe programmer 
£3.50 A DfSK sei by Amos PD. 

NIW PftICK FOB PUBLIC DOMAIN 
tOfTWARI 

PU8UC DOMAIN .£1.25 
AMOS LICENSE WARE £3.50 

PRICE IS PER DISK NOT PER TITLE 

SPECIAL OFFER! ORDER lO DISKS 
AND Oil TWO FREE 

20 Forgotten Realms. Fantasy, devil eta 

53 Nose pictures. Space Shuttle etc. 
1 1 1 Exodus Scrolly pics, this n different 
I 12 Space Bubbles, terrific fantasy pics 
359 patron 6, reviewed Amigo Format Sept 

472 Viz slideshow as seen in Amiga Format 
474 Madonna slideshow, lots of pictures 
480 Saucy Postcards, naughty but nice 
404 Garfield slideshow, every body s favourite 
509 Watership Dawn, slides for the kiddies 
589 Iron Maiden slides, for fans only 
591 ftobacop 2 slideshow, from Turbo Mart 
635 Total Recall, sound and digitised pics 
667 Future Visions, more fantasy pictures 
674 Michael Jackson, eleven ptes on this. 
684 Biebel Strory, funny cartoon pictures. 
739 Slideshow Spectacular, superb Hi-Res 
757 Neighbours, dtai pics from the TV show 
758 'tabba Dabba Doo, great cartoon pictures 
766 Annie Jones, tan digi pictures of Annie 
779 Twm Peaks, pictures from the TV show 
780 Debbie Horry pics, 2 disks 2 drives (*j 
78 I Wendy and Lisa, pictures of the pap duo 
782 Nightmare on Elm St, 2 disks, 2 drives j*) 
704 Detinative Madonna, 3 disks. 2 drives [*) 
894 Red Dwarf slideshow, 2 disks, 2 drives 
895 Heavy Rock slideshow, kiss/Deff Leppard 
904 Counloch fantasy slideshow 1 
905 Countoch fantasy slideshow 2 
987 Tribute to the Gulf, Patriotic this nil 
9B8 Bruce Lee pictures, 3 disks, 2 drives |*) 
991 Belinda Carlisle slideshow, great pics. 
1036 Belinda Carlisle pics, yet more pics 
1038 Cmdy Crawfod pics, 2 disks, 2 drives 
1040Pixjefrum. super hand drown pics {*] 
1092 Kjm Wilde slideshow, approx 14 pictures 
1093 Invisible World, very different, v. goad 

—- —  ' ; 

We now have the complete library in stock 

from disk 1 to disk 500 

Wis stack from disk I to 54 

Now over 1,800 titles an stock, full 
details are on our catalogue drsfc for 
only £1, or sent free with your order 

Ptione and collect service 
now available 

Orders are despatched the 
same day 

Now over 1 £ years of btsaness 
expenence behind us 

Vast stocks are held so no waiting 
and no delays 

We are open lQam-7pfn, 
Monday'Friday and 
9am-4pm Saturdays 

You can Fax your order to us on 

(0533)007409 
MINIMUM ORDER 3 DISKS 

BY CREDIT CARDS 

PLEASE ADD 50p 

for P/P to your 

total order value 

U K orders 

PLEASE NOTE 

Disks marked (#) 

require 1 Meg 

of memory 

HOW TO QItDfft 
Write down the numbers of the disks you require and 

send it with your cheque, a postal order or your 
Access/Viso cord detoils to: 

RUTTER CHIP* "CM* Bou«'\ 

West Yorkshire BD2 f 4NN 

or you con phone our credit card HOTLINE wilh your order today 

(0535) 007469 
VAT registration No. 1 81 2908 62. 



All. PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR! 
Select any 3 titles valued at £7.99 or less and you pay only £20 

_ irr g garrm_ 
$mimd often at the time at going to 
pms f’teus order early to avoid 

& appointment* 

rfoclr «JT the latest and currently 
araflabte tides which we offer# 

WTOOFF 
ot mcomtrmded retail priest 

QAM Ft 

30 Contraction KN 
30 Pt?Ot 
Afterburner 
tfW hv 
Antheads 
Atomic Aotorid 
Quince of Ppmm 
Barfrsmn (Ptim) 

ft*tfl emitter 
ftoric Comman-do 
aitzfcriwg (t Mb) 
Cabal 
Cap* 'it' Carnage 
Captimfifl 
Corner Commwtf 
Ctniretoti Squires 

32,99 
799 
aw 
6 09 
0 99 
0 99 
8S9 
099 
709 
999 
699 

12 99 
099 
099 
199 
999 
799 

ImposnbliMission II 
Indiana Jones* Zak MeKraken 12 Qfi 
James Pond 7 09 
Jumpin Jackson 7 09 
K«f (tie Thief 7 99 
Last N inp 2 6 » 
Leather Godd esses of Photos 7 99 
Legend of Djei 6 99 
Lira ol fire A 99 
lombard RAC Rally 699 
Loom 12 99 
Monty FythonsRymoOlicuf 099 
Hew Zealand Story 099 
Ninka RibUt 5 99 
mj Spill 799 

699 
899 
699 
799 

I 599 
799 

CDTV 
Now in Stock 
inly £509 

10* OFF ill CD1V 
Stfhnra! 

V* aflame 
VndcatofT 

Voodoo Nightmare 
m*kf D*te 
Warhead 
Wheels of fin (tompditon) 12 99 
NM» Death (lift) 12.90 
Wind Wtfher 7 99 
Vtort Dreamt 7 99 
Wtorwa Tadics 6 99 
Wifhbnng* 799 
World Qi«Le*dert»ifd 0.99 
World Cup Year 90 Compdatrifi6.00 
Xaror 699 
Xanon II 7,99 
Yoa t Greet Escape 899 
ZMt 7.99 
Zort M 7.99 

WWW 
mm 
ftnfer lAd«o (Cri AnimitoO U 99 
--» 09 99 

$roMu£?i&2 174 09 
69 99 

174 99 
TV '*ri PrttoeSKjnd ts 99 
7V5to»2 4099 

“ 1510 0999 

Hom e Accounts 27 99 
Cashbook/final Accounts 44 99 
Personal Tax banner 29 99 
Personal Finance Manager 2199 
Smalt Busin m Accnts Cash 59 99 
Smalt Business Accntt Xtn 70 99 

A590 Upgrades 
45Mb_£229 
90Mb_ 
135Mb_£479 
173Mb-£529 

Ml pton taU* fttttef, 
t_ ... - Mir.. > l - i . Hi 
ni'ffsung m r*»m ptrnevii [ 

Pactand 
PlanertaB 
Poweipliy 
Predator 
Pro Bo ring Simulator 
Pub Trivia ir 
RoadHaslers 
Ruff1 n1 Ready 
Shufffepack Cafe 
Shadow of die Beast 
Silkworm 
Skate of tie art 
Sporting Triangles 99 

Detune Painl 3 54 99 
ffioton Pa+nl 6 99 
Datum Photoiah 49 99 
Real Things Bends 24 09 
Real Things Humans 24 99 
Real Things Horses 19 99 
ftofils 24,99 
Rama* 37 -n 
Briefer 77 oa 
The Ail Department 49 99 
The Art Department Pro 134 99 
Kata Andre Ruts 1 29.99 
Kara Arum Fonts 2 29 99 
Kan Anim Fonts 3 20 99 
Kira Fonts Hndms 1 40 99 
Kara Fonts Headlines 2 44 99 
Kara Fonts Sub Headlines 44 99 
>0 MODELLING 6 RfffDBHNQ 
Sculpt 3QXL 04 99 
Sculpt Animate4D 22999 
W*a_ 42,99 
Wsti Professional 09 99 
Imagine 15999 

Dnrtanl 5un$ (Astronomy) 
Deep *7 Object* 
Sky map Expansion 
first letters 
Rr*t letters! Words 
fin School It (2 6) 
Fun School II 8-S) 
Fun School II (Over fli) 
Fun School III (Under 5tJ 
Fun School III 5-7) 
Fun School III Over 7s) 
Game Sel and Match 

(Undi 
5 7) 

(Over 
__ Mafcl 
Goofy's Railway 
Henrietta's Book of S ... .....r_jpeili 
Hooray for Henrwtt (5*12) 

3? 99 
14 96 
14 96 
6.69 

17 96 
14 49 
14 49 
14 99 
17.46 
17 49 
17.40 
13 99 
17 49 
17 49 
17 49 

wrr m 

CANON BJloe 
BUBBLE JET. 

Nwr Lstw Qwelrty 
£269 

Indadeig Amiga 
Printer Dmw & Uadi 

FAST FIXED PRICE COMPUTER REPAIRS 

A»«tt (b**4 to tW mi F«A«w). JM5 

taH STt (UAh K.'btrf mi DM DHwt-. 

Ci—iiw CMt (Mdtej K^»d)_ MS 

Al prices inefafc ntwti postage! 

QiimHQH 9 99 
Chuckle Egg 7 99 
Chuckle Egg II 7 99 
□acslc 4 5.99 
Colossus Chest X 7 99 
Corporation & Mission Disk tj 99 
Cosmic Pima 0 99 
Ottoftorm 599 
Defender d the Crown 7 99 
Dekute Si np Poker 7 99 
Double Dragon 6 99 
DouUe Dragon K 7 99 
Dreg on Breed 6 99 

Sr Foret 4 99 
Dungeon Quest 0.99 
Dynasty Wars 0 99 
E Motion 4.69 
tnctorrto 7.99 
jiw* - 0-99 
European Superteague Soccer 12 99 
Btolon 4 99 
FA IS Interceptor 0 99 
Eaton Missions Vpl 1 7 99 
Fantasy World 01 try 5 09 
FttlFwdOUzy 5.99 
FiSi Lint 4.99 
Fernandez Musi Ole 4 69 
Ferrari Formula One 7,09 
fitfl Contact 7.69 
Geuntiei 2 109 
innd Monster Slim 0.90 
1 rand National 0.66 

Gram bn* 2 7.99 
Hard Ortwin" 11 9.99 
Heroes jcomplifl on} 999 
Hitchhikers, Guide fo the Galaxy 7 99 
Hong Kong Phooey 099 

512k RAM 

EXPANSIONS 

only £25 

£29 villi Claakl 

ScnMfe Aiamen 

Kfldwffdt2 

Steve Davie Snooker 
Super Sc ram We Simulator 

(mflto 
Super Grand Prtx 
Super League Soccer 
Super Oft Road Racer 
Swords d Twilight 
Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles 
Tenms Cup 
Terrorpode 
The Deep 
The Spy Who Loved Me 
Thunwrah ' tiiade 
TNT (compHaflofiJ 

sure Island Wi Treasure Island Ddry 
Trivial Pursuit 
Tuirton 
MMI 
Tusker 
U.N.Squadron 

7.66 
099 
499 
096 
599 
6 99 
6 99 
799 

1299 
896 
496 
4.09 
769 
0.99 
999 
499 

1299 
7.90 

1269 
796 
796 

Mat 44 
Proton 5 0 
PreWitoll 
WordPertKli 1 
Word Parted Iriurt 
W ord wo rth 
meiMwnr 
W-r5j« 
DG Cate 
DATAIAtEt 

36 99 
39 99 
39 96 
Mi 
69 99 
74 66 

109 90 
6999 

159 96 
76 09 
69 96 

3D Professional 349 69 
Real 3D Beginners 110 00 
Real 3D Profestfonal/Tufte 290 69 

AMOS 3266 
AMOS Com pier 20.40 
Devpee 2 49 99 
Lattice C 219.66 
Riwft Base 57 69 
Hreott Base Extend 14 46 

76 99 
24 99 

Super Ease Personal 2 
Supr an* Prtfesjonal 4 
MTEORATS riPTl,Drr 
The Wort 1 ™num 

34 09 
09 96 

16969 

Gold Dto Office 
DTF 
F^geeener 20 
Pro Page 16 
Pro Page 2 
Pro C rew 2 
(Mine fort* 
Gold CM Fonts 1-4 
Smx 

59 99 
10999 

. .ructured Ca p art 
Edlpi 
Proclipi 
OWuwPrtni If 
CAO 

5299 
9699 

199 96 
96 99 
BB 
34 69 
39 96 
70 66 
17.96 
34 96 

X CAD Designer 
S0Pret»Oftai 

Aegi* Drew 2000 

74 66 
159,66 
96 99 

1041 OFF ait COTV software 
AS 90 20Mb Hard Drive 270 
A590 20Mb H.''Drive*2Mb RAM 360 
Tnjmpcirt 500 4QM b H/Dnve 530 
Trurrpcard 2000 40Mb H/Drtve 519 
4SMS Harvard A2GQO/A15QQ 349 
90Mb Hirdca rd A2000SA1500 499 
135Mb Hanlcird A200WA1500 575 
173Mb Hartoird A200Q7A1500 040 
45Mb SCSI Hard Disk (Bare) 100 
0OMb SCSI Hard Disk Bare 359 
135MB SCSI Hard Disk (Bare) 449 
173Mb SCSI Hard Disk {Baref 499 
Qjmana 3.5' External Drive 56 
T^dec 3.5‘ External Drfvi 55 

;5 TS'Etfemal Drive 66 
CBM 3.5" Internal Floppy Drive 119 
51 Zk Bam Expansion no dock 25 
512k flam Expansion + crick 26 
1.5 Mb Ram Expan son A0 
A2QOQ71500 8Mb Ramcirct 186 
258kx4 RAM Chips per Mb 35 
iWbxl DRAM chips per Mb 35 
CBM 00030/60082 25MIU 099 
Colour Solution(Vnk+fiGBsplit) 159 
Sharp JX10G Afl Got Scanner 625 
Sharp JX300 A4 Go). Scanner 2750 
Golden Image Hand Scanner 175 
Fritaat Grepfecs Tablet 
Zydec Wcnoswrtched Mouse 17 

JjWtofTyWWMO) 1210 
*Jd Talk 17.96 
Wd’tTypi 1749 
Lett Sped ai Home 14 49 
Leli Sped art the Shopi 14.49 
Michey'* Runaway Zoo 17 49 
Magic Maths (4-0) 18 49 
Mafht Mann (over 0) ig 49 
Math Talk Fractions 17 99 
Mavli Deacon Teaches Typing 20 49 
Mix & Malch 17.49 
Prof Hunts for Words 17 99 
Prof Looks Words 17 99 
Prof Makes Sentences 17.09 
Proi Rays 1 New Game 17.99 

Deluxe Music Const Sel 4999 
Quarto 35 99 
Maslereound sound simpler 26 99 
MusjcX Junior 74 09 
Tiger CuMAdi Interface/leadt 79 99 
BereiR^sPrgetoond 174 99 
MISCaLAiEOLIS 
BAD Disk Opbmisef 34.99 
Cross Dos 4 29 99 
Dos ZD« 3906 
Disk Master 39 99 

08 Route 34.99 
Quarterback HJ Disk Bttkup 49 99 
Quarterback Tools 50 69 

BfuanotoL &5it fiKkup ia 90 
Answerback Junior 14.40 
Answerback Senior 14.49 
jytthmet^Antwrb^k (acts) t 749 

Pwiitonie KX-P4420 

UtvrPrintar 
only £849 
HP Paintjet 

mIsbt inkpt printer 
only £825 

AWIGAS 
500* fwi £3(9 

1500/20001 Irim 
£649 

3000) fmi 2099 

Ass.Footbafl {AriSwrbJCk facts) 7 4# 
SftoVng (Antwrbeck fads) 7.40 
Better Maths (12-10) I S 46 
Better Spelling (met 0) 18 49 
Three Bears 10.46 
Donald's Alphabet 17.46 

PunteBw* 
“ Book ll Rjidel. 
Puzzle Storybook 
Sesame Street Letters 
Sesame Street Numbers 
SpeHbook 
Things to do with Numbers 
Things to do witi Words 

14 49 
14 49 
17.86 
14 49 
14 49 
14 66 
14 49 
14 49 

Nak^ia Mouse ig 
Turbo Mouse 12 
Mouse Mat 4 
50 Blank Disk; 20 
ATARI fit 
52QST Discovery Pack 256 
520STE Discovery Pack Extra 276 
520STE with 2Mb RAM 369 
520STE with 4Mb RAM 459 
1040STE Family Curncurim 309 
Mega STs PDA 
STACYs POA 
512k expan son for 520STE 26 
512k expanse for 520STFW 46 
1Mb External Floppy Drive 54 
1Mb Internal Floppy Drive 59 
ZydK Mk res witched Mouse 17 
fiaksha Mouses Op Stealth game 24 
Mouse Mat 4 
50 Blank Disks 20 

AMIQAt 
Amiga 500 Basic 
A5m Screen Gans 1Mbyte 
A590 Cartoon Oissics 
A590 Oats of 90 s Pack 
Al SOD Including Monitor 
A1500 No Monflor 
A200D 40Mb WDuk 
A3OOO i0Mhz/4dMb 
A300D25Mtitf40Mb 
A3000 25Mhz/100Mb 

316 
379 
379 
469 
m 
649 

1149 
2099 
2499 
2699 

All monitors include riads 
Rillpt 8033^11 239 
Commodore 1004 s 2S4 
Commodore 1950 Multisync 496 
pflirrBii 
Ml printers include leads 
and AMIGA F- PRINTER DRIVERS 
Star LC2O0 Colour 219 
SlirLC24-200 Mono 259 
Star LC24-200 Colour 266 
Qbzen Swift 9 Colour 196 
Dtiien S wrltl 24 Cotouf 296 
Canon Bubbrijet Portable 206 
Y& fttintjet Cdriur Inkjet 825 
Panasonic 4420 Laser 046 
Panasonic 4420 1Mb Upgrade 196 

You name it... We do it... Just phone and we'll quote... We are faster and cheaper! 
PRICES QUOTED ARE SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY.. SOME OFFERS ARE LIMITED SO ORDER EARLY TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT 

Cheques/PO Orders to 5^3? KK3S1TS, 11a Burgate Lane, Canterbury, Kent CT1 2HH 
JTLEPHONE HOTLINE 0227-764204 9.30am to 7.00pm 

(Answerphone outside normal hours) 
VISA, MASTERCARD and EUROCARD orders welcome 

Visa, Mastercard, Eurocard and PO Orders are despatched same day! 
Please allow up to 4 working days for cheques to clear. Overseas orders add £2.00 postage 

MAIL & TELEPHONE ORDERS ONLY.... NO PERSONAL CALLERS PLEASE! 
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SEASOFT COMPUTING 
The Builntu Centre, 80 Woodland i Avenue, Rusting ton. 

West Sum boh BN 1 6 3EV Teh 0903 B50378 

DEJAVU LICENCEWARE 
C3 50 PER DISK 

Colouring Book 
Arc Anglei Moths 
Work And Ploy * 
Amos AneroW&r 
Word fooioty 1 
Dogfight 2 * 
Qgmgo* 
Shining woy of Kuna Fu 
(2 Disfs 
CY 

LPD1 
LPD2 
LPD0 
LPD9 
LPD10 
LPD17 
LFD21 
LPD24 

LPD26 
LPD29 
LPD34 
LPD37 

£5 SGI 
:vap ' 
B*g Top Fun * 
Invoice Prinler 
Galleons 

CRUSADERWARE 
£2 50 PER DISK: 

CW05 freskd Out 
CW06 Expcnmeni 
CWOB Boderia 
CW1 I Mi-Cro Con-Cepl 
CW13 Crusaders Does Genesis 
CWl4 Bass O'Moirc 
CW35 EAlreme finality 
CW36 Tuff Enuff 
CW44 Official turochorf Jan 91 
CW45 Official Eurothort March 91 
CW46 Official Eyracbort May 9 1 
CW47 Official Eurochort July 91 

We are authorised distributors of DEJAVU (formally AMOS) and now 
CRUSADERWARE, A portion of fhe price is passed on lo the Authors, 

QUALITY PUBLIC DOMAIN - ONLY £1.00 PER DISK 
Library disk 75p fine P&P) with fulf details of collection ■ Send SAE for list of titles 

GAMES 
213 Seven Tiles * 
63/64 Star Tr*k 
098 Dfip 
2SQ Sedance * 
368 letmon 

41 Marble Slide 
Air Wornon 
Space Poker 
Talking Colouring Book 
Tram Const K<t 

433 Bolloonacy * 
139 ”enn=s * 

440 L'Tfle Wizo'di 
447 Shapes 
060 Adventure Collection 
171 Bituard 
427 Air Ace It 
NOTE ' - 1 Meg required 

418 
365 
215 
172 

DEMOS 
37Q Silenti Gobol Traih * 
255 Simpsons * 
371 Enigma, Phenomena * 
259 Amy V Walker * 
322/4 BSues Brothers 
402/6 Pmk Floyd The Walt 1 
391/2 four Season * 
376 IfiYijrbe World * 

POWER DEMOS 
42 meg required] 

375 Justify My love 
335 Amy At The Movies 
314/5 Anti Lemm«ngi 
312 Walker Demo H 
393/5 Buzzed 
396/8 last In Space 
441 Juggeft* Demo II 

UTfUTIES 
340 SID V 1.3 
051 Mosier Virus filler v 2 
10 5 C La hi 
066 Comms D sk 
350 Red Sector Demo Maker 
045 MCAD 
351 MEDV3 1 
345 Daiobose Wizard 
024 Ted plus V2.0 
100 UEdii 
025 2c Compiler/A68K 
026 C Manual 
067 North C VI I 

also available 
T-BAG 1 to 43 

& various FRED FISH 

GENUINE SONY 3.5" BULK DISKS - GUARANTEED 100% ERROR FREE 
10-£4.99 50-£22.50 100 - £39 90 ALL INCIUDE LABELS 

10- £0 99 
MOUSE MAT 

3*5M DISK STORAGE BOXES 
40 £4 99 80 £6 25 100 £7 50 l50fPOSSO] 
£2 99 AMIGA DUST COVER £3 99 MONITOR CO* 

>) - £1 6 50 
tVER £4.99 

24 HOUR CREDIT CARD HOTLINE (0903} 850378 
MANNED 6pm la 11pm MONDAY - SATURDAY 

VERING SERVK (ANSWERING 
Pnces include postage and pactsn\ 

ICE AT OTHER TIMES) 
J packing (UK MailandJ on all orders over £10 00 Please 

add 50p on orders under £10 00 Tor PD only ■ £l 00 for Accessories/Blank Disks. 
Overseas orders welcome. Please telephone for details. 

LOAD CREST PD 
T - 9 DISKS Cl.50 per disk 10 - 19 DISKS El.25 per disk 20 ♦ DISKS E1.00 per disk 

Post free In U.K. SAE lor tree printed list ol lilies 

38 EASTBANK STREET, BOLTON, BL1 8LT ( Mail Order only) 
Tel (0204) 33367 

A selection also available at:- SUDAMICROS, OLDHAM and BOLTON 
COMPUTER CENTRE, BOLTON. 

SOFTWARE SHOP, HORWICH. VUDATA, STOCKPORT, 
ASHTON UNDER LYNE. RAMSOFT, ROCHDALE. 

99p Sagittarian PD^ 99p 
99p per disk tor S9p pe' disk 4 you supply a blank) Add 50p F£P per order 

Overseas orders please add £2 per order CATALOGUE disk 70p 
(including tips on buying video equipment, plus hand drawn portraits and digitised pictures 

Overseas please add Cl) 
for a membership fee of £5 you can buy disks tor BOp each (40p ri you supply a blank) and have the 

same percentage discount on future pnces 

ITTL34 Anmckfff mMh EngWl I 
SomylJims MBSr DOS todefc i flop# any#* e»0urg) 
Spvcfrum £mui*JcK BfrfUr 
prorkjocklitor of nomt *o*4i'! S#tvig» RES 
■ »<rw% you >0 US* a Judtttirt *»* u on to# AlOOGi 
GAM! 5 Ae UK** CQfflrp St*r Tr#fc *- , j, M<r>opQ t 

GR*iZ OiWhodfl^wiHfo*! ***'srq*1 
toaors 
GR*i3 Dr Who apftmfdflwbo* 1 NefluryfltnM 
mostiocenl doclcn 
GRAU Star!'#* Th* toil G*r*'iit«n a r 
sUftHfiow i 
GRAlS SlvTrah Th# ton G#n#r#tioni*tf 
5 De^bjh 2 
GRA i T eiaMn Seven ’Slatdmr*' d-rj ■ t xMho* 
Irom [h.s final Mrf»« 
GRA2J Dcctw Who GaJMrayin lidnto >ror< to# 
Doctor's hom« odane: 
DTT31 inciuriBS ST EMULATOR mal ryna loads ol non 

cri^ncnao sort'*#* > reeds 2 dr»v*sj Powentackv v2 30 
%o-sal ranker v2 0 V*u* X4 4 
P1SH337 Th*C Manual 0 dak a/clwwtor 3 0sks 
unarchivwS tv vngio dnv* owi $tacv 
MSH3M ROM Kemai Referee ManuJJ Cwnp^nor 
MSH Disks 95. ltQ . 143, 16.1. 295 328 340 An<l 347 
also in Mock. 
UTUffl 2 osksi Vdeo AppKatons tn^nonxis 
programs Prw us« * in a Gursoc* 

UTL37 PC Emiiaux * tn CGA g^apnes 
GRA25 -Tha Fiv* DworV DigiUeO sfiflashow from if* 
Doctor Who 2Chri anmvefury program 
GRAJ& Doctor Who sideshow toaturmg tt>a tov m«i 
n»cen! Doctors freim vanoul OtkitKtoS 
GHA27 Stakes Seven digrtiifici siidashow from in# final 
episode 
UTL2S (2 disks) TvOfaptucs. Vanns graphics, 
screws and fonis In use wtft a genlock. 

Technical Help: Phone or write whh your problems about the Amiga 50j 
Please address malt to: Paul Brown (AF9), 104 Wood Street, London, E17 3k 

Telephone: 001 60S 9656. International +44 B 15 09 96 56 
Cheques, PO i Eurocheques Bankers Dratts payable to: P A Brown 

answer 
3HX 

SPECIAL OFFER PD 
YES IT IS TRUE PD FOR JUST 69p - OFFER ENDS 31/12/91 
HERE IS A SMALL SELECTION FROM OUR VAST RANGE 

OVERSEAS ORDERS ADD 25p A DISK FOR EUROPE 60p R.O.W. 
*= 1MB 
(2)= No of disks 

ENQUIRIES TEL 
0424 712349 

DEMOS 

□113) Silents Scroller 
D115) Utopia Cartoon Slides 
Dll7) Bunsen Burner 
D119) The Link Megademo 
□122) Ghost Pool 
□124) Scoopex Seven Sins 
□126) Disney Slideshow 
D128) Sleeping Bag Demo 
D130) System 5 Demo 
D132) Alpha Flight Megademo 2 
D134) Share And Enjoy 46 
D136) Thames TV Demo 
D138) Vision Megademo 
D140) Fast Cars Slideshow 
D142) Mobed 
D145) Kefrens Wall Demo 
D147) Beast 2 Preview 
D149) Tread 
D151) Share and Enjoy 47 
D153) Simpsons Mini Mega 

(XXX) 
D155) Glass World Animation 
D157) Congaman Animation 
D160) Anarchy Scratch Pack 39 
D162) Bugs Bunny Anim* 
D164) Smurf+Cokeman Anims* 
D166) Juggette Animation 

UTILITIES 

P02) A68K Assembler 
P04) North C 
U001) Jazzbench 
U004) Visicalc Spreadsheet 
U006) Intro Maker 
U008) Sidney And Friends 
U011) XLS Disk 1 
U013) Clip Art 
U015) The Magicians Utilities 
U017) Steel Moon Utilities 
U019) CADV 
U021) Super C Disk 
U024) Red Devil Utils 4 
U026) Amibase V3.76 
U031) Bootbench 
U033) C-Light 1+2 
U035) System Checker 
U037) Tetra Copier 
U053) Text Plus Wordprocessor 
U056) Wordwright Wordprocessor 
UQ58) Running Man Update 
U060) Mag Media Disk Utilities 
U062) New Age Utilities 
U063) Pendle Europa Utils 
U065) Fonts 
U067) ICPUG Printer Utilities 
U069) XLS Best Of PD 3 

GAMES 

G004) Breakout Construction Set 
G006) Star Trek (2) 
G008) Drip * 
GOlO) Quiz Master 2 
G012) Popeye 
G014) Tennis * 
G016) Flaschbier 
G018) Treasure Hunt 
G020) Wet Beaver Games 
G022) Workbench Games And 

Hacks 
G024) PD Games Compilation 
G026) Movie Games 
G028) Eatmine 
G030) Return To Earth 
G032) Klondike 
G034) Trek Trivia 
G036) Pipeline 
G019) Battleforce 
G021) Arcade Games 
G023) Star Trek The Next Gen. 
G025) UGA Games 
G027) Hack 
G029) PDOM Games 
G031) BIP 
G033) Stoneage 
G035) Jeopardy 
G041) Frantic Freddy 

DISK CATALOGUE 

CONTAINS DETAILS OF 

ALL OUR DISKS AND IS 

UPDATED FREELY 

WITH EVERY ORDER. 

INCLUDES 2 FREE 

GAMES + A DEMO 

We also stock APDL, 
Amicus, T-Bag and 
Fred Fish Disks. 

All orders dispatched 
within 24 hours. 

Buy now while the price 
is so low. 

Please add 5Op postage 
+ packing to all orders. 

PLEASE MAKE ALL CHEQUES AND POSTAL ORDERS TO S.P.D. 

S.P.D. 62 MANOR ROAD, HASTINGS, E.SUSSEX, TN34 3LJ 



- programs which customize the look and fed of a 

Workbench disk - and similar foreign concepts. It 

won't tell you everything, but if you're planning on 

getting a utility disk just to see what they arc, then I 

would get this one. 

T-TEC DRAW 
DEJA VU (AMOS PD) LPD35 

OK, so maybe the drawings that T-T*c Draw product* ore 
a bit simplistic, but It's quite a nice program to actually 

use - you can scroll to the o«r-*creen peace of paper you 
want very quickly. 

Technical drawing is an abstract, precise form of art. 

You have to draw objects in engineering detail, show * 

ing cross-sections and odd elevations. Sure, you can 

use Deluxe Paint IV for this, but you're wasting about 

95 per cent of the functions. 

T-Tec Draw is a simple AMOS program for draw ¬ 

ing straight Lines, circles, distances and other technical 

details. It's not perfect (the menu options are very 

obscure until you play around for a while). 

The cute feature is that the screens are drawn on an 

area twice as big as the screen horizontally and verti¬ 

cally. So if you use a scale of 1mm equals one pixel, 

you can dnw something 640mm wide by 4(X)mm high 

without squinting at an interlace screen. Hopefully a 

better version will follow, 

INSIDERS CLUB 
17 BIT 1166 

All the smart people pay a visit to I he ln*id«r'» Club, just 

pay the fee and get ait envelope containing some very 

juicy information. 

Playing the stock market has always been a bit of a 

mystery to me, and 1 wasn't expecting much from this 

game. It s got lots of text screens, not much in the way 

of graphics and the computer tends to hammer you 

every lime, even on novice level. 

The idea is very simple - you start with full owner* 

ship of one company and some money in the bank. 

You have to speculate on the market, see what market 

forces affect a company, and make a calculated deci¬ 

sion as to whether the price of the shares will go up or 

down. 

Alternatively, you can get some inside information. 

This always costs, but the results can be very lucrative: 

if you know that a company will be announcing a divi¬ 

dend soon, it’s time to get some shares in that 

PUBLIC DOMAIN 

company. You get the dividend, up goes the share 

price and you can sell the shares the following week to 

get capital for your next venture. 

The Insider's Club is a light-hearted game of yup¬ 

pie capitalism. It s quite funny to Think you’re doing 

well, only to see that Lhe computer opponent has 

bought half the companies in sight and has £50 million 

in the bank. That's life,.. I’ll beat it one day. 

CONVERSION RACK 
AMIOAIMUTS 1 1 A3 

fil&nom® 

Resolution 

ANIMATION 

mm 
frame Count 

format 

IfimMooUj ] EBB 
| Animation Stotion || Diredor/Movle2.Gl 

vl.O | | Animation Editor j l ■»: 

Looking a bit long in lhe tooth now, AnimBridge was onto 

lh« only program far standardising Anim files to the tor- 

reel standard. It'f just one useful program from the 
Conversion Path. 

Got some ST, CBM64, PC or MAC graphics that you 

warn to import into your Amiga? This disk could well 

help you. For a start* it’s got the MessyDOS program 

up and running on it all the time, so it can easily read 

and wnte PC type disks. 

There's extensive documentation for actually using 

all the programs. Options for file include: CBM64 

Koala pictures. TIFs. GIFs. MACPAINT. PET ASCII* 

24 bit to HAM-E (so you can take 24 bit raw images of 

red. green and blue from whatever source and convert 

them to HAM-E. even if you don’t have HAM-E) and 

also a couple of IFF to raw' binary convertors* Oh yes, 

and ST Degas and Neochrome pictures can also be 

translated to IFF format. 

Just for laughs, the AnimB ridge program has been 

put on here as well. This program will convert Anim 

files \animations that are produced by various pieces of 

Amiga software) into the official Anim5 standard - 

mans programs put their own bits and pieces of infor¬ 

mation into Anim files, which can lead to problems 

when using the data with different programs. This disk 

is well worth getting if you have access to pictures 

which you want to import onto the Amiga. Thank Pod 

for putting it all together. 

BUDDBASE 
DEJA VU (AMOS PD) LPD28 

The demo dot abate file on BvddBase is all about Bonsai 

trees. Maybe that's a little strange, but actually storing 

and retrieving in far matron on Bonsai (or anything else) 
has never been easier. 

Good heavens, a new database program that’s actually 

worth mentioning! Buddbuse has three things going for 

it. It works on 0.5 Mb Amigas and up. so there's no 

problems with memory (all data is stored on disk). It 

works with hard disks, so it can handle fairly large 

databases. Finally it’s very easy to use. 

Before firing up, so to speak, the program goes 

through some loading options. These appear one at a 

time on the screen, and you have two choices to each 

one - load new database/usc a database from disk, use 

floppy/hard disks and so on. The only slightly fiddly 

bit is loading a database, bui there's an option to view 

all the databases on a disk - very handy. 

Using the program is simple. True, it takes a few 

seconds to read a record from disk, but there's lots of 

scope for searching through a database and going to 

the right record. Well done John Brain - it‘s nothing 

special in itself but the presentation is spot on. 

PD NEWS 
As mentioned last month* the Master Virus Killer V2.2 

is now available, exclusively from Amiganuts United. 

Sadly, the author Xavier |,eClerq has got tired of all 

those people who have not paid their shareware contri¬ 

butions for former versions, and so the best all-round 

(and easy to use) virus killer is now Licenseware. It 

costs £5, andi I definitely recommend it. It’s the only 

program in its class capable of detecting 153 viruses 

(including the new Saddam Hussein virus which hides 

m disk-validator files). 

On a different note, the AMOS PD library has 

undergone a name change. Sandra Sharkey is now 

accepting non-AMOS programs into the library. To 

avoid confusion ("Gy, this ain’t written in AMOS!") 

AMOS PD is known now as Deja Vu. 

Finally, Senlac has got a licence to distribute the 

full version of 3DMaster. the fast ray-tracing program 

1 mentioned in Amiga Format 25, for £35. It saves you 

writing 16 Lhe States* and although it’s rather expensive 

for PD Update, 1 defy anyone to try and find a ray- 

tracer as good as this one for about the same price. 

(Now cue a pile of letters). 

PD TOP TEN UTILITIES 
VIRUS FREE P.D. 

1) Spectrum Emulator and Games 
2) AM Emulator 
3) Air Ace II 

4) Disk Master V3.2 

5) Vector Editor V1.1 
9) Amlgolds 
T) Kef rent Utilities 
3) Twlntrls 
9) Megagalactlc Llamas 
10) Messy SID 

CONTACT LIST: 

17 BIT, PO Box 97, Wakefield, 

West Yorkshire, WF1 1 XX, 0924 

36A9S2 

AMJGANUTS, 1 69 Dale Valley 

Road, HoHybtook, Southampton, 

SOI 6QX, 0703 785680 

DEJA VU (AMOS PD), 

0992 495261 

SENLAC, 0424 753070 

VIRUS FREE PO, 23 Elborougti Rd, 

Mutation, Swindon Wilts SN2 dtA 
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Ring us now! 0636-79097 we're programmed to help 

DELIVERY 
SERVICE 

.and the keenest prices 

GUARANTEED RETURN OF POST DELIVERY ON ALL STOCK ITEMS 

176 

I GAMES 

Action Stations.... ..21.99 
Armalyte..,...,,,.... .17.99 
Armour-Geddon. .17.99 
Atomino.... .17.99 
Awesome (PLUS T-Shirt)....... . ,24,99 
Back to the Future 3. .16,99 
Bards Tale 111 .... .16.99 
B.A.T. .1999 
Battle Chess 2.... .17.99 
Battle Command. ..16.99 
Battle of Britain ....*******. .19.99 
Billiards Simulator.. .19.99 
Bill & Teds Excellent Adv. .17.99 
Blade Warrior.******. .17.99 
Cadaver... .15.99 
Cadaver - The Payoff. ..12.99 
Captive... .15.99 
Cardinal of the Kremlin__ .17.99 
Charge of Light Brigade ..* .1999 
Car-vup... .16.99 
Champion of the Raj.. .17.99 
Chaos Strikes Back (Mb). ....16.99 
Chaos in Andromeda.. ,,17-99 
Chase HQ 2. .16,99 
Chessmaster 2100.. .19.99 
Colditz... .19.99 
Conquest of Camelot. .24.99 
Cricket..... .19.99 
Crystals of Arborea. .17,99 
Curse of the Azure Bonds. ..*19.99 
Cybercon III.. ....17.99 
Darkman... .17.99 
Death Knights of Krynn. .19.99 
Demoniak... ... .20.99 
Deuteros,,,.. .21.99 
Disk..... .17.99 

FREE -PUBLIC DOMAIN DISK! 
with any game from this column! 

Pick from our PD ad opposite 

Dragon Breed.. 16.99 
Dragonstrike.19.99 
Dragons Lair II - Ttmewarp.****,.... 24.99 
Dungeon Master,,**.  16.99 
Elvira ***,.*****.*****19.99 
Exterminator.... .16.99 
Eye of the Beholder..***,.*...,21.99 
Feudal Lords ,.********..*,*,. 
Frenetic...*........17.99 
Flames of Freedom (Mid 2}_ 21.99 
Flight of the Intruder....,*.*******19*99 
FIS Strike Eagle IL....  22.99 
Geisha,.,..**.17.99 
Gem X...,,.*.**.******,*.„..***17,99 
Genghis Khan (Mb).*.... 22,99 
GODS.....*****<..........16.99 
Golden Axe ..********* 16,99 
Gunboat. ****,...20.99 
Halls of Montezuma ..*.*,17.99 
Hard Drivin’ 2,.***..„*.********16.99 
International Athletics. .17.99 
Jahangir Khan Squash..,.**17,99 
Kick Off 2 (Mb)...15.99 
Kings Bounty. .. 19.99 
Lemmings...,****...*,..  17.99 
Life and Death (Mb}..*...,15.99 
Lotus Esprit Turbo..*******..,16,99 
Merchant Colony .,***„,. 19.99 
MIG 29 ..    ..24.99 
Mighty Bombjack.  16.99 
M oonbase.**********.*.******* .*.. ,23,99 
NAM 1965-1975.*.19.99 
Navy Seals ..  16.99 
Ml tank Platoon ****,„.*.19.99 
PGA Tour Golf ... 16.99 
Poof of Radiance. .......19.99 
Powermoriger.*.... 18,99 
Predator 2 ..,,******„***.**********..,17-99 
Pro Tennis Tour 2 *.  16.99 
Railroad Tycoon .*....,23,99 
RBI Baseball....*.****.,....19.99 
Renegade Legion * Interceptor ......22.99 
Rick Dangerous 2„**„,.**********.,*16.99 
Robin Smith's Int. Cricket,,**********,,,17.99 
Rorkes Drift..   15.99 
Revelation ,,„.*******. 14.99 
Sarakon.*****,.,.*********.13.99 
Secret of Monkey Island..19.99 

GAMES 
Shadow of the Beast 2........24.99 
Shadow Dancer...  17.99 
Sim City + Populous!........19.99 
Speedball 2.*.  .....16,99 
Spirit Of Excalibur (Mb).........21.99 
Stormball ......17 99 
Supercars 2..*_16-99 
Super Monaco Grand Prix.********17.99 
Supremacy.********..*******19.99 
Switchblade II..  ...17.99 
S.W.LV...„„,*....****16.99 
Team Suzuki...,.*.16.99 
Tokl..  17.99 
Turrican 2 ..  *,*.16.99 
U.M.S. 2.**,..,**...****19,99 
Ultima V.....***22 99 
Warlords,.**.**,.*.   19.99 
War Zone..   ****14.99 
White Sharks-,,...17.99 
Wings (Mb).********.*****18.99 
Wrath of the Demon...19,99 
Wreckers..  17.99 
Z-Out....********.  ..,14.99 
3D Pool.*.*****...8.99 

COMPILATIONS 

VIRTUAL WORLDS ,„***************.19*99 
Driller, Total Eclipse, Castle Master, 
The Crypt. 
RAINBOW COLLECTION,*..,***.14*99 
Rainbow Islands, Bubble Bobble, 
New Zealand Story. 
TEST DRIVE 2 COLLECTION,,..*,21*99 
Test Drive 2* European Challenge, 
California Challenge* Muscle Cars, 
Supercars, 
PHANTASIE - BONUS EDITION.19*99 
Phantasie, Phantasie III and Ouestron II. 
PREMIER COLLECTION...18*99 
Last Ninja, Flimbos Quest. Int. Karate +, 
Tusker. 
TOP SHOTS...  *6,99 
Kick Off and Extra Timel 
MONSTER PACK..19*99 
Shadow of the Beast, Infestation. Nitro, 
LEiSURESUIT LARRY TRIPLE.,34*99 
Leisuresurt Larry 1,2, & 3, 
WINNING TEAM.  ..21.99 
Cyberball, Klax. Vindicators. Planet of 
Robot Monsters, 
POWER UP...21.99 
Rainbow Islands, Altered Beast, Chase 
H Q., Turrican, A P B 
FISTS OF FURY..  19*99 
Double Dragon II, Shinobi. Ninja Warriors, 
Dynamite Dux. 
MASTER MIX.*.*,,,...16*99 
Thunderblade. Turbo Outrun, Crackdown, 
Super Wonderboy, Dynamiie Dux. 
WHEELS OF FIRE.**.************.12.99 
Hard Drivin’, Power Drift, Turbo Outrun, 
Chase H Q. 
SPORTING GOLD. *.*.,,19*99 
Game Winter Edition, Games Summer 
Edition, California Games. 
HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION.19*99 
Ghostbusters II, Robocop, Batman 
(Movie), Indiana Jones 
PLATINUM..*.*,.,*...17.99 
Ghouls and Ghosts, Strider, Black Tiger. 
Forgotten Worlds. 
POWER PACK.*..16.99 
Xenon I], TV Sports Football, Bloodwych, 
Lombard RAC Rally! 
PREMIER COLLECTION III.*...12*99 
Archipelagos, Quadralien. Cybernoid 2, 
Battleships 

EXTRA MEMORY 

5QQK RAM Expansion! ..,,,29.99 
FREE; 10 Public Domain disks! 
Pick any 10 from our PD section! 

CORTEX 8Mb RAM Expansion 
(2 Mb populated) 
FREE 2 x 2Mb Demos,,,,,,***,,,,..., .249.99 

AMOS 

AMOS ■ Games Creator *******.34.99 
AMOS - Compiler...19.99 
AJMOS-3D 

AMOS Llcenceware...each 3,50 
LPD.Q1 Colouring Book; Fun for kids. 
LPD.02 Arc Angel Maths; Educational. 
LPD 03 Galleons; Battling Ships (Mb) 
LPD.04 Thingamajig; Jigsaw puzzles. 
LPD.05 Jungle Bungle; Adventure (Mb) 
LPD 06 Pukaclu; game. PLUS: Spntes 600, 

use in your own AMOS programs! 
LPD.G7 4-Way Lynx; Puzzle game (Mb) 
LPD 08 Work & Play; 3 Educational games 

for children. Very good! (Mb) 
LPD,Q9 AMOS Assembler; (needs AMOS) 
LPD, 10 Word Factory; Educational chil¬ 

drens programs. (Mb preferred) 
LPD. 11 Go-Getler; Original game (Mb) 
LPD. 12 Hypnotic Lands; Puzzle game. 
LPD, 13 Jigmania; Jigsaw fun (Mb) 
LPD. 14 Play it Safe; Educational (Mb) 
LPD. 15 A.A, Shapes; Fun for kids (Mb) 
LPD. 16 Reversi 2; Classic game (Mb) 
LPD, 17 Dogllght 2; Arcade game (Mb) 
LPD. 18 Touchstones; Board game (Mb) 
LPD. 19 X-IT-50; Original game (Mb) 
LPD.20 Wordy; Word Processor1 Good! 
LPD.21 Guingo; Trivia Quiz (Mb) 
LPD,22 LC10 Fonts; Plus Font design! 
LPD.23 E.S.P.; Original Arcade game, 
LPD-24 Shining Way of Kong Fu; with 

digitised graphics! (2 disks * Mb) 
LPD,25 Mission; Text adventure game. 
LPD.26 C*Y,A,D.; Puzzle game (Mb) 
LPD.27 Flower Power; Great game' (Mb) 
LPD.28 Buddbase 1; Simple database 
LPD.29 Big Top Fun; Educational (Mb) 
LPD,30 Shymer; Kids Adventure (Mb) 
LPD.31 CLI Printer Dump; Needs AMOS 
LPD,32 Hard Drive Menu System,, 
LPD-33 Creative Adventure Toolkit, 
LPD.34 Invoice Printer; Utility 
LP0,35 T*Tecdraw; CAD package (Mbj 
LPD.36 Fracgen II; Fractal designer 

DISKS 100% Guaranteed! 

Bulk disks (10). ..4.49 
Plus (50). ..20.99 
Labels (100). ...*************39.99 
KAO or (500). .*****.169-99 
SONY (1000). ..329.99 

SONY Boxed (10). ...8.99 
PIUS (50). .42,99 
Labels (100). .**********.79.99 

SALE * SALE ★ SALE ! 

Battle Squadron.. ...9.99 
Colossus Chess X .. .9,99 
Centrefold Squares.. ...-7.99 
Deluxe Strip Poker.. .7,99 

Dxe. St. Poker + Cent. Sqs * .*12.99 

Dragons Breath ..   9.99 
ELITE...  ,,.....,12.99 
Galaxy Force .„*******....   4.99 
Hero Quest ...*.15,99 
James Pond ..  ,12.99 
Mouse Trap *****...**********.2,99 
Netherworld..  4.99 
Rick Dangerous..  7.99 
Shadow of the Beast... 12.99 
Speedball 2.,**.*. 15,99 
Steve Davis Snooker... 8.99 
X-OUT...    9.99 

JOYSTICKS 
Joystick & Mouse Extension.4.99 
Quickshot ill Python.******..9.99 
Quickjoy III Supercharger .,*.11.99 
Quicktoy Jetfignter.,,.„„****.12.99 
Quickjoy TOPSTAR. 19,99 
Competition Pro Extra.. 15,99 
Competition Pro Mean Green *****.9.99 
Stin£ 
Zip 

Ray Handheld...*.13,99 
Hick Professional.....15,99 

ART AND DESIGN 
3D Construction Kit. 
Deluxe Paint (3)... 
Deluxe Paint (4).. 
Director (2)... 
Disney Animation Studio,, 
Fantavision.********** 
Jeon Paint ,***... 

-.32.99 
.59.99 
PHONE 
..79.99 
.79.99 
.29.99 
****.14 99 

Daatascan Hand Scanner..***,159,99 

image 3D *****.. 
Photon Paint ,.. 
Pixmate.*..**, 
Professional Draw (2).. 
Real Things - Birds 14 2.. 
Real Things - Humans .„,*, 
Real Things - Horses. 
Spectra Colour.*,. 
The Art Department.......... 
X-Cad Designer. 

.174.99 
...19.99 
.39.99 

99 99 
.2399 
, .23.99 
.,,19.99 

,54 99 
.54.99 

.89 99 

Podscal 12 x 12 Tablet... ..,,,179.99 
Podscat Drivers ..*****. .22.99 

Colourburst Tablet... .519.99 
Pandaal Hand Scanner....,. ,,,,..159.99 
JX1Q0 Scanner... .,579.99 
Scan lab Software for above***** .69 99 

VIDEO 

Broadcast Titler. .199.99 
Deluxe Video III... .,,,59.99 
Digiview GOLD (4}.. . 129.99 
G2 Broadcast Videocentre. .549.99 
H8M Genlock. .149.99 
Home Titler ..**.****.********.29.99 
MiniGen.*********.******.104.99 

Panasonic WV1410 Video Camera 
(including lens).**.229,99 

RGB Splitter.*******.****.64,99 
TV Show (NEW)...*.54,99 
Video Titler 3D (NEW 1,5),,.*...79.99 
Vidi Amiga ...**.119.99 
Vidi Colour Solution.. ..169.99 

MUSIC 
Audio Master (3)__*****....54.99 
Audio Engineer Plus.*****,..169,99 
AMAS.....*.79.99 
Deluxe Music Con, Set......*..,..,,,49,99 
Dr. T Copyist Apprentice.*****.69,99 
M aster sou nd.. ****** 29.99 
Midi Master (Hardware).********.34.99 
Music X (1,1).  99.99 
Music X Junior.***.  49.99 
Perfect Sound.....*.49,99 
Quartet ..   .34,99 
Techno Sound *..,.*...24.99 

BUSINESS 
Cashbook ..******.39.99 
DG Calc....*.,,,...,....,27,99 
Home Accounts  ..**********.22.99 
Interspread.*.39.99 
Mailshot Plus ....*.39 99 
Personal Tax Planner,.*.,.....27.99 
System 3..  .39.99 
Excelle nee ..  84.99 
Interword.* .**********.39.99 
Kind Words,,...*****.*.34.99 
Pen Pal..,..  63.99 
Pretext (5).    119.99 
Scribble Platinum..*..42.99 
Wo rdworth..    94.99 

HARDWARE 
Cumana Disk Drive...,,,,64.99 
Zydec Disk Drive..   59.99 
STAR LC10 Colour Printer.169.99 
STAR LC2Q0 Colour Printer.,,,199.99 

GAMES CONSOLES 
Atari LYNX - Portable ..,..89.99 
Nintendo GAMEBQY + Tetris.69.99 
Sega GAME GEAR - Handheld.94.99 
Sega MEGADRIVE plus 
FREE: Altered Beast game.134.99 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & FIRST CLASS POST 



THE BEST OF THE PUBLIC DOMAIN 
DISK PRICES 

1 disk.,...,25 
10 disks + file box...£9.99 
11 and over.,99p 

(20 - 2nd Drive required) 
(Mb - 1 Megabyte required) 

We only put the best Public Domain 
disks in our catalogue 

If we canl praise il 
We don't list H! 

GAMES 
AG.01 Star Trek; Superb strategy game. 

Digitised graphics! (2D-Mb-3 disks). 
AG.02 Various; Gravwars, Jackland, 

Pacman, Othello, Empire, Hanoi... 
AG 03 Star Trek (Agatron); Strategy 

game - Tobias Richter, (2D-Mb-2 
disks) 

AG.04 Monopoly; full version of the clas¬ 
sic property trading game! 

AG.Q5 Pacman 87; Multi level version of 
this addictive arcade classic. 

AG.06 Various; Cosmoroids. Amoeba, 
Blackjack, Backgammon, Yahtzee 
etc. 

AG.07 Board and Card games; Cluedo. 
Othello, Klondike and Cribbage, 

AG.09 Puzzle Maker; Jigsaw puzzles from 
IFF fries. Plus Puzzle Pro. 

AG 10 Space invaders; Arcade Classic 
version! Plus: Lander, Amoeba,,, 

AG.11 Tennis; excellent shareware sports 
simulation. (Mb) 

AG .14 FI a scheiber; Boulderdash style 
game. Almost Commercial quality! 

AG.15 Paranoid game; Arkanoid style. 
including a screen designer 

AG.16 Castle of Doom; Adventure game 
with graphics - beginners level 

AG,17 $T Bash; Space Invaders style 
shoot-em-up, aliens are Atari STs, 

AG.18 Golden Fleece; Infocom quality 
adventure, Tron, Train, Star Fleet.. 

AG.22 Return to Earth; Elite style Space 
trading game, digitised sound 

AG.24 Drip; Arcade quality painter game, 
China Challenge, Frogger etc, 

AG.26 Zerg; Ultima style Role Play, 
World, Daieks, Caiiisto. Pontoon,. 

AG.27 Star Trek (USA); Strategy game. 
Captain the Enterprise. (20-Mb-2 
disks) 

AG.28 Guattro; Tetris style, China 
Challenge, Breaker and Asteroids 

AG.29 Chess; Superb Multi Featured! 
Tiles, Tetriz Two, Battleships eta 

AG.30 Twintrts; Superb Shape dropping 
gamel MUCH better than original!! 

AG.31 Simpsons; vertical scrolling shoot- 
em-up style game! (SEUCK) 

AG.32 Legotris; another Tetris style 
game, amusing digitised sound 
effects, 

AG.34 Tile Game; AMOS games creator 
variation on the old 16 puzzle, 

AG.35 Cave Runner; Commercial quality 
Boulderdash style game! Excellent! 

AG.36 Wizzys Quest; Professional quality 
arcade puzzle game, 

AG.37 Ring of Zon (vol. 1); Ultima sytle 
fantasy/strategy game.. 

AG.38 Star Trek - Arcade game; SEUCK 
produced scrolling shoot-em-up. 

AG-39 Wacko in Wonderland; Platform 
game with large graphics! Cute! 

AG.40 Metagalactic Llamas; Classic 
Commodore 64 game by Jeff 
Minterl 

AG,41 Wet Beaver; version of original tern 
nis game with digitised sound (Mb) 

AG,42 Games galore; Star Trek Trivia, 
Pharoahs Curse, Monopoly, 
Mazeman, Roll On, Dad, Cosmo 2, 
Cat and Mouse. 

AG.43 Gridrunner; Classic Jeff Minter 
shoot-em-up, Rebound; Arkanoid 
style, Invaders; Space Invaders 
version. 

AG.44 Sorry; the board game, Flipper 
Missile, Blackjack. Video Poker etc. 

AG.45 Seven Tiles; Superb Speedball 
style game with digitised effects! 

GAMES (continued) 
AG.46 Megaball; Brilliant Arkanoid style Same with Editor! 

'iptomacy; War Strategy game 
AG 49 Eat Mine; Emerald Mine copy, 80 

levels of brain straining action, 
AG.50 Master of the Town; Shooting 

Gallery. Smash Windows, lamps etc. 
AG.51 Frantic Freddy; Platform game. 

good conversion of C64 favourite! 
AG.52 Block It; Superb Puzzle game! 
AG.53 Nakamoto; Great Platform game. 

SOUNDTRACKER 
SND.01 Soundtracker; Four versions of this 

favourite Music creation program, 
SND.Q2 Soundtracker 4: alternative ver¬ 

sion + instruments disk (2 disks) 
SND.05 Soundtracker 8 Track; Superb? 

Plus converter for 4 track files.♦♦ 
STI.01 to ST!.08 Digital Soundtracker 

samples! 8 disks packed wiih 
lOtfs of files! (Buy one or all 8 for 
£7,99) 

STS.G1/02 Sampled effects! (2 disks) 

EDUCATIONAL 
AE.01 Blackboard Maths. Concentration 

Colourpad. Cat 8 Mouse, etc (age 
5+) 

AE.02 Spellquiz, Wheel of Fortune, Tug 
O' Word, Maths Test. etc. (Age 5+) 

AE.03 Fractals, Desktop Calculator, 
Function Plotter. Evolution (Age 
11+] 

AE.04 Gravityweil, Weatherman, 
Gravsim, Airfoil.,. {Age 11+) 

AE.05 World data Bank; CIA world map, 
3D Plot. Calendar Factory, (11+) 

AE.06 Talking Spelling Tutor, Speech 
Toy, German Language Test, 
Elemenis. Globe. Geotime 
(2 disks) (Age 11+) 

AE.Q7 Educational graphics; Technical 
illustrations: Biology. Astronomy 
etc, Some animated (eg pumping 
heart) Load into Deluxe Paint etc. 
(Age 9+) 

SLIDESHOWS 
AS.01 

AS ,05 

AS ,06 

AS.12 

AS .20 

AS .22 

AS ,23 

AS.24 

AS ,25 

AS. 26 

AS, 27 

AS, 28 
AS, 29 

Boris Vallejo 1; Professional 
quality graphics in interlaced HAM! 
Exodus Real 3D show; 9 very 
impressive Ray traced pictures. 
Swimsuits: Great pictures from 
the U S. Sports Illustrated mag. 
M.C. Escher; Animated slideshow 
of Esc hers paradoxical artwork „ 
Slideshow Construction; Pictures 
scroll up/down, fade in/out! etc,,. 
Viz; Digitised pictures from the 
wonderful Viz magazine. 
Agatron Slideshow 10; Ray 
Traced pictures of Star Trek ships 
including shots from T, Richters 
impending video 
NASA; 14 Hi-Res digitised pics of 
Space Shuttle. Space Stations... 
Fraxion Slideshow: Fantasy pic¬ 
tures, expertly digitised in HAM 
Neighbours; Pictures from TV! 
(Rude comments in speech bubbles) 
Tobias Richter Slideshow; Hi- 
Res pictures with a ScTFi theme.. 
Gorezone; Sick Horror pictures! 
Colourpic; Digitised pictures pro¬ 
duced with Colourpic and Superpic 
Real Time Video digitisers. 

CLIP ART 

AC.01 Deluxe Paint; lots of quality pic¬ 
tures in low, medium & high res. 

AC.02 Pagesetter Art; Animals, Food, 
Computers. Fantasy. Holidays... 

AG 04 IFF Alphabets; 30+ screens of 
character sets and surfaces... 

AC.05 Animals; Anatomy. Buildings,,, 
AC.06 Cartoons; People, Animals... 
AG.07 Holidays; Flags, Flowers etc. 
AC.08 Music; People, School etc. 
AC.09 Signs; Titles, Logos, Headings. 
AC, 10 Teddy Bears; ideal for present 

labels, greetings cards etc. 
AC-11 Nightclub; Vintage Cars, Bikes 
AC, 12 Colour; Occasions. Transport, 

Signs, Electrical. Architecture. 

UTILITIES 
AU DI Jazzbench; Workbench upgrade 

with many indispensable features! 
AU.02 UEdlt; Excel loot file editor, a vast 

improvement on Ed! 
AU.03 QL Emulator; plus 2 data disks 

packed with files. Superb! (3 disks) 
AU.10 Graphic Utilities; Fontfixer, IFF 

Convert, Palette Convert etc., 
AU.11 Starchart; Gives positions and 

movements of all major constella¬ 
tions 

AU.13 Vlsicalc; Superb full featured 
Spreadsheet with manual on disk. 

AU.15 Dope Intro Maker; Create Demos 
with this user friendly package. 

AU.17 D Copy; Excellent disk copier, 
similar to X Copy, Good Nibble 
model 

AU,1 B North C; Complete C Environment 
for the Amiga! Amazing value! 

AU.19 SID; Workbench replacement with 
easy file handling. Improved 
□Mouse window control and many 
more features, 

AU.20 ICO. The Virus; Virus detectors 
and killers! Includes; Virus X 4.1 

AU.21 Avoiding CLI; useful utilities oth¬ 
erwise only obtainable using CLL 

AU.22 Text Plus; Word Processor (v2.2) 
Professional quality program! 

AU 23 Word Wright; Word Processor 
Plus: Amiga Spoil: Spoil checker! 

AU.24 Spectrum Emulator; Run some 
Spectrum games on your Amiga! 

AU.26 Complete C Manual; packed with 
info on C programming. 11 chap¬ 
ters plus 70 executable examples! 
(3 disks) 

AU,27 Amibase (v3,76); Professional 
quality, multi-featured database' 

AU.29 Mash Booter disk; 20+ utilities 
Boot Makers, Editors. Rippers 

AU,30 Mash Booter Disk 2; 25+ util's, 
IFF convert, Icon Maker etc. 

AU.31 Ghostwriter; Popular, easy to use 
Intro and Demo Maker (Mb) 

AU 32 Label Designer; Design and print 
black & white or colour labels 

AU.34 Game Music Creator; Midi com¬ 
patible music composition program 

AU.35 Ouickbase; Easy to use Database 
Ideal for address book or similar! 

AU.36 Rainbow Writer; Demo maker, 
Serolly text, 3D stars, various 
fonts, font edit, load Soundtracker 
modules! 

AU.,37 mCAD; CAD package, superb value 
for money, professional features1 

AU.38 Ultimate icon Disk; Great icon 
creator, nice and easy to use? 

AU.39 Red Devils Utilities 6; 30* utilities 
SID, Power Packer... 

AU.40 Red Sector Demo Maker; 
Powerful program for creation of 
demos (Mb) 

AU.41 Mandelbrot Generator; Superb, 
written with AMOS language 

AU.42 Rippers Guide; Various music 
and graphic rippers. Very good 

AU.43 Master Virus Killer; Ultimate in 
Virus Kilters, will detect over 124 
different viruses & boot blocks! 

AU.44 Immune; Use with above, will pre¬ 
vent disk contracting viruses! 

AU.45 Slideshow Con si ruction Kft; 
easy to use Slideshow creator, 

AU46 Home Utilities; Wordwright, Word 
Processor, SCaJc: Spreadsheet 
Label Print: Labe! Printing utility. 

AU.49 Ripped Fonts & Logos; Colourful 
character sets extracted from vari¬ 
ous demos, use in your own 
demos/programs 

AU.50 Scene Generator; Fractal Scene 
Creator with great preview facility! 

FONTS 
AF.01 Cosmopolitan; Rangers, Peignel. 

Avant Guard, AJdous, Celtic etc... 
AF 02 Fancy; Hollywood, Park Avenue. 

Broadway, Cameiot, Courier, 
Ham... 

AF.03 Publishers; Helvetica, Akashi. 
Andover, Bookman, Boxie, 
Times,. 

AF.04 Various; Unusual, Videctonts, 
Large & Smalt fonts... Utilities, 

HELP! 
AH.01 Adventure Game Solutions; 

More than 100 including: Dungeor 
Master. Future Wars, Ultima 1 to 
5, Sierra, infocom, Bards Tale. 
Zak MacKracken. Maniac 
Mansion, Rainbird...Every 
Adventure players dreamE 
(2 disks) 

DEMOS 
AD,Q! 

AD-02 

AD .04 

AD.13 

AD. 18 

AQ.21 

AD.22 

AD.23 

AD.24 

AD.25 

AD.29 

AD, 32 

AD. 36 

AD.39 

AD.40 

AD 41 

AD-44 

AD.45 

AD.46 

AD.47 

AD.40 

AD-49 

AD.50 

AD.51 

AD.52 

AD.53 

AD-54 

AD 56 

AD .57 

AD.50 

AD .59 

AO.00 

AD.61 

WaJker 1; Digitised animation of 
Star Wars Imperial Walker (Mb) 
Walker 2; Digitised animation of 
Walker and helicopter! (Mb) 
Probe Sequence; Incoming video 
pictures from an Interstellar probe 
landing on an alien planet I Amazing! 
Walking Gat; Amazing Revolving 
digitised animation of walking cat! 
Puggs in Space; Amusing cartoon 
ot alien creature exploring Earth! 
Busy Bee; Amazing Sculpt 3D ani¬ 
mation of a large flying Bee! (Mb) 
Democreators, Create your own 
demos with; Bootwriter, 
Bootmaker. Bootboy, Boot 
generator etc..* 
Ship and Sphere; Ray Trace film of 
space ship and glass sphere. (Mb) 
NewTek Demo Reel 3; Incredible 
professional demo of NewTek prod¬ 
uct range features superb sampled 
sounds, digitised animations... (Mb- 
2 disks) 
The Run; 3D film of Lotus chase 
through traffic with police carl (Mb) 
Predators Megademo; Brilliant 
demos including 2 games! (2 disks) 
Vision Megademo IV; Superb 
Digitised music and sound effects! 
Kefrens Megademo VIII; 10 
demos including; Kill the Beast 
(Shadow of the Beast meets 
Xenon 2)... (2 disks) 
Agatron animations; 3D film of USS 
Enterprise attacking USS Reliant. 
Luxor Teenager; Variation on the 
classic with 2 angfepoise tamps! 
RGB; Badgekilier competition win¬ 
ner! Produced with Director! (Mb) 
Laurel and Hardy; Digitised clips 
from various films! (2 disks) 
Star Trekt Dry Dock demo; The 
highly praised Ray Trace master¬ 
piece! 
Stealthy Manoevre II; Cartoon 
style Stealth Fighter animation 
Walker Demo; The incredible 2 
Megabyte animation (2Mb ■ 2 disks) 
Amy V Walker; Amy the Squirrel 
chases AT-AT with Monkey 
Wrench! (Mb) 
Budbrain Productions; Duality ani¬ 
mations including Movie! (2 disks) 
Bud brain Demo 2; Great sound, 
great graphics, another classic? 
Fishtank demo; Animation of sea 

img in tin 
Popeye meets Beach Boys; Very 
amusing singi ng combi nation... 
Iraq demo; Mini film involving 
Saddam Hussain and John Mapr! 
Simpsons; Digitised: Do the 
Bartman plus greai Bari slideshow! 
Phenomena Megademo; Trip to 
Mars; Fly around 3D landscape, 
Plus: Ray-Trace Fractal demo. 
Light Sourced World animation etc. 
GET THIS! (Mb) 
Real Ghostbusters; Space Ace 
style cartoon animation (Mb) 
Applecus; Ray Traced apples 
replace beads on animated abacus! 
(Mb) 
Plasrmitex 91 by TFA: Super 
smooth animations! Truly amazing! 
Magician; variation of Juggler, 
excellent Ray-Traced animation! 
Plus: Jogger; Large ray-trace figure 
Franklin the Ry; Very amusing 
series of animations (Mb) 

To order any of the above disks simply 
quote the required disk numbers 

For a complete list of our PD software ask 
for a FREE catalogue! 
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TOP QUALITY DISKS - BY RETURN OF POST! 

BYTEBACK 
DEPT AF, 6 MUMBY CLOSE, NEWARK, NOTTS NG24 1JE 

Cheque, postal 
orders or credit 
card facilities 
are available 
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ft's getting fate on in the year now and the rest of the family is 

starting to hint about that time of great joy and bank overdrafts. You 

know what I mean, readers? I'm sure you do! And what’s more, the 

fast of the coppers in your high-interest account won't stretch to the 

price of a new spiffy computer product! So what do you do? You 

listen to PD man Maff Evans as he fills you in on the latest disks 

178 

on the PD demo scene, that's what. 

THE BOINGS 
1 7 Bit, Disk 1 093 

1Mb required 

A simple little ray-traced animation this, but cute none 

the less. Two spring-loaded. Zebedce-ltkc creatures 

hop up and down on a chessboard horizon for your 

amusement. It's amazing the things thal keep people 

happy these days isn't it? Give these guys their own 

cartoon show! 

CONGAMAN AND 
WINDMILL 
17 Bit, Disk 1096 

Two more ray^traced animations for your delight! The 

Windmill animation is preity old and will probably 

already be in many of your collections. However, the 

really nifty amm is the Gangsman clip. This features a 

rather cool-dude bongo player hammering out his 

Conga Rhythms, so get on down... well perhaps if 

there was some music,,. 

TAXI DRIVER 
17 Bit, Disk 1 1 TO 

All right, all right! 1 have to own up! This demo isn’t 

technically thal special, but it’s Taxi Driver for Gawd's 

sake! What better reason could you possibly want? The 

animation is pretty fierce-looking though, being taken 

from a rather gripping section of the classic film, If 

only it was a little longer... 

ALPHA OMEGA 
1 7 Bit, Disk 1 206 

This demo is a mce variation on the fractal theme. 

Instead of simply flinging Lots of shapes and 

Mandelbrot sets at you, the animations combine the 

various ethics behind fractal mathematics into some 

nice animations. These range from normal filled vec¬ 

tors to a rather nice fractal-cose red. ray-traced anim. 

The end scene where no mailer how many times you 

zoom into ihe letters you get even more letters, is 

particularly stunning - if a little mind warping. 

STAR TREK 
ANIMATION 
MBS, Disk D549 

Another Tobias Richter disk! lust when you thought 

you'd seen the last of them! This is pretty much what 

you'd expect from the German pixel-master - lots of 

Star Trek ships drifting around in space with the 

camera zooming and panning after them. Technically 

excellent and very atmospheric, as always. How does 

he keep doing it? 

VISTA DEMO 
1 7 Bit, Disk 1 194 

If you think that fractals are just for scientists and 

maths boffins, then you should have a look at this 

slideshow. The disk contains various screens produced 

with the Vista package, a program which uses fractals 

to create realistic landscapes and horizon effects. If 

you’re still not convinced that fractals can be interest¬ 

ing then you wasn't be! 

MANIC RAVES 
1 7 Bit, Disks 1 229 and 1 230 

Thi> demo is a pretty straightforward music disk. The 

tunes are loaded up in sequence and the music is 

accompanied by a rather pretty rotating cube which 

pulsates in time with the tracks. The music itself 

ranges through various acid and rave artists, including 

Stakker s 'Humanoid' and D-Shake’s 'Yaaaah!' Rave 

fans should definitely check it oui? 

REAL PINBALL 
ANIMATION 
17 Bit, Disk 1 1 AO 

This demo is basically a front-end to a pinball game 

w hich may appear in the future. Produced using Real 

3D. the animation is a shun clip featuring a large 

metallic title w ith two balls floating on a silvery liquid. 

The look is very swish and polished, hut it’s one of 

those a little on the short side' demos. If someone 

starts producing decent-length animations with this 

style, it will be something to watch out for. 

COLOUR CYCLE 
ANIMATIONS 
1 7 Bit, Disk 1 1 73 

Even though Deluxe Paint II didn't have any ‘anim- 

painting’ features, some pretty impressive effects can 

be accomplished simply using colour-cycling. One 

artist has put together this disk containing a series of 

cycling pictures to show off the effects which are 

possible. The subject matter ranges from raindrops 

through watches and machines to more surreal geomet¬ 

ric shapes. This disk is a real inspiration to those who 

haven't upgraded to DPaint III. 



P 0 DISK PRICES DEMOS & ANIMATIONS MUSIC DISKS UTILITIES DISKS GAMES DISKS 

016 Space tee Demo 1 - B disks = El .25 each 
10 or more = £1.00 each 

POSTAGE FREE 

if you Uve in the U K. 
Europe add £2 50 to order 
Rest of World add £4 GO 

PLEASE NOTE: 
2 disk sets are charged as 
2 single disits. 3 disk sets 

as 3 single disks, etc 

TELEPHONE ORDERS 
may be made using any 

Visa, Access or Mastercard 
on 

(0709) 829286 
MINIMUM ORDER t3.Q0 

CATALOGUE DISK 
PRICE 50p 

with contents and comments 
on the disks in our library 

plus on-disk goodies! 

ABBREVIATIONS USED 
* = 1 meg needed 

(X) = 18 and over only 
(please state age) 

Figures in brackets refer 
to number of disks in set. 

DBS Red Sector Megademo (2) 

069 Gymnast Animation * 
107 RAF Megademo (2) 
157 Cool Cougar Animation * 

161 Kylie Mmogua Demo (2) 
240 Puggs in Space Cartoon 
280 Tree Frog Animation * 

286 The AMOS Qamo 
399 NewTek Demo 3 (2) * 

483 Elvira Demo 
646 Predators Megademo (21 
744 Red Sector Debit Demo 

747 Popeye Meets Beach boys 
773 Shark Animation * 
826 Budbrain Megademo fX)(2) 

853 Dragons Lair Demo * 

854 Bread/Home 6 Away Damo 
865 Coma Demo 

895 Trip To Mars 
897 Scocpex Mental Hangover 

906 Madonna Cartoon * 

954 Teenage Turtles Demo 
964 Operation Varfd 

1001 Station at Kha m * (3) 

1033 At the Movies Anim “ 

1034 Stealthy 1 Animation * 
1093 DPairrt 3 Demo *2) * 

1106 Crionds Neverwtiere Demo 
1110 FractalFligM 
1168 Fillet The Fish 
1200 Raiders of Loot Ark Anim * 

1229 Budbrain 2 

1235 Kick boxer Demo 
1238 Evil Dead Demo (X) * 
1246 LSOl Comic* Disk 1 

1256 Killing Game Show Demo 

1271 Legend of Billy The Kid * 
1280 Horizon: Sleeping Beg 

052 Awesome Sounds 

061 J M Jarre - Definitive 
166 Vangeiis * 

187 Crusaders Audio X 

407 CD Player Demo* 

409 Crusaders: Freakd Outt 
497 Amiga Chart 5 
552 Music Invasion 3 (2) 
654 Poweiiords Power Muslx 2 

713 Rash ! - Queen (2) 
724 Technotronic Remix 
746 Crusaders Bacteria 
824 Digital Concert V 

866 Pen III Music Osk 
914 Special Brothers Music 2 
935 Madonna: Hanky Panky 

941 Sound?acker Jukebox 

969 100 C64 Games Tunas 

970 The Comic Strip Remix 
976 Scoopex: Beast Sonix 
982 E & L: Get Up! 

986 Amaze ; Revolutions 

993 PSA Music Demodisk i 
1026 Dngrtal Concert VI 
1107 Stop Right Nowl* 

1243 Chip Music Festival 

1248 LSD: Supreme Music 1 
1284 Cave; Synthetic Power 

1292 Crusader* Does Genesis 
1630 Accession; Sun Wind 
1685 Depeche Mode Music Disk 

1694 Art of MED Music Disk 
1695 Seal; Crazy Remix * 
1755 Amazing Turves 2 (3) * 

1763 Aamond Gallant Knight (3)* 
1772 Taipan Music Disk (21 

1776 Crusaders: Sheet Music 

1777 Bee timastar*: Technology 
1787 Magnetic Beats 2 

1788 Magnate Bests 3 

051 Visicak Spread sheet 

081 UEdit Word Processor 

110 Disk Utilities 

111 Grafix Utilities 1 
118 Grafix Utilities 2 
119 Amiga MCAD 
180 Pagesetter Clip Art 
210 Icons! 
259 Ultimate Bootbock Coll. (2) 

343 Infromaker 

346 TV Graphic* (2) 
348 APDC 25 (Programming) 
363 ShoWlz 2 0 
354 PowerPacker 2 2a 
410 DPaint Cartoon Brushes 

442 DPaint Fonts Diska (4} 

456 Chet Solace Extravaganza 

458 HAM Radio Special (5) 
495 ClickDOS (CL! Helper) 
616 Afiflk Asaembler/C Compiler 
536 Red Devil Compacting Util* 

546 Icon mania! 
571 Jazzbench 
580 Dope Intro Maker 

591 Business Card Maker 

595 Amateur Rad-c Dsk 

632 Messy DOS 
633 Analyticalc 

642 C Manual 

643 SDvf.06 
661 Programming Disk 
682 Sound Applications (2) 
684 Video Application* (2) 
697 Graphics Management (2) 

901 THE Comm* Disk 
902 QE0 Text Editor 

1022 AMOS/RAMOS Update 1 21 

1023 Future Composer 
1058 Zero Virus V3 0 

1071 Norseplayer V3 0 1287 Wrath of tihs Demon Demo 

WE ALSO STOCK NEW LOWER PRICES! OVER 1t800 DISKS! 
FRED FISH DISKS 
AMOS P.D. DISKS 

T.B.A.G. DISKS. 
& 

AMIGOS DISKS 
ASK FOR THEM 

BY NAMEI DEPT. AF9,145 EFFINGHAM ST., ROTHERHAM, S. YORKS. S65 1BL 

P D PACKS DEMOS & ANIMATIONS SLIDESHOWS UTILITIES DISKS 

117 

135 
195 

251 

314 

315 
496 

648 
680 

727 

957 
962 
987 

991 

1004 
1230 

1245 

1408 

1411 
1510 

1812 
1817 
1520 

1528 
1531 

1532 
1533 

1539 
1544 

1568 
1573 

1577 
1579 

1580 
1584 

1591 

1608 

1610 
1612 
1614 

1660 

1670 
1690 
1700 

1711 

1715 

1720 

1746 
1747 

1748 
1749 
1780 

1781 

Monopoly 

Classic Board/Card Gamas 
Electric Train Set 
Blizzard 

Breakout Construction Set 

Return to Earth 

Holy Grail Adventure * 
Star Trek (USA) (2) * 

Laam 6 Ray (2) 
Star Trek (Richter) (2) 
Pipeline 

Dnpl 

Snakepil 
Jeopard* 
Games Disk 9 
Dragon Cava 

Rings of Zdn * 

A59 Super Quiz 
A62: Arcadia 

Pick Up A Puzzle ffi * 
Picture It (2) * 

A11Q: Crossfire * 

A115: Balloonacy 
A130: Wooden Ball* 

Simon Says/Space Maths 
A137: Tile Trial * 

The Jar * 

Mega ball * 
Seven Tile* 

Adventure Solutions (2) 
A142; Pair Crazy 
At 46: Fruit Machine * 

A148: Demolition Mission * 

At 49: Gobbit/Pontoon* 
A153: Missile Commend 
A16Q: Quizmaster* 

A17B: Mastermind/Pair Up * 
A180 Dungeon DeMer (2) 

A1B? Pixie Kingdom (2) 
A104: Tower* of Hanoi 

Tomtespekrt 

Wheel of Fortune 
Hints D*sk One 

Terror Liner 2 (X) 

Mental Image Games One 

Frantic Freddie 
Cabaret Aaterod* 

Word Gamas Volume 1 * 
Word Gamas Volume 2 * 

Slartegy Gamas* 
Truckin' (2) [2 dr™es) • 
Arcade Game Cheats 1 
Serene II 

ACCESSORIES 

8 disks for £8 
A great way tor new Amiga 

owner* to check out what p d 
is all about Each pack 

contains 8 disks and is just 

C8 per pack! 

GAMES PACK 
37 Title* on 8 disks including 
Asteroids. Tiles. Bally 2. Sy* 

Pool, YachtC, invader*, 
H-Ball. Fruit Machine, Block 

Off. Shoot Out Peter s 
Qbest, and many more! 

DEMOS RACK 
Some of the most popular 

demos in the library: Como, 

Wild Copper, Cebft 90. Elvira, 

Mental Hangover, Rebels 

Megademo 2, Pain Is Just The 
Beginning, and Popeye Meet* 

The Beachboys! 

SOUNOTRACKER SPECIAL 
The great PD muse maker, 

plus instruments, song* 

modules, ripper* and moref 
Make music or just have iml 

HOME BUSINESS PACK 
A suite of programmes tor 

those who want to dabble in 

the serious side: Nag. Bank n. 
Journal, QBase. Spread. 

Wordwrighl AmigaSpell. 
Inventory. MemoPad & moral 

1400 A51: Weird Science 
1453 More Aerotoona * 
1474 System Violation Demo * 

1477 Ecstasy Demos * 
1507 A100: AMOS Demc 2 

1516 A109: Weird Science 2 

1518 Panthorua Megademo (2) * 

1524 A124: Bob Maniacs * 

1525 A125: Benson Demo 2 * 
1529 Armageddon Demo * 

1540 Amy v* Walker Arum * 

1541 Batman Animation * 

1542 PogoAnim (1.5 mag) 
1548 Jochen Hippal Sound Demo 

1551 Too Much 3D* 

1552 Magician Anim V20* 

1553 Steve's Anim Disk 1 
1554 Steve s Anim Dt*k2 

1555 Steve’s Anim Disk 3 
1556 Steve's Anim Disk 4 

1587 Steve's Anim Finale Dtek 

1560 Phenomena Enigma Demo * 
1586 At55: Panthorua Demo 2 
1596 A168: Cure* A Stourc* (2) 

1626 “Do The Bart, Man* Demo * 

1650 Orionic*: Total Deatiuction * 
1664 Slants: Blue House (2) * 
1667 Mora Qasay Animation* 

1692 Basketball Animation * 

1701 Tron Animation (2) * 

1703 Total Respray 

1704 Total Recount 

1705 Total Rastyle 
1706 Total Retrial 
1707 Decay: Simpsons Demo * 

1753 Lfie of Brian (21 

1774 Magnetic Fields Demos 90 * 
1775 Total Confusion • 

076 Vallejo Fantasy Art (2) 
163 NASA Slideshow 

167 Dig iview Slideshow 

171 Patrick Nagel Pictures 
165 Escher Slideshow 

238 TV Sport* Basketball 
282 Forgotten Realm s 
617 Neigh bour* Slideshow 

725 Oiggy P«ggya Slideshow (2) 
742 Madonna Slideshow 
767 Qoam aware Slideshow 
814 Viz Sideshow 

831 Utopia Cartoon Sideshow 

891 Creepahow 
899 Madonna Sideshow 2 (2) * 
942 Garfield Sideshow 

968 Gore zone Slideshow (X) 
1051 Total Recall Sideshow 
1062 Golem* Gate Sideshow 
1073 Fraxion Fantasy Slideshow 

1085 Comic Sideshow (X) 
1103 Gris of Sport* Illustrated 
1210 Turtle* Sideshow 
1272 Nemesis: Prolog u* 

1277 Fraxion: Divine Vision* (21 * 
1279 Forgotten Realms 90 

1475 Nemesis: Chapter 1 (2) • 
1480 The Age of Slack 

1523 A12i: Nik Williams Demo 
1546 Skywalker Digi&how 1 

1547 Skywalker Digtshow 2 

1549 DPaint Colour-Cycled P** 
1561 Demons Slideshow 3 * 
1666 Mages Staff 
1693 WWF Slideshow 

1700 Invisible World Sideshow 

1719 Vabba Dabba Cartoons 
1781 Reflections SI deahow 

1095 Catalogue Workshop (7) 
1097 DTP Clip Art (2) 

1099 Vdeo Graphic* (4) 

1117 Geneaology * 
1198 Soundtracker V4.0 (?) 

1222 Picture Format Convertors 

1225 Hardware Projects Mag 
1228 ST Emulator 

1234 Tetra-Copy 

1253 Red Devil Utilities 5 

1255 Opti Utilities 1 
1265 Cryptic Utilities 17 
1273 O Light 

1274 Star Trakker 1.2 Mu*ic Prog 
1286 Mandlebrot Generator 1 85 * 

1294 Chaos & Fractal Programs 

1360 DKB Trace (Fish 397) 
1366 Rx Disk (Fish 403) 
1383 Menu Writer (Fish 420) 
1385 Art of Virus Killing 

1432 A£3: AMOS Paint 

1450 New SuperKiller* Disk 
1451 ElectroCAD 
1452 AmiBase 

1473 ARP 1 3 

1534 MEDV3 0 

1835 Master Virus Killer V2 0 
1536 North C Vi 3 (packed) 

1537 North C VI 3 (unpacked)(2) 
1843 Quantum Tool Disk 12 
1545 SpectraPaint V3 0 

1550 FlexiBase V2.0 

1569 A138; Spanish Tutor 
1587 A156: Ripper* Disk 

1606 A176: Database Master V2 0 
1629 ZX Spectrum Emulator 

1663 Dynamite Cut 5 Paste Fonts 

1770 Stolen Date Magazine #5 

IV BLANK DISKS 
10 FOR £4.99 

WITH DISK BOX £5 99 
50 FOR £22.50 

WITH DISK BOX £26 50 
100 FOR £39.99 

WITH DISK SOX £44 99 

DISK BOXES 
FLIP-TOP 

10 capacity , . £1 49 

LOCKABLE 
40 capably_£4 99 

50 capabty £6 99 

80 capabty_£7.99 

100 capacity . .£9,99 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Mouse Mat.£2.99 
Keyboard Cover £2 99 
Monitor Cover.£5 99 

Printer Cover- £4 99 
Mouse House -£1 99 
Drive Cleaning Krt £2 99 

Printer Cable £6 99 

Stereo Leads (2m) . £2 99 

Stereo lead* (5m). C3 99 

VHS Ubrary Cases 
£6 99 tor TO 

'CRAZY JOE'S* LOGO 
T*SHIRTS (M/L/XL) 

Wh ite. . £3 99 
SWEAT SHIRTS (M / L /XL} 

White . £8 99 

PLEASE STATE SIZE) 
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Can you afford not to join? 

PUBLIC DOMAIN CLUB 
Y« thftff right, you cin now grt Amiga PD for in amazing 39p per Juk [Fret if you iuppty the dtdu. 
one* you hive joined our friendly, fast growing and extremely popular Amiga PD Club. It must surely 

be the PuWk Domain buyers dream come true' 

Lifetime membership' to the dub co*D only 419 95. Much of this, however, will go straight hack into 
the club to provide you with an even better service, Members will be able to choose as many PD titles 
as they like from our detailed catalogue disks, luting many of the Classic and Uteit titles We will 
bring you the very best in Demos, Utilities, Mu*k, Aft, flosmeia. Animation. Games, Slides and much 
more Just send us the blank disks & return postage and we will despatch your order to you the same 
day It just touldn t be easier As an added bonus, members not wishing to supply their cwn disks 
don't have to- We will send your order on our own high quality disks for just 39p per title, We can t say 

fairer than that’ 

Members will also enjoy miny other benefits including: 

* Many new titles to choose from every month' 
* Massive discounts on other Amiga Product*' 
* All catalogue disks are constantly updated and are available FREE! 
* Superb disk magazine, FREE every month, (News, Reviews, Competitions. Letters. 

Classifieds and much more') 
* A FREE games compilation to welcome all new members! A FREE mystery gift worth 414.95! 

* No minimum or maximum order' 
* Members can even request titles that we don't have at no extra cost! 

Membership is usually priced at 429.95 a year, so apply now and take 

lull advantage of this eitra special offer, Remember, you can have 

LIFETIME membership for an incredible £19,95? Even your first 

order could save you ££f iT 

To become a member, simply fill out the form below and send with 

a Cheque/PostAl Order to: 

PJLS. EnttrpHHf, Amiga PD Club, 3 St, Johns Walk, 
SL lv», Cornwall TR26 2JJ, England. 

Join now. We promise you will not be disappointed 

Tplease enrol me as a member of the AMIGA PD CLUB and rush me my members pack and 
j membership number. 1 enclose a Cheque/Poslal Order for £19.95 payable to PAS, 

i Enterprises. 
i 
i Name................. Address 

i Postcode....»...Telephone 

Amiga Mouse 

1400 catalogued disks 
Utilities, Soundtracker modules/instruments 

art & design, games, demos etc etc. 
Free updated catalogue disk sent with orders 

Buy 10 PD disks and choose one free. 
A small selection from our vast list: 

games 
Games 099 7 Titles 

Games 031 Battleforce 

Games 032 Return to t#Th 

Games 033 Megaban 

urns 
Util 067 Ultimate Virus Killer 
Util 012 Ytfordwnght + Lots 

more 
Uhl 079 Red Sector Demo 

Creator 
Util 05$ Pascal Compiler 

animations 
Arum 036 The Stamp 

Cd lector 
Antm 037 Juggler II 
Arum 030 Vaux Killer 

1 5 Meg 3 Disks 
Arum 031 Upgrade 

1 S Meg 6 Disks 

Send 70p for Catalogue Disk. 
Fast Reliable Service 

El .00 per disk 50p Post & Packing 
£2.50 Europe 

Amiga Mouse 
Dept (AF), 182a High Street, Margate, Kent 

Tel: 0843-228166 
Credit cards accepted with orders over £10 

VISA 

180 
GSKfflMi PBBffiMft PoBo 
FREE CATALOGUE FREE CATALOGUE FREE CATALOGUE 

GASSES 
GO 53 Megaball 
G064 A i race/Sea lance 
G063 Sierra Solutions 
G061 Tanx/ftollerpede/Amigaroids 
G060 Empire 
GOSS Shapes 
G057 Truckin On (2) 
GOSS Attic Attac 
G05S Battle Pong 
G054 Space Blitz 
G049 Mechforce 3.71 
GQ47 Wet Beaver Terrnis 
G045 Dragons Cave 
G007 Ten Game Compilation 
G009 Tennis 
GOQi Learn and Play (2) 
G003 Pipeline 
GOtO Train Construction Set 
G012 Pseudo Cop 
G014 Boardgames 
GO 20 Cardgames 
G027 Monopoly 
G021 Chess Compilation 
G024 Property Market Game 
G032 Return To Earth 
GO 34 Diplomacy 
G041 Cluedo Compilation 

UTILITIES 

Ul 73 Desk Too Publisher (German Text) 
U174 Ta Iking Co lo uf mg Book 
U172 Virus Encyclopedia 
U150 Spectra Paint 3.2 
U1S9 Fiexibase 2.0 
U160 D. Paint Cartoon Brushes 
U164 R.S.I Add On 1 
U165 R.S.I Add On 2 
U169 Vector Design er 
U167 PC Emulator 

U168 
Ul 70 
Ul 71 
U144 
U145 
U146 
U148 
U1S0 
Ul 51 
U142 
U141 
U133 
U132 
U130 
U127 
U114 
U11S 
U11B 
U002 
U009 
U019 
U074 
U078 
U081 
U079 
U020 
U023 
U036 

600 Business Letters 
Icon Magic 
Messy-Sid 
Quick-Bench 
Golf Scorer 
Ham-Lab 
Printer Drivers 
Personal Journal 
Personal Address Book 
Med 3.11 
Jas Utiimate Virus Killers 
Slideshow Creator 
Jas Super Utilities 
Amiga Tools Disk 2 
64.'Atari Emulators 
Amiga Tools Disk 1 
MOD to Executable 
Executable Modules (6) 
System Checker bystem 
M Cad 
Ami Base 
Business Utiles 
Education Pack (5) 
Clip AH Collection (7) 
Midi Utilities 
Jazibench 
Home Utilities 
icons 

DEMOS/MUSIC/SUDESHQWS. 
Di05 Star Trek Megademo (2) 
D102 Anti Lemming Demo (2") 
DtOI RobOCOp Animation 
DV00 The Magician 
Dt03 Propaganda {2) 
D104 Plasmutex 
D107 The Dal ng Game (2“ *} 
DiO0 Seasmolylic 
D109 Alpha And Omega 
DUO Mamc Raves (2} 
Dill Andromeda Decayi ng Paradise 

M058 D-Maoon Mega Tunes f3) 
M0$9 Drums and Pipes 
MQ5Q The Power Of Love (2| 
M045 Star Trek Sounds 
M035 Phenomena Music Dreams 
M034 Digital Debussey 
M025 Floyd The Wall 
M013 Amigadeous 
M015 Blues Brothers (3) 
M016 Aliens (2) 
5039 WWF Sideshow 
5040 Invisible World Slides 
S038 Debbie Harry Slideshow 
S028 Dr Who 
S020 Hendnx Slideshow 
SOI t Al iens Slideshow 

AMOS PD 
A221 Amos B«ngo 
A052 Forms Unlimited 
A198 Bombs From Baghdad 
A2! 5 Fractal Workshop 
A229 Multi-Paint 
A231 Amok 
Al 32 Family History database 
AQ03 Fonts Disk 1 
A004 Fonts Disk 2 
A005 Fonts Disk 3 
A036 Amos t 3 Update 
At46 Fnift Machine 

AMOSLtCENCEWARE 
LPD1 Colouring Book 
LPD3 Thingamajig 
LPD5 Jungle Bungle 
LPD8 Work And Ray 
LPDtO Word Factory 
LPD13 Jigmania 
LPD14 Play it Safe 
LPD20 Wordy 
LPD21 Quingo 
LPD25 The Mission 
* s 1 Meg. We also slock other Fletcher fonts 

Access 

Fish 1 - 520 
T-Bag I • 54 

Amos 1 - 240 
Amos 

Utenteware 
1-26 

Pollysoft 
Utenteware 

1 - 13 

Prices 
!•»._£1.25 
1019..B1.00 
20+.£0.89 

Minimum order 
2 disks. 

We welcome 
international 

orders. 

TEL: 0236 
737901 

The above represents only a smalt selection of our collection. 
Please call for new arrivals, or why not calf into our showroom. 

Prices include postage and packing. Payment by Access/Visa 
or make your cheques or P.O. 's payable to 

Office Choice:- 
Suite 14, Avon House, Town Centre, Cumbernauld G67 1EJ 
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COURSEMASTER 
Our proven horse racing program 
for both FLATS or JUMPS £24.95 

Tel 0257 276800 
Main office & 24 hour order line 

Fax 0257 274753 
Help desk 0490 3284 
Weekdays 3-4pm 

Overseas orders please add £5.00. 

All pntes include P+P and VAT 

with Intraset Ltd 
Our compendium of gaming software uses your 
computer’s intelligence and logic to predict winners 
and advise you on strategy. Whether you're an 
experienced punter or a novice, with a little time and 
our range of software, you can maximise your 
winning potential. 

^ TRACKMASTER 
The Greyhound Racing Tipster £19.95 

Coursemaster & TrackmasterTwin Pack £39.95 
(Saving £4.95) 

Using simple information from the racing card in daily papers 
or the racing papers, COURSEMASTER and TRACKMASTER 

will predict with consistent accuracy 

The winner is predicted as well as second and third places 
for tricasts. The programs also mention attractive long shots, 
recommend types of bets and most importantly warn when 

not to bet. 

Successful betting extends beyond merely picking the 
winners andf OURSEMASTER and TRACKMASTER will assist 
in managing your bets. They work out your winnings on the 

most popular types of bet including SINGLES, DOUBLES, 
PATENT, YANKEE, CANADIAN, print out your betting slips, 

and even maintain your betting bank account. 
SYSTEM BETS will regularly provide a system for MAJOR 

WINS with small stakes - try it and surprise yourself 

COMPETITION 
Details and rules 

Our company likes to see people winning, which is why we're 
running our fabulous 'Win a pc competition'. With every 

purchase you make, you will automatically be entered into 
the draw. You can also enter for free by sending a postcard 

to INTRASET 

1 st prize - PC NT286 Colour 
2nd prize - Complete set of Intraset Business and Gaming 

Software 3rd prize - Complete set of Intraset Gaming 
Software 5 runners up will each win their choice of one 

Intraset title 

Intraset's decision will be final on all matters. 
Send an SAE for list of winners. 

Draw dates 28/2/92 and 28/9/92 

SPECIAL 
OFFER 

POOLSMASTER and COURSEMASTER 
together for £44.95 (Saving £4.95.) 

Our complete gaming suite: £110.00 
POOISMASTER (British & Australian), 

PERM-MASTER, SPOT-TH E-BALL, 
COURSEMASTER, TRACKMASTER 

Saving £22.70 

T' 
Intraset Ltd 

Send an SAE for full catalogue 

A licence to prim money' Mr FC Hammond of Essex who won nearly 
£10,000 in 16 weeks 

‘We have won mar\y thousands' Mr PE Roberts of Dorset whoso far has won 
more than £46,000 
•Copies of these and other endorsements from actual customers are available on request. 

POOLSMASTER British or 
Australian £24.95 each. 
Poolsmaster British and Australian 
£44.95 (Saving £4.95) 

The Football Pools Predictors 

Developed after years of detailed study, 
POOLSMASTER uses a unique scientific 
formula to predict Home, Aways and Draws. 
The FORM PREDICTION option analyzes result 
possibilities with amazing accuracy. The 
unique indexing system allows for quick entry 
of fixtures and results, and updates itself 
season after season so there is no need to buy 
a new copy each year. Poolsmaster also 
contains a unique coupon number sequence 
predictor. 

Together, both Poolsmaster editions cover all 
British league and cup matches and the 
Australian league. 

PERM-MASTER £19.95 
The perfect companion for 
Poolsmaster 

Designed for users of PERM systems, PERM- 
MASTER ends the agony of checking by doing 
it for you. It comes complete with several of 
the top perms built in but you can also create 
your own with the unique PERM EDITOR and 
PERM CALCULATOR features. PERM-MASTER 
is fast and easy to use and can be used for 
most block and single line perms. 
Additional discs of top perms are available at 
£14.95 each. 

SPOT-THE-BALL £17.95 
There is no more need for counting Ys or 
using messy rubber stamps. Simply tell your 
computer where you think the ball is using the 
screen template provided. It will give you a 
print-out of up to 540 micro-fine crosses in 
your chosen shape or it can chose at random 
for you. 5POT-THE-8ALL learns week after 
week and builds up a database of results for 
the SEQUENCE PREDICTOR OPTION. 

GUIDE TO POOLS AND 
PERMS £14.95 
The definitive guide to Pools 
permutations and betting 
systems 

Written by the experts responsible for our 
successful software range Master the fine art 
of prediction by reading this fascinating 
in-depth explanation of betting systems and 
perms. Plan a campaign for that elusive big 
win and use this books' tips on selecting the 
best matches and races and howto use perms 
to maximum effect on Pools, Horses and Dogs, 

INTEREST-FREE CREDIT 
Spend over £80 and spread the cost at no 
extra charge! (Cheque purchases only.) 
Simply divide your order by 4 and send us 4 cheques 
each with your name and address and cheque 
guarantee number: Date the first cheque with 
today's date and post-date each of the other 
cheques by one month ie. 1/5/91, 1/6^1 etc. 
We will then hold each cheque until it is due. 

All programs available for IBM/PC & compatibles, ai! Amstrad PC's, Amstrad PCWs, Atari, Amiga and 
CPC 6128. Coursemaster, Poolsmaster British and Trackmaster are also available for all Amstrad CPC's, 
all Spectrum* and C64 & 128. 

Send cheques or postal orders to INTRASET LTD (D£PT AMF) FREEPOST, 
10 Woodside Avenue, Clayton-Le-Woods, Chorley, Lancs. PR6 7BR. 

Phone or Fax for lightning service. All major credit cards accepted. 
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PD DEMOS ^Tb 

182 

INSPIRATION IS NONE 
1 7 Bit, Disk 1188 

This demo is yet another ray-traced sphere animation. 

As the title suggests, there is little inspiration behind 

the clip, bin it is pretty! And those colours,,,, Ooh, they 

remind me of a summer's day! 

INTROS 
COMPILATIONS 
59 and 61 
17 Sit, Disks 1060 and 1180 

These demo disks are usually pretty run-of-the-mill, 

looking virtually identical to thousands of other demos. 

These two however, feature a couple of pieces worth 

noting Compilation 59 features a rather interesting 

piece containing images arid data on all the planets in 

the solar system - just the thing for those science 

lesson^' Compilation hi is mostly dull stuff, but the 

Star Wars vectors in the demo arc well worth a look. 

MARS FLIGHT 
1 7 Bit, Disk 1092 

Another futuristic 3D animation, this time showing a 

cruiser craft on its approach to the landing bay on 

Mars. On its journey, the craft passes animated radar 

lowers and flies between the city skyscrapers, while 

ground craft shuttle backwards and forwards across the 

surface. This will run OK on any machine* but those of 

you lucky enough to have hefty memory expansions 

will gel the full clip to be impressed by! 

TRACKBALL 
ANIMATION 
1 7 Bit, Disk 999 

This is a fairly old aniin. but it's quite impressive. The 

ray-traced clip features a ball running around a strange 

machine, including whizzing up a lift, descending a 

spiral ramp, being catapulted in the air and finally drip¬ 

ping out of a lap to begin its journey once more. 

Surreal cartoons... don't you just love ’em? 

GHOSTBUSTERS AND 
HUNGRY HORSE 
X-Press PD 

The two animations on this disk are your straightfor¬ 

ward, TV-cartoon style jobs. The action is really 

frantic and the colours are very bright, it’s just the kind 

of thing that a e art win demo needs! The subject matter 

and actual scenes aren’t too original, and they could do 

with being extended somewhat, but they are both fairly 

nicely done. Maybe in a few1 months we'll sec more 

innovative stuff from these guys to entertain us. We’ll 

just have to wail and see.., 

REAL 3D SLIDESHOW 
17 Bit, Disk 1 192 

Continuing the theme from the Rea! Pinball 

Animation, this disk contains some pretty groovy pic¬ 

tures that have been rendered with Real 3D. The 

subject matter ranges from normal objects such as fans 

and bike wheels to far more surreal scenes featuring 

textured spheres and strangely-coloured landscapes. 

These pictures show up the power of the Amiga's 

graphics when you get a decent system of creating pic¬ 

tures. With this kind of power anyone can be an artist! 

(End of sales pitch t, 

ASTEROID 
ANIMATION 
17 Bit, Disk 998 

This is one of the PD Classics range, which features 

some of the best (and perhaps little know n) animations 

from PD history. This disk contains a simple but rather 

smart animation of a Star VVVir.i Rebel X-Wing lighter 

flying its way through an asteroid field. The movement 

is really smooth and the 3D is convincing - the anima¬ 

tion even k>ops without a single glitch. It just goes to 

show you that sometimes even the simplest of ideas 

can be quite effective. 

ALIEN BLIPMOVIE 
17 Bit, Disks 1023 and 1024 

Requires two drives 

No flashy effects on this demo, just straight digitised 

pictures telling the story of Ridley Scott's classic sci¬ 

ence-fiction thriller. The grabs, taken at key points 

during the plot, arc all clear and well digitised and 

make an interesting and atmospheric slideshow. If 

those ‘Picture-Book of the Film’ things can sell for a 

fiver, then a quid for pretty much the same thing on 

your Amiga is a real steal! 

DRUMS AND PIPES 
17 Bif, Disk 1231 

This is basically a juke-box style demo featuring eight 

tunes by two fellows called Joe and Lune. Most of 

them are pretty weak Mike the awful rendition of 

'Enola Gay')* but two of the tracks, Saddam's Fun and 

Crosslock, are two of the most kicking, powerful PD 

dance tracks I've heard in quite some time. The disk is 

worth it just for these two tracks! 

PD TOP TEN DEMOS 
VIRUS FREE P.D. 
1) Virtual World 

2) Phenomena Enigma 
3) Sinking Demand 
4) Sllente Ice 
5) Pure Metal Coders 
6) Spasmolytic 
7) The Slmpaons 
6) Life's A Bitch 
9) Inspiration Is Non 
10) Plasmutex 

CONTACT: 

X-PRE55 PD: 12 Hathaway- Court 

Cherrton Rood, Gillingham, Kent 

Telephone 0634 30638 

NBS: 132 GunviHe Rood, Isle of 

Wight, P030 5LH. 

Telephone 0983 529594 

17 Bit Software: PO Box 97, 

Wakefield WF1 1XX 

Telephone 0924 366982 
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VARIOUSUTIL1T1ES VARIOUSUTIUTIES GAME DISKS DEMODISKS BRAND NEW DEMOS 
V002 Cll PART COLLECTION MO 1 Pocked 
with Poge Setter AftTVVORKIfliixcelienr 
VQ13 PLAY B READ EDUCATIONAL: Block 
Board moths \ various other programs 
V017 VC Thecakutatovspreodsheet There 
a more that one progra m on ih is disk 
VO 3 0 RAYTOAC IR£ *cei lent programto 
allow you togeneroteToy tracing i mages 
VO 2 3 APPOINTMENT CALENDAR: NAG 
isan electrons appointment calendar 
V02 4BANKN Will ot low you to keep your 
ban k account in perfect bo kmc e with ease 
V027 OUtCKlASiAMailbaseMonogem 
enl utility Keep a record of all your friends 
TO21 SPfLLC NEC KERCiTreni glossary 
contains 9.000words More am be added 
VD24HOUSI HOLD INVENTORY Provides 
rhe means of mainlining hh possessions 
V041 D PAINT ART Conalms loads of pics 
lor lo mess around with also use wii h DTP 
V04 4 TV GRAPHICS A VIDEO GRAPHICS 
Various Utiliiiestet Video Prodoc non (4 j 
V045 tl D SEC TOR INC DEMO C REA TOR 
Thft ft the best Demo c reator Program disk 
V0A6 VIDEO PROOUC TIQN (2) Bot h 
Pat ked with Various video A genlock uiils 
V0900 COPY A TETRACOPY Another two 
disk copiers with excellent imptovmeats 
VI04 AMI BASE V3.76 This >5 Ihe Most 
popular Amiga Database Very good disk 
V1Q9 PRINT STUDIO E xeellenl for printing 
pK fare or text Printer users need this disk 
Vt 11C * LIOH TT h,s ftthe mosi welt known 
ray fracing proram to dole A ft very simple 
VU3 (ST-l5|PSYGNOStSWSTRUMeMTS 
(or use with ony nos* program (samples! 
VT3 4 PAGES ITTE R C LIP ARTV1 9 A V2 0( 2 > 
Anoihercollectionotexcel lent clip art 
V14 7 JR COMM: MODEM PROGRAM 
V15 4 NEW PAGES ETTIR CUP ART | 3| 
VIS 9 TH E VIRUS KlLLERC OLLIC TIONII 
VIA* TH E C MANUAL These disks contain 
over70TuRvexecuiableeKampies 131 
V14 4 THE RIPPED MODULES COLLECTION 
The Dftks are full wiih Music & Samples) 101 
VI7 4 CLOUD A FRACTAL PROGRAMS 
Var ious Froctal Generating utiliiies 
VI91 MASTER VIRUS KI LL! R Vir usChecter 
and Kl Her wiih an E xceltenl Search option 
VI9 3 TMIEMULATORS C overs Various (2) 
Formats which includes CBM, IBM-PC & 
S Tl IBM A ST Programs requires twodrwes 
VT94 M R RAC K UP HO a n excellent Hard 
dftk bock up prog ra m A uf Is ter your HD S 
V195 GRAPHIC INTIRC HANGE Change 
Between Alat i St/PC Graphics lo the Amigo 
¥210 ARP (VT. 31 WBl ,3.2 in stall thft prog 
lo speed up your Workbench operations 
V213IST - 7 I -HOUSEMUSCiNSTRUMENTS 
Vo I H The Samples hove Remixed back 
V214 STAR TREKKER VERSION VI. IT hl5 ft 
a sound tracker like program, much better 
V21S DISKMASTIR V3. 21 opysf Ns (rom 
onedraktoanother Dl$K$ALVt or reels 
disk errors Disk recomended for HD users 
V214 SPECTRUM EMULATOR VERSION LO 
■Inc I udes Games including some c lassie s 
V214 VIRUS MURDERER A ZERO VIRUS 
Kills A Protects all of your disks Vir us ki Hers 
V2 32 FRACTAL CREATOR VERSION VT. 2 
Another excelled Generating Program 
V2S4 THE 51 LINTS Present Someollhe 
best Amigo music HighleyRec omened Istt 
V254MEDv3 1 lt> Brand new includes 
Med songs Aa New Med Player ( 2 J 
V241TEXTPLUS VERSON 3.0 T h is dftk ft 
noi | usf o n g pdqie but. a complel ly New 
Program This disk come h ighly ret omened 
V262 NEW DISK COPIERS: Super Duper. 
Turbo c apy, Sanity c opy A P Copy All New 
V243 DRAW MAP 3D V3.2b General* f ktl 
Gtebes, Orbital A Mercator Picturesal the 
Earth Reviewed m Amigo Formal No 2 b 

V24*PD SoftVOL*: VIRUSKILLERS, Big | 
Brother. Berserker. Zero Virus A No Virus 
V 2 44 FLHC HER UTLS VOL l: CONVMAC F 
Convert Mac tents to ihe Amiga POST Past 
Script inierpeier both Excel Jem Programs 
V2*7 FRAC T ALS V2.1 FrodotGeaeralOf that 
generoies many various differ eni Styles 
V26 3 AMIGA ADVENTUE Vi r. te YOU r Own 
Text adventures A swop with your friends 
V2 49 BUSSINESS: PENNYWISE ACCOUNTS 
A CasbBookcontrol Prog ram fctihe Amiga 
V270 PRINTER DRIVERS Contain iover BO 
Drivers, inc Canon 8J Citizens 4 5wrfl Colour 
A Mono A A Printer Driver Generator prog 
¥271MIGAFOWT PROGRAM sogromlo 
create Teuton is Source on Fred Fish V? 7(21 
V273FRACTALC0NSTRLX:TK>N SET used 
to generate iter oied (ractols, likeSierpmski 
V274 OICEC SYSTEM (2} Dillons inter grated 
Enviromenl system V2 06 ISCcmpieteprog 
V274DISKPRINTV2 7 Prints labels for 3 5 
disks Pri manly for small PO Library disks 
V277 FORTRAN -77VI 3cCompiler, linker 
A runtimesupportlibrary FredFfth470 
V27IMANOELP ANG MandeJ Brat Plotter 
This is the totest u pdaied version 
V2 79 C ROSSWORD CREATOR A progra m 
that c reotes c rossword puzzles Version 3 3 
V 2 4 0 BUDGE T A progra m to help with 
managing personaIfinances This is Vt 302 
V241MAND ANIM VI tNewMotldelBrof 
animation program which i s easy to use 
V244MCADPROGRAM Tt>eOb^ecI Draw¬ 
ing Program lor ihe Amiga ie CAD program 
V2 45 EDUtAnONALiTYWNG TUTOR A 
Simple tutor which measuresyour speed 
V2B6 DKBRAYTRACINGPROGRAM New 
T racer wiih excellent Etfecis, Very complex! 3 
V2 49 SMAN MAND ALBROT Another new 
up - dated Free to I generating prog ram 
V291 POSTSCRIPT INTIRPRCTER VI.5 *The 
Soft- ware based Post script interpreter 
V2 92 CHEQUE BOOK ACCOUNTANT V .09 
Excetieni way to keep iroc fcoi your Cheques 
¥293 NCOMM1 fveonlytommuhicaiion 
package you will need il ModenPr agrom 
V2 94 ED S MID MUSK MODUU & Theres 
various m uslc mod u les ter use with MED 
VI95 CA4 EMULATOR Helps 1oassftlC64 
users upg rad mg lo the Am iga Full 64 basic 
V294 NORTH C VI,312) Un packed Verser 
V301 EYE Of TH IBEHOLDE R HIN T BOOK 
includes Maps. Straiegy. Hints A Soluhon 
V3 0 2 MA VIRIC K COfrtE R: Thebestorrugo 
copier todaie See your gomes/prog rams 
copyrighi notice before usmgfhft product 
¥304CHAOS STRIKES BAC K HINT BOOK 
includes Mops, Strategy. Hints A Solution 
¥304A-GINIV3J25 LaSteSl version oft he 
Family Tree prog ram Geneootogy program 
¥307 ¥IOIO TAPI DATABASE PROGRAM 
CaKilogueali your video tapes, for reference 
V3M J AC K NIC KIUS COURSE DISKS 
vqmous New courses for theGolf Gome \ 3 \ 
V316 MIAN 14 COURSE DISKS Venous {21 
Newcourseslat ihe Exceilent Mean (BGoif 
V3 IB PRO SOUND TRACKER VI .14 A 
SOUND T RAC KIR V 2.6 T h e Losiesi S best 
versionsthese's excellent Music progroms 
¥321 UIOIT WPAnolherexcdlentWotd 
processor with loads of extra featu res 
¥323ANAL1KALCSPREADSHEET^ r 
tost a new version that weeks Exceiteni 
¥325 SOUND TRAC KER CONVERTER 
Converts music modules m executables 
¥3 2 4 ATC OP Y - i Copiesfrom one side O' 
you r bridge board io the other \ Amigo - 2 PC I 
V32 9 MESSY SIDCon verls/T ronsf ers Amigo 
Text files over an To ISM Pc Disks. & bcc k 
V330 RCDSECTOR INC EXTRA DISKS [2} 
inc ludes mstrucians. Extra Bobs 5. uHrnes 
V3 32 AMIGA PUNT PROG RAM - arse 
racing pr ediclion progra mfor the Amigo 

0942 MONOPOLY & ClUEDO GAMES 
2 44 DRAGONS CAVE E xceileni Go mu 

12 S5 THE 54MPSONS t or i r ol BART 
13 2 * WHEl i OF FORTUNEOne oMhe best 
Ou iz game s. As these# es on Teiemsian 
1335WIZZYSQUIST! xcefteniGame 
13 41 DO WN HI LL SKIING AicodeGome 
13 6 7 BLA C K J ACKThe CosinaSimutotor 
13 70 H AC K U T ( DungeonsS Dragons 
1374 TENN IS f xceHen r Tennis Simulalor 
1420 DTRISPkiyed Tetns Well, Thisislhe 
besl version to Date [W ith 2 Player option i 
1454 MEGA BALL TH! BEST AffKANOiD 
GAM! Better Ihai any Full Price Games] 
1534 THE HOLY GRAIL Ted advenlyre 
stmutor in sfyteto ihe inter gam games 
1541 TRITWIS ’hftisthebestversKjndf 
Tetris on ihe om iga wit h a 3 p la y opt ion 
1543 GREYS LAYER A very nicegame 
slmuiar in style lobar Parian Hocknstey 
15 40 NE TN AC KA (o nla sygame in which 
your goal is to retrieve the Amuiett2.2Di 
1597 ROLLERPi DE A HXKeagedversional 
Jheckissic centipede gome Excelleni 
1422 LORE OFCONQUtSTWorgame 
Simulqr m cone ep i to t he game RISK 
1643 PROPERTY MARKET A sf rafegygame 
wiltnn ihe house market business 
16*4 THE CASTU ADVENTURE Excellenl 
new Text odven lure s^mutor to ihe mloc am 
16*5 BATTUFORCE ROU PUYINGf ighl in 
robot term wiih in this excel lent gome 
169SNAP0LEN1C WAR SIMULATOR 
E xcefient program sent direct by theoi/thar 
1707 iMPtwuM Another excelleni stTOtegy 
gome based apon Roman trme 
1735ASTERK5DS 'HEORONAi.'Another 
old classic Remember ihoi Classic 
1747 UAMATRON G AME 2001By Jeff 
Ml M«c Bril iant stall 4 E xcellent prod udion 
174 9 SC RAMBLE theOngmalRemember 
thaiotoctessK «eii ft nowon theArmga 
17 6 9 S KATE T Rt4E Skateboardgome 
Simutarn style to skate or die Excellent 
179 5 GAMES VqII : Sky f ighl. Lorn. Jackland. 
Bouncer Blue Moon vyerttnx&Kop-Othello 
179 6 GAM E 5 Vol 2: Dnp. Bally. Amoeba 
T ran. Chess' i T i les, Dateks, Ya hzee 6 Slepz 
1797 GAMES Vol3: Aster iod s, gravity Wars. 
Pi ng Pong, 0fbtt3D. Mini Blast &Gravol1ack 
17 94 G AM E S ¥ol 4: Car, EgypttanRun. gone 
C neats Mr munk Mu lants & Backgammon 
17 99 GAMES Vol S: RoROn.. Cai&mouse 
SYS. Cosmo Maieman.DAD* Pharaoh 
140Q GAME 5 Vol*: jumpy. King, Raps, 
CRaboft. DeCtth Breakoul. ATCBTmy 
1 BO 1 PD GAMES Vol M anx, Roller pede, 
Amigaias 4 Cave Runner [Bou Iderdashl 
1402 PO GAMES Vol2:GrrlAdion I Space 
invatoeifti Missile Comafid.anvoiders.Bolly 
ii Maze gome & Thi nk A head board go me 
1 ■ 16 SURE R TWIN TRISThe hnol version ft 
here To*aityptoyoble4oHlevelscomc»ete 
1414 RAPHAELS RIVENGETheonly Pdbeai 
em up game wiTh an armed Teenage Turtle 
1470 PATlENCi SB DOMINOS Thetamous 
c ard gome, th is is ihe best version to dale 

AAAOSPD 
APD132 FAMILY HISTORY DATABASE 
AP014* FRUIT MAC NINE SIMULATOR 
AP0151 UNDERSTANDING AMOS The 
AmasTutonaJ Program Disk Amusi 
APD163 THE SAMPLE EDITOR VI 2 
APD176 AMOS DATABASE MASTER 
APO190 BLACK 4ILT KARATE GAME 
APD196 BOMBS FROM BAG DAD GAME 
AP020D DU NG EON MASTER5HELL 
APD203 FRACTALMANIA DIMO 
APD21S FRACTAL WORKSHOP 
APD221 AMOSBiNGOGAME 
APD222 STEVES SAMPLE DtSKS(S) 
APD234 AMOS TEXT W PROCESSOR 

1233 VOGUE 4. JUS TIFT MYLOVE 
Some more Madonna mgsK, 
1242 RED DW ARF HI ■ RES PKTURtS 121 
Some pK lures from aboard ihe Red Dwa rl 
133 2 SCHWARZENEGGER n th e Tota I 
Remix Ba Washing up Advert 
1341 THE ROBOCOP 2 SUDESHOW 
1404 EMIGMA BY PHENOMENA Thi 5 ft 0 
excel lent mega demo with g reat g raphics 
1441TMEPLASMUTEX1991 byThe Home 
Arrows Madonna Mu sic A. someexcellent 
graph ic oi effects to run along side 
1451 JARRf CQNC EITTS MUSIC Praductton 
by Jeon M Jorre Moreia»emusic 
1471 ACES OF THE SKY Agatran 3SThe 
toiesi an imation ol two planes ['I 
1 S3 2 ALIENATION AURAL ECTACY 
1547 JETSET OVERLOAD- TheMTVBraun 
E u r opeon Musk d« kseleclian 
15 76 GLOBAL TRASH BY SfllNTS A Truly 
superb i ntefocrivedemo One ol The be si 
1546 PAPA DON'T PREACH £xc& len 1 
sampled Madonna music Excellentdisk 
1592 ITS ON YOU BY MC SAR 
This is the best house m uSK (2,2D1 
1*14KGB MEGA DEMO' hft disk ft lately 
brilliant S rea ly wel I presented Better 
sections that Budbrain ii 121 
1625 INDIANA JONESB THE LAST 
CRUSADET' e Hs ResSlidOShqw( 2 I 
16 It THE SIMPSONS Animation By Decay, 
Toiolyexceifenidftk 'doubteammshere 
16*9 MADONNA j 2) Shes bOCk with more 
exceBeni p*ctu rest otou r pkTu r es 
1*71 MAGICIAN ANIM VERSION * 2 Anothr 
Excellent ray traced Ammtion recommend 
1* 94 REINCARNATION OF SGT (2) PEPPER 
Freaky cotou rlulgra ph-Ks Review«i i n AF2 6 
1713 PLAGUE OF DOOM T he U Itimale 
Musk selection colleclion d isks(2l 
1715 SINKING DEMAND/VECTOR SO cod 
looking mega demo with colourful effects 
1720MANK RAVES BY EMDU5SPIRACY 
Exceilenihard hitting irocks [2 disks! 
1724 MYSTICAL TUNIS BY VElOCALSuperb 
c hoiteofm u sk irac ks ter you to Iftiern loo 
1729NOTECMBYBASS:Loudmusicand 
animating effects very good disk indeed 
1736 madonna 51 ides how ill a nother 
Madonna slide show pocked on 3 disksOf 
1740DRU MS & PIPES Musk c flection high 
Quility sound not to be missed 
1741 ¥11 MUSIC DISK Saior presents Ihft 
great music disk production disk 
174 2 C RUSADERSIUROC HART JUL Y 
See what the best Mega demos a re, the 
best games. uiilihesB loads more 
174* ANARCHY INSPIRATION IS NONE 
laiesi & the best ever mega demo from one 
at l he besi Amiga demo groups IncAmm 
l744S*LlNTSMfGAOtMOCALL|DlCE 
This is there Idlest mega demos A is toteiy 
stunmngrT ctefy E xc etent ThanteSilenis. 
1762 TERMINATOR II SLIDE SHOW T here S 
some excelleni pet utes (tom ihe him 12) 
17*4 PURE M11AL C ODE RS Another mega 
demo with more exc elleni etlecis & musk 
17*7 GOLDFHtl U LTIMATE FX There s some 
exc el lent demos lately &< here's another 
17*8 DARKNESS MEGA DIMO IIA no rh er 
well done mega demo disk Excellent disk 
1412 AUBI BLIP MOVIE(2)77? 
144 3 MADONNA VOGUE MUSIC |4) T he 
lull modonnsmgteon computec disks 
1854 WRESTLIMANIA VII (2) AH Ihe Stars ol 
ihe WWF ban le it out on com puter disks 
1B 5 6 MADONNA FOLLOWING YOU (21 
She's bac k with another new m usic disk 
14 S 4 UFI OF BRIAN SUDESHOW The mod 
& wackygroupare back with more pKiures 
1459 MADONNA RiSUCE ME MUSK 
(4*0 MONTY PYTHONS TRAFHK LIGHTS 
1*65 ROBIN HOOD SUDESHOW 

14* 6 SEGA AD VERT REMIX Very fu nny 
so mp le of o rem ixed Sego advert 
14*7 THE KLF EXTERNAL STEREO REMIX 
0 ne of the better house musK disks Stereo 
l|7BMOSTm*NOUILIV'heiatestPCS 
music production with various music iroc ks 
1479 LEMMMGC URD M us c c oil ectmn by 
The &mi master Some more house muSK 

ERIC SCHWARTZ 
F423 Miss A‘ Sete Pogo Am motion(1Mb] 
094 iSteoltymanoeuvresH&flyby tlMb) 
10 34 At The Movies AnimaltonOMbl 
104 5 Swft Army on Manoeuvres! tMbi 
1542 AmyvsTheWalker AmmaHantlMb] 
1*09 Three mare SieanhyManoeuvres(*l 
170 0 Anti Lemmins Animation Req uires 
2 Mb (2 Disks both undreed I Reviewed Af 26 
1702 The DolingGame Animation Requires 
3Mb (2 Disks both unarced i Reviewed AF26 
17 94 VTol Contest Ielures a hekopler and 
Ihesteolty |et plane Helitrylokeepup UMbl 
144 2 The Shuttlecock Animation [1Mb! 
IBSOlarenightltrheTerminalAnims l*| 

STARTREKSECTION 
0116 The Original Am motions 121 * 
1029 The U55 E ntecpfiseAmmalion UMbl 
10 3 0 T he Bi rd of Prey Animation j IMbl 
1031 TheFleet Maneuver Animation (IMbl 
10 3 2 The Wraiih of Khan Animation (1 Mbi 
103 3 The Approach) ng Star Trek( 1MbI 
10*DS»arTrekTheNexiGenefaltonGome 
10 41 The UitunofeSter T rekGamel2! 
1107 Stor Treking Sang (2.2 DDi 
1254 Star Trek The Shoot m Up game 
1349 American Stef Trek Latesi with exiro 
sound A graphics (1M b & 2 D, 2disks| 
14 6 S NCC Weaker bee Star Trek Animalion4 
1*96 TheStar Trek imna qu iz gome 
1835 Star TrekllMbJ 

FREDFISH5ELECT10N 

All F red fish d isks require working know* 
ledge of CLi Some programs will not load 
from ihe workbench Pteosetakenaie 
F334 WHAT1S A neot liltle ulil ity which wos 
reviewed in Amiga Shopper VI 2a 
F344 RKMCOMPANfON T he Ram kernel 
reference manual Also most300Fteges 
F347 CURSORS 3 pass BASIC Compiler for 
BASIC progroms Tlus is version t 0 
F3*2 SMO VIE A smooth scrolling d sp toyer 
useful! for c reolmg video trlles & si toe shows 
F4 9 4 F RfiC OPY isunlike mosy copiers m shot 
tdoesnoi actually copy disks it removes the 
protection See copyright noticebefor e use 
F49 9 MATiAiAFortron pockoge developed 
byArgonreNoticioaJLobororones Now updated 
F501 GINESfSAiinguefyfewbteipowtrtuI 
program ter generating 4 rendering ft octais 
F 5D7 LHC ON A pr<>g rami that wilt convert Ajc & 
ZootermonedorchweioLHArc tetmai Vi 01 
F 5 08 HCC An onmgo port ol SozbbOfrttd C 
compiler v? 0 Concompleieiycomptieiftelt 
F 511 PC Ga Seikompii ingAascol compiler n 
tios many enhancements Blmpfovmenis VI .2b 

F5T2 MaPASCALAsimptemoduki-SlPpascat 
transloier Congener otes poscol source code 
F515 CHECKBOOK ACCOUNTANT sacheck 
book recording, botoong & budgeting program 
F 517 AIQUI PLOTa program thol rendeftmuta 
cotovr pictures us*ngon algoriihmeflects 
RUSSIAN FONTSrong ngtrom 13prto3tp0mts 
F318 USTERPfogrcxhiodcspiayinkRmaiton 
about Hies & various type of orchides vi 0 
F319 CHECKFRAGoprogromlhplreportsoni 
the extentef filefrogmentaiion in an directory 
OPTIMIZER that worts on Koppy disks, hard 
disks and Ram. disks Runs at I bfockai a time 
F52010BOARD'. ptonstefOpubUcdOmam 
hordworeprojed la odd 2 paroliec ports & 2 
senol parts ioonamigo oSOO. IQOOor 200 
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THE PD DATA BASE SET POLLYSOFTUCENCEWARE £3.00 VIDEOFONTS4£15.00 ORDERING DETAILS 
Th#«*’i 2 D4tkf contain welt over 

3.500 
Amma PubJ k G 

I ALSO COMES WITH A PRE-PRINTED 
LIST OF ALL THE THUS 

oly£ 1.50 

FREO FISH BOOKLET 
I fverwaniedacompteTedescnptioriof | 
I oil iheFred Fishdiskson Paper1 Weis 
I me eniiretisi ft now ONLY available I 
I from PD SOFT over 90 Pages reveali ng 
I everythingabour everypfogro-nr inihis 
I range as descfi bed by Fred Fish 

(Currenf ly Upte Disk F5 301 
This Includes Sorted Index Of Every 

Kami Onty £2.30 

LI - SPACE BLOB ;Plol(orm Gome sum iter to Momc Miner 
L2-MRDIG I at I he earth, munch the cherries THIS DtSKlSNOW 552k. 
L3 -Q-BOID Shoot bloc ksupwordsio Ml me shapes before the screen fa I Is a pan 
you Ployed Tetns when try ihis variant 
LS - SUBCULTURE R Type ctenewtiere you hove loshool down woves of space 
shipsffying towards you AH 5 levels 
17 - DIZZY LIZZY (1Mb) A Bouteerdashctonewitr.extrotoTgegraphics Coliectatl 
the d io monds & ovoid ihe monsters Reviewed m C u Amigo 
L4 ■ UZZ YS FUNTI ME SHAPE, C LOC K PIC Tu RE & KEYS, MONEY, SEASON 5 & 
MOUSE 12 DIS KS) Eioih r eviewed in Amiga Formal (J un e 1991) £ d ue al iona I 
LI l - TRON DIMENSION X(1MB| Bn I lionl L g ht Cycles Ga me. ONI OR TWO PLAYtRS 
LI % • TH E U L TIM AT IGRA BBE R i(X) limes better Thai the AmosSprile gro bber 
program A must for Amos programmers 
LI 3 * BOUNTY H UN T E R jlMb] Take L u< ky Lukethrough a Graphic adventure 
i xc eUent arcode shoot outs where you c ontoii the Gun then nde your hprse A take 
out the bad guys Shoot out seq uenc es like Operation T bunder Bolt 
114 ■ CLASS ROOM MATHS IDUCTlONAL PROGRAMS: New E ducal on programs. 
from thee reoters at UZZYS fuNTlME 1&2 See f uiu re reviews for mot e deto rl s 
CWl - BASS OMAT1C (2 DISKS]: Someexc el leal C r uSOdetS Music & graphics 
CW2 ■ TUFF ENUF mega DEMO E xc elleni prod uction wi ih va r i ous Great sec I ions 

FLETCHER VIDEO FONTS PACK 4 
IC olour Pa ct 41FF P 4) Six disks packed! 
| wii h □ var led assortment of c olou red| 

tents m many colours, shapes & 
I sizes For use witaDpa i nt programs I 
| or any Video production utilities This I 

lotesthossometetelyoutstanding [ 
I fonlsondteronly£15theygrveyau I 
| over 70 tents lo ploy with Have fun I 

PRICES ARE PER DISK 
|1 5Drik»250 6-lODisb2.25 
lt1-20Diiki2 OO 21-49Dt*kf I 75 | 
150-99 Disks 1,50 100+ Disk* 125 

tN| ■ NUMSEftSOf DISKS 
* = 1MB MEMORY REQUIRED 

MDh NE EDS TWO DISK DfBVES 

I WE ARE OPEN SATURDAYS I 

I Pit A£E QUOTE IHE DtSK NUM&fftS WHEN QROJ PinG 0T PmOnE C* POST I 

I ALL PftIC ES1NC LUPt V A ?, Itf CLASS PQStAl COSTS APAC^TvC 

HYPOS! 
|PlEASE HNP A OHm*-* Oft POSTAL OROERS MADf ‘C 

ftOfTGEPI *177116BYANT AVE WWttRMHON-HA ISM*. 5STJTD 
EAHNCLUOE tie fOLlOWHSDtriAS(*«NCaiX**f&a f post roue DAT | 

|TlMf PHONI NUAWPl * teUHLVf OCOE BSD f(OW LAN *C*E 

FOREIGN ORDERS 
AilOROEASSENTBVAlfiMAU FOSfueOPEANORMRSPLEASEA0C10%I 

WUWLUMCIOO *|TLRhATiONAL6EUPOPlANCPlOirCA4DO«KR5WIU I 
161 CHARGE D POST AGt Al COST AHYCHEOUtSWUST BE DRAWNONl AiJ X | 
6 ANt iORCASH RV BECftT(« D MAIL 

ORDERING BY TELEPHONE 
IfEUPMONt^-.rtE jeiNVxDAiftAWftxERCiM VAM 6PMWE6itDavS | 

|MCfR0M9AM- 6PM on Saturdays 
'OLLECTING DISKS AND ORDERS 

IPUASE RNGl0702i4ee9JSBEPOItf CALLPKlSOmAIWEMATPmRintl 
OPfi THE PUBLIC DOMAIN DGKSTHAT VQtifcf OuiPt 

)THER INFORMATION: 
ft NOW OFFER Al ASIR PRINTER St PYICE IE If YOU WOULD l IKE I 

|inioswatonon ANT or ouppu&uc DOMAIN OiSKS just ASK 

vExtopfion leu ■( pixoware,Special Public d&muihPiKki 

u CrtOECS Dft* ATCHt o WITHIN 4S HQOfiSCLE ABE D FUNDSONL Y 
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YOUR ONE 
STOP AMIGA 

SHOP 
Software Bargains (limited stock) 

TITLE RRP Our Price 
Kick Off 2 +9:99 10.99 
Kick Off 2 (1 meg) 24^9 10.99 
Stricter II 29^9 9.99 
Warhead 24^9 4.99 
Spindizzy 2 24.99 4.99 
Dragon Breed 24:99 4.99 
James Pond 24:99 9.99 
Super Off Road Racer 24^9 9.99 
Badlands 24-99 6.99 
Hawkeye 24,99 2.99 
Atomic Robokid 24 99 4.99 
Xennon ll/Bombuzal (dual pack) 29:99 9.99 
Awesome + T shirt 34,99 14.99 
Paperboy 24.99 7.99 
New Zealand Story 24.99 6.99 
Trivial Pursuit 24 99 9.99 
Predator 2 25.99 6.99 
Back to the Future 2 24.99 4.99 
Carthage (Psygnosis) 24-99 9,99 
Nitro (Psygnosis) 24.99 9.99 
Wheels of Fire 29^9 9.99 
Jet (Sublogic) 34.99 9.99 
E-Swat 24^99 6.99 

Mail Order software is by phone only due to Availability 

AMIGA 512K 

MEMORY UPGRADE 
* Brings your Amiga up to t Meg in seconds. 

4 Easy to fit - DOES NOT INVALIDATE YOUR 
GUARANTEE. 

4 RELIABLE, fast, high quality chips on a robust 
through plated P.C.B. Do not confuse with 
cheaper, inferior products. 

★ Disable switch 

our 
Lowest | 

Prices 
l Ever a 

ONLY .99 +£2 Postage 

OR WITH CLOCK/CALENDAR 

ONLY £34.99 +£2 Postage 

AMIGAs from 

£329.99 
inc 10 FREE Games 

PRINTERS 
All Printers Carriage FREE 

©Sac lcio 
"Best Buy" budget printer. 

Only £169.99 

©Q©[? LC24.200 

Only £279.99 

New Colour Printers 

©flap LC200 UsTcld 

Only £199.99 
©Gap LC24 - 200 

Only £329.99 

♦ Datastorm £19.95 
♦ Dungeon Quest £24.95 
♦ E-Motion £19.95 
♦ Grand Monster Slam £19.95 
♦ Kid Gioves £24.95 
♦ Powerplay £19.95 
♦ RVF Honda £24.95 
♦ Shufflepuck Cafe £19.95 
♦ Soccer £24.95 
♦ Tower of Babel £24.95 

CUMAI MA 
1 ^ DRIVES 

the BEST NAME in Disk Drives 

EVERYTHING 
you could 

possibly need 
for your 

AMIGA 
Blank Disks 
We set] only the 
highest quality 

blank media 100% 
certified and made 
in Japan. Each disk 

is guaranteed for 
life. 

Unbranded 
BULK PRICES 

50.  £19.99 
10O  £37.99 
10 with box (40) 
.....£9.99 
10 with box {SO) 
.. £12*99 
A<ft) posuijtr fK-r order 

Legendary Quality 
Great Styling 
Total Compatibility 
Fully Guaranteed 
Outstanding Spec IN A WT. 99 

Carriage & insurance £2,00 

NOW Only 

£64 

TOTAL GAMES VALUE £224.50 

UK 
Version MEGADRIVE 

+ Mickey Mouse + World Cup Italia 90 

+ Joypad + Japadaptor 
El 79.99 
Carriage FREE 

frOETWAfiE 
Order HOTLINE (0782)204639 

MAIL 
ORDER 

Unit 7a Oldham St 
Hanley 
Stoke on Trent 
STt 3EY XL 

STOKE-ON-TRENT 
11 Market SouARt Arcade, 

Hanley, Stopu on Trent 

Manager: Adrian 

Tel: 0782 268620 

Op* n 6 DAYS 

ST HELENS 
27 Baldwin Strelt, 

Manager: Ahoy 

Tel: 0744 27941 

Clo»(Q Thuraoav 

STOCKPORT 
6 Meal house Brow. 

(Off Little Underbank ), 

Manager! Rat 

Tfi: 061 480 2693 

Ohh 6 Days 

WARRINGTON 
The Courtyard 

50 HnillMlMll St 

Tu: 0925 232047 
Manager: Adrian 

Open 6 Oats 

BOLTON 
Shipoatcs 

Shopping Centre 

Manaqlh: Ian 

Tcl: 0204 365851 
Open 6 Data 

% 0 



TERMINAL SOLUTIONS 
7*r ★★ 

# *4,4* 
6* 

® 0524 848686 
28 GREAT JOHN STREET 
LANCASTER 

LANCS. LAI 1UH 

PACK 1 £369 
Amiga 1MB CARTOON CLASSICS with:- 
The Simpsons, Captain Planet, Lemmings & Deluxe Paint 3 

PACK 2 £399 
Amiga 1MB CARTOON CLASSICS - All of PACK t plus 

GUNSHIP ULTIMATE GOLF GA22A 2 
SWIV TOYOTA CELfCA TEST DRIVE 2 
AND.A COMPETITION PRO JOYSTICK!!!! 

STAR PRINTERS Inc. PRINTER LEAD 

LC20 
LC24-200 
LC24-200 

£165 
£259 
COLOUR 

LC24-10 
LC200 
£309 

£214 

£225 

*** TO ORDER 
SEND CHEQUES WITH DELIVERY 

ADDRESS & Tel. No 
FOR CREDIT CARDS JUST PHONE 

PRICES inc. CARRIAGE & VAT. NO EXTRAS 

VOLTMACE 

ANALOGUE JOYSTICKS 
ZOOMER, DELTA BASE A, DELTA 3A 

I To run Flighi Sim H F19 and MIG-29 FULCRUM and PRO FLIGHT Coming soon I 
more analogue software like Ft5 Strike Faglc IJ from MICROPROS!- and FLIGHT 
OF THE INTRUDER from MIRRORSOFT 
NEW ZQOMER YOKE i ANAl.(XiUE) W x 11 - sprung return to centre yoke 
joystick wnh trimmer control* and a digital mode for in ordinary programs £59,95 
Delia 3A Joystick iAnalogue!........ .£16.95 
Drliabasc a Yoke Joystick t Analogue!.......£34.95 
Delta 3$ Switched Joystick (hand held). ...£16.95 
Ami-Cat Mouse Eliminator Joystick ........04.95 
FI9 Stealth Fighter .,..£24.95 
Mig 29 Fulcrum, 
Pro Flight Tornado Simulator 
Right Sim II cSuh Logics 

..  ,.,..£27.95 

...05.00 
, _ ,£29.95 

Scenery Disks (Western European, Hawaiian. Odessy __ ,lulg|frj* 
External 3.5" Disk dme (Through Port & Disable Switch) ..   £59.95 

| Airwan PD Software, nm* Analogue joysticks......£|,50 

Delta 3A joysticks are availahU- through your local dealer or can he 
purchased direct from us* All price* art fully inclusive* 

Unit 9. Bonder Business Centre, London Road 
Baldock, Herts, SG7 6HP. Telephone (0462) 894410 

LOWEST 
kPRICESi 

r SUPER SUMMER SAVERS ^ 
New Amiga PD 

ONLY £1.25 PER DISK 
AMAZING1 

185 

BULK BUYERS 
2 FOR I DISK GUARANTEE 

50 
100 

3 5* DS/DD 
3 5" DS/DD 

£21 7S 
£33 00 

150 3 5- DS/DD £49 00 
200 3 S' DS/DD £62 00 
400 3.5* DS/DD .. £122 00 
500 3 S’ DS/DD . £139 00 

1000+ Can for latest prices 
Prices include VAT/P+P 

GENUINE SONY BULK 
50 3 5H DS/DD £2200 
100 3.5" DS/DD,,... .. £40,00 
200 3 5 DS/DD £78.00 
500 3 5H DS/DD . £162 00 

DISKS & BOXES 
2 FOR I DISK GUARANTEE 

50 3 S' DS/DD + 80 bo* £24 50 
100 3 S’ DS/DD + SO &0M £36 00 
150 3 5* DS/DD + SO 50* £52 50 
200 3 5' D5/DD + 2 * B0 boxes £66 00 
400 3 S- DS/DD + 4 it 60 boxes £136 00 
500 3 S' DS/DD + 5 x 80 boxes £ 156 00 

Prices include VAT/P+P 

5.25 DISK BOXES 
50 Cap €5 TO 
100 Cap £5 90 

3.5' DISK BOXES 
L.ap 

80 Cap 5 4 Mi 

60 Cap stackable M0 00 
150 Cap Posso MS SO 

Prices include VAT/P+P 

3.5 DS/HD 63p EACH 
50 3 SH DS/DO £30 00 
100 3 5H DS/DD £58 00 
200 3 S* DS/DD £H4 00 
500 3 5' DS/DD £280 00 

Please Add £3 65 P+P 

A523 Amiga Tank |P0 game! 
AS/1 Tncky (PO game) 
AS7C Petcrsgutrsi igamej 
A5 3 9 Spacebars (game) 
A517 Downhill String 
AS} 6 Headgames [PD gamej 
AS I 5 Mental tmage Gam« D»sfc 
A4 73 RAF Music Toots 
A4 72 Ptupeye Demo 
A453 A/cade Action Games Dnk 

AMIGA PD 
A452 The Simpsons Slideshow 
A44 1 Simpson Demo by Decay 
A47S Amos Demo 
A41J Return io Earth Game 
A396 Vision Megademo 2 
A3 7 3 Tatung Colouring Etoofc 
A367 Aodams Family Demo 
AJS7 Yaba-Daba Demo 
A277 Vrson House 
A265 Fillet The Fish Demo 

A245 Flashb*t*r |PD Game! 
A239 Porky Pig Demo 
A230 17 B-t Son* 
A207 Drip fPD Game] 
At 92 Miami Vice Demo 
a 169 Jaatoeneh 
At 32 Rebels Mcgademo 
At 27 FfobocopOemo 
At 16 UEdl2 3 
ai to Amigd Cham 5 

DAATASCAN PROFESSIONAL..„.#.£149 

PHILIPS CM8S33 
MKII MONITOR 

1205 

AMIGA 
REPLACEMENT 

MOUSE £14 

STAR LC-200 
PRINTER 

£205 

SONY BRANDED 3.5 1 DS/DD 
ro 3 5- DS/DD. .. £6 50 
so 3.5- DS/DD . £32 00 
too 3 S’ DS/DD . £64 00 

Add £3 65 P+P 

TDK BRANDED 3.5" DS/HD 
10 3.5" DS/HD .£ 11 00 
20 3 5" DS/HD .£2t 50 
50 3-5" DS/HD. .. £50 00 

Add £3.65 P+P 

5.25" DS/HD 21 p EACH 
50 5.25" DS/DD. .£10.25 
100 5,25" DS/DD. .£2000 
500 5 25-DS/DD ..£98 00 
1000 5 25" DS/DD,,........ £190 00 

Add £3 65 P+P 

5.25 DS/DD 39p EACH 
50 5,25* DS/HD £19 00 
100 5 25* DS/HD £37 00 
200 5 25" DS/HD £67 00 
500 5 25" DS/HD £165 00 

Add £3 65 P+P 

A500 

Cartoon Classic Pack 

Amiga 1500 

Screen Gems I Mb 

AMIGA SPECIALS 

1299 

£355 

£650 

£355 

Class of me 90 s 
First Steps 
Amiga 1500+10845 
monitor 
Tenstar Games Pack 

£460 I 
£4601 

£895 | 
£30 

JOYSTICKS 

iQutckshot Turbo 1 
Cheetah 125+ 
lipstick 
Jetfiqhter 

AMIGA ACCESSORIES 

£7 50 
£7 50 

£11 50| 
£12 50 

ICumana Drive 
imb + clock 
jm&nodock 
A590 hard drive 

A590 Hard drive 

£60 00 Star LC10 Ribbon £3 65 
£30 00 Colour Ribbon £6 00 
£27 00 4-Ray games adaptor £5 00 

£290 00 1000 Tractor UbeJs £10 00 
2Mb RAM £380 00 

Pnnter lead 
1000 (abets 
Port ext lead 
Joystick exi lead 

Mouse Mat 

£8 00 
£8 00 
£5 00 
£5 00 

£2 75 

Telephone;- 0273 506269/0831 279084 
Call or send cheques/postal orders to: BCS Ltd, 349 Ditchling Road, Brighton East Sussex BN l 6JJ 
Add £3.65 P+P or £4.00 for 3 day delivery or £10 P+P for next day delivery. Cheques will be held for clearance. All 

orders subject to availability, E & OE. 
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Ca/ters Welcome at our Showroom 

AMPLE FREE PARKING 

TELESALES NO: (0923) 894111 \^K*»**^ 
Government and School Orders Welcome. ^ 

Next day delivery tor credit card orders placed before 4,00pm subject 

to availability Alternatively send cheque postal order to 

Micromail Ltd, Unit 9, Smug Oak Centre. Lye Lane, Bricketwood, St 

Albans, AL2 3UG, Please allow 5 working days for cheque clearance 

Subject to availabikty despatch is normally within 24 hours of receipt of 

cleared payment. 

DELIVERY CHARGES: UK Mainland (not Highlands) 

Smailcorsumables & Despatched by post, please check 

software stems charges when ordering 

Other Items except lasers Next day courier service, DO per box 

Laser printers Next day courier service £17 50 

Offshore and Highlands Normal rate plus £20 + VAT per box 

In addition we offer the following express services 

Saturday deliveries Normal rate plus £10 + VAT surcharge per box 

Tam 9am next day Normal rate plus DO + VAT surcharge per box 

Am next day Normal rate plus £5 + VAT surcharge per box 

Prices are subject to change without notice E. & O.E. 

open 9-5.30 Monday - Saturday 
open 10-4 Sunday 



COMPUTER MATES LTD 
TEL. 0753 631101 p Lines) CHEQUES/POSTAL OR DERS TO: 
FAX As Above COMPUTER MATES LTD. 

PINEWOOD STUDIOS 
IVER HEATH 
bucks SLO onh ALL PRICES INCLU DE VAT & CARRIAGE 

4 
F 

I 

WE GUARANTEE 48 HOUR 
DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR 
AT NO EXTRA COST!!! 
WITH 90so OF PARCELS 
ARRIVING NEXT DAY! 

A PROBABLY THE MOST RELIABLE^ DISKETTES ON THE MARKET 
THE THREE DIAMOND DISKETTES NO QUIBBLE REPLACEMENT. 100% ERROR FREE. MADE IN JAPAN 

M-2D M-2HD MF-2DD MF-2HD 
5%"DSDD 5%”DSHD 3V DSDD 1MEG 3V DSHD 2MEG <1 44) 

1 BOX £6,00 1 BOX £8 95 1 BOX £8.65 1 BOX £1575 
2-5 BOXES £5.50 2-5 BOXES £8.15 2-5 BOXES £8.15 2-5 BOXES £1470 
6-10 BOXES £5.00 6-10 BOXES £7.60 6-10 BOXES £7.10 6-10 BOXES £1365 

FREE GIFTS WHEN YOU BUY MITSUBISHI BRANDED DISKETTES! 
1 BOX FREE MOUSEMA T 5 BOXES FREE 50 CAP BOX 10 BOXES FREE 100 CAP BOX 

COMPUTER MATES — THE FIRST MAIL ORDER SUPPLIER OF MITSUBISHI BRANDED DISKETTES 

QU1CKSE-30T 
JOYSTICKS 

3%" MITSUBISHI BULK 
LIFETIME GUARANTEED 

SEGA/ATARI/MSX/ 
AMSTRAD/COMMODORE 

MAVERICK I £14.5Q 
FLIGHT GRIP £1150 
PYTHON I £1150 
STARFIGHTERI £35,00 
(Remote Con trolWi reless) 
ATARI/COMMODORE 

APACHE I (Digital) £9 00 
TURBO II £1150 
APPLE 2E/C. IBM PC 

AT/XT £14.50 

MOUSE MATS £2.50 
MOUSE HOLDERS £2.00 
HEAD CLEANERS 3.5" or 5.25" £2.00 
MINI VACUUM £6.00 
CLEANING SOLUTION £2.00 

3 V DSDD 3y2" DSHD 
50 DISKS £18.00 50 DISKS £32 00 
100 DISKS £35.00 100 DISKS £63 00 
200 DISKS £68 00 200 DISKS £125.00 
500 DISKS £152.00 500 DISKS £295.00 
1000 DISKS £295 00 1000 DISKS £580 00 

INCLUDING LABELS 

5Va" BULK DISKS 
LIFETIME GUARANTEED. PACKED IN 25 S INCLUDING LABELS 

48TPI 96TPI HIGH DENSITY 

25 DISKS £815 25 DISKS £8.75 25 DISKS £13.50 
50 DISKS £1550 50 disk: £16.50 50 DISKS £25.50 
75 DISKS £2150 75 DISKS £23.00 75 DISKS £3750 
100 DISKS £2750 100 DISKS £28.50 100 DISKS £46.00 

COLOURED DISKS 
DSDD WITH LABELS 
RED. YELLOW, ORANGE. 
GREEN. WHITE 

5%“ 3V 
10 DISKS £4 00 £450 
25 DISKS £875 £10.75 
50 DISKS £1650 £21 00 
100 DISKS £28 50 £40.00 

14” MONITOR STAND 
SWIVEL WITH 
HANDY KNOB £13 50 

80/132 PRINTER STAND 
WITH PAPER TRAY £9 00 

A4 DESKTOP 
COPYHOLDER £7 50 

BLUE BOX PRODUCTS ALL BLUE BOX PRODUCTS ARE COMPLETELY PACKAGED IN 
PRINTED CARDBOARD BOXES WITH LABELS. 100% GUARANTEED 

BAMBI-2DD 
25 DSDD 3y2" IN 25 
CAP STORAGE BOX 

1 BOX £14.00 
24 £13.00 
5+ £11.00 

MF-2DD 30 s 
30 DSDD 3 V 

1 BOX £14,00 
2+.£13.00 
5+.£11.00 

MF>2DD 10’s 
10 3V DSDD 

1 BOX £6.00 
2+  £5.00 
5+  £4.50 

M-2D 48 TP110's 
10 DSDD 5%" 

1 BOX 
2+ . 

5+ 

M-2DD 96 TP11 O's 
10 DSDD $%•’ 

1 BOX £4.75 
2+ £4.25 
5+ £3.75 

£4.25 
£3.75 
£3.25 

BAMBI—2HD 
25 DSHD Zy2" IN 25 
CAP STORAGE BOX 

1 BOX £21.00 
2+ £20.00 
54 £18.50 

MF-2HD 30's 
30 DSHD 3y2" 

1 BOX £2100 
2+ £2000 
5+ . £18.50 

MF-2HD 10’s 
10 3V DSHD 

1 BOX £8.50 
2+ £8.00 
54 £7,00 

M-2HD 1 O’s 
10 DSHD 5%" 

1 BOX £6.50 
2+ £6.00 
5+ £5.00 

DATA CARTRIDGES 
VERBATIM DATA LIFE 

DC2000 £17.80 
DC30OXLP £17.80 
DC600A £19 60 
DC6150 £21.50 

31/2" 
STC :BOXES SORRY! SORRY! SORRY! 

120 CAP £9.50 140 CAP 
IOO CAP £7.90 120 CAP 

SO CAP £7 50 IOO CAP 
50 CAP £6 50 50 CAP 
40 CAP £6.00 

ALL ABOVE BOXES LOCKABLE + 2 KEYS 

£8 75 
£8 25 
£7 50 
£6.50 

£2 OFF BOXES WHEN ORDERING 100 DISKS OR MORE 
10 CAP £150 10 CAP £1.50 
5 CAP £115 5 CAP £1.00 
1 CAP £0 50 

WE DO NOT PRICE MATCH BUT WE DO GIVE 
QUANTITY DISCOUNT, WITH SERVICE. QUALITY 
AND BACKING FROM THE LARGEST DISK 
MANUFACTURERS IN THE WORLD. IN ADDITION 
OVER 200 LINES OF PERIPHERALS IN STOCK. ASK 
FOR OUR COLOUR CATALOGUE & PRICE LIST 

Gall SAM or PA T Now2 WITH YOUR ORDER OR SEND 22p S.A.E. 

on 0753 63“l 101 CALL 0753 631101 



Eagle 
FT WARE 

118a Palmers Road 
New Southgate 

LONDON Nil 1SL. 
to Am - 6pm 6 days * 6 lines} 

Tel: 081-361 2733 
(Faxline after 6pm) 

TOP TTTl£» ST AiftGA 

£1690 I1690 
£1699 11699 OucA to* 

Vaagn AFT_ 

C.riAirCombM-„.~, 
Coda Name wh*e Shard 
Cohort.. 

£169011699 

£2090 12099 
£2330 12390 
£2090 £2099 

Cckiti_.....__ It 9 90 11990 

Crfm. £1430 £1490 
Corporahan .. 

OtmB W«v« 
C#u*e kf i CorpM —w 

OrytMffl oT Aitarea , ___ 
CytwConH .... 
0**man . .... 

11090 11090 
£1696 £1690 
£1630 £1630 

11630 £1690 

11690 11699 
£1530 £1590 

Ci«4 Bm* 12130 £2130 
Dvyi of Tfuid* ,JJJtu„„ £15 90 £1539 
Domorttet . 
Dutorci 

£1930 £1930 
£1690 11690 

DguWeDmgon 
O-agretWn . 

£16 30 £16 ® 
£16 90 £1630 

Dyn*n4e D^bugg* 

Du^.Taf»0oMi . ...... 
ELF.... 
Svn Mitrest oi Dwh ... 
Epc..„„„„„„„ 

£1599 £1539 
£16 90 £16 30 
115 90 £15 99 
£2t 90 £21.39 
£14 90 114 90 

Eun> Sup*teagu« . 
Eye oMhe B^iold* ._ 
F14 Tom CM... 

£14 90 £14.99 
£1990 11390 
£18 90 £16 30 

Fi5SirffleEa()lo!l...™ 
FlGCombM RIM. 
FU7A SteMih Fighter.... 
FTSSleNffli Fighler . 
F29 RMMieior . 

£2390 12390 
£1690 £1690 
£21.99 121.90 
£1090 119 90 
£1439 £1430 

Fele df AHenhft (Adkiucel 
Fate of Allanls UVcade) 
FeuJM Lords . 

HA £1630 
HA £1630 

£1690 £16 90 
ftnffl Blow. 

FmM Conic!. 

£16 99 116 90 

£1699 £1690 
FtrtM figW . £16 90 £16 90 
finNFbjykt _. £1699 £16 90 
RnMWh»Hf .. £390 £999 
FtigM d he Irttrud* 
Fort Play. 

£2239 £2290 
£1539 £15 99 

Futere Baebal .. 
G*jnBe( Ml 

£1639 £1690 
£1639 £1690 

G»ha £1690 £1690 
Gcngfu Khan . 
GMlyeburg... 

(kite . 

£2193 £2190 
11690 £1899 

£1530 £1539 

ST ft AMIGA BUDGET TITLES UNDER £10 
3D Pod..™. 

. 
Afterburner ...,. 
Art aud I I.... 
Btflftfa. 
Barbara! II.... 
Batiwn Caped Cnoader 

0Mtti vmr. 
[5000 Wwjf ■■■■tmtHHIHHI 

Cabal (Amiga atyl . 
Ce*lcma Games. 
Gam* Gorffwd . 
GenfertjW Square .... 
Qoud KngdorTi 
Cotrato... 

17 90 Rotrf .... 
£890 Geumtei 11 .. 
£6 99 Hand Ownin'. 
1690 MHcfi H*^ Giti> loGfflaxy 
£8 90 Hong Kong Phwy . 
££ 90 Hue tog® ... 

1690 IK* . 
£690 inpoaMMiiiCnii 
1699 Jamm Pond.. 

1699 KdGbvfii.. 
£690 KJ1. 

£690 R,rad Busier , 
£6 99 B&dket Range 
£609 fi-Type.. 
£600 Ffen TheGuilM. 
£6 99 $,D-L .... 
£699 9ieto# of he Beast 
1600 &teimenM4 . 
£609 PucA Gaft .... 
£690 SkyChtt* .... 
16.90 
£6 09 9rp 

£699 usrfeyelt____E690 Sup*H*tgQA 
£699 Lombard RAC R#y..£6 99 9wleh&*te 
£699 £690 TH>n<Jei*tr*e 
£699 New Zealand Story..._£690 Toottn'.. 

.. £690 

.ISJ0 

..1690 

.. 1690 

. £6 99 

£190 
.. £690 
.. 1690 
.....—1690 

.. £690 

.. 1699 

£690 
£699 
£690 
£699 

Gortnentel Crou . ... ... £699 Out Rwi £699 Ylgivtte £639 
Qtzy Clrt . £699 Op*Mirr tt* £6 90 Waterloo £339 
Deatfne ___ . £690 Piong 9>oi .. £8 90 WtngsolFuy £699 
Defend* ol he Oown .. £839 PhoHri Ffen (AmigeONyl 

_ £699 Rmoti 
£7 99 Wi;bel £606 

DM df he £*h.. £6 90 WCLMd«tn«4 £699 
Dteuxe Skip Poker £639 ftliiiy.,,,,,....,„„„„ £699 Xenon ll... £830 
DoudeDrtgt^i __ £699 Ramboi i 16 90 7gnfe|..,,,, ,, £339 
Crtgon Ntrya £639 R#d H#M. £699 Zrek 11 . £899 
Fantasy Wort buy . £4 99 ffeertrton 101 £6 90 Zortlll. £899 

31 AUGA TOF TtHjES 31 AMIGA TOR titles $t AMGA TOF Trn£6 ST 

HaifUeg Upgrade * 0«* fi* £2990 

IMegCn#* £’996 
i Ray 3D Sore* .__ HIM £1696 
XCkrttvOOrM_12939 £36 99 
40 ScotteBcw-g H6M £1*30 
588 Sod At** --£1639 £’6 90 
ATQTar* Kler_12109 
*c* x i_ HA £1690 

ADI .  HUB H9» 
Atatti _.11530 £1630 
A*an9u™ ..„ £1699 £1690 
«pw *M _£1533 £15 90 
Arnung Sodamw_11590 115 90 
Am» X HA £2390 

Ara Coru1* . HA £1990 
Am^ThtCMor_HA £3690 
AftojrgedOcr ___ 11598 £1590 
A If I    11699 £1690 
Bad tot* Future M £1590 £1599 
BtttoheGtfdwiAga . 11630 £1690 
Bating of Arc Cfrna £21 90 £21 99 

Bwtata IKPiygnwtl .. £1690 £1690 
Tue III...£1690 £1690 

BA T. 12290 £2290 
Baffle Owe. £15.90 £1590 
Ratio Chew II ...116.90 £16.99 
Baffle Command... 114 00 £1499 
Baffle Hawk 1942.. £1690 £1699 
Baffle Mail* .  £1090 £1999 
Ifefnan he Mcm».  £14.90 £14.99 
Betrayal ..    £19.90 £1390 
&g Run ....£16.90 £16.90 
ftl aid Ted's Adventun .. £16.90 £16.90 

Bdihand Simulator If.......... £16,90 £16.90 
Brtyhe M . £14 90 11499 
Bua Mai ..  £19.90 £10.90 

Bomb* Bob...£i$90£)699 
Ban Bast* .. £1690 £1690 
Brffl _...  £1699 £1690 
ftj<* Roger*__ 119.90 11900 
Cadaver..... 11690 116.90 
Cedev* he pey oil _ £1090 61099 
Cadaver tie Leal Supp* HO90 £1099 
Cepbrt..... £15.99 115.90 
Cardinal oftwKrwfflfi .. £1690 £16,99 
Carve Up...115 90 £1590 
CfflcaGT4Rfflly __11590 £1590 
CwAnon  £16.90 £16.90 

Chaos StrAeSack-11699 H690 
Chamooi oftn R* ........ £1690 U6® 
QiteeWQ __-11490 H4 99 
Chase HOI)___£14 90 £14 90 
Ointo'i Re*W. £1690 £5699 

MNDGAMESonry 61ABS 

fciiwvi*j. me QrrAei m ti>rp* 

tophtles 

Gunbo*..£21 90 £21 90 
Gumhp2000. 121 90 £21 99 
HartOnwni_£1590 £1590 

fflapocpOMetf .£1990 11990 
IM ...__ £1990 I199S 
ffertfs QueM (l Meg).1219012190 
H*tfi Quasi (Granten).... £1690 £1699 
Ha 8toe*__11693 £1699 
Honor ZomtMi |16S0 H699 

HudwrH**._.H5J99I153B 
Hurt*_..... 12090 mm 
Nvli....£1590 £1590 
mpamcn --- £1690 £1690 
hdanapDls 500.£1699 £1690 
interceptor —.  £2690 £26 90 
ton Lord ..£15 90 £1539 

fcArt e* HNndll 
AUd* __ 

***** . 

11590 £1590 
£1690 £1699 
11690 £1699 

11530 £1599 

GokJ*i Aie ... 
GctoanSwl___ 
Graham Gooch Cnc*M. 
Grand FMi ... 

11630 £1630 
£1690 11690 

£21-30 £2190 
£2190 £2390 

£1439 11490 
£1699 H690 

JmmyWhrte'sWhrfwnd £1699 £1690 
Judge Draft..£1639 £1890 

KcfcOffHti Meg) _ 11539£1593 

KJCkOVMI(6 Meg)HA £1399 
KickOflWnrmgTed**.. £990 1939 
KUngCtoud..... £15.90 £1590 
i&infl Game Show___ £it90 £1699 
Kmg* Ouesl V ...£2690 £2699 

KrtflhioMhe^...12190 £2190 
Last Hnja rn„__ £1699 £1690 

imure SUUanY II £2530 £2590 
Lernmngs ..  £15.90 £1590 

UneofFre....-..£16,99 £1699 
Ufflaoeah .. £2030 £20.90 
logical.  £1639 £1699 

iMPiM... £1430 11430 
LotuEspril .  £1590 £1590 
Lotus TirtoOhfflfenge II.. £1630 £1699 
Ml Tank Rfflwn „„ £1930 £1990 
Mad Professor Mre*ty ..£1590 £1590 
Magneto Scrol _  H99© £19 96 
Man Uld. Eirope -£1690 £1699 

Master Golf .*__£2199 £2339 
Maupffl island_£1690 £1690 
Megmv#*i__£2093 £2039 
Mega LuMna_£2090 £2090 

M*th*rt Colony £2090 £2090 

£1639 £1696 
£1690 £1699 

MU Milan!_H630 £1630 
£1430 £14 90 

. £1939 £19 96 
rl _ £2390 12390 

Ug 23 Mavis__ 12139 £2139 
. £1590 £1530 

Item 19661975 
N|fC.. 

121 90 £2130 
11439 £14 39 

Ntvy SeMs £1430 £1430 
Nwirtndng Story N £1690 £1630 

£1630 £1630 
Nma Rent ___ £1439 £14 30 

£1596 11530 
£2190 £2130 

... _ ... 

rvrij*. 

Opera 1 on Siefflfi . 
OfAiten Huvtei’LuM ... 

Oulvi Etrope.. 
Pang 

£1630 £16 90 
£1430 11490 
£1630 11693 
£1430 £1430 

Fmu KkAbctrig £1630 £1630 

PGAGMtTftjf. HA £1630 
pyHtghl* £1630 £1690 

11430 £1430 

£2130 £2130 

PWBflQ .S~~" 
R>puta*3eTi CHy.. 

F'owtetKWte 
Predator H 

£18 99 £1830 
£1530 £1590 

P P. H*nm* 

IWBWXl immiiiMMiiPiiiiii 

ProFbgn,,^.. 

RgTsmiitciurll 
PnncedFterw 
Rizanc 

116 39 £16 90 
£1630 £1639 
£3090 £3030 
£1690 £16 30 
11530 £1599 
11490 £14 30 

Rairoed Tycoon ... . £24 90 £24 30 
Ranbow W*hte.. £1430 H4# 
RB !2 0uebel . £2090 £2039 
. .,,,12090 £2090 

Red Barm.*_.ia»a3.» 
Renegadn {Cdfrdp MMffl) EH 90 £14 99 
fix* Dangenxu M H690 £i639 
Robn Hood ....  £1690 £1630 
fetocoo £1390 11390 

Robocopll „„„„„„„. 11490 £1430 

RodLVld . £1690 £1639 
Rogue Troop* 
Rdtn'fferny . 

£1490 £1433 
. £1530 11530 

R-Typel!. 11690 £1693 
Sevuge Emprs 

Secrt! d Ihe SFw Bbee 
^tadowDeno* ... 

£1990 £1990 
£219012190 
£1696 £1690 

grudow of he Bauril ... 
aiMkwwam*_ 

SAemSernoeil . 
Sm E*h . 

£1530 11930 

11430 £14 90 
£2330 £23 » 
£1630 £1636 

£1590 £1509 
SborDte .11630 £1690 

aj i Crt>eabonflS 
Sma*» TV __ 

SpeoiAoe . 
Space Gin. 
Space Owi IV. 
SpeedW ll 
Spndozy Worldl 
£m Ejtcekbur 
S*r Tr*k V__ 
Stid* ii .. 
Sup*c*t n. 
Super Monaco GP_ 
Sup* Oi Road Raong 
Sup* Spa® imrartw* 
SMpnnacy-- 
Swap 
StMkdi Bede n ___ 
SVWV ... 

Teim Sur Ja.. 
Teamy***e... 
Tvmnitor I .. 

Ten Dnvt III_ 
Th^rFmeel Hour . 

Th«r Fami Mumn . 
Thund*ha«A AH-73M . 

Thunder Jaws- 
Tote... 
Tofvak he Winrw . 
ToWRacal ... 

TorfnameniGol.. 
Tureen l 
LMma Maman Dreams 
Ufflma V .. 

UHima VI .... 
ymmaieftrde .. 
UMSII Pianei Ediior.. 

IhReal .. 
UN Sguartm .. 
UntotuhaWes . 

USSJohnToifig . 
VDodena . 
WartxAtv Avenger 
War Zone .. 

wtwt DeetiH Meg) 
Tfio rmodJ 

Wng Command* 11 .... 
Wings (i Meg) .. 

_ 

W Wf. _ 

£frax. 

£1690 £1690 
£1590 11593 
£2690 £26 99 

. £1590 £1590 
£26 90 i2t 90 
£1590 £1599 
£1690 £1690 
£2099 £2090 
£1690 11690 
£1598 £1590 

£1590 11590 
£1690 £1690 
£1590 11599 
£2099 £2039 
£1990 £1999 
£1690 £1699 
11590 11539 
£1590 £1599 
£1590 11599 
£1999 £1909 
11439 £14 90 

I159S £1509 
11030 £1999 
11999 £1990 

.. £21.99 £21.99 
£1699 £1698 
114 99 £1490 
£15 90 £1590 
£1490 11490 

£1699 £1690 
£1590 £1590 
£2090 12090 
£1990 11090 
£2090 £2090 
£1690 11699 
£2390 £2390 

£1790 £1790 
£1690 £1690 
£1599 £1590 
£1499 £1490 

£1690 £1690 
£1699 £1690 
£1490 £1490 
£1590 £1590 

£1990 11990 
£1499 £1490 
£1990 £1990 
£1990 £1090 
£14 99 11490 
£1999 11390 
£1990 11930 

£1530 11590 
11690 H699 

EDITION ONE ortyl 1580 

Ponfra Oipff’. nn*, teim wr>gi*eSsmF* 
PRECIOUS METAL only £14.90 YRTUAL WORLDS only 120.90 

Q*«. T«* Em cm Car* mm*. In* Oyn 

LIGHT FORCE only 114.19 

iaOMnea. K*. are H Tj» 

WHEELS OF RftE only £1190 
Hwe Dw‘. Oise HO. Pwmowi « 

TkrtoOuteAi 

THE WINNING TEAM ordy HU0 

b*e» mom Room i*nm ARL Kan. 

Vnscaiorc Cfftwfcw 

RJOHT COMIAHO Ortr I12JI 

&ww. Sm Ftrca 
IncuW S»t Fa anoSky Owm 

DOUBLE DOUBLE BILL 

AMGAontf 122-90 
To Spvte haw um N ha Ft«ne V<. 

Tr Spvte SaMftW. 

RST OF FUftV only £16.00 
DfwteDw. Sw*. N**i *r<n 

0ovb>* O'lpon I 

POWER UP only 116.00 

Anne Baa*. Rvw wwtei x Ola, 

QMwrtG. T^v* 

RILL BLAST cnly I17J0 

Ocaga ». Rc* Qangwa^ H*way Him Z. 
MLCarrwCefWFjneineHrTiPHimUi &W 

PLATINUM orty £1630 

Sack T Qw Show. Wpx< a 
QhoA me OvM 

MASTER MX orty 11190 

Sum Wor*0rtpo* Djnanvw Dm. 

TilrWtMAaneCiVQPP' 

VRTUAL ftEALITT 1 only £2130 

tiflMaar Cam* Cwarwa Skm Or R*v, 

Standi i H Sqdcw Ointnga 

TEST DRIVE N COLLECTION 

AMIGA only £2106 

MLatw Cwi C* ym Oamyi 

&uo* Can 

BIG BOX only 11110 

Captvi fflood. Tm Tn on ha Moai.Set* Gna. 
TaanagtOkW*. IH*. P/w S*Lm Dan 

Krycawi bn. Juxaefi. Bote. Hoaiagat 

POWER PACK only £14.00 
X*w 2. TV Sort F»w. fflootey^i 

LcmtwflRMy 

HOLLTWOOO COLLECTION only £1100 

RoboCop, froc&urtara 2. hdra Jtrda, 
AOOICTEO TO FUN RAINBOW 

COLLECTION only £13,90 
nm Zawane Sk»v tetoa bCM. 

Ra x**- iaaroa 

CHALLENGERS ONyl 17.90 

■tea Of, Scow Sin, FBow. 

CNet C<UW W £ jifcir Hat 

MAGNUM 4 only £1730 

Artrtvm*. OOMtra DaflOfi, ODW^^qp Wtfl, 

TNT only £1530 

Hwfl D*wi, APB. iyto*a T( 

wte Oregon Spa 

HEROES only £1101 

Battantn t Riwig Htr, 0tv Wn 

ane LcwxatoU 

VRTUAL REAUTT 2 only £1731 

Vfl,* Swwmi, W*-fl !>*♦■”*. Rwblwi rti, 
IvwaMi 

Please make cheques and P.O.'s payable to Eagle Software. P+P is included in the UK. Orders under 
£5 please add 50p PSP per item, Europe: please add £3 per hem. Elsewhere add £4.00 per hem. 
if the title you want is not listed please phone for pnces. Catalogue now available - phone lor details 
or lick box. | | 
Computer __ Date_ 

Title_ Price _ 
___ Price _ 

_ Price _ 

_ Price _ 

Total 

Name: _ 

Address: 

Postcode: 

Card No: . 

Exp Date . 

Tel: 

16 Mail_Order_only_ _ __AccessQ _VisaQ_ Chequejp P.O's□ 



fTp AMIGA ADVICE 

DOES NOT WORK? 
I have an A500 with I Mb inter* 

mil RAM* (he Alfll1 floppy disk 

drive and an Action Replay II. 

Because I needed more RAM I 

bought the SupraRAM 500RX 

with 4Mb installed. 

According to the review of the SupraRAM: “It 

even worked fine with the Datel Action Replay IT\ 

However, when I connect both the cartridge 

couldn't freeze. Whenever I pressed the button it 

gave a guru. 

I think 1 have loo many add-ons for the power 

supply to cope with. So what do 1 do, buy the power 

supply for the Supra or should I try a bigger one 

for mi Amiga? 

WOUTER BRUGGEMAN, HOLLAND 

Although the SupraRAM has few components of its own, 

adding 4Mb of RAM could necessitate buying a bigger 

power supply. 

You could well be right, li could be that the memory 

chips you have in your SupraRAM are a bit heavy on 

electricity, bui in any case you will need more power, 

The easiest option would be to be buy a bigger power 

supply (WTS 0582 491949 or Evesham Micros 0386 

765500 in the UKh as fitting a supply in the memory 

expansion will probably mean sending it all the way 

back to America. 

MONITOR WONDERS 
l*m silting here tapping away on my Amiga* look¬ 

ing at my £25 second-hand TV set. It's about time I 

got something better and handed on the set to my 

nephew to use with his Spectrum +5. After looking 

through lots of magazines and asking people's opin¬ 

ions I have come lo one conclusion: I'm more 

confused than when I started! 

1) 1 see that some monitors only do one resolution* 

that is high or medium resolution. Does this mean if 

] bought a high resolution job* would low or 

medium resolution pictures be distorted or simply 

not display at all? 

2) Are multisync monitors generally better or do 

they have some drawbacks compared with mm* 

multisync single resolution type? 

3) I read a lot about flickering. Does this happen 

with all monitors? 

4) I know that some monitors do not have sound (no 

loudspeakers in them). Can I fit some sort of mini 

amplifier and a set of loudspeakers? Can you lake 

oft the speakers on a stereo sound monitor or are 

they built in? 

5) Are monitors limited to very small sizes* 12 or 

14-inch? After using a 21-inch TV set the thought of 

a small screen puts me olT. Do large monitors - if 

they exist — have inferior picture quality? 

6) Are there any special problems with getting 

Workbench 
Another month's worth of the usual mountain of tips, troubles, puz¬ 

zles and answers. Pat McDonald discovers and discusses... 

monitors repaired iT they’re out of warranty? Can a 

local TV repairman cope? 

?} What exactly is picture burn in? Is it a real prob¬ 

lem or an irritation? 

8) C ould you please recommend a good monitor* 

based on these factors: colour* all Amiga resolu¬ 

tions* stereo sound with detachable speakers and a 

headphone facility* large screen (17 inch or bigger I, 

How much would such a beast cost? 

PHILLIP EBBANS, WALSALL 

1) There is no established standard foF graphics resolu¬ 

tion. Generally, a medium resolution monitor will cope 

with all Amiga graphics modes except interlace (dou¬ 

ble horizontal screen sizes). These will flicker, but 

little software uses this mode: usually 3D fendering 

programs like Dma4D. 

2) Multisync monitors are much better than non-multi- 

sync types (clearer colours and crisper pixels). They 

will also display rock steady interlace images if you 

have a flicker fixer installed inside your computer and 

if it is correctly wired up. You can use a multisync 

without a flicker fixer - but don’t forget that interlace 

screens will flicker of course. 

3| Only interlace modes flicker, unless you have a 

multisync and a flicker fixer. This combination pro¬ 

duces rock-steady images in alt graphics modes. 

4) Yes, the Amiga has standard stereo phono sockets to 

wire up to a HiFL I have never seen a monitor with 

detachable speakers, and also note that some stereo 

monitors in fact have only one speaker. Much the same 

as some stereo TVs have only one speaker! 

5) Monitors larger than 12 inches can be bought, but 

they are specialist and extremely expensive, because 

monitor quality TV tubes are difficult and costly to 

manufacture in large sizes. They are also unpopular 

because they take up more space, 

6) Mu hi syncs or better ate tricky for local TV repair¬ 

men to fix, but average monitors are quite easy - they 

are simpler than TV sets, 

7) Picture bum-in occurs when an image is displayed 

for too long. Typically, this takes a couple of days of 

continuous display. The bright areas of the screen 

become unusable, because ibe coating on the inside of 

the screen has been overused. 

Note that some TV shops have machines to repair 

screens with bum in problems, although usually it's a 

'kill or cure1 2 3 4 5 6 method. It’s not really a problem so long 

as you turn your monitor off when the computer is 

Continued on page f 91 

COVERDISK 20 (again) 

After playing around with NoiseTraeker on AF26’s Coverdisk I decided to attempt In compose a song. 

After a hard halfihour's work I saved it and went off. When I came back to it* if played the song hut no 

sound came out, I checked all the silly things like the volume level, leads and so on - they were Tine. 

Also* when I try and save a song* it always saves onto the Coverdisk which is nearly Tull anyway. How do 

I save it onto a separate floppy disk? I've tried saving on a freshly formatted disk hut the computer just 

asks me for ST4H, Help, 

One final point, my machine crashes a lot. and I cannot think why* It's just a standard A5(KI with no 

extra memory or anything else flash, 

STEFAN ALLERHANO* READING 

l regret to say I have no ideas concerning the lack of volume problem. When you try lo save nr load a module to a 

different directory, do remember to change the path on the Disk Ops screen. Just click on it w ith the left mouse 

button (the mouse pointer goes purple) and type the name of the disk followed by a colon. For example. Empty:. 

Amigas often crash because of a lack of memory. Every lime some memory is used and then freed, it's not 

added back on to a lump of free memory: after a certain amount of usage* the memory is split up into lots of little 

pieces that have been used and then returned for future use. 

The Amiga crashes because it can't find enough continuous free memory for what it needs. The only way to 

gel around this is to turn your machine 

on or off occasionally. Extra memory 

actually helps to get around this prob¬ 

lem, as it fragments more slowly. 

Another point to bear in mind is 

that Amigas rarely crash out com¬ 

pletely (the screen, keyboard and 

mouse lock up, or the screen display 

goes bananas I. Usually y ou get a Guru 

meditation number, which for some 

reason sticks in people’s minds more 

than the machine going totally dumb. 

Of course, the gum is missing com- 

This if whore you need la dkk to thonge the name of the disk you want to pletdv from ^ orkbench 2 - all I can 
save to or load from* say is hooray!". 
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SOFT EXCHANGE 
Offers you (he best in quality service and prices. 

AH our diskettes are of high quality Japanese media. 

PANASONIC SONY BULK KAO 3 
BULK 3 DS/DD 3 DS7DD BRANDED 

10 4.99 5,99 5.99 
20 8,49 9.99 10.99 
30 12.49 14,49 IS.99 
40 15,49 17.99 19.99 
50 18.99 21.99 22,99 
100 33.99 38.99 42.99 
200 63.99 75,99 79,99 
300 94.99 108,99 114.99 
400 123,99 139.99 147.99 
500 154,99 169.99 179,99 
1000 289,99 329.99 349 99 
2000 574.99 659.99 689.99 

Includes Labels and Lifetime guarantee. 

SPECIAL OFFERS 
10 Disks + (OO Cap Bon.,.......... 
20 Disks + 100 Cap Box........ 
BO Disks + 100 Cap Box .,. 
40 Disks + 100 Cap Box. 
f>0 Disks + 100 Cap Box. 
100 Disks + 100 Cap Box. 
200 Disks + 2x200 Cap Box.. ■+** * M a - t- >.4 a B + * ■ *■ + * IffrS l-H - - 

Including Labels 

...£1099 

.£18,49 

.£21.99 

.£24,99 

.....09.99 

.£67.99 

40 Cap Box 
100 Cap Bus 
Mouse Mats ... 
Disk Labels IOO... 
Disk Labels 500. 
Disk head Cleaner........... 
Dust Cover 12" Monitor.. 
Logitech 2 Button Mouse 

ACCESSORIES 
£5.99 *0 Cap Bos ., 5.99 80 Cap Box................ 

7 99 BANX Stackable Boxi 
.£2.99 Disk Labels 50. 
...£2.50 Disk Labels 200.... 
.....£7.50 Disk Labels 1000. 

0,99 Dust Cover Keyboard 
.£5.99 Dust Cover 14* Monitor... 
.£23.99 Wang 5:- Disks Box of 10 . 

*......£6.99 
.C8.99 
.£1.50 

£3.50 
[13.99 
,.£4.99 

.£699 

.£4.99 

All prices include VAT, post and packing In IK, overseas orders 
please write ctr telephone. To order please send Chcquc/P.Q. made parable lo 

SOFT EXCHANGE 
101 Clifton Road, South Norwood, London $E25 6QA 

Tel: 0B1 653 9094 (24 HRS ORDER LINE)ACCESS/VISA ACCEPTED* 
Government and Educational 

P. 1 orders quoted at very competitive prices. 

BUILD MUSCLES 
FAST 
YOU CAN BUILD 
A FANTASTIC POWER 
PACKED BODY IN ONLY 
12 WEEKS! 

NEW! Fastest and best way to build 

muscles and strength without weights — 

EVER! SCIENTIFICALLY PROVEN. 

Just 20 minutes daily in (he privacy of your 

home will develop an amazing physique. 

MUSCLE DYNAMICS is a new bodybuilding system based on 

principals developed after years of exhaustive research. It is a total 

exercise programme involving the very latest scientific 

breakthroughs in the field of muscular development. It is the fastest, 

most effective way to build muscles in existence. 

NOTICEABLE RESULTS IN 28 DATS GUARANTEED 

Send for exciting FREE information pack today 

MUSCLE DYNAMICS ( AMF}, PO BOX 40, GATESHEAD, NEB 1PD 

Yes! I wont to build muscles fast. Please rush me my FREE information pack! 

Nome ..............*.............., 

Address ........ 

l_. 

........ Postcode _..... 

(A stomp for reply appreciated) 
,_J 
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RUBY CHARTBUSTERS 
ST Amiga 

3D Construction Kit..,...28,99. ,34,99 
Armour Gedden.1850—19.99 
Chuck Rock......18.50.18.50 
FI9 Stealth Fighter.19,50,.., 19,50 
FI9 Strike Eagle 2_...25.50....25.50 
Gods...18.50....13.50 
Golden Axe...,„l,.18.50„,.18.50 
Hero's Quest....18.50.... 18.50 
Hunter.....N.A.21.50 
Kick OH 2.-...13,50.,.. 13.50 
Kick OH 2 HMD)...N.A.18.50 
Lemmings...18,50.... 18,50 
Ltle and Death........18.5Q....I8.50 
Man Utd Europe.18.50.,.. 18.50 
Navy Seals. 18.50..., 18.50 
Pawermonger......,20,50,,.. 21.50 
Proflight.  N.A.31.50 
R.B, 12 Baseball......2L&G....21.5G 
R Type 2.18,50 18.50 
Smv..„.  I8.50....18.50 
Search for the King...N.A.18.50 
Secret Money Island.18.50..., 18.50 
Shadow Dancer..18.50....13.50 
Skull and Crossbones.18.50.10.50 
Speedbak2. 17,50.18,50 
Supercars 2..18.50.,..18.50 
Swap...18.50.-18.50 
Switchblade 2.  18.50.... 18.50 
Mi Goes Wild...,.^,lS,50....i&50 
Total Recall...17,50....18.50 
Turriean 2...17,50.,..18,50 
War Zone ,..  N.A.18.50 
Wrath of the Demon......21,50.,.,21,50 

Please note: Some titles not 
released at press date 

despatched within 24hrs of 
release subject to availability. 

= Not yet available N.A. : 

RUBY OFFERS 

Gremlins 2.. 

Loom.. 

R. Type,. 

RUBY CLASSICS 
ST Amiga ST 

...9.99., ...9.99 3D Pool.. .,,,9.50. 
.799.. .-7.99 688 Attack Sub.. ....N.A.,. 

...4.99.. ..,.4,99 BAX,..-.-_ -2550. 

...6.99.. ....6.99 Baffle Chess. 17 50. 
.8.99.. ....8.99 Baffle Command.. .18.50. 

...6.99,- ...699 Bridge Player 2150. ,.20.50. 

...4.99.. .4,99 Chaos Strikes Sack. ..15.50. 

...9.99.. .,..7.99 Chase H.Q. ..14.50, 
,.,7,99,. .7.99 Chase H.Q, 2. ..,.N.A.,. 
..N.A.— ...,7.99 Duck Tales... ....N.A.,. 
...9.99., . .9 99 Dungeon Master (1Mb}..., —N.A... 
..N.A.,.. .9.99 Dungeon Master.. -15.50, 
...7.99., ...7.99 Dungeon Master Editor,,* -N.A.,. 
..N.A.... ....7.99 F16 Combat Pilot.,. ..17,50, 
..N.A. . .. .8.99 F29 Retaliates.... .16.50. 
,.9,99, -9.99 Flight Sim 2... ....N.A... 
...7.99.. -7.99 Harpoon 11 Mb).... „JUU,. 
...9.99,. ,..9.99 Heroes of the Lance —... ,17.50. 
...7,99., ...,7.99 Heroes Quest (Sierra),. .27.50. 
.799,. ...7.99 Knights of the Crystalion. —HA... 
-.N.A ... ...7,99 Lost Patrol.. ..18.50. 
...7.99.. .,..7.99 Lotus Turbo Challenge. .18,50. 
..,4,99- -.6.99 Ml Tank Platoon,.,... .21,50. 
...7,99.. -7,99 Mania Mansions.-.. ,17.50. 
,.N.A.... —9.99 Mig 29. .25,50 
...8.99.. -8.99 Nam...,... .,22.50. 
-.7.99- .7,99 New Zealand Story ..14.50. 
.7 99 .. ..7 99 Operation Stealth. -18.50. 
.14,99., ..14,99 Pipemania. -13.50. 
...7.99., ...7.99 Pirates.... 17.50. 
-NJU, ...7.99 Player Manager. ,12.50. 
...7.99.. ...7.99 Populous.... 17.50 
-9,99,. .7.99 Populous Promised Lands ...8 50. 
,.,7,99.. —7,99 Rainbow Island... ,15,50. 
...9,99,, 7,99 ST Dragon —.. .18.50. 
-9.99.. -7.99 Shadow Warrior... 1850 

,,.,9.50 
,.18.50 

.18.50 
.18.50 

.25.50 
,21,50 

!! ATTENTION !! 
Buy an Amiga 500 for just £19.99!! 

Well, not quite but nearly. We will give 
away a brand new Amiga 500 to the 

person that is lucky enough to be our 
1000th mail order customer. NOT 

JUST ONE but every time we reach 
that 1000th magic figure, that lucky 

person will be a winner. 
EDUCATIONAL 

ST Amiga 
French Mistress.-14.50 -. U .50 
fun School 2 Sunder 6).14,50-14,50 
Fun School 2 (6-8).,,14,50....14.50 
Fun School 2 (8+1.14,50-14,50 
fun School 3 (under 5).17.50..,.17.50 
Fun School 3 (5-7) ,....,.,..,.17.50 .17.50 
fun School 317+1.17.50 . .17.50 
German Master....14.50 — 14.50 
Italian Tutor...14.50 14.50 
Lets Spell at Home.15 50- 15,50 
Lets Spell at Shops.15.50,. .15.50 
Lets Spell Out and About...15.50,... 15.50 
Magic Maths (48).17.50-17,50 
Mjis Manta (842),...,..,,,.17.50....17.50 
My Paint.„.23.50.HA 

Lots more - phone us! 

ACCESSORIES 
40 lockable disk box..F+1„+.6*50 
80 lockable disk bo *...&.50 
Atari ST 4 player adaptor.,..,,,,8,50 
Amiga 4 player adaptor....,,,8,50 
Amiga 500 dust cover...  4,50 
Pro 5000 black,..,,.....11,50 
Pro 5000 dear extra.13.50 Iuickjoy Jetfighter.,,,.. 13.50 

uickjoy Tcpstar...20.50 
uickjoy Pythen... 9.50 
uickipy Python (Microswitch)..11.50 
000 labels on roll.,.....11.99 

1.2Mb upgrade Amiga/elock. 30.50 
50 3.5" bulk disks..!...,.17.50 
100 3.5* bulk disks.30.50 
500 3.5'bulk disks...  146.00 
Naksha Mouse + Op. Stealth.24.50 
Speedking/Autofire.... ,„t. .10.50 

UTILITIES 
ST Amiga 

A.M.A.S,..  N A.79.95 
A.M.0.S,.  UA.32.99 
A.M.0-S, 30.N.A......24.99 
A.M.O.S. Compiler..MA.21.50 
Deluxe Pamt 2,...,....45.50.N.A 
Deluxe Paint 3. N.A.60.50 
Deluxe Pamt 4.   N.A.N.A 
Deluxe Print 2...N.A...,,,35.50 
Oigi Pamt 3...N.A,,.,.,.60.50 
Oigicafc...28,50,,,,28.50 
S.T.0.S..  21.50.N.A 
S.T.O S- Compile!.,...17.50.N.A 
S.T.O.S. Maestro...„L7.50..N.A 
S.T.O-S, Maesiro Plus.53.50.N.A 
Wordsworth...N.A.99,99 

COMPILATIONS 
st 

Wheels of Fire .—.—10.50. 
Virtual Reality Volume 1.21.50. 
Computer Hits 2„..8,50, 
Heroes.  ...10.50. 
Hollywood Collection.,,.21.50, 
Power pack...15.50,, 
3D Virtual Worlds.22,50. 
Challengers.,..  20,50.. 
Soccer Mama......,..,10.50, 
Mind Games......15.50, 
World Cup Compilation..,8-50, 
Triad 3,..  15.50.. 
Test Drcve 2 Collection........ N.A. 
Grandstand.-...22,50.. 
Supreme ChalFenge 

Flight Command.,...13.50 

.25.50 
...8.50 
,,.10,50 
.19.50 
.15.50 
.2150 

....N.A 
...10.50 
.-15-50 
.8.50 
....N.A 

f^° 
....13.50 

Rubysoft 
(Dept AF)+ 3 Crefeld Close* London. W6 8EL. 
No callers - mail order only 

All tittes/all formats 
available on request 

ORDERS 
Tel: 071 381 5830 
Fax 071 610 1703 

Orders under £5 add 75p p&p per item. For first class add 75p p&p per item UK, only. EEC 

countries add £2.00 per item. Non EEC countries add £3.00 per item. Express air mail add 

£4.00 per item. All Items subject to availability. All prices subject to change without notice, 

E. & Q.E, Please note: mail order companies may take up to 28 days to deliver goods from 

receipt of order. Cheques or Postal Orders only. Please allow for cheque clearance. 



displaying ihe same screen for long periods of time 

(ray tracers take note). 

8 ) J doubt if you would get much change out of £1,000, 

and that's just for the monitor - you would need a 

flicker fixer too. Monitors are usually classed as video 

equipment rather than computer peripherals. Video 

equipment is outrageously overpriced and gets more 

expensive, while computer hardware gets cheaper all 

the time (bearing inflation in mindr 

There are, however* alternatives. The Philips 

CM88 33/Commodore 1084 are two variants of the 

same basic monitor tube. They display non-interlace 

images very well with much better clarity than a TV 

set. They also have a memo headphone socket, one 

speaker and cost about £230 or so. 

You might think about buying a decent TV/moni¬ 

tor, These cost about the same price, but have bigger, 

slightly more blurred screens - but they are perfectly 

acceptable unless you're try ing to “dot an i'\ They can 

receive TV pictures as well as having inputs for com¬ 

puter systems. Try and look for one which has a Scan 

connector, then get an Amiga to Scart cable and then 

of course you're there. 

Keep an eye out for a complete feature on monitors 

in the next few months. 

DEMO DON'T WORK 
I've got a problem with the demo of Deluxe Paint 

/V on Coverdisk 26. It always crashes when my 

A590 hard drive is plugged in, but it works fine 

without it. It's probably doing no good at all to my 

hard drive, as 1 have to unplug it and run 

Workbench from floppy to use the demo. 

ISe tried skipping the hard drive startup- 

sequence (which starts a number of multitasking 

utility programs) but it still crashes. Is there fome¬ 

nting 1 can do about this annoying problem or is it a 

simple case on incompatibility? The program itself 

is brilliant - as soon as I have the money I'll be 

upgrading from DPaint fL 

GREG KING, SOUTH DEVON 

Although popular, the A 590 hard drive does have some 

very odd quirks. 

Unfortunately the Deluxe Patnt A demo does not work 

with the A59G. Strangely enough, it also doesn't work 

with Workbench 1.3.2. People who have the latter 

should really try and obtain a copy of Workbench L3 

from a friend or a computer shop (the latter are 

generally very sympathetic to requests like this). Sorry 

to all of those concerned. 

The following fix is a reprint of a tip from AF18, to 

cure some of the problems associated with the A590.1 

can’i promise that it will let the DPaim /V demo work, 

but it's a good idea to carry out the operation anyway 

(fix courtesy of Electronic Arts/Adrian Streeter), All 

dicks are with the left mouse button: 

SECTIONHEAD 

1) Make a copy of the Setup/Instail disk w hich came 

w ith the A590. 

2) Switch everything off for at least 30 seconds before 

continuing. 

3) Insert the Setup Install disk into the Amiga, and 

then turn on. The computer (with the A590 attached) 

will start from the floppy, 

4) When the disk icon appears, double dick on it and 

again on the HDToolBox program. 

5) On the initial screen of HDToolBox dick once on 

the Partition Drive option. 

6) At the Partitioning screen, click on the Advanced 

Options box. Some additional boxes will appear. 

7) Select the Add/Update file system option. 

8) Now click on the Update File System, press the 

Return key and select OK, 

9) Click on OK on all die screens until you get to (he 

beginning screen. 

10) Select Save Changes to Drive". Once the changes 

have been saved onto your hard drive, you can then 

exit (he program. 

AUTOPILOT OVERRIDE 
I have just bought a Voltmace Delta 3A analogue 

joystick, to use with flight simulations like FIS 

SfriAr Eug/e ff. It works well except for one thing: if 

you most the joystick when the autopilot is on, the 

autopilot turns itself off. 

t have to hold Ihe joystick perfectly central, 

which b very difficult to do and defeats the point or 

having an autopilot. Is there anyway of fixing some 

sort of disable switch on the joystick to turn it off 

and solve ihe problem? f regret I haven't got any 

diagrams of the pinouts or what's inside the joy¬ 

stick as I don't want to take it to bits until Vm sure 

something can be done about the problem, 

P CHESHIRE* HERRING! HORPE 

1 had a similar problem a few' years ago, and without 

resorting to a soldering iron, the easiest solution is to 

use a couple of elastic bands. Wrapped around the joy¬ 

stick. they force the slick to autocentre w hen you let go 

of iL Happy flying. 

pbv the music as a background task while your pic¬ 

tures are display ing. 

The only PD music program J am aware of which 

lets you compose tunes from sound samples and 

includes a separate player program is MED. 

Unfortunately, most of the music used in PD demos is 

composed with NoiseTracker (or SotmdTrackcr or 

ProTrackcr or...). 

However, there is another PD program called 

Module Processor (ModPro for short) which lets you 

load in sound modules from many different programs, 

and creates sland alone programs which play when you 

click on them. 

As for PD programs being copyrighted: you are 

wrung, A Public Domain disk can be freely copied and 

given away, but if you start ripping music or graphics 

from copyrighted disks and pass them off as your own. 

expect some hassle. 

TALKIES PLEASE 
I have succeeded in creating a slideshow using the 

Skdetkom Consirurrian Set. It's a set of my ow n pic¬ 

tures created with DPaint //, I was wondering if it's 

possible for me to include some music which plays 

at the saint time as the pictures are display ing. 1 

know it's possible, but I don't know anything 

about programming. 

If I do. would it be against the law or breaking 

‘computer ethics" for me to take a soundtrack off 

one of the many Public Domain music demos that I 

own. even if I credited the musician who composed 

the sound track. 

The reason 1 ask is that some P1> disks have 

copyright messages, the Radio Poland music disk 

being one example. Surely this is a lie or against the 

whole idea of PD. 

I'm not going to call myself Harold Ihe 

Berserker or something like that as I reckon that 

people who do that are usually called Dick 

Rams but tom or something similar, 

EDWARD GAR ROD, BISHOPS STORTFORD 

Vm not too sure about the operation of the SCS, but so 

Jong as it mull flasks (Jets other programs run simulta¬ 

neously) then there's a lot of PD music programs 

which you can write tunes on - like NoiseTracker on 

last month's disk. Then you need a player program io 

I am a practising accountant 

and in my office we use 

^ | ) 1 A in st rad equipment because we 

can get cheap, sophisticated and 

reliable software very easily. 

In the near future, though, we plan to upgrade to a 

networking system. My son and my cousin are 

Amiga fanatics and have persuaded me that Amiga 

equipment would be superior to anything we could 

afford in the PC range, but Ihe problem is the 

necessary software. 

There are plenty of word processors and spread¬ 

sheets, and (hopefully) databases to integrate with 

them. However, there doesn't appear to be much of 

a choice regarding accounting packages and I have 

seen no mention of a payroll package at all. 

Because we are in business and have to give our 

clients a speedy and reliable service, any software 

we use has to be very reliable, comprehensive and 

easy to learn. We are not computer experts J 

Is it possible to run a professional office on 

available Amiga software, or am I simply barking 

up the wrong iree? 

BRIAN JACKSON. BARNET 

Congratulations, in ihat one letter you just about 

summed up ihe entire “Amiga in business" concept. 

Your son and cousin are quite correct when ihey say 
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SvperBase Professional V4 h extremely expensive, v«ry 
powerful ond dittkult to got to grips with nl first* 

that the Amiga is a superior machine, hut you're not 

interested in speed or performance - you just want a 

box to help mu your office. 

You arc also coned when you say business appli¬ 

cations on the Amiga are limited compared to the tBM 

PC, However, there is one outstanding piece of soft¬ 

ware that can be used to run a business -any business. 

Thai product is Superbase Professional 4 from 

Precision (081*330 7166) reviewed AF23. ft hides 

under the guise of a database, hut in reality it’s a pro¬ 

gramming language with lots of extras bolted on for 

serious business use. Unfortunately, it has only been 

available for a few months, and as it costs £350 few 

people are curious enough to see what it can do. 

This situation will probably change over time. 

SuperPro 4 is capable of running a medium-sized com¬ 

pany {several hundred employees) if used on a network 

* yes. it's network compatible. But it will take lime for 

programmers to learn how to use it properly, to create 

the applications for business use. 

In the meantime, things look bleak on the Amiga 

business front. There are noi enough Amiga program* 

mers looking beyond the fancy graphics and sound - 

why should business software be boring? Why can’t 

they rid themselves of the blitter fixation? Quite sim¬ 

ply. because not enough programmers see the potential 

of the Amiga in business. 

So no. il*s not really possible unless you’re willing 

to leam how- to use SuperPro 4 or hire someone who 

does. As Amiga system managers are about as com¬ 

mon as hen’s teeth, I see little prospect for the Amiga 

in business until Commodore stop selling PCs and con¬ 

centrate their attentions on gelling programmers to 

write business software. Or some enterprising young 

whiz kids start writing off their own bats. 

I am thinking of buying an Action Replay II* Does it 

work as I really unis want it to back-up my pro¬ 

tected disks, because 1 hate it when an original 

game goes down. You may say this is piracy 

(Copyright Law l^KSi, hut I think a genuine back¬ 

up copy for myself is totally legitimate. 

I mean, technically speaking you are not allowed 

to record television programs* radio or music In 

tape* hut it's virtually impossible tor the law to he 

enforced on the majority id the population. 

Please could you also tell me if there are any 

courses For the Amiga in any colleges or institutes 

tor programming and Amiga DOS because I keep 

drawing a blank. 

JOHN BARFIELD, NOTTINGHAM 

Unfortunately* as a back-up device the Action Replay 

N is not very good. The reason is that many games are 

split up into different sections on a disk. The cartridge 

can only save what is in the computer’s memory' to 

disk, so the other bits on the games disk are not saved. 

However* either Synchro Express 111 (£35, Datcl 

0782 744707) or XCopy Professional {£39,99, Siren 

061-724 7572) will serve your purpose. I’ve only 

encountered Synchro Express, but it's extremely good 

at making a back-up. However, you need an external 

disk drive to use either of them to best effect. 

Making a hack-up of your own software for your¬ 

self is not illegal. If a product is used lo back-up 

computer software as part of a business then it is ille¬ 

gal. Your TV/Radio analogy is incorrect - you are not 

making a back-up copy of a TV program you already 

own, you are recording live broadcasts, a totally differ¬ 

ent area entirely. 

I am unaware of any educational establishment 

anywhere offering courses on how to use the Amiga, 

However, as you live in a big city wiih a university adn 

polytechnic, l suggest you advertise locally for lessons. 

Come to think of it* students always need the cash * 

why don't they earn something for themselves and 

teach others rather than writing demos slagging off 

new owners as tamers?. 

Although extremely useful for looking of programs while 
they're working, the Action Replay II it no I very good at 
backing-up software. 

ARCADE OPENER 
I would like to enquire about your reply to John 

Smith in AF26 where you referred to a 4IJMB 

RAM, 24-hit graphics Amiga with a 68040 proces¬ 

sor. How is that possible? Would Ihe Amiga be able 

to recognise it? 
Secondly. I’m considering selling up an arcade 

shop, luit when I found out the prices I round them 

extortionate. Would it be possible to sel up an 

Amiga in a suitable cabinet? IT so, would I be able 

to use commercial games or would this he illegal? 

ALAN DAY* CASTLE DOUGLAS 

Yes. it is possible. Power Computing lent me a proto¬ 

type 68040 accelerator for the A2000/A1500. 

Produced by RCS of Canada, ii uses a beta lest 68040 

and can lake up to 32 Mb of RAM - in addition to the 

maximum 9Mb of a standard Amiga. 

24-bil cards like the Harlequin or VB2Q01 have 

been available for some lime. The 68040 chip is not 

yet in full production* Best two days I've ever had on a 

computer - before the 68040 overheated; and died. 

Believe it or nol, there was a projecl lo put an 

Amiga inside an arcade cabinet* About five games 

were available (sorry1 to be vague but ii was a few 

years ago). No software houses were really interested, 

mainly because the best computer games are not really 

arcade games. Imagine spending £25 on a game which 

kills you afier 30 seconds. 

Having checked oui local arcade machine prices, 

expect to pay between £50 and £ 10,000 for an arcade 

machine, depending on how^ old it is and the condition. 

However, some operators do rent machines* which is 

cheaper in the short term, 

SCREEN SHRINK 
I got my A500 last Christmas and since then 1 

noticed that my Amiga occasionally starts up with a 

smaller screen than normal (starts at the top and 

finishes about two thirds or the way down). You 

can’t move the mouse pointer down to the bottom, 

or stretch a screen or a window down either, ] cure 

the problem b\ flipping the power switch a couple 

of times and it works fine. 

STUART WIG LEY* WINDSOR 

All ihat's happening is that your Amiga doesn'i recog¬ 

nise that it’s PAL (European) rather than NTSC 

(American/Japanese), NTSC systems have a smaller 

screen display, 200 pixels vertically rather than 256. 

It’s not a major problem, but rather than trying to 

wreck your power supply might l suggest you leave it 

off for 30 seconds. 

STUDENT WRITES 
After reading a few issues of AF Tm convinced that 

the Amiga is better than the Atari, However before 

1 splash out my hard-earned savings on an A1500 

there's a couple of questions I’d like answered: 

1) What is the difference between Ihe AT 

Bridgeboard (E675l and the AT ONCE (£199)? 

2) Where can I get a I Mb Fast RAM upgrade? 

What exactly is it and how does it fit and work? 

31 Do I need a controller card for a hard-disk system? 

Hope you can answer these questions, because 1 

plan to Ire fairly competent with my system next 

year (using it mostly as a PC, but with the Amiga 

parts as well), 

CT CHOW, ABERDEEN 

1) The AT Bridgeboard is a highly compatible AT PC 

emulator for use with an A1500 or A2000. It uses a 

highly ingenious program called Jams lo get both 

computer systems working simultaneously - you liter¬ 

ally have a PC screen in a comer of your Workbench 

screen, which you can shrink or expand at will. You 

can also plug in AT peripherals to such an Amiga w ith 

a Bridge board. 

The ATOnce is a similar concept, but rather than 

being on a card for Ihe AI50G/A2Q00* it plugs into the 

processor socket on any Amiga (you need an adaptor 

for anything other than an A500). The ATOnce multi¬ 

tasks with AmigaDOS, meaning that you have a PC on 

a different screen behind Workbench. 

Although the ATOnce is much cheaper than a 

Bridgeboard, it's not as PC compatible or fast. It also 

needs a porky, expanded Amiga to get the best out of it 

- ii uses standard Amiga memory , which means shar¬ 

ing it w ith the PC. Although it’s good, on an A1500, 

I'd go for the Bridgeboard every time, 

2) FastRAM (memory ) expansions for ihe A1500 are 

available from many different sources, All they do is 

add memory lo the machine* allowing more programs 

to mullitask (run at the same time) and also memory 

intensive programs like Hyper Book or Vista Pro to 

work at all. Look out for cards from (CD, Supra, GVP 

and others. Many hard disk cards allow' you to fit extra 

memory onto them. Expect to pay around £23fl-£250 

for just a memory card w ith 1Mb of memory fitted, 

Usually you can expand up to KMb on such cards. 

3) Yes. 



You deserve the best! 
Now you can get the best... with PEN PAL! 
A superb package, with immense power, to fulfil all your 
word processing requirements and... it indudes a Database! 

It's all so easy to use, you probably won't need to refer to 
the extensive 250 page manual too often. 
Whilst working, you can open up to four documents 
simultaneously (memory permitting), search and replace; cut 
copy and paste; check your spelling with a 100,000+ word 
dictionary. You can import your favourite IFF HAM 
graphics, from programs such as DPaint 11 or Clip Art files 
in various sizes and colours. You can auto* 
matically flow text around graphics in any 

Workbench compatible font (there are over 
200 available styles), in different sizes and 
colours to suit your design,,, even as you 
type. All this from a word processor 
and... Much, Much, More! 

As you can see, this is not just any ordinary word 
processor! Full Page View with position, edit and creation 
of graphic objects. Mail Merge using the built in database 
and forms designer. Creation of templates for complex 
reports, into which the database can be merged. 
Operating with 32 fields per record, and 32,000 records 

# per database with a fast sort of 1000 records in less 
than 5 seconds this is a real database. 

\Y" 

(Vn Pal 

Pen Pal requires an Amiga 500/1500/2000 
or 3000 with a mmimum of I megabyte 

of available memory. 

Pen Pal 
When...you deserve the best! 

v£79-95 

GORDON 
HARWOOD 
HARWOOD 

<5 

Pen PhsI is supplied into the UK through... 

Gordon Harwood Computers Now Street Alfreton Derbyshire DE5 7NP 
Telephone: (1773 836781 Facsimile: 0773 831040 

/...its handling of graphics is unsurpassed: 

Pen Pal is the only program 1 tested that will 

automatically wrap text around graphics../ 
Amiga World*. JttL 90 

."..without beating around the bush Fen Pal is very 

special,/ - "There is little to fault Pen Pal and it 

dcse rves to do wel 1 / A miga f ormat.. Dec. 'W 

&nhi 
f°r rr* ' l m 

to*. 

(and Womans) flert Friend 

Pen Pal Order Line 

0773 836781 
Pen PiU cs also available fn>m gotxl 

computer stores everywhere! 

H..J am extremely pleased with your product especially 
Ihe Graphic Capabilities within Ihc Ward Processor. Having 
lhe Database on the same disk has made PEN PAL the best 

program I have../ l).SM.t PlttmstauL ID\DO\ 

"... Please let me icll you how amazed 1 am at how EASY 
IT IS TO USE PEN PAL The manuals supplied are 

very informative and very dear../ 

PAS.t Clifton, SOTTINGHA M 

"...A most excellent piece of software../ 

Strathclyde, SCOTLAXl) 

Trade Distributors... 

{decision 
Software CITOUT 
mnrn—mnn 



Subscribers Club 

QeifTV?! And more* £5 00 

AMIGA POWER BACK ISSUES AH-73M THUNDERHAWK 

WITH COMPLETE GAMES! Subs Club Price £20.99 

AMIGA FORMAT BACK ISSUES 

NOT FORGETTING... 

You not only recede an excellent gift when you subscribe - 
you can also take advantage of our exclusive subscriber 
offers! An extra bonus or what? Just take a look! 
This month s special offer to subscribers ts,.. 

OWho do Renegade think they are*7 Work 
In Progress: Birds Of Prey, The game I 

wish I'd written - veteran coders speak, 
ffa/nbow islands Players Guide: over 40 new 
games reviewed, including Exile, Gods. Cybercon 
Hi, Eye Of The Beholder* Railroad Tycoon, 
Plus! On the disk: Bombuzal - the complete game! 

Creation, Bob'. Populous II - Bullfrog 
'BjJP interviewed; 20 Amiga classics for £10 99 

or less. Eric Matthews; Rainbow islands 
continued; over 40 new games reviewed, deluding 
Monkey Island. Switchblade It, Hero Quest 
Wonderland Plus! On the disk: Kid Gloves the 

complete game! 

Please use the subscription order form below. Prices per issue include cover disk, packing and postage. UK - 
£4.00 (issues IB, 23 and 24 £5) Europe - £5,35 Rest of World - £7.65 . Sorry issues 1 -12 are sold out. See panel for issue 
18. 23 and 24. which all came with complete games. What an amazing offer! 

emmings - playable demo! And morel 

Fly a Thumferhawk chopper in the very latest 3D flight Sim 
to hit the Amiga. Programmed by Core Design, this is a 

game with the emphasis on combat action rather than 
^ bogging you down in the tiny dull details. It's easy to 

play, controlled mainly from the mouse with very few 
keyboard commands needed to keep you airborne, 

^ The excellent 3D graphics will keep you 
locked into the on-screen action. 

With its careful blend of realism 
^ and playability, this is one for 

wHik the action fans and the flight 
sim freaks too! 

A 
t 

Amiga Format 

issues with 

complete games! 

1 0 The glamorous Story of how 

I 0 movies become gomes, plus 

programming, AMOS in futl and 

PtoDrow 2 Bitmaps Brothers' 

ffflfcieron ihe Coverdrsk 

14! 
I Public Domnin special issue: 
I who! it is, and how to make 

Hie most of free safrwote. 

Plus fofonde 
complete PO gome on M 

FAprf ond Atograse mokes a 

total playable demo bom 

Imageworks How la protect 

yourself from viruses Amigos and 
professional musk studios 

17; 
f 24-hit graphics put 16 

million colours at your 

command. Glides to word 

processors and hard disks plus 

Indy 500 and Xing Gome Show. 

I Q If you're buying a new 

I 7 Amiga, new software or new 

hardware our 'know your Rights' 

feature helps you ovoid the 

pitfalls. Adventure ombrfkms with 

oi in demo. 

OH Gef the answers to all youi 

L U software problems with APs 

tomplete guide la creative and 

serious software. Puzzle gome 

ffte Power on disk, plus big news 

DIP and animahon reviews. 

TAXI TMi WQftiP 
ANO CHANCE IT 

0] If you' ve ever warned to get 

L I into graphics, this issue is 

the place to stort. Details of all the 

best packages, phis Amiga artists 

and their tips. Big disk demos 

Moonshine Romj and Hypothook, 

no 
H 0 Sample it, scan ft, grab if 

L L lake the world ond change 

ill A spectacular complete guide 

to Inking sounds ond images bom 

the outside world. PllfS tire 
Bitmap Brothers' Godson disk. 

0 T Discover Ihe secrets ond the 

L J techniques behind DIP. bom 

making a fanzine to creating a 

fulkolour glossy magazine. Play 

ifie omozing on a 

very pocked (oveidisk! 

0 / EXCLUSIVE review: ihe biggest naihgomes software release of 

L 0 the year, Mure tel N, the Top pain! package now has 

4096 colours in HAM mode. Read !be review, use ihe complete 

demo on the toverdisk to create your own pictures. 

PLUS u playable demo of the amazing Magic Foehn, latest top- 

notch release bom the Bitmaps; ond we give away ihe secrets of 

how music is created for games. 

161 Huge feature on the CDTVr 

) the future of home 

entertainment. Four Format Gdd 

games including Rkk Dangerous 2 

-and is on the disk 

AMIGA 



Receive one of 

these superb gifts 

when you subscribe 

to Amiga Format 

GODS An ama/mg eight-waywofJing platform and 
pu22l£ game I ram the Bitmap Brothers and the first 
release on the hit-packed Renegade label - featuring 
intelligent aliens. difficulty levels that respond to how 
well you're doing and awesome graphics. 

Magic *ved rne demo on the Coverdrsk of ttus very 
issue rxiv* cx - T Bttmap Brothers' latest hit game as a gift! It's a fun 
Hik'd romp **,r a . arwm L-ind. seeking out toys to stuff into your 
anwrtg e»c.-r -; * o (.let the game (hat millions saw on TVs 
Motor mo/1'1 

the wtflr by weak.., 
month by month 

year by year organ Iter 

intern ational 

DAY BY DAY 
Comprehensive he 
organiser for hobbyists, 
home users, hytshess users 
and educationalist alike A 
superb utility from DiGTTA 
International 

HOME ACCOUNTS 
This home accounting 
package wait help you 
plan and keep track of ail 
your finances, youTJ 
wonder how you ever 
managed without it 

Just look at all the 

benefits you gain 

when you subscribe 

► You save time 

► You save trouble 

> You guarantee 

your copy 

► You get it delivered 

> You receive one of 

these superb 

software packages 

- as a gift! 

> You get first crack 

at all special offers 

- normally at 

exclusive prices 

All this for only 

£39.95 for 

12 issues! 

SIMPLY COMPLETE THE COUPON BELOW 

AND RETURN IT TO US ASAP. CAN'T WAIT? THEN PHONE OUR 

CREDIT CARD NOTUNE ON 0455 7401 1 FOR A FAST AND 

FRIENDLY SERVICE. 

YES! Please enter/renew my subscription to AMIGA FORMAT and send me the software of my choice. 

Pi esse note gift software only applies to 12 issue subscnpbons. ft you take the 5 tesm? option you aro not entitled to a gift. 

(k* as appropriate D OOCM ■UOWMCKITS HOME ACCOUNTS MY BY BAY 

UK £39.96 EUROPE £69.20 REST OF WORLD £96.45 UK /6 ISSUES £19.95 

N.B. To nun you raMtv* your maguln* and dtok quickly end undamagod, all oversaw tutMcrtpUon* ar* Mnt Mr Mali 
PLEASE ALSO SEND ME 

AMIGA FORMAT BACK ISSUES- £4 EACH (ISSUES 10,23 AND 24} p*«*c*ci* 13 14 15 16 17 IS 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 

AMIGA POWER BACK ISSUES-£5 EACH 1 2 

SUBS CLUB OFFER - THUNDERHA WK - £20,99 £>@IVnr subscribers pfense qw?» ymif retewfet? number from yvw address label 

TOTAL COST £ piodS0 rernamtef fa in&utta a3 flams pr#/ you hbu 

METHOD OF PA V MEN T ptoasv rafcafe 

VISA/ACCESS cum no mimcm Eicps □ CHEQUE make payable to Future Publishing Ltd 

NAME_ 

ADDRESS 

TELEPHONE NO 

POST CODE 

Enclose this i quo on floaether with vour thentie if applicable} In on i Formal Subscriptions, FREEPOST, Somtrton TA11 ?&R. lUi cmbm k vdd ntfl lift Qctobtr 1991 AI/HAfi/IOfl 
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it's bloody brilliant" 

one hell of a performer 

if you need a professional word 

processor Protext is perfect" 

nothing else available comes close 

ST FORMAT 

COMPUTER SHOPPER 

// 

//, ft 

AMIGA COMPUTING 

ST APPLICATIONS 

PRODATA L2 

New version of Prodata now with pull-down 

menus, moose or keyboard operation, 

automatic record numbering, merge database, 

instantaneous fritering, prologue form, edit 

fields in any order, 2-atross label printing. Full 

details available from Arnor. 

Price: £85+VAT, upgrade from vl.l £30+VAT. 

PRICES [including VAT and delivery) 

For Commodore Amiga, Atari ST or FT, 

Pretext 5.5 €152.75 

Upgrade from 5.0 to 5.5 £30 

Upgrade from 4,2/4,3 to 5,5 £60 

Please return your original dhks when upgrading 

French or German spelling dictionary £35.25 

When upgrading please return any extra spell (kecking 

dictionaries lor n free update to the revised version. 

, with Protext S.S because the pop-up thesaurus will 

provide you with inspiration whenever you need it. With 

words provided by Collins the thesaurus has 43,000 main 
entries and 827,000 responses! 

Protex! 5.5 introduces enhanced text formatting options. 

Automatic hyphenation lets you produce o well spaced 

poge layout without the bother of manually putting in 
soft hyphens. Protext determines the correct hyphenation 

points by algorithms and look-up tobies. Elimination of 
widows and orphans is also provided. You will no longer 
need to worry about those infuriating single tines at the 

top or bottom of pages. Pretext formats the text to ovoid 
these os you edit the text. Extra blank lines at the top of 
a poge can be suppressed. 

New document analysis features provide a wealth of 

information oboul your text. You tan examine o list of 

all the words used ■ alphabetically or by the number of 

occurrences Other statistics shown include overage word 
length, average sentence length and a table of the 
number of lines on each page. 

P(a& ***** 

• • * 

Jr Enhanced file selector with different sorting 
methods, bulk copy and erase. 

> Prodoto users mail merge directly from Prodata 
files, no need to export. 

Jr Moil merge; nested repeat loops. 

Jr New window-based help facilities. 
Jr Improved line drawing. 

JV Spelling checker finds repeated word and missing 
capital letters. 

Jr Conversion to ond from WordStar 5.5 and 
Microsoft RTF 

,V Full printed documentation of new features. 

coeffM 'Ptotext 
tftfl utctudtA • • • 

Choice of pull-down menu or keyboard operation, 
extensive printer font support ond proportional 
formatting while editing, up to 36 files open, split screen 

editing, characters for 30 languages, index and contents, 
footnotes, newspaper column printing, file sorting, 

macros, indent tabs, mail merge programming language, 

exec fifes and the fastest search and replace around. 

Altogether the most comprehensive word processing 
software for your Amiga or ST. 

Jr Bolti Protext 5.5 and Prodata require 1Mb of memory 

Arnor Ltd (as), 611 Lincoln Road, Peterborough PEI 3HA. Tel: (0733) 68909 Fax (0733) 67299 



RUTLAND COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD 
30 Buckminster Close, Melton Mowbray, Leics, LEI31ET 

TOP QUALITY UNBRANDED DISKS AT 
DISCOUNT PRICES 
3.5‘ DSOD disks inc. labels.39p aach 
3,5" DSDD coloured disks inc. label s45p each 
3.5" DSHD disks inc. labels.~.99p each 
5.25" DSDD disks..25p each 
5 25" DSDD coloured disks......39p each 
5 25" DSHD disks .«*.«..49p each 
AH disks are guaranteed 100% error tree, 
packed with sleeves, labels * W/P tabs 

STORAGE BOXES 
Lockable ant I-static with dividers & keys 
3.5" BOXES E 
40 capacity —»4 60 
BO capacity.,,,.....5.10 
100 capacity.....,..,.6.10 
120 capacity........-.7.10 
Bank boxes to hold 80 3.5" disks,,.9,95 
Posso boxes lo hold 150 3.5" disks.... 14,95 
Pqsso boxes to hold 70 5.25” disks. .14.95 

125" BOXES 
50 capacity..  4,60 
110 capacity...— 5.20 
120 capacity-.........-*.  6.50 

CABLES 
IBM PC cables 1.8m long. , 6.15 
Centronics to Centronics cable t ern . .9.50 
2 metre joystick extension cable ... 4,95 
RS232 Male-male, femaie-female. 
mate-female ..«♦..8-50 
Joystick mouse extension cable ...3,95 

COMPUTER STATIONERY LISTING 
PAPER 
ft x9.5" SOgsm 2000 sheets ..17,00 
11 x 9-5F SOgsm 2000 sheets...,.,20,00 
A4 70gsm 2&CX) sheets.„™„.19.Q0 
A4 90gsm 1500 sheets .. .20.00 

QUALITY COMPATIBLE RIBBONS 

Amstrad LQ35008256 

Amstrad9512 
DMP2000 3000 
Brother Ml 009 
Brother Ml 509 
Canon 1156 
Citizen 120 
Citizen Swift 24 
Swift 24 colour 
Epson EX6O0 
FXSOO'LXBOO'MXFXeO 

MX100 
LXfiOi'LXSS 
loeoo 
L01000/1050 
LG2500 
LQ2550 
NEC P2200 (+> 
Olivetti DM1.'200 
Olivetti DM105 
Panasonic KXPnO 
KXP1124, KXPI081 
Star LC10 
LC10 colour 
LC24 10 
LC24-10 colour 
LC200 
LC24-20C 
LC24 200 colour 
LC200 odour 

n 
2741FN. ..315., 
2746 FN.2 90. 
2462 FN.2 66 
2412FN.360 
2479FN5 00 
2223FN.3 55 
2486FN ...3.10. 
2939FN.3.90. 
Original.... 17.00 
27/4FN.3.35 
7273 FN.2.95. 
2320 FN.3.30. 
2454 FN.2.15. 
2477 FN.3.10. 
2478DN.3.70. 
279 SDN.4 05. 
2877DN . A05. 
2044FN.3.30 
2843FN.3 65 
2663FN..4.75. 
2228FN 2.95 
2904FN 
2664FN 2.65 
2861COI ... 5.00 
2868FN410 
original .12.50 
original ..,.6.40. 
original.9.00 
original .12.50 
original ...12.00 

5+ 
..2,50 
.2.35 

,.2.10 
2.85 
,3.95 
230 

...2.45 

...3.10 

.16,00 
..295 
2 35 
.2.60 

...1.70 

.2.75 

...2,90 
.3.20 

...3.20 
.260 

...3.25 
.4.35 
.2.35 

.,,2,30 
4,60 
325 

.11.60 
...6.00 

800 
..11.80 
.,11.00 

This is just a small selection of ribbons, 
if your printer is not listed 

please ring for a price 
Originals available on request. 

All prices include 17.5% VAT Post and packing £3,50 
3 day courier £6.50 Overnight £8.50 

Ail orders are despatched within 24 hours subject to stock availability. 

INK JET AND LASER TONER CARTRIDGES AVAILABLE 

OFFICE HOURS 
9.00am to 7.00pm Monday to Friday 

10.00am to 12 noon Saturdays. 
PHONE & FAX: (0664) 500878 b 

Turn your mouse into a 

digitiser - for just £7.95! 

Do you want to trace photographs and sketches into your 

DTP or graphics package? You need Tracey! This precision- 
mouided transparent puck attaches to your Amiga’s mouse 

to give a quick visual guide of what you are tracing. Fixes to 

either side of the mouse for left or right handed use, 

★ Removable when 

not in use 
★ Ideal for Naksha, 

Commodore and 

all flat-sided mice 

★ Only £7.95 
including VAT 

and p&p 

“This novel little device makes copying pictures easy” - 
Amiga Format+ Nov. '90 

“If the rule that all the simplest ideas are the best is applied* 
then Tracey gets the prize n - Computer Shopper, Jan '91 

Cheque with order. Trade enquiries welcome, 

SideWise Ltd (Dept AF27), PO Box 4, 

Totnesf Devon TQ9 7EN 

MAIL ORDERS 

TELEPHONE ORDERS 

Send Cl 9.95, Guaranteed Cheque / Postal Order / Credit Card Details to: 

ESP Software. 
32 B Southchurch Road. 
Southend-on-Sea, 
Essex SSI 2ND. 

AVAILABLE 
FOR IMMEDIATE 

DISPATCH 
Cleared Funds ONLY 

The Most AUTHENTIC MULTI-MANAGER Fooiball Game Has Finally Arrived After 
2 Years Research & Development The Ultimate Game Is Ready And Wailing To Test 
Your Skills FEATURES INCLUDE - 

Multi-Manager Game for 1 to 4 Players 

Full UK and European Cup Hinary including FA League. Zemlh Data, Leyland Oaf 
European, Cup Winners and UEFA Cups All Cup matches are played lo the precise 
rules eg 2 Leg Ties. Extra Time. Away Goal Rule. Seeded Draws, Penalties, etc 

Complete leag ue line up with 201 si division teams and 24 in the 2nd, 3rd and 4th 
End of season Play-offs with expulsions 

All learn surnames are the real ones tor all 92 clubs (CURRENT 89 90 SEASON) 

Historic Records are maintained for 6 seasons with the ability to call up all previous 
results against your next opponent 

A Lwefy Transfer Market to Buy and Sell Players with an end of season deadline 
Player Loans, Free Transfers with Approach & Offers on players or trainees 

Managers can be sacked or offered jobs at better teams 

All screens are updated very quickly anddisplayed in a pleasant format, which is easy 
to use and comfortable to read Hgh qualify PRINTER facilities also exist 

Complete Instructions, for the beginner are provided in a 16 page booklet. 

...and would you believe it doesn't stop there1 We have included many other fine 
details which are just impossible to list in this space They include all the regular 
features you would expect like loadings saving your game, player injuries plus much, 
much more. The most genuine implementation ol a Football Managers hectic 
season awaits you for only £19.95. 

( ST USER Review May 1990 Ratings (Out of 10) 
Playability 8, Value For Money 9 & Overall 8 

Take Your Team To The Top And 
Win The Double.Or Are You Good Enough 
To Win The Quadruple Crown. Never Yet 

v Achieved By A League Team Manager. y 

Available for the Amiga & All Atari ST's. PC Version Coming Soon. 

PLEASE ALLOW *0 DAYS TQ CLEAR UNGUARANTEED O€0U£S 
NON UK SuftFACf DELIVERY PLEASE ADO £* 00 AIRMAIL ADD £2 00 
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AMIGA ADVICE KTp 

I am interested in learning machine code for 

my A500 (not Basic or CL However, ] do not 

know where to start - what books or programs 

shout I buy. I would be more than grateful for a 

signpost or two. Answerfile 

198 

Questions of a general nature need very specific answers. Get your 

dose today from PAT MCDONALD. 

A A good place to start would be the Amiga 

Coder’s Club (ACC). They release a monthly 

disk through Amiganuts (0703 785680) which has 

quite a few articles and hints, as well as enabling you 

lo communicate with other people in the same boai. 

You’ll need a fairly good Amiga, An extra disk drive 

and lMb of RAM arc the minimum requirements for 

this sort of work, 

What you need to start u riling machine code is an 

assembler program (for taking source files and produc¬ 

ing machine code programs) and a good book, A 

suitable assembler would either be Dcvpac 2 from 

Hi Soft or Argasm from Argonaut, although the Public 

Domain A68K or AMOS Assembler would be all right 

for starting off with. The book I 'd recommend you get¬ 

ting first is Amiga Machine Language by Abacus, The 

best source for Abacus' books in the UK is Computer 

Bookshops (021-708 1188). 

Be warned that this is not the only book you could 

get. not by a long chalk. The official manuals are the 

ROM Kernal Guide and the Hardware Guide. They are 

well worth getting, as is the Intuition guide if you want 

to write AmigaDOS (Workbench utility) type pro¬ 

grams. These volumes arc not so easy to track down, 

as they tend to be in demand. 

If you want to get into writing computer games, 

may I suggest The Commercial Games Programmers 

Guide by David Gibbon, Although badly produced, 

thin and a bit general it does list a number of pitfalls to 

avoid and preferred methods for programming. If also 

costs only £7.95 at present, although this will go up to 

£14,95 very shortly. You can get it from Software 

Developments (091-373 1536k 

Qls there a piece of hardware that lets you link 

your Amiga to a HiFi system? Tut getting 

fed-up w ith the duff quality produced cm my stereo* 

Are there any good M(* Hammer err KLF demos in 

the Pub Lie Domain? 

AYes. they're called cables. The Amiga has two 

phone outputs * one left, one right to give 

stereo sound. Look for the connector on your HiFi 

marked AlfX or INPUT - there should be iwo very 

similar phono sockets, although older models some¬ 

times have DIN plugs. 

This is a very good idea, as the small speakers in a 

TV or monitor do not do justice to the Amiga’s sound. 

Consult your local HiFi shop who should be able to 

supply you writh a suitable cable once they know what 

connectors go at cither end. 

There is a very good MC Hammer music demo, 

basically a "Can t Touch This'' remix. Did you know 

the bass riff on that single was also used in an Amiga 

game called Zoom three years ago? Goodness knows 

where it came from originally, 

QFvc heard a lot about genlocks, hut Vm still 

not totally positive as to what they do. 

(’an you explain them in plain English? Also, 

what's this video toaster gadget my male keeps 

rambling on about? 

A There are really tw o definitions of genlocks, but 

I II stick to genlocks on the Amiga, If s a piece 

of hardware that connects in between your computer 

and monitor tsome of them will fit internally on 

the A15Q0/A2OOQ machines). They allow you to 

overlay the graphics from your computer over a 

video image. 

On a genlock are two connectors. You feed a video 

signal (from the Video Out connector on a 

video recorder or camera) into the box. You put a lead 

into the other connector and link it up to another 

video recorder. 

Now\ when you turn everything on. all graphics 

that appear on your Amiga can be pul on top of I he 

video picture, and recorded on the second video 

recorder. The background video picture will show 

through areas of the computer that use palette number 

zero - the first colour of the Amiga. 

Please noie that genlocks vary tremendously in 

their performance (according to price) and some of 

them let you make colours other than zero transparent, 

but that’s a rough idea of what they are. 

As for the Video Toaster, that’s an extremely good 

video expansion - in a nutshell it turns an 

Al5Q0/A20tK) into a small video workstation, capable 

of overlaying multiple video signals and real time 

effects (for instance spinning a picture off the screen 

into the distance). Unfortunately, the manufacturers 

(Newtek Inc) poured so much money into the 

American version that if will probably be another year 

or so before a PAL (European) Video Toaster that’s 

usable will be available. I am pleased to say that the 

NTSC version has gone down a storm, so the PAL ver* 

sion almost certainly will appear - personally I'm 

eager to see it, 

QAs a video professional, 1 have yet to find a 

ray-tracer program that's fust enough to be 

usable in my business (I produce video logos and 

graphics for television advertising). Could you tell 

me whether there Lx a way to scan in objects in 3D 

to the machine without drawing it all by hand? 1 

would be grateful for any help. 

A There is no commercially available package to 

do this, but after some though! it’s theoretically 

possible, ft docs however involve quite a bit of extra 

hardware and specialist 3D programming (it’s a bit like 

ray tracing but in reverse). For those who fancy a chal¬ 

lenge, here goes; 

You have a robotic arm linked to your Amiga 

through the serial port and controlled by the computer 

- nothing outrageously special about this really. In the 

arm\ band you mount a black and white video camera, 

linked to the Amiga via a digitizer. You need a fairly 

flexible arm. because the camera might have to look 

around odd comers or see under overhangs. 

Program the robot arm to move the camera around 

the object, and take a series of black and white images. 

Supposing that the object is illuminated well and is sit¬ 

ting on a black background, the computer could work 

out what the object looks like in 3D from the shades of 

Light and dark, if it knows the position and angle of the 

light source. Then it would write that information into 

a file suitable for a ray tracer. 

Although (his approach would he quite cheap, ii 

would be slow and inaccurate. You would probably 

need to tidy up the 3D object in the computer after¬ 

wards with ray tracing software. However, ii would 

certainly remove a lot of the leg work involved with 

ray iraeeni, as standard digitizers and flatbed scanners 

arc useless for 3D work. 

A slightly different approach currently being used 

in Virtual Reality research is to put the object on a 

turntable and spin it slowly, A laser beam bounces off 

the object, and by measuring the return lime the depth 

of all surfaces can be worked out and the overall shape 

calculated. Despite being more expensive, it’s very 

accurate and takes Jess computer power, because the 

mathematics arc less complicated. 

Q Having used Workbench on an Amiga with a 

single floppy disk drive. I'm now looking for 

a second drive H can't afford a hard disk), I have 

heard of a double floppy unit - w here can I buy one 

from and is it any good? 

A The product you arc talking about is the Power 

Computing twin disk unit. It's actually the best 

sort of floppy expansion that you can buy. For one 

thing, it has its own powder socket that goes straight 

into the wall (giving more power for other expansions). 

Another advantage is that it's cheaper than buying 

two external drives seperaiely. Housed in one box, it 

gives you more storage potential and less disk swaps. 

The only slight downturn is that each floppy disk 

unit uses around 30K of memory, which is not a prob¬ 

lem except on 512K machines. Apart from that 

proviso, I wholeheartedly recommend them, if only 

because of the enormous amount of stress you get 

when using just one floppy drive. The device costs 

£310, Power Computing 0234 843388, 
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QI am often tempted In splash out on a 

printer, but am wWry of the problems associ¬ 

ated with them (you do seem to get lots of people 

asking for help with themh Why art they so tricky 

to deal with? 

They're not really* considering just what is in even an 

average printer. Put simply, printers are really comput¬ 

ers (honest guv). They've got microprocessors, their 

own memory (both RAM and ROM) and like full 

blown computers are quite intricate devices. 

Wiring two computers together to share both text 

and graphics is not an easy job. Printers arc custom 

designed to lake information and print it out in a recog¬ 

nizable form* but the troth is that printers are just as 

variable as computers - they really are all different. 

While the simpler aspects of computers were 

worked out long ago (text and numbers) computer 

graphics have advanced faster than standards can be 

established. Unfortunately this leads to confusion and 

the dreaded incompatibility problems. 

Now* in order to try and make the Amiga compati¬ 

ble with as many printers as possible* the driver system 

was invented. In principle tfs simple enough - choose 

your printer (or a model that's comat ible) from a list 

onscreen and all programs work with that primer. 

Unfortunately, getting a primer driver that gets the 

most out of a particular model of printer is not easy* 

Most printer drivers have a do-so-much-and-no-morc- 

anitude, Similarly* actually copying printer devices 

from one floppy disk to another is a task beyond many 

people at first* because for that son of job you need to 

use Shell. Shell means using the keyboard to type com* 

mands. and most people hate keyboards. 

A sad situation. 1 shall be exploring the possibility 

of putting some printer utilities on future Coverdisks, 

to help solve some of the more common problems. But 

you're absolutely right - it’s a minefield area for the 

unwary' and very traumatic for the uninititated* which 

is just not good enough for the Nineties. 

Q Uve had a hard drive Tor about 

two years now. and after con¬ 

stant usage I'm beginning to get the 

“Error Validating Disk** message. Do 

all hard drives have such a short life 

span? Do I need a new one? 

A No* you don't need a new hard 

disk. Hard disks find bad sectors 

tbits of the disk that have become unus¬ 

able > and repair them without you being 

aware of it However, they store just 

where all these bad sectors are right at 

the front of the first disk* 

The best solution is to first backup 

your hard drive totally, do a low level 

format (blank it completely) and also do 

a bad block remap. When you repartition 

the disk* do not use the first few tracks 

(typically track 1 or 2). Set the start track 

to about 10 or 20* (o give the hard drive 

more room in which to store the loca- 

tiOTts of bad blocks. Then put all the 

information back onto the disk from your 

backup flopp ics. 
Please note that this isn't true for all 

makes of hard disks (not hard drives -1 

mean the units that actually store the data 

and spin around I. Typically* the Quantum and Maxtor types are so very, very clever that they literally repair them¬ 

selves as they arc going along. I'm not absolutely sure how long such a drive keeps going, but it seems to me that 

you would hav e few if any problems for the first five years or so of operation. Exactly how long a hard drive can 

store data for is a moot question. The magnetic coating of them is naturally susceptable to hard knocks* heat and 
stray magnetic fields (although the metal case helps a little bit with the latter problem!. 

Typically, anyone who uses a bard drive for some time finds that backups are necessary - you only make this 

mistake once, as losing 40MB (or more) of your work can be ultra depressing. 1 know, because the first time I 

used for a few weeks I didn't bother backing it up regularly - until a virus got in there and wrecked all my efforts* 

Setting up a hard drive is bad enough, but losing programs and your work can be job threatening. 

Those of you interested in hard drives, there usage and choosing will be happy to know that next month a spe¬ 

cial Testbench feature has been pencilled in. There has been a tremendous upsurge of interest in this peripheral 

area* and 111 be happy to explode some myths and set the record straight once and for all next month. Once that’s 

out of the way perhaps we can feature some different subjects, but I know that a lot of you are interested. 

FOR AHIGA 

QOn the spur or a moment I bought a modem second-hand (without a 

manual)* Having never had one before I haven't a clue how to use it or 

how1 to even plug it in to my Amiga. Help* 

A Modems usually come in two basic varieties * Hayes compatible and manual 

(although there arc a few other rare types), Hayes compatible modems arc 

smart* in that they can dial numbers and automatically 

answer the telephone if you are running your own online 

service (bulletin board that other people dial with 

their modems). 

The most obvious two things that you need are some 

software and a lead. The best, cheapest software is 

JRComm, a public Domain program that can do most 

things that comm* freaks want. If the modem is Hayes 

compatible, this program can store a directory of phone 

numbers to dial - once set up correctly dialling a num¬ 

ber is as easy as clicking on an icon. 

The other item you will need is a modem cable. 

These are fairly standardized and totally unlike any 

other kind of cable. Most computer shops will be able (o 

supply a suitable cable - it plugs into the serial port on 

your Amiga and into the back of the modem. 

If the modem is manual, then you will need another 

item - a telephone to dial the number! Typically, these 

plug into the back of the modem, while the modem 

plugs into the wall socket for the telephone. You dial the 

number manually* and once "logged on” (connected to a 

service) you pul the phone down. The modem keeps the 

line open automatically, 

A couple more points to bear in mind: when buying 

a modem, always check that it has a British Telecom 

approval slicker on it somewhere. Without that slicker it's illegal to plug the phone 

into the wall Most foreign modems do not have such a slicker, and many of ihem 

will not work at all. 

Finally* some - very old - manual modems do not let you plug telephones into 

Ihe back of them. You have lo buy a double adaptor socket which lets you plug two 

telephone leads into one wall socket. 

Project Options Buffer Transfers Misc 
Directory QN 
Re-dial EJR 
Send password ^12 lease Enrt Nane => Asan Annad 

lease Enter Your Password => ######## 

Logging onto JR Comm: widely available through ihe Public Domain, very easy to use and it doesn't trash unless the 

machine does. It'i lort of solid and dependable, like Deluxe Poinl 
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SND ENTERPRISES LTD 
Amiga software 

Armour Geddon. ..f 19.95 Killing Game Show..£19 % Super Cars.. .£19.50 
Atommo,.. .£19.00 lemming 5.£19,95 Swiv.. ..£19,50 
Blasteroids. ... ....£6.00 Moonshine Racers,..£ 19.95 Ultimate Ride. ..£19.50 
Brat... ..£19.95 Panza Kick Boxing ..,£19.95 White Sharks. ..£18.00 
Buggy Boy. ..17.99 Platoon...£6.00 Xenon. .£5.95 
Carrier Command . ..£7.40 Rainbow Island.£19 50 Xenon 2.- ..£19.50 
Full Contact. .£7.00 Secret ol Monkey Island Joystick. ..£10.50 
Fun School 3. .,£19.00 ...£19.95 Meg Ram Clock.. £29.95 
Gods.,,.. £19.95 Shadow Of The Beast Disk Drive 3:'.... ..£70 00 
Harley Davfdson... £20,99 ....-£18.00 3 DSDD Disk + P+P 
IK+. .£6,00 Speedball.£1950 £39.00 

Many other titles end formats available. 

Ring (0707) 375230. 
Send cheque or postal order payable to: 

SHD Enttrpriic* Ltd. 53 Blythway, Welwyn Garden City, Htrit* ALT lOL 

MAKE YOUR AMIGA EARN! 
Yes, making money with your AMIGA becomes incidental when you bio* howl 

Your AMIGA is, if only you knew it, a gold mine. The sb,e and make is 
irrelevant. Make Ihe initial effort NOW by starling your own 

HOME BASED BUSINESS. 
This may he the most important move you will ever make! 

REM EM HER: Youli never get rich by digging someone else's ' ditch". 
Anyone in the country, including YOU, can become very rich in a relatively 
short period of time just by doing a few basic things! It's more rewarding than 

playing games. 
The benefits are many and varied. 

Full or part lime. 

For FREE DETAILS SEND SAT to: 

ome 
4. 

smess. 
31 Pilton Place, King and Queen Street, AF27 

Walworth, London, SE17 IDR, 

Video Titling Made Easy With 

VIDEO EASE 

Ifeoac Qilbrsr 

. W**fcsr 

c 
FEATURES 
Easy to use control 
Single command Screen 
Smooth vertical scrolling 
Vertical text positioning 
Horizontal text positioning 
Line space adjustment 
East effective wipes 
Med or Hi res option 
Copyright screen 
Test signal 
Import your own logo's 
Import Amiga fonts 
Full overscan during display 

1 Megabyte of memory required 

A PriKluct FOR The Home User, 

AT A Home User Price* 

Aimed directly at the home user, 
this package allows professional 
looking titles and wipes lo be 
created within minutes. All the 
functions are accessed through a 
single command screen, avoiding 
key strokes and pull-down 
menu's that often cause 
confusion. 

&39-95 inc. vat 
Avertable? direct or from all gcxxl dealers 

INTERACTIVE TECHNOLOGY USION 
19 Bond End, Knaresborough. N, Yorks, 

Tel: CM23 501321 

$ 

5'o^r- UbQ, bosd, inrb 

jir^ 

XL 

SLbjects 

j&T'U'inrb+tic* 

ji*d 

po 
Jkktu^Orl Xt&t&T-ij. 

Kosmos are specialist 
producers of Educational 
Software designed to help 

you enjoy learning from 
your computer. Versions 

are available for most 
popular home & business 
computers. Many of our 

programs even allow you to 
add your own lesson 

material. 
41 

Write or telephone tor a 
FREE 20-pa9e BROCHURE 
of our Educational & Leisure 

software 
Pleas* state your computer type 

Kosmos Software Ltd, FREEPOST (no stamp needed In UK) 

DUNSTABLE, Bads. LUS 6BH 
Ttlaphon* 05255 3942 or 5406 

lUMi iliHH ilMiHHi ijjljji ifljin 

J.c 

WE MUST BE MAD 
Due to massive bulk buying and low cost ADVERTISING 

we can offer you THE BEST DISKS AVAILABLE 

AT THE MOST COMPETITIVE PRICES. 

3.5 II DSDD 
DISKS 
FROM 31p INC VAT + 

LABELS For 
Qty’s of 100+ 

Qty s below 100 @ 33p each; 250 + @ 30p each; 500 + @ 29p each 
ALL DISKS CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE 

SONY 3.5" 38p IsEl 
DSDD BULK 

100 Capacity Disk Box.4.25 50 Capacity Box..3.50 

Mouse Pockets..1.75 Mouse Mat..2.25 

Printer Stand.. 4.25 Amiga/Atari Dust Cover.2.95 

Posso Box.15.96 3.575.25" Cleaning Kit.1.95 

Amiga 512K RAM Expansion with dock...24.95 

Amiga/Atari External Drive (ZYDEC)....54.95 I THIS MONTHS 200 3.5" DSDD DISKS 
SPECIAL OFFER 4 2 x 100 CAP BOXES 66.95 
Please add £3.35 p&p/next day £8.50. Cheques/POs to 

PLC COMPUTER SUPPLIES (Dept AMF) 

11 Meakin Avenue, Clayton, 

Newcastle, Staffs ST5 4EY. 

TELESALES HOTLINE | 

0782 212970 



3,5-TT^Q i 
Amiga 50<n 
Disk Clfl&mr 

.109.99 

...49.99 

Mouse Mai 
Naksha Mouse 

Am^a * V<k 

Transwfiis 
WoftteworH 

GRAPHICS/ANIMATION 

VISA 

Dept AMFSC2, Unit 8A. A^fern_F_ajmjjusiness Centre, Cublington Ffoad WmgJNe^r LesghtdK 

IDERHOTLINE: 0296 682277C^FAxLlJ296 682290 

‘f*R0‘]frAf;i09jm. 5QWI*fflfr row 

ACCOUNTS 
Arena Accounts **„,„,. 
Home Accounts .... 

Personal Accounts +. 

Small Business Accounts Ed 

.32.99 

DATABASES 
K Data. 

Superbase Personal 2, 

Supetbase Prof 4.. 

iai2 Yf’m 
.. ,.^T......299,99 

EDUCATIONAL 
Fun School 2 UnderS V _.13.99 

Fun School 2 6-8 ..13.99 
Fun School 2 Over 0,..V.13.99 

Fun School 3 Under 5 ....A.. 16.99 

Fun School 3 5-7.  A16-99 
Fun School 3 Over 7.***„,*,,„ Ad6.99 

French Mistress. ......,..,*..16.99 

German Master..........l£ 

Italian Tutor......................13, 

Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing.19 99 
Spanish Tutor--  13.99 

Spell Book 4-9  —14.99 

Things to do with Numbers......14.99 

Things to do with Words..,*.,14.99 

* Product not yet released 
Ait prices include VAT. All foods 

subject to availability. Prices subject 
to change without notice. EAOE 

24 99 
CDelu>#\ nl3.. .59 99 

......... .79.99 
DeUJ^Phttioiab 49.99 
Deluxe Pfini 2-_ .34.99 

t Defects video 3 . 59 99 
lOigtmaTe 3 _,25 99 
^Digpa»rit 3 . 

Dkyvtew Gold. _B9 99 
Disney Afimabon Show __ 59 99 
Movie Setter ___ ... XQ9Q 
Photon Video. _24 99 
Parnate... _34 99 
Photon Paint 2 . ■ 19 99 
Professional Draw 2 . rare 
Spectra Colour.,____ 5" 99 
Tnfir Cub 57 99 'ST-'" 

!. SPREADSHEETS 

Advantage .*..,62 99 
Dig teak:...*. .27 9S 
K Spread 3..*.. .76.99 
Maxipfan 500 
Supenpla n.**„.. 

39.99 
39.99 

MUSIC/SOUND UTILITIES/PERIPHERALS 
Ama > .... 7«fi5S?lA SfiSsr.2H8 
Bars + 
Dekjxe 
Master! 
Music X 
Music X 
Perfect Sew 
Quartet. 
Sontx.- 
Soundtrap 3 
Tedmo Sound Tuftxs 

9.99 
3.99 
29S 
4.99 

WORDPROCESSORS/DTP 

HOW TO orde: 

ORDER BY PHONE: Phone our orde' 
your Access Visa card quoting card 
expiry date 

3 ORDER BY POST cheques or postal on 
^CONNECT INTERNATIONAL*. Please send 

lyhme telephone number along with 

FREE p35TS^QEMVERY id qvao 
Please allow up to 26 days delivery. 

25,99 
4499 

119 99 
5999 

16999 

1699 
i 9 9 

5 99 
-7 99 

JOYSTICKS 29 99 
10 99 

Clear...... ..13.99 
I «lM 12.99 

V2 17999 Har Extra .. 13.95 
Wylhon   .999 
Pamtm    .5,99 
rFlight Sim .9.99 
t Mavantk.13.99 
Top&lar.    19.99 
Jatlightor  1299 

109 99 
109 99 

48 99 

A10 Tar* Killer 
F19 Stealth 
F29 Retakator 

STRATEGY / SIMULATIONS 
....22,99 

19.99 
1>6 99 

F15 5tr*« Eagle 2 Z.YZZYj&M 
Falcon Mi&&cn Chsks 14 2.  '22.99 
Fkghi ot Intruder .£2,99 
Fkght SmWUtor 2 ..23 ,99 
Ml Tank Platoon .. ,19.99 
Mg 29.  19.99 
&m Earth ...19 99 

....1999 

..  3QM 
Team Yankee 
UMS 2. 

Upgrade your Amiga from 512K to 1Mb of memory for just £25.00 
SPECIAL EXCLUSIVE OFFER: 

If you submit your computer to ourselves for repair, enclosing this 
advert along with just an additional £25, we will supply and fit a 

. 512K memory expansion at no extra cost. ^ 

AMIGA REPAIRS VISA 

JUST £44.95 inc. 
★ Commodore registered 
★ Over 10 years experience with Commodore computers 
★ 20 qualified technician engineers at your disposal 
★ We will undertake to repair your Amiga 500 computer for just £44,95 including 

parts, labour, VAT and post & packing 
★ Most computers should be repaired within 24 hours of booking in. 
★ Prices include full service check, overhaul* soak-test and replacement of power 

supply unit if necessary' 
★ Repairs to keyboard and disk drive also included {£25 extra if these units are 

unrepairable and require complete replacements) 
★ All repairs covered by a 90 day warranty 

How to rake advantage of this exceptional offer: simply send or hand 

deliver your machine to the workshop address detailed rightt enclosing 

payment and this advert and we will do the rest. (If possible please 

include a daytime telephone number and fault description). 

* If you require 24 hour courier to your door, please add IS else your 

computer will be sent back by contract parcel post. 

WTS ELECTRONICS LTD 
STUDIO MASTER HOUSE 

CHAUL END LANE 
LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8EZ 

Telephone (0582) 491949 - (4 lines) 
WTS reserve the right to refuse machines that in our opinion 

are beyond reasonable repair 
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Mastering AmigaDOS 
The best way to learn all about ihe Amiga's operating 

system and CLI commands* Vol I comes with Disks I 

and 2 while w ith Vol 2 you will receive Disk 2 which 

is specially compiled for Amiga Format 

Description Price Order No 
Volume 1 £21*95 AM192 
Volume 2 £17.95 AM 193 

Amos Compiler & 3D 
AMOS 3D brings the ease of use of 3D Construction 

Kit hut with ihe flexibility and full power of the AMOS 

language. With the AMOS compiler all your AMOS 

creations will run faster and use less disk space. 

Description Price Order No 
Amos Compiler £21.99 AM222 
Amos 3D £24.99 AM223 

Get the Most... 
Get the Most out of Your Amiga is possibly one of the 

most useful introductions to the Amiga. Written by 

Amiga Format Editor Damien Noonan* it contains 

much useful advice and many hints and lips. 

Description Price Order No 
Book alone £11.40 AM171 
Book and Disks £15.40 AM 170 

Amiga Format 
Mail Order 

The lastest and greatest 

offers at simply the best 

possible prices. 

Deluxe Paint 4 

This would have been ihe one we'd all been wailing for, bui ii was 

sprung nn an uriNLispechiig world jusi a couple of rnoiuhs ago and 

^^^B already it’s on sale Possibly the biggest ruin-games release of the 

year, this latest \crMOri ol die world Aval mg [mini and ammaEion 

package now works m H \M as well as all the other Amiga screen 

modes* allowing you to use 4*096 colours in your pictures. As we 

revealed in a 92 per cem Format Child review last issue, it lives up lo 

expectations in a big way. Provided you have the I Mb you need to use it* you'll find 

it’s probably the best paint package you’ve ever used on the Amiga. Excellent stuff. 

Description Price Order No 
Deluxe Paint 4 £89.99 AM226 

AF T-shirt 

OFOR THE VERY FIRST TIME the extremely exclusive limited 

edition Amiga Format T-shin becomes generally available to 

i Amiga Format reader*, previously* these could only be ohtained 

I as competition prizes, but now we’ve decided to give in lo popular 

demand and pul ihem on sale. Features the Lichtenstein' cover of 

Issue 20 in a large four-colour back print* new AF logo on front. 

Description Price Order No 
Amiga Format T-shirt £8.99 AM225 
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Word worth Digits 

The very latesl in word processing software, designed 

in Britain to a high-quality specification* It's easy to 

use, operates in full colour, lets you impuri and resize 

pictures and has specially-designed funis. 

Description Price Order No 
Wordworth 

Back Issues 
Why miss out on invaluable information just 

because you didn’t buy an issue when il went on 

sale? Back issues even come complete with the 

original Coverdisk: see Pages 178-9 1o find out 

what was in each issue. While you're about it, 

why not get a binder to collect your new issues? 

ISSUE Price Order No 

Issue 13 £4,00 AMF13 

Issue 14 £4.00 AMF14 

Issue 15 £4.00 AMFI5 

Issue 16 £4,00 AMR 6 

Issue 17 £4.00 AMR? 

Issue 18 £5.00 AMF18 

Issue 19 £4.00 AMF19 

Issue 20 £4*00 AMF20 

Issue 21 £4,00 AMF21 

Issue 22 £4*00 AMF22 

Issue 23 £5.00 AMF23 

Issue 24 £5.00 AMF24 

Issue 25 £4.00 AMF25 

Issue 26 £4.00 AMF26 

One binder £4.95 AM 108 

Two binders £9,00 AMI09 

All prices include postage, packing and VAT 

Mo Hidden Extras 

Yol RMH^ _ 
keyboard or write 
your words using 
the pictures at 
the top - like 
t h i s : „ 

fl* i&pClJiSsC? TVB 

f99.95 AM220 AMOS 

AMOS Mandarin 

They call il The Creator! A superb easy-to-use 

programming language for creating games, educational 

programs - almost anything! Comes complete wiih 

AMOS Sprites 600. LATEST VERSION! 

Description Price Order No 
£35.95 

Kidstype Genisoft 
Ideal for younger kids, this is a word processor that 

works in big, friendly letters like teachers writing* 

Many primary schools use a program just like this one. 

One of the best educational programs around! 

Description Price Order No 
AM 168 Kidstype £19.99 AM221 

Golden Image Mouse 
Improve your mouse control with this high-quality 

replacement mouse. It comes with Tracey, a special 

tool (RRP £7.99 but free to you!) which will allow you 

to trace pictures w ith the aid of your mouse. 

Description Price Order No 
G.l, Mouse and Tracey £29.99 

Technosound Turbo 
The updated sampler from New Dimensions will not 

only grab digitised sounds but also allows you to 

sequence them into full compositions. It even features 

MID] linking, so you can use it with MIDI instruments. 

Description Price Order No 
AM224 Technosound Turbo £27,99 AM 199 

See our remarkable Subscription Offer on Page 194! 

Amiga Format Mail Order 

HOTLINE 0458 74011 

Name 

Address 

Post code 

Telephone No. 

Description Price Order No. 

Total Order 

Method of payment (please circle) Access 0 Visa 0 Cheque • PO 

Please make all cheques payable to Future Publishing Limited* 

Credit Card No. \ 

SEND THIS FORM TO: 
Amiga Format, 
Future Publishing 
Ltd, Freepost, 
Somerton, 
Somerset, TA11 7BR 

No stamp required 
if posted in the 
United Kingdom, 
Channel Island or 
the Isle of Man 

For overseas orders 
call Nikki for prices 
on 0458 74011 

Expiry Dale 
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ALL Prices Include Postage & V.A.T. 
Prices Effective until October 4th 1991 

100% 
ERROR 
FREE 

WITH 
LABELS 

Quantity Price Quantity Price 
10 £4.30 80 £27.60 
20 £7.80 too £3290 
25 £9.95 120 £39.40 
30 £11,50 150 £48.95 
35 £12.95 200 £61.95 
40 £14.25 300 £91.90 
45 £16.00 400 £119,90 
50 £18.25 500 £149.75 

Full No Quibble Replacement Guarantee 
BOXES (with keys, labels & dividers) 

10 40 50 80 100 120 
0.94 4.95 5.60 6.30 6.80 8.75 

CUMANA CAX354 3 External Drive £59.95 

□ 

Credit Card Orders.* (9am - 10pm 7 days) 

071 608 0624 

Armour-Geddon 15.75 Lemmings 15,75 
Chuck Rock 15.96 Monkey Island 15.96 
Eye Beholder 16.95 PGA Tour Golf 15.96 
Gods 15.96 Speed ball 2 15.96 
Killing Cloud 15.96 Supercars 2 15.96 

Cheque/Postal Orders to: 
DataGEM Limited 
Dept AF 23 Pit field St. 
LONDON N1 6HB 

Showroom OPEN 
10 am - $ pm 

Monday - Friday 
Exit 2 Old St Tube 

Announcing... 

POOLSWINNER 
rm- pools prediction pkocram f ~Zq1/1 

WITH AKT1HC1AL INTELLIGENCE ___ 
* T HI l.LGLNinARY POOLS PREDICTION AID, Poolswmnrrr 

nftw j.rtihcijyl inigll icritcc Tht l«lrsl version of tbt program, 
I^KwinnrrGrilHTnJStFr^owcr !o lejm from the ffsum of its 
own predictions, constantly adjusting the prediction lormulj to 
improve perforitunce 

• AUTOMATIC FIXTURE GENERATION Fixtures for Log!ish 
and Srottish l ojcuf matches trt generated automatically by 
ronlswinner Gold, which now incorporates ilvsivlcr piogjim 
FIX GEN 91/92 (yearly updates are jvai table frnm Selec). 

• MASSIVE HAT A BASE; 120(10 match database over 1 Dreary 
* PREDICTS SCORE DRAWS, NO-SCORES. AW AYS and 

HOMES Predictions are based on many factors . recent farm, 
the massive database, league standing, goal scoring rales, and 
draw averages The user can adjust afTparameters. 

riJL Selec gyjjjdUfiC.'hat Poolswmnej performs SUCCESSFUL Selec 
sigmlicantly better tnanchance. 

LEAGUE AND NON-LEAGUE m. 

£36.50 
matches are covered- Can be used for the non league 

and amature matches so often on the coupon now, 
I FULL LEAGUE TABLES (home A away) are automatically generated by the program 

as results come in. 
I UPDATED WEEKLY. PooKw inner Gold is supplied fully updated with all league 

results from the start of the season - its ready For immediate use. 
i PACKAGE CONTAINS disc, detailed operating manual and support literature, all you 

need to start forecasts immediately, 

COUBSEWMER Ailo avtiibihie from $flfc 
COURSEWINNER V4 £3650 

THE PUNTER S COMPUTER PROGRAM. L&»artificial intelli¬ 
gence, Uses past form, going, distance, speed ratings, pnre money 
etc. Contains British course statistics ■ best jockeys, trainers, draw 
effect etc. Detailed analysis of all runners in a race, with profit. 
Sophisticated aid Id successful belting, with a long pedigree. 

POOLS PERM PLUS £32.50 
Perm analyser and checker, complete with 5 years of coupon results and 
popular perms for analysis. Checks your weekly entry for winning lines, 
or lests your theories on results over the Iasi 5 years. Reveals all the weeks 
a bet would, have won, And the probable dividend- 

FOOTBALL FOLLOWER £32.50 
Statistical analysis for Football enthusiasts. Tables, 
fixture lists, sequences etc- Set up for British League 
football, but can be set up 1 *’ 
amature etc- 

mff **T. 1#*^ 4‘*Sh % W ‘j'ST “ p ¥ V-P “ ^ 1 ■•l-vPl'e *■ ■ % »^™ *■ 
uE can be set up by the user for any league ■ 
c. Ideal for all Ians, league secretaries etc. 

All programs arc supplied on 
disc, packaged with detailed 
instruction manual, and vuppon 
literature Formats available 

IBM 0.5" or 5.25“) 
AMIGA 
ATARI ST 
amstradpcw 

Prae» ait inclusive oi VAT A delivery 

• FO 
jfiw MWX vfpeii te Selec Software (fa i«*) 

62 Altrincham Rd, Galley, Oveadfe, Cheshire 5K8 4DP 
(vnl few full liu of our dlwiitt 

TelDfe]-42K-?425 
Prune or FAX 2* hn 

r$Ms f 
■p* Mr JB 

|wpv 

: i Hpi 
(t\i 1: 
mmw* 

62 Tenter Road, Moulton Park 
Business Centre, Northampton, 

NN3 1AX, England 

Tel: (0604) 790466 
Fax: (0604) 647403 

The Genlock People 
Do you want to overlay computer graphics or titles onto 
your videos? If so, you will need a Genlock. Rcndale 
Genlocks are built to a very high standard, and are used 
widely in the professional environment* Each of the 
Rendale machines offers both foreground and background 
modes, the 8802 is a purely composite machine, the 8806 
also offers a professional RGB mix option, as welt as other 
advanced features. Do not be fooled by cheaper versions 
of our Genlocks w hich are presently on offer, buy direct 
from the manufacturer or an approved supplier. Please call 
for further details* 

GENLOCKS 
RENDALE 8802 

£199.99 
RENDALE 8806 

£862.50 

MODE 
SWITCHBOX 

FOR THE 
RENDALE 8802 

Only £34.99 

Super-VHS Genlock 
At last, the Rendale Super-8802 is available. As well 
as operating in a similar fashion to the standard 
8802, the Super-8802 also boasts the following: 

• Super-VHS both in and out. 
• Hardware controlled fades. 
• Hardware controlled wipes. 
• Cross fade between Amiga and video. 
• Integral mode switching control. 

Rendale Super-8802 £599.99 

Existing Rendale 8802 users can also upgrade. 
Please telephone Fiona for a date to send your unit 
to us. We will require it for around two days. 

Rendale Super VHS Upgrade £420.00 



.Ck 

IHfei© gfcaCEfcsBS©® 

COSMIC 
fORGE 
ttfegqfoyjl .♦ 

State of the Art 
Role Flaying 

11 flocei wttTi 14 ProteMJoni 
6 $p*H Book* wltti 

462 Combtnortoni 0v*< 
400 Cfocunontod Itflmj. 

A Huge Gama ll 

New lower Price I £36.99 

ofessional 
FOOTBALL 

SIMULATION 
V 3.0 

American Football 
at its best. 

The ULTIMATE in League play 
Create your awn playbook 

MODEM play 
Even realistic weather 

Many more features than we 
can detai here 

New lower Price I £36.99 

HARPOON 
Battlesct #2 '"North Atlantic Convoy*” £22.99 

Battleaet *3 "The Med Conflict" £22.99 
and a Scenario Editor £24.99 

LATEST U.S.A. RELEASES 
Flight Simulations - Strategy - Sports Simulations 

Role Playing - Wargames - Adventures 

VISIT our SHOP in Hampton Hill 
or send £2.50 for our Extensive CATALOGUE. 

Mail Order and Overseas orders welcome. 

Phone 081 977 8088 Fax 081 977 4822 
28 D&E The Courtyard. High Street, Hampton Hlil. Middx. TW12 I PD. 

B ITS & 
YTES 

All prices include postage & package 

COMPARE 
OUR 

„ PRICES 

40 Boxing.. £16.89 
688 Attack Sub...£16.89 
Back to the Future 3.£16.89 

Das Boot.£19.89 
Duck Tales.£16.89 
FI 5 Strike Eagle (1Mb).£22.89 
Gods....£16,89 
Hero Quest (1Mb).....,.,...£16,89 
Lemmings.. .£16.89 
Lord of the Rings.£1689 

Mego-lo-Mania_____£16.89 
Monkey Island (1Mb).£16.89 
PGA Tour Golf.£16.89 
Roilrood Tycoon (1Mb). £22.89 
R-Type 2. £16.89 
Speedball 2.£16.89 
Switchblade 2..£16.89 
Swiv.  £16.89 
Thunderhawk.£19.89 
Toki. £16.89 

IF IT ISN'T LISTED HERE PLEASE ENQUIRE 

Tel: (0902) 336582 or 0831 272450 

Business and edutational titles 
available on request 

TROUBLESOME 
FAULTY AMIGA?!! 

Quality Amiga Repairs 
From only <£23.50 inc. return 

FOR SPEED, FREE POSTAGE 
+ PEACE OF MIND 

CALL FOR OUR FIXED PRICE OFFER 
ANYWHERE IN THE UK! 

Bridge Park. Ring Repairs Hotline 
Brentfield. STAR ASSOC. Computers Upgrades 

NwiodoRG Wembley 081 961 6366 

* You do not hov€ lo |0in out dub to buy software 

* IGOQ'i of extremely satisfied customers 

* Exclusive titles from tax very own programmers 

* 14 Day Money Bode Guarantee On Everything 

* Access, Mastercaid and Visa Accepted 

* When buying educational took tor you chilt 

computer consult the specialists and donl 

waste your money Get our free catalogue to 

discover ol the advantages of our dub. 

Educational 

Software 

fCLUB lElsjcl 

We 
Have Over 70 Top Class* 

Educational Programs For 

The Amiga, PC & Atari ST. 

All Ages Covered 

Contact Us Now For Your 

Free Fully Descriptive 
Catalogue. 

^ 0702 600557 

Matrix Software Club 

BUY YOUR SOFTWARE FROM US 
AND WE'LL BUY IT BACK! 

* Top Titles * Latest Releases 
* Tree draws & Competitions 

* Members review panel * Superfast Service 

E.S C. Dept AS, 32A Southchurch Road. 
Southend^n-Sea. Essex SSi 2ND 

Hundreds cl tested and guaranteed used ordinal Mies lor Alan ST^TE, Amiga and PC. tnclud»ng taiesl reteases 
business and utilities, with the unique Matrix "Buy each • without question' guarantee. Plus HUGE member 
discounts on brand new titles sorry, no PD or Shareware. 

The Matrix Club ■ established i96i - over 2 thousand registered members. It will pay you to find out more today1 

For membership uvtafmalron pack, send large s.a.e. slating youi machine - and white you're at it, why not jam in 
this months Matrix competition by calling out eashtine - 

Call 0836 403807* NOW! 
- you could win £100 cash 

Youll need a pen S paper to answer the 3 multiple choice questions and sand to the address below 

Matrix Leisure Services, Dept AMF10, Unit 4 Mill Studio Business Centre* 
Crane Mead, Ware, Herts, SGI2 9PY Customer Service; 0920 444224. 

' "Csshline" calls cost 36pvmin cheap, 4ap/min all other times, pleas© ask the phone owner 

MATRIX - WORKING FOR MEMBERS 
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Make Money With A Home Computer 
Microcomputers have created some of 
the best money making opportunities 
available today. Personal computers 
make it possible for people to do work 
at home that just a few years ago 
required expensive equipment. 
What's more, modern software means 
you don't have to be a computer whizz 
in order to take advantage of these 
money making opportunities. 

A new Special Report called Howto 
Make Money with a Home Computer 
contains the latest up-to-date inform¬ 
ation on the best ways to turn a small 
personal computer into a money 
making machine, Youll also discover 
excellent sources of information most 
other home computer owners don't 
even know exist - and from which they 
therefore cannot profit. 

Included in this Special Report is a 

short but comprehensive guide to 
business basics - the steps you have to 
take in setting up this or any other 
home business plus the marketing 
advice you will need to get your new 
enterprise off to a flying start. 

Get all the facts. Order How to Make 
Money with a Home Computer today 
This confidential Special Report is 
being made available at just £10, post’ 
paid. Whafs more, it is guaranteed - 
you can return it at any time for a full 
refund if not completely satisfied. 

To order, send your name and 
address with payment to Camell Ltd, 
UK Computer Research, Unit 8A, 
Ham Green, Bristol RS20 OXH 
allowing up to 10 days for delivery. 
And, remember - this Special Report 
reveals just which are the best ways to 
make money with a home computer. 
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TUI HEW - "BEGINNER'S GUIDE 10 AMIGADOS" 
This is a clear and well thought out guide to AmugaDQS lr es a highly effective way to take you from a 
beginner to an expert on Amiga DOS It lakes you by simple steps, with many examples through the 

powerful AmwgaOOS commands The emphasis is on learning through experience and doing not |usl 
reading like most other books in no tame at all you will master a fast, powerful and customised 

operating system you can easily include your own pictures, messages and programs This very 
popular package has now been COMPLETELY updated to cover all AmgaDOS versions The 

package consisis ol a guidebook, a tutorial DISC, a crib card and many other exerting and interesting 
programs The guide includes an incredibly tasl picture loader, a password sysiem. a gallery of high 

duality pictures, a variety of boot up sequences, other high quality programs end much, much 
more Guidebook. Disc.Cnbcardetc onfyfltfS 

WIZARD'S GUIDE TO BASIC 
This guide is a quick effective and enjoyable way lo l#am Basic Your confidence and skills will rise 

rapdly In no lime at all you will be writing impressive programs. The guide has a sophisticated 
electronic book - You can get help in the form of text, moving demonstrations, graphics, sound or 

speech with just a louen pf a burton The course starts at beginner level and carefully rises to expert 
level You will learn to master graphics, colour, sound, movement, speech, windows menus, 

dataprocessing etc Hundreds of example programs and demos are included on the two discs. This is 
a value packed package which will leave you with a wealth ol knowledge and expertise 113.9 S 

“* NEW! * LIFE ORGANISER - NEW* *** 
This package will really make a difference to the efficiency of your life "Lite organiser" is beautifully 

designed, easy lo use and yet sophisticated, powerful and intelligent. This program is skilfully 
structured to take everything you wish to remember and present it in a uselut and Ifiendly way 
Calendars [Any year'month frpm i AD to 3000AD1). address book, label address primer, diary, 

reminders, birthdays, anniversaries, bilts payments, record of spending, appointments meetings, 
notes, memoirs, daily timetable, set up your own system etc. etc. Powerful search facilities will 

automatically hunt down ihe information you want Casseffe recorder type controls allow you lo step 
through your information Powerful MDE facility (Minimum Data Entry) allows you search, cross 

reference and copy ini** manor between entries E runes only need to be entered once lor regular 
events e g weekly monthly etc Ideal lor busiwss or home use Once you have used "Life organiser 

you will be lost without Iff Every package comes with a tutorial booklet and example files Quality 
software al 1 Ft.tS 

MASTERPIECE 
The greal paintings of the world ate displayed on your Amiga using thousands ot colours in pictures ol 
outstanding qgalny THE BEST PICTURES l HAVE EVER SEEN ON THE AMIGA* reported a recent 
review Two discs packed full ol pitlures and comprehensive notes take you on an enriching trip into 

the world of art. Outstanding value * £8.95 

•** NEW DIMENSIONS 
Some of the moat impressive, effects yet seen on an Amiga You will find that graphics and pictures 

Itoat before your eyes in hont of your screen1 The depth of Che pictures extends up to ten leet into Ihe 
screen1 These lantasiic effects have to be seen to be believed included on the disc are generous 

numbers ol 3D pictures, 3D graphics. 3D games and a 30 art program We even provide a tutorial to 
help you design your own 30 effects on a paim package or wnie your own 30 programs Included in 

this excellent package are two pairs Ol 3D Specs Normal pnee £13.95 Tbit month only El 1.95 

EXTRA VALUE! 
Buy two or more of the above products and benoFit from the following discounts... 2 products - 

£5 rffiiounl, 3 products £3 difount, 4 products - £4 discount etc 
Discounts ore given on the TOTAL value of ihe order 

UK PAR FREE and by FIRST CLASS posi Overseas orders welcome Europeans please add 50p 
Outside Europe please odd £1.50 for airmail All payments in pounds sterling please 

Chequeit PO '* to Wizard Software (Dept LAF6| 

20, Hadrian Drive, RedHilli, Exeter, Devon. EX4 1 SR 

PROFESSIONAL TV-VIDEO 
GRAPHICS SYSTEMS 

Amigas/genlocks/software/training 

Tel: 071 284 1366 

Amiga REPAIRS 
competitive rates-no fixed charge 

Tel: 071 284 4030 

44 Malden Rd, London NW5 (Camden Town) 

Why buy an ordinary sound sampler 

when you can buy a recording studio? 

TECHNOSOUND Turbo 
SOUND SAMPLING SYSTEM FOR THE 

AMIGA 
* SONG SEQUENCER 

* MIDI SEQUENCER 

it VARIABLE DIGITAL DEI AY 

it VARIABLE Cl IT BLIFFER 

it FULL MULTITASKING 

* 57 RECORDED SAMPLES 

* STATE OF THE ART TRl E STEREO CARTRIDGE 

* OVER LOO ISTERACmE FI Mf.770.VS 

* SIMPLE TO > SE 77 7DRIAL AM) I SER Gl IDE 

* STUNNING REAL TIME EFFECTS INCH DE- Echo - Reverb Hall - 

Voice Synthesis - Phaser and Vibrato 

* EXTENSA E EDITING AND LOOPING FACILITIES 

DIMENSIONS 

UPGRADE AVAILABLE 

TO EXISTING USER S 

FOR ONLY 

£6.00 + £1.00 P&P 

BROOKLANDSHOUSE 
BRYNGWYN, RAGLAN 
GWENT NP5 2AA 
0291-690933/690901 

£35.99 
+ JLL50 POSTAND PACKING 

RICHARDS DEVELOPMENTS 
1^2 Meg Amiga upgrades no clock includes on/off switch..£19.95 
4D-Ram Version 

^2 Meg Amiga upgrades with clock and switch ..£24.95 
40-Ham Version 

******* SPECIAL LAUNCH OFFER ******* 
Amiga 1.5 Meg upgrades fully populated, includes clock, 

easy fit runs off Gary Chip, requires 1.3 version. 
5 year warranty free 2 Mb demo. 

ONLY £69.95 incVAT 

3.5” Disks DD/DS 100% error free.,,,.,.1-49..35p each 
49-99...3 lp each 
100+,,,,,,.....28p each 

ALL DISKS INCLUDE FREE LIBELS 

40 Cap locking disk box 3,5°..—*— .£3,99 each 
80 Cap locking disk box 3.5”...,£4.99 each 

Null modem lead for back lo back communications...,..£3,99 each 
Amiga 4 player adaptor lead.....,.£4,99 each 
Joystick extension lead........£4,99 each 
Amiga dust cover_____*......£2,99 each 
Mouse mat lop quality....each 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT POSTAGE A\D PACKING IS EXTRA 
PLEASE ASK WHEN ORDERING, 

ChequestPosial Orders to: 
RICHARDS DEVELOPMENTS, 14 Windmill Way, Keg worth, 

Derby DE7 2FA* Please phone first for price of postage, 
ALL PRODUCTS CARRY A FULL 5 YEAR WARRANTY 

Public Domain also available all disks only 99p plus p+p 
For full catalogue send £1*00_ 

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE - 464188 



rfTj LETTERS 

BY MAIL 
You cart actually make life a Sot easier for us and make certain 
of getting a reply If you make (tamed sure you're addressing 
your letter to the right person or place, so here's a guide to 
what to send where. We can never give personal replies by 
mail, so don't send us a stamped-addressed envelope: and we 
can under no circumstances give personal replies by fait. 

WORKBENCH 

If you have any problems with the technical side of your 
Amiga, with hardware or with serious software, write to Pat 
and he'll try to answer you. Alternatively, if you have any 
advice for others or any handy tips to share, send it in and you 
could win a prize, 
PAT MCDONALD, WORKBENCH, 
AMIGA FORMAT. 30 MONMOUTH STREET. BA1 2BW 

GAMEBUSTERS 

H you've just found ihe cheat mode, mapped out the levels or 
found all the passwords for the latest game - whatever the 
game cheat, send it to Matf and you could win a prize. Also, If 
you're stuck somewhere, ask the Helping Hand section In 
Gamebusters for advice - or if you ve read of a problem In 
Helping Hand that someone else has and you can solve it. 
then send in the answer to win a prize! 
MAFF EVANS. GAMEBUSTERS (OR GAMEBUSTERS HELPING 
HAND). AMIGA FORMAT, 30 MONMOUTH STREET, BA1 2BW 

The Letters pages are for you io air your views and share your 
opinions: please remember not to ask questions that should 
bo in Workbench! What Damien is looking for are thought- 
provoking or entertaining letters. If they're short there's a bet¬ 
ter chance they'll get in. Prizes for the best two. LETTERS, 
AMIGA FORMAT. 30 MONMOUTH STREET. BA1 2BW 

COMPETITIONS 

To enter a competition, write the answers and your name, 
address and phone number on the back of a postcard or a 
sluck-down envelope and send it In, don't pul severe! entries 
In together, or include entries with letters to any other part of 
the mag, 
COMPETITION, AMIGA FORMAT, 
29 MONMOUTH STREET, BATH BA1 ZAP 

AD PROBLEMS 

If you have a problem with companies advertising in Amiga 
Format - youTe cheque s been cashed but you've had nothing 
or whatever - our advertising department should be able to 
help. Write telling them briefly about the problem and which 
company it concerns. 
AMIGA FORMAT ADVERTISING COMPLAINTS DEPT, FUTURE 
PUBLISHING. 30 MONMOUTH STREET, BATH BA1 2BW 

MAIL ORDER 

If you've ordered anything from the Amiga Format Mall Order 
section and you've got a problem, please remember that we 
on the magazine don't deal with it at all. Write to them at our 
Somerton address or phone 0458 74011. 
AMIGA FORMAT MAIL ORDER. 
THE OLD BARN, SOMERTON* SOMERSET TA11 7PY 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 

Similarly, If you move house and want to make sure your copy 
of the mag catches up with you, then send the new address to 
AMIGA FORMAT SUBSCRIPTIONS, THE OLD BARN, 
SO MERTON. SOMERSET TA11 7PY 

FAULTY COVER DISKS 

The disks are duplicated and stuck on the magazine by a firm 
who we employ for that specific purpose. If you have a faulty 
disk, send It to them enclosing an SAE, We don’t keep stocks 
of disks, so we can't help. 
DISKCOPY LABS, UNIT A, WESTMARCH, LONDON ROAD, 
DAVENTRV, NORTHANTS, NN11 4SA 

REACHING US BY PHONE 
The Amiga Format editorial team can only take enquiries from 
readers between 10,30am and 0.30pm on Tuesdays. 

The Advertising department can help you with problems 
you may have with companies who advertise in the magazine 
if you call during normal office hours. 

Our subscriptions service and the Amiga Format mall 
order department are not In the same building and should be 
contacted on 0458 740Z3. 

The part of the magazine where you can let off some steam, dish 

out praise, enlighten the rest of the Amiga-owning worJd or just 

make us chuckle if you've anything amusing to say. Keep it brief and 

send it to us at Letters, Amiga Format, Bath BA1 2BW. 

THANKS! 
I wish to bestow my heart-felt congratulations on the 

entire Amiga Format team tor an excellent twenty- 

sixth issue. Not only was its width increased (although 

if 1 had an Af binder I'm sure it wouldn't fit,.*}* hut 

the content* have been lovingly moulded into what I 

now recognise as the best computer magazine available 

in the shops. To make mailers heller you have adopted 

a new typeface and a more suitable layout which gives 

ihe ‘monthly wonder' a truly professional feel 

Before my computer decides to become a mad guru 

and meditate there’s just one more thing t'd like to 

mention* It is actually possible to use the range manip¬ 

ulator and the animation control panel on your preview 

of Deluxe Paim fL just press CTRL and the R key for 

the range manipulator or the ALT and P keys simulta¬ 

neously for the anim control panel. 

ANDREW WILLIS, SANDWICH 

Welt, thank you very much indeed We were very 

pleased with the results of the redesigned issue and it's 

nice to have someone praise exactfy the things nr set 

out to achieve. Sot only is Amiga Format the most sue- 

cessfttl home-computer magazine of its time* we think it 

non1 iotfks like it We also like to think it's a magazine 

that can hold its head up high with the best in pure 

magazine terms: a computer magazine you needn't he 

ashamed of reading on the train* the computer equiva¬ 

lent 0/Cosmopolitan... ernn„. no! Hang on a minute! 

the magazine in binders about a year ago, when the 

magazine became too fat to fit 12 issues in one binder. 

Anyway* we re now hastily created a new binder far 

the new size, and its on sale now in the foyer... 

As far the other business, let's hear a couple mare 

views on the subject... 

CONDITIONED 
REFLEX 
You asked in your August edition why you had so few 

women readers, here are my ideas. (Ai this poini, 

Louise lists the credits from Issue 25 of who put the 

issue together, leading her to this conclusion,,,) AH 

male! With no women editing or writing For the maga¬ 

zine* there will be no articles from a woman's 

viewpoint, which is different from a man's. 

Lei us look at your game reviews. (Louise now lists 

the shamefully macho line-up of Issue 25’s game 

reviews* a litany of shoot-em-ups* combat games and 

male-dominated sports* plumbing the depths when we 

arrive at a game where a male hero rescues a female 

princess. Ulp!) Not many Lhere aimed at your female 

readers! (She deduces, perfectly validly), 

I think you will Find that women and girls are more 

interested in strategy games and serious software* 

If you want more women to read your magazine, 

pul more women on the staff. We do have a different 

view from men. 

LOUISE MELLJNG, BARROW-IN-FURNESS 

i 
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BUT NO THANKS! 
Congratulations on the 'new style’ Amiga Format - 1 

don't think! It doesn’t fit in too well with the old-style 

binders, does it? I'm not surprised that you tried to 

sneak it in without telling us. 

Please note that t am not being a "whingeing fern- 

mie” lAF 25 Letters William Mobberley) trying to 

have a good moan - it's jusl that now my binder won't 

go on its shelf properly! 

One more thing: l must give you a thought on the 

issue of women and computers. Computer games are* 

generally speaking* macho shoot-em-ups* car races* 

ftxnball games and the like. Since the Amiga, to most 

potential younger buyers* is known as a glorified 

games console* it is easy to see the appeal to a younger 

man. Perhaps as Lhe Amiga's reputation as a serious 

machine grows, so the percentage of female readers 

will growl Is that controversial enough? 

SUSAN A HOLGATE, ISLINGTON 

Point taken, f feel l have to quibble over the small mat¬ 

ter of Pat Winstanley, our main educational 

correspondent, happening to he a woman (not a small 

matter to her, i suppose) so we do have some female 

representation on our staff. As for your views on 

games, l certainly agree. Women do seem to enjoy 

more abstract games, such as puzzle games and things 

like Spindizzy* Lemmings or Rainbow Islands. 

Incidentally, we’re not actually terribly worried 

about having a tow proportion of female readers. What 

worries us is that the Amiga Format readership accu¬ 

rately reflects the Amiga-owning community, and that 

there are far too few women owning and using comput¬ 

ers in general, not just the Amiga. 

As for the rest of your point about staffing on the 

magazine, it just happens to be that nay, We do. how¬ 

ever, Spend a lot of rime in the company of women who 

are also keen on the odd spot of Amiga gaming, so 

we 're not totally out of touch 

Sincere apologies to all Amiga Formal readers who 

keep the magazine in a binder. We did consider warn¬ 

ing you that we were about to change size, but we 

didn ’t honestly think it would help. The bizarre thing 

is. you see. that we all stopped keeping our copies of 

EQUAL RIGHTS 
Although Fve just bought an Amiga 500* I can't get on 

hi If 1 try to during the day, my children hassle me to 

let them have a go and as soon as my husband comes 

home* he gets on and plays long after I've gone to bed! 
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Nobody else has read the manual, so I have to keep 

loading it and selling it up* then I'm left to read Arrnga 

Format while everyone else uses il. The last straw was 

when my friend came to see me today, had a cup of tea 

then caught sight of the Lemmings disk and off she 

went. She was on the computer for about 4 hours! 

I'll have to sneak down before anyone else wakes 

up: then 1 might get to use the computer that 1 bought! 

PAT HAMILTON, WEST T HURROCK 

Right to the heart of the problem here* I reckon. 

Schools report that from a very early age hoys lend to 

dominate use of the computer if given half a chance. 

Girls seem quite willing to let them do so, even though 

they are just ax enthusiastic and just as capable when 

thev get a go. / actually reckon it's down to social con¬ 

ditioning from a very early age* that teaches girls not 

to he overly aggressive in defending their chance to 

have a go and presents the males ' belief that technol¬ 

ogy is their domain. / recommend you make quite clear 

that you want a go on the machine and don 't cook 

them tea ever again! 

In the meantime* I'm declaring the next couple of 

letters a women-only zone to even up the balance. 

NIGHTMARE ON 
RAMSEY STREET 
After watching the episode of Neighbours where Paul 

Robinson's Amiga gels infected with a virus, it didn’t 

take me long to work out how thick Paul really is! He 

made it sound like a computer virus was a major disas¬ 

ter for his company. So. while those of us who know 

what a virus really is arc screaming at Paul to gel a 

virus killer, there are some people who aren’t familiar 

with viruses getting wound up over something quite 

simple. 1 know it's only a TV programme* hut some 

people lake it seriously. 

LAURA STAIRS, HENDON 

White / con rt imagime anyone ever taking Neighbours 

seriously* I have to agree that there 1 j no [utint getting 

wound up about viruses, Follow the simple rules about 

switching off for 30 seconds before loading up a raw 

piece of software, get a virus killer cheap from the PD 

and you're safe, just remember never to destroy the 

bootblack on a self-hooting game! 

POWER CUT 
While nicking through Amiga Format 1 came across an 

ad for Amiga Power. It had a picture of the May issue's 

front cover and it said that it contained M pages of tips 

tor Rainbow Islands. 1 have the game myself and I'm 

stuck, hut since it's August now, and I live in the mid¬ 

dle of nowhere anyway, l can't get hold of that issue! 

Please* please* please, can somebody help? 

BECKY SMIT HSON, BERWICKSHIRE 

Your best bet is to look at our subscriptions and back 

issues pages (Pages lv-f-5 of this very issue!. Because 

Amiga Power is our little sister* I think you 'll find that 

you will be ahte to get a copy from there. How's that? 

FALLING APART 
Aaaaaggghhhhh! Once more* my Amiga Format has 

fallen apart! There I was* reading the MegaTraveller 

review when - wham! hang! - out comes Page 71. 

Then Page 111* then Page... 16 pages later, it gets 

throw n against the svallf Could you use stronger glue? 

R GATES. BOS JON 

Errm*** this is an extremely rare case and I've only 

ever heard of three occurrences of it on Amiga Formal 

before. Can it realty have happened to von twice in a 

row 7 Well, it seents it could. In actual fact n r Ye had a 

number of calls since Issue 26 came out telling us that 

the issue falls apart* and we've even had one in the 

office do it, although it should hardtv ever happen. 

If this mishap does ever befall anyone ogam just 

take the mag hack to the shop ym bought it from. They 

will give you a new one and return the duff one to the 

wholesalers, so the shopkeeper doesn T lose a penny on 

the deal'. Eventually the whole thing will get back to 

the printers, because it was them who didn't stick it 

together properly in the first place. 

SHAREWARE HERO 
lii response to your request for nominations for share¬ 

ware authors who really do cure. I'd like to nominate 

Olaf Barthel (DOock) for helping me with a problem. 

He sent me a copy on a Scotch disk with the comment 

"Thought this make of disk was very apt".,. 

ORA HA ME M ROSS, AYRSHIRE 

Hmm. Wry nice of him Gets the thumbs-up from us. 

CDTV OWNER SPEAKS 
[ don't know if you remember me: I wrote in a few 

weeks ago concerning my purchase of the CDTV and 

the dilemma it had caused. Now I can inform you of 

further developments. Sit back and relax. 

(The story so far: Mark Smith buys his CDTV for 

£600, gets it home only to discover that there are no 

lilies included* just a piece of card so he can send off 

for them. Didn't I tell you? Result, one very expensive 

door-wedge. Now read on..*f 

Lemmings and Hutchinson Encyclopaedia 11 nallv 

arrived and I realised what a powerful machine il was. 

Lemmings was a fantastic game, so addictive. The 

Encyclopaedia was good, loo, with all those pictures 

and sounds. But then one day something happened: 

something terribly horrible happened. Let me explain. 

Em a tennis enthusiast, so I decided to call up all 

the international players. Everything went fine until I 

arrived at Steffi Graf. 1 clicked on the 'pictures’ icon to 

see a smiling, bald-headed man appear. Now I know 

that she is not exactly an international model, but 

crikey, she isn't that bad I 

I've since found several more problems and there 

are probably hundreds of eoek-ups that I don’t know 

about. What has happened? Did a w retched b u g get 

onto the master CD? Was it my £6011 CDTV? I think 

not* Or did the boys at Attica Cybernetics just rush 

the project out? 

Read my lips. If companies think they can do soft¬ 

ware in a slapdash manner overnight then they've got 

another thing coming* Because CDs are uncopyablc* 

will prices crash below the normal floppies or will 

software houses come up with even more excuses to 

line their pockets? 

MARK SMITH, LIV ERPOOL 

A for one, know exactly what has happened. Imagine if 

sou had to test a disc with 600 Megabytes of data - 

thousands of pictures* pieces of text and sampled 

sounds. Imagine if on top of alt that. the disc had to be 

in a bundle that had gone on sale several weeks before, 

and everyone was yelling at you to get if finished and 

off to the duplicators. Would yon do the job properly ? 

Probably not. Unless you fd had the sense not to get in 

that situation in the first place. 

Frankly, this is exactly the sort of thing that the 

CDTV dttes not need. People who are tun used to the 

bugginess that we computer fans are so often fobbed 

off with will not be able to forgive this kind of shoddy 

workmanship. The CDTV will only sell if the disks are 

of sufficient quality, 77ri,s kind of betow-par perfor¬ 

mance from the stuff that comes free with the machine 

ts simply just not goffd enough. If Commodore do run 

sort it out PDQ* then all they doing is signing the 

death warrant of the CDTV. 

ON THE 
OTHER HAND... 
I bought my CDTV four days after its L'K release It 

was the best INK) I have ever spent. 1 currently have 

six discs, including the Welcome disc. The others 

are Music Maker. Lemmings* Hutchinson's 

Encyclopaedia* Sim City. Advanced Military Systems 

and Battle Storm, I use all of these discs frequently and 

I am most pleased with the standard of the software. 

The main point of my letter, though, is CDTV's 

audio quality. I would like to point out that the CDTV 

is IKK 16 times oversampling* it’s 16 times H hit over- 

sampling. and I think the quality is excellent. My uncle 

has a Sanyo sei-up. £2,000's worth, and CDTV's audio 

output blow s its socks off! 

I would like to say what a brilliam machine the 

CDTV really is, It is so easy to use! Well done, CBM! 

MATTHEW TREASURE* SHERBORNE 

Fair comment. Anyone else ? 

IT’S A COPY, RIGHT? 
I read in your magazine that if a 

letter was controversial, the writer 

could receive a free T-shirt, Well, 

how’s this for controversial? The 

'Pic of the Month' on Issue 25 is an 

exact copy of one of my paintings! 

I enjoy your magazine a great deal and always look 

forward to the next issue. Not many magazines in the 

States have cover disks, so h's fun to get British mags 

to see what's going on in other parts of the world. 

However, seeing my work signed by someone else was 

not a surprise 1 had expected. 

It might be a good idea to remind your readers, that 

if they are copying the work of another artist, they 

should at least mention his name. There seems to be an 

incorrect belief in the computer graphics world that an 

image done on a computer is 'not the same' as an 

actual painting. This is not the case. Copyright laws 

apply to the image itself, regardless of the form of stor¬ 

age or display* 

It's not a problem for me: as a matter of fact I was 

rather flattered (Mr McNally probably saw the image 

on the cover of Dragon magazine #166). Bui there are 

a lot of ariisis out there who would be very angry, and 

copyright infringement can be a serious problem, 

ERIC M GOOCH*SOUTHFIELD* MICHIGAN 

Thanks very much for the letter, Eric, and an Amiga 

Formal T-shirt should have arrived by the time you 

read this. I think the point you make is very interesting 

and that your attitude to the whole business is vers 

much the sensible one. I 'm sure very few artists would 

actually mind pet/pie prtrducing Amiga art based tm 

their pictures, but I’m equally convinced that they 

deserve to be credited as the inspiration for the work* 

In fact. I believe the copyright situation is less clear 

than you suggest. If a copy of an image is wholly orig¬ 

in ted by the copter - in other wordsf drawn freehand 

from scratch ■ then 1 think I am right in saying it is not 

in breach of copyright. Bur. just as you have quoted1 

the storage or transmission of an image by any means* 

including electronic* is covered by copyright taw: so if 

the image were digitised, it would be illegal* 
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Specially designed for the 
A500, our new Reference SCSI 

Hard Drive Systems offer 
exceptional value for money, 
incorporating top brand, high 
performance NEC hard disks ! 

MRBackup Professional 
FREE with every hard drive! 

Included wilh every hard drive is MRBackup Pro 

offering hard drive owners full data security and 

peace of mind, MRBackup can backup files to floppy 

disk or SCSI tape slreamer, with Or without its Own 

“fast" format feature Features include intuitive user 

interface, plus Data Compression options which 

help reduce the quantity of backup media resumed 

MRBACKUP PROFESSIONAL 
Available Separately for Only £29.95 

FAI1M V 1VA M/miUf 1W 

PLEASE TURN OVER FOR FURTHER OFFERS AND ORDERING INFORMATION 

S«JSIUUIBUS3A3 JLNiAHia v iva mrmMi c»mw nv 

NEC SCSI Hard Disk Mechanisms for optimum performance. 
25ms Average Access time, with Autoparking 

j Includes its own Dedicated PSU. Commodore recommends 
against use of peripherals without independent power supply. 

J QUIET... latest technology drives run cool - no fan needed! 

Option for up to 4MB of additional RAM Expansion, made 
simple through the use of SIMMS - the modern way to upgrade 

v* Includes SCSI Throughport at rear for further expansion 

High quality metal casing, colour matched to the Amiga 500 

vr Includes Configuration/Format Software, plus "MRBackup Pro' 

REFERENCE-40: £299 
REFERENCE-100 : £449 
2M8 RAM VERSION: ADD £80 • 4MB RAM VERSION: ADD £160 

Prices include VAT and delivery 

Evesham Micro? ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY • ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY 

Reference 

... the chance to buy Quality, 
High Capacity Hard Disk Systems for the 

Amiga 500 at REALISTICALLY LOW PRICES! 
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ALL t'KICt* INUUUt VAI ot UtLIVtKT ALL HKILtS INCLUDE VAT & DELIVERY 

rnrrm 
PRICES INC.DELIVERY & VAT @ 17.5°4 

Express Courier Delivery : 

(UK Mainland Only) £6.50 Extra 

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE It Dm (me of the largest established 

to-mpjiftrf s ift Iheir field, with a reputation lor good swviet 

and prices We have invested heavily in a compuler system Id 

enabt* our Telesales si a It to provide up-lo-l he- minute stock 

intormtfiofi. coupled with highly efficient order processing 
Our lylly equipped Workshop enables us lo carry out almost 
any repair pn our premises We feel sure that ypu won I be 

disappointed If you Choose Evesham Micros 

HOW TO ORDER 

Call us now on 

0386 765500 
Lines open Monday Saturday. 

9,00am - 5.30pm 

Send Cheque, Postal Order or 
ACC ESS/VISA card details to 

Evesham Micros Ltd 
Unit 9, St Richards Rd. 

Evesham, Worcs 
WR11 6XJ 

ACCESS/VISA 
Cards Welcome 

Government, Education & PLC orders welcome 

Same day despatch whenever possible 
Express Courier delivery (UK Mainland only) £6.50 extra 

Please note that 5 working days must be allowed tor 
personal cheque clearance. 

Mail Order Fox; 0386-765354 

Unit 9 St Richards Road, Evesham 
Worcestershire WR11 6XJ 

0386 765180 
fO* 0360 765354 

Open Mon-Sat . 9 00 ■ 5.30 

5 Glisson Rd, Cambridge CB1 2HA 

*£? 0223 323898 
fax 0223 322863 

Open Mah'Frj. 9.30 ■ 6.00 
and Sol, 9.00 * 5.30 

Co/Dorote Sales Dept.' • IBM aeaier 

1762 Pershore Rood, Cotteridge 
Birmingham B30 3BH 

C 021 458 4564 
'o* 021433 3625 

Coen Man-Sat., 9.00 - 5.30 

•ZT 0386-40303 
Monday to Friday, 10.00 - 5.30 

12 MONTHS WARRANTY 
ON ALL PRODUCTS 

An details corracl i r tome of press ■ A' geos sifted ns twh&fy E S 01 

AMIGA 1500/2000 UPGRADES 
| HARD DRIVE / RAM UPGRADE BOARD KIT 

Krts comprise of full size hard disk controller cards 
incorporating unpopulated SIMMS RAM expansion sockets 
for accommodating jp to 8Mb RAM; PLUS high speed, fasi 

access NEC SCSI hard disks. 140MB HARD DRIVE & INTERFACE/ RAM CARD..,. £ 349.00 
100MB HARD DRIVE * INTERFACE l RAM CARD.. £ 499.00 

PLEASE NOTE: These are unpopulated RAM sockets - 
Please Add £ 80-00 per 2Mb ol RAM required. 

8Mb RAM Expansion Card with 2Mb Fitted 
easily upgradeable to 4Mb, 6Mb or 8Mb   £ 149.95 

37," EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES 
AMAZING LOW PRICE ! 

£51.99 
including VAT & delivery 

^ Also available: 
5.25” External Drive 

^ 40/80 Track Switchable 
Only £99.00 Inc. VAT/delivery 

AMIGA A500 SOLDERLESS RAM UPGRADES 

512K RAM/CLOCK 
UPGRADE 

ONLY £28.99 
including VAT and delivery 

512K 
RAM/CLOCK 
EXPANSION 
FEATURES: 

Direct replacement for the A501 expansion 
Convenient On / Oft Memory Switch 

t> Auto-recharging battery backed Real-Time Clock 
Compact Unit Size : Advanced, ultra-neat design 
Only 4 low power consumption FASTRAMs 

512K RAM EXPANSION 
ALSO AVAILABLE 
WITHOUT CLOCK 

ONLYE24.99 

UPGRADE 
TO 2MB FOR 

ONLY £791 | M J, 

Or Fully populated board increases total RAM in your A5Q0 to 2MB f 

■> Plugs into the trapdoor expansion, end connects to GARY chip 

^ Includes Auto-recharging Battery-beeked Real-Time Clock 
* Socketed RAM ICs on 512K and 1Mb for fitting up to 1.5MB RAM 

Unpopulated RAM board with clock...E 34.95 
RAM Board as above, with 512K FASTRAM Installed.£ 54.95 
RAM Board as above, with 1MB FASTRAM installed.£ 69.95 N B The expansion board requires 

RAM Board as above, with 1.5Mb FASTHAM lnstalted....E 79.00 l I?h?fTale K'fksLa^0 
- - ...... ----—-- --.-. . upgrade available from us for £29.95 

A500 MEGABOARD 
Connects to your 512K RAM 

upgrade to give 1.5MB 

With the MEGABOARD, you can 
further expand your A500's 

memory to a total of 2Mb without 
disposing of your existing 512K 
upgrade (must be 4 x RAM-chip 

type, or not exceeding 9cm in length). 

ONLY £59.95 
MEGABOARD needs Kitkstan \ 3 io operate (Hicksian 13 upgrade 

available Irpm us for £29 951 Installation requires connection to 
inc GARY chip Easy to to I low instructions provided 

AvsAma y iva samDNi s3Dtnd nv LSJM WU UIBUMAal AH3Ama y iva zamoNi ctt/nw nw 
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TV Cl amplified,stereo 
I ri speakers 

REALISE THE TRUE 
SOUND POTENTIAL 

OF YOUR AMIGA 
WITH THIS PAIR OF 

FULL RANGE 
SPEAKERS ! 

Tout products fire hMr J!m tc-jne 
Enjoy qudtty iitrtc wurxl rtprotocter te ere Atf 
w*h th* iptoMy llmWd 71a "*w lw sp*4k*r 
*ytl*ro' F*Wurt* fi«*i fmrttd sew*' *-C*- 3 
wrtfl flrwr* fi «ch i*M an) Pcapofi« a 
Dutr-n ampHwr w*h tdfustebH "Art centre* fMH 
from PSy nuppred! dr Trcm twttwrea itnot rcJudtdi 

SpMIt OnTT^M^s ^HArRSt tJStmff fH*Wk£j 

NEW/ TOP VALUE 400dpi 
HANDY SCANNER 

ONAL 

/ 
QUALITY SCANNING - AT 
THE RIGHT PRICE ! 
Representing oul si ending value 

for money, this package 
combines top quarry scanning 
hardware with I he distinctively 
powerful DAATASCAN PROFESSIONAL 

software. 
At t n* ApOdP1 i«mnng totaAltoh Vm. 
POGuCt* t'Xl'V tuPtTO Qva-ify t£*i» Has v *yifl lt»mm tet'-r^ng 
fdtf vartW# b^h'*** centra §rd i00 200 W <<W? 
OhIikki ProrlrtWorw* «*' ■■'■; -> ■- r --C j a --i ■-< ■ ~ - --^ m tuSh#* in* *rt v >« up to 

QiF*y SCS4H P rWdBS 
PC***^ *difl"g Wfcjrws «nJ ONLY £129.00 

GOLDEN IMAGE HANDY 
SCANNER & TOUCH-UP 

(Xuno^; pu^'ty vHu* tor neney - r* 
pacxjtpa x jO» i lOtMOQOsi ww *■* 90** p{Wi 

Fui P» amazingly powe^J TOUCH-UP toftwre 
package d-VB Sre sea-n*f d'-*cry Scarce' 

ndi^aa v#w*g window A beetogrt ** assy** 
scans event &*** Sea* *r*r ne*n or fre? 

■■mages up to iOOdp> Many ■maga ^ ennanewnent A iptcm: tfltrs narfaoe 
' Horn wflhm Touch-Up A H”tM 

pnv**Jmm tor De*dce P-M&tohng wp* 

WCAED/0LF VALUE/ 
NEW LOW PRICE - ONLY £145.00 

TRUEMOUSE 

jOh 

Wt GUARANTEE that thi» 1* the 

smoother. mod r«pensive and 

accurate replacement memse you 

can buy for the Amiga. Eaetfiem 

performance, amazing low pnee ! 

OH7 nc SATJSfACTJGW 
t. I / .DO GUARANTEED 

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE Am ga ST compare - 
eKcenant lravei*acc-racy assumed NEW LOW PRICE" £ 29 00 

ROCGEN GENLOCK 
YOU WKL HAVE TO PAT AT 

LEAST TWICE as MUCH 
MONEY to Obtain a umiLar 

level el quality, function 
and lophttucalion offered 

by bur new GENLOCK 
adapter, eompetuj* to «i! 

Amiga*« Specai features include 
tne abiirty lb reed'd 1 

animations on video recorders and 
overlay yaphe and ten onto video 

Capecie o« smooth and sue** lad^g and 
overlaying ejects mffi scec*r tuning knots 

ONLY £114.99 

PHILIPS 15" TV/MONITOR 
«mbn*t the KMrtegtt of ■ ftyi n* "‘ttfer 
rttoAflJon k cur mcnBof vifft We ocnrenitnct ar 

remote control TtMtoft TV - m m r it Wen* low pna! 

NEW Vrw IwiUTH rim* kwi kv Wemd 

«ri!riU plus 1UU ring* >* n I 

£269.00 Including VAT, 
delivery 6 cable 

Philips CMS833 Mk.ll including cable .£ 239 001 

A590 ADD-ON HARD DRIVES 
A590 OWNERS!1 ExfMnC your Hard dte* sloregs Hjrther *tth cne of C5uf atK<st> 

eultmaHy cased SCSI Hard Dirves wnh 25mj a jtooervng i^EC meofuniims and 
upaialt pbww tuppfy Plugs into the socket provided on the rear of *• AS9C \r* 

liternel 40Mb SCSI Drive cased with PSU 
10 djrecitv addon 10 ihe Commodore as9D_ 1 299 00 

Eslemal 100Mb SCSI Drive cased with PSU £ 449.DO 

AMIGA 
SPECIAL DEALS 

AMIGA 500 
COMPUTER 
BASE PACK 

! THESE FABULOUS GAMES: 
! Tracksuit Manager 90 * Subbuteo * Astern * 

1 Hksck Aiancbe * Jungle Booh * Treasure Trap * 

DiSfcMan - Battle Squadron * Diet Riot • 

-— Tank Bane • Nigel Mansell - Lost N Man 

|EvesltamIIKr#$7 \ PLUS! A wordfKftCftSMir and tnrrKitrwl 

’»-■----J 

IOOK WHATCtSt 
YOU GST WHIN YOU 

6UY AN AMIGA 
FEATURE PACK FROM 

Features a Genuine UK version 5i2K 
Commodore Amga 500 computer enfh 

1 M& IrrsemaiJ Drue. TV Uodu^tor, 
Mouse &cwer S^eply Kckstart 1.3. elr 

AMIGA 500 BASE PACKAGE 

ONLY £ 307,49 

A500 PACK AS ABOVE. WITH 

512K R A ML CLOCK FITTED 

ONLY £ 333.99 

A500PACK 

WITH EXTERNAL 37i* DRIVE 

ONLY £ 357.49 

A500 PACK WITH EXTERNAL 

37i* DRIVE AND 512K RAM/ 

CLOCK UPGRADE FITTED 

ONLY £ 383.99 
NB Dor* fffiT tttutie extra sofTwgw 

m&udrd **m ofr>er packages 

NEW! AMIGA 500 CARTOON CLASSICS PACK 
Includes Amiga 5«l with 1Mb RAM, plus IMP Drive. TV modulalOf LEMMING S', 

CAFTAP* PLANET BART SIMPSON rt THE SPACE MUTAWT5 , Delurt P*nt 11. 
A500 1MB CARTOON CLASSICS PACKAGE .£ 369 99 
A500 Cartoon Classics PLUS 37»" Eitemai Drive.. C 419 99 

AMIGA 500 SCREEN GEMS PACK 
tnoyfles Amiga 500 with l Ub RAM plus 1Mb Dnve, TV modaiator N$M Breed 

The Beast 2 Back to the Future 2 Days of Thunder DeV*e Pa-n| n 
ASOO 1MB SCREEN GEMS PACKAGE....£ 369 99 
A500 Screen Gems Package PLUS 37T External Drive .. £ 419.99 

AMIGA S3 CLASS OF THE S PACK 
«ejon AMC A»1 5ipt PAM 5 4*2 

CLASS OF THE 90 ■ Package ....____ 
Class of the 90 s Pack plus 37,*’ Drive.. 

.. C 499.00 

..£ 549 OO 

AMIGA 1600 STARTER PACK 
*cu»* A’50C V: *au j ■ j .,* >m g usrur itosi n^r^je^ cokvr Wr■& 

W sc’kr naxsr>; *v* vti T1* Wd^ 
A15QO STARTER PACKAGE ..£ 949 OO 

Commodore 4590 2CM& Hi'S Dovg £2?999 A590 t Mb RAM Upgrade 

A59C 5t2KRAMgpgradf £ 2995 A590 2Mb RAM upgrade 
£59 95 
£9995 

TRACKBALL STAR LC10 SPECIAL OFFER 
»Kti 

055 A 
accuracy < 

^jEeiirtfiewhi^ptriymance fracabaii 
drvchy to any Amga or 4Lm 5T 

OperMts rrom Pie mos*4 Of KrfVta 004 
Sucer-smoor< acorn’* and vrnrum - 

younroba&ty «V1 went to a** 
mow s jar after utftg o>» 

Trenbea ■ Tola* cneharvxd control 
Toq quaMy ojiftruteor and opffr 

mechancai aesgr Jehpr; speed and 

acz^acry &trt tm# tvq qnwRi »ft*ar* needed * 

BFST FVER StLUNG 9-PIN PRINTER NOW 
AVAILABLE AT AN EXCEPTIONALLY LOW PRICE! 
ProvAjvng vraurEtavsed peoe^ handbng fou» excellent NLQ toms 
*nd a Ft$pK^ « oF>nt ipeed of 1M 36 cp? the phanorrwnally 

*ucc*»fui LCiO T*p.Fese^:5 temfic value at lh«t pn» 

INCLUDES CONNECTION 
CABLE A 12 MONTHS 

ON-SITE MAINTENANCE ONLY £129.95 

ONLY £29.95 

VIRUS PROTECTOR 
BANISH VIRUS PROBLEMS! 

Our compact Virus Prelector 'n t0 the Pen of the test dtsk drive m 
yeur Amiga sy»lan< preiacting sll mtem*i and erta-rnaP drives trom bod 

black vtftdM incoppcretas a 

ONLY £9.95 

REPLACEMENT A500 PSU 
Genuine Commodore Amiga ASOO 

Type replacement Power Supply 

Unit Good quality 'switch mode* 

type. Super low price! 

PDIA/7PDC Prices include VAT, 
rnffyiCnO delivery and cable 

EVESHAM MICROS SPECIAL OFFER ! 
Afl STAG Printers include 12 months QrvSite Maintenance 
Star LC »0 fl^Pr Colour *ftvn5 ie0 '45cps 
NEW1 STAH LC20 1fl&J5qps 5\X»T V-pn eictlknt vik>§ 
Star 1C 34-tp M-Pn A fonts iBC^Ocp^ 
Star LC J*-ibb Ptfi 51wss STOeTcps 
Slsf LC 34-200C Cdeur rfWQia^e 
Airtomstc Shaaf t—dm lor above pfmtsn (pis stals modsfi 
SPECIAL OFFER' STAR IB24-1Q WITH COLOUR UPGRADE i 
AUTOMATIC CUT SHEET FEEDER Who* Stock* Last f i5ft 00 
NEW’ Star KB24-2® COLOUR Z4-(wi » rol k *♦ r pw**r £ 3» M 

C2M« 
ElittM 
£209 00 
£ ne« 
£249 00 
e*4« 

OlrveBi JP-150 inA^et tr*t dm quatoy - eicebl«na vafu* 
Olivetti Jp ISC inKjef eiceL^ra hjigti soeed 3O0dp< printer 

£ 1*9 99 
04»M 

Citizen PRODOT-24 COLOUR 

ONLY £39.95 

MIDI INTERFACE 
put hcom&rt>e -g- ouaUy midi flieiiace omnscis o^«ry *itr 

Mhs’po'i me ivxei % OUT 4 thru ports to good «eib«y FaaturnLED 
njoten or «c^ port 
&agrovc pwpcM* SjpeO 
«mp*c!dtfg^ ONLY £19.95 

Professicmal 24-Pin Colour Printer 
- at a budget price! 1 

□ H-igfry v*r*gt-.* QysMy 
Porter j 200 cpt O JpuT m 

d^aft 44 cds « LO -rod* (5 i 
latterquauytgrt*) 
n htjnt panel j G-aph« r»% 360 x 

1 Beets J Fara‘4*;; and SenaJ Int#h*c*s 
radar A Sk*^ Srvd Feed n alarmsfd 
□ 2 Ye*r llanufacturses Warranty 

Normal HftP; £ 746 35 inc.VAT 

STEREO SOUND SAMPLER 
ONLY £269.00 including VATh 

delivery and cable 

Of*nns £ t. a -cs: Arty Ai^ga aide lApftw oackage our 
Sound Srtnf rtavtt hcetgrt cKCiary yeong professional results The 

40 cor***1** jvti a d>giiaing resow on up to SOKHr w<m a Iasi slew 
rat* Two phono sockets art dwm lor stereo in* epd piua an opt on for 
mcrophont gam a actwed aih bua-Ri control knob Complete 
with pub!>c 

Olivetti DM124C COLOUR 

k 
::-a ■ ; s* 

contanng sound unpt^ 
appscascos x*« ONLY £29.95 

AMIGA 500 INTERNAL 3.5' REPLACEMENT DRIVE 
fiAf conpMMc. Ril ndudes M filling instruetlens „E 41.99 

Professional 24-Pin Colour 
Printer with full 12 Months 

On-Site Warranty Cover! 
I] CP$ «i dreh W cp* in LQ mod* 
3 7 Cotour output Grephci r» MO 

i 'Sorb J Huga 40h burtw Z3 
Tr*dc* 4 Smg^ Sheet F«d 

D12 MONTHS ON-StTE WARRANTY 

OM124C Normal HRP: 1 369,95 inc.VAT 

NEW* COMMODORE C O T V Including Laming* 4 
MuschiA»n» Encyckrpeadte tartar CwnpKl DiikJ 

v ©fa Amiga Thdac d^toaai paduga me viQrdvoaw 
VCHCurm Amiga ccTOuf ganara'jc.p- *e ftivn g4w ima; 

VOfRGB zdw fri-Yit garrareion M tom 3&W >mag« 
EIM VlDEOettOT V330 Scvrvstcaiad Vtoeo Edtng Syatem 
ACS Poawroovd Htrewar* pc gmuiaisy with ti own 

i we at RAM c^-bo*rd Si3< m Amga mode 
Ktofcatart 1 3 Upgrade 
Am ga 500 OuU Cmm . 

tfTtOO 
£ 110 00 
£ 1IN 
£ MH 
EMSOO 

ONLY £269.00 including VAT. 
delivery and cable 

37,n Track Display Drive 

SOFTWARE 
□^gite WorJm>r1h 
Kvid wards? 
RrotetoVS 
Otgite Hero* AmDcoutv* 
Dftui* Pair* 4 

D*iua* Ydeo 3 
VutK^X. t 1 

£110 00 HtSoft Laflc* C 
£ 3? « GFA BASIC V3 

£110 94 GFA BASIC Center 
C 73 56 Devtwc 2 IS 

£ 6* 9S 
cuoo 
C^7S0 

£ 1« 00 

E 3H94 
CMOS 

£ POA 0Bfwy Arymafion STudVJ £ 64 OS 

H>gh quaiety double-sided 3 5' floppy 
drive offering ihe lull 

880K formatted capacity 
per 3 5* disk Features a 

special LED display 
whch accu^ieiy shows the 

curreni track being accessed 
during any disk dnve 

activity NEW LOW PRICE* 

ONLY £64.95 
AX3Ama ? iva lamDNi ssDWd nv [sojoiuuieusaAa AB3A1730 V IVA inflTHNI $73/MW Tit/ 
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UJeSerue of Hampshire 
Best for service 

a 

Canon BJ-lOe 
360dpi Inkjet printer 

with cable & paper 

£233.83 (£199,00 +VAT) 

Panasonic 
KXP1180 £134.00 
KXP1123 £185.00 
KXP1124i £252.63 
prices inc, VAT cable & paper 

Amiga 1500 
with Fuli software pack 

£649.00 inc VAT 

CBM 1084SD 
with cable 

£249.00 (£211.91 + VAT) 

Philips CM8833 Mk2 
with cable 

£225.00 (£191.49 +VAT) 

1Mb Cartoon Class 
£369.00 inc VAT 

Class of 90's 
£439.00 inc VAT 

Quantum 52M Disk 
+Controller for A1500 

£329.00 inc VAT 

Accessories 
Inc VAT 

Joystick/MOuse twin extension ..£4,70 
3M Joystick/Mouse 3M ext.£3.75 
A5G0 Printer lead.£7.95 
A500 to Scart lead...£9.95 
Modulator/Disk Extension.£ 10 95 
23 Way Plug or Socket...£3.45 
A5Q0 Dust Cover...£4.70 
Mouse Mat (thick soft type).£4 95 
A501 Memory Upgrade Clock. £42 DO 
KCS Powerboard 740K & IBM ,£224.90 
Mouse House.........£2 95 
GVP Series 2 with 52M HD.£409.00 
IM Internal 3.5" drive.....,,..£57.50 
A500 replacement P$U..£39.00 

Meg Ram no Clock...£23.90 

Naksha Mouse 
With house & mat 

£21.50 inc VAT 

Squick Mouse 
£13.90 inc VAT 

1/2 Meg Ram + Clock 
£24,95 inc VAT 

Phone for Amiga Software catalogue. 
Many titles inc. Educational. 

Star 
LC10 149.00 
LC200 199.00 
LC24 10 188.00 
LC24 200 244.40 
LC24 200 Col 299.00 

prices inc. VAT cable & paper 

Printer Dust Covers 
Most types in stock 

From £4.70 inc VAT 

Deskjet 500 
H P. 300dpi Inkjet printer 

3 year warrantee 

£386.58 
(£329.00 + VAT) 

Swift 24 
2 year warrantee 

£245.00 inc vat 

Colour kit with printer £24.00 

Citizen Swift 9 
with cable & paper 
£175.00 inc VAT 

Citizen 120D+ 
with cables and paper 

£128.00 (£108.94 + VAT) 

Cumana CAX354 
External 1Mb Drive 

£56.95 inc VAT 

A590 20Mb Hard Disk 
£269.00 inc VAT 

DISKETTES 
SONY branded 

(100% certified error free) 
inc vat 

10 3,5" DS/DD 135 tpi.£7.50 
50 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi.£32.30 

100 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi.£59.93 
IK 3,5“ DS/DD 135 tpi.£540.50 

DISKETTES 
SONY bulk 

(lifetime warranty) 
(100% certified error free) 

inc VAT 
10 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi.£5.95 
50 3.5- DS/DD 135 tpi.£19 80 

100 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi.£37.95 
250 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi.£84.89 

IK 3 5 DS/DD 135 tpi.£339.58 
50 x 3.5" Disk Box with lock.£5,99 
100 x 3 5" Disk Box with lock.£7.50 

Phone for our 40 page catalogue 
EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME 

All products have a 30 day money back & 12 month warranty. 
Prices subject to variation without prior notification. 

Established 6 years We are closed Saturday afternoons. 
Free parking 2 minutes from M27 junction 11 

Postage <?4p <80p + VAT) Securicor £6 46 (£5.50 + VAT) 

UJeSerue 
Larger items delivered 

by Securicor 

Amiga/F Dept 
40-42 West Street, 
Portchester, Hants. 
P016 9UW 
Tel: 0705 325354 j 

KCS POWER PC BOARD 
THE PC EMULATOR FOR 

AMIGA 500 

Only Cl 99.99 ex VAT (234.99 inc VAT) 
COMPLETE 

Run professional MS-DOS software on your Amiga 500 at 
_a price you can't resist_ 

SPEED - OUTSTANDING “faster than many 286 ATs- (Amiga 
Format Oct/90) ” amazing screen update" * 
Amiga Shopper Jun/91. Now even faster 
with the latest software upgrade. 

COMPATIBILITY - EXCELLENT (All the software I tried ran 
perfectly - Computer Shopper Feb/91) 

STABILITY - 20 20 “faultless operation in PC mode from day 
one - very beginner friendly" - Amiga 
Shopper Jun/91 

CONVENIENCE - A DODDLE (For a plain plug 'n' go pc 
emulator with no installation hassle there is 
no competition - Computer Shopper Feb/91) 

MEMORY - AMIGA IMB RAM + 512K RAM disk, 
PC 704 KB + min 192 KB ems 

DISK SUPPORT - Floppy 3.5. 5.25, H-D A590. (other hard 
drives now supported - phone for details) 

VIDEO SUPPORT - MGA - Hercules - GGA 16 col (dynamic) 
(EGA - VGA soon) 

ALL UPGRADES ARE SOFTWARE BASED 

VALUE 
JUST SEE FOR YOURSELF 

INCLUDED WITH KCS BOARD WORTH 

MS-DOS 4.01, GW Basic. Shell £80.00 

inc manuals (not GW Basic) 

Phoenix DOS help £55.00 

1MB on board memory plus clock £64.00 
KCS PC Emulator £35.99 

TOTAL £234.99 

"So what’s the point in having a ‘wizzo processor if ifs no faster" 

(Amiga Computing Jan/91) * and invalidates your guarantee 

Compatibility is excellent but no-one can guarantee every single program 

available, therefore if your purchase depends on a particular program, 

please ask us first or send in a copy of the program. (With suitable S.A.E if 

to be returned). Price subject to change without notice 

Bitcon Devices Ltd. 
88 BEWICK ROAD, GATESHEAD, 

TYNE & WEAR, NE8 IRS ENGLAND 

TEL: (091)4901919/4901975 

FAX: (091)4901918 

Trade enquiries welcome - UK & Export VISA 



FORTHCOMING ATTRACTIONS 

4 D Box log ......E17 99 
Action Stations (1 Meg)....£22-99 
Adidas Golden Shoe.-—-El 7 99 
AH-73M Thunderhawk...»..£!7JQ 
Alcatraz..... .£ 17,99 
AMOS 3D...    ££4.99 
Arnhem ......--...—£ 17,99 
Battiechess 2.—.  £20 99 
Bully the Kid...„....£17 99 
Birds ot Prey --  ....,£24 99 
Blade Warrior ...£17 99 
Champion ot the Raj..-...£17.99 
Championship Athletics___.117 99 
C n mewave     ...£ 17.99 
Cruise tor a Corpse...———....—„.£17 99 
Dafftman...,...£17.99 
Das Stxrt................ £20,99 
Death Knights of Krynn..,.., ££0.99 
Demoniak...   ££0.99 
Deuteros (The Next MNIenlumi)...£17.99 
Double Double Bill.......£24.99 
Ell...   £17.99 
Executioner....... .£17 99 
Fmal Fight.      .£17,99 
Flight oifhe Intruder . £2999 
Gauntlet 3.._—.......£17 99 
Hunter  -....—...£20 99 
jethghter 2-    £22-99 
Knights of Legend.....£20 99 
Last Ninja 3.....-£t7.99 
Logical...£14,99 
Midwinter 2...£20,99 
Moonbase...£24 99 
Myth ...........£17 99 
Navy Seals ......*. ,.£17.99 
Plotting ...t 17.99 
Sarakon ... - ,«««,♦,.... £20.99 
Secret Weapons of the Luftwaffe.££0.99 
Shanghai £ ■ Dragons Eye «.....£24,99 
Silent Service 2  .•+»»».+.,„„..£24.99 
Sim Earth.....—. £24 99 
Spirit Of Excalibur {1 Meg). £20 99 
Stormbaii....„..... ,£17 99 
Swap ...~......£17 99 
Terminator 2...£17 99 
Wtno Commander (1 Meg ....,. £24 99 
Worlds At War .—.. £17 99 
World Class Cncket.......£17 99 

Pieasa note that the ma/onty of the forthcoming 
attractions are not released at time of going to 

press Those wift be despatched wtttm 24 hours 
of release subject to availability. 

ACCESSORIES 

1/7 Meg Upgrade + Clock.... 
2M Joystick/Mouse ext. lead... 
40 Lockable Dtak Box. 

.,.,£24.99 
£6.99 

, ...£5.99 
SO lockable Disk Box.. .£7 99 
94 Banx Stackable Box . .. . £13.99 
150 Posse Stackable Box. £17.9® 
Amiga 4 Player Adaptor,-.,..-... £7 99 
Amiga 500 Dust Cover. . £4 9® 
Box 10 Bulk Disks. £699 

TOP 50 CHART 

1 Meg Cncket.....£IB,99 
4D Driving*.*........,..£17.99 
Advanced Destroyer Sim..£17 99 
Amos Compiler ..... 
Armour Geddon... 

. .,£20 99 
.£17 99 

Atomino . ..... 
Bandit Kings of Ancient China 
Cadaver Levels ... 
Cardinal of Kremlin 

.£17 99 
£22 99 

.£129® 
£1799 

Centunan , ,,,.,.. .£17.99 
Chuck Rock ... £17 99 
Crystals of Arborea .. .£17.99 
Cybercon 3... , .£17 9$ 
Demoniak . £2099 
Duck Tales . .£17 99 
European Superlaague . 
Ey& ol the BehokJer . 

.£17 99 
.£20 99 

F15 Strike Eagto 2. .£24 99 
FI 9 Stealth Fighter £1699 
Final Whistle.. 
Gem “ X 

£8.99 
£1699 

Genghis Khan.. , £22 99 
GGD S ... .£17 99 
Gunboat...... .. £17 99 
Hero Quest (Gremlin) 
Jahangir Khan s Squash 

£1799 
£1799 

Kick Olt£. ...,.£1299 
Lemmings.       ..£17.99 
Lite and Death ....... ,.£17.99 
Lords ot Chaos.£14.99 
Man Ud- Europe...  .-..£17,99 
Mega Traveller 1.... ......*,£20.99 
Mercs.  £17.99 
Metal Mutant.    £i 7,99 
PGA Tour Golf .  £17 99 
Powermonger .................._  £20 99 
PP. Hammer...   £17.99 
Prehrstonk,  ........£17 99 
Proflight... £2999 
Railroad Tyooon ..............£24 99 
R B I. 2 Baseball .......£20-99 
R-Type 2 ..   ,.£17 99 
Search tor the King.    £19.99 
Secret of Monkey Island (t Meg)...£17.99 
Shadow Dancers...  ....,,,.£17-99 
Sim City + Populous .  ..,......,-,,.£19.99 
Speedbaii 2...  £17.99 
Super Cara £..,.....,.  £17.99 
Switchblade 2     .......£!7.99 
Toki - Goes Wild. £17.99 
Winning Tactics......£6 99 

POWER UP-£18.99 
Tumcan, X*Oult Rainbow Island, 

Altered Beast, Chase HQ. 

TEST DRIVE 2 COLLECTION - ONLY £20,99 
Test Drive 2, Muscle Cars. European Challenge. 

Super Cars. Cahlomia Challenge 

COMPUTER HITS II - ONLY E7.99 
Tetris, Black Shadow. Golden Path, 

Joe Blade 

WORLD CUP COMPILATION - ONLY £7.99 
TracksuM Manager, Kick Oft, 

International Soccer 

PLATINUM COLLECTION - ONLY £17.99 
Ghouls N Ghosts. St rider. 

Forgotten Worlds, Black Tiger 

PBANTASIE SONUS EOITIQN - ONLY £20.99 
Phantasie 1, Phantasies, 

Questron 2 

SUPREME CHALLENGE FLIGHT 
COMMAND-ONLY £12.99 

Ekmmaiof, Skychase Stnke Fproa Harrier, 
, Skytoi U  

TRIAD 3 - ONLY £14.99 
Rocket Ranger, Speedbaii, 

Blood Money 

WHEELS OF FIRE -ONLY £9.99 
Chase HQ. Turbo Outrun, Powerdrift, 

Hard DrivirV 

SOCCER MANIA ONLY £9.99 
Football Manager 2. Mtcropfose Soccer. Gauss 

Soccer. Football Manager World Cup Edition 

POWERPACK - ONLY £14.99 
Xenon 2, Bloodwych, TV Sports Football, 

Lombard Rally 

MIND GAMES - ONLY £14.99 
AusterliU, Waterloo, 
Conflict in Europe 

VIRTUAL REALITY VOLUME 1 - ONLY £24.99 
Midwinter, Carrier Command. toil, Soccer 
Challenge, Starglkter 2 Stunt Car Racer 

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION - ONLY £20,99 
Robocop. Ghosibusters 2. Indiana Jones 4 Last 

Crusade, Batman the Movie 

• SPECIAL OFFERS • SPECIAL OFFERS • 

Box 10 Sony Branded Disks --£9.99 
Cheetah 125*.....£7 99 
Commodore 10&4 Monitor ...£259 99 
Disk Cleaning Kit...£2 99 
Golden image GMSOO Mouse..,.,,,,,,, ..£24.99 
Golden image Optical Moose..£49,99 
Golden Image Scanner..,..,£189.99 
Maverick Game Controller  £14.99 
Mouse Hou se. , „ ...-....£3 99 
Mouse Mat 6mm......£4.99 
Philips CM&&33 Monitor..  ,£279.99 
Pro 5000........£10 99 
Pm 5000 Clear Extra__     ,£12 99 
Quickioy Jetflghter..    ,..£1099 
Quickpy Mega Board ....£19 99 
Outckpy Topstar..  £19-99 
Ouickshot Pylhon.......£fi 99 
Quidkshot Python Mooswtfch. . ..,.£1099 
Roll 1000 labels 3.5*..—.... £9 99 
star LC20Q Colour Pnnter.. £219 99 
Star LQ24 200 Colour Printer...£289 99 
Star LC24 200 Mono Printer.   £249 99 
Stingray Hand Held Joystick „„„„„£13.99 
Zipstiek , ...................£12.99 

30 Pool .....TTr.„T-n-g-_ .... E7 9® 
Airborne Banger . £9 99 
Ad of Chess. £4®9 
Atomic fiobokid £7®9 
Baal „.r-_,---- £4 99 
Battle Souadron. 
BouWemash Cortsl Kit. 
Bnan Dough's Football 
Captive. 
Castle Master.,, 
Centrefold Squares 
C Js Elephant Antks ... 
Colorado 

£4 99 
£ 4 99 

.... £6 99 
£9 99 

.£9 99 

.£7.99 
£6 99 
£4 99 

Contmeniai Circus, 
Corporation. 

£7 99 
£1299 

Corruption .... .£7 99 
Cosmic Pirate £4 99 
Count Duckuta .. £6 9® 
Daily Double Hon* 
Racing. 
Delender of the Crown 
Deluxe Strip Poker 

£7 9® 
..£7.99 

£7 99 
Doubts Dragon ... 
Drakken 

.£7 99 
£6 99 

Fantasy World Dmy £6 99 
Fast food ™. ... £6 99 
FM Manage: IU Exp Kit £9 99 

Fools Errand_-.£7.9® 
Fu! Metal Planet*.£9 99 
Gaurrttel III..   £7,99 
Gunship . ..£12,99 
Hdy Jones, the Adwemure +t,..£9 99 
International 3D Tenms..£7 .99 
iron Lord .. ,.£9 99 
James Pond ..£7.99 
Jumping Jackson..,,.,£7 99 
Kd Gloves.  ,,..£7.9® 
Laser Squad..£7.99 
Lead* rboard.£6-99 
Util# Puff ..£$ 99 
Loom .  £9.99 
Lords of the Rising Sun_£11.9® 
Mane Miner .  £7,99 

Ng^rt Hunter ....£9 99 
Nima Spun ..£799 
N»nja Wamor...£7 99 
Noun And South.£7.9® 
Persian Gufl tnlemo..£4-99 
Pro Termrs Tout £9 99 
Puttys Saga.£7 99 
Quasi for the Tame Sard.... £6 99 
Rocker Ranger ..£7.99 

i M4_„,J 

Silent Service 

Sorcery Pius 
Spmdbaii . 
Spy Vs Spy 

Superstar Ice Hockey .,+ 

Tennis Cup 

Sherman l £7 99 

CLASSIC COLLECTION 
3D Construction Kit.......£34.99 
6&0 Atiack Sub.........£17.99 
A10 Tank Killer.........£24.99 
BAT....£20.99 
Battlechess...*.....£17 99 
Battle Command........... ..,£17 99 
Balance ol Power 1990 ...£20.99 
Bards Tale 3.............£17,99 
&rukr>eg iM«g......£22.99 
Blue Max......£17 99 
Bridge Player 2150 ....£20 99 
Calitomra Challenge (TD. II Disk).......£8.99 
Champions ol Krynn ...£20 9® 
Chaos Stnkes Back ..£17 99 
Chase H.Q. .......£17.99 

Chess Champion 2175. £2099 
Colossus Chess X... .,£1299 
Deluxe Scrabble. 
Dragons Lair (1 Meg). . 
Dragons Lair 2 ........ 
Dragon Wars... 

.£26 99 

£1799 
Dungeon M-asier (1 Meg) ... 
European Challenge it!d. II) ..£6.9® 
F-16 Combat Pilot..... 
F29 Retaiiaior 
Fbght Simulator II. 
Golden Axe.. 

♦.,,£17.99 
.£249® 
..£17.99 

Harpoon (i Meg)--   _.£20.9® 
HilkStar---  £17.9® 
Indianapolis 500    ..£17 9® 
It Came From the Desert...£14.99 
Jack NcWaus Courses vet i..£99® 
Jack Nrcklaus Ini Courses..... £9,99 
Jack Ndklaus Unhmited Golf (1 Meg)...£20.9® 
Kick OH 2 (1 Meg}...£17 99 
Killing Cloud.....£17 99 
Knghts of Cryslallion ..  £20,99 
Leisuresuit Larry I...  £20.90 
Leisuresuit Larry 3(1 Meg).£26 99 

Ml Tank Platoon .. £20 99 
Maniac Mansions.... 
Metal Masters ... 
Midnight Resistance.... _ .£17 9® 
Midwinter ...... £20 99 
MIG 29 Fulcrum £24 9® 
Murder..... . £17 99 
Muscle Cars {TD » Dtsk)..„„___ .£®9® 
NAM £20 99 
MARC. -,....... £17 99 
Nigh (shift ...... .£17.99 
Operation Stealth..—.. . . £179® 
Pang., ,, £1799 
Pirates....... 
Player Manager. .£12-99 
Police Quest 2 (1 Meg)...,.£24,99 
Pools of Radiance (1 Meg) ...£20 99 
Populous..     £17.99 
Populous Promised Lands...... £7.99 
Prince ol Persia,....£17 99 
Pro Tennis Tour 2...£17 99 
Ramtraw Island .....D7.W 
Red Storm Rising ..  £17,90 
Rick Dangerous 2 .....£17.99 
Robocop....£17 9® 
Robooop 2... .........£ 17 99 
Saktt 

Treasure island Dt£iy 
Tumcan --- 
Tusker 
TV Spons Footbai! .. £9,99 
Twin Wore £7 99 
Uninvited .£9,99 
X-Oul ..   ,,.£6.99 
ZakMcKracken ....£9.99 
Zombi...    £9 99 

, £9 99 Shadow ol the Beast .....£2299 
,£14.99 Shadow Wamor ....£17:99 

£4 99 Space Ac*.. ,,___ ..£27.99 
. ..£7.99 Steve Davis Snooker_.... ......£9.99 
. £4 , 9® Super Cars (ID. It Disk).. ......£6.99 

Super Monaco G.P. ..£17 99 
,.£4.9® Supremacy.. 

....£9.99 SWIV.. .FI 7 99 

....£4.9® Teem Suzuki... £17 99 
Team Yankee,,, ...,.£2099 

....£7.99 Test Drive II.. 
...£7.99 Their Finest Hour.. £20 99 
,.£7.99 Total Recall 
,..£7.99 Tumcan 2.. ...£17 99 
, £ 7 99 TV Sports Basketball __ £14 99 

£7 99 Ultima IV £17 99 
£4 99 Ultimas.. . ,, £20 99 
-£999 UMS 2 (i Meg).... .....-^.£20 99 

Vtz 
White Death 1 Meg 
Wings [i Meg). 
WottpacMi Meg) .. 
Wonderland . 

..£14.99 
£22 99 

-£16.99 
£20.99 
£20-99 

Z-OuL-+.....£1799 

Turbosoft, Unit 6 & 7 Acacia Close, Cherrycourt Way Industrial Estate, Stanbridge Road, 
Leighton Buzzard, Beds. LU7 8QE Tel: (0525) 377974 Pax: (0525) 852278 

Pleas« charge my Access/Visa No:.. Expiry date: 

ORDER FORM E SS 
Please supply me with the followirv 
Computer. 
Titles 

g for 

Price 

Customer Number 

DATE:... 

NAME:. 

ADDRESS:. 

Pnc;t Hnrip 

TEL 

AMIGA FORMAT OCT. *91 

Please make cheques 
& PO payable to 

Turbosoft 
Credit card orders taken, pai/meni cashed 

only on despatch. Orders under £5 add 
75p P&P per item. For First Class add 75p 

PSiP per tfem UK only. EEC 
countries add £2.00 per (fern. Non EEC 
countries add £3,00 per dem. Express 

airmail £4,00 per item.. All fiems sub/eci to 
availability. Alt prices subject to 

change tuifhoid notice. 
£. & Q. £. Ffease note: Mali Older 

companies may fake up to 28 days to deliv¬ 
er goods from receipt of order: 

Please allow for cheque clearance 
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The Amiga makes it so easy to produce effective 

images that it is good enough far anybody to he able to 

have tt go; the only pro Mem that mast of us non-artists 

lack the inspiration to a me up with the ideas, so copy¬ 
ing frffin a book or magazine is an ideal ray to get 

started, ft would htj a shame fa discourage that: so I 

would agree that by far the most sensible course is for 

the artists to be flattered by their imitators and for 

anyone who does copy an image to give credit where it 

is due, to the guy who came up with the idea, Come ore 

all you PD artists? 

CDTV OK 
About two months ago I came home from a boring day 

at school only to find that my CD player atul my 

Amiga had been stolen. I was totally devastated. Two 

weeks ago I went into a computer store and asked for a 

demo of CDTV. My Dad said that i could buy it as a 

replacement for my Amiga and CD player, and back at 

home 1 wailed eagerly for it lo arrive, w hich it soon did 

alter a couple of days. 

1 opened it. set il up and looked through the 

Welcome disc. There were few things of interest on it, 

Next I loaded Hutchinson's Encyclopaedia, browsed 

through various subjects and then watched the 

autodemo The actual encyclopaedia is said to be the 

world's best single-volume encyclopaedia and costs 

about £20. The CDTV version has sound from the 

BBC archives and has many more pictures, and it's 

easy to access information using the index search 

The Lemmings disc has a demo of Planelsidc* 

which is a flight sim of the future. The graphics on the 

demo are stunning and I have watched the demo about 

30 times and I'm still not bored of it.With an external 

■ To help us keep improving your favourite maga¬ 

zine* please fill in and return this form each month 

1. flivw did you huy this Issue? 

3 l subscribe 

H Newsagent delivered it to my home 

"I Asked newsagent to reserve copy 

O Bought it on planned shop visit 

"I Just happened to see it and liked it 

2. Rate AMIGA FORMAT in terms of value for money: 

□ Excellent! □ Good 

H Reasonable n Poor □ Ripoff! 

J. Out of ten. how much did this month's cover 

make you want to look inside.’ 

.....no 

4. How much does this issue appeal to you overall? 

„...T.J to 

5. How does it compare with 

previous issues you’ve seen? 

H Much better! □ Slightly better 

H Aboul the same standard 

TJ Slightly worse □ Much worse! 

6. Kale out or ten this and any other computer 

magazines you read regularly: 

AMIGA FORMAT......../H) 
L 

disk drive l can play about 70-80 per cent of my 

Amiga games, and 1 can use all the creative software 

which does not need a keyboard, such as Deluxe Paint 

and Photon Paint, the control pad lakes some getting 

used to though, especially in mouse mode: it look me 

about twice as long, compared to using an Amiga, if) 

produce something in Deluxe Paint. 

If you are thinking of buying a CDTV it's worth 

£599 and if you can get an extra drive and Amiga soft¬ 

ware then alt the better, I think CDTV is brilliant 

PUNDALIK NAY YK. DARLINGTON 

That \v excellent and Fm very pleased to hear from a 

couple of people who are happy with their CDTK's, 

Please remember we're not against the CDTV here at 

Amiga Formal, The only thing that does occur to me is 

that you are comp titer- /i terete people who do not 

expect an awful lot more from the CDTV than from the 

Amiga, whereas the market Commodore are aiming at 

is beyond the computer user. 

All the great things you mention are really to do 

with the software. which you will be able to use on 

your Amiga soon anyway when the CD-ROM drive 

gttes on sale (see iVew .vJ. the only other difference is 

that with the CD-ROM drive you 7/ he able to play all 

of your Amiga games and use all of your Amiga soft¬ 

ware. Doesn t that make sense? 

COMMODORE NUT! 
I've been a Commodore fan since my parents bought 

me a VIC-20 when l wus eight-years-old; I'm now 20, 

Since then I've moved through the C64 to my trusty 

Amiga 500, which I' ve had for over two years. I still 

have the VIC and the C64 and use them both, 

.............................J10 

_______,JW 
......JIG 

7. Out of ten* him useful did yuu find this month's 

ma i n feu lure?.....,........ ..... ....... tJ 10 

H. What do you like the most and then the least 

about this issue? 

I mast like...... 

Ami l least like 

Y our name and address;* 

* Leave hlank if you wish - but we may want to send 

you details of exclusive special offers 

■ No stamp needed if posted in UK, Return to: 

AMIGA FORMAT 

October Survey , Future Publishing, 

Freepost, Hath, Avon BA1 2XF 

1 first heard about the CDTV early on last year I 

thought about waiting for the A690, but 1 just couldn't 

wait that long: I also wanted the real tiling, the sleek, 

black unit I’d been drooling over in the pictures. So I 

bought one, and fm very happy to say 1 have not 

looked hack since. 

1 was lucky enough to get hold of a CDTV point- 

of-sale demonstration disc from a local dealer. This 

disc contains a demo of CDXL, the CDTV animation 

process. CDXL nms at about 12-14 frames per second 

and animates HAM pictures which use a lull NTSC 

screen. It’s not quite Full Motion Video, but it is quite 

remarkable all the same. 

Before 1 go, here's something interesting for you to 

have a look at. I've enclosed some photographs of me 

showing off my new tattoo. Yes, how's that for the 

ultimate in brand loyally? Proof that I’m the number 

one fan of both Commodore and the Amiga, 1 swear 

that its a real tattoo and not just a fell-pen drawing! 

Anyway* I'll be at the Amiga Format World of 

Commodore Show in November, so I’ll prove it to 

you then! See va! 

ADAM WRIGHT* NORTHAMPTON 

IV.v. we will indeed see you there: and l hope we'll see 

lots of other Amiga Format readers at the show toe*. 

The whole ream will be there the whole time, so you 

should be able to track us down either on the Amiga 

Format stand or around the show somewhere and we 

look forward to seeing you. No doubt a gtntd place lo 

find us will he in the bar... 

ANOTHER CDTV FAN 
J ve heard a lot of people complain about the hi fi 

quality (or lack of it!) of the CDTV CD player, Well, 

can someone tell me which other hi-fi music system in 

your local high street music store can display CD+G? 

not one, I think, 

MARK SMITH* LIVERPOOL 

A very good point. I've nor actually seen CD+G discs 

myself, but it j an interesting idea. 

OH NO! IT’S THAT 
PATHETIC PIRATE! 
Here there's a bomb in your office (only joking) any¬ 

way piracy rules If you w ant any games just drop me a 

call To,,. Bob, The great Manchkm hall just outside 

The Palace London, 

BOB 

Hey. its that pathetic pirate with another rousing 

round of jolly japes and piratical wheezes? How 

exactly docs one drop somebody a call ? I *m beginning 

to quite enjoy hearing from Hob. Sad comment on the 

educational system, though, isn ‘t he? 

BITMAPS’ 
NEW OFFICE 
I bav« a very weird question I'd like lo gel an answer 

so are you silting down? Recently while I was in the 

United States on vacation. 1 walked into a travel 

agency in Boston and what did I see? A little sign by a 

doorbell in the very same holding and guess what was 

written on il? The Bitmap Brothers! Now, am 1 to 

believe that, or what? 

BJORN HAMMERSEN. DENMARK 

As far as l know The Bitmap Brothers are alive and 

well and living (and working, incidentally) in London, 

They did have plans to open a Bath office, though.,. I 

wonder what happened to that ? 

WANTED! 
Your honest opinion of AMIGA FORMAT 
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DATADISK 

AMIGA A500 STAND ALONE...,.£298 

AMIGA A500 CARTOON CLASSICS 1MB...,.£358 
Lemmings, Captain Planet, Simpsons, Deluxe Paint III. 

CLA55 QF THE W* FIRST STEPS IMP.....£448 
Pro-Write, Deluxe Paint II, Deluxe Print II, Info File, Music Mouse, logo, + 
Talking Turtle, Lets Spell At Home, BBC Emulator 

AMIGA 1500 1MB...........£64S 
Batttechess, Populous, Sim City The Works, Their Finest Hour, 
Deluxe Paint III. 

COMMODORE COLOUR MONITOR 10845-........045 
Stereo sound, leads included 

GAMES PACKS AND STARTER PACKS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST 

EXCELLENT VALUE 
3.5" DSDD (2 for 1 guarantee) 
10 25 50 100 

3.70 9.00 17.50 34.00 

3,5" DSDD RAINBOW 

10 
5.05 

25 
19.95 

50 
25.00 

100 
44.95 

ON BULK PI$11$ 
3,5" Sony DSDD 

10 25 50 100 
4.10 10.00 19.50 30.00 

3.5" DSDD Kao branded 

10 
4.00 

25 
12.50 

50 
24.00 

100 
44.00 

AH disks 100% error free and are supplied with labels 

Accessories 
1/2 Meg eicoansion without dock..26,95 
1/2 Meg expansion with dock.29,95 
External disk drive  ...,55 .95 
External disk drive Cumm .,,....59,95 
Mouse Mat--  .2.45 

Mouse Pocket ....-...1 45 

Amga/Atari dust cover  3.95 
3.5/5 25 Cleaning Kit__ 1.95 
Naksha Mouse ..-.. 22.95 
Maksho Scanner ........149 95 

PM. Storage 
3.5 50 Capacity. 4.25 
3.5 100 Capacity..  S.» 
3.5 Ban* Box.  8.95 

Joysticks 
Quidttbot Apache . -6-95 
Comp Pro 5000 ..11.95 
Quckshot Maverick (Auto).12 95 
Konix Navigator (Auto)..12.95 
Logic 3 Manta Ray (Auto) .14 95 
logic 3 Stingray (Amo).15.95 

All prices include VAT. E&OE< PAP £3*50 Next Day £9 
III! mainland only _ 

Cheques/PO's etc payable to DataDisk, and send fo - 
DataDisk, 15 Wivelsfield Rd, Brighton, BN2 8FP. 

Enquiries call 0273 304747 

Reach the top LCL 
with. I*———- 

Self-Tuition Courses 
World leaders - Hons graduate/teacher authors - At all major 
shows - £5 off total for 2, £10 off for 3 

MICRO M ATHS 

i 
Complete course taking beginners lo GCSE in 24 progrr 

d a manual. £24 (Amiga, ST. on 59 topics ■#■ a book am 
PCW, CPC. BBC) 

READING WRITING COURSE NATIONAL 
CURRICULUM 

(A T. 1-5) 24 program course teaching reading & spelling with a 
book and a manual and voice tape £24 

PRIMARY MATHS COURSE"fc Complete course forages 
J M2 years with hill screen 

colour graphics. NATIONAL CURRICULUM (Levels 1-4), 24 
programs + a book and a manual, £24 

MICRO FRENCH Complete course taking beginners 
i GCSE* _ lo GCSE, with real speech & graphics 

adventure game. 24 programs + a book and a manual. 
£24 (Amiga & ST) 

MICRO ENGLISH I Complete course taking age 8 vears to 

SPELLING, reading and oral. 24 programs and a book and a 
manual at £24 (Amiga. PCW* CPC, BBC). 

A-Level step-by-step course of 24 
programs. Full screen graphics for 

MEGA MATHS 

calculus. £24 (Amiga. CPC. BBC), 
f LCL courses are compatible with ihe 
NC. in so far as if has been finalised) 

Send coupon and chcouevRO's or phone orders 
or requests lor free colour posiiMvcaiaiogue to: 

LCL (DEPT AMR THAMES HOUSE, 73 BLANDY ROAD, 
HENLEY-ON-THAMES. OXON RG9 1QR 

or ring 0491 579345 (24 hrs) 
Name. 

Address. 
Title.. 
Computer 

ifaiapUx 

TBT 

DATAPLEX 
COMPUTERS LTD. 

129 Bath Road. 19 High Street. 
Slough. Old Town, 

Berkshire, Swindon, 
SL1 3UW Wilts 

Tel: 0753 535557 Tel: 0793 488448 

AMIGA ASOO 
HARDWARE 

Amiga ASOO Screen Gems + 

1 Meg Pack ......£309 

Amiga A500 Screen Gems Pack + free 

disks + TO extra games pack...£345 

Amiga A500 i Meg Class 

of 90‘s (First Sleps) ...£369 

CARTOON CLASSIC PACK 
Amiga ASOO including 1 Meg Ram + 

FREE to blank disks, mouse mat 

£309 

(Software includes Lemmings, The 

Simpsons v Space Mutant, Captain 

Planet, Deluxe Paint 3) 

A1500 £549 
A1500 Base plus software...£549,00 

A1500 + Philips CM8833 MK2 

Colour Monitor...£725*00 

A1500 + Commodore KMWS 

Colour Monitor.£735*00 

AMIGA/ATARI DRIVES 

9HQWR0OK 
open. 

Mon Frt 
9 30 3.30 
Saturday 

9.30 4.30 
MAILORDER 
Coithu enables 

ei no 
Hardware 

£0.00 
tYIrta 

rxt hiding VAT 

ACCESSORIES 
5t£K Ram * clock_ 
Joystick 

£30 
£10 

10 Blank osks m library bo*.,... ra 
Mouse Mat. .......ej 3^tan Mouse ...£29 

Ram + Clock.....£09 00 
ower Supply Ufwl.,,.... £3* 00 

Naksha Mouse plus Operation Stealth £2* 00 

INTRODUCTORY OFFER 
Screen Filter for your monitors 

Protect those precious eyes £ 15 
(Woven nylon fibre, flare reduction 90%, 

cuts uttra^violet reflection by 85%) 

MONITORS 
Philips CMB833 MK II Colour Monitor + 
FREE Lead------£i&9 

PRINTERS 
Star LClO Mono.. ...£125 

...£169 
.£160 

Star LC200 Colour (3 pin). 
Star LC24 10. 
Sl8Jf LC2* 200 (24 pin).  £305 
Star LC2* 200 Colour.£2*5 

Panasonic KXP112*1 . . .£2 M 
Panasonic KXR 1123.  cise 
Panasonic KXF1624.   C329 
C*i#rt 1200 + 
Citw> Swift 2* + Colour Upgrade 
Citsen Swift 9 + Colour Upgrade 
Canon BJ 1QE Intoet. 
hp DffsM! 500 * Leads 

Ail above come complex with toads 

.£120 
£239 

.£160 
£199 
£329 

AMIGA HARD DRIVES 
(PROTAR) 

Th«* hard dnws come with a i replacement 

£55 00 
warranty 
20Wo External . . £235 00 
30Mb External__ .. C295 00 

.£49 50Mb External. £369 00 
60Mb External1.. ......£46000 

.£60 80Mb External .. .... 
10-QMb External . . . fAVl tVS 
160Mb External ..... £799 00 

All disks come comptele with software 

ALL FORMATS 
COMPUTER FAIR 

AMIGA, PC ST, COhiSOltS, 8 Bit. HUGE SAVINGS ON EVERYTHING COMPUTING 

(LANDS 
SCOTLAND 

NATIONAL MOTORCYCLE MUSEUM, 
SOLIHULL, 16 M42, BIRMINGHAM/ 
INTERNATIONAL STATION 

► SATURDAY 14th SEPTEMBER 

CITY HALL, 
CANDLERIGGS, 
GLASGOW 

► SUNDAY 22nd SEPTEMBER 

WEST 
THE BRUNEI CENTRE, 
BRISTOL OLD STATION 
NEXT TO TEMPLE MEADS STATION 

► SUNDAY 6th OCTOBER 

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL HALL, 
GREYCOAT STREET, WESTMINSTER 
(VICTORIA TUBE) 

► SUNDAY 3rd NOVEMBER 

MIDLAND 
NATIONAL MOTORCYCLE MUSEUM. 
SOLIHULL. J6M42, BIRMINGHAM 
INTERNATIONAL STATION 

► SUNDAY 10th NOVEMBER 

Admission £4 Stands From Only £60 
Book either with John Riding 0225 868100 

FAX 0225 868200 
ALL FAIRS 10am till 4 pm 
AMPLE CAR PARKING AT ALL VENUES 
SHOW t >W\l K tffiua LVERISS 

ALL FORMATS COMPUTER FAIRS Newsline 0898 299 389 
PROPRIETOR B. EVIRISS-PO BOX 71 BISHOPS IK.HINGTON CV33 0XS 
CALLS CHARGED AT 34p PtR MIN CHEAP RATE & 43p AT ALt OTHER TIMES 
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Tel: 0462 686977 24 Hour. FAX 0462 673227 

AMIGA 
Manchester Utd Europe 
....£17.99 
Eye of the Behofder.£20.99 
Chuck Rock.£13.99 
Golden Axe..£17.99 
Lemmings...£17.99 
3D Construction Kit.£39.00 
Gods.. £17.99 
Railroad Tycoon....£25.99 
Speedball II.£20.99 
Kick Off II.£14.99 
F-15 Strike Eagle II.£25.99 
The Last Battle.£17.99 
Toki....£17.99 
Megatraveller I.£20.99 
FI 9 Stealth.£20.99 
Prince of Persia.£15.99 
Ml Tank Platoon.£20.99 
Sim City/Populous.£20.99 
Pro Tennis Tour II...£17.99 
Secret Monkey Island ..£17.99 
PGA Tour Golf.£17.99 
Chess Champ 2175.£18.99 
Swiv... .£17.99 
War Zone.£14.99 
Conflict Middle East.£20.99 

TOP 50 
Metal Mutant.£17.99 
Aid Tank Killer.£25.99 
Mig 29.£25.99 
Hill Street Blues.£14.99 
Wonderland...,.£20.99 
Final Whistle...£10.99 
Cricket (1 Meg).£17.99 
Centurion.£17.99 
Bards Tale III.£17.99 
W Champ Wrestling 
(1 Meg).'.£12.99 
Jack Nicklaus Unltd.£20.99 
RBI II.£20.99 
Switchblade II.£17.99 
Bill + Ted's Adventure ..£17.99 
Armour Geddon.£17.99 
Proflight.  £29.99 
Fists Of Fury ,,..............£17.99 
Lotus Esprit...£17.99 
Power Up.£20.99 
Power Pack..£14.99 
Rainbow Island.£17.99 
High Energy.....£9.99 
Inter Word.£21.99 
Inter Sound..£21.99 
Inter Spread.£21,99 

SPECIAL OFFER 

ANY 3 AMIGA GAMES 
ONLY £25.00! 

INTACT, J. KHAN SQUASH, 
WAR ZONE, JAMES POND, 

ESWAT, LINE OF FIRE, 
U.N. SQUADRON, E-MOTION, 

STRIDER II, CARRIER COMMAND, 
LIMES AND NAPOLEON 

LIMITED STOCKS 
PRODUCT FORMAT COST 

TOTAL 

SwxJ 1o: PROTON SOFTWARE 
ENTERPRISE HOUSE. BtACKHQRSE 
ROAD LETCHWORTH, HERTS 
SGSlHL 
Tel: <0462! 6S6&77 
Fax mm 

NAME . 
ADDRESS. 

PQCheques payable to; PROTON SOFTWARE. 
New releases sent on day of release. TEL NO, 

216 

tudio 

oft ware 

The BEST choice for all your computer needs. 
20 Oldfield Circus, Off Whitton Avenue West, 

Northolt, Middlesex. 
Telephone 081 423 8773 

Opening times: Mon-Sat 9*1 Sam - 5.00pm (orders and enquiries) 
7.O0prrv8.3Opm (orders only| 

THESE ARE JUST A FEW OF THE MANY GAMES 
THAT WE HAVE ON OFFER FOR ALL THE 

CONSOLES AVAILABLE 

SUMMER SIZZLERS 
AUGUST/SEPTEMBER 1991 

Sega Megadnve (Pal) . ......_ _ .___.........,......,£75 00 
(Start)..............£75,00 

Japanese adaptor fallows Jap games onto UK machine). .......£10.00 
Sega Arcade sock .........£36.00 
Sega Joypad .............£ 14.00 

Mickey Mouse 
Midnight Resistance 
Bonanzo Bros 
Stnder . 
Super AirwoJf 
Gynoug 

£20 00 
£36 00 
£34 00 
£20 00 
£34 00 
£33 00 

Eswar...£25.00 
Super Monaco GP ... £34,00 
John Maddens American Football £36 00 
PGA Golf. .£37 00 
Sonic The Hedgehog ...£35 00 

TOP 11 GAMES FOR MEGADRIVE 
Sega Game Gear (comes with two free games) 
All Sega Game Gear Games 

NINTENDO 
Nintendo Gameboy............. 
Lighrboy (cJipon light). 
Hard Carrying Case (carries Gameboy 6- 4 game cam). 

TOP GAMEBOY GAMES 
WWF Wrestling Mickey Mouse 2 
Hunt for Red October Super Mario 

All America n Ga mefaoy ca rts .. 
All Japanese Gameboy carts . 

Grem!;ns 2 
Chase HO 

£80.00 
£22.00 

£45 00 
£19 00 
£14 00 

★ EXCLUSIVE * 
We are now taking orders for the SEGA CD-ROM machine at a cool 

price of £300 (Please note that ordering will rake up to 3 weeks) 
SEND NO MONEY NOW - CALI FOR DETAILS 

ALSO 
Buy either a Megadrive or Famitom and you will be entered into 

our mad prize give-away. 
Prize money of £.500 smackers given away each month. 

£? 000 every six months (combination of the past 6 months) 
AND FINALLY FOR A CHRISTMAS CRACKER PAYOUT.£5000 

Jf you like being grven money then buy one of these 
MEAN MACHINES 

STOP PRESS STOP PRESS STOP PRESS STOP PRESS, STOP PRESS 
Any consoles bought between now and September will be sold at 

half of the original price 

HOW TO ENTER COMPETITION 
All you have to do is buy your machine from Studio Software, 

your details will be entered automatically 
All winners will be notified after the competiiton. 

Remember if you're not in you can t win. 

£24.00 
£22,00 

Access and V/sa welcome 
All cheques made payable to: 

STUDIO SOFTWARE COMPUTING 
All goods despatched within 3 working days 
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BCS.... . 185 In tro set. 165,181 Rubysoft... .....190 Studio Software .216 

Bite on... .212 JRH. .215 Rutland... .....197 Surface UK... .137 

Btfs and Byte* 205 

BEifterchips,.,. ..172 

Byteback..176-177 

Cornell.  205 

Checkmate.130 

Commodore ..36-37 

Commodore Business.23 

Computer Shopper Show ..107 

Computermotes...187 

Connect International.201 

Core Design.56 

Cortex. 164 

Crazy Joes.179 

Data Disk.215 

Datagem..204 

Dataplex..215 

Dotal 148-153 

D'oki Disk. 156 

Diamond Computers .. 112*1 17 

Digicam...30-31 

Swift Micro.166 
Terminal Solution... 1 85 

Trilogic...1 40441 

Tronsoft..  206 
Turbosoft..213 

Univ. Overnight Dist, ,132-133 

US Gold.42-43, 85, 93 

Vally PD...168 

Virgin....58r 61, 124, IBC 

Virgo Developments.156 

Voiceline.90 
Voltmoce. .185 

Vortex... 83 

We Serve ..212 

Westex.„.   217 

Wizard.206 

WTS Electronics.161, 201 

Keyphase. .217 

KG Leisure... .  167 

Kontax. .156 

Kosmos ... .200 

Lazersoft.157 

LCL...215 

Load Crest..174 

Morcam. ..204 

Matrix.  205 

Media Direct. 126-129 

Merlin Express. .95 

Microdeal. .108 

Micromail..186 

Microprose.66-67, 86 

Mindseape .26, 105 

Mirrorsoft .64, 96 

MIC Supplies...154 

New Dimensions..... . 206 

Newtek..... 11 

Ocean ,42, 70-71, 102, OBC 
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The exciting game for parents and kids, of TRIVIA, 
SKILL AND LUCK! 

F SNOOKARD is THE animated snooker board game 

Q for all the family. 

pl Available for AMIGA - NOW (Requires 1 meg & mouse) 

Only £10 including post & packing (overseas add £1.50) 

EXCLUSIVELY FROM: KEYPHASE SERVICES LTD (AF3) 
26 BLAKE HALL DRIVE 
WICKFORD ESSEX SS11 8XJ 

c Psst....Dad, now's your chance to heal the kids on their 
T machine - that’s got to be worth a tenner! 

Amiga MouseStick: 
The Ratings say it all! 
THE ULTIMATE CONTROLLER 

For sophisticated simulation enthusiasts and those who want 
to get the most out of their Amiga, Advanced Gravis 
brings you the PERFECT controller. It feels like you are in 
the cockpit with programs like Proflight, FI9, Mig29, Falcon, 
Indy 500 etc. 
A professional quality, easily programmable optical joystick 
complete with 16k processing unit and LCD screen offering 
1200 line count resolution on any screen, working perfectly 
on all simulations and applications with sensible mouse or 
joystick routines. No other controller comes even close to 
the MouseStick for performance, reliability, pleasure and 
ease of use. 

SO TEST-FLY THE MOUSESTICK TODAY 

Get a grip on the new MouseStick and discover just why it's 
lightyears ahead of the mouse, trackball or traditional 
joystick. Unlike a mouse, the MouseStick doesn't clutter 
your desk and doesn't require constant cleaning. And unlike 
a trackball, you don’t need the dexterity of a cardshark to 
drag an item. 
The Gravis MouseStick is one of the most technologically 
advanced and durable input devices available. 
But don't worry. You can handle it. 

ST Format Ratings 90% 
Features 95% 
More modes than a kitchen blender 

Speed 96% 
More responsive than a joystick and more 
precise than a mouse 

Results 98% 
Flawless! No compatibility problems, 

no quirks, just total control. 

The competition 
There s nothing comparable...... 

Full technical support and 1 
year guarantee. S.A..E or 
telephone for full details 

Telephone (0272) 550900 
FAX: (0272)411052 

Unit lb Bee Hive Trading Estate 
Crews Hole Road, 

St. George, Bristol BS5 8AY 
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THE FINAL CURTAIN 

Random Sample 
A small snatch of history from August, which was when this mag was created... 
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Will the new 

digital compact 

cassettes win out, or will the other new less 

compact cassettes do the job? We reallv 

don't care; what Amiga Format wants to know is 

why, when CDs are outselling vinyl, we re still 

HISTORY 
New ciidcnrc Miggcsn* itwi America wit* m* discovered bjr Pvk 

Ctiuttibu* filing ihc wan Hue in 3492. Nl by n bloke f««n Bminl 211 

year** before. Hui maybe ihc Viking* f(M ihere Find, I>kl you liWW ilv.il 

itiere was a Vikmje called Thcudar Skullsplilicr? Honest! And ibat meet 

of them were CTtrisi isos? 

NEWS 
We've just IuhJ a coup in Roma and a hit of a revolution Iiki. f-umn. 

thuHigh. iurtv nuNulv ever hots lu jay "ffh, N^tradaimt^ predicted fhai" 

any more. line art of prepbocy ain't wlut ii used to be. 

srm niKSHOT-i 
The game in qucttfeA wt» Tdttgmm, candy identified by Deborah 

Muyd who win* a special Amigo Forum T-stifL Cnflgratulalimw! 

WIT THE SHOT 0 
Yim could win a special Amigo Format T-shin 

if you identify the game llivn ibis is a small pur 

lion Of Urtd send the wteWcr wi a potiteanl to 

Spot the Shot fi. Format at our Bath 

address before October 10. Finn correct answer 

iHit of the inetiiphoheal hat gels the pci/e. 

218 

paying more far them It's a swindle! 

NOW 
Terminal** 2: Airtgement Pav has to be the (ttovre of the year, and ii you 

haven'i seen id yri then you must be uompklfliy mad. Hut if you hare 

seen it. hare you noticed the anwefit hole in the plot that leaves it wnk 

open for Te*mt*mor S? 

1HMMH 
MTV (Mu*k Ttbitn, m ibow of you wtw haw never com aniu it!) 

re&txatetf its U)th birthday litis moNh, Bui do ymi know which 

major businesses pvt vp the money for (his cuppowdfy rebdllou *nd 

anarchistic youth dWHCf? 

SPORT 
The foothill L season ha* just Maned, hot will the Super U-apue change it 

all nest year? By biwunt coincidence, itic high COUrt newton (hart paved 

the way fiw the big teams' plane lasted ctmcily W minutes,,, Still, it 

could yet prove to be a game of two halve*. 

SCIENCE 
They've just discovered circle* in the dust of the Tokyo underground that 

they bdscire may be created the same way crop circles «: air wcikw 

and odd dcciricaJ dinturhances. Anyone retnember a programme 

where a guy created a boll of lightning m a lab by mLvhing granite 

blocks? See you at Stonehenge 1o meet the alien* ,, 

who said that? $ 
The quutc on ihc Cameras page of Issue 25, ‘The greater ihc lie. the 

greater the chance it will he bdfevttT, is a touch of Adolf H iller from ho 

famous pulp fiction wort. Mem Kampf Why on earth was it their? Well. 

idV* very long story,.. ♦ 

W HO % A III THAT?? 

To get your chance to win a special Amjgu Format T shirt -fa* wen oh ihc 

Mail Older pages: yes, you can buy them now!), simply tdeniify the quo¬ 

tation «n the Conlcnbt page* and tell m who said ti and where 1-nirir* on 

a postcard, please, to Who Said Thai? f>, Attain* Format nl our Hath 

addle** before October 10 and the first correct answer out or ihe 

metaphorical hat gel* tire T-shirt. 

NEXT MONTH 
The hideously exciting tint 28 of Amiga Format will leisure a revealing 

glimpse into the work) of games programming Expea some ceranJi 

nary insights as we uncover ihe tcvhnitalines of how graphics for games 

are brought to Ihc screen. To accompany this, no ihe dirt will be a 

playable Jcmi of Image Worts' Finl &MO, pUHHy the nx»W sopto 

tKated esimple of the game peogrammer v an ever U* appear There will 

aho he a pfayabk detno of IXmurk's MiG-29 Super Fttkrum fee all fuu 

flight vim fans, phi* the first in a new series of hardware 

buying guides and a ccenpomort of several 

altrmatnc input device*. 
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THE SEVERED GARDEN (ADAGIO! 

TRIBE CALLED QUEST 

PEOPLES' INSTINCTIVE TRAVELS... 

‘Your 

This tnagazirtf comes from Future Punishing, a com¬ 
pany founded just sw years ago, hut which now sells 
more computer magazines than arty other publisher in 
Britain. We offer: 

Better advice. Otx titles are bached with tips, suggev 
(tons and explanatory features, written by (tie best m the 
business. 

Stronger reviews. We have a eastern policy of edtto 
nal independence. and our reviews give clear buying 
recommendations 

Clearer design. You need sokd information last So our 
designers higMigM key dements by us*ig charts, d^ 
grams, sunmary boxes, annotated photographs, etc. 

Greater relevance, At Future, editors operate under 
iwo golden rJes: 
* Understand your readers' needs. 
* Satisfy them. 
* Then go down the pub. 

More reader interaction. We draw strongly on read 
ers' contributions, resulting in the Iwekest letters pages 
and the best reader bps. Buying one of our magazines is 
like joining a natiomnde user group. 

Better value for money. More pages, better quality: 
■magazines you can trust. 

Home of Britain's tines? computer magazines. 

Amiga Format * $T Format 
Amiga Power • Amiga Stopper 

PC Answers ■ PC Plus * BOOT Pius 
Amstrad Action • Yotir Sinclair * Sega Power 
New Computer Express * Commodore Format 

EDITOR Damien Noonan ART EDITOR Marcus Dr Dyson 
SCREENPLAY EDITOR Trenton Webb TECHNICAL EDITOR 
Pat McDonald PRODUCTION EDITOR Gary Lord STAFF 
WRITER Maff Evam DESIGNER Frank Bartucca ADDITIONAL 
DESIGN Diana Taylor REVIEWS EDITOR Paul Lyons CONSUL¬ 
TANT EDITORS Jon Sates (Music}, Brian Larkman (Graphics) 
CONTRIBUTORS James Leach, Andy Hutchinson, Neil West, 
Jason Hoi born As am Ahad ADVERTISING MANAGER Jennie 
Evans SENIOR SALES EXEC Duncan Ferguson AD SALES EXEC 
Jackie Garford AD PRODUCTION Fiona Milne PUBLISHER Greg 
Ingham PROMOTIONS MANAGER Michele Harris AD SERVICES 
Tarn Ward ALL HELPED CREATE AMIGA FORMAT 

PHOTOGRAPHY tahtofl Jiftti, 0r*rf»OfU-upoiM«Jn COLOUR OJttGfNATOffS Swift Gtaphid m, 
SEKrtfumplen, PRIHTfRS Btvttfde Pm* Ltd St Ives PU GiHringhim NEWS TRADE OISTRIBUTtOff 

UN Future PuMilhing 0275 4*JJM MEWS TRADE DISTRIBUTION OVERSEAS: MWC Ltd 04*1 

211222 CIRCULATION DIRECTOR Sue Hanley 0225 442244. ARCADE PHOTOS ftofain Coffin* 

Dear Newsagent, 

Please reserve _ copy/copies of Amiga Format: 

Amiga Format Issue 27, October I9S1 - on sale September 12 

Name......... 

Add ress_____*....— 

To the Newsagent: Amiga Format is published and distributed 

by Future Publishing and is available from your wholesaler. Send 

back these coupons for entry in a tree prize draw to: Kate Hodges, 

Future Publishing, 30 Monmouth Street, BATH BA1 2BW. Remember 

to include your shop, name and address. 

BE SAFE: RESERVE 
YOUR COPY! 

Amiga Format always soils out. Wherever 
you live, you may already have been through 
the awful experience of trekking round all the 
newsagents in town without being able to get 
your hands on a copy. We just can't keep up 
with demand: we are. after all, far and away 
Britain's biggest-selling Amiga magazine. 

And of course Issue 28 is likely to sell 
out even more quickly then the magazine 
normally does, till be carrying all the usual 
news and reviews plus the stunning First 
Samurai demo from I mage works will be on 
the Coverdlsk.. 

The best way to make sure you get your 
sticky mitts on (his exciting issue is to cut 
out or photocopy the coupon on Ihe right, fill 
It in, take it down to your newsagent and 
make sure he saves you a copy. Don't forget! 

SUBSCRIBE 
AND GET A SPECIAL GIFT! 

THERE’S ONE way you can be sure 
to get your copy of the magazine 
fresh off the presses every month, 
and that's lo get a subscription to 
Amiga Format for the next year. 

THINK ABOUT IT: twelve issues Of 
Amiga Format delivered straight to 
your door, a free special extra 
subscriber s bonus of a game or 
some serious software, plus the 
chance to buy special offers that 
only subscribers can have! You 
know it makes sense! 

Turn to Page 194 NOW! 
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JIMMY WHIll'S 'WHIRLWIND' SNOOKER 
IS THE FASTEST, SMOOTHEST SNOOKER GAME EVER CREATED. 

The only snooker gome to achieve o maximum 147 break. 
View the table from any angle- 

Rotate and zoom in on any bdl • Use swerve or spin, but chalk that cue! 
4 ski levels • 1 or 2 player. 

Practice, trick shot and demo modes • Every break off is unique. 
Save games and highest breaks * Digitised qplewr and sound effects. 

ACE 930 

GAMES 

ARCHER MA 



FIERCE ANIMATION 
THROW YOU 
HEADLONG INTO 
THE FURIOUS 
STORYLINE OF 
THE BOX OFFICE 
SMASH....AND A 

ON TO YOUR 
COMPUTER SCREEN 
SPECTACULAR 
GRAPHICS AND 

OCEAN SOFTWARE LIMITED 
• 6 Ca*IRAl STREET MANCHESTER M2 SNS 
:LE PHONE 061 832 6633 EAX: 061 #36 0650 * IWI CAROLCO INTERNATIONAL NV 

AU RIGHTS RESERVED 
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